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Versteigerungsfolge – Auction Schedule

MITTWOCH

5. Februar 2020 /

WEDNESDAY

5 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am BANKNOTEN
BANKNOTES WORLDWIDE single lots
DONNERSTAG

6. Februar 2020 /

THURSDAY

1 - 1.761

6 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am BANKNOTEN ALLE WELT Sammlungen
BANKNOTES
BANKNOTEN DEUTSCHLAND | BANKNOTES GERMANY
FREITAG

7. Februar 2020 /

FRIDAY

24. Februar 2020 /

MONDAY

25. Februar 2020 /

TUESDAY

6.200 - 7.562

12.00 Uhr | 12.00 am THEMATIK | THEMATICS
-

MITTWOCH

26. Februar 2020 /

7.600 - 9.063

ÜBERSEE | OVERSEAS: A - Z

9.100 - 10.549

-

| AIRMAIL

EUROPA | EUROPE: A - Z

16.00 Uhr | 4.00 pm

WEDNESDAY

26 th February 2020
13.500 - 14.007

10.30 Uhr | 10.30 am DEUTSCHES REICH

14.008 - 15.249

13.00 Uhr | 1.00 pm DT. AUSLANDSPOSTÄMTER | KOLONIEN - SUDETENLAND
15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm DEUTSCHLAND nach 9

-

LAGERPOST

27. Februar 2020 /

1945 - GDR

SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm
FREITAG

28. Februar 2020 /

SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

18.000 - 19.899

27 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ÜBERSEE | OVERSEAS: A - Z
-

14.00 Uhr | 2.00 pm

20.000 - 22.607
| AIRMAIL

22.700 - 22.770

THEMATIK | THEMATICS

22.800 - 23.517

EUROPA | EUROPE: A - Z

23.600 - 26.026

FRIDAY

28 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am NACHLÄSSE, WUNDERKARTONS

26.100 - 26.453

13.00 Uhr | 1.00 pm DEUTSCHLAND vor 1945 | GERMANY before 1945
15.30 Uhr | 3.30 pm

16.800 - 17.211
17.212 - 17.896

ANSICHTSKARTEN | PICTURE POSTCARDS
THURSDAY

15.250 - 16.218
16.219 - 16.685

| GERMANY

-

DONNERSTAG

10.600 - 10.791
11.000 - 13.488

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ALTDEUTSCHLAND | GERMAN STATES

17.00 Uhr | 5.00 pm

5.000 - 6.118

25 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ASIEN | ASIA
13.00 Uhr | 1.00 pm

3.000 - 4.600

24 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am CHINA SONDERAUKTION – inklusive LIBERATED AREAS
CHINA SPECIAL AUCTION – including LIBERATED AREAS
DIENSTAG

2.000 - 2.654

7 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am NUMISMATIK � MÜNZEN | NUMISMATICS � COINS
MONTAG

1.800 - 1.866

DEUTSCHLAND nach 1945 | GERMANY
LITERATUR| VARIA

9

28.000 - 29.031
29.100 - 29.622
29.700 - 29.751

U1: ex. lot 21.349 | U3: ex. lot 23.332| U4: ex. lot 20.402
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lot description (f.e. starting prices are different or the picture does not fit with the corresponding
description), the data of the lot description has to be regarded as valid.
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L os 22.

WALLIS FUTUNA INSELN
Wallis Futuna Islands

L os 22.2

22.2

WEIHNACHTSINSELN
Christmas Island

L os 22.2

22.2

22.2

3

2

3
2 .

2

E ELIN OST
e elin Mail

22.

3

2

2

2

THEMATI

THEMATICS

FLORA ROSEN
ora roses

L os 22. 2

FLUG EUGE LUFTFAHRT
airo lanes a iation

L os 22. 2

FREIMAURER
ree masonr

L os 22. 3

22. 3

THEMATI
Thematics

L os 22.

AL OHOL
al c ohol

L os 22. 2

FRIEDEN
peac e

L os 22. 3

AL OHOL BIER
alcohol eer

L os 22. 3

GESCHICHTE ULTUR
histor culture

L os 22. 3

ANTAR TIS
antarctic

L os 22. 3

INDUSTRIE HANDEL
industr tradin

L os 22.

ARCHITE TUR
arc hitec ture

L os 22.

INT. ORGANISATIONEN ROTARIER
internat. or ani ations Rotar Clu

L os 22.

AR TIS
arctic

L os 22.

2 22.

J AGD
huntin

L os 22.

AR TIS ANTAR TIS
arctic antarctic

L os 22.

22.

UDAI A
udaism

L os 22.

22.

ASTRONOMIE
astronom

L os 22.

INDER
children

L os 22.

3 22.

BALLON LUFTFAHRT
alloon a iation

L os 22.

NIGTUM ADEL
ro alt no ilit

L os 22.

22.

B UME
trees

L os 22.

ONSULATS OST
consular mail

L os 22.

BAUWER E
uildin s edi ce

L os 22.

UNST
art

L os 22.

BAUWER E BRUNNEN
uildin s ells

L os 22.

UNSTHANDWER
arts and cra s

L os 22.

22.

BERGSTEIGEN
Mountaineerin

L os 22.

LEI IGER MESSE
L eipzig f air

L os 22.

2 22.

COMICS
Comics

L os 22.

LEUCHTT RME
li hthouses

L os 22.

22.

DRUC DICHTER
rintin oets

L os 22.

MALEREI MALER
aintin
ainters

L os 22.

22.

DRUC D RER
rintin D rer

L os 22.

2

MAR E AUF MAR E
stam on stam

L os 22.

22.

EISENBAHN
rail a

L os 22.

3 22.

MEDI IN GESUNDHEIT
medicine health

L os 22.

3 22.

EUR OP A
Europe

L os 22.

MESSEN WELTAUSSTELLUNGEN
airs orld e hi itions

L os 22.

FAHRRAD
bic yc l e

L os 22.

2

MILIT R
m il itary

L os 22.

FILM
lm

L os 22.

3

MINERALIEN
minerals

L os 22.

22.

FILM INO
lm cinema

L os 22.

22.

M HLEN
mills

L os 23.

23.

FIRMENLOCHUNG
er ns

L os 22.

22.

MUSI
music

L os 23.

2 23.

FL AGGEN
a s

L os 22.

MUSI OM ONISTEN
music com osers

L os 23.

23.

FLORA BOTANI
ora otan loom

L os 22.

22.

NAHRUNG GENUSS
ood delicac

L os 23.

FLORA OBST FR CHTE
ora ruits

L os 22.

22.

NAHRUNG AFFEE
ood co ee

L os 23.

2

FLORA ORCHIDEEN
ora orchids

L os 22.

22.

NAHRUNG SCHO OLADE
ood chocolate

L os 23.

3 23.

22. 2

22.

22.

2

3

22.

3

22. 3

22.

2

3

2

NAHRUNG TEE
ood tea

L os 23.

S ORT WASSERS ORT
s ort ater s orts

L os 23.3

NAP OL EON

L os 23.

S ORT WINTERS ORT
s ort inter s orts

L os 23.3 3 23.3

OLYM ISCHE S IELE
ol m ic ames

L os 23.

23.

TABA
tobac c o

L os 23.3

23.3

ERS NLICH EITEN
ersonalities

L os 23.

23.

TECHNI TELEFON
technic tele hone

L os 23.3

23.32

ERS NLICH . RIN ESSIN DIANA
ersonalities rincess Diana

L os 23.

23.

TECHNI TELE OMMUNI ATION
techni ue telecommunication

L os 23.322 23.32

ERS NLICH EITEN CHURCHILL
ersonalities Churchill

L os 23.

23.

TIERE E OTISCHE TIERE
animals e otic animals

L os 23.32

23.32

ERS NLICH EITEN ENNEDY
ersonalities enned

L os 23.

23.

TIERE FAUNA
animals auna

L os 23.32

23.3 2

FADFINDER
o scouts

L os 23.

2 23. 2

TIERE AFFEN
animals monke s

L os 23.3 3

OLITI
olitics

L os 23. 2

TIERE DINOSAURIER
animals dinosaur

L os 23.3

OR ELLAN ERAMI
orcelain ceramics

L os 23. 33

TIERE EULEN
animals o ls

L os 23.3

OSTAUTOMATION
ostal mecani ation

L os 23. 3

23. 3

TIERE FISCHE
animals shes

L os 23.3

23.

RAUMFAHRT
astronautics

L os 23. 3

23.2

TIERE HUNDE
animals do s

L os 23.

23.

RELIGION
rel ig ion

L os 23.2

23.22

TIERE AT EN
animals cats

L os 23.

23.

ROTES REU
red cross

L os 23.222 23.22

TIERE MEERESTIERE
animals sea animals

L os 23.

23. 23

SCHIFFE
shi s

L os 23.22

TIERE MEERESTIERE MUSCHELN
animals sea animals shells

L os 23. 2

23. 2

SCHIFFE RIEGSSCHIFFE
shi s a le shi s

L os 23.23

TIERE NAGETIERE
animals rodents

L os 23. 2

SCHIFFE SEGELSCHIFFE
shi s sailin shi s

L os 23.232

TIERE FERDE
animals horses

L os 23. 2

23. 2

SEEFAHRER ENTDEC ER
sailors disco erers

L os 23.233 23.23

TIERE RAUBTIERE
animals redacious cats

L os 23. 3

23. 33

S IELE SCHACH
ames chess

L os 23.23

TIERE RE TILIEN
animals re tiles

L os 23. 3

23. 3

S IEL EUG
to s

L os 23.2 2

TIERE S UGETIERE
animals mammals

L os 23. 3

23. 3

S ORT
s ort

L os 23.2 3 23.2 3

TIERE SCHILD R TEN
animals turtles

L os 23. 3

S ORT BAS ETBALL
s ort asket all

L os 23.2

23.2

TIERE SCHMETTERLINGE
animals u er ies

L os 23. 3

23.

S ORT FUSSBALL
s ort soccer oot all

L os 23.2

23.3 3

TIERE V GEL
animals irds

L os 23.

23.

S ORT HOC EY
s ort hocke

L os 23.3

23.3

TIERE MEERESS UGER U.A. WALE
animals a uatic mammals

L os 23.

23.

S ORT LEICHTATHLETI
s orts athletics

L os 23.3

TIERE WASSERTIERE
animals a uatic animals

L os 23.

23.

S ORT RADS ORT
s ort c clin

L os 23.3

TIERE WASSERV GEL
animals ater irds

L os 23.

23.

S ORT RINGEN
s ort restlin

L os 23.3

TIERE OOTIERE
animals oo animals

L os 23.

2 23.

S ORT TURNEN
s ort mnastics

L os 23.3

TOURISMUS
tourism

L os 23.

23. 32

23.23

23.2

23.3

23.3 2

23.3

3

3

3

UMWELTSCHUT
en ironment rotection

L os 23.

GROSSBRITANNIEN
Great B ritain

UP U
united ostal union

L os 23.

23.

VER EHR
tra c

L os 23.

VER EHR AUTO
tra c car

L os 23.

VER EHR STRASSENBAHN
tra c tram a

L os 22.549 - 24.195

GUER NS EY
Guernse

L os 24.151 - 24.154

23.

INSEL MAN
Isle o Man

L os 24.155 - 24.160

23.

J ER S EY
erse

L os 24.161 - 24.163

L os 23.

IRLAND
Ireland

L os 24.196 - 24.213

V UL KANE
olcanoes

L os 23.

ISLAND
Iceland

L os 24.214 - 24.219

WASSER
ater

L os 23.

2

ITALIEN
Ital

L os 24.220 - 24.332

WEIHNACHTEN
christmas

L os 23.

3 23.

WWF

L os 23.

23.

E ELIN
zeppel in

L os 23.

2 23.

3

EURO A EURO E

IRCHENSTAAT
a al States

L os 24.227 - 24.231

MODENA
Modena

L os 24.232

SARDINIEN
Sardinia

L os 24.233

TOS ANA
Tuscan

L os 24.234 - 24.235

UGOSLAWIEN
Yu osla ia

L os 24.333 - 24.395

G ISCHE INSELN
Ae ean Islands

L os 23.600 - 23.608

AR ATEN U RAINE
Car athians Ukraine

L os 24.396 - 24.398

ALBANIEN
Al bania

L os 23.609 - 23.631

ROATIEN
Croatia

L os 24.399 - 24.449

AND OR R A
Andorra

L os 23.632 - 23.638

LETTLAND
Lat ia

L os 24.450 - 24.462

BELGIEN
B el g ium

L os 23.639 - 23.698

LIECHTENSTEIN
Liechtenstein

L os 24.463 - 24.499

BOSNIEN HER EGOWINA
Bosnia Her e o ina

L os 23.699 - 23.752

LITAUEN
L ithuania

L os 24.500 - 24.511

BULGARIEN
B ul g aria

L os 23.753 - 23.792

LU EMBURG
Lu em our

L os 24.512 - 24.593

D NEMAR
Denmark

L os 23.793 - 23.834

MALTA
Malta

L os 24.594 - 24.602

FÄ R Ö ER
Faroe Islands

L os 23.806 - 23.816

MA EDONIEN
Macedonia

L os 24.603 - 24.604

GR Ö NL AND
Greenland

L os 23.817 - 23.825

MONACO
Monaco

L os 24.605 - 24.767

ESTLAND
Estonia

L os 23.835 - 23.839

MONTENEGRO
Montene ro

L os 24.768 - 24.782

FINNLAND
Finland

L os 23.840 - 23.854

NIEDERLANDE
Netherlands

L os 24.783 - 24.833

AL AND
Aland

L os 23.850 - 23.852

NORDINGERMANLAND
North In ermanland

L os 24.834

FIUME
Fium e

L os 23.855 - 23.860

NORWEGEN
Nor a

L os 24.835 - 24.855

FRAN REICH
Franc e

L os 22.571 - 24.019

STERREICH
Austria

L os 24.856 - 25.086

GIBRALTAR
Gibral tar

L os 24.020 - 24.040

OSTRUMELIEN
Eastern Roumelia

L os 25.087 - 25.090

GRIECHENLAND
Greec e

L os 24.041 - 24.059

P OL EN
oland

L os 25.091 - 25.117

OLNISCHE
LAGER OST
olska Cam Mail

L os 25.115

ORTUGAL
P ortug al

L os 25.118 - 25.309

AZ OR EN
A ores

L os 25.273 - 25.286

MADEIRA
Madeira

L os 25.287 - 25.301

RUM NIEN
R om ania

L os 25.310 - 25.347

R US S L AND
Russia

L os 25.348 - 25.674

SAN MARINO
San Marino

L os 25.415 - 25.439

SCHWEDEN
S eden

L os 25.440 - 25.481

SCHWEI
S it erland

L os 25.482 - 25.580

SERBIEN
S erbia

L os 25.581 - 25.602

SLOWA EI
Slo akia

L os 25.604

S ANIEN
S pain

L os 21.846 - 25.827

THRA IEN
Thrace

L os 25.828 - 25.830

TRIEST
Trieste

L os 25.831 - 25.835

TSCHECHOSLOWA EI
C echoslo akia

L os 25.836 - 25.862

T R EI
Turke

L os 25.863 - 25.885

U RAINE
Ukraine

L os 25.886 - 25.891

UNGAR N
Hun ar

L os 25.892 - 25.915

VATI AN
Vatican Cit

L os 25.916 - 25.928

VEREINTE NATIONEN
United Nations

L os 25.929 - 25.936

WESTU RAINE
West Ukrainie

L os 25.937 - 25.938

Z Y P ER N
C rus

L os 25.939 - 25.944

EUR OP A
Europe

L os 25.945 - 25.999

CE T
CE T

L os 26.000 - 26.010

BALTISCHE STAATEN
Baltic States

L os 26.011 - 26.014

BENELU
Benelu

L os 26.015 - 26.018

S ANDINAVIEN
Scandina ia

L os 26.019 - 26.026

PRIVATE TREATY
BAHRAIN

Price and further information on req uest!

B ahrain

Direct sale for cash
or consignment to our auctions
THE CHOICE IS YOURS

We are always looking out for interesting
single lots, all kinds of collections and
complete estates for our auctions – all
around the globe.
Also coins of all shapes and sizes, gold and
silver coins and collections thereof, as well
as banknotes are always welcome to us.
We also will do special auctions for suitable
items, or issue special catalogues which
assure to present your material to the
market in the best way possible.

Please advise how you would prefer to
work with us – and it is up to you if you
prefer to leave your items with us as consignments or if you would rather sell your
items to us straight away.
Why not give us a call and talk to one of our
experts about what would be the best
choice in your case? For expensive and voluminous material, we are happy to visit
you. If you decide to post your consignment
to us, it will automatically be insured at
€ 25,000 per parcel.

Our experts will view and assess your
items, be it a single item or extensive estates and will be happy to make you an
oﬀer. We buy philatelic and numismatic
items at the best market prices worldwide. Brokers will be paid a commission
and we ensure we will handle everything
absolutely conﬁdentially.

Consigning: Easy and eﬀective!
HOW AND WHAT SHOULD I CONSIGN?

Because of the costs involved, we cannot make individual lots with auction value below € 150
and regretfully cannot accept consignments with auction value below € 1,000.

House Calls

Our experts will make house calls
for particularly large or valuable
consignments, free of charge.

Personal Delivery

You can make an appointment to
bring items of any value to our
corporate headquarters where we
will discuss value and your
options face-to-face. Evaluations
and estimates made at our
headquarters building are
non-binding and free of charge.

By mail

Send us your consignment of at
least 1.000 € starting price. 1, 2, 3

1

By Mail in Germany

Parcels up to an estimated value of 25,000 EURO may be
mailed to our oﬃce after prior notice. Use our FedEx Service
for higher values. You can also use our special German Post
DHL eParcel service. Parcels will be collected free of charge (up
to 31.5 kg/70 lbs). Just give us a call and let us know which day
for pickup will suit you best. Please do not forget to send us an

Acknowledgement of Receipt

Lot Description & Starting Price

You will receive an acknowledgement
of receipt of delivery as soon as your
consignment arrives.

You will receive a list of lot descriptions and starting prices as soon as we
complete the initial work.4

2

e-mail or fax SEPARATELY (we don’t want to educate thieves)
with a list of all lots in each parcel. You can also propose an
initial price for negotiation if you desire to do so. We will get in
touch with you immediately if your estimate diﬀers too much
from our evaluation.

By Mail from Foreign Countries

Let us know in advance if you intend to send us your
consignment from an European or an overseas country. We
will be pleased to help if you have any questions regarding
dispatch and customs clearance issues. Shipments through
private carriers (UPS, FedEx, cargo companies, etc.) are also
insured through us.

AUKTIONSHAUS CHRISTOPH GÄRTNER
GMBH & CO. KG
Steinbeisstr. 6 + 8
74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen
Tel. + 49(0)7142- 789 400
info@auktionen-gaertner.de
www.auktionen-gaertner.de

AUKTIONSHAUS
EDGAR MOHRMANN & CO
Internat. Briefmarken-Auktionen GmbH
Kleine Reichenstr. 1 | 20457 Hamburg
Tel. + 49(0)40- 68 94 700
info@edgar-mohrmann.de
www.edgar-mohrmann.de

AUKTIONSHAUS CHRISTOPH GÄRTNER
GMBH & CO. KG
KOMPETENZ-ZENTRUM WEST
LOCATION DÜSSELDORF
Bismarckstraße 93 / Ecke Karlstraße
40210 Düsseldorf
Tel. +49(0)211- 35 84 47
duesseldorf@auktionen-gaertner.de

AUCTION GALLERIES HAMBURG
vormals Schwanke GmbH
Kleine Reichenstr. 1 | 20457 Hamburg
Tel. + 49(0)40- 33 71 57
info@auction-galleries.de
www.auction-galleries.de

AUKTIONSHAUS
RAUSS & FUCHS GMBH
Büchsenstr. 15 | 70173 Stuttgart
Tel. + 49(0)711- 29 09 68
rauss-fuchs@t-online.de
www.rauss-fuchs.de

CONTACT KIRCHLENGERN
BERND JURKEWITZ
vormals PUMPENMEIER Auktionen
Bahnhofstr. 11 | 32278 Kirchlengern
Tel. + 49(0)5223- 87 82 51
auktion@pumpenmeier.de
www.pumpenmeier.de

HAMBURG

KIRCHLENGERN

DÜSSELDORF

At all our locations we offer:
• FREE CONSULTATION
• FREE VALUATION
• CONSIGNMENTS
• OUTRIGHT PURCHASE

Do you have more questions?
Just give us a call: Tel. +49 - (0)7142 - 789 400

BIETIGHEIM-BISSINGEN
STUTTGART

Results

Results are posted online immediately
after the close of each auction. Printed
lists of auction realizations are available
a few days later.

Payment
Auction Catalogue

AUCTION

You will receive a copy of the catalogue
and a listing of your lot numbers well
before the auction.

3

Insurance

We extend full insurance coverage to all shipments when
given advance notice by phone, fax, mail, or e-mail.
4

List of Lot Descriptions

This also serves as a check for you that all of your material is
being oﬀered in the auction.

We start to issue the credit notes for
our consignors 6 weeks after the
auction. 5, 6, 7
Transfers to any account in any currency
are always possible.

You are very welcome
to come to our auction!

5

Our Commission

We only charge commission fees from successful sales. Fees
are calculated on the basis of prices realized. Special rates
may be arranged in the case of expensive items or particularly valuable consignments.

6

Commissions for Agents

Please feel free to recommend us to others. You will receive a
generous ﬁnder’s fee whenever referrals result in a successful
consignment or sale.
7

Payment

You can choose to receive payment by check or bank transfer
in any currency you prefer.

IBRA 2021 | 6th - 9th MAY 2021
WORLD STAMP EXHIBITION

Messe Essen, Germany

Christoph Gärtner
OFFICIAL AUCTIONEER,
SPONSOR & PHILATELIC PARTNER
of the World Exhibition IBRA 2021

DEAR FRIENDS OF PHILATELY
Imagine for the first time since 1999 a World Stamp
Exhibition under FIP patronage will be held once
again in GERMANY from 6 th - 9 th May 2021 in Essen,
simultaneously with the 31 st International Stamp
Fair Essen.

PREVIEW:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

75 years of BDPh
150 years of “Deutsche Reichspost”
More than 10,000 m2 of exhibition space
2,800 frames
All exhibition classes
FIP patronage
FEPA recognition
IBRA-Treasury and IBRA-Action Stage
Activities to promote stamp collecting

The IBRA 2021, organized by the German Philatelic
Federation (BDPh e.V.), awaits you with a large
international participation of collectors, dealers
and postal administrations from all over the world.
As a philatelic partner, sponsor and oﬃcial
auctioneer, I look forward to welcoming you
personally with my team during the 2021 World
Stamp Exhibition at our stand for inspiring
conversations, shop talks and consultations.
Be curious about the many philatelic highlights,
especially the outstanding CG IBRA RARITY
AUCTION, which will take place on the occasion of
this prestigious event on 7 th May 2021.
Sincerely yours,

In the world of philately you can
discover something new every
day...
Messe Essen, Germany

Christoph Gärtner

IBRA RARITY AUCTION | 7 th MAY 2021

Consignments will be accepted from now on!

Any questions? Please contact us, and we will
be pleased to assist you: + 49(0)7142- 789 400
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

A den / Ä gypten

ex. 20064 | 300 €

ex. 20000 | 400 €
350 postc ards

ex. 20063 | 100 €

ex . 2006 2 | 1.500 €
ex . 2006 5 | 1.000 €

ex. 20066 | 500 €

ex. 20067 | 300 €

Sammlungen / Collections

17

Ä gypten /Ä q uatorialguinea

ex . 2006 8 | 3.500 €

ex. 20086 | 750 €
1200 postc ards

ex. 20069 | 150 €

ex. 20092 | 250 €
18

ex. 20072 | 800 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex . 20093 | 1.200 €

Ä gypten / Ä thiopien

ex . 20090 | 2.500 €

ex . 20094 | 1.500 €

ex. 20101 | 500 €
600 aerograms

ex. 20099 | 200 €

ex. 20104 | 250 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20106 | 150 €
19

A f ghanistan / A itutak i / A lgerien

ex. 20122 | 200 €

ex. 20112 | 800 €

ex . 20117 | 6 5.000 €
Mi. 3.079.841, -

ex. 20125 | 400 €

ex. 20124 | 500 €
20

ex. 20128 400 €
|

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20127 | 950 €
3800 postc ards

ex. 20126 | 400 €
800 postc ards

A lgerien / A ngola

ex. 20137 | 350 €
178 epreuv e de luxe

ex. 20138 | 250 €

ex. 20140 | 250 €

ex . 20145 | 2.000 €

ex. 20146 | 400 €

ex. 20149 | 200 €

ex. 20147 | 200 €

ex. 20151 | 300 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20150 | 100 €
21

Argentinien

ex . 20156

ex. 20157 | 300 €
22

| 12.000

€

ex. 20158 | 100 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20159 | 350 €

Argentinien

ex . 2016 4 | 1.000 €

ex. 20177 | 600 €
800 postc ards

Sammlungen / Collections

23

Argentinien Neus dwales

ex. 20187 | 250 €

ex. 20178 | 600 €
800 postc ards

ex. 20179 | 850 €
1200 postc ards

ex . 20189 | 3.000 €
24

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20188 | 800 €

ex. 20190 | 600 €

Q ueensland / A ustralien

ex. 20192 | 300 €

ex. 20198 | 250 €
530 items
ex. 20200 | 100 €

ex. 20205 | 500 €
ex. 20207 | 400 €
ex. 20206 | 400 €

ex. 20208 | 300 €

ex. 20209 | 400 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20210 | 400 €
25

B elgisc h-K ongo / B enin / B irma

ex. 20235 | 800 €
ex. 20242 | 300 €
200 postc ards
ex. 20236 | 300 €

ex. 20258 | 100 €
ex. 20241 | 100 €

ex. 20237 | 400 €
26

ex. 20254 | 150 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20259 | 300 €

B oliv ien / B rasilien

ex. 20261 | 200 €

ex. 20267 | 700 €

ex. 20270 | 800 €

ex. 20268 | 300 €

ex . 2026 9 | 1.500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex . 20271 | 1.000 €
27

Brasilien Britisch-Guyana

ex. 20275 | 500 €

ex. 20286 | 400 €

ex. 20289 | 600 €

ex. 20295 | 400 €

ex. 20277 | 400 €
28

ex. 20294 | 300 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20297 | 300 €
300 items

B runei / B urundi

ex. 20303 | 500 €

ex. 20302 | 800 €

ex. 20308 | 200 €

ex . 20304 | 2.000 €
A ll single lots and selec ted parts of
collections are pictured in full size on

.auktionen aertner.de
ex. 20311 | 150 €

ex. 20310 | 100 €

ex. 20317 | 500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

29

B urundi

ex . 20313 | 75.000 €
105.231 sets and 52.498 part sets/issues; Mi. 1.930.230, 30

Sammlungen / Collections

K anada

ex . 20325 | 2.000 €
ex. 20323 | 500 €

ex . 20329 | 1.000 €

ex. 20330 | 800 €

ex. 20331 | 600 €

Sammlungen / Collections

31

K anada

ex. 20340 | 500 €

ex. 20332 | 600 €
ex. 20337 | 700 €
220 items

ex. 20349 | 500 €
710 stationeries

ex . 20338 | 1.000 €

ex. 20336 100 €
|

32

ex. 20347 | 700 €
10 0 stationeries

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20358 | 200 €

K anada

.auktionen aertner.de

ex . 20343 | 6 .500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

33

K anada / C eylon / Sri L ank a

ex. 20361 | 150 €

ex . 20359 | 1.500 €
1.300 postc ards

ex. 20363 | 300 €

ex. 20366 | 200 €

ex. 20365 500 €
|

34

ex. 20369 | 350 €
240 postc ards

Sammlungen / Collections

C eylon / Sri L ank a

ex. 20370 | 150 €

ex. 20371 | 500 €

ex . 20377 | 1.000 €

ex . 20376

Sammlungen / Collections

| 1.500

€
35

C hile / C hina

ex. 20382 | 400 €
230 items

ex. 20378 | 300 €

ex. 20379 | 400 €

ex. 20394 | 150 €
ex. 20380 | 300 €

ex. 20398 | 200 €

ex. 20397 | 200 €
36

ex. 20399 | 250 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20401 | 250 €

C hina

ex . 20402 | 10.000 €

ex . 20406

| 1.000

€

Sammlungen / Collections

37

C hina

ex. 20404 | 350 €
ex. 20408 | 800 €

ex . 20416

|6

.000 €

ex . 20417 | 1.000 €

ex. 20429 | 300 €
160 postc ards

ex . 20428 | 4.500 €
38

Sammlungen / Collections

C hina

ex. 20433 | 600 €

ex. 20437 | 400 €

ex. 20434 | 150 €

ex. 20439 | 400 €

ex. 20445 | 200 €

ex. 20443 | 500 €

ex. 20446 | 200 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20448 | 200 €
39

C hina

ex . 20442 | 20.000 €
40

Sammlungen / Collections

C hina

ex . 20447 | 30.000 €

ex. 20454 | 150 €

ex. 20463 | 300 €

ex. 20459 | 500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20466 | 800 €
41

C hina

ex . 20456
42

| 4.000

€

Sammlungen / Collections

C hina

ex. 20467 | 700 €

ex . 2046 9 | 3.000 €

ex. 20474 | 500 €

ex. 20473 | 500 €

ex. 20475 | 600 €

ex. 20480 | 200 €

ex. 20477 | 600 €

.auktionen aertner.de

ex . 20481 | 4.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

43

C hina / C osta R ic a / C ub a

ex . 20482 | 2.000 €

ex. 20487 | 500 €
ex. 20511 | 300 €

ex. 20493 | 200 €

ex. 20528 | 300 €
44

ex. 20533 | 600 €

Sammlungen / Collections

C ook -I nseln

ex . 20519 | 100.000 €
239.187 sets, 154.822 single stamps/part sets and 53.437 souv enir sheets; Mi. 4.657.431, -

Sammlungen / Collections

45

uba

uracao Dominica Dschibuti Ecuador Elfenbeink ste

ex. 20537 | 500 €
740 items

ex. 20539 | 500 €
200 items
ex. 20546 | 300 €
300 postc ards

ex. 20550 | 300 €
140 items

ex. 20572 | 400 €

ex. 20547 | 300 €

ex. 20575 | 250 €

ex. 20551 | 250 €
130 items
46

ex. 20586 | 250 €
150 postc ards

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20552 | 500 €
430 items

Falk landinseln

ex . 20589 | 10.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

47

Fezzan Franz.-Guinea Franz.-Indien Franz.-Indochina Franz. Gebiete in der Antarktis

ex. 20604 | 250 €
180 postc ards
ex. 20593 | 400 €
1050 items; Mi. 8.400, -

ex. 20594 | 500 €
1050 items; Mi. 8.925, -

ex . 206 28 | 1.200 €

ex. 20618 | 500 €
ex . 206 06

| 1.200

€

ex . 206 15 | 4.000 €
48

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20629 | 800 €

Frz. Gebiete in der Antarktis Gambia Georgien Goldk ste Grenada Guinea

ex. 20630 | 350 €
ex. 20635 | 300 €

aiti

ongkong

ex. 20636 | 500 €

ex. 20639 | 500 €

ex. 20637 | 500 €
ex. 20638 | 500 €

ex . 206 59 | 1.000 €

ex . 206 40 | 1.200 €
1100 items

ex. 20669 | 250 €

ex. 20663 | 450 €

ex . 206 93 | 1.000 €

ex. 20682 | 250 €

ex. 20670 | 400 €

Sammlungen / Collections

49

olyland

aiti

ongkong

ex . 206 94 | 1.000 €

ex. 20697 | 500 €

ex . 206 98 | 3.000 €
50

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20704 | 500 €

ongkong Indien

ex. 20705 | 500 €

ex . 20718 | 4.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

51

Indien

ex . 20716
52

| 40.000

€

Sammlungen / Collections

Indien

ex . 20720 | 1.500 €

ex . 20719 | 2.000 €

ex. 20722 | 400 €

ex. 20723 | 500 €

ex. 20729 | 600 €

ex. 20717 | 200 €

ex. 20727 | 500 €
280 items

ex. 20733 | 700 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20749 | 150 €
53

Indien

ex. 20750 | 500 €
800 items
ex . 20752 | 3.000 €
400 items

ex. 20762 | 400 €
ex. 20763 | 450 €
500 postcards

ex. 20755 300 €
|

54

ex. 20771 | 300 €

ex. 20772 | 400 €

ex. 20773 | 400 €

ex. 20774 | 300 €

ex. 20775 | 150 €

ex. 20778 | 200 €

Sammlungen / Collections

Indonesien Iran

ex. 20780 | 300 €
200 postcards

ex . 20779 | 1.000 €

ex . 20786

ex. 20795 | 500 €

| 4.000

€

ex. 20825 | 200 €

Sammlungen / Collections

55

Israel Italienisch-D ubaland Ital.- ibyen Ital.-Tripolitanien

apan

ex. 20833 | 400 €

ex. 20836 | 300 €

ex. 20857 | 400 €

ex. 20854 | 800 €

ex. 20830 | 500 €

ex. 20866 | 700 €

ex. 20873 | 250 €
56

ex. 20878 | 300 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20879 | 300 €

apan

ap. Besetzung W II

ex . 20892 | 2.300 €

ex. 20881 | 100 €

ex . 20887 | 1.500 €

ex. 20909 | 100 €

ex. 20907 | 150 €

ex. 20916 | 100 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20917 | 200 €
57

ap. Besetzung W II

agerpost Tsingtau

apan

emen

ex. 20919 | 150 €

ex. 20918 | 200 €
ex. 20922 | 250 €

ex. 20926 | 200 €

ex. 20925 | 200 €

ex. 20929 | 180 €

ex. 20928 | 300 €

ex. 20933 | 250 €
ex. 20932 | 400 €

ex. 20934 | 150 €
58

ex. 20937 | 200 €

ex. 20938 | 100 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 20935 | 150 €

agerpost Tsingtau

apan

emen

ex. 20939 | 300 €

ex. 20944 | 800 €
1300 items

ex. 20941 | 200 €

ex . 20949 | 5.000 €

ex . 20948 | 3.000 €

ex .

21001 | 3.000

ex. 20943 | 850 €
140 items

ex . 21093 | 1.000 €
cat. val. 12.000,€

Sammlungen / Collections

59

Irak

ex . 20790 | 35.000 €
1 .2 7 imperforate stamps
60

Sammlungen / Collections

emen

ambodscha

ex . 21125 | 12.000 €
cat. val. 1. 00.000,-

ap Verde

enia

olumbien

ongo

ex. 21162 | 600 €

ex . 21188 | 1.500 €

ex. 21205 | 300 €

ex. 21206 | 500 €

ex. 21179 | 500 €
50 postcards

ex. 21223 | 500 €
00 postcards

ex. 21197 | 400 €
690 items

ex. 21203 | 500 €
220 items

Sammlungen / Collections

61

orea

abuan

ibanon

iberia

ibyen Madagaskar Mailaiische Staaten

ex. 21233 | 300 €

ex. 21240 | 600 €
Mi. 19.6 ,ex. 21227 | 400 €

ex. 21261 | 300 €
ex. 21230 | 250 €

ex. 21274 | 500 €

.auktionen aertner.de
ex. 21289 | 300 €

ex. 21296 | 250 €

ex . 21309 | 1.000 €
00 postcards
62

ex. 21315 | 300 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 21312 | 200 €

uwait

ex . 21255 | 30.000 €
1 5. 50 complete sets Mi. 791.190,-

Sammlungen / Collections

63

Malaiische Staaten

ex . 21317 | 1.000 €

ex. 21313 | 800 €

ex. 21330 | 300 €

ex. 21338 | 700 €

ex. 21328 | 600 €

ex. 21343 | 500 €

ex . 21346 | 1.000 €
2 00 postal stationeries
64

ex. 21347 | 500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

Mailaiisc he Staaten

ex . 21349 | 1.000 €

ex . 21350 | 1.000 €
170 items

ex. 21360 500 €
|

ex. 21357 | 500 €
130 postc ards

ex . 2136 9 | 1.000 €
900 c ov ers

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 21361 | 300 €
65

Mailaiisc he Staaten

ex. 21371 | 300 €

ex. 21372 | 400 €

ex . 21375 | 1.000 €
800 c ov ers

ex. 21387 | 400 €
470 c ov ers

ex . 21380 | 1.000 €
900 c ov ers

ex . 21393 | 3.000 €
3000 c ov ers
66

Sammlungen / Collections

Mailaiische Staaten Malaysia Marokko Martini ue Mexico

ex . 21398 | 2.000 €
2500 c ov ers

ex . 21411 | 1.000 €
1500 c ov ers

ex. 21491 | 800 €
950 postc ards

ex. 21427 | 200 €

ex. 21443 | 500 €
1600 postc ards

ex . 21473 | 2.000 €

ex. 21483 | 500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

67

Mocambi ue Namibia Nepal Neuseeland

ex . 21509 | 4.000 €
800 c omplete sets; Mi. 152.000, -

ex. 21517 | 300 €

ex . 21521 | 1.000 €

ex . 21542 | 3.000 €
68

Sammlungen / Collections

Neuseeland Nyassaland

ex . 21537 | 1.200 €

ex . 21540 | 3.000 €

ex. 21543 | 800 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 21587 | 300 €
69

man Pal stina Panama Papua

ex. 21590 | 300 €
570 aerograms

ex . 21598 | 1.000 €

ex. 21617 | 600 €

ex. 21620 | 200 €
420 items

ex. 21623 | 700 €
70

Sammlungen / Collections

Papua Neuguinea

ex . 216 29| 70.000 €
6.6 9.225 stamps nominal value .927.06 ,-

Mi. 11. 255.955,-

Sammlungen / Collections

71

Peru Philippinen Portugiesisch-Guinea Ross-Gebiet Ruanda- rundi St. Pierre

Mi uelon St. Thomas

Prinzeninsel

ex. 21649 | 400 €

ex. 21658 | 350 €

ex . 216 6 1 | 1.500 €

.auktionen aertner.de

ex. 21677 | 400 €

ex. 21678 | 400 €
ex. 21689 | 200 €

ex. 21700 | 600 €
72

ex. 21703 | 400 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 21723 | 120 €

El Salvador S ADTA Schardscha Senegal

ex. 21720 | 600 €

ex. 21722 | 400 €

ex. 21766 | 500 €
500 c opies; c at. v al. 10.000, -

ex. 21724 | 400 €

ex . 2176 9 | 1.000 €
100 c opies

ex . 21749 | 3.000 €
total 19.150 stamps; 210.122, - + 100%

ex. 21776 | 700 € 1600 postc ards

Sammlungen / Collections

73

Singapur

ex . 21782 | 1.500 €
1500 c ov ers

ex. 21786 | 200 €

ex . 21787 | 1.000 €
74

Sammlungen / Collections

Singapur Sudan

ap der Guten offnung

ex . 21819 | 3.000 €
00 examples Mi. .000,ex . 21795 | 1.000 €
600 FD C ‘ s

ex. 21822 | 300 €
ex. 21841 | 400 €
Mi. 5.200, -

ex. 21857 600 €
|

ex . 21836 | 2.000 €
200 miniature sheets Mi. 25.000,-

Sammlungen / Collections

ex . 2186 4 | 1.000 €
75

Neue Republik S dafrika Syrien

ex. 21867 | 200 €

ex. 21872 | 800 €

ex. 21887 | 200 €
1000 items

ex. 21878 | 300 €

ex. 21879 | 300 €

ex. 21894 | 150 €

ex . 21906 | 1.000 €
1900 postc ards
76

Sammlungen / Collections

Syrien Tannu-Tuwa Thailand

ex . 21914 | 1.000 €

ex . 21930 | 1.500 €

ex. 21931 | 500 €

ex. 21936 | 400 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 21939 | 200 €
77

Thailand Timor Tonga Trinidad

Tobago Tunesien

ex. 21942 | 300 €
650 items

ex. 21947 | 400 €

ex. 21949 | 500 €

ex. 21951 | 200 €
ex. 21964 | 300 €
1060 items

.auktionen aertner.de

ex. 21958 | 750 €
78

ex. 21978 | 450 €
300 items

Sammlungen / Collections

Tunesien

ruguay Venezuela

ex. 21979 | 750 €
3000 postc ards

ex . 21981 | 8.000 € |

ex. 22005 | 300 €

ex. 22008 | 120 €

26 epreuve d artiste

ex. 22024 | 800 €

ex. 22025 | 600 €

ex . 22027 | 1.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

79

Venezuela Vereinigte Staaten von Amerika

ex . 22029 | 1.200 €

ex. 22044 | 500 €
0 Briefe etc.

ex. 22057 | 400 €

ex. 22046 | 250 €

80

ex. 22062 | 500 €
800 items

Sammlungen / Collections

V ereinigte Staaten v on A merik a

All single lots and selected parts of collections are pictured in full size on

.auktionen aertner.de

ex . 22048 | 3.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

81

V ereinigte Staaten v on A merik a

ex . 22052 | 10.000 €

ex . 2206 6
82

| 5.000

€

Sammlungen / Collections

V ereinigte Staaten v on A merik a

ex . 22072 | 1.000 €

ex . 22105 | 10.000 €
4800 sheets; f ac e v al. $ 34, 560, -

ex . 22100 | 1.500 €
900 B loc k 12-15, f ac e v al. $ 3, 870, -

ex . 22104 | 7.500 €
4372 sheets; f ac e v al. $ 26, 232, -

ex. 22106 | 100 €

ex. 22073 300 €
|

ex. 22124 | 500 €
410 items

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22147 | 350 €
83

V ereinigte Staaten v on A merik a

ex . 22116

| 1.500

€

ex. 22211 | 400 €
2500 aerograms

.auktionen aertner.de

ex. 22210 | 800 €
albums
84

ex. 22231 | 100 €
440 items

Sammlungen / Collections

V ereinigte Staaten v on A merik a

ex. 22242 | 300 €
00 postcards from Massachuse s

ex. 22241 | 350 €
190 c ards

ex. 22240 | 700 €
130 postc ards

ex. 22246 | 500 €
500 postc ards

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22247 | 600 €
1100 postc ards f rom C alif ornia
85

Vereinigte Staaten von Amerika Vereinte Nationen

ex. 22248 | 450 €
1000 postc ards f rom N ew Y ork C ity

ex . 2226 3 | 2.500 €

ex . 22259 | 1.000 €

ex. 22264 | 400 €
86

ex. 22267 | 100 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22269 | 300 €
60 c ov ers

Vietnam wallis-

Futuna-Inseln Alle Welt

ex. 22280 | 750 €
900 postc ards
ex. 22287 | 400 €
161 epreuve de luxe

11

ex . 22282 | 1.300 €
imperforated Maury 16.250,-

ex. 22288 | 600 €
22 epreuve de luxe

ex . 22305 | 1.500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

87

Alle Welt

ex . 22311 | 1.000 €
960 stationeries

ex . 22312 | 1.000 €
760 c ov ers

.auktionen aertner.de

ex. 22318 | 600 €
10 0 stationeries

ex. 22317 | 600 €
200 items
88

ex. 22320A

Sammlungen / Collections

|

500 €

Alle Welt

ex. 22323 | 500 €

ex. 22321 | 500 €
1350 items

ex. 22325 | 500 €
560 maximum cards

ex. 22324 500 €
|

Sammlungen / Collections

89

Alle Welt

ex. 22326 | 500 €
ex. 22328 | 500 €

ex. 22336 | 350 €
780 items

ex. 22327 | 500 €

ex. 22334 | 400 €
1500 c ov ers

ex. 22333 | 400 €
390 items

ex. 22350 | 150 €
90

ex. 22341 | 300 €
210 items

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22351 | 250 €

Alle Welt

ex. 22352 | 250 €
160 c ov ers

ex. 22362 | 200 €

ex. 22360 | 200 €
140 B rief e

ex. 22353 | 250 €

ex. 22361 | 200 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22365 | 200 €
91

Alle Welt

bersee

ex. 22372 | 150 €

ex. 22374 | 150 €

92

ex. 22408 | 800 €

ex. 22409 | 500 €

ex. 22415 | 700 €

ex . 22414 | 3.000 €
30.000 stamps

ex. 22417 | 400 €
700 c ov ers

Sammlungen / Collections

bersee Afrika Amerika Mi el-

S damerika

aribik

ex. 22423 | 200 €
350 imperf orated stamps
ex. 22437 | 500 €

ex. 22436 | 500 €

ex. 22452 | 400 €

ex. 22445 | 200 €

ex. 22453 | 400 €

ex. 22471 | 400 €
960 c ov ers

ex. 22475 | 300 €

ex. 22442 | 250 €

ex. 22454 | 400 €
2000 aerograms

ex. 22463 300 €
|

Sammlungen / Collections

93

S damerika Asien

ex. 22476 | 200 €
500 c ov ers
ex. 22489 | 800 €

ex. 22497 | 500 €

ex. 22494 | 500 €

ex. 22495 | 500 €
94

ex. 22496 | 500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22499 | 400 €

Asien Naher sten Britische olonien British ommonwealth

ex. 22505 | 300 €

ex. 22503 | 300 €

ex. 22504 | 300 €
700 items

ex. 22555 | 400 €

ex. 22538 | 250 €
ex. 22559 | 300 €

ex. 22508 | 150 €

ex. 22510 | 100 €
ex. 22540 | 200 €
c at. v al. 2.300, -

ex . 22552 | 1.000 €

ex . 2256 3 | 2.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

95

evante British ommonwealth Franz sische olonien

ex . 22546

| 3.000

€

ex. 22564 | 300 €

96

ex. 22567 | 200 €

ex. 22566 | 200 €

ex. 22577 | 600 €

ex. 22580 | 500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22581 | 400 €

Franz ö sisc he K olonien / P ortugiesisc he K olonien / B allonpost / Flugpost D eutsc hland / Flugpost E uropa

ex. 22597 | 800 €

ex. 22602 | 300 €

ex. 22584 | 400 €

ex. 22599 | 500 €

ex. 22607 | 200 €
ex. 22701 | 400 €

ex. 22606 | 200 €
ex. 22704 | 200 €
160 items

ex. 22703 | 800 €
120 items

ex. 22707 | 100 €
140 items

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22708 | 100 €
97

Flugpost D eutsc hland / Flugpost E uropa / Flugpost A lle W elt / D O -X -Flugpost

ex. 22719 | 500 €

ex. 22705 | 500 €

ex. 22710 | 300 €

ex . 22721 | 1.500 €
98

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22728 | 200 €

D O -X -Flugpost / Z eppelinpost D eutsc hland

ex . 22729 | 1.000 €

ex. 22744 | 500 €

ex. 22747 | 400 €

ex. 22745 | 150 €

ex. 22748 | 500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

99

eppenlinpost Deutschland, Europa Bodenseeschiffspost Schiffspost Deutschland Deutsche Schiffspost im Ausland

ex . 22754 | 2.000 €

ex. 22750 | 250 €

ex . 2276 0 | 1.200 €
A ll single lots and selec ted parts of
collections are pictured in full size on

.auktionen aertner.de

ex. 22761 | 400 €
440 items

ex. 22762 | 700 €
100

ex. 22765 | 800 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22766 | 200 €

Schiffspost Alle Welt Thematische Philatelie Antarktis

ex. 22832 | 500 €
A ll single lots and selec ted parts of
collections are pictured in full size on

ex. 22768 | 150 €

.auktionen aertner.de

ex. 22814 | 500 €

ex . 22834 | 1.200 €
650 items

ex. 22837 | 400 €

ex. 22841 | 600 €
400 items

ex . 22836

| 1.000

€

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 22842 | 600 €
280 items
101

Antarktis Arktis

ex. 22840 | 500 €
144 items

ex. 22843 | 600 €
400 items

ex. 22844 | 600 €
400 items

ex. 22847 | 400 €
160 items

ex. 22850 | 500 €

ex. 22854 | 300 €

47 th CG AUCTION
26th 2 th MAY 2 2
banknotes coins
th
1 5th
UNE 2 2
philately
losing date for consignments
Single lots weeks and collection
lots 7 weeks before auction.

ex. 22853 | 500 €
102

ex . 22855 | 1.200 €

Sammlungen / Collections

Arktis Druck-Dichter Flora- rchideen Internat. rganisationen Nahrung- affee

ex . 22918 | 1.000 €
Mi. 16.000,ex. 22856 | 600 €

ex. 22941 | 150 €

ex. 22871 | 800 €
ex. 22942 | 150 €

ex. 22944 | 500 €

ex. 22946 | 600 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 23012 | 500 €
103

G esc hic hte, K ultur

ex . 22937 | 8.000 €
104

Sammlungen / Collections

G esc hic hte, K ultur

ex . 22937 | 8.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

105

Malerei, Maler

ex . 2296 9 | 4.000 €
106

Sammlungen / Collections

E uropa

ex . 22881 | 6 .500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

107

eipziger Messe Nahrung-Schokolade

lympische Spiele

ex. 22963 | 800 €

ex. 23013 | 700 €

ex . 23018 | 5.000 €

ex. 23024 | 700 €
108

Sammlungen / Collections

lympische Spiele

ex . 23020 | 10.000 €
11 b ig b oxes

ex. 23026 | 500 €

ex . 23043 | 1.6 00 €

Sammlungen / Collections

109

lympische Spiele Pfadfinder Postautomation Raumfahrt Religion Rotes reuz

ex. 23037 | 100 €

ex. 23060 | 300 €

ex. 23120 | 100 €

ex. 23134 | 400 €

ex . 23115 | 1.000 €

ex. 23151 | 300 €

ex . 23189 | 1.000 €
110

ex. 23194 | 800 €

ex . 23190 | 1.000 €

ex. 23223 | 200 €

ex. 23209 | 250 €

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 23217 | 100 €
130 items

Raumfahrt

ex . 23216

| 2.000

€

Sammlungen / Collections

111

Schiffe Seefahrer Spiele-Schach Spielzeug

ex . 23233 | 1.000 €

ex. 23229 | 250 €

ex. 23234 | 500 €
600 items

ex. 23236 | 600 €
3468 items
112

Sammlungen / Collections

ex. 23242 | 650 €

Sport

ex. 23247 | 300 €

ex. 23250 | 600 €

ex. 23251 | 300 €

ex. 23275 | 500 €
5000 sets; c at. v al. 25.000, -

ex. 23276 | 500 €

ex. 23277 | 350 €

ex. 23301 | 300 €
500 sets/sheets; c at. v al. 6.000, -

ex. 23284 | 700 €

Sammlungen / Collections

113

Sport - B ask etb all

ex . 2326 4 | 3.000 €
114

Sammlungen / Collections

Sport - Fuß b all / -R ingen / -T urnen / -W assersport

ex . 23292 | 2.000 €
1000 Mic hel B loc k 83-89, c at. v al. 80.000, -

ex. 23305 | 800 €

ex. 23308 | 400 €

ex. 23310 | 250 €

.auktionen aertner.de

ex. 23312 | 300 €

Sammlungen / Collections

115

Sport - W intersport / T ab ak / T iere. Fauna

ex . 23313 | 1.000 €

ex. 23316 | 700 €

ex. 23377 | 900 €

ex. 23363 | 200 €
116

Sammlungen / Collections

T iere, Fauna

ex . 23331 | 8.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

117

T iere, Fauna

ex . 23332 | 10.000 €
118

Sammlungen / Collections

T iere, Fauna

ex . 23332 | 10.000 €

Sammlungen / Collections

119

T iere, Fauna

ex . 23335 | 20.000 €
69 v olumes
120

Sammlungen / Collections

T iere, Fauna

ex . 23335 | 20.000 €
69 v olumes

Sammlungen / Collections

121

T iere, Fauna

ex . 23333 | 6 .000 €
122

Sammlungen / Collections

Tiere - Fische - unde -Raubtiere -Schme erlinge

ex. 23390 500 €
|

ex . 23398 | 1.000 €
100 examples; Mi. 16.000, -

ex . 23405 | 4.500 €
60 b inders

ex. 23411 | 500 €

ex . 23403 | 1.700 €
11 v olumes

ex. 23439 | 700 €

ex . 23413 | 1.000 €

ex. 23432 | 500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

123

T iere - H unde

ex . 23402 | 8.500 €
124

Sammlungen / Collections

T iere - H unde

ex . 23402 | 8.500 €

Sammlungen / Collections

125

Tiere - Schme erlinge -V gel -Meeress uger -Wasserv gel

ex. 23444 | 150 €

ex. 23449 | 500 €

ex. 23458 | 450 €

ex. 23443 | 250 €

ex . 23453 | 2.500 €
c at. v al. 82.500, -

ex. 23455 | 200 €

ex. 23479 | 800 €
126
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ex. 23469 | 100 €

Tiere - Meeress uger - ootiere Weihnachten WWF

ex. 23471
300 €

ex. 23482 | 300 €

ex . 23508 | 1.000 €

ex . 23503 | 2.000 €

ex. 23509 | 200 €

ex. 23483 | 500 €

ex. 23510 | 200 €
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IBRA 2021 | 6. - 9. MAI 2021
WELTAUSSTELLUNG

Messe Essen, Deutschland

Christoph Gärtner
OFFIZIELLER AUKTIONATOR,
SPONSOR & PHILATELISTISCHER
PARTNER DER IBRA 2021

LIEBE FREUNDE DER PHILATELIE,

VORSCHAU:
• 75 Jahre BDPh
• 150 Jahre „Deutsche Reichspost“
• mehr als 10.000 m Ausstellungsfläche
2

• 2.800 Rahmen

zum ersten Mal seit 1999 ﬁndet die Briefmarkenweltausstellung unter der Schirmherrschaft der FIP
wieder in Deutschland statt, gleichzeitig mit der
31. Internationalen Briefmarkenmesse Essen vom
6. - 9. Mai 2021 in Essen. Veranstalter ist der
Bundesverband der Deutschen Philatelisten.
Die IBRA 2021 erwartet Sie mit einer großen internationalen Beteiligung von Sammlern, Händlern
und Postverwaltungen aus aller Welt.
Als philatelistischer Partner, Sponsor und oﬃzieller
Auktionator freue ich mich, Sie persönlich mit
meinem Team an unserem Messestand zu begrüßen.

• Alle Ausstellungsklassen
• FIP-Patronat
• FEPA-Anerkennung
• IBRA-Schatzkammer & IBRA-Aktionsbühne
• Aktivitäten zur Förderung
des Briefmarkensammelns

Sie dürfen gespannt sein auf anregende Gespräche,
Fachdiskussionen und Beratungen, auf viele
philatelistische Höhepunkte, insbesondere auf die
herausragende CG IBRA RARITÄTEN AUKTION am
7. Mai 2021.
Herzliche Grüße,

In der Welt der Philatelie und
des Sammelns gibt es jeden Tag
etwas Neues zu entdecken...
Messe Essen, Germany

Christoph Gärtner

IBRA-RARITÄTENAUKTION | 7. MAI 2021

Einlieferungen werden ab sofort angenommen!

Sie haben Fragen? Sprechen Sie uns an:
Tel. 07142- 789 400
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

WICHTIGE INFORMATION
Zum 1. Januar 2014 wurde die Umsatzsteuer für Sammlungsobjekte wie Briefmarken und Münzen von 7% auf 19%
erhöht.
Deshalb bieten wir in unseren Auktionen inzwischen den
überwiegenden Teil der Lose differenzbesteuert an. Bei diesen Losen wird weder für den Zuschlag noch für das Aufgeld
Umsatzsteuer gesondert berechnet, da wir als Auktionshaus
die anfallende Umsatzsteuer bei Lieferungen in Deutschland
und innerhalb der EU tragen.
Seit der 29. Auktion können wir nun auch viele Lose differenzbesteuert anbieten, für die zuvor 19 % Umsatzsteuer erhoben
werden musste. Hierbei handelt es sich um Lose, die in die
EU eingeführt worden sind. Die mit dem Import verbundenen
Kosten in Höhe von 7 % des Zuschlags müssen wir an Sie
weiterberechnen ( = Importspesen, die Bestandteil des Kauf-

preises sind). Diese Importspesen werden auch dann berechnet, wenn das gekaufte Los exportiert wird. Alle Lose dieser
Art sind im Katalog mit einem Plus hinter der Losnummer
(Beispiel: 4839 +) gekennzeichnet.
Nur Lose mit einem Punkt hinter der Losnummer (Beispiel:
3412 ●) unterliegen der Regelbesteuerung von derzeit 19 %,
so dass wir hier Umsatzsteuer für Zuschlag und Aufgeld
berechnen müssen (entfällt bei Export).
Bei allen Losen ohne Kennzeichnung (● oder +) werden nur
Zuschlag und Aufgeld berechnet – keine Umsatzsteuer
oder Importspesen!
Welche Auswirkungen dies für Sie als Bieter hat, wird an den
folgenden Beispielen für ein Los, das mit 1.000,- € zugeschlagen wird, deutlich:

BIS 31.12.2013
Alle Lose
regelbesteuert 7 %
Z u s c h l ag
20 % A u f g el d

1.000, 00 €
200, 00 €

ZURZEIT
Lose ohne Markierung
differenzbesteuert
Z u s c h l ag
23, 8 % A u f g el d

1.000, 00 €
238, 00 €

Lose mit +
differenzbesteuert
mit Importspesen 7 %
Z u s c h l ag
23, 8 % A u f g el d
7% Im p o r t

1.200, 00 €
7% U S t .
S UMME

1.238, 00 €

1.000, 00 €
238, 00 €

Z u s c h l ag
23, 8 % A u f g el d

1.308, 00 €

1 .23 8, 00 €

S UMME

238, 00 €

1.238, 00 €
19 % U S t .

S UMME

1.000, 00 €

70, 00 €

84, 00 €
1 .284, 00 €

Nur bei Losen mit •
regelbesteuert 19 %

1 .3 08, 00 €

S UMME

235, 22 €
1 .473 , 22 €

A

Hieraus wird ersichtlich, dass Sie die mit Differenzbesteuerung angebotenen Lose rund 3,6 % günstiger erwerben
können als vor dem 1.1.2014.

A

Für alle Lose, die in ein umsatzsteuerliches Drittland ausgeführt werden, wird weiterhin keine Umsatzsteuer
berechnet.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION – FOR EC CUSTOMERS MAINLY
Since January 1st, 2014 the German VAT for collectibles like
stamps and coins was increased from 7% to 19%.
Therefore, we now offer the majority of our lots under margin
system. No tax at all will be charged on top neither on the
hammer price nor on the buyer’s premium for these lots and
the Christoph Gärtner Auction Company pays and transfers
the VAT.
Starting with the 29th auction we now can offer many lots
under margin system for which we previously had to charge
19 % VAT. These are lots which have been imported into the
EC. The costs of the import amount 7 % of the hammer price

A
A

which we have to charge you ( = import expenses, part of the
buying price). The import expenses will also be invoiced, if
the lots are exported. All lots of this kind are marked by a plus
after the lot number (ie 4839 +).
Lots marked in the catalogue by a point after the lot number
(ie 3412 ●) will be charged under normal VAT rate of 19 %, if
the lot is not exported (not charged when exported).
For all lots without any mark (● or +) only hammer price
and buyer’s premium will be charged - no VAT or import
expenses will be added!

By implementation of the margin system purchasing of relevant lots will be 3,6% cheaper now for EC buyers.
Lots purchased in order to be carried out to Non-EC-Countries are exempted from taxation as before.

B ITTE B EACH TEN

P L EAS E NOTICE

Erklärung zu Abbildungen
und Losbeschreibungen

Explanation to pictures
and lot descriptions

Sollte es in unseren P rint- oder O nline-K atalogen b ei einz elnen
L osen z u A b w eic hungen z w isc hen B ild und L osb esc hreib ung k ommen ( z .B . untersc hiedlic he A usruf spreise oder die L osb esc hreib ung passt nic ht z ur A b b ildung) , so gelten die A ngab en der L osb esc hreib ung als v erb indlic h.

G iv en that in our print- and online-c atalogues lot-numb ers hav e
differences between the image and lot description (f.e. starting
prices are different or the picture does not fit with the corresponding description), the data of the lot description has to be regarded as v alid.

D ie K atalogw ertangab en in E UR O ( € ) b ez iehen sic h, sof ern nic ht
anders angegeb en, auf den j ew eils ak tuellen MI C H E L -K atalog
z um Z eitpunk t der K atalogb earb eitung. A uslä ndisc he Spez ialw erke sind gegebenenfalls zitiert.

T he c atalogue v alue stated in E UR O ( € ) is b ased, unless otherw ise
stated, on the actual MI E catalogue at the time of our catalogue compilation. In some cases, specialised foreign catalogues
may also b e q uoted.

Sammlungslose w erden grundsä tz lic h „ w ie b esehen“ v ersteigert.
D ie B esc hreib ungen erf olgten nac h b estem W issen und G ew issen.
Reklamationen sind bei Sammlungslosen ausgeschlossen.

ollection lots are “ sold as seen“. The lot descriptions are made
in the b est w ill and c onsc ienc e and do not guarantee any c harac teristics. ollections lots are excluded from complaints.

Abk ürzung en bei d er L osbesc hreibung

A

B ei den L osb esc hreib ungen v or der L osnummer v erw enden
w ir f olgende A b k ü rz ungen:

At the lot numbers in the lot description we use following
abbreviations

P

P

= P INT / d iese L ose sind im Katal og bebil d ert
W = W EB / Abbil d ung en zu d iesen S am m l ung en sind
onl ine unter
.auktionen aertner.de vorhand en,
d iese L ose sind nic ht im Katal og abg ebil d et
D ie B uc hstab en in K lammern am E nde der B esc hreib ung
w eisen auf die Art der Au ewahrung des oses hin
A
S

= Al bum
= S c hac htel
T

K

= Karton
= Tasc he
M

= Mappe

re iations at the lot descri tion

= P INT / these l ots are pic tured in the c atal og ue
W = W EB / ou ill nd ictures o these collections
onl ine on:
.auktionen aertner.de
T he different le ers you will find in brackets a er the description are indicating the size and packing of the lot
A
S

= bind er
= box
T

K

= big box
= envel ope
M

older

Abk ürzung en bei d en Abbil d ung en

A

B ei den A b b ildungen v or der L osnummer v erw enden w ir
f olgende A b k ü rz ung:

A t lot numb ers b elow
abbrevation

ex. = EX EMP L AR IS CH / bei d iesen L osen w ird nur ein Teil d es
Loses a e ildet die restlichen Bilder nden Sie online

ex. = EX EMP L AR IL Y / these l ots are not c om pl etel y pic tured ,
ou ill nd more ictures online

130

re iations at the ictures
the pic tures w e use f ollow ing

Übersee Sammlungen Los 2 0 . 0 0 0 - 2 2 . 6 0 7

D onnerstag, 27. Feb ruar 2020, B eginn der V ersteigerung ab 9.00 Uhr

Overseas collections Lot 2 0 . 0 0 0 - 2 2 . 6 0 7

T hursday, 27 th February 2020, the auction starts at 9.00 am
ADEN

see al so 21 023

P 20000

1900/1930, box with more then 350 historical postcards, many of them are unused, only a few were
circulated and already franked. Nice collection of postcards not only showing topographical topics but
also a wide range of interesting motifs such as transportation, Islam, working environment and culture.
Great collection in good condition. (S)
1900/1930, Schachtel mit gut 350 historischen Ansichtskarten. Das Material ist überwiegend
ungebraucht, einige Stücke sind beschrieben und etliche auch frankiert. Eine bunte Mischung die
neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten Motiven wie u.a.
Verkehrsmittel, Islam, Arbeitswelt und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Die Karten sind
meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

400, -

W

20001•

1965/1968 (ca.), accumulation from SEIYUN and HADHRAMAUT in album incl. many attractive
thematics, several imperf. progressive proofs, wrong colour overprints and others, majority mint never
hinged, unusual and fine lot! (A)

**/ *

160, -

W

20002

1966/1967, lot of 2370 IMPERFORATE stamps MNH, mostly Quaiti State in Hadhramaut, some of
Seiyun, showing various topics like Soccer World Cup, Space, Paintings, and many more. All items
are multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

W

20003•

1966/1968 (ca.), unusual accumulation of Hadhramaut and Seiyun in large box with mostly complete
sheets of a few different items only but heavy duplicated all with attractive painting thematics etc., MNH
or used (CTO with printed cancels), very high cat. value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**/ g

160, -

W

20004•

1967, stock of MNH material in sheets and parts of sheets covering Kathiri State of Seiyun, Qu´aiti
State of Hadhramaut, f.e. Mi.no.123/130B 30 sets, 169/176A/B in little sheets Michel -,-, and Mahra
State, f.e. 25/29B in sheets of 20 and 30/38A in sheets of 25 stamps, and much more. Also covers
topics like sports, art etc. High catalogue value. Additionally some early issues Aden, Kathiri and Qu´aiti
(f.e. Mi.no. 29/40, 53/64 block of four). (MS)

**

130, -

20005

1967/1968 (ca.), huge stock of used perforated and imperforated stamps with hundreds of copies
each. Obviously all in larger units or complete sheets sorted in small boxes or envelopes. High catalogue
value! (K)

g

200, -

20006•

1967/1969 (ca.), substantial stock of Qu´aiti, Kathiri and Mahra State with many different complete
sets in various higher amount, all c.t.o. and mostly in units. Covers many nice topics like sports, paintings,
horses, space etc. Also contains some copies of the Kathiri Olympics sheetlets 1967. Huge cat. val. (S)

x

100, -

250, -

W

.

ADEN - KATHIRI STATE OF SEIYUN

see al so 20004, 20005, 2003 0, 2003 8, 2253 4, 22543 , 23 09 7, 23 09 9 , 23 1 08, 23 1 46
W

20007•

84/90B (2000), A90B (5000)

20008

x

W

1966, definitive issue 5c. dark brown ‚Sultan Hussein‘ with bilingual optd. ‚SOUTH ARABIA / 5 FILS‘
in BLACK instead of blue in a lot with 185 stamps mostly in larger blocks, mint never hinged and
very scarce, Mi. 55 var., € 22.200,-- + (T) 55 var.

**

W

20009

1966, Definitives, overprint issue in complete sheets/large multiples, quantities as listed below: 5f.
brown (631 stamps), 5fr. blue (548), 10f. (482), 15f. (182), 20f. (181), 25f. (432), 35f. (235), 50f.
(485), 65f. (182), 75f. (282), 100f. (227), 250f. (240), 500f. (532). Michel nos. 55/67, 14.201,- €
(price for single stamps, without premium for units, sheet numbers, imprints and possible varieties).
Nota bene: no. 55 shows two different shades of overprint colour. (K)

**

500, -

W

20010

1966, Football World Championship, overprint issue in complete sheets/large multiples, quantities as
listed below: 10f. (300 stamps), 20f. (200), 35f. (200), 50f. (250), 100f. (200), 250f. (200), 500f.
(150). Michel nos. 77/83, 4.595,- € (price for single stamps, without premium for units, sheet numbers,
imprints and possible varieties). (M)

**

200, -

1966, 100 years of ITU (UIT); satellites, 2000 sets of seven different values in sheets of 25 stamps,
imperforated, cancelled to order (Michel nos. 847/90B, no price given for used, perf. used 20.000,- €,
imperf. MNH 60.000,- €) and 5000 copies of 75 F. additional issue on the topic imperforated c.t.o in
sheets of 25 stamps (no. A90, no price given, perf. used 6000,- €, imperf. MNH 25.000,-) (K)
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W

20011•

1966, Sultan Hussein 5c. dark brown with BLACK bilingual overprint 'SOUTH ARABIA 5 FILS' in an
investment lot with 200 stamps in two complete panes with pane-nr. 3992 and 3993 and imprint
'Thomas de la Rue & Company. Limited. London' at bottom, mint never hinged with Rendon AIEP
certificate (1991), Mi. 55 var., € 24.000,-- + (M)

**

700, -

W

20012•

**

160, -

W

20013•

1966/1967, Paintings, complete sets of (unfolded) sheets: Michel nos. 91/98 A/B (Paintings by
Churchill), 108/15 B. Michel cat.value 3.375,- €. (M)
1966/1968, huge stock of MNH issues mostly in complete sheets of 50 stamps each, makes a huge
number of complete sets of the painting issues, but also covers topics like space, horses, sports.
Mainly perf. but also some imperfs, for example “Goldsmith´s work“ 1968. The catalogue value
must gigantic! (K)

**

W

20014•

1966-68 Collection of the 24 souvenir sheets both perforated and imperforated, plus the 1966 'ITU'
supplement s/s perforated = 49 souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, and obviously fresh and fine. (M)

.

Bl. 1-24 A+B

**

140, 400, -

W

20015

1967, Astronauts, overprint issue in complete sheets/large multiples, quantities as listed below: 10f. (800
stamps), 20f. (800), 35f. (850), 50f. (300), 100f. (1200), 250f. (1300). Michel nos. 116/21, 9.120,- €
(price for single stamps, without premium for units, sheet numbers, imprints and possible varieties). (S)

**

W

20016

1967, Famous Persons/World Peace, overprint issue in complete sheets/large multiples, quantities
as listed below: 10f. (700 stamps), 20f. (796), 35f. (946), 50f. (1095), 65f. (850), 75f. (1050), 100f.
(950), 250f. (1450), 500f. (746). Michel nos. 99/107, 46.594,- € (price for single stamps, without
premium for units, sheet numbers, imprints and possible varieties). (S)

**

W

20017•

1967, Projects of Discovering the Moon: 10f. to 250 f. complete set of seven values in complete sheets 25
stamps each, 2500 sets mint never hinged. Michel nos. 115/121A, cat. value 20.000,- €. (K) 115/121A (2500)

**

500, -

W

20018•

1967/1968, MNH assortment of complete sheets: Michel nos. 142/49 A/B (50 sets), 160/62 A (650
sets) and 220/22 A/B (25 sets). Michel cat.value 7.425,- €. (MS)

**

160, -

W

20019•

1967/1968, Seiyun/Hadhramaut/Mahra, u/m assortment of complete sheets incl. imperf. issues,
thematics “Sport“, “Space“, “Paintings“. Michel cat.value. 4.050,- €. (A)

**

130, -

W

20020•

1967/1968, Seiyun/Hadhramaut/Mahra, u/m assortment of complete sheets incl. imperf. issues,
thematics “Sport“, “Space“, “Paintings“. Michel cat.value. 5.920,- €. (A)

**

160, -

W

20021•

1968, Goldsmith´s Art - 25f., 205f. and 500f. 200 complete sets in sheets of 245 stamps each perf.
and imperf. mint never hinged. Michel nos. 220/222A/B, cat. value 9400,- €. (M) 220/222A/B (200)

**

200, -

W

20022•

1968 - Saint George - 180 copies of this stamp each perf. and imperf. mint never hinged. Michel no.
224A/B, cat. value 4500,- €. (M) 224A/B (180)

**

100, -

2.

ADEN - QU’AITI STATE IN HADHRAMAUT

see al so 20004, 20005, 2001 9 , 20020, 2003 8, 22543 , 229 72, 229 74,
229 75, 229 76, 229 9 1 , 229 9 2, 23 1 07, 23 1 45, 23 1 48, 23 1 49 , 23 267, 23 3 25
W

20023•

1942/1968, collection in large stockbook nearly complete with all better sets and miniature sheets incl.
the IMPERFORATE issues with many attractive thematic sets etc., mint never hinged and a very seldom
offered and attractive collection, very high cat. value! (A)

**

280, -

W

20024

1966, definitives set of three with bilingual optd. 'SOUTH ARABIA' + new denominations and additional
opt. '1917-1963 / JOHN F. KENNEDY' in BLACK instead of red or blue in an investment lot with 100 sets
mostly in large blocks, mint never hinged and very scarce, Mi. 68/70 var., € 15.000,-- + (T) 68/70 var.

**

700, -

W

20025

1966, Definitives, overprint issue, 100 complete sets in complete sheets. Michel nos. 53/64, 3.600,- €
(price for single stamps, without premium for units, sheet numbers, imprints and possible varieties). (M)

**

150, -

W

20026

1966, Sir Winston Churchill, overprint issue, 395 complete sets in complete sheets/large multiples.
Michel nos. 65/67, 11.850,- € (price for single stamps, without premium for units, sheet numbers,
imprints and possible varieties). (M)

**

500, -

W

20027•

1966/1967, comprehensive u/m dealer's stock on presentation cards, comprising a vast range of
attractive commemorative issues, imperf. sets, souvenir sheets. Michel cat.value apprx. 7.600,- €. (S)

**

170, -

W

20028•

**

200, -

W

20029•

1966/1967, souvenir sheets imperforated, 80 copies per piece mint never hinged, Michel bl. no. 9B,
12B and 19B. Catalogue value 15.600,- €. (S)
1966/1967, stock of perf. souvenir sheets in these only estimated quanities mint never hinged:
Michel block no. 2A- 200, 3A - 150, 5A - 900, 6A - 350, 7A - 800, 9A - 100, 11A - 100, 12A - 300, 13A
- 100, 16A - 400, 17A - 200, 18A - 200, 19A - 400, 21A - 700. Additionally some impfer. sheets.
Catalogue value ca. 77.000,- € (S)

**

20030

.

W

1966/1968, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity. With nice
topics: paintings, personalities, Olympics, soccer, etc. In total 21.303 complete sets and 4.330 part
sets or single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel 293.992 €. (K6)

**

.

W

20031•

1967 Sultan Ghalib: 25f. to 150f. - 250 complete sets mint never hinged perf. in complete sheets of 25
stamps per value. Michel nos. A/D105 A, cat. value 11.750,- €. (M) A/D105A (250)

**

200, -

W

20032•

1967 - PAINTINGS and BOYSCOUTS - 5f. to 65f. set of seven values imperforated in complete sheets of
50 stamps, more than 1000 sets. and 35f. World Boyscout Meeting, at least 900 copies, also imperf.
c.t.o. Michel nos. 108/114B, 122B, no price given, ca. 13.300,- € for perf. used, 45.600,- € for imperf.
MNH. (K) 108/114B (1000), 122B (900)

x

200, -
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20033•

1967, 75f. Olympic Games Mexico '68, accumulation of 6.950 stamps (139 sheets of 50 stamps each),
fully gummed and c.t.o. “MUKALLA 6 MAY 67“. Michel no. 107 B, no price given for “used“, cat.value for
u/m would be 52.125,- €, estimated to 15.000,- €. (K)

g

130, -

W

20034•

1967, Cranach Paintings, 25f. to 150f., 336 complete perf. sets within se-tenant sheets, unmounted
mint. Michel nos. 147/54 A (336), 4.032,- € (plus several surplus units/sheets, not counted) (K)

**

160, -

W

20035•

1967, u/m assortment of chiefly souvenir sheets incl. many better imperforate pieces. Michel cat.value
apprx. 6.200,- €. (S)

**

280, -

ADEN - MAHRA STATE

see al so 20004, 2001 9 , 20020, 23 047, 23 1 47
W

20036•

1967, Olympic Games 1968 Mexico: 10f. to 500f., set of five values showing different disciplines in
complete sheets of 20 stamps, in total more than 2000 sets mint never hinged. Michel nos. 25/29A,
cat. value at least 12.000,- €. (S)

**

200, -

W

20037•

1967, Rockets and spaceships: 10f. to 500f., set of nine values showing different disciplines in complete
sheets of 20 stamps, in total more than 2000 sets mint never hinged. Michel nos. 58/66A, cat. value at
least 15.000,- €. (K) 58/66A (2000)

**

300, -

W

20038•

1967/1968, Mahra/Seiyun/Hadhramaut, u/m collection of complete sheets in three binders, incl.
attractive thematic issues like “Paintings“, “Kennedy“ and “Space“. Michel cat.value apprx. 3.800,- €
(Mahra 1.762,- €; Seiyun 1.126,- €; Hadhramaut 908,- €) (A3)

**

130, -

**/ g

500, -

ADEN - STATE OF UPPER YAFA
see al so 2253 4

W

20039•

1967, stock of souvenir sheets MNH with at least 2000 copies of Mi.bl. no. 3, 4 (1800), 13 (100) and
15 (500), probably more. Additionally bl.no. 9 (Kennedy) used (CTO), no price given in the Michel
catalogue. Michel 17800,- €. (S)

ADSCHMAN / AJMAN

see al so 21 666, 22003 , 229 84, 229 9 7, 23 1 41 , 23 1 42,
23 1 44, 23 1 69 , 23 1 72, 23 1 80, 23 1 83 , 23 1 84, 23 1 85, 23 1 86
W

20040

1964/1970, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: With nice
topics: fauna, soccer, paintings, Olympics, personalities, scouts, etc. In total 21.757 complete
issues or sets and 6.435 part sets and single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel
153.072 €. (K5)

**

W

20041•

1964/1972, MNH accumulation in glassines incl. souvenir sheets, imperfs, nice range of thematic
issues. (S)

**

200, -

W

20042

1965/1971 (ca.), AJMAN/ AJMAN - MANAMA, enormous stock of used perforated and imperforated
stamps with hundreds to thousands of copies each. Obviously all in complete sheets sorted in small
boxes or envelopes. Many nice topics like animals, fishes, flowers, butterflies, sports, space etc. High
catalogue value! (K5)

g

500, -

W

20043

1965/1971, lot of 7010 IMPERFORATE stamps MNH, showing various topics like Animals, Soccer,
Stamps on Stamps, Paintings and many more. All items are multiple or in units. An unusual
investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

W

20044•

1967/1972, u/m and used accumulation in two binders, incl. a nice selection of varieties, gutter pairs,
progressive proofs etc. (A2)

**/ g

130, -

W

20045•

1969/1970, GOLD/SILVER ISSUES “APOLLO 11“ - “APOLLO 12“, group of eleven registered airmail
covers to Germany and one unaddressed envelope, bearing 24 stamps/souvenir sheets. A LOVELY AND
MOST ATTRACTIVE ENSEMBLE! Michel nos. 470/87 ex, Bl. 153/56 ex, Bl. 172/75 ex. (M)

b

400, -

W

20046•

1969/1973, assortment incl. f.d.c./covers, de luxe sheets, imperforate composite proofs, incl. nice
thematic issues “Space“, “Birds“. (K)

**/ b

240, -

W

20047•

1970/1971, MNH accumulation of SOME THOUSAND souvenir sheets/de luxe sheets, mainly PAINTINGS.
Very high cat.value! (K)

**

400, -

W

20048•

1971/1972, comprehensive MNH accumulation of complete issues: Michel nos. 670/77 A/B (132),
A/H 684 A (62), A/H 684 B (4), 685/92 A (27), 702/09 A (300), 1774/92 A (33), 1793/1812 A (33);
826/33 (100 sets of de luxe sheets), 835/42 (100 sets of de luxe sheets), 844/51 (100 sets of de luxe
sheets). Michel cat.value 13.966,- €. (K)

**

300, -

W

20049•

1971/1972, u/m collection of apprx. 386 de luxe sheets with apparently only complete issues, many
attractive thematics like Paintings, Space, Olympic Games etc. (A)

**

300, -

W

20050•

1972, APOLLO 11 to 17 four different imperforate special miniature sheets in different quantities (total
about 1.300) fine used (CTO), ex Mi. 2669/76 Bl., high cat. value! (S) ex 2669/76 Bl.

g

90, -

W

20051•

1972, Military Uniforms: two sets of 19 values each in a se-tenant-sheet per set, much more than 1000
sheets of each set mint never hinged, some stick together at the margin. Michel nos. 1774/1812A, cat.
value more than 22.000,- €. (K) 1774/1812A (1000)

**

200, -

W

20052•

1973, Nude paintings set of 16 different imperforate special miniature sheets in an investment lot with
about 95 complete sets, mint never hinged, scarce offer! Mi. 2555/70 Bl., € 4.750,-- (S) 2555/70 Bl.

**

160, -
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Start

ADSCHMAN - MANAMA / AJMAN - MANAMA

see al so 20042, 22003 , 229 80, 229 82, 229 83 , 23 1 41 , 23 1 81 , 23 1 82, 23 271 , 23 429
W

20053•

1966-1972: Collection of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets, perforated and/or imperforated,
with many complete issues, se-tenants, many attractive stamps like circulars on gold foil, a lot of different
thematic topics etc. (A)

**/ */ g

160, -

W

20054•

1970, Soccer World Cups 1950/1970, 6 values in sheets of 15 stamps per value, 3000 sets mint never
hinged. Michel nos. 262/267A, cat.value 15.000,- €. (S) 262/267A (3000)

**

200, -

W

20055•

1970, SPACE RESEARCH 'Apollo moon landing' 15 different imperforate special miniature sheets in
different quantities (total about 3.800) fine used (CTO), ex Mi. 306/21 Bl., very high cat. value! (S)

ex 306/21 Bl.

g

300, -

W

20056•

**

170, -

W

20057

1970/1972 (ca.), collection in stockbook with about 275 different SPECIAL MINIATURE SHEETS in
complete sets with nice thematic issues specially many paintings etc., MNH with a very high cat. value! (A)
1970/1972, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: With nice
topics: paintings, soccer, personalities, Olympics, flowers, scouts, space, etc. In total 19.763
complete sets and 5.772 part sets or single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel
116.535 €. (K5)

**

W

20058•

1970/1972, comprehensive MNH stock, consisting mainly of (large) multiples and sorted in file folders,
mainly thematic “Painting“; in addition some souvenir sheets Ajman. Very high cat.value! (K)

**

170, -

W

20059

1970/1972. Lot of 1,307 IMPERFORATE stamps and souvenir sheets showing various interesting topics
like Soccer, Fish, Paintings, Kennedy, and some more. Most items also multiple or in units. All mint, NH. (S)

**

700, -

W

20060•

1971/1972, PAINTINGS: accumulation with 2.100 perf. and imperf. MINIATURE SHEETS (21 different
with 100 each) all showing different paintings incl. nude, roman and greek mythology, Gauguin, Rubens,
Modigliani and others, mint never hinged, ex Mi. Bl. 99/169, € 20.200,-- (detailled list enclosed) (S)

**

300, -

W

20061•

1972, Military Uniforms - Riders and Horses: set of eleven values in a en-tenant minature sheet mint
never hinged, much more than 1000 sets/sheets. Michel nos. 1008/1018, cat. value 8.500,- € (S)

**

150, -

1008/1018 (1000)

2.

ÄGYPTEN - VORPHILATELIE
P 2006 2•

1853-65 “POSTA EUROPEA“: Specialized collection of 18 stampless covers and letters bearing
various types and sub-types of the “POSTA EUROPEA“ hand- and date-stamps, in black, blue or
green, from Alexandria, Cairo, Mansura, Samanud, Tanta and Zagasik, plus literature (pages). (M)

b

.

ÄGYPTEN

see al so 1 9 1 06, 21 73 4

P 20063

1852-98 Five stampless covers from Alexandria to Marseilles, Triest and Vienna, plus envelope from
Hotel Bavaria in Cairo sent to Bohemia and re-directed to Vienna in 1898, franked 5m. pair. (M)

P 20064

1855/1995, accumulation of approx. 130 covers, postcards and unused /CTO-used and commercially
used postal stationeries, incl. postal stationery cards and envelopes, wrappers and mostly airgrams,
incl. registered mail, valued mail, nice frankings, airmail, one cover of the British Forces in Egypt, one
prephilatelic cover from Alexandria to Marsilia (horizontal fold), one cover with taxe percue, useful lot in
mostly good condition, please inspect. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

P 2006 5•

1856-1940‘s POSTAL HISTORY: Collection of about 120 covers, picture postcards, postal stationery
items and others, with a wide range of postmarks including T.P.O., rural, specials like ‚Simon Arzt‘ or
Hotels, many picture postcards, registered, air and censored mail, Field Post and Military mail,
destinations like Singapore, Cape of Good Hope, U.S.A., Gibraltar, Malta and various European
countries, and many interesting items more. (A2)

b/ GA

P 20066

1866/1907, mint and used collection of 68 stamps on album page, comprising 1866 overprints
complete set of seven values mint original gum, following issues with a nice range of Sphinx/Pyramid
stamps. (M)

*/ g

P 20067•

1866-1950's: Mint and used collection of some hundred stamps, souvenir sheets from 1946 (perf and g/ */ **/
imperf) and several covers. (A)
b

P 2006 8

1866/1974, a splendid collection in a huge Yvert album, except a few virtually complete with many
better items from the 1st issue up to 5p., Pyramids up to high values, commemoratives, definitives,
overprints incl. 1932 100m. on £1 blue/violet, airmails incl. Zeppelin and 1953 3bar ovp. on 1952
issue incl. the two rare 30m. olive-green with black and blue ovp. ( Michel nos. A 444/B 444),
marvellous section of souvenir sheets incl. the two very rare and always missing 1956 PAN-ARAB
JAMBOREE souvenir sheets mint never hinged, in addition a nice section Back of Book incl. officials,
postage dues, occupation of Palestine etc. Attractive opportunity! (K)

**/ */ g

P 20069

1866-1906 Collection of mint and used stamps on two old album leaves, with seven stamps of first
issue (up to 1pi.), six stamps (used/unused) of second issue up to 5pi., etc., plus few Officials, Postage
Dues and Suez Canal issue (incl. Originals). (M)

g/ *

100, -

b

300, -

.
500, 300, -

3.
150, -

W

20070

1866-1950's: Part collections of mint and used stamps from Egypt and Sudan plus four FDCs and two g/ */ b/
postal documents from Egypt. (S)
FDC

100, -

W

20071•

1866-1960's ca.: Collection of mint and used stamps, from first issue, including a lot of good stamps like
80 singles of 1867 issue up to 5p., further issues including some multiples, color shades, cancellations
etc., plus some Officials, Postage Dues and other 'back of the book', in mixed condition. (A)

400, -
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P 20072

Start
1867, “Sphinx/Pyramid“, used collection of 43 stamps on album pages, comprising all denominations
mainly severalfold incl. shades. Attractive offer for the specialist! (M)
*/ (*)/ **

800, 300, -

W

20073

1879/1906, mint and used accumulation of apprx. 900 stamps “Sphinx/Pyramid“ on stockpages, incl.
a good range of mint material, units, gutter pairs, shades, postmarks etc. Nice offer for the specialist,
not checked for flaws etc. (M)

**/ g/ *

W

20074

1900 - 1930 approx, nearly 400 picture cards, but also a few postal stationnery cards. Many better
pieces, many details from egyptian social life and egyptian topography, places of interest, buildings
like Assouan Nile barrage, obelisk, train-stations, street scenes, some nice lithos. Very hard to get
such a collection in this richness. Most of the cards are used, also some franking of interest. (S)

GA/ Ak

W

20075

1900/1930 (ca.), collection of apprx. 290 ppc. in an album, nice range of different views, details street
scenes etc. (S)

Ak

W

20076

1900/1972, lot with picture postcards (f.ex. 1914 tramway near the pyramids) , some different hotelpostcancellations, such as Winter-Palace, San Stefano Hotel, Seamen´s Hotel, etc., also meterstamp cards
Shepheards Hotel 1961/67, Paquebot cards 1906/1911 with british stamps and egypt postmarks. (T)

.
450, -

1900/1972, alte Partie interessanter Belege, dabei sehr viele verschied. Hotelpost-Stempel, u.a. LuxorHotel, Winter-Palace, San Stefano-Hotel, Seamen‘s Hotel, auch auch PAQUEBOT-Karten 1906/11 mit
englischer Frankatur und ägypischen Stempeln, Freistempel Shepheards Hotel 1961/67, auch
Ansichtskarten, z.B. Strassenbahn bei den Pyramiden von 1914. (T)
b/ Ak/ GA

120, 550, -

W

20077•

1900-40, Album containig old printings of Ismail Pacha, Mariette Pacha, Abbas Helmy Pacha,
Mohammed Tewfik Pacha, Said Pacha, Yacoub Artin Pacha, Colucci Pacha, M.H.Thurburn, plus nine
original artist scetches, few old documents with seals or revenues, an interesting collection. (A)

W

20078

1914/1922, mint and used accumulation of apprx. 550 stamps “Pictorials Egyptian History“ incl. a good
range of mint material, units, overprints etc. (M)

*/ g/ **

200, -

W

20079•

1959 (ca.), One year United Arab Republic lot with 300 stamps in complete sheets of 50 (5 x carmine to
rose-red and 1 x violet) in nearly issued design but WITHOUT denomination and inscribed under flags
'PRINTING EXPERIMENT', mint never hinged and scarce! (Mi. 561 proof) (M)

**

280, -

W

20080•

1959, 7th Anniversary of Revolution, souvenir sheet “Means of Transport“, holding of 300 MNH pieces.
Michel no. Block 10 (300), 3.600,- €. (S)

**

170, -

20081•

1960/1980 (ca.), enormous accumulation of apprx. 65.000 used stamps, neatly sorted on 200
stockpages, comprising 100times 400 different and 50times 500 different (all figures according to
vendor). Rarely offered in that quantity, great opportunity for retailers. (K)

g

500, -

20082•

1961/1995, lot of eight large sized hand-drawn artwork, e.g. referring to Michel nos. 1031, 1244, 1329,
1483/84, 1569, 1810 etc. (K)

(*)

200, -

W

ÄGYPTEN - PORTOMARKEN
W

20083

1894 from ca., comprehensive collection with ca.40 covers, cards and stationeries franked with egyptian
postage due stamps on domestic and foreign mail, comprising incoming mail from Cyprus, India, Tunisia,
Palestine, French Indochina, Netherlands India etc. together with mail from various European States.
Included are many attractive franking-combinations, airmail, various taxation handstamps and further
specialities. Also included are ca.30 covers with official stamps and mixed frankings with official +
regular stamps on mail to foreign destinations. Recommended postal history compilation in mostly F/VF g/ d/ b/
condition. (S)
GA

800, -

ÄGYPTEN - STEMPEL
W

20084

1866/1950 ca., ‚RETTA‘ cancellations, comprehensive and valuable collection with ca.20 covers,
cards and stationeries and ca.90 stamps on pages, comprising a selection of used egyptian stamps
starting from 1866 1st issue (SG 3, 4) to 1940s issues. Included is a 1866 1 Pia claret on cover from
Alexandria to Cairo, 1895 2 Pia on cover from Alexandria to Paris, 1888/97 postal stationery cards,
censored covers from WW II and covers with postage due stamps. Also included are Retta
cancellations on foreign stamps, i.a. Greece, Turkey, Austrian and Russian P.O.Levant, Great Britain
and Sudan, covers with Sudan ‚camel postman‘ issues, cover with stamps from British Forces in
Egypt and further interesting items. Recommended postal history collection! (M)

g/ d/
GA/ b

.2

ÄGYPTEN - BESONDERHEITEN
see al so 2271 8

W

20085

1884/1956, comprehensive collection with ca.45 covers, cards and stationeries together with
more than 150 stamps on pages, comprising predominantly mail from British Forces in Egypt.
Included are QV issues used during the ‚Suakin‘ campaign with cancellations from British Army P.O.
Egypt, egyptian stamps and stationeries used for British Soldier‘s mail between 1895/1901,
travelling army post offices ‚C A T‘ and ‚T A C‘ on WW I - fieldpost, stamps from British Forces in
Egypt on cover, complete used printing sheet 10 M carmine (SG #A15) with 100 stamps on paper,
Palestine stamps used by A.P.O. SZ 10 on registered cover from Cairo, USA ship-mail from
U.S.S.Detroit and U.S.S.Desmoines, covers from New Zealand Military Forces in Egypt and many
other interesting items. Recommended and valuable postal history source. Several covers are listed g/ d/ b/
and pictured in Peter A. S. Smith catalogue.l (M)
GA
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P 20086

Start
1900/1960, giant collection with more then 1200 historical postcards, only a few of them dated after
1945. Main part of the cards is unused, some were circulated and very often franked. Fantastic mixture
not only showing topographical topics but also a wide range of interesting motifs such as Military,
transportation system, Islam, nomads and culture. They have been already pre-sorted and the larger
cities are titled. Exciting collection in great condition. (K)
1900/1960, Karton mit über 1200 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945
eher gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und sehr häufig auch frankiert. Eine bunte
Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten Motiven
wie u.a. Militär, Verkehrsmittel, Islam, Nomaden und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Der
Bestand ist bereits vorsortiert und die größeren Städte bereits betitelt. Die Karten sind meist in guter,
einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (K)

Ak
b

750, 120, -

300, -

W

20087•

1950/2000 (ca.), holding of apprx. 250 documuments/freight papers, mainly bearing fiscals stamps. (S)

W

20088

1879/1990 (ca.) holding of ca. 530 unused/CTO-used/used postal stationary, while postal stationery
postcards, envelopes and aerograms (many unfolded), while also censorship and interesting foreign
mail, please view (S)

GA

20089•

1879-1930‘s: Collection of 200 postal stationery items from Egypt plus about 50 from Soudan, fine
unused mostly plus some used, with several scarce cards like 1923 Provisionals, used double cards,
a good group of letter cards and registered envelopes etc., almost all fine/very fine. In addition 14
p/s items from Ethiopia and 38 from Liberia. (A)

GA

P 20090

.

1879-1950‘s: Collection of more than 360 postal stationery cards, envelopes, letter sheets,
registered envelopes and few air letters, unused and used, well written up on pages housed in two
binders, introduced by an 1871 proof on envelope and starting with postcards including double
cards (with also reply cards sent back to Egypt), good issues unused and used (like 1916 3m. on 2m.
(four, with three used) or 1930 3m. orange used), cards with additional printings, overprint varieties,
registered and express mail, censored mail, good and scarce destinations and a wide range of
postmarks incl. rural and t.p.o., followed by also specialized parts envelopes (including good issues
like 1939 King Farouk 5m. and 6m.), letter sheets (with 1911-12 5m. and 1p. unused, 1914 10m.
used and unused and others) and registered envelopes (including, for example, 1953 35m. adhesive
on 30m. env.), and few air letters. A VERY INTERESTING AND SPECIALIZED COLLECTION WITH MANY
SCARCE AND UNUSUAL ITEMS. (K)

GA

2.

20091

1886/1970 (ca.) holding of about 215 unused and used postal stationery postcards, envelopes, folded
letters, aerograms and wrappers, while much foreign mail (including with French ship mail), various
hotel cancellations and interesting uses (including postal stationery cut out of aerogram as rare
unobjectionable franking on commercial cover), many beautiful covers, sometimes in slightly different
condition, please view (S)

GA

450, -

1913/1921, petty collection of ten stationeries (eight unused, two used) comprising envelopes, wrapper,
card and especially letter cards with better pieces. Miga handbook nos. C22, W4, E28 (2), E29 (2), E30,
L6, L7, L9. (M)

GA

250, -

ÄGYPTEN - GANZSACHEN

W

W

P 20092

ÄQUATORIALGUINEA
see al so 22540

P 20093

1990 circa. Thirteen original sketches and proofs from the Spanish royal mint, some of them signed
by the authors. Very thematic and desirable lot. Thematics as art, mushrooms, animals, etc. Unique
and impossible to reply. (M)

.2

ÄTHIOPIEN

see al so 22863 , 229 02, 23 3 9 5

P 20094

1894/2003, comprehensive used collection in a thick stockbook, well collected throughout and
showing especially an extensive range of 1901/1908 overprint sets, following issues, 1943 Obelisk
set, semi-modern period often showing centric strikes of Philatelic Dep. postmarks. Rarely offered
in that comprehensiveness, excellent opportunity! (A)

g/ d

20095

.

W

1894-1964, Comprehensive collection in PALO Album mint and used, including early overprinted
issues Sc.1-13, 15-21, 22, 24-25, 36, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43-50, 57-63, 64-65, 67-68, 71-72, 75, 78, 8086, 87-93, 101-107, 108-119, very good part back of the book with postage due J22-J28, air mail
issues and semi-postals. Only few stamps of this very difficult area are missing in this excellent
collection built up in many years! Please inspect carefully! (A)

20096 •

**/ */ g

3.2

W

1895-1950 ca., Collection in album starting first issues and different overprint issues 1901-1908,
1911 SG 154/60 Provisional issue Dire deura P.O. hand stamp & pen marked set with overprints in
different colors including one mint stamp, later issues showing varieties, double and inverted
overprints, air mails and a good section postage due issues showing different taxe types and colors,
blocks of four, margin imprints, official overprints. Careful viewing is recommended as we noticed
some scarce cancels throughout, vast majority fine-very fine, a substantial collection with many
elusive stamps that has been valued conservatively (A)

**/ */ g

3.
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Start

W

20097

1895-1980, Large album with comprehensive collection mint and used, early issues most used with
handstamped and overprinted sets, from 1960 more mint never hinged (last years 2x), good part
airmails, Italy Eritrea two envelopes, overprint proofs on blocks, Yvert catalogue value as counted by
vendor over 14.150,-- Euro (A)

**/ */ g

W

20098

1896/1985 (ca.) holding of ca. 730 unused/CTO/used aerograms, aerograms with missed colours, with
revaluation, with double print of one color, the aerograms mostly unused and unfolded, besides, also
some few documents, among other things also a form for a return receipt, please view and calculate (S)

GA/ b

400, -

P 20099

1900/1960, small box with about 120 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945. They
are mostly unused, some were circulated and only a few were franked. Great mixture with different
cultural topics, like Guys, warriors, working environment and missionaries. Mostly good to very good
condition. Nice collection. (S)
1900/1960, kleine Schachtel mit gut 120 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten
nach 1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und
vereinzelte auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit zahlreichen kulturellen Darstellungen wie u.a.
Typen, Krieger, Arbeitswelt und Missionare. Die Karten sind meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter
Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

200, -

20100

1930/1931, accumulation with about 500 IMPERFORATE stamps of ten different types/values incl.
Coronation of Haile Selassie, airplane ‚Potez 25A2‘ and Empress Mänän in different quantities
mostly in larger blocks, MNH and scarce! Unlisted in Michel (ex Yvert 181/202+PA11/17, approx.
€ 120.000,-- ++) (T) ex 151/79 var.

**

P 20101•

1950's-1990's - Aerograms: Collection & accumulation of more than 600 aerograms, unused and used,
with a lot of different issues, colour shades, sub-types, types of watermark and varieties, also a wide
range of postmarks, upratings and destinations, with registered mail, insufficient frankings, returned
mail ety., plus some aerograms from Mauretania, Malawi and Martinique. (Ex J. Kasper coll.) (S)

GA

20102

1970/1989, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: With nice
topics: flowers, birds, fish, etc. In total 43.906 complete sets and 550 single stamps. A summary of
all items is available. Michel 214.929 €. (K3)

**

20103•

1970/2000 (ca.) accumulation of ca. 417 unused and used/CTO aerogrammes and airletters incl. a
nice study collection with many better items (missed and shifted colours printing errors etc.) incl. types
and sub-types, revalued items, many unused and unfolded items, an outstanding offer hard to to find
please inspect (ex J.Kasper) (S)

GA/ b

400, -

P 20104

1973, Centenary of the International Meteorological Organization (IMO/WMO) complete set of three
(Emblems and Telstar satellite) in a lot with approx. 1.000 sets in part to complete (folded) sheets, mint
never hinged, Mi. 747/49, € 4.800,-- (S) 747/49

**

250, -

20105

1973/1989, lot of 1390 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various topics
like Space, Flowers, Birds, Fish, Trees, and many more. All items are multiple or in units. An unusual
investment lot with a very high retail value. (S)

**

P 20106

1984, Traditional Sports (Gugs, Tigil, Genna and Gebeta) complete set of four in a lot with 400 sets
mostly in complete folded sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 1192/95, € 1.600,-- + (T) 1192/95

**

150, -

20107

1995, zwei UNGEZÄHNTE Druckbögen mit 10 verschiedenen 15er-Blocks zusammenhängend dabei
kompl. Sätze 50 Jahre Weltwernährungsorganisation FAO, Landwirtschaftliche Werkzeuge und 50 Jahre
Vereinte Nationen, ungewöhnliche und seltene Probedruckbögen (300 ungez. Marken) auf ungummierten
Papier, Mi. 1529/31, 1532/35 und 1536/38, rare GUTTERPAIRS and PAIRS of different stamps, high
retail value when split (DRO)

(*)

250, -

W

W

W

W

.

.

500, .

.3

AFAR UND ISSA
W

20108

1969/1977, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH collection of 52 complete sheets (=1.200
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. 1972 Olympic Games, 1975+1977 Sea
Snails etc. (A) Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

.

AFGHANISTAN
W

20109

1860‘s/1980‘s (ca). This is one man‘s lifetime holding, an opportunity not to be missed representing
a substantial album with 1000s of stamps with much substance. However the best part is probably
the material waiting to be processed including 1000s of stamps as well as postal history and
postmark studies from the 19th century onwards, crammed in two very well filled volumes, making
3 excellent collections/study groups. Further highlights include early large tigers including on
cover, dozens of 1880s handstamped issues, 1891/92 1r gray blue unused part-sheet, etc. Also
multiples of the 1893 unissued registrations, all the way through to 1932 inauguration issues and
imperf sheets of 12, etc. An opportunity not to be missed, so much here to research. (K)
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W

20110

20111
P 20112
W 20113
W 20114
20115

Start
1871-1932, Collection of 44 covers, or parts of covers, and postal stationery items, mostly with preUPU combination frankings of Afghan and Indian adhesives (or postal stationery items), starting
with piece of cover franked by Afghan Large Tiger Head 1871 first issue 1 shahi from Plate 1 in
combination with East India ½a. pale blue tied by numeral “90“ of Nowshera City (Peshawar), with
a lot of registered covers, covers franked on border P.O. Chaman (Southern Route) or Landikhana
(Northern Route) including those with postage due or ‚Unpaid‘ handstamps, later covers including
Indian postal stationery envelopes used in Afghanistan, also an Afghan postal stationery card, good
frankings like 1909 1 abasi imperforated etc., up to 1932 Pictorials. The quality is mixed as usual,
but still a good collection of interesting items full of Afghan-Indian postal history. (A)
1900/1955 (ca.), MNH accumulation on stockpages, mainly within units. Yvert 6.000,- €. (M)

**

1927/1980, MNH collection incl. souvenir sheets neatly sorted on stockcards. (T)

**

.2
220, 800, 300, -

1930/1950 (ca): more then MNH 600 values in sheets and sheet parts, many different stamps, total
cat value 10.000 ++ € (S)

**

650, -

1940's-1970's ca.: More than 600 covers, FDCs and postal stationery items, with a major part common
inland mail with various frankings, but also covers to foreign countries, some FDCs of the early 1960's,
several unused postal stationery cards 45 poul with portrait of Mohammed Zahir Shah on back (1943),
and others. (S)

b/ GA/
FDC

120, -

GA

130, -

1892 - 1998, Collection posts, mostly in units of 2 - 10 pieces. (S)

ex. 155 - 1834 A + B

b/ GA
**

AFGHANISTAN - GANZSACHEN
W

20116•

1921-34: Seven postal stationery cards, from 1921 4p. blue to 1934 5+5 poul double card, five unused,
two used, good to very fine. (T) H&G ex 5/14

AITUTAKI

see al so 20521 , 22861 , 23 1 41 , 23 208, 23 21 0, 23 3 21 , 23 505

P 20117

1972/1993, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantit from 30 to 18.000 copies. With nice topics: animals, Christmas, paintings, birds,
personalities, scouts, etc. In total 158.892 complete sets, 63.269 single stamps or part sets and
38.529 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 3.079.841 €. (K22)

**

20118

.

W

1973/90, Sammlung von 5.103 PHASENDRUCKEN nur verschiedener und kompletter Ausgaben,
dabei viele schöne Motive wie Tiere (Vögel, Muscheln), Kunsthandwerk (auch Kleinbogen à 16
Marken), Pfadfinder, Ballone, Gemälde (Weihnachten, Ostern), englisches Königshaus, Olympiade,
Seefahrer, Blumen, Münzen, Einstein und etliches mehr, postfrisch, jede Ausgabe sauber auf
Steckkarten in Hüllen und mit Mi.-Nr versehen, insgesamt umfaßt die Sammlung 5.103 Marken,
davon sind 2.681 Marken in 94 Blöcken, eine tolle Kollektion! (K) ex 57/ Bl. 75

**

.

W

20119

1977/1992 (ca.), accumulation in box with mostly complete sets and hundreds of miniature sheets
many in larger quantities incl. attractive thematics with paintings, christmas, space, royals, olympics
etc., a nice section IMPERFORATE ISSUES and some issues from Cook Islands, Penrhyn and Niue, mint
never hinged with a very high cat. value – please inspect! (S)

**

800, -

W

20120

1989, Bicentenary of the Discovery of Aitutaki complete set of five (HMS Bounty, Captaqin Bligh, Fletcher
Christian etc.) in a lot with about 1.150 (!) sets mostly in part/complete sheets, mint never hinged, Mi.
648/52, € 20.700,-- (S) 648/52

**

450, -

P 20121

1994, Aitutaki, 20th anniversary of first landing on the moon, in 35 mini sheet sets each with 12 stamps.
Michel 654/656 mint never hinged. Catalogue value 5040 € (S) 654/656 (420)

**

250, -

P 20122

1994, Aitutaki, 20th anniversary of first landing on the moon. 368 x Michel Block 73 mint never hinged.
Catalogue value 5520 € (S) Block 73 (368)

**

200, -

ALGERIEN

see al so 2223 0, 2401 3
W

20123

P 20124

1890/1960 holding of ca. 80 letters, cards, picture-postcards and used postal stationery (French postal
stationery envelope used from Oran), incl. registered mail, air mail (first flight Algiers - Paris 1935)
revaluations on letter, meter stamps, good frankings (stamps with precancellation), cancellation (Tour
d´Algérie Cycliste) and destinations (Dahomey), mainly in good condition. (ex Weserland) (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

1900/1960, Schachtel mit gut 800 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten vor 1945
eindeutig überwiegt. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und zum Teil auch frankiert. Eine
kuriose Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Kultur, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind
meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

138

80, -

1900/1960, box with about 800 historical postcards with a major part of cards before 1945. Great
mixture with topographical topics, culture, working environment and traffic. They are mostly in good
condition, some in very good condition and a few of them were circulated and franked. (S)

Sammlungen / Collections

Ak

500, -

L ot
P 20125

Start
1900/1960, box with approx. 800 historical postcards with a minor part of cards printed after 1945.
Many of the are unused, some were already circulated and franked. A very nice mixture with topographical
topics, culture, Islam, working environment and traffic. Great collection in very nice condition. (S)
1900/1960, Schachtel mit gut 800 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert. Eine kuriose
Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Kultur, Islam, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind
meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

400, -

Ak

400, -

1900/1970, Karton mit über 3800 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945
eher gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige Stücke sind beschrieben und etliche
auch frankiert. Eine bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe
an interessanten Motiven wie u.a. Militär, Verkehrsmittel, Islam, Nomaden und noch andere kulturelle
Darstellungen bietet. Der Bestand ist bereits vorsortiert und die größeren Städte bereits betitelt. Die
Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (K2)

Ak

950, -

P 20128

1907/1908, correspondence Alger-Bangkok, lot of three registered covers from ALGER to Bangkok/
Thailand at rate 50c., each with ms. registration mark, on reverse Bangkok arrival marks (two with
additional Marseille transit marks), some postal wear as to be expected. (T)

b/ GA

400, -

W

20129

1924/1958, comprehensive mint and used holding in two thick albums, comprising definitives,
commemoratives, airmails, overprints, postage dues, preobliteres, telegraph stamps and especially
a strong section of parcel stamps (very high cat.value only for these), also a good percentage of
MNH material from 1940‘s. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

**/ g/ *

W

20130

W

20131

1924/1963, PRECANCELLATIONS (préoblitérés), specialised collection/assortment of apprx. 68 stamps */ b/ (*)/
and six covers on written up pages; in addition a nice selection Tunisia incl. precancelled postage dues. (M)
**

W

P 20126

1900/1960, box with more then 800 historical postcards with a minor part of cards printed after 1945.
There are both unused, as well as mailed postcards with postage stamps. Rare and nice mixture of
cards with topographical topics, culture, Islam and the world of work and traffic. They are mainly in great
original shape, some of them in very exceptional condition. (S)
1900/1960, Schachtel mit gut 800 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 sehr gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert. Eine kuriose
Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Kultur, Islam, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind
meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

P 20127

1900/1970, huge box with more then 3800 historical postcards with a small part of cards dated after
1945. Many of them are unused, some were circulated and a few of them were also franked. Exciting
collection with several topics, like for example topographic and in addition to this also a wide range of
interesting motifs such as Military, different kinds of transportation, Islam, nomads and other cultural
topics. They have been already pre-sorted and the larger cities are already titled. Excellent collection in
great condition. (K2)

.
100, -

1930‘s/1940‘s (ca.), RAILWAY PARCEL STAMPS: Accumulation with 16 different railway stamps
‚CHEMINS DE FER ALGERIENS‘ in different and some in very large quantities incl. two different
surcharges etc., mostly in larger blocks/part sheets (total approx. 4.500 stamps), mint never hinged
and seldom offered in quantity, not catalogued in Michel! (S) Chemin de Fer

**

20132•

1936/1939, group of three epreuve d'artiste 65c. “Halte Sarienne“ (2) and 1.75fr. “World Exhibition“;
plus 1939 World Exhibition complete set of five epreuve de luxe (=eight pieces in total) (S)

(*)

170, -

W

20133

1938/43 ca. 200 letters mainly to the Red Cross in Geneva, many different censor marks and strips,
better frankings (stamps from booklets) and large variety of cancellations, please see (S)

b

300, -

W

20134

1940/44 ca. 460 letters mainly to the Red Cross in Geneva, almost everything with various censorships,
unbelievable variety of censor numbers, types of censorship (including OKW censorship), excellent
study material, rare offer, please inspect (S)

GA

W

20135•
20136

1946/1957, collection of 45 epreuve de luxe and one epreuve collective. (M)

(*)

600, 300, -

W

1962/1994, comprehensive almost exclusively MNH stock in two thick albums with plenty of material,
from early overprints, definitives, airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

**/ g/ *

P 20137
P 20138
W 20139

1963/1987, collection of apprx. 178 different epreuve de luxe/presentation cards. (S)

(*)

1963/2001, collection of apprx. 132 different epreuve de luxe/presentation cards. (S)

(*)

P 20140
W 20141

1965/1991, collection of apprx. 134 different epreuve de luxe/presentation cards. (S)
1965/2001, holding of apprx. 540 MNH stamps, well sorted throughout, in addition also some other
partly imperf./double/shifted perforation. (S)

**

20142
20143

1969/2001, collection of apprx. 132 different epreuve de luxe/presentation cards. (S)

(*)

1974/1986, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity. With nice
topics: UPU, soccer, flowers, etc. In total 15.993 complete issues and sets and 900 single stamps.
A summary of all items is available. Michel 48.214 €. (K)

**

W
W

1965/1987, assortment of specialities incl. four epreuve d'artiste with signature (plus one of Morocco),
apprx. 50 presentation cards and three imperforate sheets 1967 Boy Scouts (incl. one colour proof
sheet). (S)
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350, 250, 200, 250, -

(*)/ **
(*)

500, 250, .
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20144

Start
1974/1986, lot of 876 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various topics like
Satallite, Children, Flowers, Soccer World Cup 1986 and many more. All items are multiple or in units.
An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (S)

700, -

**

ANGOLA
P 20145

1885/1974, accumulation/stock of the colonial period, sorted on stockcards and mainly in envelopes.
A few copies of the classic stamps, than around 25 stamps per issues, from the 1960s up to more than
300 copies per issues or sets mint never hinged, some hinged or with smaller imperfections. Also
covers many nice topics like minerals, trains, plains, animals etc. This lot contains one minature sheet
Michel no. 1 and at least 100 copies of no. 3 MNH. Please inspect carefully! (K)

**/ *

P 20146

1946/1969, Angola beautiful mint never hinged block of four collection of the portugues colonial times.
High catalogue value and retail. (A)

**

400, -

20147

1946/1974, beautiful mint never hinged collection of the portugues colonial times. Including the very
scarce birds from 1951. High catalogue value and retail. (A)

**

300, -

20148

1950/86 ca. 2.320 unused/CTO used and mostly unfolded aerograms beginning with H&G F 1, some
heavy duplication, some interesting motifs, in good condition (K)

GA

220, -

W

2.

P 20149

1951, BIRDS, set of five complete sets in varying condition from mint never hinged to hinged, some
without any gum, with gum creases or other imperfections. Rare sets that need checking for quality.
(Michel cat. no. 339/362) (T) 339/362 (5)
**/ */ (*)

200, -

P 20150

1970, 100 years of Angolan stamps (ship, plane, train), 150 copies of this souvenir sheet mint never
hinged (Michel block no. 3, cat. val. 2250,- €) (S) Bl. 3 (150)

**

100, -

P 20151

1982, Butterflies complete set of seven in a lot with about 300 sets in large blocks/part sheets, mint
never hinged and scarce, Mi. 663/69, € 4.200,-- + (T) 663/69

**

300, -

20152

2001/2005, substantial accumulation in a box with only mint never hinged stamps in complete sets and
souvenir sheets in quantities from a couple copies up to more than 100. Covers many beautiful thematics
like whales, reptiles, fish, plants, Olympics, football and many more. Rarely offered, especially in these
amounts. (K)

**

400, -

220, -

W

ANTIGUA

see al so 23 3 72
W

20153

starting about 1880 holding of ca. 150 postal stationeries incl. postal stationery cards (also some
doublecards), envelopes and unused and unfolded aerograms, also some letter and a few items of
official mail, please inspect (S)

GA

W

20154

1968/1992, Barbuda and Antigua & Barbuda big investment accumulation of full sheets, part
sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying quantity. With nice topics: animals, red cross, railway, aviation,
flowers, etc. In total 3.015 complete sets, 50 single stamps and 487 souvenir sheets. A summary of
all items is available. Michel 33.363 €. (K)

**

.

**

.

1856/1998, extraordinary mainly mint collection in three albums, well collected throughout and
virtually complete; from provincial issues Corrientes (17 stamps), Buenos Aires showing Gauchitos,
Barquitos (incl. three certificates) and Cabecitas (42 stamps in total), Cordoba; Federal issues from
1858 collected not less impressively incl. a strong section Rivadavia (29 stamps) incl. 15c. imperf.
(certificate). Following semi-classic to semi-modern period showing a lovely degree of specialisation
incl. imperfs., gutter pairs, varieties etc. A most impressive collection, really very rarely seen in that
richness - excellent opportunity not to be missed! (K)

*/ **/
(*)/ g

2.

P 20157

1858/1970 (ca.), used and unused collection on album pages with main value in the classic and semiclassic issues, showing a nice range interesting pieces, shades, postmarks, officials, commemoratives
etc. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

300, -

P 20158

1867/1884, duplicated lot of six different stamps in different quantities incl. 1867 30c. orange 'Alvear'
(9), 1876 5c, orange-red rouletted 'Rivadavia' (3), 1877 1c. on 5c. orange-red 'Rivadavia' (9), 1882 12c.
ultramarine perf. 14 (6) and perf. 12 (8) and 1884 1c. on 15c. dark blue (5), all used in mostly good to
fine condition and a nice study material for the specialist (total 40 stamps), Mi. ca. € 1.000,-- (T)

g

100, -

P 20159

1900/1915 (ca.): More than 130 proofs and essays, mostly colourproofs as single printing on thin
paper. Unusual offer. (A)

(*)

350, -

20160

1904/77 (ca.), apprx. 80 covers mostly airmails to Switzerland and some to other Europe and mostly
pre-1960. Inc. declared value (V-mail, insured) surface cover to Riga/Latvija 1936 or April 1947 pictorial
surface mail cover to Paderborn/Germany British zone with framed violet “HELD PENDING
AUTHORISATION/OF SERVICE“ with British zone censortape and tie-mark. (ex Weserland) (S)

b

80, -

W

20155

2000/2007. Fine collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which are not often, if at all, found at
an auction. Available are about 152 mint, nh, imperforate stamps and about 8 imperforate souvenit/
miniature sheets. A not frequent offer and a nice addition to any Antigua&Barbuda collection. Also
suitable for splitting well! (A)
2000/2007. Feine Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, die nicht oft, wenn überhaupt,
auf einer Auktion zu finden sind. Vorhanden sind etwa 152 postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa
8 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein nicht häufiges Angebot und eine hübsche Ergänzung jeder AntiguaSammlung. Auch zum Aufteilen gut geeignet! (A)
3218/4495

ARGENTINIEN
P 20156

W
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20161

20162

20163
P 2016 4

Start
1911/53, specialized collection of imperforated stamps or essays, f.ex. 8 different essys of the 1911
Sarmiento issue (Sc.176), imperforated Sc.458, 479, 580, 581, 619, two essays of Sc.477, 9 different
essays of the 1950 exhibition issue. (M)
1911/53 Spezialistenpartie, mit Nr. 153 mit 8 verschiedenen Probedrucken, Nr. 437 ungezähnt, Nr.
461U doppelseitig bedruckt, Nr. 463U (2 verschiedene Farbproben), 465U, 472+474U doppelseitig
bedruckt, 553U+553U je Essay, 576 mit 3 Ungezähnten, verschiedene Farben, 576/581 ungezähnt in
anderen Farben. Nr. 611U. (M)

(*)

200, -

1918/1957, collection of 128 imperforate proofs on ungummed paper (many blocks of four), issued
design but mainly differing colour. (M)

(*)

1923/1935, large lot of cut outs from parcelcards with high Peso-frankings. (S)

d

450, 200, -

1950, International Stamp Exhibition Buenos Aires “EFIRA“, specialised collection on 47 album
pages, comprising several UNIQUE items, e.g. five different hand-drawn/hand-painted artist‘s
sketches (size 12:16 cm up to 17:24 cm; two of them with “1949“ year date which leads to the
assumption that this event was originally scheduled one year earlier and then postponed), various
proofs like souvenir sheet in differing colours and top value 5p.+5p. in imperf. proof block of 25 in
differing colour “blue“ (both pieces with red annulment imprint), the complete set as imperf. proofs
in black, document with signatures of jury members, certificate of award for Dr.Ricardo Elicabe,
menu card, official exhibition leaflet (with exhibition plan and list of exhibitors), several cacheted
envelopes etc. (A)
1985, flowers, 10.000 copies MNH in full sheets. Michel no. 1757, cat. value 20.000,- €. (S)

W

20165
20166

W

W

W

b/ **/
(*)

.

1757 (10.000)

**

250, -

1985/1993 (ca.), accumulation of mostly thematic stamps and miniature sheets incl. flowers, drugs,
history, football etc. mostly in part or complete (folded) sheets and some in very large quantities, mint
never hinged with a very high cat. value! (S)

**

220, -

20167

1985/1993 (ca.), unusual large stock with thousands of stamps and hundreds of miniature sheets
mostly thematic issues incl. flowers, drugs, history, dinosaur, cinema, forest (trees), christmas etc. with
some in very large quantities and in part or complete (folded) sheets, mint never hinged with a very high
cat. and retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (K)

**

500, -

20168

1985/1993, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity. With nice topics: flowers, space, paintings, etc. In total 2.869 complete issues or sets, 6.060
single stamps and 400 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 18.552 €. (S)

**

450, -

1986, Winner at Football World Championship Mexico complete set of 16 in two se-tenant sheetlets
showing different scenes from games 'Argentina-England' and 'Argentina-Germany' etc. in a lot with 125
complete sets (sheetlets), mint never hinged, Mi. 1825/40 KB, € 3.500,-- (S) 1825/40 KB

**

300, -

20169

ARGENTINIEN - GANZSACHEN
W

20170

1876/1923 specialized collection in an ancient album with ca. 540 unused and used postal
stationery cards (incl. picture postal stationery cards) and envelopes (one item with blackened
stamp), paid reply postal cards and lettercards, lettercards (incl. picture lettercards), lettercards for
official mail, telegraph lettercards, one parcelcard, very interesting offer (ex coll. Government
Councillor Rieger) (A)

GA

W

20171

1876/1952 holding of ca. 140 unused and used postal stationery envelopes, incl. items sent abroad,
registered mail, many different types (H&G B8a paper), items with revaluation, official envelopes,etc.,
nice lot, please inspect (S)

GA

300, -

W

20172

1878/1982 holding of ca. 110 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery cards incl. doublecards
and pictured postal stationery cards (one item with reply!), some varieties (H&G 54 and 6a), several
MUESTRA, nice and useful lot, please inspect (S) H&G 1 etc.

GA

220, -

.

W

20173

1879/1987, accumulation of ca. 500 unused/CTO-used and commercially used postal stationery cards
and envelopes, picture postal stationery cards, picture postal stationery envelopes for Christmas,
lettercards, lettercards with paid reply, wrappers and airgrams, incl. a very few letters incl. registered
mail, mostly in good condition. (S)

GA/ b

400, -

W

20174

1885/1921 (ca.), stationery mint/used (10/31) inc. 1949 p.o. box license 12 P. “Abono a Casilla“. (ex
Weserland) (T)

GA

80, -

W

20175

1888/1947 holding of ca. 90 used and unused postal stationery lettercards incl. pictured items and
items with reply, many different types (design, colour and paper), MUESTRA, printing varieties, very
interesting offer, please inspect (S) H&G A1 etc.

GA

250, -

W

20176

1896/1982 holding of ca. 90 almost exclusively unused pictured postal stationery cards incl. 5 cards
with reply, 3 local issues (rare) and two complete sets, only different cards, mostly in good condition, rare
offer, please inspect (S) H&G 15a, 16a, 17a, 18a etc.

GA

340, -
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ARGENTINIEN - BESONDERHEITEN
P 20177

1900/1950, box with about 800 historical postcards BUENOS AIRES, unused as well as mailed
postcards with postage stamps. Fantastic selection of cards with buildings and different kinds of
transportation such as ships, carriages, cars and trams. Very well-kept stock. (S)
1900/1950, Schachtel mit rund 800 historischen Ansichtskarten BUENOS AIRES, ungebraucht,
beschrieben und überwiegend auch frankiert. Eine sehenswerte Auswahl mit Gebäuden und zahlreichen
Verkehrsmitteln wie etwa Schiffe, Kutschen, Autos und Straßenbahnen. Ein sehr sauberer und gepflegter
Bestand. (S)

P 20178

1900/1950, Schachtel mit rund 800 historischen Ansichtskarten BUENOS AIRES, ungebraucht,
beschrieben und überwiegend auch frankiert. Eine sehenswerte Auswahl mit Gebäuden und zahlreichen
Verkehrsmitteln wie etwa Schiffe, Kutschen, Autos und Straßenbahnen. Ein sehr sauberer und gepflegter
Bestand. (S)

P 20179

Ak

600, -

Ak

600, -

Ak

850, -

1900/1950, box with around 800 historical postcards BUENOS AIRES, unused and circulated postcards,
many of them also franked. A great selection with buildings and different kinds of transport such as
ships, carriages, cars and trams. Very nice collection and well-kept stock. (S)

1900/1960, huge box with about 1200 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945. They
are mainly unused, some were circulated and also franked. Very nice mixture with different topographical
topics as well as culture, working environment and traffic. Excellent condition and a great collection. (S)
1900/1960, Schachtel mit knapp 1200 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert. Eine kuriose
Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Kultur, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind meist in
guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

ARMENIEN
W

20180

1919-22, Collection in large album including variaties, handstamped perf and imperf stamps, most
mint, different handstamp colors, handstamped Romanov issues, many stamps expertised Borek,
Gomez, Richter, Senf. Enclosed some Russia, good issues of Batoum, Georgia, Tannu-Touva,
Azerbaydjan and Wenden Kreispost. Overall an excellent opportunity to get a high level collection of
this difficult area with enormous retail value please take time to inspect carefully. The vendor has
calculated a Unificato catalog value of over 41.000 Euro. (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**/ */ g

W

20181

1920/1921, Definitives “Pictorials“, prepared but not issued, lot of 39 stamps showing varieties like
“imperf“, “partly imperf“, “printed on both sides“ etc. To be inspected. (T)

(*)/ **

W

20182

2004/2013. A not everyday collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, some of which to our
knowledge have never been offered in an auction before. Altogether about 94 different mint, nh,
imperforate stamps and 9 imperforate miniature sheets. An unusual object which is not often
offered on the market. Also with good chances with a detailing! (A)

2.
180, -

ASCENSION

2004/2013. Eine nicht alltägliche Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise
nach unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt etwa 94 verschiedene
postfrische ungezähnte Marken und 9 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein ungewöhnliches Objekt, welches
nicht oft am Markt angeboten wird. Auch mit guten Chancen bei einer Detaillierung! (A)
927/1209

**

2.

ASERBAIDSCHAN (AZERBAYDJAN)
see al so 201 80

W

20183

1919/1923, assortment of apprx. 102 stamps incl. several overprints, e.g. 1922 1500000 on 5000r.
green used on piece, 1923 500 on 5r. brown unused etc. (M)
g/ (*)/ d

W

20184

1860/1995 (ca.), Australian states/Australia, used accumulation in two albums, varied condition,
comprising more than 1.000 stamps Australian states in a vast diversity, in addition a collection
Commonwealth of Australia 1913/1995 well filled throughout from Kangaroo/KGV issues. (A2)

g

300, -

180, -

AUSTRALISCHE STAATEN

W

20185

1880/1901 (ca.), mostly used stationery and few covers (34) of Victoria and some NSW used inland or
to Europe, inc. OS1 on cover, NSW private stationery envelope ec., for specialists. (ex Weserland) (T)

GA/ b

80, -

W

20186

1890/1913 (ca.), POSTAL STATIONERIES: accumulation with about 90 unused/used postal stationeries
incl. envelopes, registered letters, wrappers, postcards with reply cards and lettercards through all
States incl. a few early Commonwealth issues, many unusual issues, a few uprated tems etc., mixed but
mainly good to fine condition! (S)

GA

150, -

NEUSÜDWALES
P 20187

1840/1960 (ca.), POSTMARKS OF SYDNEY, mainly on NSW and some on Australia, specialised collection
of apprx. 90 covers/cards and numerous of loose stamps, neatly arranged on album pages in a SG
album. (S)
g/ b/ d

250, -

P 20188

1850/1899, used and mint collection of apprx. 90 stamps on ancient album pages, well collected from
early issues incl. SG 11 (opinion Dr.Ferchenbauer), 43b “No ship“ (opinion Holcombe), following QV
issues incl. five stamps Laureate, officials, 1897 Jubilee/Charity set mint etc. (M)

800, -
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P 20189

1850/1907, mainly used collection of apprx. 680 stamps, sorted on stockpages and showing a lovely
degree of specialisation, comprising e.g. nine “Sydney Views“, a strong section QV heads incl. 60
imperfs, following issues, officials, postage dues etc. Quite rarely seen in that comprehensiveness! (M)

g/ *

P 20190

1852/1888, assortment of specialities: 1852 6d. brown Laureate reprint mini sheet of 25 and 1888
Centenary 4d. “Captain Cook“ four imperf colour trials in orange, rose, brown and maroon on
unwatermarked paper. SG refers to 72/78, 255. (M)

(*)

600, -

1865/1910 (ca.), POSTAL STATIONERY: accumulation with about 220 mostly different postal stationeries
incl. envelopes, registered letters, postcards with reply-cards, lettercards, wrappers and telegraph forms
incl. several better items, types and sub-types, different sizes, official stationeries, a few advertisments
and SPECIMEN opts., postmarks etc., majority unused with a good section used in mixed but mostly
good to fine condition, great and unusual lot! (S)

GA

450, -

h

300, -

GA

180, -

*/ g/ GA

350, -

1865-1950's: 35 covers, postcards, postal stationery items and FDCs, plus two stamps (8d. yellow from
N.S.W.), with various frankings, postmarks and destinations, ship mail, registered and censored covers,
etc. (T)

b/ GA/
FDC

50, -

W

20191

3.

QUEENSLAND
P 20192

1882/1900 (ca.), QV heads large types 2s.6d. vermilion, 5s. rose, 10s. brown and £1 deep-green in a
lot with about 100 stamps each (total 400 stamps) all FISCALLY USED incl. a few pairs, unusual and
scarce study material unchecked for papers and watermarks etc. (T)

TASMANIEN
20193

1870/1910, more than 100 unused stationery cards and some envelopes including about 50 peices of
“WALCH´S TASMANIAN POST CARD“. (S)

20194

1885 - 1915, Small collection of stamps, mostly stamped on form sheets and postal stationary in album. (A)

VICTORIA
AUSTRALIEN

see al so 21 3 63 , 2283 6
W

20195

W

20196

1890/2000 (ca.), accumulation incl. a few Australian States with approx. 350 covers and postal stationeries
with majority in modern commercial mail incl. large part official mail (stamp bulletins), registered and
airmail etc. but also some nice states with a few unfolded wrappers etc., PLEASE INSPECT! (K)

b/ GA

130, -

W

20197

1927/66, ca. 90 covers (inc. one ppc) mostly used to Switzerland with WWII censorship usages (26),
plus PNG (3) 1957/87. (ex Weserland) (S)

b/ Ak

160, -

P 20198

1937/1996 (ca.), accumulation with about 530 covers and postal stationeries with a nice bundle of
AIRLETTERS and AEROGRAMMES (unused or CTO) incl. commemorative types, an unusual duplicated
part of single airmail frankings of mostly 1970's/80's to USA, a few australian states etc., high retail
value - PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

b/ GA

250, -

20199

1950/1980 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 160 aerogrammes with majority used with some unused
only BUT a great section of PRIVATE aerogrammes incl. different users, frankings, some postmarks, a
few other forms used in foreign countries or territories etc., unusual and great study material not only for
the specialised aerogramme collector - PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

GA/ b

180, -

P 20200

1958/2013, Australia and Oceania, very nice collection on stockcards with many beautiful topics. Most
stamps are from the last twenty years. Mint never hinged, only a few cancelled, and on set hinged.
Michael catalogue value more than 1000.- Euro. (S)

**

100, -

W

20201

1995/96, Big lot IMPERFORATED stamps for investors or specialist containing 4 different issues in
special formats, there are Scott #1451 pair “People with Disabilities“ imperforated, with 9 vertical
single gutter pairs, 20 vertical double gutter pairs, 5 double horizontal gutter pairs, 7 booklet panes
and some parts of the stamp sheet, in all 375 stamps (Michel 1488/89), Scott #1478 “Australien
Day $1“ with 22 imperforated stamps including 1 horizontal gutter pair (Michel 1529), Scott #1490b
souvenir sheet “Cuscus“, 2 uncutted s/s pairs without overprint and 4 uncutted s/s pairs with
overprint “... Indonesia ‚96“ and as a very special item a complete printing sheet containg 40
imperforated souvenir sheets without overprint (Michel Bl. 21, 21 I) and closing 3 imperforated
souvenir sheet “Kangaroos of Australia“ overprinted “China ‚96 ...“ and a part of a printing sheet
containing 20 imperforated Kangaroos-s/s (Michel Bl. 22). (K)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de IMPERFORATED

**

W

20202

2006, Formula 1 Legends, Austria - Australia personalized souvenir sheet, with three copies of Michel
nos. 2690/2691and 2693 and cinderellas of the Austrian stamps on the topic. Twelve sheets MNH.
Additionally four booklets Michael Schuhmacher Austria 2006. (M)

**

100, -

g

200, -

W

.

AUSTRALIEN - DIENSTMARKEN MIT OS-LOCHUNG
W

20203

1902/190 (ca.), collection/assortment of apprx. 220 stamps with “O.S. NSW“ punching, various issues
incl. NSW and Australia from Kangaroos/KGV. Interesting lot for the specialist! (M)

20204

Ab Michel Nr. 1. Großes Los mit ca. 50.000 ATM und ca. 5.000 FDC/Briefen. Sehr hoher Postpreis
(postgültig) da viele Tastensätze enthalten. MICHEL ca. 130.000,- EUR (K13)

AUSTRALIEN - AUTOMATENMARKEN
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AUSTRALIEN - ANTARKTISCHE GEBIETE
see al so 20200

P 20205

1956/2001, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

500, -

P 20206

1956/2004, collection of apprx. 175 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

400, -

P 20207

1972/1992, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

400, -

P 20208

1973/2003, collection of apprx. 220 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets etc. (K)

b

300, -

P 20209

1977/2001, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

400, -

P 20210

1978/2001, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

400, -

W

20211

1890/1955 (ca.), interesting accumulation with 47 Australian Commonwealth and Queensland
stationeries incl. postcards with reply cards and a few pictorial issues, envelopes, registered letters,
wrappers and aerogrammes, mixed used and unused with several better and unusual items included (S)

GA

120, -

W

20212

1890/1955 (ca.), nice group with 30 postal stationeries with Australian States incl. pictorial lettercards
(4), Victorian Scenes postcards (2), several wrappers, envelopes and others, unused in little mixed but
mostly good to fine condition, high cat. and retail value! (T)

GA

130, -

AUSTRALIEN - GANZSACHEN

W

20213

1911, CORONATION POSTCARDS: small group with nine coronation postcards (5 x used, 4 x unused) with
several different types incl. KGV (5), Queen Mary (2) and Prince Philip (2), good study lot in mostly fine
condition! (T)

GA

G eb ot

W

20214

1945/1981 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 2.300 UNFOLDED AIRLETTERS and AEROGRAMMES with
many early types, special issues etc. incl. some in larger quantities, large bundle of OHMS types mostly
with violet handstamp SPECIMEN etc., unused and a seldom offered lot with a very high cat. and retail
value! (K)

GA

500, -

W

20215

1950/89 (ca.) two-volumes postal stationery collection of approx. 395 unused picture postcards and
picture post envelopes, only few unused postal stationery of the standard editions (A2)

GA

140, -

W

20216•

1965/2010 (ca.) accumulation of 1.840 unused/CTO/used aerogrammes and airletters, incl. ca. 42
airletters and aerogrammes of Australian Antarctic, many different cachets and usages, great variety of
motives, but also some duplication, mostly in good condition, low starting price (K)

GA/ b

130, -

W

20217

1966/2012 (ca.), accumulation with about 650 mostly different postal stationeries incl. envelopes,
postcards, wrappers, lettercards, lettersheets, aerogrammes and a large part of pre-stamped envelopes
(PSE's) incl. International Post and Postage Paid (flat rate) types, several issues from Christmas, Cocos,
Norfolk and Nauru and additional five postcard walletts with complete pictorial sets, many attractive
thematic issues etc., majority unused with a few used only (S)

GA

140, -

W

20218

1976/2005 (ca.), unusual accumulation with approx. 1.850 Pre-Stamped POSTCARDS with very many
attractive thematic issues nearly all with imprint 'Postage Pre-Paid Australia for Posting in Australia and
Delivery Worldwide' but also a few with pictorial stamp impressions etc., many produced as Maximum
cards with stamp imprint (not valid) on picture side, complete sets, special issues in booklets and additional
about 36 probably complete wallets (7 x red 1976, 13 x blue 1978, 12 x brown 1981 and 4 x black 1982),
unused and all valid for postage with a very high 'face' value! (total approx. 3.300 postcards) (K)

GA

450, -

W

20219

1978/2000 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.800 Pre-Stamped Envelopes (PSE's) with many in larger
quantities, attractive thematic issues and several unusual larger sizes incl. airmails and Postage Paid
types etc., majority unused but a nice part also unaddressed CTO with some commemorative postmarks
etc., very high retail and face value! (K)

GA

180, -

20220

1979/1994 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 3.200 Pre-Stamped Envelopes (PSE's) mostly in larger
quantities, many attractive thematic issues etc., large part (estimated about 2/3) unused and the balance
unaddressed CTO with some commemorative postmarks etc., very high retail and face value! (K)

GA

180, -

20221

1981/2003 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 2.600 PICTORIAL AEROGRAMMES incl. many 'Postage
Paid' types, complete sets with many in original post packs, attractive thematic issues etc., majority
unused but includes a nice part fine used/CTO, very high 'face' value! (K)

GA

350, -

20222

1982/2005 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 3.100 Pre-Stamped Envelopes (PSE's) with a very wide
variety of different issues incl. many attractive thematic issues, complete sets and many unusual and
seldom offered large sizes incl. airmails and Postage Paid types etc., majority unused but a nice part
also unaddressed CTO with some commemorative postmarks etc., very high retail and face value! (K)

GA

250, -

20223

1983/1999 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.800 Pre-Stamped Envelopes (PSE's) mostly in larger
quantities, many attractive thematic issues and many unusual and seldom offered large sizes incl.
airmails and Postage Paid types etc., majority unused but a nice part also unaddressed CTO with some
commemorative postmarks etc., very high retail and face value! (K)

GA

180, -
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Start
1994/1999 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 750 Pre-Stamped Envelopes (PSE's) with a very wide
variety of different issues incl. many attractive thematic issues, complete sets, airmails and Postage
Paid types etc., majority unused but a nice part also unaddressed CTO with some commemorative
postmarks etc., high retail and face value! (S)

GA

100, -

h

180, -

BAHAMAS
1880, 1s. green, wm Crown CC, perf. 14, lot of apprx. 820 fiscally used stamps. SG 39 (S)

W

20225
20226

W

20227

2008/2011: An unusual collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, some of which to our
knowledge have never been offered in an auction before. Altogether about 161 different imperforate
mint, nh stamps and 9 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets. An unusual object, which is not so
often offered on the market. Also with good chances with a detailing! (A)

W

starting 1894 ca. 340 letters, picture-postcards, postal stationery (unfolded aerograms, used aerograms
and registered envelopes), registered and censored mail, airmail, mostly in good condition (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

2008/2011. Eine nicht alltägliche Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise
nach unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt etwa 161 verschiedene
ungezähnte postfrische Marken sowie 9 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein ungewöhnliches Objekt, welches
so nicht oft am Markt angeboten wird. Auch mit guten Chancen bei einer Detaillierung! (A) 1311/1409

**

250, -

2.

BAHRAIN

see al so 22540
W

20228•

1949/74 (ca.), airletters: privately franked forms (3) w. KGVI at the 6 A. rate to USA resp. QEII at 30 NP
rate cto local; airletter stationery (14) all different mostly mint w. KGVI (1), QEII (4 inc. variety shifted
surcharge) and Independent State (7 plus two cto). Total 18 items. (T)

GA/ e

110, -

**

600, -

BANGLADESCH
W

20229

1976, lot of 402 IMPERFORATE stamps and souvenir sheets Mi. no. 74/76 and block no. 2B, showing
various on the topic Bicentennial American Independence, often units. An unusual investment lot with a
very high retail value. (S)

BARBADOS
W

20230

1852-1925, Collection mint and used on 5 album leaves including SG 5, 5a, 7, 11, 12, 17-19, 64, 81
and other good values, later issues mint hinged, plus Barbuda SG 1-11 complete set mint, a fine to very
fine collection with high retail value, please inspect carefully (M)

*

900, -

W

20231

1893/2005 holding of ca. 130 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries incl. unfolded warppers
and aerograms, some older used items, one postal stationery card sent from UK (incoming mail), items
with revaluation, items with colour shades and a few covers and postcards, nice offer in mostly good
condition (S)

GA/ b/
Ak/ FDC

170, -

1949/90 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 160 mostly unused postal stationeries, only a few items are
Cto-used or used, incl. airgrams (many unfolded items), wrappers, registered postal stationery envelopes,
mostly in good condition. (S)

GA

100, -

W

W

20232
20233

1994/2015. A not everyday collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which partly to our
knowledge have never been offered in an auction before. Altogether about 206 different imperforate
mint, nh, stamps and about 7 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets. An unusual object which is
not often offered on the market. Also with good chances with a detailing! (A)
1994/2015. Eine nicht alltägliche Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise
nach unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt etwa 206 verschiedene
ungezähnte postfrische Marken sowie etwa 7 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein ungewöhnliches Objekt,
welches nicht oft am Markt angeboten wird. Auch mit guten Chancen bei einer Detaillierung! (A)

856/1286

**

2.

BASUTOLAND
20234

1944/85 (ca.) stock of ca. 880 mostly unused and unfolded aerograms beginning with LF 2, aerograms
of South Africa with black overprint Basutoland, very high catalogue value, in good condition (S) LF 2 etc.

P 20235

GA

200, -

1886/1958, accumulation of ca. 490 mostly unused postal stationeries (postal stationery cards,
picture postal stationery cards, lettercards and postal stationery with paid reply cards) and a few
viewcards, the used items were mostly sent to Belgium but also some other destinations (USA, UK), incl.
many revaluations and some types of cards, interesting offer in mostly good condition, please view. (S)

GA/ Ak

800, -

P 20236

1887-1937: Collection of 41 mint and used stamps, including 1887-92 'King Leopold II.' 50c. mint and
two singles 10f. orange, one with full strike of Banana '1893' c.d.s., the other used Matadi, followed by
stamps of further issues incl. 1909 3,50f. with overprint inverted, used Boma, and others with
datestamps from Boma, Ibembo, Likasi, Lukafu, Sakama, Tumba and others, in blue or black, plus three
booklet panes of eight from the 1937 booklet (1f., 1,25f. and 4,50f.) (M)

g/ */ **

300, -

P 20237

1896-1940's ca.: Group of 45 covers, postal stationery cards, telegrams and documents, including good
frankings, registered and censored mail, destinations in Europe, South Africa or domestic, many
interesting postmarks, seal handstamps, tax and censor marks etc., few covers from Belgian Occ.
German East Africa and one from French Congo, in mixed condition. (A)

b/ GA

400, -

BELGISCH-KONGO
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W

20238

1897/1946, group of 18 covers/cards incl. used stationeries (also reply card!), very interesting lot of
postal history, viewing recommended! (T)

GA/ b

250, -

W

20239

1909/1990, accumualtion Belgium and Belgian Congo on stockcards, mostly used. Additionally more
than 50 covers Belgium and seven interesting covers Congo, including a mix franking postcard, inland
covers etc. (S)

g/ b/ *

G eb ot

W

20240

1918 (ab ca.), Sammlung von 37 Ganzstücken mit Bezug auf Belgisch Kongo, dabei etliche (23) nur
verschiedene, als FM (Feldpost) gelaufene Aufdruck-Karten, sowie einige Seepostbelege. (A)

b/ GA

250, -

P 20241•

1920's ca.: 24 picture postcards and 9 postal stationery picture cards, almost all different and cancelled
(various post offices), but not all used postally, many franked on picture side, some slightly toned/
stained but still good to fine. (T)

b

100, -

1900/1960, kleine Schachtel mit knapp 200 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten
nach 1945 sehr gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und vereinzelte
auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit zahlreichen kulturellen Darstellungen wie u.a. Typen, Krieger,
Arbeitswelt und Missionare. Die Karten sind meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

300, -

1975/1992, comprehensive MNH stock in a thick album, comprising overprints, commemoratives,
airmails, thematic stamps etc., in addition some early Dubois/Groupe stamps uncounted. A great lot ex
“Périgueux“ estate! (A)

**

800, -

BENIN
P 20242

W

20243

1900/1960, small box with almost 200 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945. The
material is mostly unused, some were circulated and only a few were franked. Great mixture with
different cultural topics like Guys, warriors, working environment and missionaries. Great condition and
a very nice collection. (S)

BERMUDA-INSELN
W

20244

1880/1980 ca. 140 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries (unfolded and used wrappers,
unfolded aerograms, postal stationery cards), covers and picture postcards, good early used aerograms,
nice holding with better items, in good condition, please inspect (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

250, -

W

20245

1880/1984 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 220 postal stationeries beginning with the first two unused
formular cards, incl. older postal stationery cards, wrappers, registered postal stationery envelopes and
airgrams, mostly mint and in good condition. (S)

GA

120, -

W

20246

1880/1997 (ca.), nice accumulation of ca. 160 cover and unused and used postal stationery cards,
postal stationery envelopes for regidtered mail and folded/unfolded airgrams, the are two unused
forerunner card forms, throughout in good condition (S)

GA/ b

100, -

W

20247

2001/2015. Interesting collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues which partly to our knowledge
have never been offered in an auction before. Altogether there are 219 different imperforate mint,
nh, stamps and 8 imperforate mint nh souvenir sheets in the collection. An object, which is offered
in this form extremely rare and an enrichment of each Bermuda collection represents. Also suitable
for detailing very well! (A)
2001/2015. Interessante Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise nach
unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der Sammlung
219 verschiedene ungezähnte postfrische Marken und 8 ungezähnte postfrische Blocks. Ein Objekt,
welches in dieser Form äußerst selten angeboten wird und eine Bereicherung jeder Bermuda-Sammlung
darstellt. Auch zur Detaillierung bestens geeignet! (A)
799/1128

**

.

BETSCHUANALAND
W

20248

1888/1945 holding of about 440 unused postal stationary especially the first issues of aerograms with
overprint on the issues of South Africa (we saw also unnumbered aerograms!), while also some few older
postal stationary postcards and envelopes for registered mail and oversized items, please view (S)

GA

200, -

W

20249

1905/62 holding of ca. 610 exclusively unused postal stationary, while cards, registered envelopes and
unfolded aerograms, even a card with overprint specimen, incl. some items Protectorate, in good
condition (S)

GA

250, -

BHUTAN
W

20250

1964/1988 (ca.), MNH assortment of specialities like imperforate stamps and mainly progressive
proofs, incl. good thematics like sports, animals, flowers etc. In total apprx. 280 stamps and apprx.
30 souvenir sheets. (M)

**

W

20251

g

W

20252

1966, The Abominable Snowman/ Yeti, complete used IMPERFORATED set of fifteen in sheets of fifty
(Mi.no. 95B/109B). Scarce offer! (M) 95B/109B (50)
1966/1971, lot of 14.735 IMPERFORATE stamps and souvenir sheets MNH, showing various topics
like Space, Flowers, Birds and many more. All items are multiple or in units. An unusual investment
lot with a very high retail value. (K)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

W

20253

1966/1973 (ca.), huge stock of used perforated and imperforated stamps with hundreds of copies
each. Obviously all in larger units or complete sheets sorted in small boxes or envelopes. Many nice
topics like animals, flowers, Yeti etc. High catalogue value! (K)

g
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BIRMA / BURMA / MYANMAR
see al so 2073 3 , 20750, 20756

P 20254•

1880's-1940's ca.: More than 50 postal stationery envelopes of British India, QV issues mostly, and
some covers all used in/from Burma, with a wide range of postmarks including railway, D.L.O., UNPAID,
Postage Due etc., in usual mixed condition. (S)

GA/ b

150, -

W

20255•

1900-1910 ca.: Collection of 115 covers plus contents sent from Great Britain to Burma Railway,
Maymyo, Upper Burma each with one or more letters as from 'The Europe and Azores Telegraph Company'
in Horta (Portuguese island Faial), most of them with Maymyo arrival datestamp. (K)

b

180, -

W

20256•

1915 - 1946, accumulation of ca. 90 covers, mainly India used in Burma, incl. cancels of smaller places,
in addition, six used provisional postal stationery envelopes “British Mil. Adm./ Burma Postage/two 2
Annas“. (S)
1915 - 1946, Posten von ca. 90 Belegen, meist Indien in Burma gebraucht, dabei kleinere Orte, aber
auch sechs bedarfsgebrauchte provisorische Ganzsachenumschläge “British Mily. Admn/ Burma
Postage/ two 2 Annas“. (S)

GA/ b

150, -

20257

1937/90, ca. 50 covers and unused and used postal stationeries (envelopes, cards and airgrams), one
postal stationery card of India used in Burma, registered cover to New Zealand, British military
administration in Burma, some censored covers to USA etc. (T)

GA/ b

230, -

P 20258•

1938-40's: Group of 10 postal stationery envelopes of various sizes including three registered envelopes,
from Indian envelopes optd. “BURMA“ to post-WWII issues, all used (to India or domestic), in usual
mixed condition. (T)

GA

100, -

1938-50's ca.: More than 700 covers and postal stationery envelopes, plus a few others like postcards,
used from many different post offices in Burma, mostly sent to India or inland, with various frankings of
Burma issues (from BURMA overprints to post-WWII issues) for various rates, registered covers and p/s
envelopes, insured mail, interesting postnarks etc., in mixed condition. (K)

GA

300, -

W

P 20259•

BOLIVIEN
W

2026 0

1864/1939 (ca.), album with ca. 170 covers, postcards and mainly used postal stationeries, many
uprated items, 10 airmail postcards, rare offer. (A)
GA/ b/ Ak

P 20261

1867/1960 (ca.), used and unused collection on album pages with main value in the classic and semiclassic issues, showing a good range of Coat of Arms, shades etc. (M)

20262

1871/1945, duplicated accumulation mostly in used condition, f.ex. about 50 stamps ex Scott 24/27,
some surcharges, etc. (M)

.

g/ (*)/ *

200, -

1871/1945, meist gestempelter Dublettenbestand dicht gesteckt mit u.a. allein ca. 50 Marken ex
Michel 22/25, auch zahlreiche Aufdruckwerte. (M)

g

100, -

W

20263

1901/1935, ABN Specimen proofs, assortment of apprx. 444 stamps, all within (larger) multiples incl.
some marginal imprints. (A)

**

W

20264
20265
20266

1901/1935, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of 129 stamps (43 different strips/blocks of three). (S)

**

1901/1935, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of 86 stamps (43 different pairs). (S)

**

800, 250, 180, -

W

Sehr exklusives Los mit ca. 1.800 ATM und ca. 1.200 FDC/Briefen. Viele unterschiedliche Frankaturen.
Dabei 17 seltene “Minister-“ Ankündigungen mit 3 ATM in seltenen ungeraden Werten. Michel ca.
11.000,- EUR. (K3) ATM 1

800, -

BRASILIEN

see al so 243 01

P 20267

1843/1890, a splendid used collection on album pages, from 1843 Bull's heads 30r. and 60r.,
Inclinados up to 90r., Verticais complete set, Coloridos four values, a good section Dom Pedro heads
and following. Attractive opportunity! (M)

g

700, -

P 20268

1843/1900 (ca.), used and mint collection of 41 stamps on album pages, comprising e.g. Bull's head
30r. used, some unused Dom Pedros and a nice selection of postmarks with attractive strikes. (M)

g/ */ (*)

300, -

P 2026 9

1843/1990 (ca.), used and unused collection on album pages with main value in the classic and
semi-classic issues, showing a strong part early period, Dom Pedro issues, shades, postmarks,
commemoratives etc. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

P 20270

1843: small lot “bulls eyes“, 2x 60 reis and 1x 90 reis, one of the 60 reis signed Bühler, all three with
large margins and neatly cancelled. Interesting lot. (T) 2,3

P 20271

g

1843-1975, Sammlung im Klemmbinder, Hauptwert bei den ersten Ausgaben, danach nur
sporadisch, auch geprüfte Exemplare enthalten. (A)

g

20272

1844/1854, very fine lot ex 10R - 600 R., incl. Sc. 10 with red postmark on thin paper, Sc.22 4-margins,
Sc.23 manuscript Rio 7/6 55, Sc.28, Sc.37 part of red Lamarao. (T)

W

W

20273

.
800, .

1844/1854, kleine Spezialpartie in meist guter Erhaltung, dabei Nr. 6 mit Teilabschlag schwarzer L 1,
Nr. 7 auf dünnem bläulichem Papier mit rotem Stempel, Nr. 12 voll-/breitrandig, Nr. 13 handschr. Rio
7/6 55, Nr. 18 (600 R.), Nr. 19 mit Teilabschlag roter Ra1 Lamarao. (T)

g

150, -

1844/1931, mint and used collection on album pages from classic issues, following items, Dom Pedro,
airmails, commemoratives, units etc. (M)

g/ */ d

300, -
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20274

1844/1940 (ca.), used assortment of apprx. 440 stamps on stockpages, comprising Verticais up to
600r., Coloridos 280r. and 430r., a good range of Dom Pedro issues and following. (M)

g/ d

250, -

P 20275

1849-1884: Fine collection of 77 stamps, from small 1849 'Numerals' (up to 300r.) to all the 'Dom
Pedro' issues, mostly used, some unused in addition, plus pairs and types, lightly blued paper, red
cancellation, and other interesting details, good to superb. (M) 11-58

g/ */ (*)

500, -

20276

1854/1996, comprehensive accumulation in a thick stockbook, from some early issues but main value
in MNH material 1970s/1990s. (A)

**

250, -

P 20277+

1863-1870 Five stampless covers from Brazil to France, sent 1) from Pernambuco to Reims by British
steamer “Parana“ in 1863, 2) from Rio to Bordeaux by the “Parana“ (1863), 3) from Bahia to Havre by
French paquebot (Line J) in 1868, 4) from Bahia to Havre by British mail boat “Oneida“ in 1869, and 5)
from Rio to Marseilles by the “Douro“ via Lisbon in 1870, all on pages with detailed description. (M)

b

400, -

W

W

W

20278

1866/1888, POSTMARKS ON DOM PEDRO, specialised collection of apprx. 620 stamps of various
issues, showing a lovely range of clear strikes of fancy postmarks. (M)

g

W

20279

1866/1900 (ca.), used and unused assortment of apprx. 410 stamps on stockpages, showing especially
a nice selection of Dom Pedro stamps and also following isuses. (M)

g/ */ (*)

20280

1880/2002 accumulation of ca. 340 covers, cards and unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries,
incl. postal stationery cards (also paid reply cards), many unfolded lettercards (with motive Christmas),
airletters and airgrams (also for official mail), mostly in nice condition (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

150, -

W

20281

1886/1989 accumulation of ca. 710 covers, cards and unused and used postal stationeries (postal
stationery cards and envelopes, wrappers and picture postal stationery cards), mostly in good condition (S)

250, -

W

20282

1890/1970 (ca.), DEFINITIVE SETS, comprehensive mint and used specialised collection of various
issues, neatly arranged on album pages in two binders, showing a nice range of better stamps, e.g.
1905 watermarked set mint, several types, watermarks, shades, imperfs, blocks of four, covers/ */ g/ (*)/
stationeries etc. A lovely offer for the specialist, careful viewing advised! (A2)
b/ GA

750, -

20283

1890/1995, accumulation of ca. 360 covers, cards and unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries,
incl. unfolded airgrams and lettercards with many nice motives (Christmas and fauna), some older
stationeries (postal stationery cards, envelopes and lettercards), mostly in good condition attractice
starting price. (S)

GA/ b

200, -

20284

1894/1905, special collection Sugarloaf Mountain/Liberty Head/Hermes ex 10 R. - 200 R., many
differences in paper, colour, perforations (including perforations 7 and 8½), some smaller units up to a
bloc of 9 used JAGUARADO, etc (M)

g

200, -

W

1894/1905, Spezialistenpartie mit den Ausgaben 1894/1905 Bucht von Rio / Allegorie/Merkurkopf,
ex 10 R. - 2000R., zahlreiche Beonderheiten in Farben , Zähnung, Papier etc. Dabei z.B. 9er-Block gest.
Jaguarado 1900, zahlreiche Paare (auch Zähnung 7 bzw. 8½) und 4er-Blocks. (M)
W

20285

P 20286
20287

2.
200, -

GA/ b

1900/1960 (ca.), mainly from 1920, very comprehensive accumulation of apprx. 30.000 mainly used
stamps (probably more), all mounted on pages, comprising mainly commemoratives and some g/ */ **/
definitives, containing also units, marginal copies etc. Completely untouched ancient holding! (K)
(*)

600, -

1919/1958, MARGIN IMPRINTS, splendid mint collection of 225 units up to blocks of 70, showing all
marginal imprints, printer's marks, centre pieces and se-tenant ornamental fields, main value
commemoratives 1930s/1940s, neatly arranged in two albums. Very rare offer for the specialist! (S)

400, -

**/ *

1920/1955 (ca.), mint accumulation of apprx. 2.100 stamps mainly within (large) multiples (plus
several souvenir sheets), comprising commemoratives and definitives in good diversity, also incl.
marginal imprints. (S)
**/ */ (*)

300, -

20288

1930/1955, specialised assortment of used units up to block of 20, comprising definitves and
commemoratives, also marginal copies showing imprints, interesting lot for the specialist! (A)

g

100, -

P 20289

1930/1960, Definitve Series “Vovo“ and “Netinha“, very comprehensive accumulation of apprx. 30.000
stamps (probably more) mounted on pages, mainly 1930s/1940s, showing a vast array of different
denominations and colours/shades, cancellation etc. These series are enormously rich of specialities,
better watermarks etc., completely untouched holding deriving from an ancient estate! (S)

g

600, -

W

20290

1944, Airmail overprints, group of 38 stamps within six units, all of them showing varieties like partly
imperf, double ovp., changed colour. (M)

**

250, -

W

20291

1956/1991 (approx.), Album with souvenier sheets, with several better items, some with dublicates.
Many nice thematics like sports (Formula 1, soccer), animals, Christmas etc. Mint never hinged or
without gum (as issued). High catalogue value. (A)
1956/1991 (ca.), Bestand der BLOCKAUSGABEN im Album mit etlichen besseren Ausgaben teilweise
auch mehrfach dabei auch viele schöne Motive wie Sport mit Formel 1 und Fußball, Tiere, Weihnachten
etc., postfrisch bzw. ohne Gummi wie verausgabt und hoher Katalogwert. (A)

**/ (*)

90, -

1975/2007, complete MNH collection on preprinted Lindner T-pages, only missing issues from 2006.
Collection with high retail value and many valid stamps. (K)

**

300, -

W

W

20292

BRASILIEN - PORTOMARKEN
W

20293

148

1949, postage due 20 Reis grey brown (Wm.17), 1600 stamps in large blocks with margins, all mint
never hinged, catalogue value 72.000,- (T) P90 (1600)
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BRASILIEN - FLUGPOST
P 20294

1931/1939, Brazil airmail+related/incoming, lot of 18 covers/cards (postal wear/age wear), incl.
Condor-Zeppelin, e.g. Sieger nos. 57 M, 177 Aa, 219 Aa, 254 Aa; 1939 crash cover etc. (T)

b

300, -

P 20295

1932/1933, correspondence to Orleans/France, lot of six airmail covers, e.g. combined franking
adhesives-meter mark via Condor-Zeppelin, registered cover with red c.d.s. “AMAZONAS 27.II.33“ via
Puerto Rico and New York etc., some postal wear as to be expected. (T)

b

400, -

BRITISCH-GUYANA
W

20296

P 20297

1884/ ca. 70 unused and unfolded aerograms starting with H&G F 1, all in good condition, and some
older used and unused postal stationeries, covers and postcards incl. one censored letter, in addition 6
letters of Guyana and ca. 63 unused/CTO-used and mostly unfolded aerograms, one item with printing
of the yellow colour inside, total ca. 180 items, throughout in good condition (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

170, -

1950/60, accumulation of ca. 300 unused/CTO-used and commercially used (to USA) postal stationery
airgrams, incl. some pictured items, nice motives, several errors (like missing colours), mostly in good
condition. Ex Lava. (S) H&G F3-14

GA

300, -

g/ *

150, -

GA

130, -

g/ */ **

450, -

BRITISCH-HONDURAS
W

20298

1865/1960 (ca.), used and mint collection on ancient album pages, showing a good section QV stamps
from early issues incl. shades and overprints, high values KEVII $2 and KGV $2 etc. (M)

BRITISCH-OSTAFRIKA UND UGANDA
see al so 29 01 9

20299•

1942/43, occupation of Italien East Africa, “Kenya British Military Letter Sheet 25 C. with red frank
applied to the plain letter-sheet paper captured from the Italian HQ in East Africa“ (letter from Francis J.
Field dated 3 Nov 1960“. Missing blue, believed to be unique. (M)

BRITISCH-ZENTRALAFRIKA
W

20300

1891/1904, used and mint collection of 41 stamps on album pages incl. several better pieces like SG
nos. 27 used, 37/38 used, 48/51 specimen (five values incl. 50a), 50a used, 51 used, 64 used etc. (M)

W

20301

2001/2012. You will probably never have seen such a collection on offer before. It contains over
228 different mint, nh, imperforate stamps and 13 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets. The print
run of these stamps is partially very small, so that from some issues only few pieces exist! (A)

BRITISCHES TERRITORIUM IM INDISCHEN OZEAN

2001/2012. Eine solche Sammlung werden Sie vermutlich noch nie im Angebot gesehen haben. Sie
beinhaltet über 228 verschiedene postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie 13 ungezähnte Blockausgaben.
Die Auflage dieser Marken ist teilweise sehr klein, so dass von einigen Ausgaben nur wenige Stücke
existent sind! (A)
226/572

**

2.

BRUNEI
P 20302

1895/2000, comprehensive mint accumulation in an album, showing a remarkable section early
issues, partially stuffed very densely with peltny of material, comprising a nice selection of 1906
overprints, definitives “View on Brunei River“ up to high values, following issues, commemoratives,
souvenir sheets, booklets etc. (A)
**/ */ (*)

800, -

P 20303

1895/2004, comprehensive used and mint accumulation in an album from 1st issue, nice selection of
overprints, good section definitives “View on Brunei River“, following issues, commemoratives, MNH
mint material, souvenir sheets, some covers, a few Japanese occupation etc. (A)

g/ **/ *

500, -

P 20304

1895/2007, powerful collection of nearly 600 covers/cards, arranged in four thick and heavy
volumes, from 1895 registered letter bearing Local Issue ½c.-10c. from BRUNEI 22.7.95 (First Day)
to London and three values 6c. Labuan on reverse (cert. Rendon), following issues, some Japanese
occupation, many airmail covers, registered mail, attractive frankings up to modern period etc.
Rarely seen in that comprehensiveness! (K)

b/ GA

2.

W

20305•

1895-1947: Collection of hundreds of mint and used stamps plus three covers, with several sets of
first issue plus a reg. cover to London franked by 1st issues short set in combination with Labuan
18c., further issues with many complete sets (as 1908-22 issue up to $25), colour shades, varieties
as different plates, multiples, few “SPECIMEN“ (perf) plus few optd. stamps of the period of Japanese **/ */ g/
Occupation, mostly good to fine quality. (M)
b

W

20306

1924/1937, a splendid mint and used specialised collection of apprx. 89 stamps on album pages,
comprising complete set 1c.-$1 mint and used, 1c.-50c. SPECIMEN eleven values, some multiples and
also a nice selection of flaws and postmarks. SG 60/78. (M)

g/ **/
*/ d

220, -

W

20307•

1946/73, foreign covers (24 inc. 8 registered) to England, Malaysia and Singapore inc. two 1947 with
circular “AV2“; plus three different mint airletters. Mixed condition. Total 27 items. (T)

b/ GA

200, -
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P 20308•

1946-1980's “Brunei Postal History“: Small collection of 22 covers with a good range of postmarks and
registration labels/handstamps etc. from various Brunei post offices including Bandar Seri Begawan,
Kuala Belait, Muara, Seria, Tutong and mobile post offices, with many specials like North Borneo 8c.
optd. “BMA“ used on cover from Belait, registered and express mail, slogan handstamps, various types
of reg. labels and handstamps, datestamps in black and violet, local cover cancelled “BRUNEI M.P.O.“,
a scarce registration h/s “R/P.P.B. SERIA/No.“ on registered cover with Pejabat Pos Bergerak (P.P.B.)
Seria c.d.s., and others, in slightly mixed condition. (A)

b

200, -

20309

1947/1951, a splendid mint and used specialised collection of apprx. 290 stamps of all denominations
on written up album pages, showing a nice range of multiples, complete set of 14 Specimen, a good
range of various perforations, flaws and other specialities. SG 79/92. (M)

**/ */
g/ d

450, -

P 20310•

1950's-80's ca.: About 100 covers from various Brunei post offices, including many registered covers,
better frankings, express covers, airmail, interesting postmarks etc. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

P 20311•

1950's-80's: 24 covers with various frankings used at various post offices, including registered and air
mail, multiple frankings, modern covers with stamps up to $1 and others, in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

150, -

20312

1910/1946 (ca.), specialised collection of 30 stamps on album page, incl. three strikes of rare straight
line “KUALA BEILAT“ (single stamp and two pairs) which was used only during a short time in 1946,
coloured marks, two blocks of four etc. (M)

g

130, -

W

BRUNEI - STEMPEL
W

BURUNDI

see al so 23 1 41 , 23 1 44, 23 1 50, 23 1 52, 23 1 9 1 , 23 1 9 3 , 23 1 9 4, 23 1 9 6, 23 1 9 7

P 20313

1964/1992, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: With nice
topics: animals, Olympics, scouts, Christmas, paintings, space, flowers, etc. In total 105.231
complete sets and 52.498 part sets or single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel
1.930.230 €. (K20)

**

20314

.

W

1965;1979, lot of 3433 IMPERFORATE stamps BIRDS MNH, mostly Mi.no. 158/166 and a 15 sets
no. 1505/1513. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

20315

**

2.2

W

1966/1970, lot of 5756 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various topics
like Fish, Art, Scouting, Plains, Butterflies and Beatles and many more. All items are multiple or in
units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

20316

3.

1966/1978 (ca.), enormous stock of used perforated and imperforated stamps with hundreds to
thousands of copies each. Obviously all in larger units or complete sheets sorted in small boxes or
envelopes. Many nice topics like animals, flowers, butterflies, sports, plains, fairy tales etc. High
catalogue value! (K8)

g

.

P 20317

1969, FIRST LANDING ON THE MOON - 8 items; collective, progressive single die proofs for some
nominations of the set (4F, 6,50F, 7F, 17F, 50F airmail), in long horizontal strips of five, nominations in
gold, with printer's instructions for changes and corrections, boxed marking (date) and register marks,
40 stamps. (MS) 520/22, 524, 527

20318

**

1970/1992. Lot of 9,895 IMPERFORATE stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets showing various
interesting topics like Animals (butterflies, wildlife, fish etc), Space travel, Flowers, Olympic
Montreal, Sapporo, Innsbruck, Moscow, and some more. Most items also multiple or in units. All
mint, NH. (K)

**

20319

.

1984, Butterflies complete set of 10 in se-tenant pairs in an INVESTMENT LOT with about 100 (!)
sets mostly in large folded blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged, very attractive set and rarely
offered in quantity! Mi. € 17.000,-- + (COB 918/27, € 34.000,-- +) (T) 1630/39

20320

**

2.

2011/2013, sehr umfangreicher Posten Marken und ca. 950 Blocks, gezähnt und geschnitten zu
den verschiedenen Themen wie u.a. Vögel, Schmetterlinge, Affen, Gemälde, Edelsteine, Katzen,
Eulen, Komponisten, Persönlichkeiten, Rotes Kreuz und mehr. Unglaubliche Motivvielfalt mit hohem
Katalogwert. (K)

**

W

W

W

500, -

.3

NEUBRAUNSCHWEIG
W

20321

1851/1863, petty collection on album pages, from 1851 3d. bright red and 6d. yellow used (both with
faults), a nice selection of ten mint values 1860/63 issue showing all denominations (of course excl. 5c.
brown), in additions two imperf. proofs, interesting lot! (M)

g/ */ (*)

250, -

W

20322

1851-60, Small collection on album leave starting SG 1 3d. red fine used (corner repaired), 6d. oliveyellow fine used (signed), 1860 six mint values, Nova Scotia 1851 3d. fine used with full margins, fine
group (M)

*/ g

300, -

g

500, -

CANADA / KANADA
see al so 22857

P 20323

150

1851/1940 (ca.), Colony/Dominion, used collection on Lighthouse pages with strength in the QV issus,
comprising e.g. 1851 3d. red Beaver used, nice group of 1859 Cent currency incl. horizontal pair 1864
2c., Dominion from some Large heads, following issues, some sligthly varied, mainly good condition. (M)

Sammlungen / Collections
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Start
1851/93 , collection with some Victoria-issues inclusive different colors , some with faults, also New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island with Scott 4/9, 10(3), etc., Newfoundland. (M)
1851/1893 (ca.), Sammlung auf Blaettern in unterschiedlicher Erhaltung, neben Victoria-Ausgaben mit
verschiedenen Farben etc. auch Prinz-Edward-Insel mit. u.a. Nr. 4/9, 10(3), Neubraunschweig und
Neufundland. (M)

P 20325

W

W

150, -

g/ (*)/ *

1852-2005: Comprehensive and specialized collection of used stamps (up to 1975), mint stamps
(1975-2005), souvenir/miniature/se-tenant sheets, booklets, covers, FDC‘s, postal stationery etc.,
housed on printed leaves in 5 Lindner albums, with doublicates in two albums and covers etc. in two
binders, starting with several early stamps of the Colony of Canada (1852-64) followed by a near to
complete collection Canada from 1868 including almost all key sets as 1897 Jubilee up to $5, 1875
Registration stamps incl. 8c., the further commemmorative sets, definitives with a wide range of
specials like booklet stamnps, coil stamps, imperf pairs (1922-25 issue), colour shades, various
perforations etc., and a clean and fine part mint stamps from about 1975 to 2005 obviously almost g/ */ **/
complete, plus booklets etc. A recommendable collection from private hands, exhibitted several b/ FDC/
GA
times. (K)

2.

20326

1859/1929, lot of 17 (mainly unused) stamps, a nice part Large and Small heads incl. better values,
1897 Jubilee 8c.-20c. etc. (T)

*/ (*)/ g

250, -

20327

1859/1995, comprehensive mostly used collection in one stock-book, with focus on the part before the
mid-1970s (including better issues like No.37, 49, 52/53, 61, 68, 72, 89+91 (each used and unused),
No.137/138 etc. (A)

g/ **/ *

300, -

20328•

1860/1950 (ca.), used and mint balance/accumulation on retail cards incl. some Newfoundland and g/ */ **/
Nova Scotia, varied condition, several better stamps noted. (S)
(*)

300, -

P 20329

1868/1890 (ca.), Large QV heads, mint and used collection of 47 stamps on album pages, comprising
all denominations ½c.-15c. and showing an attractive range of shades, mint material etc. (M)

g/ */ (*)

P 20330

1868/1898, a splendid collection of the QV issues, neatly mounted on album pages and partly collected
severalfold, comprising better items, from 1868 issue with e.g. ½c. black unused (3), 1c. orange used
(2), 5c. olive-green used (2), 6c. brown used (4), 12c. blue used (3), 15c. in three different colours used,
nice section 1870 issue, 1875 registration stamps with 8c. blue used, 1893 issue with 20c. vermillon
and 50c. blue mint and two used copies each, 1897 Jubilee issue showing e.g. 10c. purple, 15c. slate,
two copies 20c. vermillon and $2 deep violet each used, 1898/1902 issues with 8c. orange mint, 10c.
brownish purple mint etc. (M)

g/ *

800, -

P 20331

1870/1893 (ca.), Small QV heads, mint and used collection of 50 stamps on album pages, comprising
all denominations ½c.-10c. and showing an attractive range of shades, mint material etc., in addition
1893 20c. vermilion and 50c. blue mint and used (=54 stamps in total). (M)

g/ *

600, -

P 20332

1870/1897, QV SMALL HEADS ½c.-10c., comprehensive collection/assortment of nearly 2.000 stamps,
showing a great range of colours/shades, postmarks, printings, particularities etc. SG cat.value for
cheapest colours/printings adds up to £8300, real cat.value is higher! (A2)

g/ d

600, -

20333+

1872/1980 (ca.), parliaments, thematic collection with more than 150 documents, with many different
cancellations, preprinted envelopes, meters, thematic issues, special cancellation, picture postcards,
booklets, preprinted postal stationeries, R-labels and so on, nice opportunity! (A)

b/ GA/
Ak/ **

220, -

20334

1872-1925, Collection mint and used on four album leaves starting Colony of Canada SG 5, 12, 17,
19-20,1869 issue mostly used, Canada including QV 1868 issue 1c. red-brown, 5c. olive green,
6c.brown, 12 1/2 c. dull blue and 15c. slate all mint, 1870 small type QV 8 different values mint,
1893 issue 20 c and 50c. mint, 1897 mint and used set up to $5 used, 1897 mint set, 1898 mint set
up to 10c., Registered 8c. blue mint hinged, 1903 king Edward mint set up to 50c., 1908 complete
mint set and other good values, later issues mostly mint hinged, a fine to very fine collection with
high retail value, please inspect carefully (M)

*/ g

20335

starting 1897 approx. 200 pictured postal stationery cards incl. of 15 sets, approx. 310 aerograms incl.
unfolded items, approx. 40 envelopes (different formats, preprinted and precanceled items), in addition
still approx. 20 letters, total approx. 570 items, mostly in nice condition (S)

GA/ b

250, -

P 20336

1900/1970 (ca.), PRECANCELS, accumulation/collection of apprx. 1000 stamps in approval book/
stockbook/on pages, comprising a nice range of various isuses. Interesting lot for the specialist! (K)

(*)

100, -

P 20337

1926/31 holding of ca. 220 “Semi Official Air Covers“, all with corresponding special postmarks, and
(cancelled) labels of the different private carriers, eg, one envelope with signature of the pilot, 2
envelopes with the flight with Klondike Airways, Western Canada Airways labels, etc. nice offer,
throughout in good condition. (S)

b

700, -

P 20338

1937/1995, u/m collection of apprx. 767 PLATE BLOCKS, neatly sorted in six stockbooks and well
collected throughout up to high denominations and showing partly different corners, comprising
definitives, commemoratives, postage dues (of the latter a few items are without gum - irrelevant).
Attractive offer, quite rarely seen in that comprehensiveness! (K)

**

20339

1941/45 23 letters all sent to the Red Cross in Geneva, all censored (mostly British censorship, but also
OKW censorship or double censorship), places in stamps partly blackened/removed, some letters with
red 1-liner “timbre-réponse“ or “coupon-réponse“, highly interesting accumulation in good condition (T)

GA/ b

W

W

W
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P 20340

1950/1980 (ca.), stock of these years issues in varying quantities (no complete year sets) with a face
value from 0,01 to 1,00 CAD, counted and sorted by year of issue or value, mint never hinged. Without
listing. Total face value 2.400,- CAD. (K)

**

500, -

W

20341

**

600, -

W

20342

1953/1995 (ca.), comprehensive u/m collection in six Lindner binders, all collected severalfold incl.
multiples/blocks of four, se-tenants, precancels etc. (K)
1956/1968 (ca.), huge stock of issues from these years in varying quantities with a face value of
0,05 CAD each, counted and sorted by issue, mostly in sheets (folded and unfolded), parts of sheets
and blocks of four, mint never hinged. Without listing. In total 341.394 stamps. Total face value
17.069,- CAD. (K5)

**

2.

1986, EXPO Vancouver, 34c. “Canadian Pavillon“, complete sheet of 50 stamps, right column
showing variety “Missing colour blue (country name and value)“, mint never hinged. Michel no. 987.
Rare and most attractive! (M)

**

.

P 20343•

CANADA - MARKENHEFTCHEN
W

20344

1953/1995 (ca.), collection of apprx. 370 booklets, neatly sorted in four Lindner binders and well sorted
throughout. (K)

20345

**

250, -

1085/2008 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 200 unused picture postal stationery cards and 15 unopened
booklets (135 items), throughout in good condition, high face value (ca. 335 items) (S)

GA

100, -

20346

1873/1994 ca. 640 unused/CTO-used and commercially used stationeries, incl. postal stationery cards
(incl. perforated, revalued and preprinted cards), incl. about 100 unused pictured postal stationery
cards, incl. postal stationery envelopes (Queen Victoria, Kings, with revaluation etc.), incl. aerograms
(unused and unfolded, but also used items), incl. cards for changing the address, two cards of
Newfoundland, nice lot with attractiv starting price, please inspect (S)

GA

160, -

P 20347

1876/1995 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 1.030 unused, CTO-used and used postal stationeries, postal
stationery cards, picture postal stationery cards, wrappers, postal stationery envelopes, airgrams (used
and unused), different size (envelopes), different types and subtypes (airgrams), one registered letter
sent from Royal Train, mostly in good condition, please inspect. (K)

GA

700, -

20348

1879/1985 (ca.) holding of about 480 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery postcards and
envelopes, aerograms (also unfolded), wrappers and card letters, incl. service post, precanceled items
and revaluations, useful lot, please inspect (S)

GA

300, -

P 20349

1880/1998, accumulation of approx. 710 unused, CTO-used and used postal stationeries, postal
stationery cards and envelopes, airgrams (incl. unfolded items), mostly unused items, incl. some covers (S)

GA/ b

500, -

20350

1890/2005, accumulation of ca. 470 mostly unused postal stationeries (airgrams, picture postal
stationery cards and postal stationery envelopes), only a few items are used/CTO-used, nice motives
(railway, byrds), high face value, please inspect (S)

GA

100, -

CANADA - GANZSACHEN

W

W

W

W

20351

1895/1985 (ca.) holding of about 430 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery postcards and
envelopes, private postal stationeries, domestograms, aerograms, nice lot, please inspect (S)

GA

250, -

W

20352

1895/1990 (ca.) holding of about 370 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery postcards and
envelopes, aerograms (also unfolded), incl. service post, precanceled items and revaluations, unfolded
reply cards, envelopes with two imprinted stamps etc., useful lot, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

20353

1900/90 (ca.) holding of 390 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery cards and envelopes,
unfolded aerograms and military airletters with different impsints, some stationeries of Canadian post
department (sponsor of Olympic Games), nice lot in good condition, please take a look (S)

GA

220, -

W

20354

1902/1998 (ca.) accumulation of ca. 61 unused and unfolded aerograms starting with the first issues,
highly specialised (f.e. Webb 2b with grid and smooth gum!), ca. 18 unused and unfolded postal
stationery cards with reply, ca. 178 used and unused postal stationery envelopes incl. revalued,
preprinted and precanceled covers, 7 postal stationery cards, total ca. 264 items, nice offer in mostly
good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

20355•

1944/1996 (ca.), AEROGRAMMES: accumulation with about 1.400 unused and used/CTO airletters
and aerogrammes incl. better earlier issues but majority in the more modern period, many different
types and sub-types, formular and nice thematic issues etc., great study material! Includes the rare
1944 Christmas Issue of armed forces air letter. (K)

GA

150, -

1947/97, collection of ca. 250 unused and mostly unfolded postal stationery airmail lettersheets, incl.
some items with First Day Cachet, incl. some varieties (different paper and die cuts) and one item with
printing error (broken crown Kessler 15a), many types and subtypes, mostly in very good condition. (S)

GA

300, -

20356

CANADA - BESONDERHEITEN
W

20357

152

Interesting collection of over 180 revenue issues on album pages and stockpages, neatly organised and
with very attractive unused examples of large types, including the very large 1883 tobacco issues, the
15lbs blue and 35lbs green with variable quantity labels, followed by law stamps from 1876 through to
KGVI in blocks, 'Canada Twist' excise stamps of the 1890s, as well as an extensive range of cigarette
excise stamps from 1880s onwards with perf and part perf varieties, surcharges, surcharges on
surcharges, unused large blocks, etc. Scarce issues will most likely be here, please inspect. (M)

Sammlungen / Collections

150, -

L ot
P 20358

Start
1900/1960, box with approx. 80 historical postcards with a minor part of cards printed after 1945. Very
nice and valuable collection, comprising for example photo-cards, lithographs, embossed prints and
large size postcards from different topics like exhibitions, architecture, art, transport, postal services
and many more. They are used and unused in mostly good to very good condition. (S)
1900/1960, Schachtel mit gut 80 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945
eher gering ist. Eine sehenswerte Mischung mit meist nur besseren Stücken wie u.a. Echtfotokarten,
Lithographien, Prägedrucke und Riesenpostkarten aus den Bereichen, Ausstellungen, Architektur,
Kunst, Verkehrsmittel, Postwesen und noch diverse andere Darstellungen. Die Karten sind gebraucht
und ungebraucht in meist guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

P 20359

200, -

Ak

1900/1970, huge box with more then 1300 historical postcards with mainly topographical topics and
only a small part of folklore cards. In addition to the usual tourist motifs, there are also a number of
attractive colored cards and some photo cards with pictures of landscapes, locations, transportation
and other interesting depictions included. Exceptional collection in great condition. (K)
1900/1970, Karton mit über 1300 historischen Ansichtskarten mit hauptsächlich topographischen
Ansichten und nur einen kleinen Anteil an Folklore. Enthalten sind neben den üblichen touristischen
Motiven auch etliche reizvolle kolorierte Karten sowie einige Fotokarten mit Abbildungen von
Landschaften, Ortschaften, Verkehrsmittel und weiteren interessanten Darstellungen. Die Karten sind
gebraucht und ungebraucht in meist guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. (K)

Ak

.

reprints var.

(*)

1931/1960, BRITISH COLUMBIA TELEPHONE COMPANY, set of 33 panes of six 5c. stamps each. (M)

(*)

G eb ot
150, -

1857/1890, Sammlung auf Blättern, dabei bessere Werte mit Michel 1, 8, 10, 12, 22C, auch
Aufdruckwerte, z.B. Michel 71/47 incl. 73A. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

400, -

P 20363

1864/1870, petty mint collection of nine QV stamps on album page, incl. four copies ½d. mauve/lilac
in shades, 8d. chocolate, 9d. sepia etc. (M)

*

300, -

20364

1870/1890 (ca.), THE POSTMARKS OF CEYLON - LETTER AND NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS, collection of
apprx. 380 stamps incl. some multiples, showing a wide range of various cancellations incl. smaller
towns/settlements. Quite rarely seen offer, excellent opportunity for the specialist! (M)

g/ d

900, -

P 20365

1870's-modern: About 150 covers, postcards and picture postcards including good frankings, a wide
range of postmarks, specials like P.O.W. mail, registered/air/censored mail, illustrated envelopes, and
many interesting items more, in slightly mixed condition. (S)

b

500, -

P 20366

1885-88 Postal stationery Provisionals: Collection of 20 p/s envelopes 5c. on 4c., unused and/or used,
almost all different, including 10 used + 10 unused, with “FIVE CENTS“ and “5 CENTS“ overprints in red
and black, inverted overprints etc., in slightly mixed condition. (T)

GA

200, -

20360
P 20361•

1920 ca.: KGV. 3c., 17 printings with reversed design on white ungummed paper, probably produced by
the official Vienna printers, in marginal pairs, Block of four, corner block of 8 and a single. (T) (SG 204)

CEYLON / SRI LANKA
see al so 2073 3

W

W

20362

1857/1890, collection on album pages, including better values as Scott 9, 11, 13, 14, 24, also
surcharges incl. Scott 98,100,113. (M)

W

20367

1890-1960's: About 60 covers, picture postcards and postal stationery items including early p/s cards,
scarce destinations like Peru (ppc sent 1926), registered mail, good frankings up to 1935 KGV.
'Trincomalee' 1r. and many other items with interesting postmarks, frankings destinations etc. (ex
Weserland) (S)

b/ GA

160, -

W

20368•

1890's-1970's ca.: Assortment of 47 covers and postcards including few 1890's covers to India with QV
adhesives, further eras including good destinations, WWI censored cover to Switzerland, airmail covers
of the 1930's including first flights, and more modern Sri Lanka covers incl. FDCs. (S)

b

100, -

1900/1970, Schachtel mit ungefähr 240 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 sehr gering ist. Dargestellt sind Gebäude, Landschaften, Kultur, Verkehrsmittel wie Schiffe,
Eisenbahn und Fuhrwerke. Die Karten sind ungebraucht, beschrieben und zum teil auch frankiert in
meist guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. Beigefügt sind noch einige Sammelbilder und ein Bilderbüchlein
“Souvenir of Ceylon“ (S)

Ak

350, -

P 20370•

1900's-1910's (mostly): More than 70 covers, most of them sent to Straits Settlements in 1900's and
bearing “Penang to Singapore“ datestamps, or postage due marks (one with due stamp), and few
others, in slightly mixed condition. (S)

b

150, -

P 20371

1945-1952 AIR LETTERS: Group of 35 KGVI. air letters, from 4x10c. to 35c., 22 of them unused (15
unfolded) and 13 used, several shades, some watermarked, the used ones sent to Burma, Canada,
England (one censored), Germany and the U.S.A., fine/very fine. (M)

GA

500, -

20372

1979/1988, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: from 660
to 4200 stamps. With nice topics: birds, Olympics, personalities, etc. In total 14.435 complete
issues and sets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 30.648 €. (K)

**

P 20369

W

1900/1970, box with about 240 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945 showing
buildings, landscapes, culture, different kinds of transportation such as ships, trains and carriages.
They are mainly unused, some are circulated partly franked in mostly good to very good condition.
Enclosed are some collectors' pictures and a picture booklet “Souvenir of Ceylon“ (S)

Sammlungen / Collections

.

153

L ot
W

W

Start

20373

1985/1987, lot of 456 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH: Mi. no. 713/716 “World
Tourism Orgaisation 1975 - 1985“ 56 sets and no. 803 “Olympic Comitee“ 232 copies Both also in
units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (S)

**

700, -

20374

2006, 50th Anniversary of Cept stamps, MNH assortment of 50 se-tenant sheets (with 112 sets each).
Michel nos. 1525/26 (5600), 84.000,- €. (MS)

**

240, -

2006. EUROPA STAMPS, 50th Anniversary. Lot of 30 rare, complete PRINTING SHEETS containing
3360 sets with two values each. Mint, NH. Face value 2,016,000 LKR in all (= 13,170 USD / 11,100
EUR). Catalogue value Scott 40,320 USD; Michel 50,400 EUR. (DRO) Sc #1539/40 sheet (30)

**

.

20375

CEYLON - GANZSACHEN
P 20376 •

1872-1940‘s ca.: Collection of about 140 postal stationery items, ALL USED, including postcards,
letter cards, envelopes, registered envelopes and wrappers, with several better items, a wide range
of postmarks from various post offices, further special postmarks as “TOO LATE“ or postage due,
interesting destinations, registered mail, cards with additional printings on back, and many
interesting details more, in slightly mixed condition. (A)

GA

P 20377•

.

1850‘s-1950‘s: Collection and accumulation of about 800 postal stationery cards, envelopes,
registered envelopes etc., most of them fine mint, few used, with early postcards (including scarce
cards as 1879 8c. on 2c. Provisional, double cards, cards with additional printings etc.), envelopes
up to higher values (2s.) and with several overprint varieties, various sizes and others, registered
envelopes up to largest sizes, letter cards, wrappers, Officials, and some aerograms (up to modern,
some unfolded), also with “SPECIMEN“ overprints and other interesting details. (K)

GA

.

CHILE

see al so 23 23 3

P 20378

1853/1960 (ca.), used and unused collection on album pages with main value in the classic and semiclassic issues, showing especially a nice range of Colon heads etc. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

300, -

P 20379

1855/1865 (ca.), Colon heads, petty collection on album pages incl. two horiontal strips of three 5c. g/ */ **/
red, a decent mint block of four 20c. green and 10c. blue diagonally bisected on piece. (M)
d

400, -

P 20380

1855/1907 (ca.), assortment of 18 entires, main value in the imperforate COLON HEADS incl. a bisected
10c. blue on domestic letter. Nice lot of postal history! (T)

20381•
P 20382

1867/2000 (ca.), collection on album pages, needs personal checking. (S)

300, 150, -

1872/1994, accumulation of ca. 230 covers, postcards and unused and used postal stationeries incl.
postal stationery cards and envelopes, some wrappers, airgrams (mostly unfolded), incl. registered mail,
airmail, TPO´s, stamps with surcharges on cover, much material in mostly good condition. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

400, -

b

20383

1890-1990, umfangreiche Sammlung mit über 2.000 Briefen und Belegen, zumeist Luftpost der
30er Jahre, viele Erstflüge von und nach Chile, auch LH-Erstflüge, netter Teil Peru, viele verschiedene
Destinationen, Portostufen, Einschreiben und weitere Besonderheiten, oft schon ausführich
beschrieben, toller Bestand für Spezialisten. (K3)

b

20384

.

W

1891/1900, specialised collection of apprx. 111 covers/cards/uprated stationeries, all of them
bearing 1883 Colon head 5c. blue (Michel no. 34, Scott no. 28, Yvert no. 24) in various combinations
and many attractive items, mainly mail to Europe, registered mail, insufficiently paid etc. Rare and
unusual offer! (K)

b/ GA

.

W

20385

1911, ABN Specimen proofs, Definitives 1c.-5p., short set of 21 stamps in blocks of eight (=168 stamps).
Michel nos. 94/114, Michel for hinged normal stamps alone already 1.120.-Euro (S)

**

350, -

W

20386

1911, ABN Specimen proofs, Definitives 1c.-5p., short set of 21 stamps in blocks of four (=84 stamps).
Michel nos. 94/114 Michel for hinged normal stamps alone already 560.- (S)

**

180, -

W

20387

1911, ABN Specimen proofs, Definitives 1c.-5p., short set of 21 stamps in blocks of four (=84 stamps).
Michel nos. 94/114 Michel for hinged normal stamps alone already 560.- (S)

**

180, -

W

20388

1911, ABN Specimen proofs, Definitives 1c.-5p., short set of 21 stamps in blocks of six (=126 stamps).
Michel nos. 94/114, Mi 840.- for hinged normal stamps already (S)

**

250, -

W

20389

1911, ABN Specimen proofs, Definitives 1c.-5p., short set of 21 stamps in blocks of ten (=210 stamps).
Michel nos. 94/114, Mi 1400.- for normal stamps already (A)

**

350, -

W

20390

1911, ABN Specimen proofs, Definitives 1c.-5p., short set of 21 stamps in blocks of ten (=210 stamps).
Michel nos. 94/114, Mi for normal stamps hinged alone 1400.-++ (A)

**

350, -

W

20391

1911, ABN Specimen proofs, Definitives 1c.-5p., short set of 21 stamps in blocks of twelve (=252
stamps). Michel nos. 94/114, Michel for normal stamps hinged already 1680.-Euro (A)

**

500, -

W

20392

1911, ABN Specimen proofs, Definitives 1c.-5p., short set of 21 stamps in blocks of twelve (=252
stamps). Michel nos. 94/114, Michel for normal stamps hinged already 1680.-Euro (A)

**

450, -

20393

1979/1992, MNH collection on album pages/stockcards, more or less/virtually complete, in addition
some earlier material and some other South America. (S)

**/ g/ *

150, -

GA

150, -

CHILE - GANZSACHEN
see al so 203 84

P 20394

154

1873/1920 (ca.), lot of 46 used/unused stationeries (envelopes/wrappers), incl. registered mail,
uprated pieces etc. (S)

Sammlungen / Collections

L ot

Start

W

20395

1902/13 small holding of about 40 used postal stationery postcards and wrappers (11 REGISTERED
ones!), all with private additional printing, many different items (German School Association, American
factory for shoes etc.), all in good condition (T)

GA

220, -

W

20396

1909/1931, lot of four parcel despatch forms: H&G nos. 2, 3, 28 unused; no. 18 used (this one with
punched holes/registry). (T)

GA

100, -

CHINA

see al so 20508

P 20397

1861/1936, China/Hongkong, lot of eight covers/cards, incl. incoming mail, nice range of various
postmarks incl. Hongkong Webb 13 in black and 14 on blue. (S)
b/ Ak/ GA

200, -

P 20398

1878/1950, mint and used accumulation on stockcards/pages, PRC beeing insignificant but inc. a
clean 1 C. on red revenue mounted mint, plus 14 classic fakes for reference only. (T)

*/ (*)/ g

200, -

P 20399

1885/1928, collection from the small dragons to early Republic issues, including Empress Dowager
overprints, Engraved Coiling Dragons, Hsuan T'ung Coronation commemoratives, and postage dues,
partially with better postmarks, MH and used, some with faults including thins etc.. (T)

*/ g

250, -

20400

1885/1949, mint and used in 5 two-row stockbooks arranged by Michel-numbers inc. provinces and
dues (K)

*/ (*)/ g

300, -

P 20401

1885/40 (ca.), collection starting from the Customs Small Dragon Issue to the mid-Republic era,
including Provincial issues of Manchuria, Sinkiang, Szechuan etc., mostly MH, some MNH and used,
generally in very good condition. (M)

**/ */ g

250, -

P 20402

1895/2000 (ca.), collection in books and on stock cards, including many better materials including
the Empress Dowager overprints, R5 Tiananmen definitives, $20 yellow of the Junk definitives,
World Table Tennis Championship s/s (C86M), Stage Art of Mei Lan-fang (C94), Mount Hwangshan
(S57), selected values of W7 poems of Mao, Galloping Horses s/s (T28M) etc., MNH, MH and used,
generally in good condition, also with interesting postal markings, please inspect. (K)

**/ */ g

20403

1897/1997, collection in stock book and on pages, from the Empress Dowager overprints and Coiling
Dragons to Taiwan and the People's Republic issues, MNH, MH and used. (S)

**/ */ g

150, -

P 20404

1898/1902, coiling dragons on ppc (5, inc. 1900 combo-card with French offices), on cover (2, one with
bold “T“, one german field posts) or on stationery (1). Total 8 items. (T)

Ak/ b

350, -

20405

1898/1912, collection of of more than 350 Engraved Coiling Dragons on pages, including the later
overprinted issues of the Republic, partially with margins, all used. (M)

g

200, -

P 20406

1898/1940, lot covers/stationery mint/used inc. 1894 LOCAL POST AMOY blue pmk., registration
(inc. junk 8 C. Newchang), censorship, Jap. occupation Mengkiang covers (4) etc. Total 25 items. (M)

b/ GA/
Ak/ e

20407•
P 20408

1898/1964, Empire to PRC mint no gum or used, from coiling dragons to peonies. To be inspected. (A)

*/ (*)/ g

20409
20410•
20411

1905/14 (ca.), 21 privately taken photographs of Nanking and surroundings inc. Ming burials or Peking (T)

20412

1930-1980, E-Buch mit zumeist gebrauchten Marken, Hauptwert Volksrepublik mit einigen besseren
Werte der Kulturrevolution, ansehen und rechnen. (A)

**/ */ g

100, -

P 20413•

1935/1997(ca.), China, Hong Kong and Korea: accumulation with more than 700 covers and postcards
with interesting items, mostly modern issues with various usages and also some FDC. In mixed but
mostly good to fine condition. (K)

b/ GA

300, -

20414•

1936, $1.55 tied “CANTON 20.2.36“ to reverse of air mail cover to Hamburg/Germany, endorsed “Via
Hanoi By Air Orient Service“, however boxed violet “despatched/6.3.1936“ and “Airmail Service
Postponed/Forwarded by Steamer/to Singapore and onward trans-/mission by Air“ w. on reverse transits
of “Marseille Gare 16 11 36“ and “Paris Avion 17 11 36“. Plus official “cash receipt of telegrams“ with
fiscal great wall 1 C. brown tied oval “OFFICIAL / CHINESE TELEGRAPHS.“ And all red printed matter
envelope w. SYS 5 C. “PEKING“ to Prague/Protectorate Bohemia. Three items. (T) 204 etc.

b

100, -

1937, pacific clipper FFC lot of six with frankings of Hong Kong (4) resp. Macau (2) inc. Macao-Philippines
and HK-Guam sections. (T)

e

100, -

1940/41, the Joseph Lebenstein (Berlin 1872-1944 Theresienstadt/Terezin) correspondence to
China: 20 cards used Frankfurt M./Germany to Shanghai/China poste restante, sent April 1940
-November 1941, being franks (2), uprated german inland stationery 5 Pf. (8) or UPU stationery 15
Pf. (10 inc. double card parts x7), 16 still show the chinese poste restante rate adhesive(s) of 5 c. or
8 c. rate. The addresse thruout is Fritz Lebenstein (later Fred Livingstone), the only survivor of the
family, who escaped to Shanghai in 1940 and in 1947 emigrated to the US. Literature: Hebauf, R.:
Gaußstraße 14 Ein ‚Ghettohaus‘ in Frankfurt am Main Hanau 2010, p. 114, pp. 141f. - Unique
opportunity, historical documents. (T)

GA

W

W

W

W
W

W

W

20415

P 20416 •

.

.
700, -

1900/2005 (ca.) extensive and highly diverse collection in five large boxes, including dealer stocks in **/ */ g/
stockbooks and glassine bags, FDCs and covers in boxes, and year books etc. (K5)
FDC/ b
1927, picture postcard Junk used to Smyrna Turkey, a scarce destination (T)

800, 60, 100, -

Ak

1930/40s, many overprints on Martyr issues housed on album pages through to Taiwan 1950s onwards
with many complete sets, as well as Northeastern provinces, postage dues, airposts, etc. (M)

Sammlungen / Collections

400, -

.

155

L ot
P 20417

W

20418

Start
1941/45, China during wartime, advanced collection Occupation ovpt. issues for Hebei, Henan,
Shandong, Shanxi, Subei, also Mengjiang, Central China and South China. Mint and used (double
collected) on stockpages in three SAFE-volumes. The strength is in multiple used copies inc. many
used blocks-4, many different issues inc. varieties, imprint margin copies ec. Collection has been
formed in the early 1980s and kept untouched since then. A comprehensive offer in very clean
**/ */
condition, recommended. (K)
(*)/ g/ v
1947/49, collection of later Republics and provincial issues, also with a number of Liberated Area
issues, mint no gum as issued and used, in one stockbook. (A)

.

(*)/ g

100, -

*/ (*)/
g/ d

150, -

GA/ b

800, -

CHINA - LOKALAUSGABEN / LOCAL POST
see al so 20420, 2043 2

W

20419

1892/96, accumulation of mint/used issues, mainly Hankow and some Kewkiang, Ichang and Shanghai
(two Nanking with fake pmks), on stockcards. (T)

CHINA - SHANGHAI

see al so 2041 9 , 20428, 20709
W

20420•

1873/97, local posts stationery mint/used/cto (37) or covers (3), also Chefoo LPO stationery (2),
Postage Dues, “TO PAY“ etc. (A)

CHINA - GANZSACHEN
see al so 20406, 20420

W

20421

1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. large dollar “SHANGHAI 26 MAR 98“ in combination w. german offices 10 Pf. tied
by the pmk. also german p.o. “SHANGHAI 26 3 98“ (also on reverse) to Germany w. arrival “HEDDESDORF
21/4 98“, apparently dropped into postal pillar by sender, card faults. (T) Han 1 + German offices

GA

450, -

W

20422

1897, card ICP 1 C. used Sun&Moon “Tsimo 27.5.7“ to Tsingtau w. “TSINGTAU 9/9 03“ arrival, bottom
margin 3 cm soiling. (T) Han 1

GA

500, -

60, -

CHINA - FREMDE POSTANSTALTEN / FOREIGN OFFICES
see al so 2089 6, 253 89 , 28772

20423•

1928/29, group of 8 covers and front cuttings, all sent on board U.S.S. to USA, franked with various USA
stamps, tied by U.S.S.duplex of HONGKONG, CHINA, including U.S.S. CHAUMONT, PITTSBURCH and
SACRAMENTO in magenta or black, fine. (T)

b/ d

20424

France, 1902, local overprint by postmaster in Peking: type sage 1 C./4 C. (4) resp. type blanc 1
C./5 C. (3) ovpt. “CHINE“; also type sage 1 C., 3 C., 4 C. (4) ovpt. “PÉKIN“ (5) all tied “PEKIN 10 MAI
02“ to pieces. (T)

d

W

20425•

Germany, 1898/1901, field posts from Boxer upheavals inc. FPO 2, 3, 7, 8 and main office (2); also navy
mails No. 15 of 1898 (cover 10 Pf., Cruiser “Empress Augusta“, occupation of Tsingtau bay), No. 28
(stampless card field posts, transport “Wittekind“), No. 36 (card, small cruiser “Geier“), ppc shows
lighthouse “Yu-Nui-San“ near Tsingtau. Total 9 items. (T)

W

20426•

Feldpost (6) bzw. MSP (3, dabei “Augusta“ 1898 a. Bf, Besetzung von Tsingtau), gesamt 9 Stück. (T)

20427

Ak/ b

90, -

GA

90, -

b

100, -

Germany, 1900/06 (ca.), used stationery inc. double cards (3, two uprated) inc. cancels AMOY,
WEIHSIEN, HANKAU. Total 6 cards. (T)
1900/06 (ca.), Ganzsachen gebrauch, dabei Doppelkarten (3, zwei mit Beifrankatur) mit Stempeln
AMOY, WEIHSIEN, HANKAU. Gesamt 6 Karten. (T)

W

2.3

Germany, field posts, 1900/05, 1901 red-band cover “PEKING 9/1 01“ to Saxony, also cards (7, inc. two
franked with FP-marks or pmkd. Peking/Tientsin/Tsingtau). Total 8 items. (T)
Deutsche Feldpost in China, 1900/05, dabei Rotbandbrief 1901 ab “PEKING 9/1 01“ nach Pirna und
Karten (7, dabei zwei frankiert, mit Feldpost- und Truppenstempeln bzw. DPPeking/Tientsin/Tsingtau).
Gesamt 8 Stück. (T)

CHINA - BESONDERHEITEN
see al so 209 25

P 20428

1866/86 (ca.), collection of trade chop samples of chinese silk and tea traders w. characteristics
and their “hongs“, total 19 items. (M)

P 20429

1900/1970, box with more then 160 historical postcards with a major part of unused cards, showing in
addition to the topographical topics, also a wide range of interesting motifs such as art-cards, different
kinds of transportation, people, architecture and culture. Also included are some collecting pictures and
other Chinese printing matters. Great collection in nice condition. (S)

W

20430•

156

.

1900/1970, Schachtel mit über 160 historischen Ansichtskarten. Das Material ist überwiegend
ungebraucht und bietet neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten
Motiven wie u.a. Künstlerkarten, Verkehrsmittel, Typen, Architektur und noch andere kulturelle
Darstellungen. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. Beigefügt sind noch
zahlreiche Sammelbilder und andere chinesische Druckerzeugnisse. (S)

Ak

300, -

Incoming mail, UK, 1900/18: uprated envelope QV canc. “CAMBRIDGE DE 5 00“ via “HONG KONG B JA 4
01“ on reverse to Peking; KGV wrapper ½d canc. “F.S.“ to Peking w. arrival “24 MAR 18“. Two items. (T)

GA

90, -

Sammlungen / Collections

L ot

Start

CHINA

see al so 20508
W

20431•

1865/2003, collection in stockbook with mostly reference materials, from Shanghai Large Dragons, to
People's Republic materials of the 1990s and 2000s, sold as is. (A)

**/ */ g

300, -

CHINA - TAIWAN (FORMOSA)
see al so 20440

20432

1895, black flag republic issues die III accumulation mint no gum as issued or used w. 30 C. blue (4),
30 C. bluish-green (1), 50 C. red or orange-red (9), 100 C. violet (8) or blue (10). Total 32 items. Plus
three fakes for reference. As is. (T)

g/ (*)

100, -

P 20433•

1945/80, collection in springback album including many better sets and soveniur sheets, including the
“Ancient Chinese Art“ series, and many others, mostly MNH, a few MH, generally in very good condition
(Michel ca. €3900). (A)

**/ *
(*)

600, 150, -

W

P 20434
20435

W

1951, self administration s/s $2 green, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 900.-). (T)

Bl. 1

1955, 2nd presidential period s/s canc. “Keelung 44.6.11“ on reverse of registered air mail cover with
frontside uprate of 0,40$ to Germany w. arrival “HAMBURG 20.6.55“, a rarity on cover. - Plus 1952/53,
$10 surcharge and $5 TBC commemorative tied “TAIPEI 15.1.54“ to air mail cover to Switzerland. (T)

b

130, -

20436

1955/96, 154 aerogrammes and covers, aerogrammes mostly mint, but also postal and CTO used, in
good condition. (S)

e/ b

80, -

P 20437•

1960/85, collection of Taiwan Specimens in stockbook, including many better sets of the 1960s, such
as the “Emperors“, and the “Ancient Chinese Arts“ series, MNH and MH, in very good condition. (A)

**/ *

400, -

20438

1981, New Year´s calligraphy, 192 sheets each with 15 sets as se-tenant blocks of four, mint never
hinged. (S) 1375/1378 (2880)

**

600, -

Bl. 2; 152, 168

W

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK
P 20439

W

20440

1865/1995 (ca.), extensive collection in stockbooks and albums, including Shanghai Large Dragons,
Empress Dowager issue together with overprints, Imperial issues, Republic issues and PRC issues, with
a good number of complete sets, as well as a few covers of the PRC, MNH, MH and used, generally in **/ */ g/
good condition, please inspect. (K)
b

400, -

1870/2004 (ca.), mixed lot in a box offering used and unused stamps on stockcards old to new including
better issue of the early 1970s MNh (f.e. Women´s Day and Ballet 1973, Gymnastics 1974), also some
bundles. Furthermore many covers, F.D.C. and stationaries, also of HONGKONG, TAIWAN and MACAU.
Please inspect carefully. (K)

g/ **/
b/ FDC

200, -

W

20441

1898/1995 (ca.), collection of printing errors including double printings, plate faults, colour varieties
and inverted surcharges etc., MNH, MH and used, as is. (T)

**/ */ g

250, -

W

20441A

1920/47 (ca.), 5 covers and 2 postcards of the Republic era, all overseas usage, bearing Junk and Dr.
Sun Yat-sen issues, two covers opened on three sides, one unevenly opened, others generally fine. (T)

b

100, -

P 20442

1949/98, highly comprehensive, and largely complete collection of the PRC, including most of the
better commemorative sets such as the Stage Art of Mei Lan-fang s/s in very fine condition (C94M),
Goldfish (S38), Chrysanthemum (S44), World Table Tennis Championships s/s (C86M), Cuba (C97),
Mount Hwangshan (S57), Chinese Peonies complete set and s/s (S61, S61M), 15th Anniv of the
People‘s Republic s/s (C106M), Thoughts of Mao Tse-tung (W1, folded and with oxidation), Directives
of Mao (W10),Year of Monkey (T46), Gudong Booklet (SB1), and most s/s of the J and T series - Study
of Science from Childhood (T41M), Galloping Horses (T28M) etc., generally in very good condition,
some may with slight faults, MNH and used, some also MH or without gum, in one carton, highly
recommended. (K)

**/ g/ *

P 20443

1949/2014, collection of the PRC in a 64 page stockbook, MNH, MH, used and CTO used, with many
complete sets. (A)

**/ */ g

500, -

20444

1949/2016, collection of stamps and s/s in two stockbooks, MNH, MH, CTO used and used, many full
sheets of the later issues, in good condition. (A2)

**/ */ g

100, -

P 20445•

1949/53, collection of definitive issues in stockbook, including mint R3 and R4, mint without gum as
issued and used, in good condition. (A)

**/ */ g

200, -

P 20446

1949/54, largely complete of the PRC old currency, including C and S series commemoratives (first
series are second printings), definitives, airmail and postage due issues, on pages, MH and used. (M)

*/ g

200, -

P 20447

1949/74, mint (unused no gum as issued or MNH) and used double collected = two collections inc.
many 1st printings (no radio gymnast, no 1950 6th printing $100k/200k), inc. Mei Lan-Fan s/s
mint/used, Mei Lan-Fan imperf. mint/used, all s/s from peony onward mint/used, Pandas imperf.
mint/used/FDC, cultural revolution cpl. in both conditions inc. theses W1 mint strips-5 (both one
fold) and used singles, new directives W10 same. Also some later liberated areas inc. possibly 1st
printings (to be inspected). (K)
**/ (*)/ g 3 .

P 20448

1949/75 (ca.), collection of PRC issues, usually with margins and imprints, including stamps from the
Stage Art of Mei Lan-fang (C94), and many other better sets, MNH, MH and CTO used. (A)

W

W

20449•

1949/75, collection of definitives in small stockbook, including the high value R5, used. (T)
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**/ */ g
g
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200, 150, -
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20450•

1951/57, entire usages from North-East China (Manchuria) to CSR, mostly air mail: cover and ppc from
Tumen, covers (2) from Moktangang, ppc (2) from Shenyang, reg. cover from Harbin3 (Taori), ppc from
Dairen. Plus NEC Tien An Men $20.000 pair tied “Ryungun 51.3.26“ to piece. Total 8 items and one
piece. (T)

W

20451•

1951/81, covers (6 inc. 1954 military mail from Andong), mint ppc, multilingual-legend propaganda
pictures (9) of All-China Islam Association 1949/54 scenes mostly of Hui minority, cut-outs (11) with
definitives 1950/58 etc. (M)
b/ Ak/ d
1951/85 (ca.), collection of “on postal service“ covers and incoming mails in three folders. (A3)

b

90, 80, -

W

20452•
20453•

1951/95, approx. 39 covers all addressed to important figures of the PRC government, mostly central
government in Peking, mostly tied by date stamps of the post offices (incl. arrival postmarks), as well as
Entry Date Stamps of the governmental organisations including State Council, various departments of
the Central Committee of the Communist Party etc., partly with wears and creases, some with holes
from staples, generally in good condition. (S)

200, -

b/ Ak

b

130, -

P 20454

1955/60, complete collection between C33 Ancient Scientists to S40 Pig Breeding, containing C and S
series commemoratives, definitives and s/s, on pages, all CTO used, including the Ancient Scientist s/s
(C33M) complete set of four, Guan Hanqing Operas s/s (C50M), and the Goldfish complete set. (M)

g

20455•
P 20456

1955/90 (ca.), approx. 100 covers bearing bilingual date stamps of the border regions (S)

b

150, 90, -

1955/68, very extensive, almost complete collection in one album, including most of the higher
value sets of the PRC, such as the C94 Stage Art of Mei Lan-fang, S57 Mount Hwangshan, S61
Chinese Peonies, S67 Oil Industry, W7 Poems of Mao, and W10 Directives of Mao etc., all MNH,
partially with margins and imprints, in very good condition, please inspect the scans. (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

W

.

W

20457•

1955/71 (ca.), approx. 40 commercial covers of the early PRC era, mostly bearing definitive issues of
R8, tied by mostly readable date stamps of different provinces, including Inner Mongolia and Sinkiang,
many with transit or arrival markings, partly illustrated or propaganda covers, some with faults, including
wears and tears, as well as creases and foxings, some with letters inside, with interesting contents, very
good material for postmark collectors of early PRC. (T)

b

130, -

W

20458•

1955/76 (ca.), approx. 148 propaganda covers, mostly of the Cultural Revolution era, mostly Mao portraits
and slogans, but also revolutionary opera, architecture, militrary and other themes, mostly bearing different
definitive stamps, but also a number of commemorative issues, partly sent from remote areas, with usual
wears and tears, some with stains or small holes, generally in good condition. (S)

b

220, -

P 20459

1955/84 (ca.), collection of s/s in stockbook, including Ancient Scientists s/s (C33M), Guan Hanqing
s/s (C50M), Science Conference s/s (J25M), etc., with many duplicates, partially with slight faults. (A)

**/ */ g

500, -

W

20460•

1956/1980 (ca.), collection of registered covers, as well as letters sent to the central goverment of the
PRC, with the “received markings“ and partially also with endorsements, some with faults. (S)

b

180, -

W

20461•

1956/76 (ca.), approx. 110 illustrated covers, mostly multicoloured printed, of different themes,
including natrual and historical attractions, military, propaganda, architectures etc., some with letters
inside, partly with defects like wears and tears. (S)

b

90, -

W

20462

1956/74, used in Tibet or Tibet to Nepal: covers (26) and stationery envelopes 8 f. bluish grey (2) with
imprints 1/1956 (crease) to India and 9/1960 to Nepal. Total 28 items. (T)

b/ GA

200, -

P 20463

1958/63, dealer stock with a wide range of duplicates, including many better sets and good issues,
such as Goldfish (S38), Pig Breeding (S40), Cuba (C97) etc., MNH, MH and used, partially with margins.
(A) 401/743B

**/ */ g

300, -

20464•

1958/94 (ca.), box with large number of commercial covers mostly bearing definitive stamps, tied by
date stamps of different regions of China, partly with faults, interesting for postmark collectors. (S)

b

130, 250, -

**/ g

800, -

g

700, 300, -

W

20465•
P 20466

1960/2000 (ca.), balance on album pages/loose material. To be examined. (K)

P 20467

1962, Stage Art of Mei Lan-fang imperforate (C94B), complete set of 8, CTO used, with margins, one
with imprint (Michel €3500). (T) 648/55B

20468
P 2046 9•

1964/1971, mint lot on stockcards, several better commemoratives noted (see www.). (T)

W

1960/67, almost complete collection from S41 Hall of the People to C123 Liu Yingjun, including Chinese
Peonies s/s (S61M) MNH, complete set of Stage of Art of Mei Lan-fang (C94) used, complete set of
Mount Hwangshan (S57) used and many others, MNH and used, on pages. (M)

1966/75, largely complete collection on album pages, including better sets such as W1 Thoughts
of Mao, W7 Poems of Mao, W10 Directives of Mao, N78/80 Industrial Machines etc., W1 stripes
folded, W10 repaired and recoloured, partially with slight faults, MNH MH and used. (M)

W

20470•

1966/76 (ca.), approx. 43 unused envelopes with propaganda slogans, including billingual version used
in Sinkiang, mostly in series, a few with defects including water damage, folds and creases etc.. (S)

W

20471•

1966/76 (ca.), approx. 60 covers with different types of propaganda slogans of the Cultural Revolution,
partly with defects including wears and tears etc.. (S)

W

20472•

1966/78 (ca.), approx. 70 unused envelopes of the Cutural Revolution era, all with propaganda slogans
or drawings, some with discolourations or foxings, mostly in good condition. (S)
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3.
50, -

b

90, 90, -
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P 20473

1967, selection of stamps from the Poems of Mao (W7) set, in blocks of four, strip of three and pair with
imprint, including “the Long March“ block of four with corner margin and sheet number, “Liupanshan“
block of four with corner margin and a strip of three with left margin, “Mao at the desk“ block of four,
“Answers to Mr. Guo Muoro“ two blocks of four with margins and a pair with imprint, all MNH, very fine
(Michel €2010) (T) 995(4), 996(7), 1006(4), 1008(10)

**

500, -

P 20474

1967, thoughts of Mao Tse-tung (W1), two stripes of five without the Mao portrait (Michel 966), gold
printing slightly oxidised, also with some surface damage, stripes not folded, MH with three first hinges
on the backs, still highly presentable. (T) 967/76

*

500, -

P 20475

1967/69, collection on pages including Long Live Chairman Mao (W2) complete set of 8, 25th Anniv of
“Yanan Forum on Literature and Art“ (W3), Revolutionary Literature and Art (W5) complete set of 9,
Poems of Mao (W7) complete set of 14, and many others, MNH and used. (M)

**/ g

600, -

20476•

1968/2000, collection of printing errors on pages, including double printings, perforation errors,
imperforates, printed on the gum sides, missing colours etc., partially reference materials, MNH. (M)

**

300, -

P 20477

1970/77, 44 FDCs of the N as well as early J and T series, including better issues such as the
Revolutionary Operas (N1/N6), Merchant Ships (N29/N32), Scientific Conference s/s (J25M) etc., both
addressed and unaddressed, partially registered, on pages. (M)

FDC

600, -

W

20478•

1970/85 (ca.), collection of covers bearing the “Postage Paid“ markings, both domestic and international
in two folders, also including many covers with “Returned“ markings due to insufficient addresses,
partially folded. (S)

b

90, -

W

20479

1971/1986 (ca.), accumulation of complete sets MNH in two Chinese stockbooks, f.e. panda 1973,
engineering 1974, horses 1978 (2) etc. Unfortunately mostly stain spots and gum damage. Close
viewing is needed. Additionally souvenir folder “Chinese flowers“ with four stainless MNH sets. (S)

**

P 20480

1971/76, dealer stock collection in stockbook, including mostly commemorative issues, many complete
sets and better values, many with margins and imprints, MNH and used, generally in good condition. (A)

**/ g

P 20481

1975/82, extensive collection in binder, with many better issues including the T46 Year of Monkey,
Study of Science from Childhood s/s (T41M), Stamp exhibition Riccione s/s (J41M), National
Science Conference s/s (J25M), Galloping Horses s/s (T29M), Paintings of Qi Baishi s/s (T44M)
etc., mostly MNH, also some used in stamp folders, and a number of FDCs bearing the better sets
and s/s, highly desireable and interesting. (A)

**/ g/
FDC

P 20482

.

1976/1986(ca.), MNH, except a few stamps more or less complete included all rare SOUVENIR
SHEETS(Mi.-Nr. 11-17, 19-30, 32-39) and the RED MONKEY in an illustered album plus some extras
like stamp booklets, unused postal stationeries and maximum cards. (K)

**

2.

20483

1977/80, collection of stamps and soveniur sheets in stockbook, including better issues such as the
Highway Bridge s/s (T31M), 4th National Games complete set and s/s on FDCs (J43 and J43M), etc.,
mostly MNH, in good condition. (A)

**/ */
FDC

W

W

20484•
W 20485•
W 20486•
P 20487
W

.
200, -

1978, Bridges s/s (T31M), 5 copies, all MNH (Michel €2250). (T)

Block 14 (5)

**

1978, Bridges s/s (T31M), 5 copies, all MNH (Michel €2250). (T)

Block 14 (5)

**

1978, Bridges s/s (T31M), 5 copies, all MNH (Michel €2250). (T)

Block 14 (5)

**

100, 450, 450, 450, -

**/ g

500, -

b

1978/84, dealer stock collection in 2 stockbooks, with a wide range of duplicates, including complete
sets of Galloping Horses (T28), Paintings of Qi Baishi (T44), and many others, both MNH and CTO used,
generally in very good condition, many with margins or imprints. (A2)

W

20488

1978/90, group of 13 covers/ppc used to East Germany inc. 1983 officially sealed and two-line
“Damaged in postal mechanical device/Leipzig 701 Main Post Office“. Plus two stationery and paper-cut
souvenir folder. (T)

W

1979, FDCs of the year, complete with exceptions of the s/s, and Michel 1491/93 (Michel €423). (T)

FDC

1979, FDCs of the year, complete with exceptions of the s/s, Michel 1491/93 (Michel €423). (T)

FDC

G eb ot
80, 80, -

W

20489•
20490•
20491•

1979/89, FDC collection, almost complete, with exceptions of a few commemorative sets, and definitive
issues (ca. Michel €2000). (S)

FDC

340, -

W

20492•

1979/89, FDC collection, almost complete, with exceptions of a few commemorative sets, and definitive
issues (ca. Michel €2000). (S)

FDC

340, 200, -

W

P 20493
20494

W
W
W
W
W
W

20495•
20496•
20497•
20498•
20499

1980, Year of Monkey (T46), CTO used, fine (Michel €400). (T)

1594

1980/2005 (ca.), large box with both commercial covers and other materials such as FDCs,
commemorative postal stationeries etc., some with faults, interesting for research. (K)

g

1981, FDCs of the year, complete with exceptions of the s/s and definitives (Michel €367.50). (T)

FDC

1981, FDCs of the year, complete with exceptions of the s/s and definitives (Michel €367.50). (T)

FDC

1981, FDCs of the year, complete with exceptions of the s/s and definitives (Michel €367.50). (T)

FDC

1981, FDCs of the year, complete with exceptions of the s/s and definitives (Michel €367.50). (T)

FDC

400, 70, 70, 70, 80, -

b/ FDC

380, -

1982/2005 (ca.), large box with both commercial covers and other materials such as FDCs,
commemorative postal stationeries etc., some with faults, interesting for research. (K)
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Start
1982/1997 (ca.), collection in large box, including year books of the early 1990s, as well as commercial
stamp books of 1997 and early 2000s, MNH, generally in good condition, also with some magazines
“Chinese Philately“ in English. (K)

**

100, -

20500•

1982/83, FDCs of the two years, complete with exceptions of the s/s some with slight faults (Michel
€385). (M)

FDC

70, -

20501

1984/95, collection MNH (Michel cat. 1200.-) inc. issued stationery (435) mint, in two large stockbooks.
(A2)

**/ GA

180, -

W

20502

1986/2005 (ca.), large box with both commercial covers and other materials such as FDCs,
commemorative postal stationeries etc., some with faults, to be inspected. (K)

b/ GA/
FDC

350, -

W

20503•

1988/2002 (ca.), approx. 800 FDCs of souvenir sheets, usually in duplicates ranging of 10 or more, all
in very good condition, also includes 10 FDCs (5 each) of SB17 and SB18. (K)

FDC

700, -

20504•

1994/2001, collection of s/s and complete sheets in binder, in multiple copies, MNH and CTO used, in
good condition. (A2)

**/ g

90, -

W

20505

**

220, -

W

20506 •

1996, Pudong Special economic zone, 20f. right marginal block of four IMPERFORATE/PARTLY
IMPERFORATE, mint never hinged. Michel no. 2762 (T)

W

20507

1997 ‚Pheasants‘ cpl. set of two, denom. 50f and 540f, each in quantities of 1000 sheets of 20, mint
never hinged, fine. (Face value 118,000 Yuan (about 15,000 €), Mi. 50,000 €). In addition about 40
folders each with 1997 miniature sheet of 50 Yuan. (K) 2800-2801 (20,000 each)

**

2004/2009, collection of apprx. 220 cacheted unaddressed f.d.c. (S)

FDC

80, -

2.

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - PROVINZEN
see al so 2041 8, 20450

20508

1912/52 (ca.), mint and used remainders from estate on pages, stockcards etc. inc. Shanghai local
posts, Republic fiscals, also literature, late entry, to be inspected. (K)

**/ */
(*)/ g

150, -

P 20509

China, Liberated Area, 1945-1950, large collection of unused stamps, some duplicates, many complete
sets, many better, around 700+ stamps, please inspect, in general F-VF. (A)

(*)

500, -

20510•

North China and North East China 1947/49, minor issues mostly in units on stock cards; also liberated
areas forgeries in mixed quality, for reference only. All unused no gum. (T)

(*)

G eb ot

P 20511

1948/50, collection of later issues of Liberated Areas in stockbook, mostly North-East China issues,
with many duplicates, both MNH and used, in good condition. (A)

**/ g

300, -

1952, Tien An Men envelopes 4th series: no imprint type 3 used “Nanking 1952.2.12“ to Hangchow,
opening fault; various illustration imprints (11) all used resp. two made invalid and used w. uprates
1957/58. All purely commercial usage with respective creases ec. Total 14 items. (T) PJ3, 5/9, 10 (2)

GA

300, -

20514•

1952/81, collection of used only inland stationery cards (31) of Tien An Men resp. Hall of the People
design inc. the rare PP2a used “Chekiang Yencheng 1953.10.15“ to Shanghai, staple holes at left. Or
the scarce PP19 2 f. 1-1962 with “long live comrade Mao“ superscription in violet Inc. uprates for
airmail (1) or 2f for nationwide (3). The 1956/70 series with all printing dates. Commercially used
condition, so inevetably some w. creases or tiny tears, spots ec., as is. (T) PP1/19-ex

GA

100, -

20515

1982/2008, comprehensive holding/collection of pictorial stationery cards (unused and c.t.o.), neatly
sorted and specified in glassines, many folders with complete sets (a rough-non-committal estimation is
about 2000 cards). (K3)

GA

600, -

b

180, -

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - GANZSACHEN
see al so 20501

W

W

20513•

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - BESONDERHEITEN
W

20516•

1957/84 (ca.), approx. 34 “Secret Official Postal Service“ covers from government and PLA agencies,
both with stamps and stampless, tied by special “Secret“ date stamps, or “Secret, Postage Paid“
postmarks, mostly bearing the “Secret Official Postal Service“ label of different regions, uncommon
material, with creases, partly reduced, otherwise in good condition. (S)

COOK-INSELN

see al so 23 071 , 23 1 41 , 23 1 44, 23 1 87, 23 1 9 8, 23 201 , 23 206
W

20517•

1892 - 1949 (approx.), Very good mint collection of COOK ISLAND, its dependancy, also NIUE (up to
QE II.). Virtually complete (just few stamps missing) with many perforations and color varieties,
proofs etc. Rare offered in such condition! (S)

*

2.

W

20518

1966 - 1990, riesige Sammlung von PHASENDRUCKEN der Ausgaben der Cook Inseln aus Mi. 124
(Weihnachtsgemälde von Fra Angelo) bis Block 195 (150. Geburtstag der ersten Marke der Welt).
Die Sammlung enthält nur verschiedene und vollständige Ausgaben. Herrliche Motive wie Gemälde,
Sport, Christliche Welt, Raumfahrt, brit. Königshaus u.a., jeder Block jede Marke auf Steckkarte in
Hülle mit Michel-Nr. Insgesamt ca 6.070 Marken/bzw Blocks Chronologisch geordnet. (K)

**

20519

.

W

1966/1994, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity. With nice topics: animals, Christmas, paintings, flowers, Olympics, ships, soccer,
personalities, etc. In total 239.187 complete sets, 154.822 single stamps or part sets and 53.437
souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 4.657.431 €. (K36)

**

.
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W

20520

1967/1989. Lot of 6,029 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforated) stamps inclusive souvenir and
miniature sheets showing various interesting topics like Flowers, Paintings, Religion, the English
Royal Family, Sea Shells, Winston Churchill, Explorer, Sports and Olympic Games, Airships and
Balloons, and Birds. Most items also multiple or in units. All mint, NH. (K)

**

W

20521

1971/1979 (ca.), huge stock of used stamps with hundreds of copies each. Obviously all in larger units
or complete sheets and some souvenir sheets sorted in small boxes or envelopes. Also including a small
accumulation Aitutaki. Many nice topics like flowers, sports etc. High catalogue value! (K3)

g

300, -

W

20522

1979, space first moon landing, Cook Isl. 1000 x Michel no. 624/627 mint never hinged in full sheets.
Catalogue value 4000 € (S) 624/627 (1000)

**

200, -

W

20523

1987, Christmas miniature sheet with three different Rembrandt paintings of 'The Holy Family' in a lot
with approx. 1.000 (!) miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 183, € 9.000,-- (S) Bl. 183

**

220, -

W

20524

1989, space first moon landing, Cook Isl. 300 x Michel no. 1269/1276 mint never hinged in full sheets.
Catalogue value 5400 € (S) 1269/1276 (300)

**

250, -

W

20525

1990, Olympic Games 1992, 1.000 se-tenant strips of three (=1.000 complete sets) within units,
unmounted mint. Michel nos. 1307/09 (1.000), 16.000,- €. (S)

**

350, -

W

20526

1862/1910 (ca.), a splendid mint collection of nearly 100 stamps incl. 1862 ½r.-1p., 1881/1882
overprints six values, following definitives, nice section officials and Guanacaste overprints. (M)
*/ (*)/ **

W

20527

1862/1910 (ca.), used collection of apprx. 150 stamps incl. six stamps of 1st issue, some 1881/1882
overprints six values, following definitives, nice section officials and Guanacaste overprints. (M)

g

60, -

P 20528

1862/1950 (ca.), sophisticated collection/balance on stockcards/album pages, well filled from early
issues, e.g. 1881/1882 UPU overprints incl. rare 20c. on 4r. green mint signed Champion, following isuses
with definitives, commemoratives, airmails, Guanacaste overprints, plenty of mint materail etc. (M)

*/ g/ (*)

.

COSTA RICA

W
W
W
W

20529
20530
20531
20532

180, -

1934/1946, ABN Specimen proofs, Airmails and Fiscals, collection of apprx. 85 stamps. (S)

**

1934/1946, ABN Specimen proofs, Airmails and Fiscals, collection of apprx. 85 stamps. (S)

**

1934/1947, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of apprx. 85 stamps. (S)

**

1934/1947, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of apprx. 85 stamps. (S)

**

300, 220, 220, 220, 130, -

b/ GA

600, -

CUBA - SPANISCHE KOLONIE (1873-98)
P 20533

1845/1897, lot of 20 entires (letters and used stationeries), domestic mail and to foreign destinations
(e.g. to Germany, one card to Ostrow/Poland/Russia) etc. Quite unusual offer! (T)

CUBA
20534

1855/1980 (ca.), Cuba/Puerto Rico, used and mint collection/accumulation on leaves/stockpages,
with plenty of interesting material from early issues, overprints, airmails, commemoratives etc. (M)

g/ */ (*)

250, -

20535•

1855/2000, unusual accumulation comprising a collection on pages starting with some Isabella issued,
a box filled with souvenir sheets, blocks of 6 and singles covering topics like sports birds, flowers and **/ */ g/
more and last but not least some cirdulated covers and fdc. Please view. (S)
b

400, -

20536

1879/1916 postal stationery collection of approx. 140 unused and used postal stationery postcards incl.
double cards with the error of value impression on the answer part left, used pieces only from 1892 (A)

GA

400, -

P 20537

1880/1986, accumulation of ca. 740 covers and mostly unused postal stationeries (many items before
1960), incl. postal stationery cards and envelopes (also pictured envelopes), airgrams incl. unfolded
items, stationeries with revaluation (one postal stationery card revaluated by perfin), censored mail, one
cover with scarce propaganda cancel, some duplication, much material in mostly good condition, please
inspect. (S)

GA/ b

500, -

20538

1899/1980 ca. 130 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery postcards, picture postcards,
envelopes, airmail letters, one wrapper and aerograms, incl. some better pieces (UX2 from Habana to
Pensacola and a wrapper E2 2 Centavos red on buff to Pensacola), incl. some covers with rare
destinations (Nigeria, Greece, Australia), please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

P 20539

1900/1965 (ca.), holding of apprx. 200 commercial covers/cards/used stationeries, incl. airmail, ppc
etc. Interesting lot of postal history, viewing recommended! (S)

b/ GA

500, -

20540•

1960/1990 approx.: huge lot of many hunderd (thousand?) unused stationery envelopes showing
topical imprints. In addition some seldom seen double stat. cards. High catalogue value. (K)

GA

400, -

20541

1972/1993, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity. With nice
topics: paintings, Olympics, butterflies, birds, space, flowers, railway, etc. In total 952 complete sets and
690 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 30.474 €. (K)

**

900, -

20542•

1980/2000, pile of complete sheets mnh and some used covering many topic. Edefil cv more than
6.000 Euro. (S)

**/ g

20543•

1990/2000, stock of 150 -200 mnh souvenir sheets covering several topics. High catalogue value. (M)

**

500, 250, -

W

W

W

W

CUBA - AUTOMATENMARKEN
20544

Kleines Los mit ATM ** und Briefen sowie Besonderheiten (Nulldrucken). Ca, 300 ATM und ca. 400
FDC. Michel ca. 1500,- EUR. (K2) 1 - 4
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CUBA - GANZSACHEN
W

20545

1899/1959, lot of nine unused stationery cards: H&G nos. 36, 37, 39 (2), 40 (2), 41, 42, 43. (T)

GA

80, -

Ak

300, -

b

300, -

CUBA - BESONDERHEITEN
P 20546

1900/1950, small box with more then 300 historical postcards with a major part of cards before 1945.
They are mainly unused, some were circulated and many were also franked. Very nice mixture with
different cultural and topographical topics like transportation systems. Excellent condition and a great
collection. (S)
1900/1950, Schachtel mit über 300 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten vor 1945
eindeutig überwiegt. Die Karten sind ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und etliche auch frankiert. Eine
bunte Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Verkehrsmitteln und auch kulturellen Motiven,
alles in meist guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

CURACAO

see al so 22472

P 20547

1935/1956, assortment of 18 commercial covers incl. registered, censored and airmail. Nice group of
WWII postal history! (M)

DAHOMEY
W

20548

1901/1975, comprehensive mint and used stock in two thick albums with plenty of material, from
colonial period and main value from in dependence with main value in the MNH stamps, many thematic
sets, commemoratives, airmails, gold foil issues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

**/ g/ *

.

DOMINICA
20549

1877-86, Collection mint and used on four album leaves including SG 9 mint hinged and other good
values, later issues mint hinged including highvalues up to 5 S., a fine to very fine collection with high
retail value, please inspect carefully (M)

*/ g

400, -

P 20550

1881/1978, accumulation of approx. 140 covers, cards and postal stationeries (incl. postal stationery
cards and envelopes, picture postal stationery cards, lettercards, doublecards, wrappers and envelopes
for registered mail), one registered envelope with surcharge “MUESTRA“ (Specimen), mostly in good
condition (S)

GA/ b

300, -

W

W

20551

1881/2000, accumulation of approx. 130 covers, cards and postal stationeries (incl. postal stationery
cards and envelopes, picture postal stationery cards, lettercards, doublecards, wrappers and envelopes
for registered mail), mostly in good condition (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

250, -

DSCHIBUTI
P 20552

1900/1940, box with about 430 historical postcards, unused as well as circulated and some are also
franked. Very nice mixture with topographical topics, culture, working environment and traffic. They are
mainly in good condition and some are in very good condition. (S)
1900/1940, Schachtel mit gut 430 historischen Ansichtskarten, ungebraucht, beschrieben und zum
Teil auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Kultur, Arbeitswelt und
Verkehr. Die Karten sind meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

500, -

W

20553

1938, Definitives “Views of Djibouti“, 10fr. showing variety “Missing centre“, (folded) pane of 25
stamps, unmounted mint. Maury 169a (25), 20.000,- €. (M)

20554

**

.

W

1938, Definitives “Views of Djibouti“, 10fr. showing variety “Missing centre“, pane of 25 stamps
(folded and partly separated), unmounted mint. Maury 169a (25), 20.000,- €. (M)

**

.

W

20555

1977/1989, comprehensive MNH stock in a thick album with plenty of material from overprints, lovely
range of thematic issues, airmails etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

**

500, -

DUBAI

see al so 21 01 8, 22540, 23 1 02
W

20556•

1960-70, Album containing large stock of perf and imperf blocks with thematic interest, 1964 Space
double overprinted imperf pairs and blocks, inverted overprints, 1963 Red Cross Centenary imperf
blocks, Kennedy imperf sets and blocks in quantities, Olympics 1964 overprints and Scouts in large
blocks, an excellent stock with high retail value, please calculate! (A)

**

1960s, holding of several hundred air letter sheets, unfolded and unused (resp. some c.t.o.). (K)

GA

700, 800, -

W

20557•
20558

1963 nine unused and CTO-used aerograms of the first issues, besides, various varieties (different and
missed gum, with/without watermark, the gum can be differentiated again into narrow and wide gum,
specialist lot, also interesting for the subject matter expert, rare offer from old American stock (T) FL 1-3

GA

160, -

W

20559•

1963, 100th anniversary of the International RED CROSS Society set of eight different values
IMPERFORATE in different quantities all in complete sheets with 50 stamps each incl. 1np. Dhows (49
sheets), 2np. First aid tent (18), 3np. Camel caravan (22), 4np. Butterfly (24), 20np. Dhows (29), 30np.
First aid tent (29), 40np. Camel caravan (26) and 50np. Butterfly (26), total 900 complete sets + extras
= total 223 sheets with 11.150 stamps, scarce and unusual investment lot, mint never hinged, Mi.
26/33 B, € 33.640,-- + (S) 26/33 B

**

700, -
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20560•

1963, '100th anniversary of the International RED CROSS Society' set of eight different values with LINE
PERF. 10½, each in five complete sheets of 50 (= 40 sheets = 2000 stamps), from 1n.p. to 50n.p., mint
never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi. from 10,000 €) (M) 26C-33C (250 each)

**

550, -

W

20561•

1963/1964 (ca.), accumulation in album with miniature sheets and part panes with many in larger
quantities incl. nice thematic issues etc., mint never hinged and an enormous cat. value - please inspect! (A)

**

700, -

W

20562•

1963/1967, MNH assortment of sheets/multiples with Michel nos. 26/33 A (10 sets), 26/33 B (20
sets), 26/33 D (29 sets), 292/94 (170 se-tenant tête-bêche sheets). Michel cat.value 4.100,- €, in
addition Michel nos. 101+111 with ten imperforate horizontal se-tenant gutter pairs. (K)

**

100, -

W

20563•

1963/64, accumulation of the imperforate MINIATURE SHEETS with many complete sets incl. Malaria,
Olympic Games Innsbruck and Tuberculosis Control, MNH and a great investment lot, Mi. ex Bl. 5/26B,
€ 9.288,-- (detailled list enclosed) (A)

**

280, -

W

20564

1963/71, ca. 30 unused and CTO-used postal stationery airmail lettersheets, incl. revaluation, different
types (with/without watermark, with/without gum), throughout in good condition, please inspect. (T)

GA

300, -

W

20565•

1964, Kennedy (Mi. # 113/115 and s/s # 22), collection with varieties, inverted centers, missed print,
inverted overprints, proofs and perforation errors, with some very rare items! (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

500, -

W

20566•

1964, MNH assortment: Kennedy commemorative issues imperf. (Michel cat.value 3.000,- €), plus
definitives “Dubai Harbour“ 40np. and 5r. with 16 imperf. horiz. gutter se-tenant pairs. (K)

**

100, -

W

20567•

1964, SPACE RESEARCH investment lot of 28 complete panes with 50 stamps each of the 20np. on
1,50r. IMPERFORATED issue, mint never hinged, unusual and scarce lot! Mi. 158 B, ~ € 5.500,-- ++ (M)

**

300, -

W

20568

1964. Intl. Red Cross 2np and 3np (Mi. #27A/28A) with overprints of the new values, old face values
balked through in part sheets of 25. Mint NH. Very high catalogue value (Mi. 3,000 Euro). Very rare and
difficult to find! (M) A 70 / B 70 (25)

**

180, -

ECUADOR
W

20569•

1835-1860's: Group of eight covers from Quito with various Quito handstamps including “QUITO/DEBE“
in BLUE and red, red “REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA/QUITO/DEDE“ in oval and others, sent to Ambato,
Otavalo and Ybarra, respectively. (M)

b

250, -

W

20570•

1838-1850's AMBATO: Seven court covers/documents bearing various Ambato handstamps in red,
including “REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA/AMBATO/FRANCA“ or “AMBATO/DEBE“ or “AMBATO/FRANCA“,
sent to Guano, Latacunga and Quito, respectively. (T)

b

250, -

20571•

1840/1868 RIOBAMBA: Three early court covers bearing different Riobamba oval handstamps in red
including “REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA/RIOBAMBA/FRANCA“, plus about 30 documents from the “Palacio
Episcopal“ (1868) with seals and Coat of Arms cachets. In addition an 1862 letter from Loja to Riobamba.
(M)

b

200, -

P 20572•

1840's BOLIVAR (Riobamba's name from 1839-1849): Group of eight covers/court documents from
Bolivar to Alausi, Ambato, Latacunga and Quito bearing various Bolivar handstamps including oval
“BOLIVAR/DEBE“ IN BLUE on two court documents, and various types of “BOLIVAR/FRANCA“ handstamps
in red. (T)

b

400, -

20573•

1840's-1862 GUAYAQUIL: Six stampless covers (or fronts) from Guayaquil including front of cover to
Bogota with scarce boxed “GUAYAQUIL/FRANCA“ h/s in red (1840's), three covers to 'Guaranda' or Quito
with different handstamps in red, 1858 letter to Bordeaux, and 1859 cover (opened roughly) to the
U.S.A. via Panama with red double-liner “PAID-TO/PANAMA“. (T)

b

200, -

20574•

1850's-1930's: Eight official covers from Abato, Guayaquil, Quito and Ybarra, with Coat of Arms
envelopes, covers to the U.S.A. from Legations and ministries, various hand/date stamps, and other
interesting details more. (M)

b

200, -

P 20575•

1850's-60's ALAUSI: Six covers (or fronts) from Alausi with four different handstamps in red, including
“ALAVSI/FRANCA“ (large and small, or in oval) and “ALAUSI/DEBE“. (T)

b

250, -

20576

1865/1980, collection with a huge quantity of stamps incl. duplicates and varieties, with many before
1900 and some imperforated such as Sc.6+8 used, many surcharges, Sc.139 handstamp “AR“ *, also
airmail, official stamps and postal tax stamps. (A)

W

W

W

1865/1980, umfangreiche Sammlung mit u.a. Michel 3z (bläuliches Papier), Nr. 4 gest. (Mi 170,-), Nr. 118
mit Handstempel AR im Kreis *, Nr. 203K. etc. Oft sehr dicht gesteckt mit vielen Dubletten, sehr viele g/ (*)/ */
Aufdruckwerte, Flugpostmarken, kpl. Ausgaben, auch viele Dienst- und Zwangszuschlagsmarken. (A)
**

20577

W

20578

200, -

1865/1986, accumulation in mint/unused condition, including Sc. 5 *, some NH stamps of 1899 in
smaller units up to blocs of 9, official O32 *, lot Roosevelt 1949, Sc. 691/693+C409/C411 imperforated,
fiscals bloc of 12 with SPECIMEN, etc. (M)
1865/1986, Zusammenstellung, dabei u.a. Michel 2 * (Mi. 260,-€), ** Einheiten aus 1899, Nr.
1104/1109 U (*), auch Dienst 20 *, ein paar Roosevelt-Marken und Blocks aus 1949, SPECIMEN-12erBlock Fiscalmarken, etc. (M)
**/ */ (*)

150, -

1884/1980 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 200 covers, cards and unused, CTO-used and used postal
stationeries (postal stationery cards and envelopes, lettercards and wrappers), nice offer in mostly good
condition, please inspect. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

250, -
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20579

1884/1980 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 240 covers and unused and used postal stationeries (postal
stationery cards and envelopes, also revalued items, lettercards), incl. registered mail, airmail, censored
mail etc., mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

300, -

W

20580

1904/1952, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of apprx. 111 different blocks of four (three stamps strip
of three+one single = 444 stamps), incl. some marginal imprints. (A)

**

W

1904/1952, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of apprx. 111 different pairs (=222 stamps). (S)

**

1904/1952, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of apprx. 117 different stamps. (S)

**

900, 450, 220, -

W

20581
20582
20583

**

200, -

W

20584

1954, Airmail issue complete set of six 60c. to 3s. 'airplane over lake San-Pablo' in a lot with approx. 1.200
sets mostly in part to complete (folded) sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 848/53, € 2.640,-- + (S) 848/53
1954/1957, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity. In total
17.342 complete sets and issues and 405 single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel
43.321 €. (K)

**

W

.3

ELFENBEINKÜSTE
20585

1893/1944, comprehensive mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material, from Groupe
series, definitives, airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

P 20586

1900/1960, small box with more then 150 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945.
They are mainly unused, some were circulated and only a few were franked. Very nice mixture with
different cultural topics like Guys, warriors, working environment and missionaries. Excellent condition
and a great collection. (S)

W

*/ g/ **

200, -

1900/1960, kleine Schachtel mit über 150 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten
nach 1945 sehr gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und
vereinzelte auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit zahlreichen kulturellen Darstellungen wie u.a.
Typen, Krieger, Arbeitswelt und Missionare. Die Karten sind meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter
Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

250, -

W

20587

1939, 100 years death of Rene Caillie (french explorer) set of three WITHOUT COUNTRY NAME in an
investment lot with 100 sets in two folded sheets with 50 stamps each, mint never hinged and very
scarce, unlisted in Michel! Yvert 141a/143a, € 16.500,-- + (T) 162/64 var.

20588

**

.

W

1962/1993, comprehensive and almost exclusively MNH stock in two thick albums with plenty of
material, commemoratives, thematics, airmails, gold foil stamps, postage dues etc., in addition
some modern issues up to 2005. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

**/ g/ *

.

FALKLANDINSELN
see al so 20200

P 20589

1878/2018, FALKLAND ISLANDS AND DEPENDENCIES: extensive collection in 17 volumes, built on
self-made sheets after all possible aspects, which gives this area. 3 volumes are devoted to the
naval battle of Coronel 1914, the naval battle off the Rio de la Plata in 1939 and the Falklands War
in 1982 (here also documentation and explanation of the historical background, with Argentine
material and postcards, etc.). The stamps part is complete except for a very few items. It is missing
evidently only the overprint stamp of 1926 (Mi. 47, SG 115), the 5 sh stamp in color yellow orange /
black (Mi. 68b, SG 136a) and the 5 sh stamp from 1938 in color orange brown / indigo (Mi 91b, SG
161c). All areas are described using the catalogs of Heijtz, Stanley Gibbons and Michel. The collector
has tried, as far as possible, the stamps mint never hinged / unused, used and on letter, not least
his care was the colors. The collection includes also special features such as units, gutter pairs,
cachets, etc. A separate volume is dedicated exclusively to the postal stationery. The collection still
includes two boxes with not yet sorted material and catalogs (Heijtz Sixth Edition, Michel, Stanley
Gibbons). It goes without saying that this object needs carefully inspection. (K3)
2018, FALKLAND ISLANDS AND DEPENDENCIES: umfangreiche Sammlung in 17 Bänden, aufgebaut
auf selbstgestalteten Blättern nach allen erdenklichen Gesichtpunkten, die dieses Gebiet hergibt. 3
Bände sind der Seeschlacht von Coronel 1914, der Seeschlacht vor dem Rio de la Plata 1939 und dem
Falkland-Krieg 1982 gewidmet (hier auch Dokumentationen, Beleuchtung des geschichtlichen
Hintergrunds, mit argentinischem Material und Ansichtkarten etc.). Der Markenteil ist bis auf einige
wenige Marke komplett. Es fehlen augenscheinlich lediglich die Überdruckmarke von 1926 (Mi. 47, SG
115), die 5 Sh-Marke in Farbe gelborange/schwarz (Mi. 68b, SG 136a) und die 5 Sh-Marke von 1938
in Farbe orangebraun/indigo (Mi. 91b, SG 161c). Alle Gebiete sind unter Verwendung der Kataloge von
Heijtz, Stanley Gibbons und Michel aufgebaut. Der Sammler hat, versucht, soweit möglich, die Marken
postfrisch/ungebraucht, gestempelt und auf Brief zu sammeln, nicht zuletzt galt seine Sorgfalt den
Farben. Dazu Besonderheiten wie Einheiten, Zwischenstege, Cachets usw. Ein eigener Band ist ist
ausschließlich den Ganzsachen gewidmet. Zu der Sammlung gehört noch zwei Schachteln mit noch
nicht einsortiertem Material und Katalogen (Heijtz Sixth Edition, Michel, Stanley Gibbons). Es versteht **/ */ b/
sich von selbst, dass dieses Objekt eingehender Besichtigung bedarf (K3)
GA

W

20590

1880/1990 (ca.), comprehensive accumulation in a thick stockbook, from some early issues but main
value clearly in the MNH sets from 1960s, mainly severalfold and stuffed very densely. In addition some
Dependencies and BAAT. (A)

W

20591

1914/99 holding of ca. 300 postal stationary (unfolded aerograms, registered envelopes), letters and
picture-postcards, mostly after 1945, in good condition (S)
GA/ b/ Ak
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FALKLANDINSELN - GANZSACHEN
W

20592

1970/95 accumulation of ca. 175 unused, CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes for registered
mail and partly unfolded airgram, throughout in good condition (S)

GA

100, -

FEZZAN

see al so 21 3 00

P 20593

1949, definitive issue 50fr. brownish-red 'General Leclerc' in a lot with approx. 1.050 stamps mostly in
large blocks, mint never hinged, seldom offered in quantity! Mi. 43, € 8.400,-- + (T) 43

**

400, -

P 20594

1951, definitive issue 50fr. black/brown-orange 'Bey Ahmed' in a lot with approx. 1.050 stamps mostly
in large blocks, mint never hinged, seldom offered in quantity! Mi. 55, € 8.925,-- + (T) 55

**

500, -

FIJI-INSELN

see al so 1 9 1 09 , 20200
W

20595

1937/80 ca. 150 covers, letters, cards and postal stationary (unused/CTO-used and used unfolded and
folded aerograms, unused envelopes incl. for registered mail), in addition 24 covers, interesting
accumulation (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

W

20596

1941/89, covers (14) mostly inland or to UK, also 1967/83 Tahiti and 1968 West Samoa. Total 17
items. (ex Weserland) (T)

b/ FDC

80, -

W

20597

1948/2000 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.000 POSTAL STATIONERIES incl. aerogrammes,
registered letters and envelopes and a small part covers with modern official mail, a few unusual and
better items etc., some stationeries heavier duplicated and majority unused with a few used/CTO with
FD cancels, high cat. and retail value - PLEASE INSPECT! (K)

GA/ b

220, -

W

20598

1959/1995 (ca.), accumulation with about 1.200 mostly UNFOLDED AEROGRAMMES with several early
types, provisional surcharges, types and sub-types, attractive thematic issues etc., some heavier
duplicated and majority unused with a few fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail value! (S)

GA

300, -

200, -

FRANZÖSISCH-ÄQUATORIALAFRIKA
see al so 22540

20599

1936/1959, A.E.F. and some A.O.F., comprehensive mint and used holding in two thick albums,
comprising definitives, commemoratives, airmails, France Libre overprints, postage dues etc. A great lot
ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

*/ **/ g

500, -

20600

1940, LIBRE overprints, 80c. “E.Gentil“, 135 stamps with double overprint, mint never hinged. Maury
115a, 13.500,- €. (T)

**

400, -

W

20601

1955, Airmails “Pictorials“ 50fr., 100fr. and 200fr., three imperforate colour proof sheets of 25 stamps
each, mint never hinged. Michel nos. 293/95. (M)

**

250, -

W

20602

1955, Airmails “Pictorials“ 50fr., 100fr. and 200fr., three imperforate colour proof sheets of 25 stamps
each, mint never hinged. Michel nos. 293/95. (M)

**

250, -

*/ g/ **

300, -

Ak

250, -

*/ **/ g

200, -

W

FRANZÖSISCH-GUINEA
20603

1893/1944, comprehensive mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material, from Groupe
serie, definitives, airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

P 20604

1900/1960, small box with more then 180 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945.
They are mainly unused, some were circulated and only a few were franked. Very nice mixture with
different cultural topics like Guys, warriors, working environment and missionaries. Excellent condition
and a great collection. (S)

W

1900/1960, kleine Schachtel mit über 180 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 sehr gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und vereinzelte auch
frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit zahlreichen kulturellen Darstellungen wie u.a. Typen, Krieger,
Arbeitswelt und Missionare. Die Karten sind meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

FRANZÖSISCH-GUYANA
W

20605

1892/1947, comprehensive mint and used holding in a thick album, comprising Dubois and Groupe,
definitives, overprints, airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

FRANZÖSISCH-INDIEN
P 206 06

1859/1876, collection of the issues Eagle, Ceres, Napoleon and Sage (not listed in Maury), oblit. by
losange muet of Mahe/Yanaon, neatly arranged on album pages, incl. units up to strip of four, blue
strikes, attractive copies etc., very interesting lot! (M)

g/ d

.2

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA
see al so 21 3 3 8, 2251 6

W

20607

1889/1949, comprehensive mint and used holding in a thick album, comprising Groupe and Grasset, */ **/ g/
definitives, airmails, postage dues, strong section 1940's etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)
(*)

W

20608•
20609

1890/1944 (ca.), mint and used on pages, two old part-collections inc. dues. (M)

W

**/ */ (*)/ g

1892/1954, sophisticated balance of apprx. 140 covers/cards, showing a nice range of interesting
frankings, registered, censored and airmail, also good section French field post. In addition apprx. 44
unused stationeries and a selection of loose stamps. A very interesting lot which deserves a closer look! (S)
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W

20610•

1901-02 Eight Indian postal stationery envelopes ½a. used to Saigon, each with resp. tax marks and on
their reverse with postage due stamps 20c./40c. of the general issues for French Colonies, in mixed
condition. (T) Franz. Col. P. due 8+10

b

250, -

W

20611

1905/1935 (ca.), assortment of 20 entires, some stronger postal wear, incl. blue double ring “POSTE
RURALE PROVINCE DE NGHE-AN YEN-LI“ on 1918 military cover, four 1920s telegrams, registered
airmail etc. (T)

b

400, -

W

20612•

1920's-30's: 34 covers sent to India (most of them registered), bearing various frankings and
cancelleations as well as specials like 1932 cover to Attangudi, India franked 1931 10c. blue tied by
“PAQUEBOT SINGAPORE/28 MR/32“ c.d.s., in mixed condition. (S)

b

100, -

W

20613•

1931/40, air mail covers by Air Orient / Air France (26 inc. two airletters, one w. blue pmk. “Cap St.
Jacques“) inc. FFC France-Indochina 1931, FFC Hanoi-Hong Kong 1938, FFC Hanoi-Saigon “in 5 hours“
1938, otherwise commercial only to USA, Germany, France, England, Java. (M)

e

220, -

W

20614•

1940, INCOMING WARTIME MAIL: France, group of 10 airmail covers from Grenoble to Hanoi in French
Indochina. All covers mailed prior to german invasion between January and May 1940 and are correctly
franked with standard letter rate '4 F' or double letter rate '7 F', each cover with arrival mark on reverse. F/
VF condition. All covers uncommonly remained UNCENSORED. Very unusual long-distance wartime mail! (T)

b

180, -

P 206 15

1940/1941, WW II MILITARY MAIL to FRENCH LEVANT/PALESTINE/FRANCE, group of eight airmail
covers from TONKIN showing various routings, endorsements, censorings, redirections etc. Rarely
seen lot of postal history! (T)

b

.

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA - POSTÄMTER IN SÜDCHINA
see al so 2251 6

20616•
20617

1892/1940 (ca.), mint and used on pages inc. Kuangchow-wan inc. dues and a page offices in China. (M)

*/ (*)/ g

90, -

1901/1919, mint and used holding in a thick album, comprising general issues, Canton, Hoi-Hao, MongTzeu, Pakhoi (incl. ten values Yvert 9 mint), Yunnan-Fou, Tchongking, in addition some French P.O.China
and Cochinchina. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

*/ g/ (*)

250, -

P 20618

1902/1904, mainly general issues+Pakhoi, lot of 60 stamps showing varieties of overprint (inverted,
shifted, mutilated, double etc.). (T)

*

500, -

W
W

FRANZÖSISCH-POLYNESIEN
20619•
W

206 20

W

W

1942/1975 (ca.), almost exclusively MNH holding on retail cards, main value in 1960's with better
stamps like 1965 IUT (2), 1965 Harpooning etc. Cat.value significantly more than 1.000,- €. (S)
**/ */ b

150, -

1958/1978, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH collection of 28 complete sheets (=505 proofs),
only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. 1971 Water-Skiing. (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

206 21

.

1958/1998, MNH accumulation in a stockbook with many better issues and well sorted throughout,
comprising e.g. 1965 ITU (3), 1965 Underwater Hunting (4), Paintings issues, 1971 Sport Games
souvenir sheet etc. High cat.value! (A)

**

.

20622

1975, paintings from polynesian artists part set of three incl. 60fr. Street Scene (J. Day), 80fr. Fishes (J.
Steinmetz) and 100fr. Woman (A.v.d. Heyde) in a lot with approx. 700 stamps each mostly in larger
blocks to complete (folded) sheetlets of ten, mint never hinged, Mi. 205/07, € 19.600,-- + (S) 205/07

**

500, -

FRANZÖSISCH-SUDAN
W

206 23+

1887/1951, exhibition collection “The Evolution of French Sudan & Niger“ on 158 pages with many
complete issues, proofs, essays, 160 covers and cards, imperforated stamps, overprint-varieties and
other special features. The collection stared with forerunner France colonies issue 15 C. blue with
postmark “CORR. D‘ARMÈE ST.Louis 23.NOV.87“ on cover to Kayes with arrival mark (certificate
Roumet), Dalay no. 1 on cover from “KAYES 18.AVRIL.94“ to Marseilles (certificate Calves), pair
Dalay no. 2. on registered cover from “BAFOULABE 2.JUIL.94“ to France (ex John Sacher), some
registered covers with frankings of the allegory edition, Dalay no. 3-15 as “deluxe printings“ (only
25 sets exist), various fieldpost letters, rare cancellations (among other things “Moyen Niger - Bobo
Diolasso“), issues Senegal Niger with imperforated Plate and Die proofs, Dalay no. 17 as large
Master The Proof and two different booklets, Sudan Issue 1931 with Die and Master Proofs and
Zeppelin cover 2th South America flight 1933, Niger Issues with Die and Master Proofs and Zeppelin
cover 6th South America Flight 1934, better stamps often signed or with certificates, very nice
object! (S)
g/ **/ */
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de
(*)/ g/ b

.

FRANZÖSISCH-WESTAFRIKA
see al so 2059 9

W

206 24

1954/1958, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH assortment of ten complete sheets (=275
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. Yv. 49, PA18/20, 73/74. (M)

.

W

206 25

**

1954/1958, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH assortment of twelve complete sheets (=325
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. Yv. PA18/20, 50, 73/74. (M)

206 26

**

.2

W

1958/1959, Flower definitives complete set of five in a lot with 120 IMPERFORATE sets mostly in
blocks/20 (total 600 imperf. stamps!), MNH and scarce, Mi. 95/99 var. (T) 95/99 var.

**

.
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FRANZÖSISCHE GEBIETE IN DER ANTARKTIS
see al so 23 469

20627

1955, Madagascar 15fr. bird 'Uratelornis chimaera' with red opt. 'TERRES AUSTRALES ET ANTARCTIQUES
FRANCAISES' in a lot with about 300 stamps in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged and scarce,
Mi. 1, € 4.800,-- + (Maury 1, € 6.600,-- +) (T) 1

**

400, -

P 206 28•

1955/1987, comprehenisve MNH accumulation on stocksheets (only a few are hinged), plenty of
better early stamps noted. Only the early period (up to apprx. 1970) was calculated to a Maury cat.
value of apprx. 8.000,- €. (M)

**/ *

P 20629
P 20630

1955/2014, MNH collection in a stockbook, appears to be complete. (S)

**

.2
800, -

1956/1969, lot of eleven better stamps plus one imperforate colour proof: Maury nos. A2/3, A4, 20, 21,
A6, 23 proof, A7, 27 (2), A14, A17. Maury cat.value 1.900,- € + proof. (T)

**

350, -

1956/1997, MNH collection/assortment in a stockbook, incl. 1956 50fr.+100fr. Airmails, 1990s
showing 31 imperfs and 16 epreuve de luxe. (M)

**

250, -

1956/2008, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a stockbook, well sorted throughout with many
better issues like Maury nos. A2/3, 12/15, A4, 16/19, 23, 24, A7, A8, A9, 27 etc. Very high cat.
value! (A)

**

1957/1976, lot of seven covers/cards with attractive frankings incl. se-tenants, cachet marks, nice
range of postmarks Terre Adelie, Archipel Kergulen, Iles Saint Paul et Amsterdam, Alfred-Faure-Crozet,
Dumont -d'Urville-T.Adeile. (T)

b

60, -

20634

1960, Yves Joseph de Kerguelen de Tremarec (french navigator) 25fr. in a lot with 50 IMPERFORATE
stamps in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 23 var. (T) 23 var.

**

P 20635
P 20636

1965/1995, assortment of apprx. 77 covers with attractive frankings, e.g. three copies of 1965 UIT. (S)

b

350, 300, -

1972/2007, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

500, -

P 20637

1973/2004, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (K)

b

500, -

P 20638

1976/1994, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

500, -

P 20639

1976/2005, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

500, -

P 206 40

1976/2016, collection of 1.100+ covers/cards, showing a lovely range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc., in addition some Ross Dependency and Canada-Arctic. (K)

b

W

20641

1977, Antarctic Marine Life, 10fr. “Eared Seal“, lot of 150 stamps within (folded) gutter sheets, mint
never hinged. Maury no. PA48 (150), 2.250,- € (price for single stamps without premium for gutters/
coins dates). (M)

**

110, -

W

20642

1979, Ships set of two with 0.40fr. warship 'Forbin' and 0.50fr. aircraft carrier 'Jeanne d'Arc' in a lot with
44 IMPERFORATE sets mostly in strips or blocks, mint never hinged and scarce, unlisted in Michel
(133/34 var.), Maury 80/81, € 1.540,-- + (T) 133/34 var.

**

160, -

W

W

20631

W

206 32

W

20633•

W

.

.2

FRANZÖSISCHE SOMALIKÜSTE
W

206 43+

1894/1958, a splendid, mainly mint collection on album pages, comprising e.g. 1893 overprints
five values complete (5c. mint signed Roumet, 1 on 5fr. mint signed Calves, 5fr. mint signed Brun),
1894/1900 definitives “Views“ 1c.-50fr. complete set of 16 values mint (two top values signed
Calves etc.) plus 10c., 30c. and 50c. bisected used on piece, 1899/1902 overprints six values (nos.
25+26 signed Brun), following issues, 1942 France Libre overprints etc. An outstanding top
collection of this country! (M)

W

20644

W

206 45

1894/1966, comprehensive mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material, from early */ g/ **/
issues, definitives, France Libre overprints, airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)
(*)
1956/1958, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH assortment of twelve complete sheets (=300
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. 1956 500fr. “Harbour“ and 1958
“Wildlife“. (M)

*/ d/ g

2.
200, -

**

.2

1964/1969, lot of 9166 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various topics
like Kennedy,Olympic Games 1964, Egypt Art, Butterflies and many more. Most items are multiple
or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

.

1964/1970, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: from a few stamps to a few thousand stamps. With nice topics: animals, Olympics,
paintings, personalities, transport, flowers, etc. In total 24.906 complete issues and sets, 5.120
part sets or single stamps and 53 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel
250.983 €. (K6)

**

.

FUDSCHAIRA / FUJEIRA

see al so 21 666, 23 008, 23 009 , 23 056, 23 057, 23 059 , 23 09 8,
23 1 22, 23 1 41 , 23 1 43 , 23 1 44, 23 1 64, 23 1 69 , 23 1 73 , 23 1 74, 23 272, 23 41 7
W

W

206 46
206 47
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206 48

1965/1969 (ca.), enormous stock of used perforated and imperforated stamps with hundreds to
thousands of copies each. Obviously all in larger units or complete sheets sorted in small boxes or
envelopes. Many nice topics like animals, butterflies, ships, sports, trains etc. High catalogue value!
(K8)

g

20649
20650•

1966/1985 (ca.), reichhaltige, postfrische Zusammenstellung mit vielen schönen Motiven (A2)

**

130, -

1968/1972, comprehensive accumulation/stock in a large box, mostly MNH, some used material (CTO)
with many complete sets and souvenir sheets, often in higher quantities or in sheets , incl. attractive
thematics like Space, Olympic Games, Animals, Boy Scouts, Paintings etc. (K)

**

170, -

b/ FDC

160, -

.

W

20651•

1969, APOLLO, group of 18 covers: Michel nos. 399/407 A and A 399/407 A on four f.d.c. 5 JUN 1969;
Michel nos. B 399/407 A/B, Bl. 17 A/B, 408/16 A/B, A 416/I 416 A/B on 14 registered airmail covers
to Germany. Attractive ensemble - rarely offered! (M)

W

20652•

1969/1972, assortment incl. de luxe sheets on registered covers, further unaddressed envelopes with
attractive frankings, imperf. proofs etc., incl. thematic issues “Space“, “Football“ and “Paintings“. (K)
b/ **/ *

170, -

W

20653

1970, Apollo space flights, 300 x Michel no. 390/398 mint never hinged in full sheets of 12 stamps.
Catalogue value 3900 €. (S) 390/398 (300)

**

250, -

W

20654•

1971, 500th anniversary of Abrecht DÜRER gold and silver foil stamps investment lot with about 535
stamps incl. silver perf. (55) and imperf. (160) and gold perf. (160) and imperf. (160), mint never hinged,
unusual and scarce, Mi. 669/70 A+B, € 6.420,-- (S)

**

160, -

W

20655•

1971, Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART gold and silver foil stamps investment lot with about 410 stamps incl.
silver perf. (95) and imperf. (100) and gold perf. (55) and imperf. (160), mint never hinged, unusual and
scarce, Mi. 776/77 A+B, € 4.920,-- (S)

**

160, -

1900/1930, kleine Schachtel mit über 100 historischen Ansichtskarten. Das Material ist überwiegend
ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und vereinzelte auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit zahlreichen
kulturellen Darstellungen wie u.a. Typen, Krieger, Arbeitswelt und Missionare. Die Karten sind meist in
guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

150, -

GABUN
W

20656

1900/1930, small box with more then 100 historical postcards. They are mainly unused, some were
circulated and only a few were franked. Very nice mixture with different cultural topics like Guys, warriors,
working environment and missionaries. Excellent condition and a great collection. (S)

W

206 57

1904/1993, comprehensive mint and used stock in two thick albums with plenty of material, from
colonial period and main value from in dependence with main value in the MNH stamps, many
thematic sets, commemoratives, airmails, gold foil issues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (K)

**/ g/ *

W

20658

1905/79 holding of about 120 unused postal stationary, letters and cards, mostly after 1960 and in
good condition (S)

GA/ b/
FDC

P 206 59

1869/1872, QV embossed issue without watermark, mint group of three copies each of 4d. brown
and 6d. blue incl. shades, neatly arranged on album page. These early issues of Gambia are quite
rarely seen, lovely opportunity! (M)

*/ (*)

W

20660

1880 holding of about 150 unused and used postal stationery postcards and registered envelopes, in
addition some covers and FDC, mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b/
FDC

W

20661

1880/1912 holding of ca. 140 unused postal stationery, while cards, double cards, revaluations (double
and shifted imprints), specimen (P 5-7, U 5), in mainly good condition (S)

GA

W

20662

1986, AMERIPEX old cars, lot with 560 complete sets and 325 souvenir sheets. Michel 14.775,- €. (S)

**

160, 250, -

1919-23 Collection of about 150 mint and used stamps including multiples, specials like tête-bêche,
varieties, a section of stamps overprinted for use at the General Consulate in Constantinople etc., plus
two covers, one to Constantinople (arrival c.d.s.) in 1921, the other to Switzerland via Moscow (transit
dater) in 1923. (M)

*/ g/ b

450, -

20664

2006, “50 Jahre Europamarken“. Lot zu 1.000 Sätzen in Bogen gezähnt und ungezähnt und 1.000
Blockgarnituren zu 4 Blöcken, postfrisch. Postpreis ca. 2.500,-. Mi. 14.000,- Euro. (S) 507/10, Bl. 35/38 (1000)

**

100, -

W

20665

1956/82 holding of ca. 380 unused/CTO-used/used postal stationary, besides, many aerograms with
different watermarks, different overprint types (also inverted) and other varieties (colour shifts, missing
colours), in addition still another unused card, some unused registered envelopes and some pieces of
the Gold Coast, mainly in good condition (S)

GA

220, -

W

20666

1957/67 highly specialized holding of about 1,090 unused and used aerograms, including the first issues
(H&G F1-4 + F8) with different positions and types of overprint Ghana on aerograms of the Gold Coast,
including different variants of the watermark, in the used aerograms large variety of cancellations, mostly
foreign mail, a great specialist lot, attractive starting price, viewing recommended (S) H&G F1-4 + 8

GA

220, -

.
160, -

GAMBIA
.
250, -

GEORGIEN

see al so 201 80, 23 209

P 20663

GHANA
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20667

1957/90 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 1.120 postal stationeries and some covers, many airgrams (mostly
commercially used, cancellations of many different places), also some unused and unfolded items, incl.
a few postal stationery envelopes for registered mail, mostly in good condition. (S)

GA/ b

300, -

20668

1959/67 holding of ca. 920 used aerograms (H&G F6-8), in the variety are with certainty different
variants of the watermark available, these, however, not expertised, large diversity of cancellations,
much foreign mail, mainly in good condition (S)

GA

160, -

**

250, -

GOLDKÜSTE
P 20669

1954, QEII definitives 5s. 'Surfboats' and 10s. 'Forest' in a lot with 42 stamps each in blocks of four, six
or ten incl. some from margins, mint never hinged and scarce! SG. 163/64, £ 2.478 + (T) SG. 163/64

GRENADA

see al so 23 3 65

P 20670

1861/1881, mainly used collection of 54 stamps of early QV issues on written up album pages,
specialised to watermarks/shades. Attractive offer! (M)

g/ *

400, -

20671•

1949/1967. Nice collection of 24 AIRLETTERS KGVI and QEII. Used and/or unused. Great variety.
INCLUSIVE 2 RARE DIE PROOFS: KGVI 12c (March 1, 1952) and QEII 7c (February 2, 1956). All items are
mounted on sheets ready for exhibition. (M)

GA

130, -

W

GRENADINEN VON GRENADA
W

206 72

1992, Olympics and EXPO, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir
sheets. Varying quantity. In total 9.860 complete sets, 21.160 single stamps and 37.843 souvenir
sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 837.939 €. (K9)

**

.

GUADELOUPE

W

20673

1884/1947. Collection on preprinted Édition MOC. Inclusive postage due. Unused and used. Quality
offer. (M)

20674

1889/1947, comprehensive mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material, from early
overprints, Dubois and Groupe series, definitives, airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ g/ */ **/
estate! (A)
(*)

240, -

*/ g

200, -

GUATEMALA
W

206 75

1871-1930, Comprehensive Collection in two large boxes, Albums, stockcards and neatly mounted
and knowledgeably written on exhibition leaves. This part of a traditional exhibit collection includes
proofs, mint singles & multiples, varieties, used with cancellation & covers showing an array of rates
& usages. 1871 Arms First Issue with imperf gutter strip of six, array of numeral town cancels, 1873
Arms Second Issue many town & colour cancels, 1875 Liberty Third Issue and 1878 Indian Head
Fourth Issue, all four values with mint singles & blocks, some with watermark varieties, inscriptional
multiples, imperfs, misperfs. etc., plus an assembly of usages on fiscal documents, used selection
with town & colour cancels, 1879 Small Quetzal Fifth Issue Showing mint multiples, some used with
fancy cancels. Provenance: Some items from the following collections Cervera, Hubbard, Lange,
Madden, Spycher & Wyler, Plantinga. Fine-Very Fine and fascinating collection with substantial
retail value of this difficult and seldom affered area. (K2)

b/ **/
*/ g

.

GUATEMALA - GANZSACHEN
W

20676

1890/1900, 25 stationaries, mostly used commercially abroad or as inland mail including a telegraph
and three ambulante cancellations. Covers sometimes with creases, but overall good condition. (S)

120, -

GA

GUINEA

see al so 23 09 6, 23 1 41 , 23 1 44, 23 202, 23 21 2
W

206 77

1953/1983, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity. With nice topics: animals, flowers, Olympics, personalities, scouts, Lenin, soccer, etc. In
total 89.294 complete sets, 14.034 part sets or single stamps and 772 souvenir sheets. A summary
of all items is available. Michel 1.109.615 €. (K14)

**

W

20678

1958/1980, comprehensive MNH stock in a thick album with plenty of material (only are few are used/
hinged=irrelevant), well sorted throughout incl. definitives, commemoratives, airmails, postage dues,
imperfs, 1963 15fr. Red Cross block of six “printed on the gummed side“, nice range of thematic issues
etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

**

W

206 79

1965/1982. Lot of 2,852 IMPERFORATE stamps showing various interesting topics like Animals
(birds, insects, wildlife etc), Soccer, Folk Dancing, Olympic Games Mexico City ‚68 and Montreal ‚76,
Agriculture, and some more. Most items also multiple or in units. All mint, NH. (K)

**

W

20680

**

W

206 81

1965/1983, lot with 417 mint never hinged imperforated sets. With some nice topics like aviation,
personalities, telephone, masks, Robert Koch, etc. In Michel not listed. High retail. (S)
1966/1979 (ca.), enormous stock of used perforated and imperforated stamps with hundreds to
thousands of copies each. Obviously all in complete sheets sorted in small boxes or envelopes.
Includes a few souvenir sheets. Many nice topics like animals, fishes, flowers, plains, sports etc.
High catalogue value! (K4)

g
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1967, RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED BIOLOGY (SNAKES) - Lot of 2 items containing booklet with
artist's stamp-sized drawing for the souvenir sheet and frame (non-approved), artist Isabel, Unique. (M)

250, -

Block 24
W

W

20683
20684

1968/1983, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: from a few
stamps up to 500 stamps. With nice topics: soccer, space, animals, Lenin, Kennedy, Olympics, etc.
Including some imperforated stamps. Michel ca. 11.000 €. (S)

**

450, -

1980, first moon landing, Guinea 500 x Michel no. 883/890 A mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue
value 5500 € (S) 883/890 A (500)

**

300, -

GUINEA-BISSAU
see al so 23 3 26

20685

1949/2004, Portuguese Guinea and Guinea Bissau, mint never hinged dealer stock, neatly sorted in
glassines. Michel 7900,- €. (S)

**

400, -

W

20686

2001, ARTS AND CRAFTS, complete set of five in miniature sheets with 20 stamps each, in an investment
lot of 2000 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 1888/92, cat. val. 24.000,-€) (S) 1888/1892

**

500, -

W

20687

2001, Freighter 'Rita Maria' 5.000fr. in a lot with 100 miniature sheets, MNH and scarce! Mi. Bl. 337, €
2.500,-- (T) Bl. 337

**

150, -

W

20688

2002, FISHES, complete set of three in sheets, in an investment lot of 2000 sets mint never hinged (Mi.
no. 2025/27, cat. val. 20.000,-€) (S) 2025/27

**

450, -

1992/1994, duplicated accumulation in large box with about 250 GOLD and SILVER issues incl. single
stamps, sheetlets/4 and miniature sheets incl. a few varieties, attractive THEMATIC ISSUES etc. all on
First Day Covers, very unusual and scarce lot for country or thematic collectors or resellers with a very
high retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

FDC

900, -

**

GUYANA

see al so 2281 7, 22823 , 2289 9 , 229 49 , 23 077, 23 078, 23 082, 23 083 , 23 1 1 1 , 23 21 1 , 23 3 74, 23 3 85,
23 3 86, 23 3 87, 23 3 88, 23 409 , 23 41 0, 23 41 2, 23 41 3 , 23 41 9 , 23 441 , 23 464, 23 485, 23 506, 23 507
W

20689

W

206 90

1992/1994, important and very specialised collection in two albums with different GOLD and
SILVER issues incl. stamps (95), sheetlets of four (45) and miniature sheets (305) with many nice
thematic issues but also a large part VARIETIES incl. PROOFS, missing impressions and background
printings, optd. or dotted SPECIMEN and others, mint never hinged and a very unusual and attractive
collection - please inspect carefully! (A2)

W

206 91

2000/2001 (approx). You will probably never have seen such a collection before! It contains ca. 283
different mint, nh, imperforate stamps and 18 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets. The print run of
these imperforate stamps is partly very small, so that from some issues only a few pieces exist! (A)
2000/2001 (ca). Eine solche Sammlung werden Sie vermutlich noch nie gesehen haben! Sie beinhaltet
ca. 283 verschiedene postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie 18 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Die
Auflage dieser ungezähnten Marken ist teilweise sehr klein, so dass von einigen Ausgaben nur ein paar
Stück existent sind! (A)
ex 6805/9802

W

206 92

**

.3

2.

2004/2009. Very interesting collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which partly to our
knowledge have never been offered in an auction before. Altogether there are about 126 mint, nh,
imperforate stamps and about 17 imperforate miniature sheets in the collection. An object, which
is offered in this form extremely rare and an enrichment of every large Guyana collection represents!
Also suitable for detailing very well! (A)
2004/2009. Hochinteressante Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise
nach unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der
Sammlung etwa 126 postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa 17 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein
Objekt, welches in dieser Form äußerst selten angeboten wird und eine Bereicherung jeder großen
Guyana-Sammlung darstellt! Auch zur Detaillierung bestens geeignet! (A)
7643/8064

**

.2

b

.

HAITI

see al so 23 1 44, 23 1 9 2

P 206 93•

170

1821-1912: “HAITI HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS“ Part II: Following the Haiti documents collection Part
I, offered and sold in our last auction, we have the pleasure to offer this second part consisting of
more than 40 documents from the first free Latin American state of Haiti, created on January 1,
1804 in the former French colony of Saint-Domingue. The documents are from presidents and
generals or officials, mostly with corresponding letterheads and original signatures. The signatories
were predominantly former slaves who founded the independent state and now held high government
positions. There are letters from/signed by Presidents as Jean-Pierre Boyer (1818-1843), Michel
Domingue (1874-1876), Cincinnatus Leconte (1911-1912) and Oreste Zamor (1914), also documents
from/signed by Generals Luis Defrème, Jean-Babtiste Fabre, Jérôme M. Borgella, Mompoint Jeune,
Aureline Jeanty, A. Jean, Joseph Larrieux, Hériston Hérissé, Esme Parret, Prud‘homme Lecorps,
Constantin Ancion, Prosper Fanre, Calix Blaise, Cheramene Lerebours, Louis Tanis Aine, L-J- Malary,
Annibal V. Hilaire, Mentor Nicolas, Stéphan Peralte and others, plus few specials like document from
the General Consulte of Haiti in Amsterdam (1929). A very unusual collection full of Haiti history,
and unique in this form. (MS)
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Start
1880‘s-1980‘s: Collection of about 100 covers, letters, postcards, posrtal stationery items and
documents, from an 1886 document of the US Consul at Haiti regarding export of Coffee et al., up
to modern covers, written up on pages titled “Special Cancels“, “Advertising covers“, “Postal
Operaions“ and other specials, accompanied by several stamps, vignettes and photographs. (A)

b/ GA/
d/ */ g

.

W

20695

1881/1960 (ca.), used and mint collection/accumulation on leaves/stockpages, with plenty of
interesting material from early issues, overprints, airmails, commemoratives etc. (M)

g/ */ (*)

150, -

W

20696

1881/1970 (ca.), used collection on Schaubek pages, well collected throughout from early issues,
overprints, commemoratives, airmails etc. (M)

g

150, -

P 20697

1900/1960 (ca.), POSTMARKS OF HAITI, specialised collection of apprx. 150 cards/covers and apprx.
240 stamps, arranged on written up album pages in three volumes. (A3)

g/ b

500, -

20697A

1904/1949, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of apprx. 228 stamps within multiples (mainly blocks of
four) incl. marginal imprints. (A)

**

450, -

W

HOLYLAND

see al so 21 1 63 , 21 59 8, 23 9 83 , 23 9 84, 23 9 85, 243 1 9 , 25003 , 253 9 1 , 25870, 28785

P 206 98

1658-1950 ca.: Specialized collection of about 150 covers, letters, postcards, postal stationery
items etc. reflecting the postal history of Holyland and later Palestine, well written up on pages,
starting with an old Islamic Suni Fikh letter 1069 AH (1658 AD), with several pre-philatelic letters
and covers as 1815 cover from the Swiss Confederation (large paper seal) addressed to H.M.
Ferdinand IV., King of Sicily & Jerusalem, or 1823 letter from a Franciscan Pater in Jerusalem to
Mallorca, followed by early franked covers from the various periods of Austrian, French and Russian
Levant, the Ottoman era, later occupation periods etc., up to Palestine postal history from the E.E.F.
to later 1948 Interim Period, with a lot of key and valuable items, registered, air, Zeppelin, censored
and Military mail, also incoming mail worldwide, and a lot of unusual and interesting items more. (S)

b/ GA

3.

b

.

W

206 99

1655/1872, extraordinary exhibit on 26 album pages, comprising 29 covers/letters, e.g. Franciscan
Convent envelope Jerusalem to Madrid in 1655, probably the earliest known letter from Jerusalem,
few other early convent, church, patriarchate and monk letters including incoming mail, the earliest
recorded internal letter from Jerusalem to Sayda in 1707, a Mont Zion letter to Rome in 1737,
important Venice correspondance letters, pre-adhesive period cholera desinfection letters, private
and monk courier letters, a scarce arabic courier letter from Jaffa to Jerusalem in 1824, good
destinations to Spain, Constantinopoli and USA in early period, diplomatic courier mail between
consulates in Palestine and Egypt, Admirality Royal post from Genova to Jerusalem in 1849, Mail
from Jerusalem through British Post in Alexandria to Edinburgh in 1842, early British Consulate
correspondance in 1838, British franked incoming mail 1858, early mail via Beyrouth etc. (A)

W

20700

1890/1918 ca., Ottoman Empire, comprehensive postmark collection with 34 covers/cards and more
than 60 stamps/fragments on pages, comprising various types of Jerusalem datestamps, i.a. QUART.
ISRAELITE, CAMP IMPERIAL JERUSALEM, railway cds BUR.AMB.JAFFA-JERUSALEM, further postmarks
from ACRE, BEIT-UL-LAHM, BENI-SAAB, BON-SAMARITAINE, CAIFFA, ERIHA, JAFFA, JERICHO, NAPLOUS
etc. Included is registered mail, censored mail, preprinted commercial envelopes, attractive picture g/ d/ b/
postcards, stamps in multiples and many other interesting items. (M)
GA

800, -

W

20701•

1908-14, “Italian Post in the Holy Land“ : Album containing 10 cards, one mint Gerusalemme postal
stationery and part of a parcel card used in Gerusalemme, all from or to Palestine, few franked with
Gerusalemme issues, fine and a scarce offer (A)

Ak

400, -

W

20702•

1951/1967, mainly 1960s, “The Postal History of Judea and Samaria“ (West Bank of Jordan), collection
of apprx. 690 postal documents/forms (without adhesives), showing a marvellous range of different
postmarks incl. smaller towns. (K)

b

700, -

HONDURAS
W

20703

1964/1978, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: from 275
to 1655 stamps. With nice topics: Olympics, botanic, SOS Children village. In total 3.702 complete
sets and 1.375 single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel 38.867 €. (K)

**

.3

HONGKONG

see al so 203 9 7, 20440

P 20704

1862/1962, mint and used collection on album pages, from a nice section QV heads, KGV definitives
showing mint material up to $5, KGVI-QEII definitives and commemoratives etc. (M)

g/ */ **

500, -

P 20705•

1862-1990's: Used collection on stock pages in a binder, starting with cpl. set of first 1862 issue,
second issue incl. 96c. olive-bistre, following issues including 1891/1898 overprints, 1891 Jubilee,
KEVI. and KGV. issues to $5 etc., plus some colour shades, varieties etc. (A)

g

500, -

20706•

1997, $5 classic series minature s/s, series #10, 500 copies, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat.
1500.-). (T) Bl. 55 (500)

**

140, -

20707•

2006, fireworks s/s with Svarowsky chrystals, paralell issue with Austria, in special folder, 50 copies
mint never hinged (Michel cat. 2500.-). (S) Bl. 166 (50)

**

300, -
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HONGKONG - AUTOMATENMARKEN
W

20708

1987/1997: This lot contains 879 FDC / covers from the Frama postage labels issued between 1987
and 1997 including the rare large sets of 7 values from the Ox issue on FDC. (Michel cat. value appr.
10,000 EUR) (K)
1987/1997: FDC Lot von 8 verschiedenen Ausgaben: 1x FDC (4 Werte) Drachen/Dragon, 18x FDC (4
Werte) Kaninchen/Rabbit, 331x FDC (4 Werte) Schlange/Snake, 54x FDC (4 Werte) Pferd/Horse, 117x
FDC (1 Wert) Pferd/Horse, 107x FDC (4 Werte) Ziege/Ram, 39x FDC (4 Werte) Ziege/Ram (2.Tarif), 10x
Brief (1 Wert) Affe/Monkey, 81x FDC (4 Werte) Affe/Monkey, 34x FDC (4 Werte) Huhn/Rooster, 33x FDC
(4 Werte) Huhn/Rooster (2.Tarif), 25+29x FDC (4+3 Werte) Ochse/Ox seltener großer Satz mit 7 ATM
0.10 - 5.00. Insgesamt 879 FDC! (Michelwert ca. 10.000 EUR) (K)

FDC

550, -

b

100, -

HONGKONG - BESONDERHEITEN
W

20709

1903-10: Group of 25 postcards from a corresondence of the “Hongkong & Shanghai Banking
Corporation“ in Hamburg, Germany each franked by German 'Germania' 5pf. showing PERFIN “H.S.B.“
(different positions), good/fine. (T)

20710•

1933/50s (ca.), The Kowloon Motor Bus Company punched bilingual tickets, 10 C. pink (15) or 20 C.
yellow (20). Also Vehicular Ferry Kowloon-Hong Kong (by Hongkong & Yaumati Ferry Co. Ltd.) tickets $3
(5, two with red and three with green strokes). Total 40 tickets. (T)

50, -

INDIEN - VORPHILATELIE
W

20711•

1807-1860 ca.- HANDSTRUCK COVERS: Collection of 49 stampless covers, many written up on
pages, including early “FREE“ h/s, handstamps unrecorded by Giles, some covers from PONDICHERRY
(French Possession) with various postmarks, SOLDIER‘S letters+covers (mutiny of the Bengal
Sepoys) or 1836 ‚India Soldier‘s Letter/3/London‘ h/s, find various kinds of maritime mail, an 1844
forwarded letter, redirected mail, etc., a wide variety of early Indian postal history. (S)

b

W

20712•

1836-50's: Seven satmpless covers from or to India, with 1836 letter from London to Calcutta with “PAID
SHIP LETTER LONDON“ Crown d/s and Calcutta Ship Letter receiving datestamps, covers/letters with
SHIP LETTER datestamps of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, letters with ship names (instruct. in m/s)
etc., plus a stampless 1867 letter India-England. (T)

b

200, -

g

100, -

.

INDIEN

see al so 21 3 42, 21 3 54, 21 3 58, 229 08, 23 3 77, 23 458
1854/1855, Lithographed issue, ½a. blue, 1a. red and 2a. green, three used stamps. (T)

W

20713•
20714

1854/1960 (ca.), comprehensive accumulation in two stockbooks, comprising a vast range of various
definitives QV-KGV with apprx. 1.450 stamps, also 1931 1a. mauve/chocolate with blurred impression
of mauve colour (not a real double impression but appears like this), in addition a comprehensive
holding of post-independence officials and some states. (S)

g/ */ **

300, -

W

20715•

g/ */ (*)

300, -

W

20716

1854/1960 (ca.), used and mint collection in a thick Scott album, from classic QV stamps well collected
throughout, also a considerable section of various states, some Burma and Pakistan. (A)
1854-1916 ESSAYS & REPRINTS: Comprehensive collection of more than 80 singles, multiples and
sheets of essays and reprints of the 1854 lithographed (½a., 1a. and 4a.) and typographed (2a.)
issues, with a lot of rare and unique items including the sheets of 4a. 1916 reprints of 4a. Head and
Frame (separately) as the only ones in private hands, the rows of four with essays of the 2a. and 4a.
plus ornaments as 1890 and 1916 reprints in black and red, resp., and many other rarities, most of
them with detailed description on old auction lot cards, some from famous collections as from
Spence or Wilmot Corfield, several with certificates. A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF SCARCE, RARE AND
UNIQUE ITEMS REFLECTING THE IMPORTANCE OF INDIAN FIRST GENERAL ISSUES. (K)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

(*)/ *

P 20717

1854-1940's: Mint and used collection on black leaves, starting with 10 Lithographs (five ½a. blue incl.
Die II, three 1a. red incl. pair, two 4a. cut-to-shape) plus a 2a. green, followed by the various QV issues
up to 5r. used plus several mint stamps (India ½a. and 1a6p. optd. SPECIMEN), the Kings issues up to
5r., used mostly, plus three QV stamps used in ADEN, QV 8a. used in Bushire, PERSIA, a KEVII. 2a6p.
used MUSCAT and a QV 6a. used in ZANZIBAR, also some Officials, and few “C.E.F.“ used. (M)

g/ *

P 20718•

1854-1946 British India mint: Collection of more than 400 mint stamps, almost all different, from
1854-55 ½a.(x4), 1a. (Die II, variety “ONNE for ONE“) and 2a. green (x3, one RPS certificate),
following issues including many good QV East India stamps mint/unused, QV India issues up to 5r.,
KEVII. up to 15r., the KGV and KGVI. issues up to 25r., etc., also Officials from small “Service.“
overprints including many good sets as KEVII. up to 25r. optd. “On H.M.S.“, or the various KGV. and
KGVI. issues up to top Rupee values, and C.E.F. issues incl. KGV. up to 1r., and few others, plus few
used as 1854 lithographed 4a. blue & red two cut square singles from 2nd printing. A few stamps
(especially from 1856-60‘s issues) with minor imperfections or without gum but nevertheless AN
ALMOST FINE AND CLEAN COLLECTION. (SG about £20,000) (M)

**/ */
(*)/ g

W
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P 20719•

1854-1946: Collection of more than 700 stamps, used mostly, some mint, starting with 32
Lithographs, the following QV issues with a lot of colour shades, multiples, two copies of the 1866
Provisionals (SG 66), etc., KEVII. issues up to 25r., and KGV up to 25r. (three singles, one with Wmk
Single Star), and KGVI. stamps including interesting stamps like marginal copy of 15r. (Wmk Mult
Star upright) bearing part of a native c.d.s., plus some C.E.F. and I.E.F. stamps (with datestamps
from various F.P.O.‘s), Officials from nine QV stamps bearing small “Service.“ ovpt. (one with variety)
to several 25r. values, and some stamps used abroad (Aden, Burma, Iraq, Persia, Zanzibar et al.) plus g/ (*)/ */
few from Indian states. The quality is found mixed but mostly good to very fine. (M)
**

P 20720

2.

1854-1946: Collection of mostly used stamps of British India and Indian Convention States, starting
with 21 lithographed stamps plus three 2a. green (one used Singapore), the following issues
including used abroad, colour shades etc. with KEVII. up to 15r. and KG issues up to the 25r., plus
Officials. Accompanied by a collection of Convention states up to several high values, plus part
collection Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma, also few modern issues, few postal stationery items, picture **/ */ g/
postcards and covers, and last but not least a part literature as H&G part India etc. (K)
b/ GA

.

20721

1854-2007: Comprehensive collection of mostly used stamps in two big stockbooks and on album
pages, starting with few Lithographs followed by the QV to KGVI. issues including colour shades, many
interesting cancellations incl. used abroad, also several mint stamps up to Rupee values, a good part
Officials, India from Independence with Gandhi 1948 set, miniature sheets of the 1970's, several setenants etc., plus a good section 'back of the book' including 17 Postal Service stamps up to QV 5r. and
KE 2r., several fiscal stamps and others. A collection full of material of a wide range of Indian philately.
(K)

g/ */ **

800, -

P 20722•

1854-55 Lithographed and typographed issues: 1) Four used stamps (two of 2a., one with part outer
frame-lines and circle of dots (similar to the h/s used in Singapore), and two of 4a. with one (cut square,
1st print) canc. circle of dots), 2) ½a. blue with even wide margins on small cover, 3) an 1890 printed
sheet “Drawer No.20 T“ with early essays and notes, and 4) Enlarged photographs of two pairs of 2a.
with plate flaws. (M)

g/ b

400, -

P 20723

1855/1930 (ca.), used and mint collection on album pages from some lithographed stamps, nice range
of QV heads up to high values, 1866 overprints on fiscals, KEVII and KGV showing mint material, high
values, officials, airmails, in addition fiscals/telegraphs. (M)

g/ */ d

500, -

20724

1855-1864, Multi-colour franking fragments from a correspondence from India to the United States. The
lot contains seven three or four colour frankings and a number of other pieces, many with US arrival and
transit marks. Very attractive and colourful. The stamps are seldom offered on such unusual pieces. (T)
1855-1864, Lot von sieben drei oder vier Farbfrankaturen, mit diversen kleinere Stücken. Alle diese
Werte stammen von Überseebriefen in die USA und tragen vielfach noch die Ankunft und
Durchgangsstempel der Post der Vereinigten Staaten. In dieser for sehr seltenes und attraktives Lot. (T)

W

W

d

160, -

W

20725

1855-1940's ca.: More than 100 covers, postcards and picture postcards, starting with an 1855 letter
from Simla to Calcutta bearing lithographed ½a., or an 1867 letter from Bombay to Trieste FORWARDED
by Campbell Mitchell (resp. oval h/s), with a lot of interesting items like registered, air and censored
mail, adhesives with perfins, special cancellations and postmarks, a group of picture postcards and
many other items from all parts of India. (S)

b

400, -

W

20726

1855-65 Collection of the early QV East India issues, complete except the unissued 2a. green, with 34
used stamps of all denominations including colour shades (listed and not listed), fine cancellations
including specials like “B/156“ of Rangoon, Burma etc., good to very fine. In addition 14 West India
essays (three blocks of four, one pair) of different colour shade, one block unmounted mint, unused
without gum else. (M) SG 35-49, 51-65

g

300, -

P 20727•

1860-1946 ca.: More than 280 covers, postcards, picture postcards and postal stationery items, from
few early covers franked by East India definitives up to WWII mail, with registered covers, mail to Malaya
(some with postage due markings), some nice picture postcards, interesting postmarks and frankings
etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

500, -

20728•

1861-83, Five interesting covers including 1861 Khandalla-Bombay cover franked by 2a. dull rose,
1870 cover with “VIA SOUTHAMPTON“ printing in violet to England, and three other covers to England/
Scotland with various frankings and postmarks, in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

120, -

W

P 20729•

1865-1946 MINT collection of about 190 stamps, East India to KGVI. issues including QV up to 5r.,
KEVII. to 15r., KGV. up to 15r. (Wmk Star) and 25r. (Mult Star), with 1929 Air, 1931 New Delhi etc., and
KGVI. up to 25r., also with military issues of QV C.E.F. and KGVI. I.E.F. complete sets. Very few stamps
without gum or with minor faults, some toned, most of them including high values are fine mounted/
unmounted mint. (M)
**/ */ (*)

600, -

W

20730

1865-1950 ca.: Comprehensive collection of mint stamps, especially multiples from pairs to complete
sheets of British India issues, from 1865 ½a. blue block of eight to multiples of KGVI. 10r., and Officials,
including items like 1891 2½a. on 4½a. part sheet of 53, multiples of KGV. tête-bêche pairs, a lot of
colour shades, various “Service“ overprints, varieties like inverted watermark, and many interesting and
attractive items more. (K)

**/ *

900, -

W

20731

1866 Provisional 6a. violet optd. “POSTAGE“: Collection of 17 used stamps with different types of the
overprint, from the 20 types only No. 6, 7 and 14 missing, few stamps with minor imperfections as usual
surface abrasion or slightly shortened perfs but still a group of good to very fine stamps, acc. by a photocopy
of the page from Hausberg. An interesting group waiting for completion. (SG £2550) (M) SG 66 (17)

g

500, -
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20732•

1868-1910‘s - BOMBAY-ADEN SEA POST OFFICES: Collection of about 100 covers, postcards and
postal stationery items bearing various types of Sea Post Office datestamps including early oval
datestamps in blue and black, and the various circled datestamps on mail from or to India, find
destinations like Finland (QV p/s envelope used registered from Kotgarh to Helsingfors in 1902),
reply card from the USA to Thayetmyo in Burma 1899, mail to Egypt, 1907 ppc to Malta, etc. (S)

b/ GA

P 20733

1880/1948, India/Ceylon/Burma/Portuguese India, assortment of apprx. 70 covers/cards, comprising
many interesting pieces, e.g. used stationery cards, unusual destinations, censored mail, airmail,
redirected mail, ship mail, private imprints, perfins etc. A great lot of postal history, careful viewing
advised! (S)

b/ GA

700, -

W

20734

1886/1953, AVIS DE RECEPTION, assortment of 28 entires (covers/cards/stationeries/receipt forms).
A lovely group of postal history and nice lot for the specialist, careful viewing advised! (M)

b/ GA

160, -

W

20735

1890/1950: approx. 100 covers and postal stationery with many different frankings. In addition approx.
60 stampless letters and ca. 10 photos/picture post cards from the era. (A)
1890/1950: ca 100 Briefe und Ganzsachen mit vielen verschiedenen Frankaturen. Dazu über 60
markenlose Briefe, im Anhang ca 10 Photos/Stiche/Postkarten aus der Zeit. (A)

W

.

b/ GA

450, -

W

20736•

1895-1920's PERFINS: Ten covers, postal stationery envelopes, wrapper and receipt all bearing
adhesives with various perfins, including two p/s envelopes to Germany each with QV adhesive showing
perfin “A.B.C.“, one with double perfin, mail to Germany, Switzerland and USA, with registered covers
(p/s reg. envelope), a wrapper from Rangoon, Burma to USA from the American Baptist Misson Press,
franked by KGV. ½a. with perfin “A.B./M.P.“, or a 1929 receipt for Thos. Cook & Son, Ltd. bearing KGV.
1a. with respective perfin, and others. (T)

b/ GA

140, -

W

20737•

1900-1910 ca.: Group of 20 picture postcards depicting scense from various Indian locations, five cards
unused, others sent to Belgium, Ceylon, Czechoslovakia, Hongkong, England, Natal and Switzerland. (T)

b

80, -

W

20738•

1911/1922 Special datestamps “Coronation Durbar 1911“ and “The Prince of Wales Camp 1922“ on
two covers each, slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

80, -

W

20739•

1911-30's: “CANCELLED“ handstamps (various types) on about 60 KGV. fiscal stamps up to 1000r.
(pairs mostly) and 19 postage stamps up to 5r., good to fine. (M)

SPEC

150, -

W

20740•

1913-2004 ca.: Hundreds of mint and used stamps from India, with 1922 KGV. ¼ on ½a. complete
sheet of 256 (four panes of 64 plus gutter), similar sheet of 1913 JHIND State 1a. carmine, some Azad
Hind stamps, and modern up to 2004 presentation booklet with 2002-2004 miniature sheets, in mixed
condition. (S)

**/ */ g

100, -

W

20741

1921-36 Group of four KGV. items including 1921 booklet 1r8a., complete and unmounted mint, 192633 8 vertical tête-bêche pairs 2a. in blocks of eight and four(2), used, and 1932-36 Official 1a3p. block
of four WITHOUT overprint “SERVICE“ on front but faint ovpts. on back. (T) SG 206a, SB10a, O125 var.

**/ g

300, -

W

20742•

1924/1985: Four special picture postcards from MT. EVEREST Expeditions, with two cards from the
British expedition in 1924 both with special vignette and cachet, plus two cards from the Indian Army
Expedition in 1985, in mixed condition but all with signatures of members. (T)

b

100, -

W

20743

1925 DELHI Specimen: Group of seven blocks of four denom. 2a., each in different colour, mint never
hinged, fine. (T)

v/ **

300, -

W

20744

1940-45 (ca.): Group of 22 WWII CENSOR covers from/to India, Portuguese India, Burma, Malaya and
Ceylon, also one cover to Denmark, 1942 airmail cover to Perak but returned with h/s “Service
Suspended/returned to sender“, plus one 1949 scensored cover and a censored cover from Perak to
India 1916, in mixed condition. (T)

b/ GA

120, -

W

20745•

1947 onwards: About 500 covers, postcards and postal stationery items, from Independence to modern,
with a lot of nice frankings, registered/air/insured mail, also several good destinations, p/s registered
envelopes used, Indian field post, various FDC's and others. (S)

b/ GA/
FDC

200, -

W

20746•

1947-1990's: More than 80 covers, postcards, FDCs and postal stationery items, with First Flight covers,
illustrated envelopes, unusual items like a franked bag, etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA/
FDC

100, -

W

20747

1960's-1980's VARIETIES: 14 mint multiples of definitves and officials showing attactive varieties as
paper folds (5), misperforations due to folded sheet corner (6) and few others. (M)

**/ *

180, -

W

20748+

1970's-1990's: About 120 covers, postcards and FDCs, many sent to Europe, with some good frankings
as 1973/1974 souvenir sheets, some se-tenants etc. (S)

b/ FDC

G eb ot

b

150, -

INDIEN - USED ABROAD
see al so 20756

P 20749•

1859-1937: Seven covers and picture postcards used ADEN, FRENCH INDIA and TIBET, with two covers
from Pondicherry (formerly French Possession in India), two covers from/to Tibet (one with India/Tibet
mixed franking), and three picture postcards from Aden. (T)

INDIEN - USED ABROAD - BURMA
P 20750•

174

BURMA 1856-1930's: More than 800 covers, postcards, postal stationery items, picture postcards and
others, bearing Indian stamps and used in BURMA, from QV to KGV. issues, with a wide range of
postmarks of Burmese post offices, find registered/air/censored mail, destinations like Europe or USA,
Malaya or inland, with also two early East India stamps 4a. black and 8a. carmine used Moulmein and
bearing “B/127“ handstamps. (K)
b/ GA/ g
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INDIEN - GANZSACHEN
20751•

1857: Collection of 12 postal stationery letter sheets, one fine unused, others used, with several
positions of “TURKEY MILL“ or “KENT“ watermark, or without watermark, and interesting postmarks as
from Bareilly, Belgaum, Bombay, Calcutta, Cawnpore, Chotanagpore, Gya, Malda, Malligaum, Poona,
Simla, Trevandrum and Oonaon, good to fine. (T)

GA

P 20752•

1857-1947 “THE POSTAL STATIONERY OF BRITISH INDIA“: Specialized collection of about 400
postcards, envelopes, registered envelopes, letter sheets, wrappers, Officials and airmail issues,
starting with 1857 letter sheets (unused and used) and envelopes, up to KGVI. issues, mostly both
mint and used, including colour shades, SPECIMEN or CANCELLED overprints/handstamps, unused
and used sender and reply cards, registered envelopes up to largest sizes (unused/used), scarce
cards as 1918 ½a. (less curved INDIA etc.), overprints incl. varieties, good envelopes as 1857 1a.
brown with blue or brown seal (resp.), 1922 1a. env. “Albino“ or 1932 env. 1a. on 1a3p. (used
registered and uprated to London), specials like p/s cut-out KEVII. ½a. used on normal postcard,
and many interesting postmarks, destinations, registered/air/insured/censored mail, nice
upratings and many specials more. Almost all items are still good (usual traces of use) to very fine.
A VARIED, UNUSUAL AND IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION. (A)

GA

W

20753•

1870's-1970's ca.: Collection of more than 240 postal stationery cards, double cards, envelopes,
registered envelopes, aerograms etc., with more than 160 of India (including officials, C.E.F., I.E.F.,
solders' envelopes etc.), about 40 from Pakistan and 40 from Bangladesh, most of them fine unused,
almost all different, including specials like “albinos“, jointed paper, paper folds and other varieties,
some overprinted “SPECIMEN“, and a few used. (A)

GA

300, -

W

20754•

1879-1937 Specialized collection of more than 140 postal stationery cards, unused and/or used,
including many double cards, destinations like Denmark, Germany, Great Britain, Malaya or Switzerland,
overprint types and varieties, interesting post and tax marks, scarce cards like 1918 KGV. ¼a. grey
(INDIA less curved, the letters heavier), and many interesting details more, in mixed condition. (A)

GA

500, -

P 20755•

1890's-1930's “Additional printings“: Collection of 70 postal stationery cards (mostly) and envelopes
(few) with additional printings as invitations, information, official printings as for railway stations (freight
notation), meteorological reports etc., and private advertising (shipment, watches, stamps, Photographic
Materials & Magic Lanterns, book editors, plants, religious, historical and other societies, railway,
military institutions, and others), used mostly, in this respect mixed condition. (A)

GA

300, -

W

20756•

1903-1930's - Used in BURMA: Group of 15 postal stationery registered envelopes used in Burma, from
normal size QV 2a. envelope to large size KGV. 2a+1a envelope, used from Burmese post offices Deiku,
Kyaiklat, Minhla, Moulmein, Okpo, Paganeri, Rangoon, Sitkwin, Toungoo, Zalon and Zigon and sent to
India, Malaya or inland, in usual mixed condition. (M)

GA

300, -

W

20757

1954/1961, group of nine uprated registered stationery envelopes 6a. blue (6), 4½a. blue (2) and
50np. blue (1), all oval design, sent to Pforzheim/Germany, some postal wear as to be expected. Content
was according to customs declarations “precious stones“ and “watches“ of considerable value. (S)

GA

200, -

W

300, -

3.

INDIEN - FLUGPOST
W

20758

1925-33 Three scarce and special flight covers, with 1) 1925 aeroplane picture postcards flown by
Anglo-India Air Survey D.H.50, addressed to London, with Croydon landing cds and GB postage due
stamp 1d. tied by Kensington cds, plus 2) 1928 card from Calcutta to Rangoon, Burma by 3rd Official
Mail and with boxed cachet “3rd Plane crashed at Cawnpore./Carried by 4th Official Mail Plane...“, and
3) 1933 cover carried by Australia-England Flight by “The Spirit of Western Australia“ on LucknowCalcutta stage where only 16 covers were flown, all covers/cards signed by Stephen H. Smith. (T)

b

500, -

W

20759

1929-1947 Collection of 50 airmail covers and postcards including a lot of mail from first flights (1929
Delhi-Karachi to 1938 Bombay-Kathiawar and others), special flights, airmail to Europe and America
with special markings, many items franked by 1929 Air stamps, group of covers to Germany with
respective arrival air marks, and duplication. (A)

b/ GA

300, -

INDIEN - RAKETENPOST
see al so 20764

W

2076 0

1934-44 Collection of 34 covers, cards etc. flown by various rockets, all different, with 26 items
from India Rocket experiments and 8 from Sikkim, including a lot of better items highlighted by Boy
Scout cover with vignette flown by rocket No. 134 “Dr. R. Paganini“ on 1st Feb. 1937. In addition 39
Indian rocket mail vignettes. (M)

b/ GA/
(*)

2.3

INDIEN - BESONDERHEITEN
see al so 28805

W

20761

1890's-1940's ca.: Collection of 35 different stamped papers, some with respective adhesives, from 35
Princely States (Barwani, Bundi, Dhami, Dhar, Gondal, Indragarh, Jhalawar, Kurwai, Mayurbhanj, Orchha,
Sikar, Val and others), listed by K&M ($1,200 plus). A nice basis to further expand. (M)

Sammlungen / Collections

b/ GA

90, -

175

L ot
P 20762

Start
1900/1950, album with more then 80 historical postcards as well as several collecting-pictures,
vignettes and other interesting Indian printed matter. A high-quality collection with political and historical
motifs and other topics, like for example postal system, traffic, military and many more. Exceptional
condition and a very interesting collection. (A)
1900/1950, Album mit über 80 historischen Ansichtskarten sowie zahlreichen Sammelbilder, Vignetten
und anderen interessanten indischen Druckerzeugnissen. Eine hochwertige Sammlung aus Politik &
Geschichte mit Motiven aus dem Postwesen, Verkehr, Militär und etlichen weiteren Bereichen. Das
Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht und meist in guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. (A)

Ak

400, -

1900/1970, Schachtel mit knapp 500 historischen Ansichtskarten inclusive Dublette. Das Material ist
überwiegend ungebraucht und bietet neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an
interessanten Motiven wie u.a. Künstlerkarten, Verkehrsmittel, Typen, Architektur, Werbung und noch
andere kulturelle Darstellungen. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung.
Beigefügt sind noch zahlreiche Sammelbilder und andere indische Druckerzeugnisse. (S)

Ak

450, -

2076 4•

1934-37 INDIAN ROCKET MAIL: Comprehensive and specialized collection of about 70 covers and
documents from the various rocket despatches, plus more than 100 rocket mail vignettes, plus
photographs, newspaper articles etc., with a lot of scarce covers and documents from rcket test
flights, from rocket aeroplane flights, covers bearing various scarce rocket vignettes, labels and
handstamps, up to the 1937 Boy Scouts Jamboree rocket flights, almost all different, and with some
scarce rocket vignettes as proofs (signed by Stephen H. Smith), se-tenant multiples, tête-bêche
pairs etc., and many original photographs from the various rocket experiments and despatches. A
very interesting and specialized collection. (S)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

b/ (*)

20765

LITERATURE: Three scarce books including ORIGINALS of “The One Anna & Two Annas Postage Stamps
of India 1854-55“ by L.E. Dawson (1948), “The Four Annas Lithographed Stamps of India 1854-55“ by
Martin & Smythies (1930) both with complete set of ORIGINAL plates, plus “Specimen Stamps of the
Crown Colonies 1857-1948“ by M. Samuel plus Supplement. A scarce trio in fine to superb condition. (S)

P 20763

W

1900/1970, box with almost 500 historical postcards including some duplicates. They are mainly
unused and, showing in addition to the topographical topics, also a wide range of interesting motifs such
as art-cards, different kinds of transportation, people, architecture, advertising and culture. Also
included are many collecting-pictures and some other Indian printing material. Great collection in
exceptional condition. (S)

.

300, -

INDIEN - FEUDALSTAATEN
W

2076 6 •

MEWAR STATE 1876-1947 - “BRAHAMINI DAK“: Exhibition collection of Mewar State postal system
(“Brahamini Dak“) cancellations on more than 140 items, mostly covers with some printed
acknowledgement of receipt for registered and V.P. mail or parcels, written up with illustration of
the cancels adjacent for every item. The quality of the cancellations is better than usual. A
specialized and extraordinary collection - very difficult to replicate. (S)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

b

2076 7•

2.

W

1880-1950 POSTAL STATIONERY: Comprehensive collection of more than 340 postal stationery
items from various Feudatory states, mostly fine unsed but some used including double cards,
registered envelopes etc., with many good items like the four Rajpipla items or scarce Travancore
Service cards (incl. two 1921 5 on 4c. on different paper), all unused, but also scarce used envelopes
and cards from Bamra, or from Kashmir, used registered envelopes from Hyderabad, several used
double cards from various states, and many good items more, in mostly good to superb condition. (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

GA

.

W

20768•

1920's-40's: Group of 22 covers, picture postcards and postal stationery items from CHARKHARI,
COCHIN, HYDERABAD, JAIPUR, TRAVANCORE and T.-COCHIN, in mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

INDIEN - FEUDALSTAATEN - COCHIN
W

20769•

COCHIN 1917-1948: Collection of about 60 postal stationery cards and envelopes, some uprated and
used registered, with various issues, Cochin postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (S)

GA

150, -

W

20770•

COCHIN 1894-1949: About 80 covers and postcards plus 16 uprated postal stationery cards and
envelopes, bearing Cochin stamps from various issues, with a lot of registered covers, nice frankings up
to Anna values, official mail, a wide range of postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

500, -

P 20771•

1892-1940's: Mint and used collection of more than 80 stamps, from 1892 ½ put. to Officials, with
some good stamps as 1946-48 'Maharaja Ravi Varma' 4p. grey-green unused (no gum, no traces of
postmark, with a missing perf and a little thin), overprint varieties, colour shades, and more, in slightly
mixed condition. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

300, -

P 20772•

COCHIN 1892-1940's: Collection of 49 postal stationery cards (31) and envelopes, all used, most of
them uprated by various Cochin adhesives, including several scarce postcards from No.1 and with two
of the 1912 Official card 2p., plus registered mail, various postmarks etc. (A)

GA

400, -

176
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INDIEN - FEUDALSTAATEN - HYDERABAD
P 20773•

P 20774•

HYDERABAD 1906-1940's: About 80 covers bearing Hyderabad-British India mixed frankings, almost all
used registered to Madras, from British India KEVII. postal stationery envelope ½a. add. franked by
Hyderabad ½a. orange (SG 23) and sent to Calcutta in 1906, up to covers of the KGVI. era, with many
different stamps, multiples, postmarks, one or two reg. labels, and many interesting details more, in
mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

400, -

1880's-1940's: More than 70 covers, postcards and postal stationery items including attractive and
good frankings, a wide range of Hyderabad postmarks, registered mail (incl. p/s registered envelope),
postage due, additional printings etc., in usual mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

300, -

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1880's: Six British India postal stationery envelopes ½a., three in blue and three in
green, all combined on front by Jammu & Kasmir ½a. adhesives in shades from orange and vermilion to
red from various printings, all used from Simla to Amritsar, with respective handstamps. Several
envelopes opened roughly otherwise good to fine. (T)

GA

150, -

1860's-80's ca.: Collection of 49 stamps and 8 covers, with stamps from three circulars to Officials, few
reprints, originals mostly, and 7 British India postal stationery envelopes and one cover bearing various
J&K adhesives, in slightly mixed condition. (M)

b/ GA/
(*)/ g

200, -

b/ GA

300, -

b/ GA

200, -

INDIEN - FEUDALSTAATEN - JAMMU & KASHMIR
P 20775•

W

20776

INDIEN - FEUDALSTAATEN - TRAVANCORE
W

20777•

TRAVANCORE 1890's-1940's: About 50 covers and postcards, 30 postal stationery cards and envelopes
plus 50 postal receipts, with registered mail, nice frankings, advertising, official mail etc., in mixed
condition. (S)

INDIEN - FEUDALSTAATEN - TRANVANCORE-COCHIN
P 20778•

TRAVANCORE-COCHIN 1949-50: Group of 50 covers and cards including 36 covers and 14 postal
stationery items, with registered mail, good frankings incl. mixed franking with British India, various
postmarks, stamps with small overprint varieties, various perforations etc., in mixed condition. (S)

INDONESIEN
see al so 20786

P 20779

1870-2008: Comprehensive collection of mint and used stamps plus miniature sheets, hundreds of
commercial covers, postcards and FDCs in two big binders, with a mostly used part Dutch Indies
(incl. some postal stationery items, picture postcards and covers, and a major part from 1945
including obviously almost all stamps and miniature sheets mint, covers, FDCs etc., with several
good issues as the miniature sheets of the 1980‘s (mostly two each, some perf & imperf),
accompanied by part collections on stock-pages and in a binder, modern presentation folders,
several complete sheets of definitives, plus a second box filled up with thousands of mostly mint
stamps in envelopes. (K2)
**/ g/ b

P 20780

1900/1970, box with over 200 historical postcards including duplicates from Netherlands Indies,
Sumatra and Java, with a minor part of cards dated after 1945. Mainly unused, some were already
circulated and a few are also franked. Nice mixture showing in addition to the topographical topics also
a wide range of interesting motifs such as transportation, postal services, working environment and
culture. Great condition and a very rare collection. (S)
1900/1970, Schachtel mit über 200 historischen Ansichtskarten inclusive Dubletten aus NiederländischIndien, Sumatra und Java, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist
überwiegend ungebraucht, einige Stücke sind beschrieben und etliche auch frankiert. Eine bunte
Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten Motiven
wie u.a. Verkehrsmittel, Postwesen, Arbeitswelt und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Die
Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

.

Ak

300, -

W

20781

1948/1978, chiefly MNH collection in a stockbook, also 1950 RIS overprints, souvenir sheets, some
booklets etc. (A)

**/ */ g

200, -

W

20782

1962/97, accumulation of approx. 440 unused and CTO-used covers (many KILAT-Envelopes), airletters
and postal stationery airgrams, unusual offer in throughout good condition. (S)

GA/ b

200, -

W

20783

1996/1998, investment lot of four different miniature sheets in different quantities mostly in bundles
of 100 with mineral thematic and majority of the Australia joint issue (Cuscus) mostly with gold opt. for
China '96 exhibition etc., mint never hinged, Mi. € 5.345,-- (detailled list enclosed) (S)

**

160, -

W

20784+

1998, interesting lot with 10 stationery cards with varieties and prints of only one colour. (M)
GA

G eb ot

1998,Interessante Partie mit 10 Ganzsachen-Karten mit Fehldrucken und Phasendrucken. (M)

INDONESIEN - LOKALAUSGABEN
W

20785•

1945/49, accumulation in stockbook according ovpt. types. Inc. blocks, strips, units, varieties,
displaced/shifted ovpts., proofs, printed on both sides, double-prints ec. Also back of the book like
Maluku Selatan. Also Jap. occupation anchors of South Celebes, ovpts. of Burmah or Kelantan with */ (*)/ g/
varieties, to be inspected. (A)
d/ v

Sammlungen / Collections

700, -

177

L ot
P 20786 •

Start
1945/50, very specialized collection on pages/stock cards in two large stockbooks with detailed
explanations.. Inc. units, blocks-4, strips and ovpt. varities. Also proofs, double- or mirror prints. Also
some japanese “forerunners“ of Navy occupation district. Inc. Indonesia 1955 jamboree set in
imperf. proof blocks-4, and 1955/57 three issues in gutterstrips from Kolff archives (all cert.
**/ */
Vleeming BPP 2013), cat. according vendor ca. €50.000.-. (A2)
(*)/ g/ v

.

IRAK
W

20787•

W

20788

W

1921/1990 (ca.), balance of mainly MNH material (semi-modern issues in large multiples/sheets), plus
a good selection of covers from 1921 soldier's mail from Mosul with censoring. Viewing advised! (K)

**/ b/
*/ g

1924/1934, IRAQ and SYRIA - OVERLAND MAIL, 11 covers, all marked “Overland Mail“ mostly sent
from Baghdad to Denmark or England including very scarce cover from DAMASKUS (SYRIA) to
Copenhagen marked “NAIRN TRANSPORTO CO. - OVERLAND DESERT MAIL“. Interesting lot, each
cover with detailed description (in Danish). (M)

b

20789

1927/1936, interesting group with 15 covers, mostly airmail-covers to Europe routed via various airlines,
one airmail-cover from Basrah to Wellington with New Zealand postage due. Also included are four items
incoming mail. F/VF condition (M)

b

W

20790

1975/1983. Lot of 18,247 IMPERFORATE stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets showing various
interesting topics like Children, Airplanes, Crafts, Politics, Butterflies, Fruit, Military, Education,
Weight lifting, Railways, Olympics, and some more. Most items also multiple or in units. All mint, NH.
(K)

**

20791

3 .

W

1975/1983. Lot of in all 3.455 IMPERFORATE STAMPS (in part sheets mostly) showing various
topics like Soccer, Flags, Sciences, Education, Oil, Astronautics, Children, Food, Festivals, Military,
Handicraft, Agriculture, Ships, Politics, Telecommunication, Meteorology, Atom, Peace,
Personalities, Animals, Police, Medicine, Music, Universities and Religion. Only complete issues. All
stamps mint, NH. (K)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

.

**

200, -

d/ g

140, -

W

20792

1977, 30 years Baath Party complete set of two in a lot with about 1.300 sets mostly in complete folded
sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 901/02, € 3.900,-- + (M) 901/02

W

20793•

1892-1916, Ottoman cancellations on 12 stamps / pieces, including different types and numerals of
Bagdad, Kerye Bachi, Erbil, Süleymaniye, Hanekin, Köysancak, Altunköprü, fine and scarce group (T)

120, -

.
160, -

IRAK - STEMPEL
IRAN

see al so 20875, 22422, 22540

20794

1876/1935, comprehensive used and mint accumulation in a stockbook, partly stuffed very densely
with plenty of material, overprints, definitives, airmails, mint material etc. (A)

g/ */ (*)

400, -

P 20795

1876/1976, mint and used collection on album pages with main value in the classic and semiclassic
period and plenty of interesting material, from some Lion stamps, following issues partly collected
severalfold up to high denominations, overprints, five souvenir sheets 1938 60th Birthday etc. Interesting
ancient collection, offered completely untouched! (M)

g/ */ d

500, -

W

W

20796

1876/1982, used and mint collection in a Lindner binder, well collected throughout from early issues to g/ **/ */
Islamic Republic, also good section MNH material. (A)
b/ (*)

200, -

W

20797

1876-1925, Collection in Farabakhsh album mint and mostly used, including classic overprinted issues
and provisionals, official stamps, fine (A)

**/ */ g

300, -

W

20798

1876-78, 5 covers & stationerys including 10 ch. blueish grey portrait bisect on cover tied by blue YEZD
cds.(toned), two mint PERSANA stationery cards (one official), 1878 cover from YEZD to Chiraz, fine
group (T)

b/ GA

240, -

W

20799

1879/1933, ca. 60 mostly unused postal stationery cards incl. postal stationery paid reply cards and
postal stationery envelopes, some used postal stationery cards (all with punch hole) (T)

GA

100, -

W

20800

1882, 5 Ch. green type I, 700 stamps mint never hinged in large blocks, a very scarce offer and a good
opportunity for investment, Scott catalogue value for mint hinged singles $35.000++ (T) Sc. 53 (698)

**

700, -

W

20801

1882-1928, Lot with covers & stationerys including early overprinted issues, waybills, pre paid and
censored covers, two Shedivi issue covers (faults), air mail cover Recht to New York, some different, fine
group (T)

b

170, -

W

20802

1888-1904: Collection of 79 postal stationery envelopes of the various issues, unused and used,
with many overprint types including varieties as shifted overprints etc., find registered mail to
foreign countries, scarce cancellations and postmarks including native datestamps, good upratings,
and many interesting items more. (A)

20803
20804

1889-1920, 18 stamps showing varieties, shifted perfs, imperfs, double overprint, fine group (T)

W
W

W

20805•

178

GA

2.

*/ g

80, -

1894, Nasser-Eddin Shah Qajar “Golden Border“ issue, nine values ex 1c. lilac to 50 Kr. green & gold in
complete sheets with border and margin imprint, mint never hinged, 50 Kr. sheet of 50 with control mark
“TP“ at margin (Sc.#100 cat. $2.500), few small values with gum crease, fine and very scarce (MS)

**

1900-20 ca., 20 postcards most postally used, a very scarce offer, please inspect (S)

Ak

650, 240, -

Sammlungen / Collections
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W

20806 •

1900-60 ca., 86 covers and 25 mint and used postal stationerys in album, first flights and air mails,
overland mail, attractive frankings, censor marks and labels, few different, a very interesting group
with high retail value, please inspect carefully (A)

W

20807

1902/1903, Typeset issue, sophisticated balance of various forgeries/reprints incl. complete
sheets, presented on written up album pages/loose material. Very interesting reference/study lot
for the specialist! (S)

GA

.
.

W

20808

1910/1911, three letters with proof of delivery (avis de délivrance) franked with different Coat of Armes
with lion issues, cancellations of Enzel, Resht, Broudjero, Hamadan, Teheran, Bidjar in good condition. (T)

b

80, -

W

20809•

1913/1920 (ca.), lot of 21 covers with Ahmad Shah Kadschar definitives from different cities to various
destinations within Iran at various postage rates - 6, 9 or 12 Ch. (one 18 Ch.) with the corresponding
franking combinations. Covers often still contain the letters. Varying condition. (T)

b

100, -

b

450, -

W

20810•

1914-20, 16 covers with censor marks and labels, showing cancellations of Hamadan, Lahidjan, Recht,
Kazvin and Teheran, early used persian and british censor marks, commercial marks and imprints, a fine
group for the specialist (T)

W

20811•

1917/44 (ca.), massive specialized collection mounted on pages inc. inverted ovpts., many covers, **/ */ g/
provisionals, registration, censored covers WW II, to be inspected. (K)
b/ GA
1919-22, 24 overprinted stamps showing inverted overprints and overprint varieties, fine group (T)

W

20812
20813
20814

1925 ca., 13 prepaid-covers with clear cancellations of KAZVIN, TEHERAN, YEZD & HAMADAN, some
minor faults, fine group (T)

b

20815
20816
20817
20818
20819
20820

1925-30, 12 stamps showing overprint varieties, natural paper folds, print on both sides, fine group (T)

*/ g

1930-40 ca., 14 used stamps and 5 mint stamps showing color shades and varieties, fine group (T)

*/ g

1930-40 ca., 3 used stamps and 20 mint stamps showing color shades and off-set varieties, fine group (T)

*/ g

W

W
W
W

1922, 14 stamps with “CONTROLE“ overprint varieties, shifted and double, fine group (T)

g
d/ g

.
110, 80, -

1930-75, 24 covers & cards with attractive frankings, many air mails, fine group (T)

b

1938, Shah perf and imperf stamps on four stockcards, few corner margin and margin imprints, fine (T)

g

110, 80, 80, 110, 60, 140, -

1965 - 1986 (ca.), Extensive collection in two large pre-printed albums, plus further duplicates in three
stockbooks. Furthermore an FDC album with letters with rare Iranian revolutionary propaganda stamps
and an album with various FDC. (K)

**/ g/
FDC/ b

200, -

W

20821

1967/1976, group of eleven horizontal pairs: nine “imperf between“ and two “right stamp imperf at
right“. (T)

(*)/ **

80, -

W

20822•

1999, Children's Books Exhibition (Decorated Eggs), MNH assortment of ten blocks of four and three
pairs (=46 stamps), each with varieties (shifted perforation/shifted printing). Michel nos. 2816/19. (T)

**

2001, Seven complete sheets with margin, showing shifted color varieties, fine and scarce (MS)

**

80, 220, -

W

20823
20824•

2002/2004, Butterflies, MNH assortment of 40 progressive proofs (four blocks of ten, incl. se-tenants).
Michel nos. 2886/90, 2939. (M)

**

160, -

Ak

200, -

1918/1987, Palestine/Interim Mail/Israel, comprehensive accumulation in four stockbooks with plenty
of material, many MNH issues, attractive section Interim Mail, two copies 1949 Tabul souvenir sheet,
good range of 1950s plate blocks, 1963 Hunger sheet etc. (K)

**/ g/ *

700, -

IRAN - BESONDERHEITEN
P 20825

1900/190, box with more then 60 historical postcards from Persia, most of them unused. Wonderful
collection with a number of rare postcards showing , in addition to the topographical topics, also a wide
range of interesting motifs such as transportation, Islam, Shah, art, politics and culture. Included are
also several collectible-pictures and series of the relevant topic. Beautiful collection and great original
shape. (S)
1900/190, Schachtel mit gut 60 historischen Ansichtskarten aus Persien. Das Material ist überwiegend
ungebraucht. Eine bunte Mischung mit etlichen seltenen Karten die neben den topographischen
Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten Motiven wie u.a. Verkehrsmittel, Islam, Schah,
Kunst, Politik und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige
auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. Beigefügt sind noch mehrere Sammelbilder und Serien der entsprechenden
Thematik. (S)

ISRAEL

see al so 22540
W

20826

W

20827•

1920/1970 (ca.), Israel and some Palestine, holding of several hundred covers/cards, incl. registered,
censored and airmail, stationeries etc. Interesting lot of postal history, realistic retail value $7000. (K)

b/ GA

800, -

W

20828

1933/2002 (ca.), comprehensive stock of more than 1500 first day cover partly sorted in big albums
with focus on the part between 1950 and 1980, comprising nice cancellations and richness of varieties
with many decorative covers. Furthermore some MNH stamps in blocks of four or bigger units. Very high
catalogue and retail value. (K2)

FDC

250, -

W

20829

1948/1948, SEPCIAL EVENT/SLOGAN POSTMARKS, assortment of apprx. 390 covers (mainly cacheted
envelopes), showing a lovely a lovely range of postmarks. (S)

b

200, -

Sammlungen / Collections
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P 20830

1948/1955, assortment of apprx. 117 covers/cards with commercial and philatelic mail and special
emphasis on “Doar Ivri“, comprising registered, censored and airmail, plate blocks, P.O. opening,
postage due, many specialities like double perforation, compound perf. 10:11, 10m. grey paper, 15m.
wrong tab (Bale 4b) etc. etc. A lovely lot of early postal history with many special features to be found.
Careful viewing adivised! (S)

b/ FDC

500, -

20831

1948/1992 (ca.), collection/accumulation in four albums, the first issues on form text pages without
tabs, from 1949 on obviously complete and with additional material like units, sheets, F.D.C., stationaries.
From ca. 1958 on always with tabs. Very high catalogue and retail value. (K)

**/ FDC

300, -

1948/1993, collection/accumulation of apprx. 430 covers (f.d.c./commemorative covers referring to
the opening of new post offices/special event postmarks). (S)

b/ FDC

100, -

W

W

20832

P 20833

1948/2011, MNH collection in eight albums, apparently excl. 1st issue virtually complete, early issues
partly fully tabbed, partly half-tabs/untabbed, also se-tenants, stationeries, officials, postage dues,
some duplicates etc. (K)
**/ g/ GA

400, -

20834

1948-1972, gestempelte Sammlung im Vordruck, bis auf wenige Ausgaben vollständig, ohne die großen
Spitzen, vorhandene Marken zumeist mit vollem Tab, auch einige Zwischenstege und Blöcke ab Bl. 1,
guter Grundstock. (A)

200, -

20835

1948-1990, in beiden Erhaltungen geführte Sammlung im Vorduck, die postfische Sammlung in den
Haupnummern weitgehend vollständig ab etwa 1955 mit Tab, gestempelt nur zum Teil mit Tab, dazu **/ */ g/
FDC Sammlung mit einigen guten und besseren Exemplaren, hoher Katalogwert. (K)
FDC

400, -

P 20836

1949/1959, holding of apprx 210 covers/cards/used stationeries, comprising commercial and
philatelic mail, many attractive frankings, postmarks incl. special event and slogan marks, censored and
airmail etc. Nice group of postal history! (S)

b/ GA

300, -

W

20837

1949/1959, holding of apprx 210 covers/cards/used stationeries, comprising commercial and
philatelic mail, many attractive frankings, postmarks incl. special event and slogan marks, censored and
airmail etc. Nice group of postal history! (S)

b/ GA

300, -

W

20838

1949/1970 (ca.), SHIP MAIL/NAVAL SLOGAN POSTMARKS/PAQUEBOT/CACHETED ENVELOPES/
PICTORIAL STATIONERIES, collection of nearly 300 items (plus several ppc which weren't counted),
neatly arranged in three binders, also incl. a good selection of early pieces, immigration ships etc. (K)

b

300, -

W

20839

1949/85 ca. 730 unused/CTO-used and commercially used postal stationeries, incl. postal stationery
card, pictured postal stationery cards, double cards (incl. unfolded), lettercard, pictured postal stationery
envelopes and unfolded and commercially used aerograms, nice lot in mostly good condition (S)

GA

220, -

W

g

W

20840

1950/1967, POST OFFICES CIRCULAR DATE STAMPS, holding of apprx. 355 covers showing a good
diversity of clear strikes incl. smaller towns. (S)

b

200, -

W

20841

1950/2008, STATIONERIES, holding of apprx. 520 unused and used cards/aerogrammes/envelopes,
incl. airmail, uprated pieces etc. (S)

GA

250, -

20842•

1950/85 (ca.) large holding of ca. 2557 unused and used/CTO aerograms and airmail letters, great
variety, while also better (registered mail special features such as missing colors, printing errors, etc.) an
exciting accumulation of an accurate inspection earned (K)

GA/ b

130, -

W

20843•

1952/1998 (ca.), AEROGRAMMES: accumulation with more than 1.100 unused and CTO aerogrammes
with several better items, different types, sub-types and values, a few formular issues and some varieties
etc., great study material! (K)

GA

130, -

W

20844

1952/2008, mainly from 1970s onwards, impressive accumulation of more than 4.200 covers/cards,
comprising commercial and chiefly philatelic mail, registered and airmail, se-tenants, aerogrammes,
postmarks (clear strikes of P.O. c.d.s.), a nice range of f.d.c. incl. a good part 2000s years etc etc.
Enormous retail value, the holding of an important philatelist specialised in Israel!! (K2)

b

600, -

W

20845

1960/2000, accumulation of more than 800 covers/cards/stationeries, mainly philatelic mail/f.d.c.,
many sent to Germany, attractive lot with plenty of interesting material. (K)

b/ GA

150, -

20846

1963/2003, Very fine collection of mint NH miniatur sheets, souvenir sheets and booklets Philex
No. 12-38 with main value between 1988 and 2003 with a high postage availability-value and a
included stock list, Philex catalogue value is ca. 14.850,-Euro. (K)

W

1963/2003, Sehr schöne POSTFRISCHE Sammlung von Kleinbögen, Blocks und Markenheftchen
Philex Nr. 12-38 komplett mit Hauptwert in den Jahren 1988 bis 2003, dabei frankaturgültige Marken
mit sehr hohem Nominalwert und eine Bestandsliste mit Philex Katalogwert n.a.d.E. von ca. 14.850,Euro. (K)

**

.

20847•
20848

1967/86, mint collection with TAB in illustrated Lighthouse album, apparent complete in neat condition. (A)

**

G eb ot

20849

2008, 40th Anniversary of song “Jerusalem of Gold“, 18nis. souvenir sheet imperforate, lot of eight
pieces, mint never hinged. Michel no. Bl. 81 B (8), 640,- €. (T)

20850•

1950/1990 (ca.), AEROGRAMMES: more than 1.500 aerogrammes, including 650 commercially used
aerogrammes with several better items and unusual destinations. Attractive pre-printing paper folds,
partly missing stamps and/or inscriptions, printing errors ...in mixed but mostly in good to fine/extra fine
condition. An attractive lot also for the thematics collector. (K)

1994/2007, FRAMA'S/MACHINE LABELS, assortment of apprx. 310 philatelic covers (f.d.c., cacheted
envelopes etc.) and apprx. 160 loose labels u/m resp. c.t.o. Interesting offer! (S)
b/ **/ g

200, -

**

90, -

GA

150, -

ISRAEL - GANZSACHEN
W
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ISRAEL - BESONDERHEITEN
20851

1955 from, Gaza and Westbank Territories, collection with more than 150 covers, cards and stationeries,
predominantly philatelic covers and envelopes presenting the introduction of new postmarks including
registered mail, furthermore stampless military mail and other specialities. (A2)

b/ GA

80, -

20852

Sammlung von knapp 2.000 REKLAME- bzw. VERSCHLUSS-MARKEN in Bogen und Bogenteilen mit
verschiedensten Motiven, ansehen! (MS)

**/ (*)

300, -

20853+

1932/1942 (ca): mint (mostly never hinged) collection in Marini preprinted album including
“General Issues“, A.O.I., many Libia including postage dues and other “Back of the Book“. (A)

P 20854

1925/1926, a mint collection comprising better issues, e.g. 1925 definitives 15 values, 1925 parcel
stamps MNH, 1925 Segnatasse Vaglia, 1925 postage dues etc., nice opportunity! (M)

W

20855

W

20856

ITALIENISCHE KOLONIEN - GEMEINSCHAFTSAUSGABEN
W

**/ *

.3

ITALIENISCH-DJUBALAND
**/ *

800, -

1893/1941 (ca.) unused/used collection with many early issues and complete set of stamps on form
blank sheets in mixed but mostly in good to fine condition. Michel-value about 1.500 €. (M)

*/ g

200, -

1903/1922, mainly mint lot of 15 stamps showing varieties of overprint like inverted/shifted/divided.
(T)

*/ **/
(*)/ g

100, -

1912/1926, mint and used lot of twelve stamps incl. varieties, e.g. double overpint Sass. 3e mint and
used, shifted/divided overprints, inverted centre, thin overprint Sass. 14a used (220,- €), imperf. at top
Sass. 54c MNH (1.500,- €), imperforate Sass. 24 mint right marginal copy (not listed) etc. (In addition
four varieties Somalia/Egeo). (T)

*/ **/
g/ d

400, -

1913/1934, 16 intresting covers and cards including airmails and censored mail as well as 3 items
Kingdom from 1956 and 1961. (T)

b/ f

150, -

1934, 8th Tripoli Fair, surface mail stamps 10c.-1.25l., 50 complete sets within multiples (mainly
folded sheets), mint never hinged, few stamps with toning spots. Sass. 125/31 (50), 17.500,- €. (M)

**

ITALIENISCH-ERITREA

ITALIENISCH-LIBYEN
see al so 21 29 7

P 20857

W

20858

W

20859

W

20860

.

ITALIENISCH-OSTAFRIKA
1938, definitive issue 1.75l. orange 'The Nile' (hellenistic sculpture) in a lot with about 95 stamps with
many larger blocks, mint never hinged and scarce! Mi. 14, 2.850,-- ++ for mint hinged (Sassone 14, €
4.750,-- + for MNH) (T) 14

**

160, -

ITALIENISCH-SOMALILAND
W

20861

1926, BENADIR Elephant and Lion head provisionals three stamps in different quantities with 2c. on 1b.
brown (9), 5c. on 2b. green (21) and 10c. on 1a. red (9) incl. some pairs and strips/3, mint never hinged
but toned gum), Mi. 74/76, € 798,-- ++ for mint hinged (Sass. 73/75, € 2.407,50 + for MNH) (T) 74/76

**

110, -

W

20862

1926-30 ca.: Collection of more than 80 stamps, most mint never hinged, few used, including four mint
series of 1926 'Elephant & Lion', 48 mint singles of 1926-30 optd. 'King Victor Emanuel II.' stamps
including three 75c. carmine/red, 11 of 1930 30c. greenish slate and six of 5l., plus few others. (Mi.
from 2200 €) (M) 99(3), 104(6) u.a.

**/ */ g

130, -

ITALIENISCH-SOMALILAND - PAKETMARKEN
W

2086 3

1926, Italy parcel stamp 10c. blue with UNISSUED RED overprint ‚SOMALIA ITALIANA‘ in an
investment lot with about 130 stamps incl. many larger strips with several marginal items, MNH and
a rare lot with stamps unlisted in Michel (see footnote!), Sassone 44, € 78.000,-- ++ (T) 26 var.

**

.2

ITALIENISCH-SOMALILAND - PORTOMARKEN
20864

1920. 50 c orange and carmine, 30 MNH copies in small units. Sassone = 30 * 700 € = 21,000 € (T)

2086 5

1920. 50 c orange and carmine, 79 MNH copies in units. Sassone = 79 * 700 € = 55,300 € (T)

Sassone 28 (30)
Sassone 28 (79)

800, -

**
**

.

ITALIENISCH-TRIPOLITANIEN
P 20866

1923/1934, a mint collection comprising better issues, e.g. 1924 Manzoni, further commemoratives,
Militia issues, 1934 8th Tripoli Fair (excl. cheap 30 c.), 1934 airmails Oasis Flight, 1934 Mogadishu
Flight etc., attractive opportunity! (M)

**/ *

700, -

JAMAICA
W

20867

1877 Seven postcards with different types of red 'PAID' handstamps ½d. resp. 3d., cards of various size,
thickness, borders etc., all unused. (T) H&G 1, 3, 4, 6

GA

60, -

20868

1947/79, accumulation of approx. 170 covers and unused and unfolded postal stationery airgrams,
beginning with first issues. (S)

GA/ b

100, -
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W

20869

1956/71 ca. 120 cancelled postal stationery cards with very fine and partly rare strikes of the remote
small towns and villages being almost impossible to find commercially used, incl. Athlone, Fraser,
Kemnay, Mears, Red Valley, Tydixon, Water Lake etc., throughout in good condition, rare offer of these
(PROVISONAL) violet OVAL cancels (S)

W

20870

1995/2015. You will probably never have seen such a collection before! It contains about 123
different mint, nh, imperforate stamps and 8 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets. The print run of
these imperforate stamps is partially very small, so that from some issues only a few pieces exist! (A)
1995/2015. Eine solche Sammlung werden Sie vermutlich noch nie gesehen haben! Sie beinhaltet ca.
123 verschiedene postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie 8 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Die Auflage
dieser ungezähnten Marken ist teilweise sehr klein, so dass von einigen Ausgaben nur ein paar Stück
existent sind! (A)
852/1196

220, -

GA/ b

**

.

**/ */
(*)/ g

.

JAPAN

see al so 21 69 2, 22842, 22847, 22849
W

20871

1871/1992, mainly used collection of definitive stamps in large Schaubek stockbook inc. dragons
48 mon pl. I (2), 100 Mon pl. I mint (2) and used (1) opinions Newiger BPP or Eichhorn BPP, 1/2 S.
pl I wove pencil sign Eichhorn BPP, cherry blossoms (22 ) inc. 20 S. native paper canc. Wakayama
kiban), old koban (60, inc. 12s used, 20s canc. Sendai Bota, 30s mint NG signed Newiger). Classics/
ovpts. include forgeries, all marked as such, for reference. Inc. offices in China/korea. Also covers/
used ppc (68) inc. 1929 Zeppelin card Germany-Tokyo and cover (toned) Tokyo-Germany. Viewing
recommended. (A)

20872

1871/76, literature: b&w sheet photos of hand-engraved stamps aka tebori (107 different) dragons,
birds, cherries to 5s girdle, in original box and cardboard, ed. Kitte-bunka Kai, Tokyo 1969. A must-have
for any serious collector of classics. (S)

P 20873•

1872/1934, mint and mostly used on two stock cards (4) inc. 25 all genuine cherry blossoms inc. with
native paper 1 S., 2 S. unused NG, 6 S. native wove paper syll. 4 used (pulled perf.), Kobans old and new
5 R. resp. UPU Koban 5 S. straw paper unused mounted mint, lake ashi airs mint ec. (T) 9/190II-ex

*/ (*)/ g

250, -

100, -

W

20874

1872/1937, mainly used on approval sheets, old pages, in bags etc. In mixed condition, but all
guaranteed genuine. (S)

*/ (*)/ g

500, -

W

20875

1872/1953, mint and mostly used in two small stockbooks, forgeries not counted, also Iran (Persia)
classics to 1950s. (S)

*/ (*)/ g

W

20876•
20877

1872/2003 (ca.), mint MNH or MM and used collection on pages and mainly stockcards. (S)

*/ (*)/ g

100, 700, -

1872/2003, MNH and used collection in 8 Lindner stockbooks (inc. one sheetbook) and Lighthouse
hingeless 1945/71 (but MNH sparsely 1945/54). 1985/2003 MNH (plus used 1990-) from
subscription, often pairs/or 2 copies inc. booklet panes or full booklets, booklets singles/pairs in
variants, s/s, the full sheets like World Heritage etc. come in 2 or 3 MNH and 2 cto. Plus some other
sheets MNH and cto. Also used double material to 2008 clean in 2 stockbooks; plus mint/used on
stockcards etc. Inc. 1934 communications s/s used, Kirishima and Taroko s/s MNH etc. Face value
postage alone ca. y400.ooo. (K)

**/ */ g

P 20878•

1872/83, mint and used on stockcards, mostly cherry blossoms inc. 4 S. green syll. 1, syll. 3 resp. 30
S. violet syll. 2 mounted mint resp. bird syll.1 syll. 3 or 45 S. syll. 1 used; also some Kobans. Total 17
mint and 24 used. All genuine. (T)

*/ (*)/ g

300, -

P 20879

1874/1939, lot of covers (8) and mint/used stationery (11) inc. earthquake 10 S. (4) tied “TOKIO
14.11.23“ to reg. cover to Vladivostok, german wrapper 1910 to Seoul/Korea and returned, UPU card 4
S. “SEOUL I.J.P.O. 10 SEP 04“ to Germany, censorship etc. Total 19 items. (T)

b/ GA

300, -

20880

1875/1937, group of 12 entires inc. two covers to Germany, otherwise used Meiji-period stationery. Also
one PR-ad with used Kiku stamps affixed. (T)

b/ GA

60, -

P 20881•

1875/1991, covers/stationery/FDC (55) inc. some Ryukyu, also old approval booklet with fiscals ca.
1872/1910 and few ca. 1989 face value. (S)

b/ GA/
Ak/ **

100, -

20882

1876/1914, covers (11 inc. registered x4) mostly to Italy inc. from “Institute for infectionous diseases
Tokio“ with printed return and paper seal on reverse or from italian warship Puglia w. imprint “R.N.
Puglia“ on backflap etc. (T)

b

300, -

**/ */ g

250, -

W

W

W

W

20883

1876/1990, mint and used double material inc. national parks inc. s/s, 1948/49 philatelic week MNH,
Manchuko, Ryukyu etc. in large Lighthouse stockbook. (A)

W

20884

1883/2004 (ca.), covers (ca. 160), ppc mint and used (77) in three cover books, inc. amazing 2002/04
full minisheets of world heritage, science & anime ec. used on registered covers (22) to Germany. Total
ca. 237 items. (K)
b/ Ak/ GA

W

20885

W

20886

182

1888/1937 (ca.), mostly Kiku but up to Tazawa white paper used on stockcards, inc. pmks. of Taiwan/
Korea and some perf. specialization, for specialists (A)

g

1894/1990, collection of commemoratives inc. parks mint inc. MNH and used (double collected) in
two large “Schaubek“ stockbooks, inc. several full sheets and FDC and official ppc. Inc. 1916 10 S.
NG sigend Newiger resp. used “Mukden“ on piece, 1919 piece tied “Tsingtau“ to piece, 1919 airs 1
1/2 S. used and 3 S. mint (this crease), 1921 50 years resp. visit sets mint, 1925/27 silver wedding
and jubilee LH, 1934 s/s mint and used (certs. Eichhorn BPP or Pape BPP), 1948/49 philatelic
week MNH sheet of 5, 1949 childrens expo s/s, all the 1950s s/s inc. parks/new year, some FDC
inserted, amazing collection in clean condition (Michel cat. according vendor ca. 23.800). (K)

**/ */ g
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W
W
W
W

20888
20889•
20890
20891

P 20892

Start
1894/1969, a splendid mint collection in a Lighthouse binder, well filled throughout incl. many
better issues, commemoratives, airmails, definitives and also a attractive range of souvenir sheets.
High cat.value, rarely seen in that comprehensiveness! (A)
**/ */ (*)
1899/1914, small group of ten covers, all sent from Tokyo to Berlin, to governement councillor (T)

b

1900/1940 (ca.), lot of 29 ppc (incl. some China), incl. topographic views and some thematics. (T)

Ak

.
60, 130, 120, -

1894/1945, collection of covers/stamps, mounted on pages of military mails resp. occupation WWII. (A) GA/ b/ Ak
1908/38 ca., lot of about 60 cards, mostly ppc, and envelopes in good condition, all used and many with
abroad destinations (S)

70, -

b

1915/56, mostly MNH and several unused mounted mint almost complete collection in two 1961
hingeless “white ace“ albums inc. MNH 1916 10 S., 1919 air 3 S. signed Pfenniger, 1934 exhibition
s/s, 1937 white paper 1 Y., 1940 Aso s/s, 1948/49 resp. 1951 100 Y. and 500 Y. each, 1949 postal
week small sheet of 5., 1951 50 Y. s/s. And mounted mint 1919 air 1 1/2 S. signed Pfenniger, 1921
10 S., 1936 Kwangtung 10s, 1937 new plate 20s blue resp. white paper 1 Y., 5y + 10y, 1940
Kirishima s/s, 1948 philatelic week small sheet of 5 (in margin only), 1949 childrens week s/s,
pheasant airs, Tateyama airs first mount LH. Military ovpts. M1/5 w. M1/2 mounted mint, otherwise
MNH. Includes all postwar s/s. Clean condition. (S)
**/ */ (*)

2.3

20893•
20894

1925-30, Eight picture postcards (Music, Seaside Maiko, Yokohama) franked on front, fine group (T)

Ak

70, -

1948, Red Cross souvenir sheet, lot of six pieces, unused no gum as issued. Michel no. Bl. 24 (6), 600,€. (T)

(*)

100, -

20895

1957/1982, finest Collection MNH in 4 Lindner hingeless albums apparantly complete, partly repeatedly
collected, additional with some booklets, sheets and a lot of modern covers. (K)

**/ b

300, -

W

20896•

1876/1945, used on 10 larger stockcards inc. forerunners, ovpts. with 5y and 10y unwmkd.Tazawa 25s
(2), 30s, 50s, KLT/Dairen pmks. specialized on Kiku/Showa era inc. Mukden, Antung, Mukden and
Hsinking military branch p.o. (numbered), also Taiwan pmks. NK-Showa. (T)

g/ d

200, -

W

20897•

1891/1930, ppc (5), cover (1) and stationery (3, inc. cto “SHANGHAI J.P.O. 9 OCT 1891“, early usage of
this shortlived type). Roman daters of Moukden, Chefoo, Tientsin, Changchun-S, Port Arthur.O. (T)
GA/ b/ Ak

W

1898/1926, covers/used ppc/stationery (11) inc. 4 S. Tazawa used in 1922 to Gold Coast. (T)

W

20898•
20899•

W

20900•

W

JAPANISCHE POST IN CHINA

1914/41, covers/ppc/stationery used in Manchuria inc. Dairen (5 inc. cto) or Taiwan (6). Plus 1941 field
postcard from Manchuria. Total 12 items. (T)

b/ Ak/ GA

140, 90, -

GA/ b/
Ak/ x

90, -

Ak

350, -

JAPANISCHE POST IN KOREA
1899, ppc (8) with single franks Kiku 4 S. unovpt. each tied “Korea Unsan“ with dateline “Gwendoline,
Korea“ Sept./Dec. 1905, all via “MOJI“ to Highgate/London, England. Official postal picture post cards
showing scenes from russo-japanese war, all different, inc. railways Liaoyang/Dairen, Port Arthur,
surrender of russian battleships ec. (T)

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II
see al so 20785

W

20901

1940/44, mint collection. Issues for fall of Singapore, through to Manchukuo anniversary and other
regions include China occupations for Shangtung, Kwangtung, as well as the Meng occupations.
There are many better items, key values/sets, plenty of scarce stamps, much substance throughout.
(MS)

.

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - MALAYA
W

20902•

1942, General issues, fiscals, ovpt. blue “Dai Nippon 2602“: Perak 25 C. horizontal strip-3 MNH,
Selangor $1 block-4 used w. few rubbed spots. And Kedah, 1942, $1 used. (Barefoot £270). - Also group
of postage stamps with “Dai Nippon 2602 Malaya“ ovpts. (16) and japanese defs. 3 S., 5 S., 8 S., 25 S.
tied KL commemorative dater 2602.12.8 (FD of usage in Malaya). (T) Barefoot 203 (3), 208 (4), 54 etc.

W

20903

1942/1944, sophisticated collection of apprx. 370 stamps and 15 covers, showing many overprints, g/ */ **/
some multiples etc. Careful viewing advised! (A)
(*)/ b/ d

500, -

W

20904•

1942/45, accumulation mint/used/on piece inc. General Issues “DAI NIPPON 2602 MALAYA“ on NS 2
C. (SG J229) mirror print on reverse of margin plate-number block-40 (10x4) resp. top right corner
block-10 mint MM/MNH, resp. block-6 with variety “BAI NIPPON“ tied to piece “PENANG 21 JY 2602“.
**/ */
Also covers (9) w. faults, occupation Burma etc., to be inspected. (S)
(*)/ g/ b

100, -

W

20905•

1942/45, invoices/deed information/receipts etc. (42) with occupation stamps of DAI NIPPON or Dai
Nippon in characters ovpts. used as fiscals, also documents without stamps but showing occupation
period handstamps of enterprises, banks, courts (various of Penang) ec. (29), also 1942 telegram of
SYONAN. Total ca. 70 items mostly used in Singapore/Syonan or Penang. (M)

100, -

W

20906•

1942-44 Japanese Occupation: Group of multiples and part sheets of various issues, with stamps from
Penang, Perak, Selangor a.o. with Japanese overprints or and 1943 pictorial issues, in mixed condition. (M) **/ */ (*)

180, -

General issues, 1942/44, covers with ovpt. issues (6 + 1 front/FDC) inc. odd usage with Japan mainland
Singapore surrender semipostal. (T)

150, -

P 20907•
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20908•

General issues, 1942/44, fiscal usage on house ent receipts for 3 C. or 6 C. charge (1940/44) of “Dai
Nippon Malaya“ or kanji s.l. ovpt. resp. definitive issue. Total 6 receipts with dates transcribed. One
backed tear not affecting stamps. (T) SG J232, J268 etc.

b

100, -

P 20909•

General issues, 1942/44, stationery cards KGVI ovpt. (4, cto or mint) or 4 C. tin vessel large size (4) or
small size (3). Inc. amazing printed reverse, e.g. “Save More Win the War / 3rd Fixed Depost with Bonus“
lottery: “Lottery will be drawn on the 15th May, 2605 in Syonan“ or wedding invitation. Total 11 cards,
some w. faults. (T)

GA

100, -

20910•

1943/44, General issue, full mint sheets of 100 of pictorials 1 C. grey-green, 3 C. drab, 4 C. carmine
rose (2), 8 C. dull blue, 10 C. brown purple (this missing right margin). Plus 1942, Dai Nippon biliingual
6 C./5 C. type SG23, full sheet of 100. Total 7 sheets (SG cat. £1100). (MS) J297 302-ex (100), J293 (100).

**/ *

150, -

W

20911•

General issues, 1943, 4 C. and 8 C. on unaddressed blanc FDC (15 inc.9 with margin row number
imprints, one typed address added) tied “Syonan 4 29 2603“. (T) SG J300/301

FDC

100, -

W

20912•

General issues, 1943, 8 C. war memorial dull blue single franks on cover (36), one used to Japan with
contents, otherwise inland usages. Also strip-3 on registered cover Klang to Malacca. Total 37 covers all
w. censorship hs. and/or machine-reaseal at left, some in mixed condition. (T) SG J301

b

250, -

W

20913•

General issues, 1943/44 covers with regulars (5) or Japan 1938/42 mainland issues (5), two cto and
one has stamp fallen off. Total 10 covers. (T)

b

150, -

W

20914•

General Issues, 1943/44, covers (3) with commemorative single franks and censormarks, from Muar,
Ipoh and Penang, the latter with boxed jap. official seal of “Penang prov. Commerce Dept. Agriculture
Section“ and on reverse english embossing “municality of Penang“. (T) SG J307 (2), J309

b

100, -

W

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - NL-INDIEN / NAVY-DISTRICT /
DUTCH EAST INDIES
20915

1942/1943, 12 stationery cards including two reply cards written from “Kolonisatie Camp“ in
“BENTIOLOEK“ to Malang with some different Japanese censor marks. (M)

GA

200, -

P 20916•

1942/44, used cards in large size (6) or small size formates (2, both filing holes), mostly toned. Also
card Sumatra 3 1/2 C. canc. “Medan 18.9.15“ to Pematang Siantar in clean condition. Total 9 cards. (T)

GA

100, -

W

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - NL-INDIEN / SUMATRA /
DUTCH EAST INDIES
see al so 209 1 6

P 20917•

1942/45, covers (13) all w. philatelic mixed franks of “Dai Nippon local ovpts-1943 def.“, “DEI-JapanMalaya small seal-Malaya general ovpt.“, “DEI-Japan“ resp. “Dai Nippon/Sumatra-1943 defs.“. Canc.
1942/45 Pulau Raja or Kisarang and addressed to Pulau Raja but unsealed/uncensored. (T)

b/ x

200, -

P 20918•

1943, definitive issue, 1 C./40 C.-ex, covers (10) with mixed franks (6) or single franks (4) all. canc.
violet LCD “Sumatra - 3 years of years jubilee of new order Kisaran 19.12.8“ (Dec. 8, 1944) and censored
boxed red “Sumatra 5/censorship passed“ to Pulau Raja. Also 1 C.-1 R. cto LCD as above “Medan
20.3.26“ on unaddressed cover and 3 172 C. single on self-made card used “Brastagi 20.4.6“ to
Galang. Total 12 items. (T) 1/10-ex

b

200, -

b

150, -

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - PHILIPPINEN
P 20919•

1943, definitive 5 C. brown Mt. Mayon & Mt. Fuji, three covers to the President of the Philippines: single
frank “LUCENA, TAYABAS MAY 8 1944“; strip-3 w. Corregidor 2 C. tied “SAN FERNANDO, LA UNION FEB
22 1944“ with “BAGUIO“ transit, to registered cover, that slight faults; and 12 copies (inc. block-8) tied
three-waves from “MARTINLUPA RIZAL OCT 11 1944“ to registered-Return Receipt cover, reverse
adhesions. Great trio. (T) 18, 29

JAPAN - GANZSACHEN
W

20920

1873, folded cards 1/2 S., 1 S. ea. syll. 1 with inkdot specimen “sumiten“ with usual string holes from
affixing to announcement (T) JSCA PC1, 2

GA

250, -

W

20921

1873/1912, old collection of cards, envelopes, wrappers inc. PC1 (2) inkdot specimen, WR3 used
Osaka small bota 1881 (unusual), cherry blossom envelopes (21, mostly mint some mihon), PC5/6 mint
(4), envelopes, wrappers, UPU-cards inc. 3-5-6 mint, to be inspected. (S)

GA

900, -

P 20922

1874/1990 (ca.), mint and used collection of apprx. 246 stationery in two stockbooks. Plus supplemental
(48, inc UPU-card thin paper 2+2s x2), total ca. 294 items, to be inspected. (K)

GA

1892, UPU reply card 3 S. canc. “YOKOHAMA 27 MAR 96“ to Berlin/Germany and fwd. internal. (T)

GA

250, 90, -

**/ x

130, -

W

20923
20924

184

1982/1983, big lot with about 1100 postal stationery. About half used and half unused. Sorted by topic
and sealed by one and upto 62 pieces. (S)
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LAGERPOST TSINGTAU
P 20925

Kurume-temple camp, 1914: early usage card from “Kurume 3.12.19“ (Dec. 19, 1914) with a. o. han of
censors Yamamoto Shigeru to Tientsin/China with respective routing mark; also mint ppc showing
tempel Bairinji, part of the temple camp. - Shizuoka 1917, confirmation card (stationery type IIIb) for a
received parcel from “Shizuoka 6.9.11 (Sept. 11, 1917). All mounted on pages with detailed explanations
in German. Total 3 cards. JSCA cat. y80.000. (M)
Kurume-Tempellager, 1914: Karte ab “Kurume 3.12.19“ (19. Dez. 1914, frühe Verwendung) mit SDPDG,
L1 “furyoyubin“ und han des censors Yamamoto Shigeru nach Tientsin/China mit entspr. Leitstempel;
dazu ungebrauchte AK vom Tempel Bairinji, Teil des Tempellagers. - Shizuoka, 1917,
Bestätigungskarte(Type IIIb) für erhaltene Paketsendung ab “Shizuoka 6.9.11“ (11. September 1917)
mit großem violettem Lagerstempel ebenfalls nach Tientsin/China. Alle auf Blättern mit detaillierten
Erläuterungen. Gesamt 3 Stück. (M)

Ak

200, -

Marugame, 1914, AK nach Shanghai mit Abs.datierung 21. November 14 ab “Marugame 3.11.29“ (29.
Nov. 1914), im Eröffnungsmonat der Kgf. lager. Dazu Brief 1916 ab “Marugame 5.4.29“ mit
Dreiecksstempel vom Zensor Ichikawa. - Kumamoto, 1915/16, zwei Briefe nach Deutschland je mit han
des zensors Watanabe. Je auf Albenblättern aufgezogen mit detaillierten Erläuterungen. Gesamt 4
Stück. (M)

Ak/ b

200, -

20927•

Matsuyama, 1914/17, covers (4, one w. contents: acknowledgment of parcel), and money letter inbound
1915 to August Kronenberg from “Kobe 4.7.5“ (sender DAB) insured Y.21.43. Cards (8 inc.: stationery
used as form, preprinted “Empfangsbestaetigung“, to Mrs. Marine Oberstabsarzt Marg. Paefke via
Marine-.Postbureau, w. oil painting on reverse), inc. very early usage “Matsuyama 3.12.17“ (Dec. 17,
1914) on card with boxed “furyoyubin“, oval “KEZ“ and han of censor “Motomiya“ to Lüneburg/Germany,
sender Friedrich Bohn (Gef. Nr. 2815). Inc. oval camp seal in green (4) or violet (6). Total 12 items. - Also
contemporary photo of barracks taken from height. (M)

b/ Ak

450, -

P 20928

Aonogahara, 1915/20, outbound to Germany or Austria: cover, cards (6) inc. Jan. 1919 photocard of
camp choir real used; inbound: intercamp from Bando with boxed route marking “Aonogahara in
characters (1), otherwise cover and cards (6) all to marine Paul Werdecker of 2nd com O.M.D.
(Ostasiatische Marine Detachement). All mounted on pages with detailed explanations in German. Total
14 items. . (M)

b/ Ak

300, -

Fukuoka, 1915/17, Brief mit kleinem Lagersiegel nach Berlin (Bug); dazu eingehende Post (5, Brief und
4 Karten), dabei ab “DÖBERITZ ÜBUNGSPLATZ 21.4.15“ mit Zensurstpl. “Überwachungsstelle 1 des
Gardekorps“ oder fehladressiert und weitergeleitet nach Nagoya mit großem Lagersiegel. Aufgezogen
auf Blättern mit detaillierten Beschreibungen. Gesamt 6 Stück. (M)

b/ Ak

180, -

Kumamoto, 1915, covers (3), used ppc (4) plus two view cards of Kumamoto. Includes intercamp cards
to Himeji (2, rare) and inbound ppc from “Karlsruhe 25.4.15“ with all markings. (T)

b/ Ak

400, -

P 20926

W

Marugame, 1914, card to Shanghai dated by sender Nov. 21, 1914 and pmkd. “Marugame 3.11.29“
(Nov. 29), so first month of POW camps. Also 1916 cover to Germany pmkd. “Marugame 5.4.29“ with
triangular red censormark of Ichikawa. - Kumamoto 1915/16, two covers to Germany both w. han of
censor Watanabe. All mounted on pages with detailed explanations in German. Total 4 items. JSCA cat.
y140.000 (M)

Aonogahara, 1915/20, Karten (6), Brief (1) nach Österreich oder Deutschland, dabei gelaufene
Photokarte vom Jan. 1919 mit dem Lagerchor; dazu eingehend: Zwischenlagerpost aus Bando mit Ra.
1 Leitvermerk “Aonogahara“, ferner Brief bzw. Karten (6) alle an Seesoldat Paul Werdecker 2. Komp.
O.M.D. (Ostasiatisches Marine Detachement). Alle auf Blättern mit detaillierten Erläuterungen. Gesamt
14 Stück. (M)

P 20929

W

20930•

W

20931

Fukuoka, 1915/17, cover with small camp seal to Berlin; also incoming mail (5, cards x4 and cover) inc.
from “DÖBERITZ ÜBUNGSPLATZ 21.4.15“ and censormark of “Guard Corps No. 1 censor dept.“ and inc.
misaddressed and fwd. to Nagoya w. Nagoya large camp seal. Mounted on pages with detailed
explanations in German. Total 6 items. (M)

Kurume, 1915/19, the Bruno Rawengel (rank: Marine Oberzahlmeister) correspondence, he was
one of 29 officers in POW camp Kurume, POW #673. Outbound Franked and free-of postage SdPdG
entires to him, mounted on pages. Outbound 8, inbound from China (7, mostly Peking), Germany (89,
Stettin, Anklam, Glogau, Greifswald etc.), USA (4), Hawaii (10, with contents, also w. censormark;
one marked SdPdG but taxed in Hawaii; inc. stationery). Includes several inbound/outbound from
Ketting near Augustenburg, Alsen island, inc. TPO mark. (A2)
Kurume, 1915/19, Die Bruno Rawengel Korrespondenz, Oberzahlmeister in Kurume. Abgehend 8,
eingehend aus Deutschland 89, aus China 7, USA 4, Hawaii 10 ( dabei Briefinhalte mit Zensurstempel,
eine Karte markiert SdPdG aber bei Abgang taxiert, Ganzsachen ink. Streifband). Etliche ein-/
ausgehend von Ketting bei Augustusburg, Insel Alsen mit Bahnpost. Total 119 items in two large boxed
Lindner albums/119 Stück in zwei großen Lindner-Alben mit Schuber. (A2)
b/ GA/ Ak
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Kurume, 1915/20, covers (4, one incoming), cards (18) inc. confirmation card to Foochow/China,
incoming from Tsingtao FPO, camp printers ppc all different real used X-mas cards (4) resp. exhibition
cards (2). Also 1918 money letter inbound, opinion Newiger (2005) reduced at bottom and pink telegram
“AOICHO 15.1.20“ from camp censor Yokoyama to Landgraf/Tokyo. Mounted on pages with detailed
explanations in German. Total 30 items. (M)
Kurume, 1915/20, Briefe (4, einer eingehend, einer 1919 n. Rappoltsweiler/Elsaß), Karten (18) dabei
Bestätigungskarte nach Foochow, eingehend aus Tsingtau, Lagerdruckkarten alle verschieden gelaufen
mit Weihnachten (4), Ausstellung (2). Dazu Geldbrief 1918 (unten verkürzt) mit KB Newiger (2005),
Telegramm “AOICHO 15.1.20“ vom Lagerzensor Yokoyama an Landgraf/Tokyo. Aufgezogen auf
Albenblättern mit detaillierten Erläuterungen, gesamt 30 Stück. (M)

P 20933

Matsuyama, 1915/17, Karten (5) nach Deutschland, dazu 2 AK mit Abb. “Lagerleben“, dabei
Zwischenlagerpost ins Lager Nagoya bzw. nach Hamburg, Empfänger nicht gefunden und zurück nach
japan. Aufgezogen auf Blättern mit detaillierten Beschreibungen. Gesamt 7 Stück. (M)

P 20934

20936

150, -

Ak/ b

150, -

b/ Ak

200, -

b/ Ak

200, -

b/ GA

100, -

Aonogahara, 1917/21, artillery mechanic Rudolf Eberhardt POW #2177, incoming mails: card 1917 with
photograph Helene Heißler resp. parcel tags from USA (2), printed Siemens loan card dated 1918, 1920
german discharge papers, certificates a.o. of navy service ec., also 1901 card Japan-Tsingtau and 1902
cover Tsingtau-Japan, interesting. (M)
Aonoghara, 1917/21, Art. Mechaniker-Maat Rudolf Eberhardt (aus Schleslngen/Thüringen) Gef. Nr.
2177, eingehende Karte aus Rudolstadt 1917 mit Photo Helene Heißler bzw. Paketanhänger aus USA
1917 (2), gedruckte “Darlehnskarte“ Siemens-Schuckert Tokyo datiert 29.7.18, Entlassungsschein
29.2.20, Dienstzeugnis usw. - Dazu “Vorläufer“, Japankarte 1901 n. Tsingtau u. Bf. 1902 n. Japan. (M)

P 20939

b/ Ak

Osaka, 1915/17, covers (3) and cards (3 + one inbound) mounted on pages with detailed explanations
in German. Total 7 items. (M)
Osaka, 1915/17, Briefe (3) und Karten (3 + weitere eingehend) aufgezogen auf Blättern mit detaillierter
Erläuterungen. Gesamt 7 Stück., eine Karte signiert Haspel BPP. (M)

P 20938

250, -

Oita, 1915/17, covers (3, inc. use-up of german field posts envelope) and ppc (2) all used to Germany.
Mounted on pages with detailed descriptions in German. Total 5 items. JSCA cat. y100.000. (M)
Oita, 1915/17, Briefe (3, dabei Aufbrauchsverwendung deutscher Feldpostumschlag) und Karten (2)
gelaufen nach Deutschland. Je auf Blättern aufgezogen mit detaillierten Erläuterungen. Gesamt 5
Stück. (M)

P 20937

Ak

Nagoya, 1915/18, two cards with handstamped Easter - and Pentecost greetings to Germany, han of
censor Taniguchi; also incoming three cards from Insterburg/Prussia or Hamburg and cover from Berlin
branch of DAB. Mounted on pages with detailed descriptions in German. Total 6 items. (M)
Nagoya,1915/18, zwei Karten mit handgestempelten Oster- Pfingstgrüßen nach Deutschland mit han
des Zensors Taniguch; ferner eingehende Post, drei karten aus Insterburg/Ostpreußen oder Hamburg
bzw. Umschlag von der Berliner Filiale der DAB. Aufgezogen auf Albenseiten mit detaillierten
Erläuterungen. Gesamt 6 Stück. (M)

W

400, -

Matsuyama, 1915/17, incoming envelopes (3) to Vizefeldwebel Robert Kleemann with violet or green
camp seal ec., all with blue seal “Siegelmarke/Kriegsgefangenenlager/Matsuyama“. Also illustrated
card of sparkling wine co. Kloß&Förster addressed to camp Matsuyama, but already with Bando entry
censor (camp already relocated). Also 1915 franked card with commemoratives addressed to POW.
Mounted on pages with detailed explanations in German. Total 5 items. JSCA cat. y150.000. (M)
Matsuyama, 1915/17,eingehende Briefe (3) an Vizefeldwebel Robert Kleemann mit violettem oder
grünen Lagersiegel, alle mit blauer “Siegelmarke/Kriegsgefangenenlager/Matsuyama“. Dazu
illustrierte Karte Sektkellerei Kloß&Förster Freyburg a. Unstrut adressiert nach Matsuyama, jedoch
bereits mit Zensurstempel Bando (Lager verlegt). Aufgezogen auf Blättern mit detaillierten
Beschreibungen. Gesamt 4 Stück. (M)

P 20935

b/ GA

Matsuyama, 1915/17, cards (5) to Germany inc. picture of camps “Kokaido“ (assembly hall); also ppc
(2) of “camp life“, one intercamp mail to POW camp Nagoya, one to Hamburg and fwd. and finally
returned to Japan. Mounted on pages with detailed descriptions in German. Total 7 items. (M)

Bando, 1917/20, camp stationery (7, cards x5 and envelopes x2) all used inc. to Shanghai/China (2);
plus normal card and incoming mails 1917/19 (2). Also X-mas 1918, two different multicolour cards
from the camp printing shop both real used to Berlin-siemensstadt. Finally exhibition 1918, three ppc
showing “Konditorei GEBA“ and “Bilderausstellung“ each mint with exhibiton cachet, and
“Kasperletheater“ used March 1918 to Freiberg/Saxony. Mounted on pages with detailed explanations
in German. Total 15 items. (M)
Bando, 1917/20, Lagerganzsachen (7, 5 Karten u.a. Ia, Ic und zwei Umschläge je Type II) je gelaufen
u.a. nach Shanghai (2), dazu normale Karte und eingehende Karten 1917/19 (2). Dazu Weihnachten
1918, zwei verschiedene mehrfarbige Weihnachtsgrußkarten aus der Lagerdruckerei je gelaufen nach
Berlin-Siemensstadt. Ausstellung 1918, drei Photodruckkarten “Konditorei GEBA“ und “Bilderausstellung“
je ungebr. und “Kasperletheater“ gelaufen März 1918 nach Freyberg/Sachsen. Aufgezogen auf Blättern
mit detaillierten Beschreibungen. Gesamt 15 Stück. (M)
b/ Ak/ GA

186
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Start
Ninoshima, 1917/18, two camp stationery covers (type IIa) and one camp stationery card (type VI) all
used to Germany with a variety of markings inc. han of censor Ueda Kotora. All mounted on pages with
detailed explanations in German. Total 3 items. (M)
Ninoshima, 1917/18, zwei Lager-GSU (Type IIa) bzw. Lager-GSK (Type VI) alle nach Deutschland.
Aufgezogen auf Blättern mit detaillierten Erläuterungen. Gesamt drei Stück. (M)

P 20941

GA

150, -

GA/ Ak

200, -

Narashino, to Luxemburg: 1918/19, two camp stationery envelopes each type I used to Germany and
one ppc used to Luxemburg with Trier transit censormark, a rather unusual destination for Tsingtau POW
mail. - Plus inbound card 1915 to Asakusa-Honganji w. han of censor Hanyu. Mounted on pages with
detailed descriptions in German. Total 4 items. (M)
Narashino, nach Luxemburg: 1918/19, zwei Lager GSU je Type I nach Deutschland und AK nach
Luxemburg mit Durchgangszensur Trier, ungewöhnliches Bestimmungsland für Kgf. Post Tsingtau. Dazu eingehende Karte 1915 ins Lager Asakusa mit han des Zensors Hanyu. Aufgezogen auf Blättern
mit detaillierten Erläuterungen. Gesamt 4 Stück. (M)

JAPAN - BESONDERHEITEN
see al so 209 3 7, 23 062

W

20942•

P 20943

1872/77 (ca.), Japanese silk fiscals: small size wrappers in red and blue, mint; 1874 fiscals inland (grey)
and foreign (green) w. red specimen handstemp on official issuance announcement No. 42 dated Meiji
7.4.8 (April 8, 1874); five more inc. inland silk fiscal Meiji 8 in grey resp. Meiji 10 yellow both with red
specimen hs. and 1890s silk fabrication resp. inspection labels in blue/olive on silk piece. - Finally 7 SPEC/ (*)/
different Hyogo prefecture rice inspection stamps. Unusual. (M)
g

100, -

1900/1950, album with more then 140 historical postcards as well as numerous collectible-pictures,
press-photos, vignettes, menu-cards and other interesting Japanese printing matter. High-quality
collection with different topics like politics and history with motifs from the postal system, the Japanese
Emperor, traffic, art, military and many more. Great collection and very nice original shape. (A)
1900/1950, Album mit über 140 historischen Ansichtskarten sowie zahlreichen Sammelbilder,
Pressefotos, Vignetten, Menükarten und anderen interessanten japanischen Druckerzeugnissen. Eine
hochwertige Sammlung aus Politik & Geschichte mit Motiven aus dem Postwesen, Kaiserhaus, Verkehr,
Kunst, Militär und etlichen weiteren Bereichen. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht und meist in
guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. (A)

Ak

850, -

Ak

800, -

1926/1963, specialised collection/assortment on stockpages, from 1926 ⅛i. used horizontal strip of
three, nice range of imperfs incl. blocks of four and also 1960 Olympic Games set and souvenir sheet,
1931 definitives complete set of eleven values with “Specimen“ overprint, not issued 1948 overprint
etc. (M)

**/ g/ *

280, -

1930/1931, Definitives “Arab inscription“, accumulation of apprx. 4.240 stamps within complete
sheets/large units, MNH resp. c.t.o. (1962 Sana‘a postmark), also incl. apprx. 177 JOB NUMBERS.
Michel cat.value apprx. 36.433,- € (no surplus for job numbers and also no surplus for MNH). (S)

**/ g

1930/1962 (ca.), accumulation of mostly blocks and part or complete sheets with some in large
quantity incl. several better issues, overprints and others, majority mint never hinged with a few CTO
used only, very high cat. value and an unusual study lot for the specialist - please inspect! (S)

**/ g

P 20948•

1930/1962, gigantic stock of the imamate issues sorted in files in various, mostly very high
quantities (units, complete sheets) in two big boxes. Contains early defintives, overprints as well as
many of the commemoratives of the early 1960s and the not issued stamps 1947 in very high
quantities. All c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“, a cancellation the new rebublican goverment obviously used
to stamp parts of the inventory of imamate stamps. Most likley the largest stock of Yemen stamps
one can find on the market. Catalogue and retail value are huge! (K2)

x

P 20949•

3.

1930/1962, gigantic stock of the imamate issues sorted in files in various, mostly very high
quantities (units, complete sheets) in two big boxes. Contains early defintives, overprints as well as
many of the commemoratives of the early 1960s and the not issued stamps 1947 in very high
quantities. Probably the largest stock of Yemen stamps one can find on the market. Catalogue and
retail value are huge! (K2)

**

.

20950•

1939, Second Anniversary of Arabic Alliance 4b. to 1l., 50 sets in complete sheets of 50 stamps per value,
folded once and margins somewhat split, mint never hinged. Michel nos. 21/26, cat. value 1700.- €. (M)

P 20944

1900/1960, box with more then 1300 historical postcards including duplicates. Most of them are
unused and, showing in addition to the topographical topics, also a wide range of interesting motifs such
as art-cards, different kinds of transportation, people, architecture, sports and culture. Many other
Japanese printing products are also included. Huge collection in exceptional condition. (K)
1900/1960, Karton mit über 1300 historischen Ansichtskarten inclusive Dubletten. Das Material ist
überwiegend ungebraucht und bietet neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an
interessanten Motiven wie u.a. Künstlerkarten, Verkehrsmittel, Typen, Architektur, Sport und noch
andere kulturelle Darstellungen. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung.
Beigefügt sind noch zahlreiche andere japanische Druckerzeugnisse. (K)

JEMEN

see al so 21 055, 21 09 7, 21 09 8, 22540, 22542, 22820, 229 81 , 229 9 6, 23 01 0,
23 050, 23 074, 23 076, 23 1 03 , 23 1 24, 23 1 58, 23 1 68, 23 281 , 23 282, 23 49 0, 261 06
W

20945•

W

20946 •

W

20947•

W

21/26 (50)
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W

20951•

1939, Second anniversary of the Arab Alliance (Flags of Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Iraq) complete set of
six in blocks of ten with corner margins IMPERFORATE, mint never hinged and very scarce, unpriced in
Michel! 1i. a bit rough on the frame. (T) 21/26U (10)

**

100, -

W

20952•

**/ g/ *

550, -

W

20953•

1939/1950 (ca.), HANDSTAMPS, mainly mint specialiced collection of apprx. 370 stamps bearing boxed
handstamps, also some units, types, varieties etc. Very rare offer for the specialist! (A)
1939/1959, stock of MNH issues ex Michel no. 22/177 in complete sheets of 50 stamps each. List
of content enclosed and available in our online catalogue. Cat. value more than 103.290,- €. (K)

**

W

20954•

1940/1972 (ca.), unusual accumulation in large box incl. large blocks/part sheets, many miniature
sheets and sheetlets with some heavy duplicated incl. attractive thematic issues as space, football and
many others, MNH or used (CTO with printed cancels), very high cat. value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**/ g

350, -

W

20955•

1942/1959, specialised assortment incl. Michel nos. 41/44 imperf. blocks of four, no. 193 marginal
block of four with job number and offset on reverse, 1947 airmail cover to New York etc. (S)

**/ b

140, -

W

20956•

1945/1948, Ornaments set of six different values with handstamp opt. 'Yemen Post / 4 (arabic script)
/ Yemen' in different quantities incl. ½b. orange-brown/blue (180), 1b. blue-green/brownish red (110),
2b. grey-brown/violet (230), 3b. dull violet/blue (230), 4b. lilac-red/green (25, UNLISTED in Michel!) and
5b. grey/brown (130) mostly in larger blocks and includes some different types of opt., unusual study
material and/or investment lot, mint never hinged, Mi. 45/46+94/96 etc., € 5.700,-- + unlisted stamps
(T) 45/46+94/96 etc.

**

240, -

W

20957•

1947, not issued 10b. rose, 20b. brown and 1i. black, three values each as complete sheet of 50
stamps, ten sheets per issue mint never hinged und one sheet of the 1i. black c.t.o. Sana´a 31.5.62 (M)

I/III (50)

**

200, -

.

W

20958•

1947, not issued 1i. black, as a complete sheet of 50 stamps c.t.o. Sana´a 31.5.62, ten sheets in very
fine condition. (M) III (50)

x

500, -

W

20959

1947/1958. Lot with 4 Epreuves de Luxe in blue for stamps of the set “National motifs“ showing “Mocha
coffee bush“ (two little stains), “Palace in Sanaa“, and for the not official issued stamps “Palaces, stars
and sword“ and “Palace of the Imam“. VF and attractive. (T) 47, 50, I/II, III Proofs

(*)

180, -

20960•

1947/1970 (ca.), accumulation in red box sorted by cat. numbers in glassines with many complete sets
and several better issues from North Yemen and Kingdom of Yemen incl. many nice thematic issues etc.,
majority mint never hinged with a few hinged stamps, high cat. value - please inspect! (S)

**/ *

160, -

W

20961•

1947-62, Album with specialized collection with perf and imperf stamps and souvenir sheets, Camel
Post overprinted issues mail, very scarce frankings, scarce registration cachets and labels. An excellent
opportunity to get a specialized collection with high retail value, please inspect carefully. (A)
b/ **/ g

550, -

W

20962•

1948, Country impressions complete set of three with handstamp opt. 'Yemen Post / 4 (arabic script) /
Yemen' in different quantities incl. ½b. yellow-brown (190), 1b. purple (140) and 2b. blue (140) mostly
in larger blocks and includes some different types of opt., unusual study material and/or investment lot,
mint never hinged, Mi. A96+97/98, € 3.040,-- ++ (T) A96+97/98

**

110, -

W

20963•

1948, Handstamps, mainly mint collection of 23 marginal blocks of four, mainly from the corners of the
sheets incl. five plate blocks, also some varieties. (M)

**/ */ g

160, -

W

20964•

1948/1950, 75th Anniversary of UPU/Admission of Yemen to U.N., specialised assortment incl. mini
sheets, imperfs. etc. (K)

**/ *

100, -

W

20965•

1950, 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) complete set of eight different values in
IMPERFORATE sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels) in an investment lot with ten complete sheetlet
sets (= 1.280 stamps), mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 114/21 B KB (10), € 5.600,-- ++ (M)

**

240, -

W

20966•

1950, 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) complete set of eight different values in
PERFORATE sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels) in an investment lot with ten complete sheetlet
sets (= 1.280 stamps), mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 114/21 A KB, UNPRICED IN MICHEL! (cat.
value of the imperf. issue € 5.600,-- ++) (M)

**

240, -

W

2096 7•

1950, 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) IMPERFORATE issue in an unusual
investment lot with about 1.100 complete sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels, total 17.600
stamps) in different quantities incl. 4b. (165), 6b. (135), 10b. (50), 14b. (225), 4b. air (270), 6b. air
(110), 10b. air (95) and 14b. air (50), mint never hinged incl. many with small marginal mainly gum
faults or creases etc., Mi. 114/21 B KB, € 28.000,-- ++ for the 50 complete sheetlet sets + additional
quantities! (S)

**

W

20968•

1950, 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) PERFORATE issue in an unusual investment
lot with about 520 complete sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels, total 8.320 stamps) in different
quantities incl. 4b. (125), 6b. (70), 10b. (28), 14b. (27), 4b. air (135), 6b. air (80), 10b. air (28) and 14b.
air (27), mint never hinged incl. many with small marginal mainly gum faults or creases, some with small
perf. separations etc., Mi. 114/21 A KB, UNPRICED IN MICHEL! (cat. value of the imperf. issue €
15.120,-- ++ for the 27 complete sheetlet sets + additional quantities) (S)

**

550, -

W

20969•

1950/1965 (ca.), assortment of 55 covers, apparently mainly commercial mail (postal wear/
imperfections/shortened), showing a good range of postmarks, registered and airmail etc. Very
interesting lot, viewing advised! (S)

b

280, -

W

20970•

1950-70, Album containing large stock of perf and imperf blocks with thematic interest, 1960 World
Refugee Year imperf margin imprint blocks of four, air mails, Commemoration of Victory and Anniversary
issues, Human Rights, Against Malaria, an excellent stock with high retail value, please calculate! (A)

**/ */ g

280, -
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20971•

1951, Definitives “Pictorials“, 5b. blue/red, 14b. bluish green and 20b. rose, u/m assortment of mainly
complete sheets. Michel cat.value apprx. 24.400,- €. (S)

**

200, -

W

20972•

1951, landscapes, 6b. to 1i., 400 sets in sheets of 40 stampes each, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Michel
nos. 132/138, cat. value 9600,- €. (M) 132/138 (400)

x

100, -

W

20973•

1952, Album with specialized collection on one year issues with perf and imperf sheets, Essays, not
adopted SPECIMEN, imperfs on registered mail to US and Lebanon, very scarce frankings, scarce
registration labels. An excellent opportunity to get a specialized collection impossible to build again,
please inspect carefully. (A)

b/ **/
*/ g

700, -

1954, 16b. on 10b., Provisionals, overprint “airplane and year dates “ on the definitive of 1930, 100
copies in five complete sheets with margins, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The
history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular
issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially.
They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

600, -

W

20974•

W

20975•

1954, 30b. on 1l., Provisionals, overprint “airplane and year dates“ on the definitive of 1930, 100
copies in five complete sheets with margins mint never hinged. Not listed in the catalogues. The history
of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues
known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They
are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

**

800, -

W

20976•

1954, 8b on 6b., Provisionals, overprint “airplane and year dates“ on the definitive of 1930, 100 copies
in five complete sheets with margins mint never hinged. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the
1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known.
They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite
rare and not offered very often. (M)

**

700, -

W

20977•

1954, Provisionals, 10b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is
not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were
produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered
very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20978•

1954, Provisionals, 14b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins (upper half with sheet number), c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The
history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular
issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially.
They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20979•

1954, Provisionals, 14b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins (upper half with sheet number), mint never hinged. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of
the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues
known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They
are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

**

150, -

W

20980•

1954, Provisionals, 18b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins (upper half with sheet number), c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The
history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular
issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially.
They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20981•

1954, Provisionals, 18b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is
not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were
produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered
very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20982•

1954, Provisionals, 1l. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner margins,
c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not
completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were
produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered
very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20983•

1954, Provisionals, 20b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins (upper half with sheet number), c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The
history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular
issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially.
They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20984•

1954, Provisionals, 20b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is
not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were
produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered
very often. (M)

x

130, -
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20985•

1954, Provisionals, 20b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins, mint never hinged. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not
completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were
produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered
very often. (M)

**

150, -

W

20986•

1954, Provisionals, 24b. on 1l. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins (upper half with sheet number), c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The
history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular
issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially.
They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20987•

1954, Provisionals, 24b. on 1l. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins (upper half with sheet number), c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The
history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular
issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially.
They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20988•

1954, Provisionals, 32b. on 1l. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner
margins, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not
completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were
produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered
very often. (M)

x

130, -

W

20989•

1954, Provisionals, 8b. overprint “airplane and year date“, 25 copies in half a sheet with corner margins,
c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not
completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were
produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered
very often. (M)

x

130, -

20990•

1954, Provisionals, 8b. postage due 1942 (Michel no. 4) with overprint “plane and year date“ and
“official“ in Latin and Arabic. Five complete sheet of 50 stamps, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed
in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are
diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of
Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very often. On a
postage due stamp and with official overprint probably unknow until now. (M)

x

20991•

.

1954, Provisionals, 8b. postage due 1942 (Michel no.4) with overprint “plane and year date“ and
“official“ in Latin and Arabic. Ten complete sheet of 50 stamps and some single copies, c.t.o.
“Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly
explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by
the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very
often. On a postage due stamp and with official overprint probably unknow until now. (M)

x

.

20992•

1954, Provisionals, eight issues with overprints “airplane and year date“ (8b., 10b., 14b., 18b., 20b. 1l.,
24b. on 1l. and 32b. on 1l.) each in a block of four with corner margins, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not
listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are
diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of
Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

150, -

W

20993•

1954, Provisionals, eight issues with overprints “airplane and year date“ (8b.,10b., 14b., 18b., 20b. 1l.,
24b. on 1l. and 32b. on 1l.) each in a block of four with corner margins, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not
listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are
diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of
Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

150, -

W

20994•

1954, Provisionals, eight issues with overprints “airplane and year date“ (8b.,10b., 14b., 18b.,20b. 1l.,
24b. on 1l. and 32b. on 1l.) each in a block of four with corner margins, c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not
listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are
diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of
Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

150, -

W

20995•

1954, Provisionals, eight issues with overprints “airplane and year date“ (8b.,10b., 14b., 18b.,20b. 1l.,
24b. on 1l. and 32b. on 1l.) each in a block of four with upper right corner margins with sheet numbers,
c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“ (some with blurred ink). Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954
provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They
probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare
and not offered very often. (M)

x

150, -

W

20996•

1954, Provisionals, four issues (8b. on 6., 16b. on 10b, airplane with and without year dates on 5b.)
each in a block of four with corner margins mint never hinged. Not listed in the catalogues. The history
of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues
known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They
are quite rare and not offered very often. (T)

**

100, -

W
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20997•

1954, Provisionals, four issues (8b. on 6., 16b. on 10b, airplane with and without year dates on 5b.)
each in a block of four with corner margins mint never hinged. Not listed in the catalogues. The history
of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues
known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They
are quite rare and not offered very often. (T)

**

100, -

W

20998•

1954, Provisionals, six issues (8b. on 6., 16b. on 10b, 30b. on 1l., airplane with and without year dates
on 5b., and airplane and year dates on 8b.) each in a block of ten mostly with corner margins mint never
hinged. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet.
There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of
Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

**

350, -

350, -

W

20999•

1954, Provisionals, six issues (8b. on 6., 16b. on 10b, 30b. on 1l., airplane with and without year dates
on 5b., and airplane and year dates on 8b.) each in a block of ten with corner margins mint never hinged.
Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are
diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of
Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

**

W

21000•

1954, Provisionals, stock of the overprint “airplane“ and “airplane and year dates“, four different
values (8b, 16b on 10b.,24b. on 20b. and 6b. on 5b.) in various quantities, in total more than 370
stamps in units c.t.o. “Sana´a 31.5.62“ Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954
provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known.
They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are
quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

P 21001•

.

1954, Provisionals, stock of the overprint “airplane, year dates and currency“, eight different values
(8b., 10b., 14b., 18b.,20b., 1l., 24b. on 1l. and 32b. on 1l.), 100 copies each in units c.t.o. “Sana´a
31.5.62“ Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly explored
yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by the Ministry
of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

x

21002•

3.

W

1954, Provisionals, stock of the overprints “airplane“ and “airplane and year dates“, four different
values (5b. with and without year dates, 6b. on 8b., 16b. on 10b. and 30b. om 1l.) in various quantities
mint never hinged. In total more than 500 stamps! Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the
1954 provisionals is not completly explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues
known. They probably were produced by the Ministry of Communications but never used officially.
They are quite rare and not offered very often. (M)

**

2.

W

21003•

1954, Provisionals, three issues with overprints “year date“ (6b. on 6b., 16b. on 10b. and 18b, on 14b.)
on the 1939 issue (two years of Arabic Alliance), 10 copies each, 16b. and 18b. in blocks of ten, c.t.o.
“Sana´a 31.5.62“. Not listed in the catalogues. The history of the 1954 provisionals is not completly
explored yet. There are diverse overprints on regular issues known. They probably were produced by the
Ministry of Communications but never used officially. They are quite rare and not offered very often. (T)

x

150, -

W

21004•

1958, “HUMAN RIGHTS“ and “FIRST STAMP“ overprints, accumulation of appx. 7.000 stamps within
complete sheets/large units, c.t.o. resp. u/m. (A2)

g/ **

300, -

W

21005•

1958, 20b. and 1i. not issued definitves in complete sheets of 50 stamps each mint never hinged.
Michel nos. IV and V, cat. value 2000,- €. (M) IV/V (50)

**

100, -

W

21006•

**

100, -

W

21007•

1958, 20b. and 1i. not issued definitves in complete sheets of 50 stamps each mint never hinged.
Michel nos. IV and V, cat. value 2000,- €. (M) IV/V (50)
1958, 20b. and 1i. not issued definitves in complete sheets of 50 stamps each, 40 sheets per issue
mint never hinged. Some margins rolled or slightly damaged. Michel nos. IV and V, cat. value
80.000,- €. (S) IV/V (2000)

**

W

21008•

1959/1983, MNH accumulation incl. many complete sets, gold issues, sheets etc. Michel cat.value
apprx. 10.600,- €. (K)

**

240, -

W

21009•

1959-67: Mint collection of almost all stamps and souvenir sheets, perforated and imperforated, from
Kingdom of Yemen and Republic, with most of the good items as imperforated 1960 Olympics set and
s/s and the overprinted (“Free Yemen ...“) 1962 sets, the optd. 1962 UN and further souvenir sheets,
the 1963 Consular Official 10b. overprinted in red, etc. A fine-very fine, fresh and valuable collection. (K)

**/ *

300, -

W

21010•

1960/1990 (ca.), duplicates in six small albums/binders with many complete sets etc. incl. several
better issues, imperf. and overprinted stamps, miniature sheets incl. special issues, some gold and
silver foil items, attractive thematics etc., mostly on pages prepared for individual sale, majority MNH
but also some mint hinged or fine used, very high cat. value (K)

**/ */ g

140, -

W

21011•

1960/1990, comprehensive u/m stock of souvenir sheets exclusively, housed in seven binders, well
sorted throughout incl. better pieces like Michel nos. Bl. 1 (11), 2 (20), 3 (19), 21 (31), 34 (11), 42
(128), 60 A (2), 60 B (4), 61 A, 61 B (3), 82 (58), 198 (29), 201/02 (30), 210/11 (28), 228 (30) etc.
Michel cat.value apprx. 44.600,- €. Quite uncommon offer! (K)

**

W

21012•

W

21013•

1961, Palaces, 4b. to 16b., lot of complete sheets and units in various quantities per value, but at least
100 complete sets imperf. mint never hinged. Michel nos. 225/229, no price given in the catalogue. (M)

3.

.

225/229

**

150, -

1961, Sabean Marib History, small stock of these issues impfer. from 10 copies (16b.) to 100 copies
(20b.) in units and complete sheets c.t.o. Sana´a 31.5.62. High catalogue and retail value. Ex Michel
nos. 215/224B. (M)

x

100, -
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21014•

1961/1982, comprehensive MNH accumulation of sheets, souvenir sheets and especially de luxe sheets.
Michel nos. 215/24, 1292, 1610/16, 1697/1702, 1739/44. Michel cat.value at least 12.750,- €. (K)

**

200, -

W

21015•

1962, Children´s welfare, 2b. to 10b. imperf., 200 sets in complete sheets of 50 stamps per value c.t.o.
Sana´a 31.5.62. Michel nos. 237/240B, no price given in the catalogue. (M) 237/240B (200)

x

100, -

21016•

1962, Children´s welfare, 2b. to 10b. imperf., 300 sets in complete sheets of 50 stamps per value mint
never hinged. Michel nos. 237/240B, cat. value 4.500,- €. (M) 237/240 (300)

**

200, -

21017•

1962/1970, comprehensive u/m stock of souvenir sheets exclusively, housed in three binders, well
sorted throughout incl. better pieces like Michel nos. Bl. 2 (5), 3 (2), 4a (7), 4b (5), 5 (7), 23a (22), 44
(6), 60 (10), 62 (9) etc. Michel cat.value apprx. 14.000,- €. Quite uncommon offer! (K)

**

400, -

W

W

21018

1964/1987 (approx). Lot with thousands of stamps showing various topics like OLYMPIC GAMES
(Mexico ‚68, Munich ‚72, Sapporo ‚72 etc), ANIMALS (Horses, Camels, Birds, Elephants etc), ARTS,
POLITICS, RED CROSS, PERSONALITIES (Adenauer, Nasser etc), FLOWERS, MILITARY, UPU, SPACE
and some more. Most stamps are mint, NH, only a very few cancelled. (K)

**

W

21019•

1964/1988, comprehensive u/m accumulation in three binders, chiefly complete sets and all within
sheets/units, attractive thematic issues and imperf. sets. Michel cat.value apprx. 25.000,- €. (K)

**

21020•

1965, Winston Churchill Commemoration, black overprint on 4b. violet-blue/red imperf., 50
complete (unfolded) sheets of 50 stamps each (=2500 stamps), unmounted mint. Michel no. 144
Bb, 300.000,- €+. (MS) 144Bb (2500)

21021•

**

.

1965, Winston Churchill Commemoration, red overprint on 4b. violet-blue/red imperf., 12 complete
(unfolded) sheets of 50 stamps each (=600 stamps), some with a slight grease, unmounted mint.
Michel no. 144 Ba, 72.000,- €+. (M) 144Ba (600)

**

3.

W

21022•

1966, Telecommunications complete set of eight in an investment lot of 385 complete IMPERFORATED
sets mostly in complete panes of 25 stamps, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 451/58 B, € 4.620,-- +
(M)

**

140, -

W

21023•

1966/1970 (ca.), accumulation with mostly YEMEN issues but also some from MAHRA STATE, SEIYUN
and HADHRAMAUT in stockbook with perf. and imperf. stamps/sets and miniature sheets, many nice
thematics incl. Kennedy, sport with Olympics, paintings, scouts etc., some GOLD foil stamps and others,
MNH and a very high cat. value! (A)

**

140, -

W

21024•

1966/1983, MNH accumulation: Michel no. Bl. 42 (89 pieces showing varieties of overprint), 1669/74
(45 sets of de luxe sheets, 4.500,- €), 1777/84 A/B (complete set of mini sheets, 1.560,- €). (K)

**

200, -

W

21025

1966/80 (ca.), six different unused airgrams, all definitive issues, one item with watermark “v“, rare
offer in good condition (T) H&G FG6a etc.

GA

150, -

21026•

1967, Jordan Refugees Relief Fund, 4b. + 4b. imperf., nine complete (unfolded) sheets of 50 stamps
each (with red “Churchill“ ovp.), unmounted mint (=450 stamps), all sheets with two greases on the left
side, that affect 15 stamps. Michel no. 386B, 20.250,- €+. (M) 386B (450)

**

700, -

W

21027•

1967/1982, MNH assortment incl. thematic issues, mini sheets, gold and silver issues etc. Michel cat.
value apprx. 10.000,- €. (K)

**

240, -

W

21028•

1968, Konrad ADENAUER imperf. miniature sheet with different denomination '5b.' (instead of 15b.) on
GOLD coloured paper in a lot with about 130 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 67 var.,
unlisted in Michel (T) Bl. 67 var. (5b.)

**

200, -

**

200, -

**

240, -

.
900, -

W

21029•

1968, Red Crescent imperf. miniature sheet with different denomination '5b.' (instead of 15b.) on GOLD
coloured paper in a lot with about 130 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 69 var., unlisted in
Michel (T) Bl. 69 var. (5b.)

W

21030•

1968, Summer Olympic Gold medalls imperf. miniature sheet 4b. 'High jump medals of 1968 and 1972'
in an investment lot with about 330 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 78, € 8.250,-- (T) Bl.

W

21031•

1968, Summer Olympic venues (coat of arms) imperf. miniature sheet 4b. 'Mexico 1968 and Munich
1972' in an investment lot with about 330 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 84, € 8.250,-- (T)

Bl. 84

**

240, -

W

21032•

1968, Winter Olympic venues (coat of arms) imperf. miniature sheet 3b.+4b. 'Grenoble 1968 and
Sapporo 1972' in an investment lot with about 330 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 82, €
8.250,-- (T) Bl. 82

**

240, -

W

21033•

1969, History of France imperf. miniature sheet 10b. 'Charles de Gaulle, Joan of Arc and Napoleon I.' in
an investment lot with about 730 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 116, € 16.060,-- (S) Bl.

116

**

500, -

78

W

21034•

1969, Pope Paul VI. at the International Labour Conference in Geneva two different perf. and imperf.
miniature sheets 6b. 'Pope Paul VI.' in an investment lot with about 700 (perf.) and 330 (imperf.)
miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 100/01, € 17.760,-- (S) Bl. 100/01

**

550, -

W

21035•

1969/1972, u/m collection of (unfolded) complete sheets comprising only complete sets, good
thematics like Olympic Games etc. Michel cat.value 2.796,- €. (A2)

**

110, -

W

21036•

1970, 8th anniversary of the Revolution perf. miniature sheet 10b. 'Flower still live of J. Linard' in an
investment lot with about 1.500 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 141, € 11.250,-- (S) Bl. 141

**

350, -
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W

21037•

1970, Olympic City of Munich (Famous sights) imperf. miniature sheet 10b. 'Marienplatz in 19th century'
in an investment lot with about 730 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 146, € 13.140,-- (S

W

21038•

1970, Olympic City of Munich (Sports in medieval art - sculptures) perf. miniature sheet 10b. 'stone
throwing' and imperf. miniature sheet 10b. 'swimming in medieval times' in an investment lot with about
330 (perf.) and 130 (imperf.) miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 163/64, € 6.300,-- (S) Bl.

W

21039•

W

21040

1970/1989, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity, all on the
topic paintings, f.e. Raphael, Rembrandt, horses. In total 4.522 compelte sets and 2000 part sets.
A summary of all items is available. Michel 42.218 €. (K)

**

21041•

1971, Conquest of the Mars (Space projects) perf. miniature sheet 6b. 'Daedalus, spaceship and
Phobos' and imperf. miniature sheet 6b. 'photon rocket' in an investment lot with about 730 pairs of
miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 165/66, € 21.900,-- (S) Bl. 165/66

**

650, -

21042•

1971, International sport (a contribution to world peace) miniature sheet 4b. 'ski jumping and gymnastics'
in an investment lot with about 30 perf. and 730 imperf. miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl.
153 A+B, € 13.500,-- (S) Bl. 153 A+B

**

400, -

W

21043•

1971, Olympic City of Kiel (Sailing disciplines) perf. miniature sheet 4b. 'Finn Dinghy' and imperf.
miniature sheet 4b. 'cog and star' in an investment lot with about 330 (perf.) and 730 (imperf.) miniature
sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 170/71, € 17.100,-- (S) Bl. 170/71

**

500, -

W

21044•

1971, Olympic City of Munich (Operas at the National Theatre) perf. miniature sheet 6b. 'Richard Wagner'
in an investment lot with about 730 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 155, € 8.760,-- (S)

Bl. 155

**

240, -

W

21045•

1971, Olympic gold medallists from ITALY perf. miniature sheet 14b. 'emblems of the Mexico, Munich,
Tokyo and Rome Games' and imperf. miniature sheet 14b. 'emblems of the Sapporo, Grenoble,
Innsbruck and Squaw Valley Games' in an investment lot with about 730 (perf.) and 30 (imperf.)
miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 177/78, € 9.300,-- (S) Bl. 177/78

**

280, -

W

21046•

1971, Persian miniatures miniature sheet 4b. 'Shaname de Baisonghor' in an investment lot with about
30 perf. and 730 imperf. miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 174 A+B, € 13.500,-- (S) Bl. 174

A+B

**

400, -

W

21047•

1971, Summer Olympics 1972 in Munich perf. miniature sheet 6b. 'sprint' and imperf. miniature sheet
6b. 'horse show jumping' in an investment lot with about 330 (perf.) and 730 (imperf.) miniature sheets,
mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 175/76, € 17.100,-- (S) Bl. 175/76

**

500, -

W

21048•

1980, World Scout Jamboree perf. miniature sheet 300f. 'rower and Lord Baden-Powell' and imperf.
miniature sheet 300f. 'scout saluting and scout lily' in a lot with about 95 pairs of miniature sheets, mint
never hinged and scarce, Mi. Bl. 201/202, € 6.650,-- (T) Bl. 201/02

**

240, -

**

400, -

163/64

**

200, -

1970, Olympic gold medallists from GERMANY perf. miniature sheet 6b. 'Summer Olympic medals' and
imperf. miniature sheet 6b. 'Winter Olympic medals' in an investment lot with about 730 (perf.) and 130
(imperf.) miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 149/50, € 11.100,-- (S) Bl. 149/50

**

350, -

Bl. 146

W

.

W

21049•

1980/1984 (ca.), 67 mostly different sample folders of the Ueberreuter printing company with
plastic samples of stamp designs for the Yemen Arab Republic. Many beautiful thematics, most of
all animals and sports, but also space, year of the child, trains, cars etc. A scarce offer, definitivly
missing in every Yemen or thematic collection. (S)

W

21050•

1980/1985, DE LUXE SHEETS, seven different issues with 25 complete sets of de luxe sheets each
(=175 sets of de luxe sheets): Michel nos. 1592/99, 1610/16, 1619/26, 1669/74, 1697/1702,
1725/30, 1807/12. Michel cat.value 17.500,- €. (K)

**

500, -

W

21051•

1980/1990, comprehensive MNH accumulation of apparently complete issues and souvenir sheets,
also several imperfs and thematic sets. Michel cat.value 14.138,- € (plus some material not counted)
(S)

**

350, -

.3

W

21052•

1982, International Year od Disabled Persons (patient in a wheelchair, nurse and different bunches of
flowers) set of six different imperforate special miniature sheets in an investment lot with 40 complete
sets, mint never hinged, scarce offer! Mi. 1711/16, € 4.000,-- (T)

**

140, -

W

21053•

1982, Telecommunicatios (earth station, globe, clock, satellite etc.) set of six different imperforate
special miniature sheets in an investment lot with 40 complete sets, mint never hinged, scarce offer! Mi.
1725/30, € 4.000,-- (T)

**

140, -

W

21054•

1983, Folklore - Traditional clothing set of eight different imperforate special miniature sheets in an
investment lot with 85 complete sets, mint never hinged, scarce offer! Mi. 1777/84, € 8.500,-- (S)

**

280, -
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23 279 , 23 280, 23 3 1 4, 23 3 9 3 , 23 41 4, 23 41 5, 23 428, 23 504
W

21055•

W

21056 •

W

1940/1980 (ca.), Yemen Kingdom/Republic, comprehensive (almost exclusively MNH) accumulation in
a box, plenty of material on stockcards/in glassines/loose material, incl. souvenir sheets, de luxe sheets,
imperfs, attractive thematic sets etc. Very high retail value! (K)

**

1962, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1960 Olympic Games issue, complete set of five
values in sheets of 50 stamps (folded/partly separated), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet
control mark of “1st ARMY POSTAL SERVICE“. Mi. 40.000,- €. (M) 37/41 a (50)

**

21057•

1962, “FREE YEMEN...“ machine overprint on 1960 UNO issue, complete set of seven values in sheets
of 50 stamps (folded/partly separated/few toning spots), unmounted mint. Mi. 6.000,- €. (M) 13/19 (50)

**

170, -

W

21058•

1962/1965, specialised MNH collection/assortment on stockpages, incl. imperfs, blocks of four, nice
selection of “FREE YEMEN“ surcharges incl. double/inverted. In total 105 stamps and six souvenir
sheets. (M)

**

170, -

W

21059•

1962/1970 (ca.), substantial accumulation in a box with plenty of MNH material on stockcards and in
glasines beginning with the first issues. Many better stamps like Mi.no. 27/28A, 52 and 54U (fingerprints
on the gum), 144Ba (2 copies) but also many complete sets and souvenir sheets up to more than 30
copies, gold foil stamps, overprints and imperfs. Sums up to a huge catalogue value. Furthermore a less
extensive but also valuable part of Yemen Arab Republic including Mi.no. 82/85 (6 sets), 13 stamps ex
114/121 (mint mounted), 143/146 and two imperf. sets 200/204 (Olympic Games Rome 1960) as well
the not issued stamps I/III in blocks of four. (K)

**

300, -

W

21060•

1962/1970, chiefly u/m accumulation in a binder, many complete sets, overprints, thematic issues,
souvenir sheets etc. Very high cat.value! (A)

**/ g/ *

220, -

W

21061•

1963, 100th anniversary of the RED CROSS Society UNISSUED 1b. on 4b. brown-ochre/green with
additional red opt. 'Red Cross, Red Crescent, 1863 and 1963' and vertical triple lines over 'Freedom
from Hunger' in an investment lot with about 380 stamps mostly in complete sheets or larger blocks,
mint never hinged, Mi. A I, € 19.000,-- (M) A I

**

650, -

W

21062•

1963/1972, assortment of 37 envelopes bearing attractive frankings incl. souvenir sheets and de luxe
sheets. (S)

b

110, -

W

21063•

1964, “FREE YEMEN“ handstamp in violet on 1959 UAR issue, 1b. to 16b., 40 complete sets of six
values each within units, unmounted mint. Michel nos. A/F85, 16.000,- €. (M)

**

170, -

W

21064•

**

200, -

W

2106 5•

1964, “FREE YEMEN“ handstamps, accumulation of apprx. 315 stamps, mainly within (large) units incl.
complete sheets. High cat.value! (M)
1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1959 UAR issue, complete set of six values in sheets
of 50 stamps (partly folded), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet control mark of “G.H.Q.
CAMP al MANSUR“ (resp. 1b. value on front). Mi. 20.000,- € (M) A/F 85 (50)

**

21066•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1962 UNESCO issue, both values in units of 30 stamps
(folded) incl. printer's mark, unmounted mint. Mi. 3.000,- € (M) 124/25 a (30)

**

130, -

W

21067•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in violet on 1960 Refugee Year issue, complete set as sheets of 50
stamps (folded/partly separated), unmounted mint. Mi. 7.500,- € (M) 87/88 b (50)

**

240, -

W

21068•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in violet on 1962 Children's Relief issue, complete set of four values
as complete sheets of 50 stamps (folded/partly separated), unmounted mint. Mi. 12.500,- € (M) 128/31

b (50)

**

500, -

280, .

.

W

2106 9•

1964, Astronauts in space 6b. imperf. airmail miniature sheet ‚Futuristic starship orbiting the Earth
etc.‘ investment lot with about 3.500 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 10 B, € 63.000,-(S) Bl. 10 B

**

W

21070•

1964, Astronauts in space perf. 4b. 'Futuristic starship orbiting the Earth etc.' investment lot with about
150 complete sheets with 50 stamps each (total 7.500 stamps), mint never hinged, Mi. 77 A, € 30.000,- + (S) 77 A

**

400, -

W

21071•

**

650, -

W

21072•

1964, Summer OLYMPICS imperf. 4b. blue miniature sheet 'Olympic Torch and Rings' investment lot
with about 1.000 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 9 B, € 20.000,-- (S) Bl. 9 B
1964, Summer OLYMPICS set of three in an investment lot with perf. and imperf. sets in different
quantities all in complete sheets with 25 stamps each incl. 2b. green-blue (90 perf. + 50 imperf.
sheets), 4b. bright-violet (100 perf. + 30 imperf. sheets) and 6b. brown (90 perf. and 45 imperf.
sheets), unusual investment lot with more than 10.000 stamps! Mint never hinged, Mi. 72/74 A+B,
€ 43.750,-- + (S) 72/74 A+B

**

W

21073

1964. Lot containing the airmail s/s “1st anniversary of the struggle against the Republicans“ itself
(mint, nh), and 4 proofs for this s/s showing different colours and/or different paper and/or missing
legend. All proofs without gum. VF. An amazing lot for the expert! (T) Bl. 8 + Proofs

**/ (*)

180, -

W

21074•

1964/1969, specialised assortment incl. attractive varieties, thematic issues, unique artwork, imperf.
proofs, covers etc. High retail value! (S)

**/ b/
(*)

350, -
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Start
1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, imperforate, complete sheet of 50 stamps
(one outer corner missing/some wrinkling) without overprint, unmounted mint. Michel cat.value for
normal stamp with overprint: 6.000,- €. (M) 144 B var. (50)

280, -

**

W

21076 •

144Aa (1500)

21077•

**

.

W

1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue in changed colour
WITHOUT overprint, 14 imperforate sheets of 50 stamps each, subsequently numbered “23“ to “36“
(=700 stamps). This stamp was designated for the Winston Churchill commemorative overprint, and
was not issued unoverprinted. Michel no. 144 B, not listed variety, overprinted stamp is catalogued
120,- € each (would be 84.000,- € for catalogued stamps). (MS)

**

21078•

.3

W

1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue in changed colour
WITHOUT overprint, 16 imperforate sheets of 50 stamps each, subsequently numbered “85“ to
“100“ (=800 stamps). This stamp was designated for the Winston Churchill commemorative
overprint, and was not issued unoverprinted. Michel no. 144 B, not listed variety, overprinted stamp
is catalogued 120,- € each (would be 96.000,- € for catalogued stamps). (MS)

**

.

1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue in changed colour with
black overprint “IN MEMORY OF SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL / 1874 - 1965“, 30 perforated sheets of
50 stamps mint never hinged (=1500 stamps). Michel no. 144Aa, cat. value 22.500.- €. (M)

W

21079•

1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue in changed colour
WITHOUT overprint, 24 imperforate sheets of 50 stamps each, subsequently numbered “37“ to “60“
(=1.200 stamps). This stamp was designated for the Winston Churchill commemorative overprint,
and was not issued unoverprinted. Michel no. 144 B, not listed variety, overprinted stamp is
catalogued 120,- € each (would be 144.000,- € for catalogued stamps). (MS)

**

21080•

2.3

W

1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue in changed colour
WITHOUT overprint, 24 imperforate sheets of 50 stamps each, subsequently numbered “61“ to “84“
(=1.200 stamps). This stamp was designated for the Winston Churchill commemorative overprint,
and was not issued unoverprinted. Michel no. 144 B, not listed variety, overprinted stamp is
catalogued 120,- € each (would be 144.000,- € for catalogued stamps). (MS)

**

21081•

2.3

W

1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue in changed colour
WITHOUT overprint, eleven imperforate sheets of 50 stamps each, subsequently numbered “2“ to
“12“ (=550 stamps). This stamp was designated for the Winston Churchill commemorative overprint,
and was not issued unoverprinted. Michel no. 144 B, not listed variety, overprinted stamp is
catalogued 120,- € each (would be 66.000,- € for catalogued stamps). (MS)

**

21082•

.

W

1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue in changed colour
WITHOUT overprint, perforated sheets of 50 stamps subsequently numbered “60“ to “79“ mint never
hinged (=1000 stamps). This stamp was designated for the Winston Churchill commemorative
overprint, and was not issued unoverprinted. Michel no. 144A, not listed variety. (M) 144A var. (1000)

21083•

**

.

W

1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue in changed colour
WITHOUT overprint, ten perforated sheets of 50 stamps subsequently numbered “5“ to “14“ mint
never hinged (=500 stamps). This stamp was designated for the Winston Churchill commemorative
overprint, and was not issued unoverprinted. Michel no. 144A, not listed variety. (M) 144A var (500)

21084•

**

.

W

1965, Winston Churchill Commemoration, black overprint on 4b. violet-blue/red imperf., five
complete (unfolded) sheets of 50 stamps each (=250 stamps), unmounted mint. Michel no. 144 B b
(250), 30.000,- €+. (M)

**

.

21085•

1965/1969, four issues, each in a complete sheet of 50 stamps mint never hinged: 4b. violet-blue/red
“Sheik Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, re-issue with black overprint honoring Winston Churchill (Mi.
no. 144Aa), this stamp without ovperint (not in the catlogue), 1,5b. definitve 1968 (A 1590 A) and 1969,
Death of Al Amir Seif Al Islam Abdullah Bin Al Hassan (1936-1969) 4b. bright blue/vermilion (A960). (M)

144Aa, 144Avar, A159A, A960 (50)

**

350, -

W

21086•

1965/1970 (ca.), accumulation with many complete sets incl. some in part or complete sheets with
several optd. sets and some miniature sheets with nice thematic issues, a few PROOFS with some
compl. sheets of ship issue (mixed condition) and others, majority MNH with a high cat. value! (A)

**

170, -

W

21087•

1965/1970, nine paletts with a gigantic stock of the issues of the KINGDOM OF YEMEN in 120 big
platic boxes, mostly in sheets in original packing of the printing company or souvenir sheets MNH or
c.t.o. in a sheer impossible to overlook amount. Some issues stick out as they are there in extreme
high qunatities, f.e. “Meeting of imam with pope Paul“ and “Apollo“ both 1969. As usual with this
country most stamps were provided perforated and imperforated and althougth some stamps are on
the market quite often this lot also offers many sets, that are not offered on the standard platforms
very often, probably because they were stored in this extraordinary estate. The same aplies for some
“rarities“ of this collecting field: Winston Churchill overprints 1965 in various versions (Michel no.
144A/B), 1,5b. supplementary value to the “Insignia“ definitives of 1965 (A159A) or Death of Alamir 1969 (A960), which are all part of this lot in high quantities. As is well-known Yemen focussed
on topic collectors a lot and you will find many nice topics here like dogs, cats, Olympics, space,
paintings, personalities and many more. Please take some time to view this inventory. (9 Pal.)

W

21088•

1965/1972, Kingdom (mainly) and some Republic, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a box,
comprising mainly mini sheets, also imperf. issues and thematics. High retail value! (K)

21089•

1966 three boxes with ca. 5.500 unused and unfolded aerograms, hugh catalog value (K)
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21090•

1966, Airletter sheet 10b. blue and red, watermarked, 1.000 unused copies (unfolded). H&G no. 6
(S)

21091•

GA

.

W

1966, Airletter sheet 10b. blue and red, watermarked, 1.100 unused copies (unfolded). H&G no. 6
(S)

GA

.

W

21092•

1967, Jordan Refugees Relief Fund, 4b. + 4b. imperf., twelve complete (unfolded) sheets of 50 stamps
each (with red “Churchill“ ovp.), unmounted mint. Michel no. 386 B (600), 27.000,- €+. (MS)

**

P 21093•

1967, Jordan Refugees Relief Fund, 4b. + 4b. perf. and imperf., 200 stamps of each version
unmounted mint. Michel no. 386A/B, cat.value 12.000,- €+. (M) 386A/B (200)

**

21094•

1967, Jordan Refugees Relief Fund, 4b. + 4b. perf. and imperf., four complete sheets of 50 stamps each
(with red “Churchill“ ovp.), unmounted mint, perf. sheets folded once. Michel no. 386A/B, cat.value
6.000,- €+. (M) 386A/B (100)

**

600, -

21095•

1967/1969 (ca.) huge stock MHN, among others Mi.no. 412/419 A/B in higher quantities, 476/780 in
sheetlets, hundreds maybe thousands of block no. 153, no. 933B etc. Huge catalogue value. (K2)

**

200, -

W

21096•

1967/1969, mainly MNH holding of souvenir sheets plus some stamps, incl. attractive thematics like
Space, Kennedy and Olympics. Michel cat.value at least 25.600,- €. (K)

**/ g

400, -

W

21097•

1967/1969, MNH accumulation of souvenir sheets: Michel nos. Bl. 55 (430), Bl. 56 (550), Bl. 134
(800), Bl. 145 (3.500, mainly glued in corner), Bl. 153 (3.100) plus not listed imperf. sheet Bl. 154 in
differing design (estimated to 7,50 € each) // Yemen (North) Bl. 115 (330). In total Michel cat.value
55.870,- €. (K)

**

800, -

W

21098•

1967/1969, MNH accumulation: 1967/1968 apprx. 260 de luxe sheets of issues “Paintings“,
“Personalities“ and “Olympic Games“ // 1969 Paintings from the life of Christ (perf. se-tenant sheet of
15 stamps): eight different progressive proofs in complete sheets each, group of 14 complete sets of
eight progressive sheets each (=1680 progressive proofs in total). Michel nos. 678/92 A // Yemen
(North) 1968 assortment of complete sets within complete sheets: Michel nos. 719/21, 727/29,
734/36, 751/55, A 751/55, B 751/55, B 756/60, 767/72 perf. (35,- €/set), 803/08 perf. (35,- €/set),
826/31 perf. (35,- €/set), 832/37, 839/44 perf., 862/67 line perf., 876/81, 889/94. Michel cat.value
4.392,- € for these Yemen (North) issues plus the de luxe sheets and progressive proofs. (K)

**

240, -

W

21099•

1967/1970, comprehensive and mainly MNH accumulation incl. thematic issues (paintings, space),
more than 350 gold/silver stamps etc. Very high cat.value! (K)

**/ g

350, -

W

21100•

1967/1970, huge stock of mostly MNH souvenir sheets and stamps of the Kingdom of Jemen, f.e.
thousands of copies of block 156B (Kennedy, space) and 191/192 (soccer world cup 1970), Rembrandt
1968 little sheets etc., Republic with 1145/115 (600 copies) and 1151/1156 (100 copies). Plenty of
material with a huge catalogue value. (K2)

**/ g

240, -

W

21101•

**

800, -

W

21102•

1968, 1,5b. supplementary value to the “Insignia“ definitives of 1965, perfor. in a complete sheet of 50
stamps, 10 sheets mint never hinged. Michel no. A 159A, cat.value 12.500,- €++. (M) A 159A (500)
1968, 1,5b. supplementary value to the “Insignia“ definitives of 1965, perfor. in a complete sheet of
50 stamps, 20 sheets and some loose stamps mint never hinged. Michel no. A 159A, cat.value more
than 25.000,- €++. (MS) A 159A (1000)

21103•

**

.

W

1968, 1,5b. supplementary value to the “Insignia“ definitives of 1965, perfor. in a complete sheet of
50 stamps, at least 100 sheets and some loose stamps mint never hinged. Michel no. A 159A, cat.
value more than 125.000,- €++. (S) A 159A (5000)

**

.

W

21104•

1968, 20th anniversary of UNESCO three different values with 4b. 'Great Mosque Sana'a', 6b. 'Ashrafiya
Mosque Taiz' and 10b. 'Shadhiliyya Mosque Mokha' in an investment lot of about 300 stamps each
mostly in sheetlets of eight, mint never hinged, Mi. 481/83 A, € 10.800,-- + (S) 481/83 A

**

280, -

W

900, .

W

21105•

1968, Intern. Year of Human Rights - Personalities (Kennedy, Pope, Churchill, M.L. King): complete set
of twelve in minature sheets of ten stamps each, much more than 350 sheets per issue mint never
hinged. Michel nos. 543/551A, cat. value more than 42.000,- €. (K) 543/551A (3500)

**

500, -

W

21106•

1968, International Stamp Exhibition EFIMEX '68 in Mexico 4b. imperf. miniature sheet 'J. F. Kennedy
and Mexican coat of arms' investment lot with about 2.500 miniature sheets, mint never hinged but a
large part affixed together in one corner! Mi. Bl. 144 B, € 17.500,-- (S) Bl. 144 B

200, -

21107•

**

W

1968, International Year of Human Rights two different miniature sheets with 4b. Kennedy + 6b.
Churchill and the other with 3 x 6b. Pope Paul VI., Martin Luther King and Pope John XXIII. in an
investment lot with about 2.400 (Kennedy etc.) and 1.100 (Pope‘s etc.) miniature sheets, mint never
hinged, Mi. Bl. 119/20, € 26.250,-- (S) Bl. 119/20

**

W

21108•

1968, stationery card 1½b. dark green on light green (imprint “Harrison and Sons Ltd.“) with addressee's
name printed in black, lot of apprx. 212 unused pieces. (S)

GA

350, -

W

21109•

1968, stationery card 2b. yellow orange on light yellow (imprint “Harrison and Sons Ltd.“), lot of apprx.
115 unused items (S)

GA

170, -

W

21110•

GA

170, -

W

21111•

1968, stationery card 5b. red on bluish (imprint “Harrison and Sons Ltd.“), international airmail rate, lot
of apprx. 114 unused pieces. (S)
1968, Summer OLYMPICS 1924-1968 ‚National flags and venues‘ 11 different imperforate miniature
sheets (complete set but Germany 1936 missing) incl. Cycling, Hurdling, Boxing, Fencing,
Gymnastics etc. all in seven different PROGRESSIVE PROOFS in an investment lot of about 50
complete sets (total 3.850 miniature sheets), mint never hinged and very scarce, ex Mi. Bl. 83/A93
(S) ex Bl. 83/A93

**

196
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21112•

1968, Summer OLYMPICS Mexico Gold medallists imperf. 24b. miniature sheet 'Klaus Dibiasi, Italy diving' investment lot with about 3.000 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 142 B, € 22.500,-(S) Bl. 142 B

**

800, -

21113•

1968, UNICEF International Day of Child (paintings) imperf. miniature sheet 10b. 'The Little Fruit Seller
by Murillo' with opt. of UNICEF logo in SILVER (in sheet margins) in an investment lot with 3.000 miniature
sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 133, € 18.000,-- (S) Bl. 133 (silver)

**

650, -

W

21114•

1968, UNICEF International Day of Child (paintings) imperf. miniature sheet 18b. 'Christ the Good
Shepherd by Murillo' with opt. of UNICEF logo in SILVER (in sheet margins) in an investment lot with
3.000 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 134, € 18.000,-- (S) Bl. 134 (silver)

**

650, -

W

21115•

1968, UNICEF International Day of Child (paintings) imperf. miniature sheets 10b. 'The Little Fruit Seller
by Murillo' and 18b. 'Christ the Good Shepherd by Murillo' with opt. of UNICEF logo in different colours in
sheet margins incl. 10b. with SILVER (350 x MNH) or BLUE opt. (350 x MNH + 200 x used) and 18b. with
SILVER (200 x MNH) or RED opt. (70 x used), Mi. Bl. 133/34 var. (total 1.170 miniature sheets, € 7.020,- ++ for normal issues) (S) Bl. 133/34 var.

**/ g

280, -

W

21116•

1968, Winter OLYMPICS 1924-1968 'National flags and venues' complete set of 11 different imperforate
miniature sheets incl. Ski jumping, Downhill skiing, Ice hockey, Ice dance, Bob, Speed skating etc. in an
investment lot of about 240 complete sets (without black control numbers!), mint never hinged and very
scarce, Mi. Bl. 95/105, € 31.200,-- (S) Bl. 95/105

**

800, -

W

21117•

1968/1970, u/m collection of apprx. 300 de luxe sheets, e.g. personalities (Kennedy, Churchill etc.),
London Stamp Exhibition “PHILYMPIA '70“ (views of London) etc., also gold and 3D issues. (A)

**

170, -

W

21118•

1969, Al Aqsa Mosque imperf. miniature sheet 24+12b. 'Interior of Al Aqsa Mosque' investment lot with
about 5.500 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 186 B, € 24.750,-- (S) Bl. 186 B

**

800, -

W

21119•

1969, APOLLO “Mission to the moon“ complete set of 15 stamps in sheetlets with GOLDEN and SILVER
imprint. The Michel catalogue lists only perf./imperf. sets but not the two imprints. 500 sheetlets of
each version mint never hinged. (Mi.nos. 726/740) (S) 726/740

**

300, -

W

21120•

1969, Apollo programme 'Exploration of the moon' sheetlet with 15 different stamps with SILVER opt. of
Apollo 14 emblem in a lot with 60 perforated sheetlets all with opt. VARIETIES incl. inverted opt., double
opt. or double opt. incl. one inverted (20 sheetlets each), mint never hinged and very scarce, Mi.
1129/43 A var. (M) 1129/1143A var (20)

**

W

21121•
21122•

1969, Christmas, 7000 copies of this block mint never hinged. Michel 45500,- €. (K)

250, 160, -

W

Bl. 185II (7000)

**

1969, Death of Al Amir Seif Al Islam Abdullah Bin Al Hassan (1936-1969) 4b. bright blue/vermilion
in an investment lot with 40 complete sheets with 50 stamps each mint never hinged. Michel no. A
960, € 240.000,-- + (!) (M) A 960 (2000)

**

2.

W

21123•

1969, Death of Al Amir Seif Al Islam Abdullah Bin Al Hassan (1936-1969) 4b. bright blue/vermilion in an
investment lot with about 10 complete sheets with 50 stamps each mint never hinged. Michel no. A 960,
€ 60.000,-- + (!) (M) A 960 (500)

21124•

**

W

1969, Death of Al Amir Seif Al Islam Abdullah Bin Al Hassan (1936-1969) 4b. bright blue/vermilion
in an investment lot with about 40 complete sheets with 50 stamps each and some extras (total
about 2.000 stamps), mint never hinged, an unbelievable offer and probably the largest holding in
existance, mint never hinged, Mi. A 960, € 240.000,-- + (!) (M) A 960

P 21125•

**

2.

1969, Death of Al Amir Seif Al Islam Abdullah Bin Al Hassan (1936-1969) 4b. bright blue/vermilion
in an investment lot with at least 300 complete sheets with 50 stamps each (in total about 15.000
stamps), mint never hinged, an unbelievable offer and probably the largest holding in existance,
mint never hinged, Mi. A 960, € 1.800.000,-- + (!) (S) A 960 (15000)

21126 •

**

2.

W

1969, First manned moon landing Apollo XI miniature sheet 24b. ‚astronaut with flag on moon etc.‘
investment lot with about 2.100 perforated and 2.500 imperf. miniature sheets, mint never hinged,
Mi. Bl. 165 A/B, € 55.000,-- ++ (S) Bl. 165 A+B

**

.

W

21127•

1969, History of space travel, 80 blanco FDC each with five stamps ex Mi.no 861/892 mostly perforated,
only some imperf. Michel for used -.-, scarce and unusual offer. (S)

FDC

130, -

W

21128•

1969, Holy sites 'Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem' gold foil stamps investment lot with about 2.700
stamps incl. perf. (500) and imperf. (2.200), mint never hinged, unusual and scarce, Mi. A816 A+B, €
26.250,-- (S)

**

900, -

W

21129•

1969, HOLY SITES imperf. miniature sheet 24b. ‚Christmas Bells in Bethlehem‘ investment lot with
about 4.600 miniature sheets mostly in original packets of 500, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi.
Bl. 169, unpriced in Michel! (S) Bl. 169

21130•

**

.

W

1969, HOLY SITES imperf. miniature sheet 24b. ‚View of Jerusalem with the Dome of the Rock‘
investment lot with about 5.700 miniature sheets mostly in original packets of 500, mint never
hinged and scarce, Mi. Bl. 168, unpriced in Michel! (S) Bl. 168

**

.

1969, International personalities 'J.F. KENNEDY' imperforate miniature sheet with 24b. gold foil stamp
and coloured margin with rocket and Cape Canaveral Space Center in an investment lot with approx.
2.200 miniature sheets, mint never hinged with a large part rolled up, scarce offer! Mi. Bl. 172, €
26.400,-- (S) Bl. 172

**

W

21131•
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21132•

1969, Life of Christ (paintings), two sheetlets with different 15 stamps each showing episodes of the life
of Jesus Christ in paintings on the occasion of the 5th anniversary of the meeting of the imam with pope
Paul VI. 500 sets of sheetlets mint never hinged in the original packing of the printing company. Michel
cat. value for the sets 20.000,- € (no price given for complete sheetlets), nos. 678/707. (S) 678/707 (500)

**

300, -

W

21133•

1969, Life of Christ (paintings), two sheetlets with different 15 stamps each showing episodes of the life
of Jesus Christ in paintings on the occasion of the 5th anniversary of the meeting of the imam with pope
Paul VI. with variety OVERPRINT “CHRISTMAS 1970“ DOUBLE, ONE INVERTED. 86 sets of sheetlets mint
never hinged. (Michel nos. 678/707) (S) 678/707 var. (86)

**

500, -

W

21134•

1969, Life of Christ (paintings), two sheetlets with different 15 stamps each showing episodes of the life
of Jesus Christ in paintings on the occasion of the 5th anniversary of the meeting of the imam with pope
Paul VI. with variety OVERPRINT “CHRISTMAS 1970“ DOUBLE. 100 sets of sheetlets mint never hinged.
(Michel nos. 678/707) (S) 678/707 var. (100)

**

500, -

W

21135•

1969, Life of Christ (paintings), two sheetlets with different 15 stamps each showing episodes of the life
of Jesus Christ in paintings on the occasion of the 5th anniversary of the meeting of the imam with pope
Paul VI. with variety OVERPRINT “CHRISTMAS 1970“ INVERTED. 100 sets of sheetlets mint never hinged.
(Michel nos. 678/707) (S) 678/707 var. (100)

**

500, -

W

21136•

1969, NAPOLEON miniature sheet 24b. GOLD FOIL 'portrait of Napoleon' on gold foil with coloured
margin investment lot with about 2.400 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 174 B, € 28.800,-(S) Bl. 174 B

**

800, -

W

21137•

1969, NAPOLEON miniature sheet 24b. GOLD FOIL 'portrait of Napoleon' on gold foil with coloured
margin investment lot with about 700 miniature sheets, fine used, Mi. Bl. 174 B, unpriced in Michel (€
8.400,-- for **) (S) Bl. 174 B

g

280, -

W

21138•

1969, PAINTINGS by Rembrandt 4b. 'Hendrickje Stoffels in the Window' in UNLISTED imperf. miniature
sheet in an investment lot with about 900 miniature sheets, mint never hinged and very scarce! Mi. Bl.
154 var. (stamp as Mi. 715) (S) Bl. 154 var.

**

350, -

W

21139•

1969, Return of the Apollo XIII crew imperf. miniature sheet 24b. 'The astronauts and President Nixon'
investment lot with about 3.000 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. A179 B, unpriced in Michel
(S) Bl. A179 B

**

650, -

W

21140•

1969, Summer Olympics Munich 1972 imperf. PRESENTATION miniature sheet 24b. 'Torch race' (+
sights of Munich in margin) on thicker ungummed paper in an investment lot with about 1.500 miniature
sheets, unusual and SCARCE! Mi. Bl. 157 var. (S) Bl. 157 pres.

(*)

400, -

21141•

1969, Summer Olympics Munich 1972 perforated miniature sheet 24b. 'Torch race' (+ sights of Munich
in margin) investment lot with about 2.700 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 157 A, € 27.000,- (S) Bl. 157 A

**

800, -

W

21142•

**

200, -

W

21143•

1969, Summer Olympics Munich 1972 'Show jumping' perforated gold foil stamps investment lot with
about 1.074 stamps, mint never hinged, unusual and scarce, Mi. 914 A, € 8055,-- (S)
1969, The history in space flight imperf. miniature sheet with 34b. gold foil stamp ‚Astronauts on
the moon‘ and coloured margin with astronauts and part of earth, investment lot with about 3.000
miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 179 B, € 36.000,-- (S) Bl. 179 B

**

W

21144•

1969/1970, accumulation of mint never hinged sheetlets/10 in six different types with approx. 500
each incl. 1969 Pope Paul VI. in Jerusalem perf. and imperf. (Mi. 668/77), The Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem 6bog. (Mi. 819), Return of Apollo XIII. 2bog. perf. (Mi. 496) and 18bog. imperf. (Mi. 902) and
1970 Cats 2bog. (Mi. 997), unusual offer with an enormous cat. value! (K)

**

200, -

W

21145•

1969/1970, GOLD ISSUES, u/m accumulation of nearly 800 perf. and imperf. stamps. Rare offer in that
quantity! (A2)

**

900, -

W

21146•

1970, APOLLO programme 'Exploration of the moon' sheetlet with 15 different stamps with SILVER
overprint of the Apollo 14 emblem. 500 sheetlets cancelled to order. No price given in the Michel
catalogue, nos. 1129/1143A. (S) 1129/1143A (500)

x

100, -

.3

W

21147•

1970, APOLLO programme 'Exploration of the moon' sheetlet with 15 different stamps with SILVER
overprint of the Apollo 14 emblem. 500 sheetlets mint never hinged, some with varieties like overprint
incomplete or missing. Michel 5500,- €, nos. 1129/1143A. (S) 1129/1143A (500) (var)

**

200, -

W

21148•

1970, Football World Championship Mexico imperf. miniature sheets 12b. football players on GOLD FOIL
with opt. of different prominent players in different colours incl. Beckenbauer, Riva, Nordahl, Pele, van
Himst and others with two different background printings and additional the 'Pele' item with red and
yellow opt. 'WORLD CHAMPIONS BRAZIL and the cup' in an investment lot with approx. 1.800 miniature
sheets (in different single quantities), MNH but a large part in heavy rolled up bundles so there is some
time needed for sorting, Mi. Bl. 193/200 + Bl. 218/19 + var. (partly unlisted and unpriced), very scarce
and attractive lot! (S) Bl. 193/200 + Bl. 218/19 + var.

**

700, -

W

21149•

1970, Paintings with horses, 3000 sets in minature sheets of six stamps per value and 3000 coipes of
the souvenir sheets, all mint never hinged and in the original packing. Michel nos. 1007/1011A and
block 203, cat. value 24.000,- €. (K) 1007/1011A, bl. 203 (3000)

**

300, -

W

21150•

1970, Siamese Cat - 24b. 1000 copies of the souvenir sheet mint never hinged. Michel bl. no. 201, cat.
value 8.000,- € (S) Bl. 201 (1000)

**

200, -
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21151•

1970, Stamp Exhibition PHILYMPIA '70 in London imperf. miniature sheet 12b. 'Royal Horse Guards'
investment lot with about 800 MNH and 1.100 used (CTO) miniature sheets, Mi. Bl. 205 B, unpriced in
Michel! (S) Bl. 205 B

**/ g

400, -

W

21152•

1970, Stamp Exhibition PHILYMPIA '70 in London imperf. miniature sheet 24b. 'Houses of Parliament
with Big Ben (+ Tower Bridge in margin)' investment lot with about 1.600 miniature sheets, mint never
hinged, Mi. Bl. 207 B, unpriced in Michel! (S) Bl. 207 B

**

350, 650, -

W

21153•

1970, Stamp Exhibition PHILYMPIA '70 in London imperf. miniature sheet 24b. 'Houses of Parliament
with Big Ben (+ Tower Bridge in margin)' investment lot with about 3.100 miniature sheets, fine used
(CTO), Mi. Bl. 207 B, unpriced in Michel! (S) Bl. 207 B

21154•

g

W

1970, Stamp Exhibition PHILYMPIA ‚70 in London imperf. miniature sheet 24b. ‚Trafalgar Square‘
investment lot with about 6.200 (!) MNH and 500 used (CTO) miniature sheets, Mi. Bl. 206 B,
unpriced in Michel! (S) Bl. 206 B

**/ g

W

21155•

1970, Winner of the Football Championship Mexico 1970 - set of 3 values in a miniature sheet of four
stripes, more than 500 perfor. and 500 imperf. sheets mint never hinged. Michel no. 1150/1152A/B
(2000), cat. value at least 18.000.- €. (S) 1150/1152A/B (2000)

**

350, -

W

21156•

1970, Winners of the Football World Championship Mexico imperf. miniature sheets 24b. 'World Cup
and stadium' and 34b. 'Goalkeeper' both with red opt. 'WORLD CHAMPIONS *BRAZIL* and the World
Cup etc.' in an investment lot with about 500 pairs of miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl.
216/17, € 6.000,-- (S) Bl. 216/17

**

200, -

W

21157•

1970, Winners of the Football World Championship Mexico se-tenant set of three in sheetlets with four
strips each in an investment lot with about 1.300 IMPERFORATED sheetlets, mint never hinged, Mi.
1150/52 B, € 8.000,-- (S) 1150/52 B KB

**

200, -

W

21158•

1970, Winners of the Football World Championship Mexico se-tenant set of three in sheetlets with four
strips each in an investment lot with about 1.300 perforated sheetlets, mint never hinged, Mi. 1150/52
A, € 20.800,-- (S) 1150/52 A KB

650, -

21159•

**

W

1970, World Exhibition EXPO ‚70 in Osaka ‚pagoda‘ 24b. GOLD FOIL stamps investment lot with
about 2.000 perf. and about 2.000 imperf. stamps, mint never hinged, unusual and scarce, Mi. 978
A+B, € 37.000,-- (S)

**

W

21160•

1970, World Exhibition EXPO '70 in Osaka 'pagoda' 24b. GOLD FOIL stamps with variety 'RED EXPO
LOGO' in an investment lot with about 1.000 perf. and about 500 imperf. stamps, mint never hinged,
UNLISTED IN MICHEL! Mi. 978 A+B var., € 13.500,-- ++ (for the normal stamps) (S)

**

1972, Summer OLYMPICS Munich imperf. miniature sheet 24b. ‚horse show jumping‘ (+ olympic flag
and flame in margin) investment lot with about 5.000 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl.
180 B, € 30.000,-- (S) Bl. 180 B

**

W

2116 1•

.

.3
350, .

JEMEN - REPUBLIK

see al so 21 059 , 21 666, 2253 4, 22543

JORDANIEN

see al so 20702, 21 1 71 , 23 3 9 9

P 21162

1920/1925, Overprints, mainly mint accumulation of apprx. 260 stamps of various issues, also incl.
units, handstamps, a nice selection of imperforate stamps etc. Unusual offer! (M)

*/ **/
(*)/ g

600, -

W

21163•

1934/88 (ca.), covers (17 inc. FDC x3), used ppc (8 inc. 1934 to Addis Abeba/Ethiopia), airletters (9 all
different: franked forms x2, used inc. uprates x5, mint x7), Arab Postal Union IRC used 1976, plus 1898
turkish period bilingual “JERUSALEM MAY 23 98“ on ppc to London. Total 36 items. (T)
b/ GA/ Ak

180, -

W

21164•

1948-52, Collection of overprinted issues showing varieties and errors on pairs and blocks of four and
six, inverted and shifted overprints, double overprints, a very scarce offer and an opportunity for the
specialist (M)

**/ *

550, -

W

21165•

1949-52, 41 card max, some Palestine overprints, with cancellations of Bethlehem and Jerusalem, a
scarce offer (T)

Mk

170, -

W

21166

1954/1989, holding of apprx. 200 covers/cards, mainly correspondence to Germany, showing a lovely
range of attractive frankings, registered and airmail, imperf. issues, souvenir sheets, commemoratives,
also few incoming mail, Germany unsevered stationery double card 20pfg.+20pfg. (Michel P 22) both
parts used with full message and answering part uprated by 20f. paying airmail fee. Rare offer! (S)

b/ GA

500, -

W

21167•

1960-70, Album containing large stock of perf and imperf blocks with thematic interest, 1964 Pope
Paulus VI Holyland visit, Dead Sea, Christmas 1966 Holyland and Bethleem complete imperf sheets and
blocks, Animals, King Hussein Visits Paris & UN, an excellent stock with high retail value, please
calculate! (A)

**/ *

700, -

W

21168•

1960-70, Album containing large stock of perf and imperf sets and blocks with thematic interest,
several Space sets in perf and imperf blocks of four, inverted overprints on blocks of four, King Hussein
Visits Paris & UN, an excellent opportunity with high retail value, please calculate! (A)

**/ b

700, -

W

21169•

1960-70, Visit of Papa Paulus VI, visit King Hussein in USA, imperf sets, pairs and blocks of four, very
fine and a scarce offer (T)

**

130, -
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JORDANIEN - PORTOMARKEN
W

21170•

1952/1957, u/m assortment of complete sheets: Michel nos. 41, 42 C, 46, 47, 49, 53, 54 (five sheets
each). Michel cat.value 11.400,- € (price for single stamps, no surplus for margin imprints and sheet
numbers) (M)

**

200, -

JORDANISCHE BESETZUNG PALÄSTINA
see al so 21 1 63

W

W

21171•

1948-49, Occupation overprinted issues in sheets and large blocks, overprint varieties, inverted and
shifted overprints Jordan, an excellent opportunity for the specialist with high retail value, a very scarce
offer (A)

**

550, -

21172•

1950, correspondence of covers (10, 9 by airmail) from “BETHLEHEM“ to Davos-Dorf/Switzerland, save
one all with various “AV2“ markings and Beyrouth transits on reverse. (T)

e

160, -

21173•

1951-57, 12 covers of West Bank all different cancelled uncluding FDC Bethleem, 5 types Jerusalem,
Hebron, Tulkarem, a rare assembly (M)

b/ FDC

160, -

*

400, -

JORDANISCHE BESETZUNG PALÄSTINA - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN
see al so 21 1 72

JUNGFERNINSELN / VIRGIN ISLANDS
W

21174

1866-1930, Collection on two album leaves starting St. Ursula 1866 three mint stamps, 1899 issue
complete set of eight values mint hinged, war stamp and other good values up to 5 S., most issues mint
hinged, a fine to very fine collection with high retail value, please inspect carefully (M)

21175

An exotic collection with imperforated mint editions, which to our knowledge have never been
offered in this composition in an auction before. Altogether there are over 60 different mint
imperforated stamps and 4 imperforated miniature sheets in the collection. (A)
Eine exotische Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche in dieser Zusammensetzung
nach unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der
Sammlung über 60 verschiedene postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie 4 ungezähnte Blockausgaben.
(A)

**

.

KAIMAN-INSELN / CAYMAN ISLANDS
W

21176

1900-1930, Collection on two album leaves starting QV 1900 two mint stamps, 1902 and 1905 issues
sets up to 5 S. mint hinged, 1/2D and 1D handstamped overprints, SG 18, 19, 1907 up to 10 S. green
and red, war stamp and other good values up to 10 S., most issues mint hinged, a fine to very fine
collection with high retail value, please inspect carefully (M)

*

400, -

W

21177

1909/83, accumulation of ca. 160 covers and postal stationeries (mostly unused and unfolded airmail
lettersheets, but also some older items of the first issue), thruoghout in good condition (S)

GA/ b

100, -

W

21178

1909/85 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 100 mostly unused and unfolded airgrams, only a very few
other stationeries, incl. one used airgram, nice motives (Christmas, turtles), throughout in good condition
(S)

GA

100, -

1900/1970, Schachtel mit rund 350 historischen Ansichtskarten aus den Bereichen Folklore, Kultur,
Politik, Religion und topographische Ansichten. Eine bunte Mischung mit frankierten und unfrankierten
Karten. Das Material ist in meist guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

500, -

1951/1970, comprehensive mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material and main
value in the MNH stamps, commemoratives, thematics, definitives up to high denominations severalfold,
airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

**/ */ g

900, -

b

100, -

1900/1960, kleine Schachtel mit über 80 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten vor
1945 überwiegt. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und vereinzelte auch
frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit zahlreichen kulturellen Darstellungen wie u.a. Typen, Krieger,
Arbeitswelt und Missionare. Die Karten sind meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

100, -

1916/1984, comprehensive mint and used stock in three thick albums with plenty of material, from
occupation overprints, definitives, commemoratives, airmails, postage dues etc., many MNH stamps
from 1960‘s onwards. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (K)

**/ g/ *

KAMBODSCHA
P 21179

W

21180

1900/1970, box with around 350 historical postcards with different topics like folklore, culture, politics,
religion and topographical views. A colorful mix of franked and unfranked cards. They are mainly in good
to very good condition. (S)

KAMERUN
W

W

W

21181
21182

21183

200

1890/1990, ca. 80 covers, mostly of the colonial time and sent to France, incl. registered mail, airmail,
nice frankings etc., incl. some items of Malawi, Sierra Leone etc., nice accumulation in mostly good
condition (T)
1900/1960, small box with more then 80 historical postcards with a major part of cards before 1945.
They are mainly unused, some were circulated and only a few were franked. Very nice mixture with
different cultural topics like Guys, warriors, working environment and missionaries. Excellent condition
and a great collection. (S)
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W

21184

1940, Yvert 202, 208-212 and 222 overprint issues: approximately 600 stamps mainly unused, partly
in part sheets with a treasure trove for collectors of varieties. (M)

**/ *

150, -

W

21185

1960/1965 (ca.), Bestand von ca. 470 UNGEZÄHNTEN PROBEDRUCKEN in teils unterschiedl. Farben
und Farbkombinationen meist in Einheiten und Bogenteilen dabei auch sieben verschied. kompl. 25erBögen, viele inter. Motive wie Tiere, Olympische Spiele, Sport, Rotes Kreuz etc., postfrisch und in dieser
Reichhaltigkeit selten angeboten! (M)

**

450, -

1981/1993, accumulation of apprx. 200 commercial (mainly airmail) covers to Germany, bearing
attractive commemorative frankings (incl. thematics like Flowers, Animals). These commemoratives are
commercially used not so easy to find! (S)

b

100, -

**

400, -

W

21186

KAP JUBI
W

21187

1926, Red Cross – Royal Family 10pta. violet with black opt. 'CABO-JUBY' in a lot with approx. 2.500 (!)
stamps all in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 36, € 8.000,-- + for mint hinged (Edifil 38,
€ 20.500,-- +) (S) 36

KAP VERDE

see al so 22605, 22607, 229 67, 23 226

P 21188

1877/1973, accumulation/stock of the colonial period, sorted on stockcards and mainly in
envelopes. A few copies of the classic stamps, than up to more than 160 copies per issue mint never
hinged, some hinged or with smaller imperfections. Also contains multiple wanted sets like Michel
no. 254/256, 260/68 or 280/289 and covers many nice topics like navigators, sports, plants etc.
Rarely offered in this comprehensivness! (S)

**/ *

.

W

21189

1881/1952, nice lot of the portugues time. Mostly mint hinged or with some gum adhesions, only a few
never hinged, and some without gum. High catalogue value. (T)
**/ */ (*)

150, -

W

21190

1938/1975, beautiful mint never hinged collection of the portugues colonial stamps from the countries:
Cabo Verde, Mocambique, Timor, Sao Tome e Principe, Port. Guinea and Port. India. High catalogue
value and retail. (S)

**

200, -

21191

1950/64 holding of about 370 unused and unfolded aerograms, while many variants of F4, all
aerograms multiple available including the 1 st issue, high catalogue value, throughout in good condition
(S) H&G 1 etc.

GA

300, -

21192

1965, military uniforms, 100 x Michel no. 333/340 in mint never hinged full sheets. Catalogue value
1100.- € (M) 333/340 (100)

**

150, -

21193

1968, defenitivs issue: harbour and flora, 100 x Michel no. 348/357 in mint never hinged full sheets.
Catalogue value 1400.- € (M) 348/357 (100)

**

200, -

21194

1985, Hundertwasser, the three mini sheets with number in mint never hinged and the three single
stamps on FDC. (M) 497/499 + Block 7-9

**/ FDC

100, -

W

21195

1957/2000, ca. 70 covers and mostly unused and unfolded airgrams H&G F1-14, only one airgram
commercially used, throughout in good condition. (S)

GA/ b

100, -

W

21196

1900/1960, small box with more then 80 historical postcards with a major part of cards before 1945.
They are mainly unused, some were circulated, unfortunately many of the stamps were removed. Very
nice mixture with different cultural topics like Guys, warriors, working environment and missionaries.
Excellent condition and a great collection. (S)
1900/1960, kleine Schachtel mit über 80 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten vor
1945 eindeutig überwiegt. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und die
Marken leider fast alle entfernt. Eine kuriose Mischung mit zahlreichen kulturellen Darstellungen wie
u.a. Typen, Krieger, Arbeitswelt und Missionare. Die Karten sind meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter
Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

100, -

1930/97 (ca.), 690 pieces of postal stationeries, postcards and covers, including air letter and covers
to special destinations including India and New York, USA, and air letters with advertising texts of the
East African Airways. (S)

b/ GA/
e/ FDC

400, -

W

KATAR / QATAR
KENIA

P 21197

KIONGA
W

21198

1914/1916, big lot with 340 stamps from Kionga no. 1-4 and Quelimane lot out of no. 1-39. Mostly
without gum or hinged, only a few mint never hinged. Michel catalogue value 1935 €. (T)
**/ */ (*)

100, -

KIRIBATI (GILBERT-INSELN)
W

21199

1980, National Flag, lot with 1200 stamps in full sheets and part sheets, mostly with gutter, but folded.
Michel 4800 Euro. (S) 353 Y (1200)

**

180, -

GA/ b

200, -

KOLUMBIEN
21200

1865/1955 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 150 airmail covers and a little collection of Cubiertas var. mint on
pages, please inspect (S)

Sammlungen / Collections
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1866/1960, accumulation with many varieties, such as Scott 360+364(2) with papermaker's
matermark, overprinted stamps ca. 1900 including R-Cartagena and AR handstamps, Sc. C376 Lincoln
imperforated proof in other color, Timbre Nacional 100 Pesos **, Santander Sc.1 papermaker's
watermark, stockcard with some Cucuta´s surcharges of 1904, Bolivar Sc.55 with overprinted wavy
lines (used at Cartagena). (T)
1866/1960, Dublettenlot ab der Klassik, dabei u.a. Nr. 49aI im * Rand-Paar, Nr. 266+269 (2) je mit
Fabrik-Wasserzeichen, Einschreibmarke Nr. 252 auf Trauerbrief 1920, Aufdruckwerte ca. 1900,
R-Cartagena und AR-Handstempel u.a. auf Nr. 121 *, 1960 Lincoln nicht verausgabte Probe als
ungezähntes Randstueck (Nr. 930 Essay), Timbre Nacional 1912 zu 100 Pesos **, Santander Nr.1 mit g/ (*)/ */
Fabrikwasserzeichen und 1904 Aufdruckwerte, Bolivar 47 I (Wellenlinien). (T)
**/ b

200, -

21202

1880's-1999: Collection of mint and used stamps, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, many complete
sets and few 'back of the book', with a minor part semi-classics but with many complete issues from the **/ */ g/
1930's onwards, plus 28 covers. (A)
b

240, -

P 21203

1881/1974, accumulation of ca. 220 covers, postcards and unused and used postal stationeries incl.
postal stationery cards and envelopes, some wrappers, airgrams (mostly unfolded), some cubiertas
(unused and used) and official wrappers, incl. airmail, one letter to Canada franked with bisected stamp,
revaluations on cover, scarce destinations (Denmark, USA etc.), much material in mostly good condition.
(S)
GA/ b/ Ak

500, -

1895/1966 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 60 covers, picture cards, and postal stationeries (mostly unused
and unfolded airgrams), incl. censored mail, airmail, registered mail, first airgram (Scadta is very
sensitive to light!), uprated airgram by meter stamp and posted to USA, mostly in good condition. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

100, -

P 21205

1895/1987 (ca.), mainly before 1960, holding of apprx. 250 covers/cards, many sent to Germany,
showing a nice range of postmarks, registered and airmail, stationeries, Scadta etc. (S)

300, -

P 21206

1899/1904, approx. 80 letters, postcards and used postal stationeries from a correspondence from the
Chancellor of the German Embassy in Bogotá to a Privy Councillor in Berlin, incl. registered mail, French
shipmail (Cólon - Bordeaux/St. Nazaire), good frankings, postal stationery cards with revaluation and
nice upratings, very interesting and rare offer, please inspect! (A)
GA/ b/ Ak

500, -

W

W

21204

b/ GA

W

21207

1902, imperforate CARTAGENA coat of arms 5c. orange on ungummed paper in a lot with approx. 1.500
stamps mostly in larger blocks, unpriced in Michel (Mi. A 138), Yvert 17, € 22.500,-- + (T) A 138

(*)

220, -

W

21208

1902, imperforate CARTAGENA coat of arms 5c. orange on ungummed paper in a lot with approx. 1.500
stamps mostly in larger blocks, unpriced in Michel (Mi. A 138), Yvert 17, € 22.500,-- + (T) A 138

(*)

220, -

W

21209+

1910-1960's Collection of several hundred stamps, mint and used, including complete issues, colour
shades, multiples etc., plus duplication. (S)

**/ */ g

200, -

21210

1954/66, mint never hinged collection with some good values and sets and the souvenir sheets Michel
Block 8/26 complete (Gibbons MS831/MS1113). (M)
**

200, -

(*)

900, -

1954/66, ** Sammlung mit guten Werten wie Mi.851 sowie Blocks 8-26 kpl. (M)

KOLUMBIEN AUSGABEN DER COMPANIA COLOMBIANA DE NAVEGACION AÉREA
W

21211

1920, 10c. green and 10c. brownish red (2nd edition), each as complete sheet of 72 resp. 68 stamps,
unused no gum as issued. Michel cat.value 11.180,- €. (DRO) 11/12, 15/16

KOMOREN

see al so 23 484, 23 501
W

21212

1897/1989, mainly from 1950 and almost exclusively MNH, comprehensive stock in a thick album
with plenty of material, commemoratives, airmails, a good range of 1975 overprints, gold foil stamps
etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

**/ g/ *

W

21213

**

W

21214

1969, Blossoms, airmail stamps 50fr., 85fr. and 200fr., lot of 74 short sets within multiples. Maury nos.
PA27/29 (74), 1.998,- €. (T)
1970/1975, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH collection of 31 complete sheets (=690 proofs),
only different sheets (combinations of colours). (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

W

21215

1971, Landscapes complete set of four (Moutsamoudou on Anjouan, Sada on Mayotte, Iconi on Grande
Comore and Nioumatchoua on Moheli) in an INVESTMENT LOT with approx. 2.600 sets in larger blocks/
part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 119/22, € 28.600,-- (S) 119/22

21216

**

W

1972, Underwater fishing 70fr. ‚diver with harpoon and fishes‘ in an INVESTMENT LOT with about
4.500 stamps in larger blocks to complete (folded) sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 141, € 36.000,-(S) 141

**

W

21217

1973, Coelacanthe Mission 90fr. fish (Gaterin lineatus) with black opt. '120 F / Mission Internationale
pour l'etude du Coelacanthe' in an INVESTMENT LOT with approx. 2.000 stamps mostly in large blocks/
complete (folded) sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 150, € 24.000,-- (S) 150

21218

**

W

1973, Maps of Comores 135fr. ‚Grande Comore‘ in an INVESTMENT LOT with approx. 6.400 stamps
mostly in complete (folded) sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 155, € 57.600,-- + (S) 155

**

W

21219

1975, 70 years Rotary International and 10 years Rotary-Club of Moroni 250fr. in a lot with about 450
stamps mostly in blocks of ten, mint never hinged, Mi. 182, € 3.825,-- + (T) 182

**

202
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21220

1993, 30 years Charta of Organisation for African Unity (O.U.A.) complete set of four stamps showing
map of Africa in an investment lot with 25 complete IMPERFORATE sheets of each value with 25 stamps
(= 625 sets = 2.500 imperforate stamps) with printing dates '25/27-01-93', mint never hinged, scarce
offer! Mi. 1005/08 (M)

**

21221

2009/2011, sehr umfangreicher Posten von ca. 1.700 Blocks, gezähnt und geschnitten zu den
verschiedenen Themen wie u.a. Vögel, Schmetterlinge, Affen, Gemälde, Edelsteine, Katzen, Eulen,
Komponisten, Eisenbahnen, Autos, Sport, Feuerwehr und mehr. Ungelaubliche Motivvielfalt und
hoher Katalogwert in 4 Alben. (K)

**

450, -

.3

KONGO (BRAZZAVILLE)
21222

1892/1998, comprehensive stock in three thick albums with plenty of material, main value in the
MNH material from independence, commemoratives, thematics, airmails, gold foil stamps, postage
dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (K)

P 21223

1900/1960, box with more then 400 historical postcards with only a small part of cards after 1945.
Great mixture of postcards with topographical, cultural, working environment and traffic topics. Very nice
collection in exceptional condition. (S)

W

1900/1960, Schachtel mit weit über 400 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten
nach 1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und zum Teil auch frankiert. Eine
kuriose Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Kultur, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind
meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

**/ g/ *

2.

Ak

500, -

1971. Lot of 148 complete IMPERFORATE (instead of perforated) sets “Fight Against Illiteracy“. Mint, NH.
(Mi #444/46) (M) Sc #747/49 Imperf.

**

250, -

1971/1984, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: from 26
to 4751 per stamp. With nice topics: fish, musrooms, flowers, etc. In total 12.560 complete sets and
3.113 part sets or single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel 134.729 €. (K)

**

1979, River Expedition on the Zaire, birds, lion, elephant, diamond. Complete set of eightin mini sheets
of ten stamps + two souvenir sheets, each as eight progressive plate proofs. Condition: mint never
hinged, some are bended or have some gum demage. (T) 589/596 + Block 23/24

**

200, -

1884/1903, mint and used collection on on old album pages inc. Ewha cpl. with 50 Ch. 2 W. unused
mounted mint and 1 W. used, falcons cpl. with 50 Ch. and 1 W. cto with gum and the 2 W. unused
mounted mint. (M)

*/ (*)/ g

400, -

*/ (*)/ g

100, -

g/ (*)

180, -

KONGO (KINSHASA / ZAIRE)
see al so 22876

W

21224

W

21225
21226

.

KOREA
P 21227
W

21228

1884/1904, mint and used (51) on stockcards inc. 5 P. first printing and Ewha 2 Ch. first design each
used, plus forgeries (5) for reference only. (T)

W

21229•

1960s (mainly), used and mint assortment, main value 1960 5ch. Space (Michel no. 230) within large
multiples c.t.o., in addition a selection on stockcards. Michel cat.value stated to 8.500,- €. (M)

P 21230•

1945/49, US-troops in South Korea: military mission and base unit covers (42 with airmail surcharge or
resp. stationery, 9 stampless inc. one Camp Chitose Japan) inc. APO 6, 7, 40, 59, 14 BPO (= 235), 235,
404, 712, 815, 901, 970, 1054 (with subnumbers). Mounted on pages with explanation in arched
folder. Total 51 items. (A)

b

250, -

W

21231•

1947/49, US-military mission in South Korea: official business covers (39 stampless plus one with
airmail surcharge) of all then extant APO, viz. 6, 7, 234, 404, 712, 815 with various subnumbers.
Mounted on pages with explanation. Total 40 covers. (M)

b

200, -

W

21232•

1947/50, US-troops in South Korea (prewar period): military mission and base unit covers with APO
markings, mostly handstamp and machine (48 stampless, 15 with airmail frank) mostly of APO7 with
subnumbers 7-1 to 7-7, but also 6, 25-3, 235, 235 br. 2. Includes “Commanding General, USAMGIK“.
Total 63 items. (S)

b

150, -

P 21233•

Korean War, 1951/57, British FPO in Korea, 29 covers inc. 11 stampless, has all the active FPO back
then = 158, 406, 707, 734, 740, 798, 946/48 and various coding letter varieties. Inc. inter-unit (5),
OHMS form envelope of “ARMY SIGNALS COMD 9.V.51“, Canadian Legion envelopes (3) and one of
Aust(ralian) Unit Pstal Stn. 495. Mounted on pages with explanation. (M)

b

300, -

W

21234

1959, Christmas souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 140 (100), 4.000,€. (T) Bl. 140

**

180, -

W

21235

1959, New Year souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 139 (100), 4.000,- €.
(T) Bl. 139

**

180, -

W

21236

1959, New Year souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 141 (100), 4.000,- €.
(T) Bl. 141

**

180, -

W

21237

1959, Postal Service souvenir sheet, lot of 200 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 138 (200),
6.000,- €. (T) Bl. 138

**

250, -

KOREA-NORD
KOREA-SÜD
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W

21238

1959, Railway souvenir sheet, lot of 200 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 135 (200), 8.000,- €.
(T) Bl. 135

**

350, -

W

21239

1959, Red Cross souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 137 (100), 5.500,- €.
(T) Bl. 137

**

250, -

P 21240

1959/1961, accumulation of 15 different miniature sheets in different quantities with several better
issues and nice thematics incl. 1959 Korean Railways, Sport games, Red Cross, Korean Postal system,
1960 Summer Olympics, UN cemetary, 1961 Remembrance day, Military revolution and others (total
1.031 miniature sheets!), mint never hinged, ex Mi. Bl. 131/167, € 19.684,-- (detailed list enclosed) (S)

**

600, -

W

21241

1959/1992, MNH accumulation of 31 different souvenir sheets, 100 pieces each. Inventory
enclosed. Michel cat.value 59.600,- €. (K)

**

W

21242

1960, Christmas souvenir sheet, lot of 400 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 157 (400), 5.600,€. (S) Bl. 157

**

250, -

W

21243

1960, Modern Education souvenir sheet, lot of 500 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 145 (500),
6.000,- €. (S) Bl. 145

**

250, -

W

21244

1960, New Year souvenir sheet, lot of 500 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 158 (500), 7.000,- €.
(S) Bl. 158

**

300, -

W

21245

1960, Olympic Games souvenir sheet, lot of 200 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 148 (200),
7.600,- €. (T) Bl. 148

**

350, -

W

21246

1960, Population Census souvenir sheet, lot of 500 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 155 (500),
5.000,- €. (S) Bl. 155

**

220, -

W

21247

1960, U.N. Cemetery souvenir sheet, lot of 500 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 154 (500),
5.000,- €. (S) Bl. 154

**

220, -

W

21248

1960, U.N. souvenir sheet, lot of 500 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 153 (500), 5.000,- €. (S)

**

220, -

W

21249

1960, UPU souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 142 (100), 5.000,- €. (T)

Bl. 142

**

220, -

W

21250

1960, Year of the Ox souvenir sheet, lot of 400 pieces mint never hinged. Michel Block 156 (400),
5.600,- €. (S) Bl. 156

**

250, -

b/ GA
b

80, 80, -

GA/ b

150, -

b/ GA/
FDC

100, -

Bl. 153

2.

KUWAIT

see al so 22540, 229 86, 229 87
W

21251•

1949/64 airletters (all different mint 6/used 2), 1975/88 foreign letters mostly single franks to US (26).
And “On Postal Service“ 1981/84, four different with various “postage paid“ datestamps. Total 38
items. (T)

W

21252
21253

1951/56, airmail covers 11) to Pforzheim/West Germany w. KGVI (3) and QEII (8). (T)

W

21254•

1952/86 (ca.), covers (7+front), airletters mint/used (1/2), FDC/FFC (3). Total 14 items. (T)

W

21255

1970/1992, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity. In total
135.850 complete sets and 3.209 single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel
791.190 €. (K6)

**

21256

3 .

W

1970/1992, lot of 31.406 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various
topics like Year of the Child, Childrens´Paintings, Plains, Mosques and many more. All items are
multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

3 .

W

21257•

1989, PILGRIMAGE TO MECCA - 12 items; triple collective, progressive single die proofs for the set, with
color indications and register marks, 36 stamps. (Scott# 1105/07) (M) 1197/99

**

600, -

W

21258•

1989, PILGRIMAGE TO MECCA - 30 items; single die proofs for the set, different color variations and
combinations for each stamp of the set (mostly shifted), color indications and register marks, 30 stamps,
unique. (Scott# 1105/07) (T) 1197/99

**

500, -

W

21259

1989, Zakat House ('Orphan's sponser project') complete set of three in a lot with about 675 sets mostly
in complete folded sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 1215/17, € 5.400,-- + (T) 1215/17

**

300, -

2126 0

Sehr exklusives und hochwertiges Top-Los mit ca. 3.500 ATM und ca. 250 Briefen der begehrten Nr.
1 in verschiedenen Papier- und Farbvarianten! MICHEL ca. 24.000,- EUR. (K) 1

1952/79, accumulation of approx. 210 covers and unused and unfolded postal stationery airgrams,
beginning with first issues, items with overprinting and revaluation. (S)

KUWAIT - AUTOMATENMARKEN
.

LABUAN
P 21261•

204

1880-1904: Mostly mint collection starting with three QV stamps incl. 40c. optd. “SPECIMEN“, and
many complete sets from 1894 plus few used stamps, colour shades and various perforations, in slightly
mixed but still good to fine condition. (M)

Sammlungen / Collections
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300, -
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LAOS
W

2126 2

1951/1992, plus a few 2004, comprehensive almost exclusively MNH holding in two thick albums,
comprising definitives, commemoratives, airmails, postage dues, thematic issues etc. A great lot ex
“Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

**/ */ g

.

W

21263

1960, World Refugees Year set of two surcharged stamps incl. 4+1k. King Sisavang Vong and 10+1k.
Asian Elephant (Elephas maximus) in a lot with approx. 1.200 sets mostly in larger strips/blocks, mint
never hinged and scarce, Mi. 103/04, € 16.800,-- (S) 103/04

**

600, -

W

21264

1976, 1st Anniversary of People's Republic, group of nine covers: imperf. set on cacheted f.d.c., imperf.
set on registered cover to Germany; imperf. set in pairs on registered cover to Germany; souevenir sheet
on cacheted f.d.c.; all five de luxe sheets each on registered cover to Germany. Michel nos. 437/41 B,
Block 72, Block A 72-E 72. (T)

b/ FDC

250, -

W

21265

1982/1985, Year Date Surcharges, lot of four (mainly airmail) covers to Germany resp. to USA. Michel
nos. 615 (3), 803, 804, 811. (T)

b

300, -

W

21266

1982/1985, Year Date Surcharges, lot of four (mainly airmail) covers to Germany resp. to USA. Michel
nos. 615 (4), 803 (2), 807. (T)

b

300, -

W

21267

1985, Year Date Surcharges, lot of two airmail covers to Germany bearing 50k. and six stamps 250k
(incl. strip of four). Michel nos. 803 (2), 811 (6). (T)
b/ g/ **

300, -

LAGOS
21268

1874/1904, collection with almost only Victoria stamps, such as Sc.4 (*), otherwise mostly all used,
such as Sc. 36 (5 Shill) with central datestamp of FE/24 1894. (M)
1874/1904, Sammlung mit verschied. Wasserzeichen, Zähnungen, auch Farbunterschiede. Dabei Nr.
4 (*) und sonst fast ausschliesslich in gest. Erhaltung, z.B. tadellose 5 Shillings Mi. 30 zentr. gest.1894.
(M)

150, -

g/ d/ *

LAOS - PATHET-LAO-AUSGABEN
W

21269

W

21270

1961/1974, lot of mint issues: Michel nos. 1/8, 9/17 (4), in addition nos. 9/15 on piece with first day
cancellation. (M)
(*)/ **/ d
1974/1975, Definitives, 100 complete set of nine values within panes of 50 stamps. Michel nos.
9/17 (100), 20.000,- €. (MS)

(*)

100, 2.

LATAKIA
21271•

b

140, -

1900/1980, kleine Garnitur mit 37 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei nur eine Karte nach 1945 dabei
ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige Stücke sind beschrieben und vereinzelt auch
frankiert. Eine bunte Mischung die hauptsächlich topographische Ansichten beinhaltet. Die Karten sind
meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (T)

Ak

120, -

21273

1924, DOUBLE OVERPRINTS, bilingual issue, petty MNH collection of four pairs and two single stamps
showing double overprints. Rare and interesting offer! (M)

**

250, -

P 21274

1924, DOUBLE OVERPRINTS, petty MNH collection of six blocks of four showing double overprints (5)
resp. “changed order of Arab inscription“. Rare and interesting offer! (M)

**

500, -

21275

1924, INVERTED OVERPRINTS, petty MNH collection of eight pairs and two single stamps showing
inverted overprints (mainly bilingual issue). Rare and interesting offer! (M)

**

400, -

21276

1924/1945 (approx.). GRAND LIBAN. Collection on preprinted Édition MOC. Inclusive postage due. Mint,
unused, used. Quality offer. (M)

**/ */ g

240, -

W

21277

1924/1945, comprehensive mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material, from early
overprints incl. several Olympic Games, definitives, airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“
estate! (A)

g/ */ **

300, -

W

21278

1924-45, Stock of mint stamps and blocks including 1924 10c. & 30c. Pasteur, surcharge varieties
(Scott 15-16 vars.), blocks of 4, 50c on 10c block with upper left stamp depicting “Grouche“ variety
(last line in Arabic), and 1p50c on 30c block with double surcharges, o.g., double surcharges (Scott
23, 30-33 vars. & 36 var.), 1928, overprint varieties (Scott 87-89 vars.), (Scott 96-98 vars.), Airmail,
1926, essay of red airplane overprint (Scott C9-C12 vars.), 2p sepia, 3p brown & 5p violet, airplane
double, one inverted (Scott C21-23 vars.), 2p, 5p & 10p with double overprints in red (Scott C25,
C27-28 vars.), 1929, 50c yellow green, airplane double (Scott C33 var.), 50c on 75c yellow green,
overprint varieties (Scott C37, C37a, C37d & C37 var.), 1943-45, surcharge varieties (Scott 160-162
vars. & 173-176 vars.), extraordinary group of 21 stamps with double, inverted, wrong colors or
printed on gum side surcharges, 1945, 15p Citadel & 25p Castle, imperforate (Scott 177 & 179
vars), blocks of 4 with bottom right corner selvage, a very attractive stock with high retail value,
please inspect carefully! (S)

**/ *

W

1924-35, Alaouites & Lattaquie 10 covers with complete set frankings (unaddressed), fine group (M)

LIBANON

see al so 22540, 229 3 8
W

W

W

21272

1900/1980, small set with 37 historical postcards, with only one postcard after 1945. Main part of the
cards is unused, some were already circulated and only a few of them were franked. Very nice collection
in great condition showing mainly topographical topics. (T)
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W

21279•

1926, Refugee Relief overprints, MNH lot of overprint varieties: Maury nos. 64c (2), 65b block of four,
66a (3), 67d block of four, 68d block of four, 71c block of four (incl. one stamp “c barré“), 71 block of
four with inverted black overprint (not listed), 72c two blocks of four, 73b block of four; in addition Syria
A31 vertical pair (one stamp A31a). Maury cat.value apprx. 4.500,- €. (T)

**

500, -

W

21280•

1926/1947, mainly mint lot of varieties and specialities, e.g. mistakenly overprinted airmail stamp 5pi.
mint (Maury PA31A, 656,- €), 1937 World Exhibition imperforate u/m (440,- €) etc. (M)

**/ */ g

90, -

W

21281•

**

140, -

W

21282•

1927, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.10pi. blue with inverted overprint, lot of 80 stamps within
large units, unmounted mint. Maury 83g, 8.800,- €. (M)
1930/1966. Whopping collection of 95 ARTIST‘S DRAWINGS for stamps of the named period, stored
in eight albums. There are drawings for the issues: “Definitive - Ancient Bridge“, “Tourist Publicity“,
“President Eddé“, “Arcade of Beit-ed-Din Palace“, “Medical Congress“, “First Flight MarseilleBeirut, 10th Aniversary“, “Proclamation of Independence, 1st Anniversary“, “Proclamation of
Independence, 2nd Anniversary“, “Definitives - Cedar of Lebanon“, “Arab Postal Congress“,
“Evacuation of Foreign Troops from Lebanon“, “Lebanon‘s Participation in the 12th UPU Congress“,
“Red Cross“, UNESCO“, “UPU, 75th Anniversary“, “Definitives - Byblos“, “Bay of Jounie“, “Conference
of Emigrants“, “Phoenicians Alphabet“ etc. Applied to all artworks: acrylic (also ink if necesary) on
paper mounted on card. A few ones with passepartout framing. Different netto sizes (approx.):
65x80mm, 100x60mm, 100x140mm, 120x80mm, 140x80mm, 150x80mm, 170x100mm,
180x120mm landscape (but also pursuant to portrait). ALL ARTWORKS ARE UNIQUE. A one-time
opportunity to get these interesting items for your collection! (ex Scott #125/439, C49/479,
CB5/11; ex Michel 176/961). (K)

2 .

W

21283•

1943/1947, mint assortment of 67 imperforate stamps, e.g. Maury PA82/87 pairs (736,- €), PA88/90
three sets (789,- €), PA97/100 five sets (1.375,- €) etc. (M)
*/ **/ (*)

250, -

W

21284•

1943/1962, SPECIALITIES, mint collection of apprx. 120 stamps, mainly imperforate values, proofs,
double impression, shifted colour, misperforated etc. (M)

**/ (*)/
*/ b

250, -

W

21285

1949, 75th Anniversary of UPU, two covers: the set on registered cover from “BEYROUTH 17.8.49“ (2nd
day of issue) to New York with obligatory tax stamp and transit/arrival marks on reverse; the souvenir
sheet on unaddressed envelope clearly oblit. “BEYROUTH 18.XII 50“. Especially the souvenir sheet is
extremely rare in used condition and grossly undercatalogued! Michel nos. 408/12 A, Bl. 12 a. (M)

b/ *

180, -

W

21286

1960. Complete set “President Fuad Chehab“ (9 values) in blocks of 4. Each stamp overprinted
bilingually “OFFICIAL“ (and the same in Arabic). Mint, nh. VF and extremely rare. Only one sheet of 50
believe to appear. (T) 660/68 (4) OFFICAIL

**

250, -

W

21287•

**

700, -

W

21288

1963/1968, u/m accumulation of SOUVENIR SHEETS, incl. 1965 Pope's Visit, 1967 Tourism, 1968
Tyros perf./imperf. Michel cat.value apprx. 13.400,- €. (A2)
1981/1984, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: With nice topics: scouts, flowers, army, etc. In total 22.177 complete sets, 120 single
stamps and 62 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 218.394 €. (K)

**

.

LIBERIA

see al so 23 29 7, 23 3 76

P 21289

1880/1970 (ca.), comprehensive accumulation in approval books/on album pages, comprising many g/ */ **/
interesting items, early issues, six defaced reprints of plate proofs etc. (S)
(*)

300, -

21290

1882/1960 holding ca. 570 quite mainly unused postal stationery, while postal stationery postcards,
lettercards, aerograms (unfolded), wrappers and envelopes, mainly in good condition (S)

300, -

W

21291

1936: Impressive specialised collection of the 1936 surcharges, with an amazing range of errors and
varieties, extensively written-up on album pages. Many of these errors exist only in a very few examples,
including the 3c on 5c strongly shifted pair, 3c on 5c double overprint, albino overprints on various
values, 12c on 30c double overprint, 14c on 50c vertical overprint, 14c on 50c inverted overprint, 16c
on 75c shifted o/p one with date only (only 3 pairs extant), etc. This is followed by the officials, again with
a wonderful showing of eye-catching errors with shifted stars, double o/ps, albino impressions, very
distinct colours of overprint, 25c pair with on missing '1936' and the other with star not covering 'OS'
(five pairs extant), etc. A fantastic opportunity for the Liberia specialist. (M)

W

21292

1954, UNICEF 5$ red/blue (51 x 39 mm) in a lot with about 50 IMPERFORATED complete sheetlets with
four stamps each on ungummed paper (probably proofs or a special issue?), unusual and scarce, Mi.
460 I KB var. (T) 460 I KB var.

(*)

250, -

21293

1954, UNICEF 5$ red/blue (51 x 39 mm) in a lot with about 70 IMPERFORATED complete sheetlets with
four stamps each on ungummed paper (probably proofs or a special issue?), unusual and scarce, Mi.
460 I KB var. (T) 460 I KB var.

(*)

300, -

21294

1954, UNICEF 5$ red/blue (63 x 49 mm) in a lot with 140 complete sheetlets with four stamps each (=
560 stamps), mint never hinged and very scarce, Mi. 460 II KB, € 20.160,-- ++ (S) 460 II KB

**

600, -

W
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450, -

L ot
W

21295

Start
From 2003 on. Nice collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which were often never found in an
auction. Included are about 169 mint, nh, imperforate stamps and about 40 imperforate souvenir/
miniature sheets. A rare offer and an interesting addition to any Liberia collection. The collection
can be also well isolated! (A)
Ab 2003. Hübsche Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, die oftmals noch nie in einer
Auktion zu finden waren. Dabei sind etwa 169 postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa 40
ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein seltenes Angebot und eine interessante Ergänzung jeder LiberiaSammlung. Die Sammlung lässt sich auch gut vereinzeln! (A)
4458/6650

**

2.

LIBYEN

see al so 23 072

P 21296

1900/1960, box with a good 160 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945. In addition
to topographical topics there are also some cards with cultural and working environment topics enclosed.
Condition is excellent, some of the cards were circulated and franked. Great collection. (S)
1900/1960, Schachtel mit gut 160 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945
eher gering ist. Dargestellt sind neben topographischen Motiven auch Kultur und Arbeitswelt. Die
Karten sind ungebraucht, beschrieben und zum Teil auch frankiert in meist guter bis sehr guter
Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

250, -

W

21297•

1910-1977, Collection in large album starting Italian Occupation overprinted issues including postage
due and packet post in attractive margin blocks, Fezzan with air mails and Ghadames issues, later
issues with imperf blocks, good mint sets and imperf souvenir sheets, Olympics 1964 imperf block of
six, from 1972 over 150 different mnh blocks of four, a scarce offer, huge catalogue value (A)

**/ */ g

700, -

W

21298•

1912/1990 (ca.), holding of apprx. 150 covers/cards from some Italian period incl. a 1912 postcard
“TRIPOLI D'AFRICA“ to Bari and returned, 1970s commercial airmail covers and also a nice range of
1980s commemoratives on philatelic correspondence to Germany. (S)

b

300, -

21299

1936/95 (ca.) holding of about 250 unused and mostly unfolded aerograms, all multiple available,
besides, also aerograms with revaluation, besides, also some letters and covers, altogether in good
condition (S)

GA/ b

160, -

21300•

1943-52 ca., Collection of “British & French Occupation“ on ten album pages, complete mint, many
high values up to 500Mills., overprinted issues, FEZZAN overprints on Italy, a very scarce offer of this
interesting British Colonies area (M)

**/ *

W

2.2

MACAU

see al so 20440
W

21301•

1937, PanAm FFC (18) of the various sections of the first China Clipper flights: Macau-HK (5 inc.
registration), Macau-Manila (4), Macau-Guam (2), Macau-Hawaii (4), Macau-USA (3), often with the air
mail surcharges especially issued at this occasion. (T)

W

21302•

1948/2000, postwar collection mounted in pouches on hingeless pages in 4 Linder-albums, mint
never hinged MNH resp. unused no gum as issued, few used, inc. surtax stamps and surxtax due
stamps (also prewar). Virtually complete inc. 1948 definitives set MNH (but 1 A. and 2-5 P. mounted
mint), 1950 defs. set MNH (1 P. corner toning), 1961 Fatima 60 Av. ex-s/s, 1976 diocese centenary
unissued MNH and on cover (Michel cat. according vendor 9850.-). (K) 346f.
**/ (*)/ g

130, -

e

.

21303•

1953/95, collection of FDC (inc. some MC) mounted on stockpages, inc. 1953 flowers, 1980 (1), 1983
(1), 1987 (1) and 1988/95 largely complete inc. ATM stamps (Afinsa 2015 ca. 1500.-euro). (A)

FDC

200, -

21304

1993, flowers and gardens, Michel no. 735/738 mint never hinged, each in two folded full sheets = 100
complete sets.. Catalogue value 600 € (M) 735/738 (100)

**

100, -

21305

1993, sailing ships and Grand Prix of Macau, Michel no. 739/742+743/745 mint never hinged, each in
two folded full sheets = 100 complete sets.. Catalogue value 1150 € (M) 739/745 (100)

**

150, -

W

21306

1998, Portuguese-Chinese Friendship, MNH stock of the souvenir sheets with golden inscription in the
following only estimated amounts: Michel bl. no. 50I - ca. 500 copies, 51I - ca. 550, 52I - ca. 600, 53I ca. 550, 54III - ca. 150, 55I -ca. 200, 56I - ca. 150, 57I - ca. 150, 58I - ca. 400, 59I - ca. 400, 60I - ca.
350, 61I - ca. 350. Additionally ca. 400 copies of bl. npo. 54I (Vasco da Gama) and some FDC of this
issue. Some a bit bended by storage. Michel at least 14600,- €. (K) Bl. 50 - 61 I

**

500, -

W

21307

1998, Vasco da Gama (date 1598 instead of 1498), more than 2000 copies of this souvenier sheet
mint never hinged, slightly bend by storage (Michel no. bl. 54I, cat.value 13.000,- €.) (S) 54I (2000)

**

500, -

W

MADAGASKAR

see al so 1 9 1 1 3 , 23 3 41
W

21308

1896/1990, plus some modern up to 2005, comprehensive mint and used holding in two thick
albums, comprising Groupe series, definitives, commemoratives, airmails, France Libre overprints,
postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

Sammlungen / Collections

**/ */ g
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L ot
P 21309

W

21310

Start
1900/1960, box with about 800 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945. There
are both unused, as well as circulated and franked cards enclosed. Great mixture with topographical
topics, culture, working environment and traffic systems. The cards are mostly in good condition,
some in very good condition. (S)
1900/1960, Schachtel mit gut 800 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und zum Teil auch frankiert. Eine
kuriose Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Kultur, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind
meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

.

1905/1960 (ca.), almost exclusively before 1930, collection/accumulation of nearly 1000 ppc,
apparently only different pieces and incl. some franked on picture side, depicting street scenes,
buildings, native people, seaside/harbour/ships, music band, barber, theatre, churches, wildlife
etc. etc. Very rarely seen in that comprehensiveness! (K)

Ak

.

MALAWI
W

21311

1964/87 stock of ca. 900 mostly unused and unfolded aerograms, in addition some aerograms of
Nyassaland and four international reply coupons, all in good condition (S)

GA

200, -

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
see al so 203 70, 21 3 9 4, 21 782

P 21312•

1860's-1900 ca.: Mint and used collection of more than 300 QV stamps, with some mint singles and
multiples up to part sheets of 60, a part collection of cancellations etc., in mixed condition. (A)

**/ */ g

200, -

P 21313

1867/1902, used and mint collection of apprx. 130 stamps on ancient album pages, well collected
from 1st issue showing eleven stamps of all denominations, following issues, overprints etc. (M)

g/ */ (*)

800, -

21314•

1870's-1890's: About 100 fiscal documents each bearing Straits Settlements Judical stamps, up to $5
values, and with respective seals and handstamps. (S)

b

100, -

P 21315•

1870's-1890's: Hundreds of Revenue and Judical stamps, up to $25 (including the scarce 1874 Revenue
$25 blue used Penang), many tied by respective red seals to pieces, in slightly mixed condition. (S)

g/ d

300, -

21316•

1870's-1930's ca.: More than 100 fiscal documents, one part bearing fiscal stamps (Postage &
Revenues, Judicals, Revenues) up to $5 tied by respective seal handstamps or in manuscript, several
also with perfins, and the other part (invoices/bills) without adhesives but showing many lovely
advertising printings. (S)

b

100, -

P 21317•

1870‘s-1930‘s ca: More than 1000 fiscal documents, most of them bearing Straits ‚Postage &
Revenue‘ (KEVII. to KGVI.), Receipt, Revenue, Judical and other stamps, up to $5 values, some
without adhesives but with lovely advertising printings (invoices/bills), with a wide range of
cancellations (red seals, handstamps, perfins etc.), in usual mixed condition. (K4)

b

.

.

W

W

W

21318•

1879-1940‘s POSTAL STATIONERY: Collection of more than 180 postal stationery cards, with a
major part of QV issues, with single and double cards, many with advertising and other printings on
their reverse, a lot of interesting postmarks, destinations like Austria, Belgium, Canada, CHILE (two
cards), England, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Sumatra, the U.S.A. and others, also some unused cards
incl. those optd. “SPECIMEN“, and other interesting items more, in mixed condition. (A)

GA

W

21319•

1880's-1920's: About 50 fiscal documents bearing Straits Settlements Postage & Revenue stamps (up
to KGV. $25), Judical stamps and/or Consulate stamps (British), plus foreign Fiscals as from India or
Indian states, in mixed condition. (S)

b

300, -

W

21320•

1880's-1940's ca.: More than 100 fiscal documents, mostly franked by Straits Settlements 'Postage &
Revenue' or Judical stamps, up to $5 values, with indentures, contracts, documents from the Supreme
Court in Singapore, invoices and bills etc., with some attractive illustrations, also shipping documents,
insurance doc's, nice frankings tied by respective red seals, and many interesting details more. (S)

b

400, -

W

21321•

1880's-1940's: More than 150 fiscal documents, each franked by fiscal stamps up to $5 values,
including 'Postage & Revenue', Receipt, Revenue, Judical and other stamps, and with the respective red
seals and handstamps. (S)

b

300, -

W

21322•

1881-91 JUDICAL: More than 100 judical documents bearing Queen Victoria judical stamps up to $2
values, with various seals and handstamps, from the Supeme Court in Singapore mostly. (K)

b

150, -

W

21323•

1890-1938 Destination Germany: Twelve covers, postcards and postal stationery cards sent from
Singapore or Penang to various German destinations, with p/s card 3c. from Singapore to Oschatz in
1890 bearing the scarce circled “SINGAPORE around dots“ handstamp, an 1913 p/s card KGV. 3c. from
the “Eastern & Oriental Hotel, Penang“ (special cds) to Hoorn, redirected to Munich, or an illustrated
envelope of the “Hamburg-Amerika Linie“ used from Singapore to Cassel in 1911, and others. (T)

b/ GA

200, -

W

21324•

1890's-1930's (c.) - Fiscal documents: Collection of 56 fiscal documents used in Singapore, franked
with various adhesives, with QV Revenue stamps (up to Dollar values) and 'Postage & Revenue's (up to
$25) of Straits Settlements, all tied by respective red SINGAPORE seals, in slightly mixed condition. (S)

b

350, -

W

21325•

1890's-1940's ca.: Near to 300 covers (few postcards) bearing Straits Settlements definitives, from QV
(few) to KGVI., with a wide range of datestamps from various P.O.'s, with registered mail, also few
censored and air mail, good destinations, and many interesting aspects more, in mixed condition. (S)

b

350, -

208
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W

21326•

1891-1923, Six postal stationery items used from Singapore to Sumatra and Java, with postcard 3c.
blue used to Medan in 1891, card 3c. carmine used to Tandjong, Balei (Sumatra) per s/s “Calypso“ via
Penang in 1901, p/s registered envelope KE 5c., uprated by four KE adhesives, to Batavia 1904, KE
card 3c. to Tjepoe, Java 1906, uprated card from Raffels Hotel, Singapore and uprated p/s reg. env. both
to Weltevreden in 1923, with various despatch and arrival datestamps as well as various types of “N.I.
Agent“ Singapore and Penang datestamps. (T)

GA

140, -

W

21327•

1891-95: 20 covers plus resp. contents sent from Penang to Bindjey, Sumatra by companies TENNENT
and SLOT, all franked by Straits 5c., 8c. or four times 5c., tied by Penang oval of bars and resp. sender
oval, and with despatch, transit and/or arrival datestamps, in slightly mixed condition. (M)

b

500, -

P 21328•

1891-95: Collection of 19 covers from various companies in Penang to Sumatra, Netherlands Indies,
almost all with full contents, sent from A. Hildebrandt Esq. or C.S. Tennent & Co., all franked by QV
definitives 3c., 5c. blue (most), 5c. brown and 8c. blue tied by Penang oval of bars plus (many) by
senders' ovals, with respective despatch, transit and arrival datestamps, in mixed condition. (M)

b

600, -

21329•

1894-95: 6 covers plus resp. contents (incl. foreign letters as from Rotterdam a.o) sent from Penang to
Bindjey, Sumatra by companies TENNENT and SLOT, all franked by Straits 5c. (one pair) or 8c. tied by
Penang oval of bars and resp. sender oval, and with despatch, transit and/or arrival datestamps, in
slightly mixed condition. (M)

b

180, -

P 21330•

1902-1948: Mint and used collection of more than 300 stamps on album leaves, from KEVII. to BMA,
with interesting cancellations as “Paquebot“ a.o., fine mint stamps to $-values, high $-values used
fiscally, many colour shades, overprint issues like the Labuan stamps or Malaya-Borneo Ex., etc., up to
both mint and used sets KGVI. optd. “BMA“. (M)

**/ */ g

300, -

W

21331

1905/1920 (ca.), POSTMARKS on KEVII and KGV, specialised collection of apprx. 240 stamps, showing
a vast range of postmarks (Singapore and various states), chop marks, maritime markings, “used
abroad“ etc. (M)

g/ d

180, -

W

21332

1906/1907, Overprints on Labuan, specialised collection of 38 stamps on written up album pages,
comprising complete set mint original gum and fine used, several varieties of overprint incl. 10c.
“No stop“, 3c. pair one stamp with “Dropped TS“, 4c. on 18c. with “No stop“ and some others. SG
141/51. (M)

*/ g/ (*)

W

21333•

1908-20 FISCAL documents: Collection of 22 documents all franked by KEVII. or KGV. 'Postage &
Revenue' stamps up to $5, all used Singapore and tied by respective red Singapore seal datestamps,
with single and mixed frankings, various types of documents etc., in mixed condition. (A)

b

W

21334

1910/1955, sophisticated balance in an album, comprising a specialised part “RAFFLES HOTEL“ with
postmarks and ppc, 1937 Coronation issue specimen set, 1946 Victory not issued 8c. carmine, chop g/ */ **/
marks and perfins and also a nice section Japanese occupation. (A)
b

450, -

W

21335•

1919-1941: 35 covers bearing Straits definitives, used from various P.O.'s with respective postmarks,
from 1919 registered A.R. cover from Malacca to Kulim to 1941 airmail cover to Australia with signed
ship censor cachet. (T)

b

130, -

W

.
140, -

W

21336•

1920's-30's: Group of 22 postal stationery registered envelopes KGV. used from Malacca, Penang or
Singapore to India, all uprated, few used for insured mail, with repective datestamps etc., in mixed
condition. (S)

GA

200, -

W

21337•

1920's-50's ca.: More than 220 covers (from India mostly) bearing Straits Settlements, F.M.S. or Malay
Postal Union postage due marks, most of them with respective due stamps, in mixed condition as usual.
(S)

b

180, -

P 21338

1933/1934, lot of ten covers to Saigon/Indochina, each bearing (mainly multiple) METER MARKS at
rates 12c. (11) resp 15c., mainly with arrival marks. (T)

b

700, -

21339

1935, Silver Jubilee, specialised collection of apprx. 83 stamps on written up album pages, comprising
blocks of four MNH and used, single specimen set, good range of used stamps with various postmarks.
SG 256/59. (M)

**/ g/ *

180, -

b

100, -

GA

150, -

GA/ b

450, -

W

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS - PORTOMARKEN
see al so 21 3 42

W

21340•

1924-26 Postage Due: 15 covers bearing different singles and combinations of postage due stamps,
from 1c. to 12c., in slightly mixed condition. (T) D1-D6

MALAIISCHER STAATENBUND
see al so 21 403

W

21341•

1920's-30's: 23 postal stationery registered envelopes KGV. used from various post offices (Ipoh,
Kampar, Klang, Kuala Lumpur, Taiping or Telok Ansom) to India and Burma, all uprated, few used with
receipt (h/s “A.R.“), with repective datestamps etc., in mixed condition from faulty or stained to fine. (S)

MALAIISCHER STAATENBUND - PORTOMARKEN
W

21342•

1910's-1940's: More than 300 covers, postcards and postal stationery items from India to Malaysian
States, almost all with tax marks and most of them with postage due stamps of Straits, Fed. Malay
States and (few) Malay Postal Union, in slightly mixed condition but with many types of tax handstamps
and marks, a wide range of postage due frankings etc. (S)
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P 21343•

1924-1960's POSTAGE DUE STAMPS: About 160 insufficiently franked covers from India, Ceylon a.o. to
Malay, or used inland, ALL with postage due stamps of Straits Settlements, Fed. Malay States or Malay
Postal Union, plus 5 later covers with Malaysia dues, with many different values, multiples, some good
F.M.S. postage dues, also various postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

500, -

W

21344•

1924-26 Postage Due: Eight covers bearing different singles or combinations of Fed. Malay States
postage due stamps, from 1c. to 12c., in mixed condition. (T)

b

100, -

W

21345•

1936-60's: About 100 covers all with postage due and resp. Malayan Postal Union postage due stamps,
with several good values as 9c., 12c. and 15c., nice (value) mixed and multiple frankings, etc., in mixed
condition. (A)

b/ GA

350, -

MALAIISCHE STAATEN
see al so 209 06

P 21346 •

18..-1960‘s POSTAL STATIONERY: More than 2300 postal stationery cards & double cards, envelopes
(few), registered envelopes (many) and others from Straits Settlements and the Malaysian States,
unused and used, from first Straits Settlements postcards to largest size registered envelopes,
including unused items (some in quantities, several overprinted SPECIMEN), postcards with various
printings on back, hundreds of different datestamps from hundreds of P.O.‘s of the various states
(post-WWII mostly), and many interesting items more, in mixed condition. (K2)

GA

P 21347•

1860's-1940's ca: Collection and accumulation of some hundred stamps, mint and used, from early
Straits Settlements issues to post-WWII, with some fine mint or used stamps of first Straits 1867 'Crown'
issue, the 1879 5c on 8c and 7c on 32c mint, further good QV issues, several optd. as for Sungei Ujong
or with “B“ for Bangkok, a special part Perak stamps, several old part collections, some stamps on stock
cards or in paper bags, etc., in mixed condition. (K)

**/ */ g

500, -

21348

1867/1910, interesting accumulation on album pages and stockcards, Straits Settlements with a few
perfins stamps, Labuan up from 1880 with Sc. 60 *, North Borneo Sc. 8 *, 10 *, etc. (M)
1867/1910, Partie auf Vordruckblättern und Steckseiten, dabei Straits Settlements mit viel Victoria,
auch Perfins, Labuan ab 1880 mit u.a. Nr. 58 *, Nordborneo Nr.1 *, 3 *, 60U, etc. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

150, -

1867-2006 Comprehensive collection of used stamps from Straits Settlements, Malaysian States,
Labuan, North Borneo, Sarawak, Brunei, plus Singapore, starting with early QV issues including
1867 first issue cpl. set, various good overprints (certificates for SG 36+37), several better colour
shades and varieties, QV and Kings‘ issues up to $5, etc., followed by used collections of Malaysian
States (including scarce types of overprints, some Dollar values (few used fiscally), several varieties
etc.), North Borneo and areas (with also many early issues, better stamps and overprints, varieties
and colour shades), plus more modern Singapore stamps. (K)

g

P 21350•

.

1879-1950‘s POSTAL STATIONERY: Collection of 170 postal stationery items, ALL USED, with 129
postcards plus few envelopes and some registered envelopes, from Straits Settlements, Fed. Malay
States and the Malaysian States from Johore to Trengganu, ALL DIFFERENT (types, cancellations,
destinations etc.), with scarce cards as Straits 1917 2c. on 1c., double cards, postcards with
printings on back, destinations like Europe, China, Japan or USA, attractive add. frankings, a wide
range of postmarks, tax handstamps, censored mail, attractive registered envelopes, and many
interesting items more, in slightly mixed condition. (A)

GA

.

W

21351

g/ *

W

21352

1880/1960 (ca.), used and mint balance on album pages/stockpage, comprising North Borneo, Johore,
Sarawak, Perak, Labuan and Straits Settlements. Stated to a high cat.value, viewing advised! (M)

W

P 21349•

.

600, -

1880/1990 (ca.), POSTMARKS OF MALAYSIA, deeply specialised collection in five albums, showing
a vast range of postmarks of the different Malaysian states (mainly c.d.s.), alltogether more than
5.600 stamps (!) and main value up to 1950s. A great offer for the specialist, it needs decades to
rebuild a collection like this! (K)
g/ d/ b

21353•

.3

1880‘s-1930‘s ca.: Several hundred fiscal documents in three big boxes, almost all from old
Malaysian states, most of them with respective adhesives like ‚Postage & Revenue‘ stamps,
‚Revenues‘, ‚Judical‘ etc., including scarce single/multiple/combination frankings, respective seals
and handstamps from Stamp Offices, Consulates etc. on documents like Indentures, Writ of
Summons, invoises (with illustrations), checks and others. (K3)

b

.3

W

21354•

1890's-1940's: 49 covers, postcards and postal stationery items sent from India to Malay States (or
transit), with respective datestamps and postmarks, some with postage due, in mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

W

21355

1899/1946, lot of nine covers/cards, e.g. used stationeries, incoming mail, insufficiently paid mail,
postmarks etc. (S)
b/ GA/ Ak

200, -

W

21356•

1900/2013. about 1.000 covers and cards of many areas and town. About 90 % are from the 1970ier
and 80ies . Please view. (K)

b/ GA

160, -

P 21357•

1900-1920's mostly: Collection of about 130 picture postcards from Singapore (many), Malaysian
States (some) and few others (Philippines et al.), many used to Europe, few to other countires or inland,
mostly good/fine. (A)

b

500, -

1900's-1930's: Some more than 200 insufficiently franked covers and postal stationery items to Malay
States, most of them from India, all stampless or franked insufficiently, and all with resp. Tax handstamps
like Kuala Lumpur “T/K L“ triangle, due handstamps as “MALACCA/TO PAY 4 CENTS“ or boxed “KUALA
LUMPUR/8 Cts./TO PAY“, numeral h/s's from “4“ to “16“ of various P.O.'s, etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

300, -

W

21358•
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21359•

1900's-1950's ca.: About 200 documents and stampless covers, some with Straits Settlements stamps
(or later issues as Fed. Malay States) used fically, also receipts, telegrams, stampless covers as official
mail etc., with a range of interesting postmarks and fiscal seals/handstamps, also some pieces with
Postage & Revenue stamps tied by respective seals, plus about 200 telegrams. (S)

b/ d

100, -

P 21360•

1920's-1960's ADVERTISING: Collection of 37 illustrated envelopes with printings on front or back, most
of them with advertising, and few other illustrations like Malay/Indian ornaments, almost all different
and most of them used, with interesting postmarks as “British Empire Exhibition“ (1924) or “Paquebot
Singapore“/“Paquebot Penang“ (on several covers from Johore). An unusual collection of attractive
covers in slightly mixed condition. (A)

b

500, -

P 21361•

1939-46 Indian Field Post in Malaya: Collection of 16 covers and more than 80 stamps, many on pieces,
cancelled by Indian Field or Base P.O. datestamps as from Base Office 4, F.P.O. 7, 8 (incl. F.P.O. 8c), F.P.O.
29, 31-34, 36, 58/58B, 94, 128, 594 and 660 situated Alor Star, Kedah, Kelantan, Kuala Lumpur,
Kuantan, Perak, Raub, Singapore, Sungei Patani and Tanjong Pau (Kedah). (M)

g/ d

300, -

21362•

1940's-50's ca.: Collection of 18 PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS concerning Malay areas during and post
WWII, with leaflets dropped by Australian and other forces, most of them by the Chinese or written
Chinese (Resistance), also those from Japanese Occupation period, and others, accompanied by
descriptions and information. (S)

b

800, -

W

W

W

21363•

1941-51 Australian Field Post: Group of 20 covers sent by Australian troops in Malaya back to Australia,
four stampless bearing 'Postage Paid Johore' or 'R.A.F. Station CHANGI' handstamps, others franked
Singapore 10c. or (one) by Australian 5½d. (T)

b

130, -

W

21364•

1950's: Correspondence of about 120 covers from various P.O.'s of various Malaysian States (Johore to
Singapore) to JAPAN in the early 1950's, all sent to the “Pansy Club“, Matsumoto City, Nagano Pref.,
Japan including various frankings (mostly KGVI. stamps up to $1), air and registered mail, specials like
“Insufficiently prepaid for airmail“ etc., almost all with circled “Akira Hama. Matsumoto...“ cachet +
numeral h/s inside and Jap. arrival cds. (A)

b

350, -

21365•

1958, collection of several hundred “Registered Letter“ stationeries 30 cents blue, addressed to
Singapore, tied by a wide range of circular date stamps from different States, partially with uprates. (S)

GA

180, -

21366•

20th century: A box filled up with some hundred stamps in bags, envelopes or loose, many on pieces, g/ */ **/
from few early issues to more modern Malaysia. (K)
d

21367•

1945-50 ca.: More than 120 covers all franked by “BMA/MALAYA“ optd. KGVI. definitives including good
stamps like 10c. of Die II, mixed and multiples frankings etc., used from various post offices, in mixed
condition. (S)

100, -

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - BRITISCHE MILITÄRVERWALTUNG
W

130, -

b

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - JOHOR
W

2136 8

P 2136 9•

1884/1980 (ca.), a splendid mint and used specialised collection on album pages in a binder, from
a nice selection of 1884/1892 “JOHOR“ overprints, “Abu Bakar“ issues incl. overprints and “no
stop“ variety, great range of “Ibrahim“ issues incl. overprints, blocks of four, controls, specimen,
Japanese occupation, also postwar period collected intensively incl. definitive sets, plate blocks, */ **/ g/
flaws etc. (A)
(*)

2.2

1900‘s-1960 ca.: More than 900 covers from various post offices in Johore, with a lot of nice
frankings, registered/air/censored mail, specials like envelopes with advertising, special
cancellations as “PAQUEBOT SINGAPORE“ (near to 200 covers), postage due, a wide range of
postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (K)

b

21370•

1910's-1980's ca.: Several hundred (600-700) covers and postcards from various Johore post offices,
with many registered covers, airmail, good frankings and a wide range of Johore postmarks, in mixed
condition. (K)

b

450, -

P 21371•

1930's: Group of 34 covers bearing Johore adhesives tied by “PAQUEBOT SINGAPORE“ datestamps,
including red-band covers, envelopes with attractive advertising, multiple frankings etc., mostly fine. (S)

b

300, -

P 21372•

1930's-60's mostly: Collection of 51 covers from 51 different post offices of Johore, from Ayer Baloi and
Ayer Hitam to Ulu Choh, Ulu Tiram and Yong Peng, plus four covers cancelled at foreign offices like
'Paquebot Singapore', in slightly mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA

400, -

W

21373•

1950's (c.): More than 270 Malay postal stationery registered envelopes 30c. used in Johore at verious
P.O.'s like Benut, Batu Pahat, Jemaluang, Johore Bahru, Kluang, Kota Tinggi, Kukup, Kulai, Layang
Layang, Masai, and others. (S)

GA

180, -

W

21374•

1954-57 Group of 16 postal stationery registered envelopes used at different post offices, i.e. Johore
Bahru, Batu Pahat, Benut, Gelang Patah, Kluang, Kota Tinggi, Kukup, Kulai, Layang Layang, Masai,
Mersing, Muar, Pontian, Rengam, Segamat and Senggarang. (T)

GA

100, -

W

.

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KEDAH
see al so 21 9 49

P 21375•

1910‘s-1960 ca.: More than 800 covers from various post offices in KEDAH, with nice frankings,
registered/air/censored mail, postage due, a wide range of postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (K)

b

21376•

1912-1950's: 45 covers with various frankings and postmarks from various Kedah post offices including
censored mail, registered covers, airmail etc. (S)

b

W
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W

21377•

1912-20's: Group of 13 postal stationery cards and registered envelopes, four used to Austria/Germany
including 3+3c. double card, fine unused else. (T)

GA

180, -

W

21378•

1919-1960: Small collection of 19 covers from 19 different post offices in Kedah, from Alor Star to Yen,
plus two covers with special cancellations (British Empire Exhibition1924 and negative h/s
“REGISTRATION & PARCEL SUNGEI PATANI“), in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

200, -

b

150, -

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KELANTAN
21379•

1940's-60's: About 50 covers from various post offices, with registered, air and censored mail, nice
frankings, various postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (S)

P 21380•

1900‘s-1950‘s ca.: More than 900 covers from various post offices in Malacca, with registered, air
and/or censored mail, nice frankings, a wide range of postmarks, postage due etc., in mixed
condition. (K)

b

21381•

1902-1962 The Post Officies of Malacca: 19 covers from 15 different post offices, i.e. Malacca (three
different datestamps incl. 'British Empire Exh.'), Alor Gajah (one pre-WWII, one later), Asahan, Bemban,
Durian Tunggal, Jasin (one pre-WWII and one later), Kesang Pajak, Kuala Linggi, Kuala Sungei Bahru,
Masjid Tanah, Merlimau, Selandar, Tangga BatuTanjong Kling and Tranquerah, including better
frankings, registered covers etc., in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

200, -

W

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - MALAKKA

W

.

W

21382

1949, 75th Anniversary of UPU, MNH specialised collection on written up album pages, showing
complete set as imprint/plate blocks of ten, complete set as plate blocks of four, complete set as
imprint/plate blocks of six (15c. and 25c. two of each with different plate numbers). (M)

**

150, -

W

21383

1949/1952, Definitives KGVI 1c.-$1, MNH assortment of 14 plate blocks with controls (one piece
hinged in right margin, not affecting control). (M)

**

W

21384
21385

1954/1957, Definitives QEII 1c.-$5, MNH specialised assortment of 18 plate blocks with controls. (M)

**

150, 200, -

1960/1962, Definitives “Views“, specialised collection of 52 plate blocks (1-1A-1B-1C-2A-2B) neatly
arranged on written up album pages, comprising all denominations and mainly unmounted mint, also
various shades. (M)

**/ *

200, -

W

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - NEGRI SEMBILAN
21386

1891/1900, “Tiger“ issue, specialised collection of apprx. 83 stamps on album pages, showing
specimen, overprints incl. 1c. on 15c. mint, multiples, controls, postmarks etc. SG 1/20 ex. (M)

*/ **/ g

450, -

P 21387•

1900's-1960's: About 470 covers from various post offices of Negri Sembilan, including better frankings,
registered/air and censored mail, a wide range of postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b

400, -

21388•

1970/1980, about 500 covers mostly addressed to Singapore sent by airmail. Many small towns to see.
(S)

b

160, -

W

21389

1891/1899, “Tiger“ issue, specialised collection of apprx. 67 stamps incl. specimen, overprints,
postmarks etc. SG 11/28 ex. (M)

*/ **/ g

130, -

W

21390•

1920's-1980's ca.: Several hundred (400-500) covers and postcards from various Pahang post offices,
with many registered covers, airmail, good frankings and a wide range of Pahang postmarks, in mixed
condition. (K)

b

350, -

W

21391•

1920's-60's: 44 covers from various post offices in Pahang, with registered mail, various frankings (Fed.
Malay States, Pahang), postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b

100, -

W

21392•

1930's-60's: Group of 50 covers from various Pahang post offices as Benta, Bentong, Jerantut, Kampong
Temai, Kuala Lipis, Kuala Rompin, Kuantan, Mengkuang, Mentakab, Pekan and Raub, including
registered covers, postal stationery items, interesting postmarks etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b

100, -

W

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PAHANG

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PENANG
see al so 21 3 27, 21 3 28, 21 3 29

P 21393•

1880‘s-1950‘s: Some more than 3000 covers from various post offices of Penang, with some early
covers bearing Straits Settlements Queen Victoria stamps and early cancellations, later mail
including registered covers and postal stationery registered envelopes, WWI and WWII censored
covers, nice frankings, a wide range of postmarks, many specials like post-WWII stampless cover,
marginal stamps with plate numbers, high frankings up to $1 adhesives, illustrated envelopes, and
many interesting items more, in mixed condition. (K2)

b

3.

W

21394•

1889-1930's Fiscal documents: Collection of 26 fiscal documents used in Penang, franked with various
adhesives, with QV Revenue stamps (up to $5) and 'Postage & Revenue's (up to $25) of Straits
Settlements (mostly), all tied by respective red PENANG seals, in slightly mixed condition. (MS)

b

350, -

W

21395•

1905-11 “PENANG TO SINGAPORE“ datestamps on 26 covers from India, various frankings and
postmarks, mixed condition. (T)

b

200, -

W

21396•

1907-1914 “N.I. POSTAGENT PENANG“ datestamps (various types) used on 20 covers from India and
Penang to Sumatra, one 1914 cover with Netherl. Indies postage due stamp 5c., with various frankings
and postmarks, in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

200, -

212
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Start
1910's-60's: The Post Offices of Penang region: 29 covers used at 20 different post offices, i.e. Penang,
Ayer Itam, Balik Pulau, Bayan Lepas, Bukit Mertajam, Bukit Tambun, Butterworth, Dato Kramat, E&O
Hotel, Jelutong, Kepala Batas, McNair Street, Nibong Tebal, Pitt Street, Pulau Tikus, Simpang Ampat,
Sungei Acheh, Sungei Bakap, Sungei Nibon and Telok Kumbar, including several pre-WWII covers,
registered and censored mail, better frankings and destinations etc., in slightly mixed condition. (T)

300, -

b

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PERAK
P 21398•

1890‘s-1960‘s ca.: Accumulation of about 2500 covers from various post offices of Perak, including
registered covers and postal stationery envelopes, airmail, censored mail, nice frankings and a wide
range of Perak postmarks, in mixed condition. (K)

b/ GA

W

21399•

1890's-1960's: Collection of more than 140 covers from many different post offices in Perak, only few
from the large post offices like Ipoh, Taiping etc., with attractive frankings, airmail, registered covers and
postal stationery envelopes, censored mail, and many interesting items more, in slightly mixed condition.
(S)

b/ GA

500, -

W

21400•

1890's-1980's ca.: More than 300 covers, from QV era to semi-modern, with a wide range of postmarks
from various post offices in Perak, good frankings, advertising printings, censored covers, registered
mail and many more, in mixed condition. (S)

b

700, -

W

21401•

1891-1950's ca.: More than 350 covers used in Perak, from few early covers bearing QV definitives to
semi-modern, with a wide range of postmarks from Perak P.O.'s, registered/censored/air mail, nice
frankings, markings etc., in mixed condition. (S)

b

500, -

W

21402

1892/1900, “Tiger&Elephants“ issue, specialised collection of apprx. 615 stamps on written up
album pages, showing (large) multiples incl. four panes of 60 stamps, controls, postmarks, varieties,
specimen, high values etc. SG 61/87 ex. (M)

*/ **/ g

W

21403•

1897-1901: Ten documents bearing Postage & Revenue stamps, nine docs from Perak, one from
Selangor, with good frankings like F.M.S. 1900 50c. (SG 8) used on doc. and tied by Tapah oval
datestamp and others. (M)

b

180, -

W

21404•

1915 - 1918, group of 38 postal stationery cards 1c. and 2c. on 1c. from “Federated States“ sent from
various P.O.'s to TELUK ANSON, with many good postmarks like PARAN (Squared Circle), MENGLEMBU
and others, in mixed condition. (T)
GA

220, -

1915 - 1918, 38 Ganzsachen “Federated States“ mit 1 c bzw. 2 cents auf 1 c chinesisch beschriftet
TELUK ANSON, dabei gute Stempel wie PARAN (Squard Circle), MENGLEMBU u.a. (T)

2.

.

W

21405•

General issues, Perak, 1942, ovpts T2 resp. T19/24 mint and used inc. pair J276b-J276 on piece with
part commemorative cds (signed on reverse MDR = Milo d. Rowell), used J273a, J273b (2), J275a,
J276a single and pair, J276b pair with normal, J279 (3), J280. And mint J276a, J273: block-6 corner
margin with plate number resp. same block-4 (2, these NG and soiled), J274: block-40 bottom right
corner margin block with plate number, block-40 top right corner margin, bottom right corner plate
number block-6, corner plate number block-4 (4), J277 corner plate number block-4 (4, one soiled). (M) */ g/ v/
p
SG J272/280-ex

200, -

W

21406•

1950's ca.: About 800 (+/-) postal stationery cards (4+2c.) and registered envelopes (20c.) used from
various P.O.'s of Pahang, Penang and Perak, mostly fine. (K)

GA

180, -

W

21407•

1950's: Small collection of 20 postal stationery registered envelopes 20c., used uprated from Batu
Gajah, Gopeng, Ipoh, Kuala Kangsar, Parit, Parit Buntar, Sitiawan, Taiping, Tanjong Malim, Tapah and
Teluk Ansom, two sent to Singapore, others to the Perak Turf Club in Ipoh, most of them fine. (T)

GA

100, -

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SARAWAK
W

21408•

1890's-1940's ca.: Accumulation of mint and used stamps from Sarawak (mostly), North Borneo, Brunei
and few others, with Sarawak part sheet of 91 of 1892 1c. on 3c. with the plate flaws (narrow A in
SARAWAK (R.1/7), Stop after THREE (R. 10/7) etc.), another multiples of this stamp incl. block of 12 with
one stamp showing “Stop after THREE“, and others like Sarawak Revenue stamp $2, in mixed condition.
(M)

**/ */ g

100, -

W

21409•

1897-1934 Postal stationery collection with 12 postcards (unused, one picture card) and two registered
envelopes (both largest format K and unused, one perf “SPECIMEN“), plus two card from North Borneo
(one sender part used as single card to Germany, add. adhesive missing), and two cards from Labuan,
one used Sandakan locally. (M)

GA

100, -

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SELANGOR
W

21410

1885/1984, sophisticated balance on album pages/stock pages, from a nice section overprints on */ **/ g/
Straits Settlements, definitive sets mint and used, blocks of four, marignal imprints, controls etc. (M)
d/ (*)

P 21411•

1890‘s-1960 ca.: More than 1500 covers from various post offices in Selangor, most of them from
Kuala Lumpur but also mail from smaller P.O.‘s, with registered covers incl. postal stationery
registered envelopes, nice frankings (from Straits QV issue and ‚Tigers‘ from Fed. Malay States to
Selangor issues), censored mail, Selangor meter marks, special cancellations, and many interesting
items more, in mixed condition. (K)

b/ GA

21412

1891/1899, “Tiger&Elephants“ issue, specialised collection of apprx. 213 stamps on album pages,
showing (larger) multiples, controls, specimen, high values, varieties of overprint, postmarks etc. SG
49/67 ex. (M)

*/ **/ g

W
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W

21413•

1910's-1970's ca.: More than 500 covers from various Selangor post offices, with good frankings,
registered and air mail, many scarce postmarks incl. slogans etc., in mixed condition. (K)

W

21414

1891/1895, “Tiger“ issue, specialised collection of 66 stamps on album pages, incl. multiples, controls,
postmarks, specimen etc. SG 50/55. (M)

W

21415

W

b

450, -

*/ **/ g

130, -

1910/1919, Defintives “Sultan Zain ul ab din“, specialised collection of apprx. 94 (mainly mint) stamps
on album pages, also incl. complete set of 18 Specimen, some multiples, 15 controls etc. SG 1/17. (M)

*/ **

700, -

21416

1917/1918, Red Cross overprints, specialised collection of apprx. 66 stamps on album pages, incl.
“CSOSS“ (also on margin), “Comma after 2c“, “Square stop after 2c“, several misplaced/faded/
mutilated surcharges etc. (M)

*/ **/
g/ d

350, -

W

21417

1921/1941, Definitives “Sultan Suleiman“, specialised mint and used collection of apprx. 130 stamps
on album pages, comprising set of 22 SPECIMEN, seven used controls (rarely seen) etc. (M)

*/ **/
g/ d

900, -

W

21418

1922, Exhibition overprints 2c.-$3, specialised collection of apprx. 64 stamps on album pages, showing
a nice range of varieties of surcharge like “Oval O“, “Raised stop“, “Small A“, “Damaged R“ and others. */ **/ g/
(M)
(*)

350, -

W

21419•

1930's-60's: Eight covers and postal stationery registered envelopes from various post offices incl.
Besut, Dungun, Kuala Trengganu and Pengadeng Baru, in mixed condition. (T)

100, -

W

21420

1937/1984, specialised, mainly mint collection in a binder on album pages, comprising 1937 postage
dues mint, main value from 1948 incl. Silver Wedding two registered covers, UPU f.d.c., 1949/1955
definitives two mint and one used set plus several blocks of four incl. eleven controls, following issues **/ */ g/
incl. some specialisation. Attractive lot, viewing advised! (A)
b

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SUNGEI UJONG
MALAIISCHE STAATEN - TRENGGANU

b/ GA

700, -

MALAYSIA
W

21421•

1950's-60's mostly: About 125 FDC's from Malaysian States, Malaysia, Singapore, North Borneo etc.,
some in quantities, some used postally, in mixed condition. (S)

FDC

100, -

W

21422•

1950's-60's: Group of 27 postal stationery registered envelopes 30c. blue used from 18 different post
offices, two sent to England, others used inland (Singapore), many uprated, few with receipt (h/s “A.R.“),
with repective datestamps etc., in slightly mixed condition. (S)

GA

100, -

W

21423•

1960's-80's ca.: About 100 postal stationery registered envelopes from mostly different post offices of
formerly Malaysian states, obviously used inland, in slightly mixed condition. (S)

GA

200, -

W

21424•

1960's-80's ca.: Two big boxes filled up with hundreds to thousands of modern covers, mostly sent
inland (to Singapore), with registered covers, airmail etc., from hundreds of different post officies
including Sabah (North Borneo) etc., with respective postmarks and registration labels, and a wide
range of frankings including topics like fauna and flora (butterflies etc.). (K2)

b

200, -

21425•

1960's-90's ca.: A big box filled up with thousands of mostly modern picture postcards, covers and
postal stationery items from Malaya, Singapore and few others. (K)

b/ GA

180, -

21426•

1960's-modern: About 5000 semi-modern covers, postcards, postal stationery items (including unused),
picture postcards etc. from Malaysian States, Malaysia and Singapore, in slightly mixed condition. (K2)

b

500, -

P 21427•

1936-72 Postage Due: Groupe of 21 covers bearing different singles or combinations of Malay Postal
Union (1936-65) and Malaysia postage due stamps, from 1c. to 20c. of various issues, in mixed
condition. (T)

b

200, -

**

220, -

MALAYSIA - PORTOMARKEN

MALEDIVEN
W

21428

W

21429

1980/1981, nice lot of mint never hinged full sheets, part sheets, souvenier sheets and mini sheets.
Some in gutter pairs. Topics: Queen Elizabeth, Picasso, aviation, etc. Michel 6490 €. (S)
2000/2004. An exotic collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which to our knowledge have
never been offered in this composition in an auction before. Altogether there are about 174 different
mint, nh, imperforate stamps and about 15 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets in the collection.
Very recommendable! (A)
2000/2004. Eine exotische Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche in dieser
Zusammensetzung nach unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt
befinden sich in der Sammlung ca. 174 verschiedene postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa 15
ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Sehr empfehlenswert! (A)
3117/4429

214
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21430

Start
2005/2009. Highly interesting collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which partly to our
knowledge have never been offered in an auction before. Altogether there are about 126 different
imperforate mint, nh, stamps and about 19 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets in the collection.
An object, which is offered in this form only rarely and represents an enrichment of every large
Maldives collection. Also suitable for detailing very well! (A)
2005/2009. Hochinteressante Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise
nach unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der
Sammlung fast 126 verschiedene ungezähnte postfrische Marken und 19 ungezähnte Blockausgaben.
Ein Objekt, welches in dieser Form nur selten angeboten wird und eine Bereicherung einer jeden großen
Malediven-Sammlung darstellt. Auch zur Detaillierung bestens geeignet! (A)
4432/4766

**

2.

2.

MALI
W

21431

1959/1992, comprehensive almost exclusively MNH holding in four thick albums, comprising
definitives, commemoratives, airmails, thematic issues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (K)

**/ g

W

21432

1982, Masks complete set of five in a lot with 20 IMPERFORATE sets on thicker ungummed paper mostly
in pairs or larger blocks, attractive and scarce! (T) 903/07 var.

(*)

130, -

g/ v/ p
g/ */ **

90, 50, 60, -

**/ g

90, -

MANDSCHUKO (MANCHUKO)
see al so 21 69 2

W

21433•

1932/44 (ca.), used, mostly definitves inc. pairs/blocks-4 selected for readable postmarks. apprx 244
copies in small stockbook (T)

W

21434
21435
21436•

1932/45, mint and used on Minkus pages. (M)

21437•

1950/58, covers (3, inc. two registered) ppc (1) all by air to Czechoslovakia; air mail cover TsingtauSweden 1955. Total 5 items. And 1951 Taiping (C12) set commercially used; 1957 World Union congress b/ Ak/ g/
folder with sets C42 and C3 reprint mounted mint. (T) 5II/346-ex
(*)

W

1932/45, mostly used, mounted on self-made pages, to be inspected. (M)
1933/44, collection on stock pages, including definitive and commemorative issues, MNH and used.
(M)

*/ g

100, -

MAROKKO

see al so 2289 7, 2289 8, 229 00, 229 01 , 229 60, 229 61 , 229 9 8, 229 9 9 , 23 207, 23 288, 23 29 0, 23 408
W

21438•

1891/1955, comprehensive mint and used dealer's stock in a densely stuffed album, well filled and
sorted throughout with plenty of material, overprints up to high values, commemoratives, airmails, some
blocks of four, tête-bêche gutter pairs, postage dues, parcel stamps. High cat.value! (A)

g/ **/ *

400, -

W

21439•

1891/1955, mint collection on album pages, e.g. 1891 overprints 5c. to 1p., 1911/1917 overprints,
1933 13fr. booklet, airmails incl. tête-bêche gutter pairs PA55 and PA56 (3), postage dues and parcel
stamps. (M)

*/ **

160, -

W

21440

1891/2000 (ca.), comprehensive mint and used stock in a three thick albums with plenty of material
(stuffed very densely), from a nice selection of locals, definitives, commemoratives, overprints,
airmails etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (K)

g/ **/ *

W

21441

LOCALS: TANGER A TETOUAN, 1896, 5c. green, six used stamps and 10c. rose used block of twelve.
Maury J1 (6), J2 (12), Yvert 134 (6), 135 (12). (T)

g

200, -

W

21442

1900/1960, box with about 400 historical postcards with a major part of cards before 1945. Great
mixture with topographical topics, culture, working environment and traffic. They are mostly in good
condition, some in very good condition and a few of them were circulated and franked. (S)

Ak

200, -

Ak

500, -

1900/1960, Schachtel mit gut 400 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten vor 1945
eindeutig überwiegt. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und zum Teil auch frankiert. Eine
kuriose Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen, Kultur, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind
meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

P 21443

.

1900/1960, box with over 1600 historical postcards with different topics like culture, religion and
topographical views. They are partly franked and mainly in good to very good condition. A colorful mixture
also with different kinds of transportation and many market scenes. (K)
1900/1960, Karton mit gut 1600 historischen Ansichtskarten aus den Bereichen Kultur, Religion und
topographischen Ansichten. Die Karten sind überwiegend beschrieben und zum Teil auch frankiert in
meist guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. Eine bunte Mischung auch mit Verkehrsmitteln und vielen
Marktszenen. (K)
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W

21444

Start
1900/1970, huge box with almost 1700 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945. They
are mostly unused, some were circulated and also franked. Colorful mixture of cards showing quit a lot
of topographical topics but also a wide range of interesting motifs such as Military, different kinds of
transportation , Islam, nomads and other cultural representations. They are already pre-sorted and the
larger cities are titled. Great condition and a very exceptional collection. (K)
1900/1970, Karton mit gut 1700 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945
eher gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige Stücke sind beschrieben und etliche
auch frankiert. Eine bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe
an interessanten Motiven wie u.a. Militär, Verkehrsmittel, Islam, Nomaden und noch andere kulturelle
Darstellungen bietet. Der Bestand ist bereits vorsortiert und die größeren Städte bereits betitelt. Die
Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (K)

450, -

Ak

W

21445•

1917, 50c. and 1fr. “Porte Barb-el-Mansour“, specialised assortment of 22 values (21 of 50c.), showing
various shades and different strength/occurrences of engraving, shades ranging from black and grey to
brown, also two imperfs and three blocks of four (these with annulment marks). Maury refers to 75/76 (M) */ **/ (*)

160, -

W

21446•

1917/1952, group of seven epreuve: 1917 “Grand Mechouar“ epreuve in rose without value, 1947
Airmails 9fr., 40fr. and 50fr. three epreuve de luxe, 1950 5fr.+10fr. Copper two epreuve d'artiste, 1952
definitives epreuve collective. (S)

(*)

140, -

W

21447•

1917/1991, comprehensive assortment of specialities, comprising more than 1.300 imperf.stamps/
imperf. proofs, apprx. 27 epreuve de luxe/d'artiste and 16 announcement/presentation cards. (K)

**/ */
(*)/ g

550, -

W

21448•

1930/1963, mainly u/m collection of apprx. 20 stamps showing varieties/particularities of printing like
shifted colour/overprint, distinctive flaws, clear offsets, vertical pair appearing as “imperf. between“
(due to inaccurate strike of perf. comb) etc. (M)

**/ g

140, -

W

21449•

1935, Monument for Marshall Lyautey, assortment of 44 complete sets on piece, each stamp clearly
obliterated ““CASABLANCA 15.5.35“ (FIRST DAY). Maury 155/57, PA40, 4.664,- €. (M)

d

140, -

W

21450•

1945-75, 85 Epreuve de Luxe including sunk die proofs, few artist signed, good thematics, sets of
animals, fish, wild animals, an excellent stock with high retail value, please calculate! (M) Proofs

(*)

550, -

W

21451

1949/1956, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH assortment of five complete sheets (=125 proofs),
only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. Yv. 275, PA84 (M)

**

300, -

W

21452

**

450, -

W

21453

1949/1956, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH assortment of seven complete sheets (=175
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. Yv. 275, PA84 (M)
1949/1956, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH assortment of ten complete sheets (=250
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. 1949 Day of the Stamp, 1952 Day of
the Stamp and 1956 Illiteracy Fighting (complete set). (M)

**

W

21454•

(*)

W

21455•

1952, Islamic Capitals (Columns), collection of 29 epreuve d'artiste in differing colours, each with
signature, 15fr. (4), 20fr. (7), 25fr. (9), 50fr. (9). Michel nos. 344/47, Maury nos. 322/25. (M)
1953, Jewellery, collection of 31 epreuve d‘artiste in differing colours, each with signature, 15fr. (5),
20fr. (9), 25fr. (7), 50fr. (10). Michel nos. 357/60, Maury nos. 334/36, PA90. (M)

21456 •

(*)

.

W

1955, School System, collection of 45 epreuve d‘artiste in differing colours, each with signature,
5fr. (10), 15fr. (8), 30fr. (12) and 50fr. (15). Michel nos. 382/85, Maury nos. 354/57. (M)

(*)

.3

W

21457•

1955/1965, u/m accumulation of apprx. 228 IMPERFORATE stamps incl. a few colour proofs, thematic
issues Olympic Games, Rotary etc. (M)

**/ *

170, -

W

21458•

1957/1994, comprehensive collection/accumulation of (larger) units and many complete sheets,
neatly sorted in two binders. High cat.value! (A2)

**

170, -

W

21459•

1966/1990, u/m collection of apprx. 140 IMPERFORATE blocks of four incl. nice thematic issues, also
a good part of plate blocks. (M)

**

400, -

W

21460•

**

90, -

W

2146 1

1973/1977, u/m accumulation of apprx. 740 IMPERFORATE stamps, all of them within units incl.
complete sheets, also nice thematic issues. (M)
1973/1981, lot of 17.220 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps and souvenir sheets MNH,
showing various topics like Animals, Art, Minerals, Arabic Culture, Coins and many more. Also
contains the definitives “King Hassan I.“ 1981 and some postage due stamps. All items are multiple
or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

W

21462•

**

W

2146 3

1973/1991, u/m accumulation of apprx. 1.900 IMPERFORATE stamps, mainly within units incl. marginal
imprints, also attractive thematics (Birds, Coins, Fruits, Minerals, Costumes). (A)
1973/1993, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: With nice topics: animals, flowers, paintings, soccer, UPU, Olympics, birds, etc. In total
380.619 complete issues and sets, 126.460 single stamps or part sets and 651 souvenir sheets. A
summary of all items is available. Michel 892.226 €. (K13)

**

W

2146 4

216

1973-1992: Large assortment from the printers archives of artworks/drawings + overlays (unique!),
final artworks, composite die proofs, single die proofs and progressive die proofs, stage proofs,
colour bars and color tests, plate proofs and progressive plate proofs of different occurences, with
a wide range of thematics like birds, fishes, mammals, paintings and painter, folk art and viewings,
Red Crescent, textiles and leather, carpets, meteorology, ceramics, minerals, means of transport
including cars, ships and planes, historical events, stamps on stamps, fruits, etc.; the assortment
contains round about 55 % of the issues in the mentioned period with many complete sets; in total
over 500.000 items with a high retail value. (1 Pal.)
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W

21465•

1974/1978, u/m collection of 24 UNCUT IMPERFORATE sheets (=600 imperforate stamps) incl.
thematic issues. (M)

**

110, -

W

21466•

1975/1980, u/m collection of 24 IMPERFORATE complete sheets, each uncut with PRINTER'S MARKS/
TRAFFIC LIGHTS. Very rare offer! (M)

**

400, -

W

21467•

1975/1980, u/m collection of 45 different IMPERFORATE complete sheets (=1.125 imperforate
stamps). (M)

**

300, -

W

21468•

1975-90, Album with imperf blocks, sheets and souvenir sheets, olympics and sports, animals, birds,
history and religion, attractive thematics and high retail value. (A)

**

300, -

W

21469•

**

140, -

W

21470

1977/1980, u/m collection of 27 different IMPERFORATE sheets (=750 imperforate stamps), all of
them UNCUT and with imprints and some even with traffic lights. (A)
1982/1992, lot of 13.231 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various
topics like Animals (Dogs, Butterflies, Birds), Flowers, Art, Arabic Culture, and many more. Also
contains definitives “King Hassan II.“ 1983. All items are multiple or in units. An unusual investment
lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

.

MAROKKO - PORTOMARKEN
see al so 229 1 1 , 229 1 2

MARSHALL-INSELN (REPUBLIK)
see al so 20200

21471

1984/2001, mint never hinged on Lindner pages, only a few stamps and pages are missing. With many
beautiful topics like: animals, flowers, birds, space, railways, etc. Catalogue value ca. 2000 €. (K)

**

200, -

21472

1984/2001, mint never hinged on Lindner pages. The collection is complete, only two stamps are
missing Mi.no. 378/80. With many beautiful topics like: animals, flowers, birds, space, railways, etc.
Catalogue value ca. 2000 €. (A)

**

200, -

MARTINIQUE
P 21473

1815/1975 (ca.), mainly up to 1950, collection/assortment of apprx. 88 covers/cards (from apprx.
29 stampless lettersheets), France used in Martinique, colonial general issues and regular
Martinique issues, censored and airmail, nice range of postmarks etc. (S)
b/ GA/ Ak

W

21474

1886/1947, comprehensive mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material, from early
overprints, Groupe series, definitives, airmails etc.. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

W

21475

1900/1980, box with more then 400 historical postcards with a major part before 1945. They are
mainly unused, some were already circulated and franked. Additionally to the topographical topics also
a wide range of interesting motifs such as working environment, volcanic eruption and culture is shown.
Very nice collection in great condition. (S)
1900/1980, Schachtel mit über 400 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten vor 1945
eindeutig überwiegt. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und sehr häufig auch frankiert. Eine
bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten
Motiven wie u.a. Folklore, Arbeitswelt, Vulkanausbruch und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet.
Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

2.

g/ **/ *

200, -

Ak

400, -

MAURETANIEN
see al so 23 045

W

21476

1976/1981, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity. With nice
topics: birds, soccer, fish. In total 6.420 complete sets, 3.558 single stamps and 60 souvenir sheets.
A summary of all items is available. Michel 57.223 €. (K)

**

W

21477

1976;1985, lot of 590 IMPERFORATE stamps BIRDS MNH: Mi. no. 547/549 and 738/739, also in units.
An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (S)

**

2.2
300, -

MAURITIUS
W

21478

1844/57 (ca.) A scarce correspondance with ca. 32 stampless entire letters from a sender, which
signed “Corioles“ (a near relative from the addressed) to “M. Edouard Blanchard Chevalier de la
Legion d‘Honneur, La Fleche, France“ enclosing 8x letters from Ile Mauritius, 7x letters from
Rocheville Riviere Noire, 1x from Savanne, 4x from Bel Air, 9x from Providence and 2x from Port
Louis and so on, all sent stampless with many different postal canc., ship-canc., transits, tax-cancels
and arrivals, each including 2 to 4 small written pages and mostly non comercial themes, an unique
offer for the postal historical philatelist. (M)

b

W

21479

1862/1908, beautiful accumulation of 35 postal stationaries: eight envelopes, five wrappers for printed
matters and the rest post cards, in total 17 used and 18 unused pieces, many in very good condition.
Used pieces sent abroad, one f.e. to Brussels with postmark “via Marseille“. Please inspect! (T)

GA

90, -

W

21480

1883/1907, nice accumulation of 11 postal stationery cards incl. two preprinted items, one uprated
postal stationery envelope for registered mail and one registered letter to Paris, different condition,
please inspect. (T)

GA/ b

100, -
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21481

Start
1997/2016. You probably have never seen such a collection before! It contains about 196 different
mint, nh, imperforate stamps and additionally 5 souvenir/miniature sheets imperforate. The print
run of these imperforate stamps is partly very small, so that from some issues only a few pieces
exist! The most famous country of philately! (A)
1997/2016. Eine solche Sammlung werden Sie vermutlich noch nie gesehen haben! Sie behinhaltet ca.
196 verschiedene postfrische ungezähnte Marken und zusätzlich 5 Blockausgaben ungezähnt. Die
Auflage dieser ungezähnten Marken ist teilweise sehr klein, so dass von einigen Ausgaben nur ein paar
Stück existent sind! Das bekannteste Land der Philatelie! (A)
678/1169

**

.

MEXIKO
21482

1856/1887, lot with some better values, such as Sc.1 (2) on piece, Hidalgo 1868 with 6 C. * “31 71 “
URES, 12 C. perforated “2.68“ and other “37 68“ (Lagos), 50 C. perforated “3 68“ GUADALAJARA.,
Sc.125 “3482“ PARRAL, etc., (M)
1856/1887, Klassiklot mit u.a. Nr. 1 auf Brfst., Hidalgo 1868 mit verschiedenen Distrikten, ungezähnt
u.a. 6 C. * URES, durchstochen u.a. 12 C. “37.68“ v. Lagos, 50 C. Guadalajara, Mi. 109 gest. mit “3482“
v. PARRAL, etc. (M)

P 21483

500, -

1857/1868, HIDALGO with/without overprint, group of eight lettersheets with attractive frankings, incl.
colour franking 1r. yellow and pair 2r. yellow-green signed A.Diena. (T)

b

350, -

1861, specialised collection of apprx. 480 stamps on album pages incl. wealth of districts and
cancels, including ½r., 4r. and 8r. Very high catalogue value! (S)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

g/ d/
(*)/ *
g

150, -

g/ (*)/
*/ b

100, -

*/ g

150, -

*

200, -

21484

W

21485

W

21486

1866, 17 cancelled stamps 25 c. Maximilian, lithography, incl. postmarks of Lagos, Colima, Orizava and
Tehuacan, all expertized. (T) 27

21487

1866/1993, duplicated collection with huge number of stamps in a stockbook, many different
watermarks, colors, etc, also a first flight card 1932 Aerolloyd IGUAZU-Joinville. (A)
1866/1993, Dublettensammlung ab den alten Ausgaben im grossen Steckbuch, riesige Stückzahl,
dabei sehr viele verschied. Wasserzeichen, Farben, etc., Sondermarken ab 1906, auch Erstflugkarte
1932 von Iguazu. (A)

1886/1895, specialiced lot of the numeral issues (Scott 174 ff.), many varieties such as laid paper,
some perforated 11, Sc.214 part double print, Sc.215 printed on the gum side (pair), etc. (M)
1886/1895, Sammelbestand * Ziffern-Ausgaben (ex Mi.-Nr. 147/172), spezialisiert mit zahlreichen
Besonderheiten wie gestreiftes Papier, Mi. 165 mit Teil-DD, 166 im Paar mit Druck auf der Gummiseite,
Wasserzeichen, Zähnungen, u.a. mehrere in Zähnung 11. (M)

W

21490

P 21491

1890/1980 (ca.), holding of apprx. 90 covers/cards/stationeries, showing a good range of interesting
pieces, commemoratives, airmails, alos a nice selection of ancient ppc etc., apparently mainly
commercial mail. (S)
b/ GA/ Ak

Ak

800, -

g/ (*)/ *

200, -

1913/1916, specialized lot incl. variety MARO instead of MARZO, Sc. 421 used, 503 diagonal rouletted
bloc of 4 */**, Carranza-overprints Sc.425+427 with additional VILLA monogram (Michel 401+403,
Scott unlisted), Sc. 514 imperforated pair, 12 stamps Sonora issue used, Official Sc. O167+170 *,
O168+168a gest., also a few locals of Mazatlan, Leon. (T)
1913/1916, Lot mit Besonderheiten, dabei u.a. Fehldruck MARO, Mi. 333 gest., 401+403 gest. (Mi.
ohne Preis), 431 verzähnter 4er-Block, 436U * Paar, auch Dienstmarken aus 1925/29 mit D137+139,
D144c(2),, auch 12 gest. Marken Sonora-Ausgabe, ein paar Werte der Lokalausgaben, Leon, Mazatlan.
(T)

218

150, -

1900/1970, box with almost 950 historical postcards with a major part of cards before 1945. Mainly
unused, some were already circulated very often franked. Besides the topographical topics they are also
showing a wide range of interesting motifs such as transportation, working environment and culture.
Included are also a number of collecting- pictures, an old travel guide from 1938 and quit a lot of old
photographs. (S)
1900/1970, Schachtel mit gut 950 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten vor 1945
deutlich überwiegt. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und sehr häufig auch frankiert. Eine
bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten
Motiven wie u.a. Verkehrsmittel, Arbeitswelt und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Die Karten
sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. Beigefügt sind noch etliche Sammelbilder, ein
Reiseführer von 1938 und zahlreiche alte Fotografien. (S)

21492

.

1878/1916, nice lot with specialities, f.ex. Sc.108 in scarce color “mustard yellow“ from 1478 TAMPICO,
Sc. 171 used Apetatitla, Sc 452a, Carranza-Villa with varieties such as inverted, twice, Sc. 581 *, etc.
(M)
1878/1916, Spezialistenpartie in durchweg guter Erhaltung, u.a. Nr. 96 in “senfgelb“ mit “1478“
Tampico, Nr. 144 gest. Apetatitla, Nr. 345, 365K, weitere kopfstehende Handstempel, Nr. 391/398 *,
423/427 *, 466/469 gest., 511 *, 518 DD * (M)

21489

180, -

1856/1900 (ca.), used and mint collection on album pages, comprising a nice range of Hidalgo, Coat of
Arms, Maximilian and Juarez issues incl. three covers, following issues, overprints etc. Interesting g/ */ (*)/
ancient collection, offered completely untouched! (M)
d/ b

W

21488

g/ d/
(*)/ *
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Start
1914/16, specialized collection with some Gobierno-overprints, GCM in different types, varieties like
Scott 463 inverted monogram-overprint, Villa monogram on Carranza 1914 (ex Sc.423/433) with 1 C.
in */** bloc of 4, 10C. - 5 Pesos (Michel 404/409, partly unprized), Sc. 487 inverted, a few 1916
overprints with inverted “Gorbata“, etc. (M)
1914/16, Spezialsammlung mit meist Aufdruckwerten, beginnend mit Gobierno-Aufdrucken, GCM in
verschiedenen Typen, auch Besonderheiten und Fehldrucke, wie Nr. 375 K gest., 399 im */** 4erBlock, Nr. 404/409 *, 415K *, aus 1916 dann verkehrte Aufdrucke (von oben nach unten). (M)

21494

1917/1958, spezialisierter Sammelbestand (ex Mi. 538/1085) im dicken Album, dabei verschiedene
Farben, Papiere, Wasserzeichen. Unberechnet. (A)
W

21495
21496

g/ */ (*)

350, -

g/ */ **

1917/1958, collection in large stockbook, including some varietes, siuch as different colors, papers and
watermarks. (A)

1965/1987, on blanc pages in two albums. Scott cv. $888.-. With many blocks of four. (A2)

**

100, 100, -

1996, Wild animals, set of 24 in a se-tenant sheet with ornamental tablet. Investment lot of 500 sheets
mint never hinged. (Michel no. 2571/2594, cat. value 15.000,- €, face value converted to Euro more
than 1000,- €) (K)

**

350, -

MEXIKO - AUTOMATENMARKEN
21497

Sehr großes Los mit enorm hohem Postpreis. Neben ca. 7.000 ATM sind ca. 3.000 FDC/Briefe mit
teilweise sehr hohen Nominalen enthalten. MICHEL mind. 20.000,- EUR (K14) 1 - 6

21498

1895/1937, collection and varieties with 70 handstamps OFICIAL from 1C.- 5 Pesos, with some inverted
(including 5 Pesos), later also varieties, airmail stamps, etc. (M)

.

MEXIKO - DIENSTMARKEN

1895/1937, Sammlung und Dubletten/Varianten, dabei allein 70 Marken mit Handstempelaufdrucken
von 1 C. - 5 Pesos incl. einiger kopfstehender Aufdrucke (dabei 50 C.-5 Pesos), danach reichhaltig incl.
Besonderheiten, mit auch Flugpostdienstmarken, (M)

g/ (*)/ *

250, -

MEXIKO - GANZSACHEN
W

21499

1880/1940 (ca.), collection of apprx. 300 used+unused stationeries, comprising Muestra overprints,
Revolution issues, airmails, early postcrads, lettercards; few slightly varied condition. Derives from an
ancient collection - offered completely untouched! (K)

GA

450, -

W

21500

1890/1931 (ca.), stationery used (36) or mint (5) inc. Wells Fargo Envelopes used 1894, #1 inland and
#2 to Germany. (ex Weserland) (T)

GA

120, -

W

21501

1891/98, one commercially used uprated postal stationery lettercard sent by registerd mail to Germany,
three postal stationery envelopes preprinted for express mail (Wells Fargo and National express), one
registered letter from San Antonio/USA with nice single franking of 10 cents Columbus is added, scarce
quintet. (T)

GA/ b

100, -

W

21502

1899/1981, ca. 64 covers/used ppc mostly to Europe or USA inc. censorship and registration. (ex
Weserland) (T)
b/ Ak/ d

W

21503

2000/2004. Interesting collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which partly to our knowledge
have never been offered in an auction before. Altogether there are in this collection about 156
different imperforate mint, nh, stamps and about 16 imperforate, mint, nh, souvenir/miniature
sheets. An object, which is offered in this form only rarely and an enrichment of every Micronesia
collection represents. Also suitable for detailing very well! (A)

80, -

MIKRONESIEN

2000/2004. Interessante Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise nach
unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der Sammlung
ca. 156 verschiedene ungezähnte postfrische Marken und ca. 16 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein
Objekt, welches in dieser Form nur selten angeboten wird und eine Bereicherung einer jeden
Mikronesien-Sammlung darstellt. Auch zur Detaillierung bestens geeignet! (A)
1101/1557

**

.

MOCAMBIQUE

see al so 21 1 9 0, 22605, 22607
W

21504

1876/1951, nice lot of the portugues time. Mostly mint hinged or with some gum adhesions, only a few
never hinged, and some without gum. High catalogue value. (T)

*/ **

300, -

W

21505

1885/1987 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 300 postal stationeries mostly unused and unfolded
airgrams, some items CTO-used, nice motives, throughout in good condition. (S)

GA

150, -

W

21506

1885/1988 ca. 260 postal stationeries, incl. picture postal stationery cards, also with reply, lettercards,
also with reply, stationeries with surcharges and revaluations, some items of Mocambique-Company,
many PICTURE stationeries, nice offer, mostly in good condition (S)

GA

300, -

W

21507

1894/1985, 192 covers, cards, ancient picture postcards, arimail, many good postal stationeries etc.
(S)
GA/ b/ Ak
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21508

1895, ‚700th birthday of Antonio of Padova‘ King Luis I. stamps with diagonal opt. ‚1195 CENTENARIO
ANTONINO 1895‘ in a lot with 3.530 stamps in different quantities (total 190 complete sets of nine
+ extra stamps) with many in complete sheets with 28 stamps, unused without gum in mixed
condition with some toning etc., very unusual and scarce lot! Mi. 41/49, € 83.720,-- (detailled list
enclosed) (S) 41/49

P 21509

(*)

2.

1895, ‚700th birthday of Antonio of Padova‘ King Luis I. stamps with diagonal opt. ‚1195 CENTENARIO
ANTONINO 1895‘ in a lot with about 800 complete sets mostly in complete sheets with 28 stamps,
unused without gum in mixed condition with some toning etc., very unusual and scarce INVESTMENT
lot! Mi. 41/49, € 152.000,-- + (detailled list enclosed) (S) 41/49

(*)

.

21510

1900/1950, small box with more then 100 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945.
They are mainly unused, some were circulated and many of them were franked. Very nice mixture with
different topografical and cultural topics like Guys and warriors. Excellent condition and a great
collection. (S)

W

W

1900/1950, kleine Schachtel mit über 100 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten
nach 1945 sehr gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige beschrieben und etliche
auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit topographischen Darstellungen und auch kulturelle Motiven
wie u.a. Typen und Krieger. Die Karten sind meist in guter einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

150, -

W

21511

1948/61 Collection of about 110 unused and used (to one address) pictured lettercards and aerograms
also picture postage stamps, neatly mounted on sheets with detailed description (A)

GA

160, -

W

21512

1966, military uniforms, 200 x Michel no. 525/536 each in two mint never hinged full sheets. Catalogue
value 1300.- € (S) 525/536 (200)

**

160, -

(*)

400, -

GA

150, -

**

500, -

*

400, -

**/ */ g

300, -

GA

100, -

1881-1990, collection of mint and used stamps and few covers/FDCs, with 53 stamps of first design
(1881-1917 issues), mostly used including tête-bêche pairs, multiples, colour shades etc., followed by a
specialized section of 1899 ½a. black with 37 stamps including pin-perf stamp, tête-bêche pairs,
stamps from 1st printing on thin paper, multiples etc., the Pashupati issues up to high values, and a
fresh and fine mint collection from the 1950's-1990 including several better stamps and comnplete
sets. In addition a fine mint collection of BHUTAN from first 1955 issue (corner pairs) to 1969. (S)

**/ */ g

400, -

1899-1950's: More than 60 stamps including 1899 ½a. block of 42 used, late issues of first design and
Pashupati issues, plus more than 50 covers of the 1940's to 50's mostly, in mixed condition. (S)

b/ */ g

150, -

MOCAMBIQUE - PROVINZAUSGABEN: LOURENCO MARQUES
W

21513

1898, King Carlos I. 25r. blue-green/black perf. 13½ in a lot with about 600 stamps incl. many larger
blocks some from margins, unused without gum, very unusual and scarce lot! Mi. 37 C, € 19.200,-- for
mint hinged! (T) 37 C

MOCAMBIQUE - PROVINZAUSGABEN: MOCAMBIQUE-GESELLSCHAFT
W

21514

1905/1906, Pictorial cards, lot of nine unused double cards: H&G no. 15 (four different views), no. 16
(five different views). (T)

MOCAMBIQUE - PROVINZAUSGABEN: QUELIMANE
see al so 21 1 9 8

MONGOLEI

see al so 22502, 23 3 40, 23 43 8
W

21515

1993, specialised collection in album with different GOLD and SILVER issues incl. stamps (21), sheetlets
of four (13) and miniature sheets (51) with many nice thematic issues but also a large part VARIETIES
incl. PROOFS, missing impressions and background printings, optd. or dotted SPECIMEN and others,
mint never hinged and a very unusual and attractive collection! (A)

MONTSERRAT

see al so 22809 , 23 204
W

21516

1876-1930, Collection on two album leaves starting QV Antigua overprinted issue, 1903 complete set of
ten values, 1904 ten values up to 5 S. black and red and other good values up to 5 S., most issues mint
hinged, a fine to very fine collection with high retail value, please inspect carefully (M)

NAMIBIA

see al so 21 674

P 21517

1897/2005, German South West Africa/South West Africa/Namibia, mint collection in three stockbooks,
from German colonial issues incl. overprints and 1901 Yacht set, SWA definitives pairs, up to modern
MNH Namibia issues. (S)

NAURU

see al so 28820
W

21518

1970/1986 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 500 AEROGRAMMES with many unfolded items with
several different types incl. early issues and formular types, attractive thematic issues and also including
a bundle of stat. postcards, some heavier duplicated and majority unused with a few fine used with FD
cancels, high cat. and retail value! (S)

NEPAL
W

W

21519

21520•

220
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P 21521•

1903-1940 ROYAL MAIL - Crested Covers: Group of five covers, three acc. by resp. letters, from the
Royal family all with embossed seals/crests, with 1903 cover with crest of General Rudra Shumher
J.B. Rana (member of the Royal Family) to Calcutta, 1915 ‚Free‘ cover + letter from Prime Minister
Chandra Shumsher J.B. Rana, 1930 cover + letter addressed to Roerich Museum in New York, with
crest of Bhim Shamsher Jung Bahadur Rana, 1935 cover + letter to Majee Sahiba of Bundi (India)
with imprints of Commanding General Mohun Shumsher J.B. Rana, and 1940 cover to the Nepalese
Minister at London with crest of Maharaja Judha Shamshere J.B. Rana and wax seal of Foreign
Office Nepal. Obviously all ex Singer coll. and illustrated in Singer‘s ‚Nepal‘. (M)

b

21522•

1946-1970's: Collection of about 60 Aerogrammes, all used, from three Indian air letter sheets used by
the British Legation Nepal 1946-47 to England and the USA, resp., followed by the Nepal Air letter sheets
including registered mail, many of them uprated by add. adhesives, and with a wide range of destinations
including Brazil, Canada, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hawaii, Honduras, India, the
Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Sweden and the U.S.A. (Ex J. Kasper coll.) (A)

GA

130, -

W

.

NEPAL - GANZSACHEN
W

21523•

1959-modern AEROGRAMS: Collection and stock of about 880 aerograms, from first issue (all types),
fine unused, cancelled-to-order or used, including better types, few varieties, a wide range of postmarks,
destinations like Canada, Gambia, Great Britain, Honduras, New Zealand, Singapore, Siam, U.S.A. etc.
(Ex J. Kasper collection.) (K)

GA

800, -

W

21524•

1887-1900 ca.: Group of 32 postal stationery cards “Horse“ 2p. red, all unused, with various types and
sub-types, papers (thin to thick), colour shades, small varieties etc. (T)

GA

150, -

NEUGUINEA - N.W. PACIFIC ISLANDS
W

21525•

1915-23, Collection of “N.W. PACIFIC ISLANDS“ on six album pages mint and used, many Pound
values, specialized with different types, SG 99 perf 12 type C with certificate D. Brandon, a very
scarce offer of this interesting British Colonies area, SG catalogue value 8.300+ (M)

**/ */ g

2.

NEUGUINEA
W

21526•

1930's AIRMAIL: Ten covers including First Flights, registered mail and FDC's, with various frankings,
addressed to Australia, England and U.S.A., in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

100, -

W

21527•

1939 Bulolo Goldfields AIRMAIL issue ½d. to 1s. used on six covers sent from KAVIENG to England on
13th May 1939, three of them registered, with respective despatch, transit and arrival datestamps, fine.
(T) SG 212-21

b

100, -

NEUKALEDONIEN
see al so 21 701 , 23 257

W

21528

1969/1975, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH collection of 58 complete sheets (=1.405
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. attractive thematic issues like “Sea
Snails“ and “Ships“. (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

W

21529

1971, South Pacific Games, Airmails 25fr. “Pole Vault“ and 100fr. “Archery“, two imperforate colour
proof sheets of 25 stamps each, mint never hinged. Michel nos. 505/06. (M)

**

220, -

W

21530

1971, South Pacific Games, Airmails 25fr. “Pole Vault“ and 100fr. “Archery“, two imperforate colour
proof sheets of 25 stamps each, mint never hinged. Michel nos. 505/06. (M)

**

220, -

W

21531

1973. Lot of 3 color proof sheets of 100 for the definitive issue “Tchamba Mask“. Printing dates 8.1.73.
Sheet number and some printer's notes on margin. Mint, NH. In all 300 color proof stamps. (Michel 530;
Yvert 386) (M) Sc #402 (300) Proofs

**

700, -

W

21532

1983, 25th Anniversary of PTT, lot of 41 IMPERFORATE se-tenant sheets (of five strips of three),
unmounted mint. Maury 478A nd, 5.125,- €. (M)

**

200, -

W

21533

1986, Football World Championship Mexico, 60fr. IMPERFORATE, 240 copies unmounted mint. Maury
525 nd, 4.800,- €. (M)

**

200, -

W

21534

1986/1989, lot of 567 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various topics like
Plants, Sailing, Folk Art and more. Most items are multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a
very high retail value. (S)

**

450, -

.

W

21535

1997/2003 (ca.), accumulation with about 850 PRE-STAMPED ENVELOPES with many different types
and stamp impressions, attractive thematics etc., majority unused but also a nice part fine used/CTO
(unaddressed), high cat. and retail value! (K)

GA

220, -

W

21536

2000/2004 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 500 PRE-STAMPED ENVELOPES with some different types,
sizes and stamp impressions mostly in larger quantities, attractive thematics etc., majority unused but
also a nice part fine used/CTO (unaddressed), high cat. and retail value! (K)

GA

130, -

NEUSEELAND
see al so 22702

P 21537

1860/1998 (ca.), mint and used collection in a Schaubek binder well arranged on album pages,
from a nice selection of Chalon heads, definitive sets, commemoratives like 1906 NZ Exhibition, g/ **/ */
airmails, mini sheets, also not to be missed apprx. 80 covers/cards/stationeries from QV. (A)
b/ GA

Sammlungen / Collections
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W

21538

1870/1990 (ca.), comprehensive collection in 16 stockbooks, well collected throughout in mint and in
used, from a nice selection of Chalon heads, 1913 Auckland Exhibtion mint, 1931 Health Stamps mint
(1d. also used on cover), mini sheets etc. (K)

g/ **/ *

500, -

W

21539

1895/2000 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.000 covers, postal stationeries (mostly lettercards an
postcards in larger quantities) and a few FDC's with majority in the modern period but also some better
and unusual items, registered and airmail, official mail, formular aerogrammes with different frankings,
some postmarks incl. commemorative cancels, censored mail etc., PLEASE INSPECT! (K)

b/ GA/
FDC

180, -

1929/1983, HEALTH STAMPS, award-winning deeply specialised exhibit collection in eight volumes,
showing a lovely range of interesting pieces and specialities, much more than complete incl. all
better issues. To be emntioned 1931 “Smiling Boy“ mint/used/on cover, mini sheets, apprx. 125
covers, apprx. 260 multiples/blocks with marginal imprints (plate blocks, imprint blocks, value
markings etc.), inverted watermarks, distinctive flaws/particularities of printing, 1941 1d. marginal
block of twelve from a “patched sheet“ (one damaged stamp removed and replaced), 1945 and
1954 issue two imperf. plate proofs each, 1947 1d. block of twelve with partial missing impression
(due to debris), nice specialised section of 1958 issue incl. missing shading+retouch and both
values as miscut mini sheet with two extra (empty) fields each etc. etc. Most impressive lifetimework of a keen specialist! (K)

**/ b/
g/ *

1929/1992, comprehensive mint and used collection in three binders and two stockbooks, well
collected throughout and partly showing some specialisation, comprising definitives and
commemoratives, health stamps incl. “Smiling Boy“ issue, blocks of four and also some larger multiples,
official etc.; in addition one album with duplicates. (K)

**/ g

P 21540

W

21541

3.

400, -

P 21542

1935/1943 (ca.), DEFINITIVE ISSUE “PICTORIALS“, award-winning deeply specialised exhibit
collection in four volumues, covering both issues up to high denominations and with plenty of
noteworthy material. To be mentioned: shades, printings, perforations, apprx. 59 plate/imprint
blocks, coil join, partial offset, flaws, officials, inverted watermarks incl. 1936 3s. vertical pair mint,
1935 and 1936 booklet, better shades like mint pair 2½d. with anilline dye used in the indigo-blue
ink (stated to one sheet known), mint 5d. cobalt blue (stated to two sheets known) etc.; special
mention deserve the apprx. 115 covers/cards with plenty of interesting pieces, censored and
airmail, insufficiently paid mail and charged by foreign postage dues upon arrival, stationeries (e.g.
registered stationery envelope uprated by adhesives/meter mark),stationery cut out, interesting
routings/delays/retour due to WW II, crash cover etc. Most impressive lifetime-work of a keen **/ g/ */
specialist! (K)
b/ GA

P 21543

1938/1960 (ca.), KGVI and QEII, specialised collection in two volumes, neatly arranged on written up
album pages, comprising shades, multiples, overprints, papers, watermarks, coil ends, particularities,
officials etc.; especially noteworthy are the apprx. 88 covers/cards which offer a great range of postal
b/ g/
history incl. registered, censored and airmail etc. (A2)
**/ */ GA

800, -

3.

W

21544

1948/1992 (ca.), accumulation with about 270 covers, a few postal stationeries and majority are First
Day Covers (FDC's) with many complete sets, nice thematic issues etc., high retail value! (S)

FDC/ b/
GA

100, -

W

21545

1953/1985, mint and used collection/accumulation on stockpages, well sorted throughout, incl. 13
different pairs of mini sheets incl. nice thematics. (M)

g/ **/ *

150, -

W

21546

1960/1996, assortment of apprx. 196 covers/cards showing a nice range of attractive and interesting
frankings, commercial and philatelic mail, many deriving from a correspondence to Denmark. (S)

b

150, -

W

21547

1984, Christmas issue 18c. painting and 45c. bells in an investment lot of more than 1.100 IMPERFORATE
stamps mostly in larger blocks or part panes incl. 18c. x 600+ and 45c. x 500+, mint never hinged and
an unusual and scarce offer! (M)

**

900, -

1984, Christmas, 26 sets of three IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) mint never hinged (one single
set and three blocks of 25 stamps each. Very rare! An unusual investment lot with a very high retail
value. (Mi.nos. 909/911) (T) 909/911U (26)

**

600, -

W

21548

NEUSEELAND - GANZSACHEN
W

21549

1970/1986 (ca.), accumulation with about 1.000 UNFOLDED AEROGRAMMES incl. several formular
types, pictorial types, attractive thematic issues incl. ROSS Dependency, SPECIMEN overprints etc.,
some heavier duplicated and mixed unused or fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail value! (S)

GA

250, -

W

21550

1978/2000 (ca.), accumulation with about 680 AEROGRAMMES incl. several formular types, pictorial
types, attractive thematic issues incl. ROSS Dependency, SPECIMEN overprints, uprated items etc.,
some heavier duplicated and mixed unused or fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail value! (S)

GA

180, -

21551

1988/2003 holding of about 1,770 unused postal stationery postcards and envelopes with a lot of
interesting motives (fauna, flora, sports, Lord of the Rings, etc.), but also some heavy duplications, ideal
for reseller (K)

GA

200, -

NEVIS
W

21552

1862-1882, Small collection on album leave including 1862 1p. dull lake and 4p. rose, two fine used
stamps and one bisect on piece, fine to very fine (M)

*/ g

120, -

W

21553

1983/1985, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: from 312 to
915 stamps. With nice topics: birds, cricket, Christmas. In total 2.665 complete sets and 312 souvenir
sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 17.147 €. (K)

**

500, -

222
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21554

Start
2000/2009. Interesting collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, some of which to our
knowledge have never been offered in an auction before. The collection contains about 177 mint,
nh, imperforate stamps and about 16 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets. A rare offer and a
fabulous addition to any Nevis collection. Also suitable for detailing very well! (A)
2000/2009. Interessante Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, die zum Teil nach
unserer Kenntnis noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Es befinden sich in der Sammlung etwa
177 postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa 16 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein seltenes Angebot
und eine fabelhafte Ergänzung jeder Nevis-Sammlung. Auch zur Detaillierung bestens geeignet! (A)

1539/2329

**

2.

NICARAGUA
W

21555

1870/1990 (ca.), sophisticated balance on stockpages/album pages/in stockbooks/glassines with g/ **/ */
plenty of material, overprints, commemoratives, souvenir sheets etc. High cat.value! (K)
(*)

150, -

W

21556

1878/1986 accumulation of ca. 140 covers and mostly unused postal stationeries (cards and
envelopes), additionally 60 unused and unfolded airgrams with nice motives (volcano, animals),
attractive starting price (S)

150, -

W

21557

1950, 75th Anniversary of UPU, specialised assortment incl. all 18 souvenir sheets (incl. officials),
unmounted mint and each on cacheted f.d.c. VERY RARELY SEEN IN USED! Michel nos. Bl. 27/38, Bl. FDC/ **/
D1/6. (S)
*

200, -

W

21558

1957/1958, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: from 845 to 1475 stamps. In total 4.661 complete sets, 8540 part sets or single stamps and
136 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 31.866 €. (K)

**

900, -

GA/ b

NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN
see al so 21 3 26, 21 3 9 6, 22721

W

21559

1820/1956, useful lot of 23 covers and cards including two or three fronts containing stationeries with
uprated envelopes, censors, one with ship mark “NED: INDIE VIA MARSEILLE“, special railway mark “ 1e
NACHTEXPRESS BATAVIA-SORABAJA“. Also interesting, stationery envelope used by “FELDPOSTAMT des
III: ARMEE CORPS“ as field post in 1914. (T)

b/ GA

200, -

W

21560•

1840's ca.: 17 stampless covers sent from various P.O.'s to a Chinese Captain in Rembang, all bearing
oval postmarks in red, black or blue, mostly with 'Ongefrankeerd' (Unpaid) from Madiden (Franco),
Samarang, Tagal, Toeban and other P.O.s (T)

b

350, 400, -

W

21561

1870, “PUNTSTEMPEL“, extensive accumulation with numeral cancellations on 10 Cent 'Willem III.'
(NVPH #9). Based on the consignor's indication ca.9000 stamps sorted by cancel-numbers from 1 to
108. Unchecked for perforations or varieties. Very high catalog value! (A)

g

W

2156 2•

1874/1942. Charming exhibit THE NETHERLANDS INDIES POSTAL STATIONERY stored on 80
competent arranged sheets with descriptive annotations and explanations. The purpose of this
collection is to show the different varieties of this topic, to trace the development of the entires with
the changes in color, format and face values, together with the reason for these alterations, and to
show the various aspects of usage, including the unusual. All cards and covers are shown in the
order of date of issue. On the whole there are five sections: 1st - Showing the first card with King
Willem III face, starting from trial color proof 5c reply card (1873) to 5c green (1885). 2nd - Showing
Numeral isue postal cards 5c green (1887) to 7½c brown (1921). 3rd - Showing Queen Wilhelmina
issue postal card 12½c (1922) incl. reply card, Numeral (1922) incl. reply card, Buffalo (1931) and
removal card (1915/1934). 4th - Showing the first issue postal cover 10c brown with King Willem III
face (1878) to 10c violet (1900). 5th - Showing Queen Wilhelmina 10c cover (1902) to 12½c letter
sheet (1922) and 7½c letter sheet Buffalo (1936). In all sections there are many varieties like
different type colors, papers, nominations, rates, overprints, specimen, sucharges and some others
more. Please look at this interesting exhibit and you will be pleased! (S)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

GA

W

21563•

1875/1910, used stationery lot of envelopes (14) and cards (3) all Willem (ex-two Emma), five are
registered, inc. Punt 42 + boxed vermilion “TJITJALENGKA“ 1875 resp. black 1888, 5, 8 + boxed
“SINTANG“, 15, 102, boxed “KEDOENGDJATIE“ in blue on 1888 card resp. black on envelope, boxed
“NGAWI“ on card, resp. “PEMBOEN“ on uprated envelopes (2), Vierkant “PONTIANAK“ resp.
“BANDJARNEGARA“ both registered uprated envelopes, s. l. “PORRONG“, attractive. (T)

GA

W

21564

1885/1947, covers (3), stationery (6), ppc (2), also Indonesia 1949/71 (6). Including 1927 real photo
ppc of “Simpang Club, Soerabaja“ and “JAVA“ ovpt. inverted on 15 C. brown on commercial cover
“SOEKABOEMI 22.6.25“ to Bandung. (ex Weserland) (T) 70FII etc.
b/ GA/ Ak

80, -

W

21565•

1892/1924 (ca.), covers/ppc/used stationery (17) inc. censorship and registration, plus some recent
Indonesia (12) all used to Switzerland. (T)
b/ GA/ Ak

100, -

21566

1896/1948, little holding of ca. 40 covers, postcards and used postal stationeries, incl. airmail,
registered mail, revaluations etc. (T)
GA/ b/ Ak

100, -

21567

1942/45, 10 commercially used postal stationery cards and three unused cards, nice offer in mostly
good condition. (T)

100, -

W

Sammlungen / Collections
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500, -
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NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN - PORTOMARKEN
W

21568•

1911-26: Eight insuff. franked covers from India all with Netherl. Indies postage due stamps of 1890's
and 1910's issues, most of them with WWI censor, usual condition (T)

b

150, -

GA/ b

100, -

g/ */ (*)

200, -

NIEDERLÄNDISCHE ANTILLEN
see al so 20547

21569

1922/90, accumulation of approx. 90 covers and unused postal stationeries (incl. some unfolded
airgrams), incl. registered mail, airmail, official mail etc., mostly in good condition. (S)

NIGERKÜSTE
W

21570

1892/1898, Oil Rivers/Niger Coast, mint and used collection of 94 stamps on stockpage, showing
especially a nice section of Niger Cost QV issues incl. shades; in addition some Southern Nigeria 19011912 incl. mint material. (M)

NIGERIA
W

21571

1900/83 holding of ca. 400 covers, cards and postal stationeries (mostly unused/unfolded and used
aerograms incl. some subtypes), early Aerograms, incl. registered mail, airmail etc., mostly in good
condition (S)

GA/ b

250, -

W

21572

1900/83 holding of ca. 400 covers, cards and postal stationeries (mostly unused/unfolded and used
aerograms incl. some subtypes), incl. registered mail, airmail etc., mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

250, -

W

21573

1900/83 holding of ca. 400 covers, cards and postal stationeries (mostly unused/unfolded and used
aerograms incl. some subtypes), incl. registered mail, airmail etc., mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

250, -

W

21574

1949/80 (ca.) 390 pieces of used and unused air letters and covers, including a number of official
O.H.M.S air letters. (S)

GA/ e

150, -

W

21575

1969/1978, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH collection of 105 complete sheets (=2.245
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. 1969 Vintage Cars, 1970 Gymnastics,
1971 Apollo 14, 1971 Boy Scouts, 1971 Apollo 15, 1972 50fr.+75fr. Planes, 1975 Vintage Cars,
1975 Pre-Olympic Year etc. (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

NIGER

**

.

NIUE

see al so 229 03 , 229 29 , 229 54
W

21576

1977/1990, lot of 1625 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) souvenir sheets MNH, showing various
topics like Royal Family, Paintings, Space, Christmas, Birds and many more.All sheets are multiple.
An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (S)

**

21577

.

W

1977/1990, lot of 5154 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps and souvenir sheets MNH,
showing various topics like Paintings, Christmas, Royal Family, Olympic Games 1980, Flowers,
Animals (Whales, Koalas, Birds etc.), Space, Soccer, and many more. Most items are multiple or in
units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

21578

.

W

1977/1993, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: With nice topics: birds, personalities, Christmas, paintings, soccer, scouts, flowers,
Olympics, birds, space, etc. In total 169.075 complete sets, 33.029 single stamps or part sets and
46.927 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 3.255.743 €. (K24)

**

21579

.

W

1977/90, Sammlung von 3.787 PHASENDRUCKEN nur verschiedener und kompletter Ausgaben,
dabei viele schöne Motive wie Gemälde (Weihnachten, Ostern), Kunsthandwerk (Skulpturen etc.),
Sport (Olympiade, Fußball etc.), Tiere (Vögel, Wassertiere etc.), englisches Königshaus, Pfadfinder,
Technik (Luft- u. Raumfahrt) und andere mehr, postfrisch, jede Ausgabe sauber auf Steckkarten in
Hüllen und mit Mi.-Nr versehen, insgesamt umfaßt die Sammlung 3.787 Marken, davon sind 2.604
Marken in 131 Blöcken, eine phantastische Sammlung! (K) ex 171/ Bl. 117

**

2.

W

21580

1990, 150 years of stamps complete set of four with different Rembrandt paintings in a lot with approx.
1.100 sets mostly in complete sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 757/60, € 16.500,-- (S) 757/60

**

400, -

W

21581

1993, Christmas complete set of five with painting from Guido Reni (details of Rosary Madonna) in a lot
with approx. 2.000 (!) sets mostly in complete unfolded sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 836/40, €
34.000,-- + (S) 836/40

**

800, -

NORD-NIGERIA
W

21582

1901/1919, POSTMARKS OF NORTHERN NIGERIA on QV, KEVII and KGV, specialised collection of apprx.
170 stamps (incl. multiples) and 18 covers/cards, arranged on album pages in a binder. (A)
g/ d/ b

W

21583•

1883-1947: Mint and used collection plus covers and postal stationery items on stock pages in a
binder, including mostly complete sets mint, also a number of proofs and colour trials, sets optd. or
perf. “SPECIMEN“, imperf. stamps and pairs, many different perforations, specials like a scarce
1911 $5 with perfin “REV/ENUE“ for fiscal use, several varieties, few duplication, postage due set
perf. SPECIMEN, few Jap. Occ. plus 14 covers and postal stationery items, mostly good to very fine.
(A)

200, -

NORDBORNEO
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W

21584

1918, Red Cross overprints, 1c.-24c., simplified short set of eleven values, each in (folded) sheets of
100 stamps (partly separated), mint never hinged (no gum toning). SG 214/26 ex (£11070), Michel
162/72 (15850,- €). These cat.values refer to hinged stamps, a considerable premium for never
hinged/multiples/fresh quality should be added! (MS)

**

W

21585•

1940's-50's: Group of 10 covers bearing North Borneo stamps and used North Borneo or Labuan, one
other, plus one p/s card related to the British North Borneo Company, in mixed condition. In addition 10
covers from Sarawak in mixed condition. (T)

b

150, -

GA

150, -

b

300, -

.2

NORFOLK-INSEL
see al so 20200

W

21586

1981/1998 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 900 AEROGRAMMES and Pre-Stamped Envelopes (PSE's)
with several different types and attractive thematic issues, several UNFOLDED aerogrammes etc., some
heavier duplicated and majority unused with a few fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail value!
(S)

NYASSALAND - PORTOMARKEN
P 21587

1934-67 ca.: Nine postage due covers and cards bearing postage due stamps from Nyasaland, Northern
Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and Zambia, (T)

OBERVOLTA / BURKINA FASO
W

21588

1906/1983, mainly from 1959, comprehensive mainly MNH holding in two thick albums, comprising
definitives, commemoratives, airmails, thematic issues, gold foil stamps, postage dues etc. A great
lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

**/ */ g

W

21589

1984/1992, MNH stock in a thick album, comprising definitives, commemoratives, airmails, thematic
stamps etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

**

400, -

.

OMAN

see al so 22540

P 21590•

1951-1970's ca. Aerograms: Collection and accumulation of about 570 aerograms, most of them
unused, some cancelled to order, some used, including many colour shades, sub-types and varieties, a
range of postmarks from Muscat, also from neighbours like Bahrain, Qatar, Abu Dhabi etc., few early air
letters (and one cover) bearing adhesives. (Ex J. Kasper coll.) (S)

GA

300, -

W

21591

1972/93 ca. 35 unused and unfolded aerograms beginning from H&G FG1 incl. one miscut item
(overlay), one folded aerogram and one letter to USA, all in good condition (M) H&G 1-14

GA/ b

130, -

W

21592•

1973/1978 (ca.), at least 10.000, probably much more, souvenir sheets of the DHUFAR cinderellas
issued by the exile government, five different issues: Queen Elisabeth, royal family, train, ship, G.
Washington (see pictures in our online catalogue) c.t.o. resp. with printed cancellations, very good
condition. (K)

x

300, -

W

21593

1975/1987, lot of 766 IMPERFORATE stamps MNH, showing various topics like Animals (Flamingo),
Social Work,Year of Peace and many more. Most items are multiple or in units. An unusual investment
lot with a very high retail value. (S)

**

21594

3.

W

1986/1987, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: from 700
to 3070 stamps. In total 11.960 complete issues or sets. A summary of all items is available. Michel
57.485 €. (K)

**

3.

OSTAFRIKANISCHE GEMEINSCHAFT
W

21595

1895/1990 (ca.) stock of ca. 510 unused and unfolded aerograms, incl. some older mostly unused
postal stationeries as well as some covers of the countries closed together in the East African Community
(Kenya, Tanganyika, Tanzania and Uganda), mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

250, -

PAKISTAN
W

21596

1945/1966, mint collection on stockpages, from 1947 overprints on India 19 values, 1948/1957
definitives incl. perforations, in addition a good part officials and Bahawalpur (incl. 1945 revaluation
overprints three values). (M)

**/ *

200, -

21597

1948-49 Three good multiples, with 1) 1948 1r. bottom marginal block of eight with printer's inscr., perf
14x13½, stamps separated between the two blocks of four, 2.) 1949 15r. bottom left corner block of
four with plate no. “1“, perf 14, and 3.) 25r. top right corner block of four, perf 13, all mint never hinged
with toned gum. (SG from £338) (T) SG 23a(8), 42a(4), 43b(4)

**

80, -

PALÄSTINA

see al so 2069 8

P 21598

1890/1961, Palestine/Israel, collection of apprx. 150 covers/cards in two albums, from some
1890/1900 Holyland, nice section British period (apprx. 60 covers/cards), Israel/Interim Mail
(apprx. 70 covers/cards) and some Egyptian occupation of Palestine; in addition some loose stamps
(Interim mail). (S)

b/ GA

21599•

1900-1918, Ottoman cancellations on 16 stamps / pieces, including different types and numerals, few
French ans Austrian Levant, fine group (M)

d/ g

W
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216 00•

W

21601

W

216 02•

W

21603

Start
1914-1930 ca. “The E.E.F. (Egyptian Expeditionary Force) Stamps & Postal Markings of British
Military & Civil Administration in PALESTINE“: Specialized collection of 36 covers, postcards,
documents and postal stationery items plus mint and used stamps, well written up on 40 pages,
reflecting the wide range of early Palestine stamps and postal history with rare items like E.E.F.
stamps with previously undiscovered varieties, covers bearing rare marks like 1921 O.P.D.A.
“Custom House“ handstamp, or document with combination of O.P.D.A. COURT and Hejaz Revenues.
This exhibition-like collection contains the postal progress in relation to stamps & postal markings
of Palestine with emphasis on the rare cancellations introduced by the Military Administration of
E.E.F., which later on handed over the control of Palestine to Civil Administration. A MOST
IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION OF SCARCE, RARE AND UNIQUE ITEMS. (S)

b/ GA/
**/ */ g

.

1925/72, covers (9 inc. one used ppc,), plus Israel (18 inc. one used stationery), registration/censorship,
also Jordan 1958/67 (3). (ex Weserland) (T)
b/ GA/ Ak
1927-1948 “PALESTINE - Stamps & postal markings of Mandate Administration“: Very specialized
collection of more than 80 covers, postcards and postal stationery items plus some stamps (192742 Postage and Postage Dues), well written up on 53 pages. This remarkable collection based on an
intensive research, which was a quite difficult process when reflecting that most of the Jerusalem
General Post Office archives were destroyed. For that, famous literature like “The postal markings
of mandate Palestine“ by M. Sacher helps to investigate the many details of use, postal and censor
marks etc. The result: A very detailed description of selected items which are quite rare, extremely
rare or unique as, for ex., two Wreck Mail covers with “Damaged by Sea Water“ and “Postage Due“
or two Diplomatic covers from the Swedish/German Consulates in Jaffa/Jerusalem, also with
registered/air/censored/Express/insured mail from and to Palestine, postal stationery items,
rarest postmarks and censor handstamps, and many others, up to a 1947 Dr. Herzel interim stamp
used on cover. (S)

b/ GA/
**/ */ g

1934/1939, lot of six commercially used stationeries (two uprated letter cards, one wrapper and three
postcards), the cards/letter cards with comprehenisve message each (mainly from Dr.Ascher
correspondence), plus one franked cover 7.9.39 to New York with censoring. (T)

GA/ b

80, -

.
60, -

W

216 04•

1994/2001, huge investment lot of stamps, souvenir sheets and booklets, often still in original
packages of the printer‘s house. Mostly complete sets in sheetlets, in various quantities from 100
sets up to at least 30.000 (f.e. block no. 8, only estimated, probably even higher amount). Michel
cat.value adds up to at leat 573.650,- €. Detailed inventory enclosed and available in our online
catalogue. Additionally hundreds of blanco covers with motives of the Christmas and Easter issues
1999/2001 (for F.D.C.). GREAT LOT FOR THE RETAILER WHICH OFFERS PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES!
(K6)

**

216 05•

.

W

1994/2001, tremendous investment lot of stamps and souvenir sheets, all in original packages of
printer‘s house. Michel cat.value adds up to 3.786.450,- € (THREE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED AND
EIGHTY SIX THOUSAND). Detailed inventory enclosed. GREAT LOT FOR THE RETAILER WHICH
OFFERS PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES! (RE4)

216 06 •

**

.

W

1999, Christmas, MHN set of sheetlets with ten stamps of every issue, not like the regular sheetlets
with nine stamps in “normal“ inscription of the face value and one in silver: Mi.no. 126 - 360
sheetlets, 128 - 350, 130 - 260,132 - 260, 134 - 260. Scarce offer. (S)

**

216 07•

.

1999, Christmas, MHN stock of these issues in sheetlets (each one with nine “normal“ stamps and
one with an silver inspriction): Mi.no. 126/127 - 2700 sheetlets, 128/1929 - 2600, 130/131 2800,132/133 - 2800, 134/135 - 2700, 136 - 7000 sheetlets of four stamps each. Michel 265276,€. (K3) 126/136

**

.

21608•

2000, visit of Pope John Paul II, 2000 sets in 200 sheetlets of 10 stamps per issue, mint never hinged.
Michel 22000,- €. (S) 148/152 (2000)

216 09•

**

2000, visit of Pope John Paul II, 5000 sets in 500 sheetlets of 10 stamps per issue, mint never
hinged, in the original packing of the printing company. Michel 55000,- €. (K) 148/152 (5000)

**

.

**

.

W

550, -

PALÄSTINA - STEMPEL
see al so 20851

PALAU
W

216 10

2000/2004. Nice collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which were often never offered yet in
an auction. Available are about 133 mint, nh, imperforate stamps and about 14 imperforate
souvenir/miniature sheets. A rare offer and an interesting addition to any Palau collection. The
collection can be well detailed! (A)
2000/2004. Nette Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, die vielfach noch nie in einer
Auktion angeboten wurden. Vorhanden sind etwa 133 postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa 14
ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein seltenes Angebot und eine interessante Ergänzung jeder PalauSammlung. Die Sammlung lässt sich auch gut detaillieren! (A)
1815/2382
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216 11

Start
2004/2009. You will probably never have seen such a collection on offer before. It contains about
125 different mint, nh, imperforate stamps and 12 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets. The
edition of these stamps is partially very small, so that from some issues only few pieces exist! (A)
2004/2009. Eine solche Sammlung werden Sie vermutlich noch nie im Angebot gesehen haben. Sie
beinhaltet etwa 125 verschiedene postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie 12 ungezähnte Blockausgaben.
Die Auflage dieser Marken ist teilweise sehr klein, so dass von einigen Ausgaben nur wenige Stücke
existent sind! (A)
2408/2913

**

.3

PANAMA
W

21612

1900/1970, small box with about 170 historical postcards from Panama and the channel with a minor
part after 1945. They are mainly unused, some were already circulated and only a few of them franked.
Unfortunately some of the stamps have been already removed. Great collection with topographical
topics, but also a lot of interesting motifs such as transportation, working environment and culture.
Exceptional collection in great condition. (S)
1900/1970, kleine Schachtel mit ungefähr 170 historischen Ansichtskarten aus Panama und der
Kanalzone, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht,
beschrieben und vereinzelt auch frankiert, bei etlichen Stücken sind die Marken leider entfernt. Eine
bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten
Motiven wie u.a. Verkehrsmittel, Arbeitswelt, Folklore und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet.
Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)

21613

200, -

Ak

1903/64, mostly used accumulation of stamps on stockpages, the 1903/04 issues specialized with
different handstamps, inverted handstamps, f.ex Scott 102 (signed), AR-handstamps H4 + vertical
PANAMA overprints, “A.R. COLON“, registration stamp 20 C. blue overprinted like Scott F15, Yvert 24
double overprint and Yvert 27/28 inverted, also Sc. 441E+C259A in ** imperforated blocs of 10. (M)
1903/64, Spezialistenpartie mit Aufdruckausgaben 1903/04, dabei einige nicht im Michel
katalogisierte Abarten, Farben, verschied. Handstempel, Aufdrucktypen, u.a. kopfstehender Aufdruck
geprüft, Nr. 30 2mal mit ovalem AR Handstempel und PANAMA senkrecht, Nr. 45 V * (ohne Preis), 59II
+ weitere mit zusätzlichem Handstempel, Yvert 24 doppelter Aufdruck, Yvert 27/28 kopfstehender g/ (*)/ */
Aufdruck, Nr. 732/733 in ungezähnten ** 10er-Blocks. (M)
**

250, -

1904/83 accumulation of ca. 60 covers and unused and used postal stationeries, incl. picture postal
stationery cards, lettercards and postal stationery envelopes, mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

100, -

1923/1954, ABN Specimen proofs, accumulation/collection of apprx. 1.100 postal stamps and
appex. 224 fiscal stamps, all within (large) multiples. (A)

W

21614

W

216 15
216 16

**

2.2

W

1923/1954, ABN Specimen proofs, Fiscals, collection of apprx. 918 stamps all within multiples,
incl. some marginal imprints. (A)

**

.

P 21617•

1956, “MUESTRA“ overprints for Philatelic Exhibition New York (red or violet boxed ovp.), assortment/
collection of apprx. 78 surcharged stamps. These overprints were applied to various 1930/1955 airmail
issues in blocks of four to be exhibited in N.Y., limited to 20 copies of each stamp. Four stamps were
obtained by Mr. Lindquist and the other 16 were bought by Kessler/Sanabria; all with thier signature. (S)

**

600, -

PANAMA-KANALZONE
W

21618

1899/1957, 26 early items containig several franked picture postcards with Balboa, Christobal and
Empire cancellations further a 2 C. stat. envelope 1920 with “PAQUEBOT“ shipmark and San Francisco
dater. In addition a Cuban cover of 1899 with one stamp missing. Please view. (T)
b/ GA/ f

180, -

W

21619

1907 ca. 60 unused postal stationery postcards and envelopes, incl. a few pieces with first day cancel,
incl. air mail, revaluations (also double revalued items), throughout in good condition (S)

GA

220, -

P 21620

1908/75 (ca. ), accumulation of ca. 420 covers and mostly unused postal stationery envelopes, only a
few items are commercially used, also some postal stationery cards, mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

200, -

21621

1919/1940, accumulation of 81 cut outs or letter fronts comprising different stamps and cancellations
mounted on pages. A specialist´s lot. (M)

d

120, -

21622

1923/1975, nice lot of 18 covers and cards including some better stationeries and 10 first flights from
the time of 1929/1930. (M)
GA/ b/ f

W

200, -

PAPUA
P 21623+

1901/1960, a splendid mint collection/assortment of apprx. 143 stamps, showing especially a nice
selection of “Lakatoi“ sets from 1901/1905 complete set of eight, 1906/1907 Large and Small
overprint sets and following issues, airmails, officials, 1932 ½d.-£1 complete set etc. (M)

*/ **

700, -

21624•

1934-40 Lot of 9 covers and FDC's including registered mail, First Flights, censored mail etc. to Australia,
England, India and U.S.A., or domestic, good to very fine. (T)

b/ FDC

100, -

W

PAPUA NEUGUINEA

see al so 23 454, 23 463 , 23 474, 23 475, 23 476, 2879 6
W

21625•

1931/64, covers of PNG (14, some w. slight faults) or Australia used in PNG (18, ca. 1946/52, mostly
from Rabaul) and ppc mint cto. Inc. two FFC 1932 from Port Moresby and 1934 from LAE. Mainly from
missionaries based at Kakopo to Germany. (T)
b/ e/ Ak
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21626•

1952/2000(ca.), AEROGRAMMES: accumulation with about 930 unused/used/CTO airletters and
aerogrammes with many better items, different types and values, formular issues incl. different
frankings, postmarks and usages, unusual destinations and unfolded items in good to fine condition,
great study material! (ex J. Kasper Collection) (K)

GA

130, -

W

21627

1962/1997 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.700 folded and UNFOLDED AEROGRAMMES with several
early types, attractive thematic issues etc. and a few other postal stationeries (PSE's), some heavier
duplicated and majority unused with a few fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail value! (K)

GA

300, -

W

21628

1982. Complete stamp year with all stamps issued in 1982 (23 stamps with a Michel catalogue value
of 13.70 Euro) in an attractive stamp pack. Many beautiful motifs: scouts, pottery, food and nutrition,
corals, Catholic mission and Commenwealth sports games. All mint, NH. The lot contains 1,070 of these
packs with a total catalogue value of 14.659,- Euro. Ideal lot for resellers! (K) ex 427/58

**

800, -

P 216 29

1996/2008 (approx). Enormes stock containing sets and souvenir sheets with many beautiful
topics like ANIMALS (butterflies, dolphins, waterbirds, beetles, fishes, sea snails), FLOWERS
(Frangipani orchids), FLAGS, ARTS, OLYMPIC GAMES SYDNEY and some other more. All mint, NH.
The stock contains in all 6.639.225 stamps with a nominal value of 15.104.107,- Kina, which are
3.927.068,- Euro. The Michel catalogue value is 11.825.955,- Euro, so startingprice LESS THAN 1
PERCENT OF CATALOGUE VALUE; Stored in 34 big boxes. (K34)

**

.

1996/2008. Riesiger Bestand von sogenannten PNG STAMP PACKS, die jeweils eine komplette
Markenausgabe enthalten, begleitet von informativen Texten zur Ausgabe der Marken und zum
jeweiligen Motiv. Insgesamt sind 47 verschiedene Packs enthalten, meist einige hundert Stück pro
Sorte. Die Marken entstammen dem Michel-Nummern-Bereich von 772 bis 1376. Alles untergebracht
in 43 Schachteln bzw. Kartons. VIELFÄLTIGE, WUNDERSCHÖNE MOTIVE, wie zum Beispiel: Pfadfinder,
Katzen, Schmetterlinge, Vögel, Rotary, Weihnachten, Olympiade Athen, Süßwasserfische, Delphine,
Wasservögel, Olympiade Sydney, Meeresschnecken, Käfer, Berge, Jahrgang 2003 kpl., Flaggen, Kunst,
und viele weitere mehr. Alles postfrisch und in Topqualität. Die Gesamtanzahl der enthaltenen Packs
beträgt ca. 13.692 Stück, der Gesamt-Michel-Katalogwert beläuft sich auf rund 133.111,- Euro. Eine
genaue Inhaltsliste liegt dem Los bei. (RE1)
ex 772/1376

W

216 30

1996/2008 Huge stock of so-called PNG STAMP PACKS, each containing a complete stamp issue,
accompanied by informative texts on the issue of the stamps and the respective topic. A total of 47
different packs are included, mostly several hundred pieces per issue. The stamps come from the
Michel number range #772 to #1376, all stored in 43 boxes. MANY DIFFERENT, BEAUTIFUL TOPICS,
such as: scouts, cats, butterflies, birds. Rotary, Christmas, Olympiad Athens, freshwater fish,
dolphins, water birds, Olympiad Sydney, sea snails, beetles, mountains, year 2003 complete, flags,
art, and many more. Everything mint, nh, and in top quality. The total number of packs included is
about 13,692 pieces, the total Michel catalog value is about 133,111, - Euro. An exact list of
contents is enclosed with the lot. (RE1)

216 31

**

.

W

1999/2007, marvelous stock of never hinged sheets, many in original packets of 500, about
465,000 stamps in all, big variety of topics like animals (butterflies, snakes, beetles, birds, dolphins
and others), fauna (orchids and other), arts, ships, flags and some more like John Paul II, Queen
Mum, clay pots, and others, very high face value of about 400,000 Euro converted, cataloge value
over 1 Million Euro, accurate listing enclosed. (K3) ex 905/1220, Bl. 15/23

216 32

**

.

W

2007, so called PERSONALIZED STAMPS over 5,000 sheets mint never hinged, attractive topics like
animals, orchids, etc., face value converted in Euro about 62,000.- Euro, catalogue value about
405,000.- Euro. (K2)

**

3.

W

21633

2007. Lot with 500 sheets ORCHIDS 0.85k with BLANK LABEL. 20 stamps and 20 labels per sheet. Mint,
NH. Postage 8,500 KINA equals about 3,400 USD / 2,500 EUR. Michel catalogue value 7,000 EUR. (Mi.
1244) (S) Sc #1265

**

250, -

W

21634

2007. Lot with 500 sheets ORCHIDS 0.85k with personalised ornamental label TROBRIAND DANCERS.
20 stamps and 20 labels per sheet. Mint, NH. Postage 8,500 KINA equals about 3,400 USD / 2,500
EUR. Michel catalogue value 7,000 EUR. (Mi. 1244) (S) Sc #1265

**

250, -

W

21635

2007. Lot with 500 sheets ORCHIDS 3.00k with personalised ornamental label NATIONAL MUSEUM
PORT MORESBY. 20 stamps and 20 labels per sheet. Mint, NH. Postage 30,000 KINA equals about
12,000 USD / 9,000 EUR. Michel catalogue value 23,000 EUR. (Mi. 1245) (S) Sc #1266

**

300, -

W

21636

2007. Lot with 500 sheets ORCHIDS 3.35k with personalised ornamental label BENCHMARK WILDLIFE.
20 stamps and 20 labels per sheet. Mint, NH. Postage 33,500 KINA equals about 13,400 USD / 10,100
EUR. Michel catalogue value 26,000 EUR. (Mi. 1246) (S) Sc #1267

**

300, -

W

21637

2007. Lot with 500 sheets ORCHIDS 5.35k with personalised ornamental label PORT MORESBY
WATERFRONT. 20 stamps and 20 labels per sheet. Mint, NH. Postage 53,500 KINA equals about 21,400
USD / 16,100 EUR. Michel catalogue value 42,000 EUR. (Mi. 1247) (S) Sc #1268

**

300, -

W

21638

2008, Papua New Guinea. Lot of 2,500 stamps “3.35k Woman with Cassowary and Child“ from the set
“Art by Timothy Akis (1944/84)“ in 100 sheets of 25. Mint, NH. Postage 8,375 KINA equals about 3,350
USD / 2,515 EUR. Michel catalogue value 7,250 EUR. (Mi #1320) (S) Sc #1315 (2500)

**

300, -

W

21639

2008. Lot of 950 souvenir sheets PNG PARTNERSHIP WITH EUROPEAN UNION (30th anniversary) each
containing the stamps of the set (a-d) showing the flags of PNG and European Union on different
background colors. Mint, NH. Postage in all 11,922.50 KINA equals about 4,769 USD / 3,580 EUR.
Michel catalogue value 10,450 EUR. (Mi. #Bl. 59) (S) Sc #1311 (950)

**

350, -

228
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PARAGUAY

see al so 22422
W

216 40

1868/1993, a splendid, almost exclusively mint collection in two thick and heavy Minkus albums,
well collected throughout from early to modern period, incl. definitives, commemoratives, souvenir
sheets, airmails, attractive thematic sets, imperf. issues etc. Mint collections are quite rarely
offered! (K)

**/ */ g
GA/ b

.

W

21641

1882/1988 accumulation of ca. 130 covers and CTO-used and mostly unused postal stationeries
(cards, lettercards and envelopes) incl. some items with revaluations, mostly in good condition (S)

W

21642
21643
21644

1939/1941, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of 176 stamps, all within blocks of four. (A)

**

1939/1941, ABN Specimen proofs, collection of 176 stamps, all within blocks of four. (A)

**

150, 350, 350, -

1960/1990 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation of stamps, souvenir/mini sheets in a binder on
stockpages, many attractive thematic issues. (A)

**

250, -

W
W

PENRHYN

see al so 23 1 41 , 23 205
W

216 45

1973/1986, lot of 3734 IMPERFORATE stamps and souvenir sheets MNH, showing various topics
like Royal Family, Fish, Christmas, Whales, Ships and many more. All items are multiple or in units.
An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

216 46

2.

W

1973/1993, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity. With nice topics: animals, Christmas, Olympics, paintings, birds, personalities, ships, etc.
In total 117.126 complete sets, 19.382 part sets or single stamps and 22.977 souvenir sheets. A
summary of all items is available. Michel 1.899.549 €. (K13)

**

216 47

.

W

/ Bl. 84

**

2.

W

21648

1989, 20 anniversary of first moon landing, 400 x Penrhyn Michel no. 500/504 in 25 mini sheets of
each value, mint never hinged. Catalogue value 4800 € (S) 500/504 (400)

**

250, -

P 21649

1858/1960 (ca.), used and unused collection on album pages with main value in the classic and semiclassic issues, showing a nice range of shades, postmarks, overprints etc. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

400, -

21650

1884/1974 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 90 cover and unused postal stationery cards, throughout in good
condition (S)

GA/ b

100, -

21651

1894/1896, AVIS DE RECEPTION, group of three letters to Germany resp. USA, showing interesting
frankings inc. 1.69 rate (15th progression)! (M)

b/ GA

120, -

21652

1938/1957, mint never hinged lot with full sheets, part sheets and singles. Michel catalogue value
1280 €. (S)

**

100, -

21653

2006, “Europa Stamps, 50th Anniversary“. Lot of 1,000 souvenir sheets, mint, NH. Postage price
approx. 2,300 Euro. Michel catalogue value 7,000 EUR. (S)
**

70, -

1974/90, Sammlung von 3.491 PHASENDRUCKEN nur verschiedener und kompletter Ausgaben,
dabei viele schöne Motive wie Gemälde (Weihnachten, Ostern), Märchen, Max & Moritz, Sport
(Olympiade etc.), Vögel, englisches Königshaus, Segelschiffe, Pfadfinder, Luftschiffe/Ballone und
andere mehr, postfrisch, jede Ausgabe sauber auf Steckkarten in Hüllen und mit Mi.-Nr versehen,
insgesamt umfaßt die Sammlung 3.491 Marken, davon sind 1.578 Marken in 77 Blöcken. (K) ex 56

PERU

W

2006, “50 Jahre Europamarken“. Lot von 1.000 Blöcken, postfrisch. Postpreis ca. 2.300,- Euro. Mi.
7.000,- Euro. (Bl. 32) (S)
Sc #1482 (1000)

PERU - GANZSACHEN
21654

1875/99 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 145 unused postal stationery cards, envelopes and one lettercard,
mostly in good condition (S)

GA

150, -

21655

1875/99 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 550 unused postal stationery cards, envelopes and one lettercard,
a few oversized envelopes, mostly in good condition (S)

GA

200, -

21656

1890/1899, duplicates on 30 large stockcards with several interesting issues incl. blocks/4 or larger
blocks some in very large quantities incl. 1890 King Alfonso XIII. 25c. brown (about 250), 1897 King
Alfonso XIII. 1c. lilac (about 2.500!) etc., some surcharges and several Aguinaldo issues incl. many
blocks/4, mint hinged/MNH with some gum problems or some without gum, unusual and scarce study
lot for the specialist with a very high cat. value! (S)
**/ */ (*)

400, -

1905/2000, accumulation of approx. 210 covers and mostly unused postal stationeries (many unfolded
airgrams, postal stationery cards and envelopes, also with surcharges), airgrams with different positions
of watermark (inverted, reversed and inverted + reversed), with shifted and missed colours (hard to find
such items!), some nice and partly high frankings, airmail etc., mostly in good condition, please inspect.
(S)

200, -

PHILIPPINEN
W

W

21657

Sammlungen / Collections

GA/ b

229
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PHILIPPINEN - GANZSACHEN
P 21658

1900/85 (ca.), very interesting accumulation of unused, and commercially used postal stationery cards,
envelopes and airgrams, many types and varieties, First Day Cachets, shipmail, registered mail, some
surcharges etc, very scarce offer, please inspect (S)

GA

350, -

*

80, -

150, -

PITCAIRN

see al so 20200

21659

1947 'UPU Congress Paris 1947' presentation booklet with ten mint stamps adhered, with set of eight
of 1940 KGVI. issue (½d. to 2s6d) plus the two Victory stamps, fresh and fine. (T)

PORTUGIESISCH-GUINEA

see al so 20677, 20685, 21 1 9 0, 22605, 22607

21660

1966, military uniforms, 100 x Michel no. 321/328 each in two mint never hinged full sheets. Catalogue
value 1100.- € (M) 321/328 (100)

P 216 6 1

**

1985/1975, accumulation/stock of the colonial period, sorted on stockcards, in envelopes and in
a stockbook, the classical stamps with single or a few stamps, from the 1960s on up to more than
200 copies per issue mint never hinged, some hinged or with smaller imperfections. Also offers
many topics like animals, sports, uniforms etc. Rarely offered in this comprehensivness! (K)

**/ *

W

.

PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN

see al so 2073 3 , 21 1 9 0, 22605, 22607

PUERTO RICO
W

W

21662

1890/1898, King Alfons XIII., ten values in complete sheets of 100 stamps each mint never hinged, f.e.
20 C. purple, 1 M. with gutter pairs. Margins sometimes with imperfections, some stain spots. A scarce
offer! (MS)

**

250, -

21663

1890/99, accumulation of ca. 70 mostly unused postal stationery cards (only three cards commercially
used), many varieties of printing (missed dots in the address lines, broken letters etc.), different shades
of colours of the stamps and of the paper, a little bit mixed condition, but an interesting lot. (T)

GA

80, -

21664

1899/1900, mint and used assortment/collection of 30 stamps on album page, comprising “PORTO
RICO“ and “PUERTO RICO“ overprints (25° and 36°), especially a nice part mint material. (M)

*/ g

100, -

RAS AL KHAIMA

see al so 229 77, 229 78, 23 1 66, 23 1 67

W

21665•

1965/1972, stock of issues MNH mostly in sheets in a big box. In lager quantities f.e. Mi.no. 267/270,
272, 312, 314/315A, 317/320. Also contains 50 copies of block no. 50I (Michel 2500,-€). Thousands
of stamps with a huge catalogue value covering many topics like Olympics, art, Kennedy etc. (K)

**

170, -

21666

1965/70, Ras Al Khaima/Um al Quiwain mint and used, cto/FDC collection on hingeless Lindner pages
in two Lindner binders. Mainly space centered around Apollo missions, also some aeronautics and ITU.
Includes perf./imperf. parallel issues, gold foil stamps and s/s both perf. and imperf. these ca. 71
copies) inc. on FDC. Plus Quiwain FDC of imperfs./perfs. and s/s (18). - Additionally covers/FDC all real
used to US or Germany of: Ajman inc. gold foil and silver foil issues (28), Fujeira same (cto 2, real used
2) and Yemen Arab Republic (4, Komarov and Apollo 11/14 gold each imperf./perf. on blanc FDC). (K)

**/ g/
FDC

300, -

1969/1972, assortment incl. 23 covers (unaddressed envelopes resp. registered covers), in addition
some thematic issued “Animals“ combined proof sheets. Interesting lot with high retail value! (K)

b/ **

240, -

1970, Religion, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity. In total
7.868 complete issues or sets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 78.205 €. (K)

**

1972, u/m collection in a thick stockbook with attractive thematic issues like Birds, Butterflies, Wild
Animals, Space, Olympic Games, Charles de Gaulle; also included are imperforate sets and especially
apprx. 150 DE LUXE SHEETS (partly two different versions for each stamp!). Rare offer! (A)

**

W

21667•

W

216 6 8

W

21669•

.
170, -

REUNION
21670

1851/1975, collection starting with No.1/2 reprints, some overprinted/surcharged french colonies
stamps, a revenue stamp 6 Francs Timbre fiscal in strip of 9 with printing date and numbers on reverse,
some better never hinged sets, such as Scott 299/300, C42/C45, etc. (M)
1851/1975, Sammlung mit Nr. 1/2 ND, ein paar Aufdruckwerte auf Kolonial-Ausgaben, Timbre fiscal 6
Fr. ** 9er-Streifen mit rückseitigen Nummen und Druckdatum 31.1.50, dann ** ab 1949 mit u.a. g/ (*)/ */
Michel 331/356 ohne Nr. 355 kpl., 357/360, 368/369, 370/373, 396, 410, etc. (M)
**

250, 500, -

W

21671

1885/1960 (ca.), comprehensive mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material, from
early overprints, Dubois and Groupe series, definitives, France Libre overprints, airmails etc., in addition g/ **/ */
some Ile Rouad. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)
(*)

W

216 72

1938, Airmail issue ‚airplane over mountains‘ (12.65fr.) brown/green with MISSING DENOMINATION
and shifted green colour downwards in a lot with about 200 stamps mostly in larger blocks, MNH
and scarce, unlisted in Michel! Yvert PA5b, € 24.000,-- ++ (T) 165 var.

216 73

**

.

W

1938, Airmails, 6.65fr. brown/orange showing variety “Missing value“, 102 stamps within units,
unmounted mint. Maury PA3b (102), 20.400,- €. (T)

**

.2

230
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RHODESIEN
21674

1900/2001, big lot with approx. 610 covers and cards from Rhodesia and Zambia (250), Swaziland
(130), SWA/Namibia (230). Incl. many early FDC. (K)

W

21675

1925/1980, South Rhodesia/Rhodesia/Zimbabwe, collection in two binders, well collected throughout
incl. better definitive sets and especially a nice range of apprx. 46 covers/f.d.c.! (A2)
b/ g/ **

W

21676

1956/70 holding of ca. 800 unused and CTO-used aerograms, incl. some quite a few postal stationary
from Southern Rhodesia, many beautiful motives, good condition (S)

200, -

FDC/ b

70, -

RHODESIEN UND NYASSALAND
GA

160, -

ROSS-GEBIET
P 21677

1959/1980, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

400, -

P 21678

1959/1981, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

400, -

W

21679

1959/1986, collection of apprx. 180 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (K)

b

400, -

W

21680

1959/1995, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a nice range of attractive frankings,
postmarks, cachets, signatures etc. (S)

b

400, -

RUANDA

see al so 22422, 22862, 229 05, 23 1 71 , 23 1 9 9 , 23 440
W

216 81

1967/1975. Lot of 13,519 IMPERFORATE stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets showing various
interesting topics like Olympic Games Munich ‚72, Animals (birds, fish, monkeys, etc), Flowers,
Soccer, Paintings, and some more. Most items also multiple or in units. All mint, NH. (K)

**

216 82

.

W

1967/1983, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity. With nice topics: paintings, animals, soccer, personalities, Olympics, flowers, aviation, etc.
In total 94.600 complete sets, 39.239 part sets or single stamps and 80 souvenir sheets. A summary
of all items is available. Michel 601.122 €. (K15)

**

2 .

W

21683

1971, 500th BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF DÜRER (Paintings) - 9 items; Collective, progressive single die
proofs for the set's denominations 3F till 70F in horizontal strips of five (including one printed lable),
frames in black, colors shifted downwards: gold (strong), yellow and magenta (slightly), 36 stamps and
9 lables. (M) 469/472 proof

216 84

**

W

1976/1983, lot of 14.600 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various
topics like Animals, Art, Folk Scouting, Mushrooms, Plains, Albert Schweitzer and many more. All
items are multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

W

21685

1981, Flowers complete set of ten in an investment lot with about 950 sets mostly in part/complete
(folded) sheets, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 1093/1102, € 10.450,-- (COB 1028/37, € 10.450,-) (S) 1093/1102

**

400, -

W

21686

1983, 75 years of SCOUTING complete set of eight in a lot with about 440 complete sets mostly in larger
blocks, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 1206/13, € 4.840,-- (COB 1141/48, € 6.600,--) (M) 1206/13

**

300, -

150, .

RUANDA-URUNDI - BELGISCHE BESETZUNG DEUTSCH-OSTAFRIKA
see al so 29 01 9

W

216 87

1916/1918, remarkable collection with ca.20 covers, cards and stationeries, mostly registered
mail from a correspondence of Lt Col Thomas, a superior officer of the Anglo-Belgian Forces in
Occupied German East Africa. Included are many uprated picture postcards along with various
attractive frankings on covers, predominantly addressed to Great Britain, furthermore some local
and domestic covers. The mail was sent from different places with postmarks from Kigoma, Mwanza,
Tabora, Uvira as well as “B.P.C.V.K“ daters and one postcard franked with British India ‚I.E.F.‘ stamps
tied by cds ‚Base Office B‘. A most unusual and obviously very rare circumstance is presented by the
fact, that Lt Col Thomas was authorized and responsible to censor mail. Some of the postcards are
signed with his own handwritten censoring - so he embodied both sender and censor in one person!
Recommended and valuable anthology of colonial postal history! (M)

W

216 88

1916/1924, interesting and valuable collection with ca.20 covers, cards and stationeries and
almost all (except Mi.17, 24) mint sets, comprising red-cross issue (Mi.25/33) complete set on 2
registered covers from Usumbura to Marseille, registered covers from Kigali and Kitega, local cover
from Kigali with provisional postage dues, 50 C on 25 C blue/black (Mi.38), tied by unlisted
‚PAQUEBOT‘ handstamp, on cover from Albertville to Germany, uprated and registered postal
stationery cards, 3 postal stationery cards with provisional ovp RUANDA resp. URUNDI, censored
mail and further specialities. Recommended object with detailed descriptions on exhibition pages!
(A)
*/ b/ GA

P 21689

1916-22 Collection of more than 120 stamps, mint and used, including several stamps optd. “RUANDA.“
or “URUNDI.“ (up to 1f.), other issues including multiples, ovpt. varieties, interesting cancellations etc.
(M)

Sammlungen / Collections
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**/ */ g

.

.2
200, -
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21690

Start
1918/1920 ca., comprehensive lot with more than 150 picture postal stationery cards, comprising 5 C
green and 10 C red (P7 + P8), each with bilingual occupation overprint, included are ca.30 cards with
provisional surcharge “15“ and further picture cards from Belgian Congo without overprint. Cards are
predominantly mint or c.t.o., also some valuable used cards, i.a. from Kigoma to France, two cards with
cds 'B.P.C.V.P.K./N°.17' addressed to Ubangi, one card from Kigali and one uprated card from Usumbara
to Brussels. Many cards with interesting 'war time' pictures, comprising ships 'Netta', 'S.S.Götzen', 'Baron
Dhanis', further various war scenes and military topics. Some cards with imperfections, mostly F/VF
condition. Rarely offered in such quantities! (S)

GA

800, -

GA

150, -

RIUKIU - INSELN / RYU KYU
W

21691

1950/71 (ca.), mint and used/FD stationery (39) on pages inc. 13 special voting stationeries 1953/62
w. scarcer ones. Plus covers (14) used 1966/71 to USA. (M)

W

21692

1950/71, Ryukyu mint and used collection somewhat specialized in surcharges/dollar defs. w. FDC/
covers; 1932/44, Manchuko mint/used part collection. Also Japan MNH 1985/95 face value inc. 54 **/ */ g/
booklets mostly prefectural (furusato), in large Schaubek stockbook (Michel cat. ca. 2500.-). (A)
b/ FDC

300, -

ST. CHRISTOPHER
W

21693

1870-1885, Small collection on album leave including margin imprint stamps, 1/2p. on 1d. carminerose bisect, SG 20, 22, 24, 25, fine to very fine (M)

W

216 94

2000/2014. Pretty collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues that often have never been found in
an auction. Besides, there are about 230 mint, nh, imperforate stamps as well as about 20
imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets. A rare offer and an interesting addition to any St. Helena
collection. The collection can be also well separated! (A)

120, -

*

ST. HELENA

2000/2014. Hübsche Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, die oftmals noch nie in
einer Auktion zu finden waren. Dabei sind etwa 230 postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa 20
ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein seltenes Angebot und eine interessante Ergänzung jeder St. HelenaSammlung. Die Sammlung lässt sich auch gut vereinzeln! (A)
784/1239

**

2.

ST. LUCIA

see al so 22808
W

21695

1881/1990 ca. 190 postal stationeries, official covers, many unfolded aerograms, incl. unused and
used (only a very few items) postal stationery cards, doublecards, envelopes for registered mail and
some wrappers, please inspect (S)

GA/ b

160, -

W

21696

1983/1984, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: from 392 to
1750 per set. With nice topics: railway, personalities and cars. In total 4.347 complete sets. A summary
of all items is available. Michel 34.053 €. (K)

**

900, -

ST. PIERRE UND MIQUELON
W

W
W

216 97

1885/1994, plus some modern up to 2005, comprehensive mint and used holding in two thick
albums, comprising early overprints, Dubois and Groupe series, definitives, commemoratives,
airmails, postage dues etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A2)

21698
216 99

1938/1999, MNH accumulation in a stockbook incl. a good section 1990s. (A)

**

1969/1975, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH collection of 49 complete sheets (=1.075
proofs), only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. Yv. 391/94 (Fishes), 395/97 (Sailing
Boats), 410/13 (Ships), 421/24 (Fishes). (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

1986/2012, MNH collection/accumulation in three albums and on loose album pages, well sorted
throughout up to modern issues (in pairs), incl. a considerable amount of EURO denomination, in
addition some French Oceania. (K)

**

600, -

2009/2010, St. Pierre et Miquelon and New Caledonia, mint never hinged stock up to 5 per stamp. Face
value 310.- € for both countries together. Very nice topical material. (A2)

**

100, -

*/ **/ (*)

300, -

1870/1950, nice lot of the portugues time. Mostly mint hinged or with some gum adhesions, only a few
never hinged, and some without gum. High catalogue value. (T)
**/ */ (*)

400, -

1950/70 (ca.) holding of about 230 unused and unfolded aerograms, besides, 11 variants of F3
(different coloured overlay), all aerograms several times available incl. the 1st issue, high catalogue
value, throughout in good condition (S)

GA

200, -

1965, military uniforms, 100 x Michel no. 395/402 each in two mint never hinged full sheets. Catalogue
value 1200.- € (M) 395/402 (100)

**

160, -

P 21700
21701

**/ */ g

.
90, -

3.

ST. PIERRE UND MIQUELON - PORTOMARKEN
W

21702•

1938/1942, lot of three mint issues: Maury nos. 32/41, 42/51, 57/66, some signed Stolow etc. (T)

ST. THOMAS UND PRINZENINSEL - SAO THOME E PRINCIPE
see al so 21 1 9 0, 22605, 22607, 23 23 9 , 23 29 2, 23 29 3 , 23 453 , 23 51 6, 23 51 7

P 21703
21704
W

21705

232
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Start
1977 special collection of the UPU-membership centenario, all in pairs with different types, also varieties
such as 40$ inverted pair from margin, also 35$ red double surcharge pair from margin, both pairs NH,
a few other have slightly gum faults, but mostly very fine. (Ex Scott 450/463 var.). (M)
1977, Spezialsammlung der UPU-Ausgabe (ex Mi 464/483) mit nur Paaren mit verschiedenen Typen,
schwarze und rote Aufdrucke, vieles vom Rand bzw. Eckrand, ein paar haben Haftstellen, meist aber
tadellos **, wie auch Nr. 482a+483a kopfstehend sowie der seltene rote Aufdruck 480b+481b
Doppelaufdruck vom Eckrand. (M)

**/ *

120, -

**

450, -

604/609

**

220, -

W

21707

1977, Centenary of United Postal Union (UPU) 0.35esc. soldier with DOUBLE RED OVERPRINT of UPU
logo and 'CENTENARIO 1874 - 1974 UPU MEMBRO 1877 1977' in an investment lot with 250 se-tenant
pairs mostly in blocks/4 but also some larger blocks, mint never hinged and a very scarce offer, Mi.
480/81b var., € 10.000,-- for the normal issue with single red opt.! (T) 480/81b var.

W

21708

1979, BIRDS, complete set of six in complete sheets of fifty (folded) in an investment lot of 200 sets and
200 copies of the souvenir sheet, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 604/609, Bl. 39). Mi.-cat. val. 8.400,-€ (S)

W

21709

1979, FISHES, complete set of six in complete sheets of fifty (folded) in an investment lot of 200 sets
and 200 copies of the souvenir sheet, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 612/617, Bl. 41). Mi.-cat. val. 7.600,-€
(S) 612/617, Bl.41

**

180, -

W

21710

1981, Ludwig van Beethoven overprinted with Lady Diana. 250 x Michel Number 700-702 a (white
overprint) mint never hinged as de Luxe Block on card board. Catalogue value for single stamps 5500
Euro, for de Luxe price not mentioned. (S) 700-702

**

400, -

21711

1982, 50 Db. Goethe, Posten mit 200 postfrischen Kleinbogen der Mi.Nr.: 765 B. Michel 36.000,- € (T)

765 B 200 Sheets

**

350, -

W

21712

**

450, -

W

21713

1982, George Washington, 500 copies of the IMPERFORATED miniature sheet with four sets each of
Mi.no. 774B/775B, in total 2.000 sets, mint never hinged. Mi.-cat. val. 24.000,- € (S) 774B/775B
1983, FRUITS, complete set of six in sheets in an investment lot of 6000 sets mint never hinged (Mi.
no. 744A/749A). Mi.-cat. val. 84.000,- € (K) 744A/749A

**

.

ST. VINCENT

see al so 22803 , 22805

21714
W

21715

W

21716

1890/1985 ca. 90 covers and unused, unfolded, CTO-used postal stationeries, incl. postal stationery
cards and airgrams, mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

1982/1992, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity. With nice topics: Olympics, railway, Elvis, cars, etc. In total 24.878 complete sets, 2.625
single stamps or part sets and 33.243 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel
774.119 €. (K13)

**

.

**

2.2

**

.2

1992/2003. Great collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which partly to our knowledge have
never been offered in an auction before. Altogether there are about 200 mint, nh, imperforate
stamps and about 22 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets in the collection. An object, which is
offered in this form extremely rare and an enrichment of each large St. Vincent collection represents!
Also suitable for detailing very well! (A)
1992/2003. Großartige Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise nach
unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der Sammlung
etwa 200 postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa 22 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein Objekt,
welches in dieser Form äußerst selten angeboten wird und eine Bereicherung jeder großen St.-VincentSammlung darstellt! Auch zur Detaillierung bestens geeignet! (A)
1985/5977

W

21717

100, -

2003/2010. Exciting collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which partly to our knowledge
have never been offered in an auction before. Altogether there are about 65 mint, nh, imperforate
stamps and about 62 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets in the collection. An object, which is
offered in this form extremely rare and an enrichment of every large St. Vincent collection represents!
Also suitable for detailing very well! (A)
2003/2010. Spannende Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise nach
unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der Sammlung
etwa 65 postfrische ungezähnte Marken sowie etwa 62 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein Objekt,
welches in dieser Form äußerst selten angeboten wird und eine Bereicherung jeder großen St.-VincentSammlung darstellt! Auch zur Detaillierung bestens geeignet! (A)
5987/6779

GRENADINEN VON ST. VINCENT
see al so 22803 , 22806

EL SALVADOR
W

21718

1867/1960 (ca.), used and mint collection/accumulation on leaves/stockpage, with plenty of interesting
material from early issues, overprints, airmails, commemoratives, officials etc. (M)

21719

1867/1999: two volumes El Salvador starting with classic stamps (mostly used) and ending with
modern material in MNH. (A2)

P 21720

1887/1898, specialised collectiom on pages including many Seebeck issues. Please view. (S)
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150, -

g/ **

140, -

*/ g/ d/
b

600, -
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21721

1891/1896, Partie mit Probedrucken und ungezähnten Werten verschiedener Freimarken-Ausgaben
sowie etwas Portomarken, insgesamt rund 4.000 Werte meist in Originalbögen sowie einigen großen
Bogenteilen, teils mit Originalgummi, mit Besonderheiten wie Zwischenstege, Herzzstücke und
Druckvermerke. (S)

(*)/ **

900, -

P 21722

1891/1903, 17 complete envelopes and one front, many franked with SEEBECK-stamps. Some letters
posted to foreign countries as Germany, USA and France, (T)

b

400, -

1890, 15 staionery envelopes valuing 5, 10, 11,20,22 Centavos all used on different papers- (T)

GA

120, -

1890/1900, recommendable lot of 43 stationery cards and envelopes some with additional frankings
used to foreign destination like USA, Switzerland and Germany. The quality is above the average, please
view. (T)

GA

400, -

GA

350, -

W

EL SALVADOR - GANZSACHEN
P 21723
P 21724

SALOMONINSELN
see al so 20200

W

21725

1965/2001 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.000 UNFOLDED or folded AEROGRAMMES with several
early types and sub-types, attractive thematic issues, Postage Paid items etc., some heavier duplicated
and majority unused with a few fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail value! (S)

W

21726

2004/2009. Interesting collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, which partly to our knowledge
have never been offered in an auction before. In total there are about 75 different imperforate mint,
nh, stamps and 14 imperforate souvenir/miniature sheets in the collection. An object, which is
offered in this form only rarely and an enrichment of each collection “Solomon Islands“ represents.
Also suitable for detailing very well! (A)
2004/2009. Interessante Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise nach
unserem Wissen noch nie in einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der Sammlung
ca. 75 verschiedene ungezähnte postfrische Marken und 14 ungezähnte Blockausgaben. Ein Objekt,
welches in dieser Form nur selten angeboten wird und eine Bereicherung einer jeden Sammlung
“Salomoninseln“ darstellt. Auch zur Detaillierung bestens geeignet! (A)
1158/1402

**

.

SAMBIA

see al so 21 674

SAMOA

see al so 229 28, 23 49 2
W

21727

1935-1970 Mint and used collection on album leaves, from 1935 Jubilee with mostly complete sets,
better issues like 1965 'Independence' (MNH) or 1969 'Birds' (MNH), plus 1946 'Western Samoa' set on
cover. (M)

W

21728

1942/196946: Specialised collection with exhibition write-up on album pages, a few hundred stamps
mint and used and including lots of attractive covers. Highlights in the Western Samoa include
commercial and FDCs of the 1940s, 1952 pictorial series complete imperf proofs in the issued colours,
1952 1/- single usage from Fagamalo with large precanceled registration label and 1/- 'tax' handstamp,
as well as 1952 issue booklet panes to 1/- and three complete booklets, 2/7d, 6/- and 9/9d, issued in
1960 (SG.SB4a/SB6a), followed by the 1955 o/ps on New Zealand postal fiscals complete to £2 mint,
etc. Also a very attractive range of New Zealand postal history with first flights, usages from remote
islands, etc, as well as a study of flaws and retouches on the 1946 peace issues, etc. (M)
*/ **/ b

W

21729

1970/1980, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: With nice topics: UPU, Christmas, aviation, etc. In total 1.210 complete sets, 1.437 single
stamps and 790 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 7155 €. (K)

**

**/ g

100, -

90, 220, -

W

21730

1974/1978, lot of 1416 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps and souvenir sheets MNH,
showing various topics like Plains, Ships, Stamps on Stamps and many more. Most items are
multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (S)

**

W

21731

1980, Monuments 24s. for 80 years of German Colony and 26s. for 150 years of John Williams arrival
in an investment lot of about 390 IMPERFORATE stamps mostly in larger blocks or part panes incl. 24s.
x 160 and 26s. x 230, mint never hinged (M)

**

220, -

.2

SAUDI-ARABIEN - HEDSCHAS
W

21732•

1922-60, “HEJAZ & NEJD“ collection in album plus some later issues, bearing pairs and larger blocks,
some sheet reconstructions of boxed 1343 overprints, a wide range of overprint types and varieties,
inverted overprints, overprints in red, blue and gold, a nice stock to start this interesting area! (A)

**/ */ g

550, -

W

21733•

1925, 1/8 Pia. orangeyellow complete sheet of 50 with margins, red overprinted, mint never hinged,
very fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $2.000+ (M) 49a, Sc. L51

**

160, -

W

21734•

1874-75, Collection starting with Egypt Pyramide issue two stamps tied by blue and black “POSTE
KHEDIVIE EGIZIANE GEDDA“, plus 16 Interpostal Seals of GEDDA in different Types and colors with
varieties, a very scarce offer for Egypt used inSaudi Arabia! (M)

*/ g

550, -

21735•

1896/1990(ca.), Saudi Arabia, Emirates and Yemen, a lot with more than 280 covers, mainly registered
and air mail letters with modern issues and different frankings. In mixed but mostly good to fine
condition. (S)

b

100, -

SAUDI-ARABIEN
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W

21736 •

1910-70, Collection in large album starting Saudi Occupation of Yemen 1934 with two pieces
showing different cancelleations of Hodeida, early Saudi covers with scarce registration label
Djedda 1939 on air mail cover to Bagdad, many good air mail frankings, 200 G. Tughra issue (Sc.172)
on scarce cover to Beyrouth, a scarce offer with high retail value, please inspect carefully (A)
b/ d/ g

W

21737•

1916/2001 (ca.), very disorganised accumulation with some Hejaz and Nejd issues in album from old
to very modern with several better issues and complete sets, many miniature sheets with some
duplication, complete year sets of the 1970s/80s and others, MNH, mint hinged or used, high cat. value
- please inspect! (A)

**/ */ g

300, -

d/ g

160, -

2.

W

21738•

1925, Hejaz Nejd collection of used early overprinted issues, scarce Mekka and Djeddah cancellations,
an attractive group with high retail value, please inspect (M)

W

21739•

1925-95, Album with big stock of 1960-75 oil, air plane and dam issues, most used, blocks of four, few **/ */ g/
early air mail covers, modern stamps in mnh blocks, high retail value (A)
b

300, -

W

21740•

1940-60, Album with covers showing attractive frankings, many air mails, a wide range of cancellations,
Dammam, Akharja, Ras-Tanura, Dahran, Hassa, Raheama, Anaiza, Dafir, Raheama, Kharya, Khobar. A
scarce group! (A)

b

500, -

21741•

1946/75, part collection: 1954 UPU set (Sc. 198/200) LH, otherwise mint never hinged MNH on large
stock pages, inc. slightly better like 1970 4 P. variety deep ultra (SG 1035a/Sc. 614var.), 1970/72
official 31 P., 1974 UPU set, 1977 imams block-4. Plus few later. (M)

**

400, -

W

21742

1975-79, Group of 58 mint stamps including multiples and duplication, obviously all fresh and fine
unmounted mint. (Mi. ca 300 €) (T) ex 584/655

**

G eb ot

W

21743•

1982/1987 (ca.), heavy duplicated accumulation of the small definitives 'KAABA' and 'AL KHAFSI
DRILLING RIG' incl. different perforations etc. mostly in larger blocks, mint never hinged, a nice study lot
with a high cat. value! (A)

**

140, -

W

21744•

1983, Souvenir sheet 21 x Mi.Bl.16 Fahd Ibn Abd al-Asis Ibn Saud, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel
catalogue value 2.310,- (T)

**

140, -

W

21745•

1983, Souvenir sheet 33 x Mi.Bl.18, 33 x Mi.Bl.19 Sun City imperf, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel
catalogue value 2.508,- (M)

**

160, -

W

21746•

1989/2001, group of 18 unsevered sheets, incl. two sheets with 1989 Mecca Mosque souvenir sheet
(Michel no. Bl. 23 A), 1990s definitives “Flowers“ and “Animals“ (incl. gutter sheets, cross gutter sheets,
se-tenant sheets). Rare offer! (A)

**

200, -

SCADTA - AUSGABEN FÜR KOLUMBIEN
W

21747

1921/1923, “SERVICIO POSTAL AERO DE COLOMBIA“, 10c., 15.c., 20c., 30c. and 60c., mint
accumulation of 1.250 stamps each within units/sheets, partly some toned selvedges, mainly fresh
and fine. Michel nos. 11/14 (1.250), 16 (1.250), 141.625,- € for mint (never hinged 100 % surcharge
= cat. 283.250.- € MNH) (S) 11/16 ex

21748

**/ *

3.

W

1921/1928, incredible accumulation with ‚airplane over Volcano‘ and ‚Bogota cathedral‘ definitives
(‚POSTAL AEREO‘ and ‚TRANSPORTES AEREOS‘) with 13 different values mostly in very large
quantities incl. 1921 60c. orange-red (3.100), 1923 1p. grey (4.400), 1928 80c. olive-green (165)
etc. and additional two different stamps with ‚EU‘ opt. (20c. grey and 60c. brown), mostly in part or
complete (folded/unfolded) sheets mint never hinged with a large part with typical uneven gum, ex
Mi. 11/44 + LA591+594 (total 25.910 stamps), € 456.740,-- ++ (detailed list enclosed) - plus 100 %
for NH **would be 913.480.- catalogue (S)

**

P 21749

.

1921/1929, unusual large accumulation with ‚airplane over Volcano‘, ‚Bogota cathedral‘ definitives
(‚POSTAL AEREO‘ and ‚TRANSPORTES AEREOS‘) and ‚Rio Magdalena with 19 different values mostly
in large quantities incl. 1921 60c. orange-red (1.300!), 1923 1p. grey (1.100), 1928 80c. olive-green
(175) etc. and additional five different stamps with ‚EU‘, ‚GB‘ or ‚P‘ overprints, many of them in part
or complete (folded/unfolded) sheets with margins (marginal blemishes), a good section MINT
NEVER HINGED but the a part with typical uneven gum/GUM FAULTS, ex Mi. 10/53 + LA591, 594,
618, 620 and 654 (total 19.150 stamps), € 210.122,-- (detailed list enclosed) + 100% premium for
the part of fine MNH stamps! (S)

*/ **

3.

**

.

1923, SERVICIO POSTAL AEREO DE COLOMBIA 60c. orange-rot in einer Partie von ca. 1.200 Briefmarken
meist in großen Blocks zu kompletten (gefalteten) Blättern, postfrisch alle mit dem typischen unebenen
Gummi, sehr knappes Angebot! Mi. 16, € 120.000,-- ++ (T)
16

W

21750

1923, “SERVICIO DE TRANSPORTES AEROS EN COLOMBIA“, 15c. to 1p., 1.250 short sets within 50
(folded) sheets, unmounted mint. Michel nos. 31/36 (1.250), 36.875,- € for mint (never hinged 100
% surcharge = cat. 73.750.- € MNH) (S) 31/36

W

21751

1923, SERVICIO POSTAL AEREO DE COLOMBIA 60c. orange-red in an investment lot with about
1.200 stamps mostly in large blocks to complete (folded) sheets, mint never hinged all with typical
uneven gum, very scarce offer! Mi. 16, € 120.000,-- ++ (T)

21752

**

2.

W

1928, “SERVICIO DE TRANSPORTES AEROS EN COLOMBIA“, 40c. violet and 80c. olive-green, 825
sets within 33 (folded) sheets, unmounted mint. Michel nos. 43/44 (825), 43.725,- € (price for
single mint stamps, premium 100% for unmounted) (M) 43/44

**

.

W

21753

1928, “SERVICIO DE TRANSPORTES AEROS EN COLOMBIA“, 40c. violet, 1.250 stamps within 50 (folded)
sheets, unmounted mint. Michel no. 43 (1.250), 18.750,- € for mint (never hinged 100 % surcharge =
cat. 37.500.- € MNH) (M) 43

**
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SCADTA - LÄNDER-AUFDRUCKE
W

21754

1923, Panama “P“, black machine overprint on 30c. blue, 6.000 mint stamps within units/sheets,
adhesion marks/melted gum structure. Michel no. L 654 (6.000), 24.000,- € (S)

W

21755

1923, used and mint assortment of apprx. 170 stamps mainly bearing various country overprints */ g/ d/
(chiefly machine and a few handstamps), slightly varied condition, interesting lot for the specialist! (M)
**

350, -

*/ **

500, -

SCHARDSCHA / SHARJAH

see al so 2249 1 , 22875, 229 85, 23 063 , 23 064, 23 065, 23 066, 23 067, 23 068, 23 1 00, 23 1 09 , 23 1 1 0,
23 1 23 , 23 1 51 , 23 1 53 , 23 1 61 , 23 1 75, 23 1 88, 23 1 89 , 23 1 9 0, 23 255, 23 268, 23 285, 23 286, 23 287,
23 3 64, 23 3 83
W

21756•

1963/1972 (ca.), accumulation in box with mostly miniature sheets but also single stamps incl.
complete sets with nice thematic issues, imperforate and gold foil issues, uncut pairs of miniature
sheets with gutter between, additional several issues of Khor Fakkam, Ajman, Dubai and others, mint
never hinged (a small part of miniature sheets with heavy toned gum or gum faults), very high cat. value
- please inspect! (S)

**

800, -

1964/68, 12 unused postal stationery airgrams, incl. revaluations, overprints and different watermarks,
nice group in good condition. (M)

GA

100, -

1968, definitves Sheik Khalid, small stock of mostly the rial values c.t.o. in units and complete
sheets: Michel no. 439 (40dh.) - 100 copies, 442 (1r.) and 443 (2r.) - 180, 444 (3r.) - 175, 445 (4r.)
- 125, 446 (5r.) - 120, 447 (10r.) - 100. For 4r. and 5r. there is no price given in the catalogue.
Calculated 30,- as for the 3r. the cat. value of this lot would be 29.500,- €. In contrast to most
Sharjah stamps with this issues used stamps are priced higher than MNH and rarely offred, especially
in these amounts. (M) 442/446

W

21757

W

21758•

21759•

g

.

W

1969/1972 (ca.), huge accumulation of tens of thousands of souvenir, minature and de luxe sheets
c.t.o. in a big plastic moving box with many different sorts (see pictures in our online catalogue for
examples) including many nice topics like personalities, sports, animals, flowers etc. Also contains
the rare last souvenir sheets “Foundation of UAR“,Michel bl. nos. 155/156, with more than 500
copies in total. Good oportunity in this quantity! (K)

g

.

W

21760•

1969/1972, specialised assortment incl. proofs, imperfs., varieties, covers, thematic issues. High retail
value! (K)

**/ b/
(*)

400, -

W

21761•

1970, 4r. Charles de Gaulle Silver souvenir sheet, 182 pieces MNH. This issue is not listed in Michel. It
apparently relates to the Beethoven issue in equivalent design. Michel no.: relates to Block 72/73 which
is catalogued at 14,- € each. Theoretical cat.value would be 2.548,- € accordingly. (T)

**

170, -

W

21762•

1970, 4r. Charles de Gaulle Silver souvenir sheet, 188 pieces MNH. This issue is not listed in Michel. It
apparently relates to the Beethoven issue in equivalent design. Michel no.: relates to Block 72/73 which
is catalogued at 14,- € each. Theoretical cat.value would be 2.632,- € accordingly. (T)

**

170, -

W

21763•

1970, 4r. Napoleon Silver souvenir sheet, 287 pieces MNH. This issue is not listed in Michel. It apparently
relates to the Beethoven issue in equivalent design. Michel no.: relates to Block 72/73 which is
catalogued at 14,- € each. Theoretical cat.value would be 4.018,- € accordingly. (S)

**

240, -

W

21764•

1970, BEETHOVEN 3r. Gold souvenir sheet MNH: 100 pieces issued sheet and 169 pieces with
additional silver imprint of a violin at left. Michel no. Bl. 72 B (269), 3.766,- € (price for issued sheet
without any premium for the variety). (S)

**

160, -

21765•

1970/1972, holding of 2000/3000 MNH souvenir sheets, thematics “Space“, “Football, “Churchill“
and “de Gaulle“. (S)

**

170, -

P 21766•

1971, Foundation of UAE, 3 r. souvenir sheet c.t.o, 500 copies of this rarley offered block in good
condition. (michel no. bl. 155, cat. value 10.000,- €) (S) Bl. 155 (500)

g

500, -

W

21767•

g

500, -

W

2176 8•

1971, Foundation of UAE, 3 r. souvenir sheet imperf. c.t.o, 500 copies of this rarley offered block in good
condition. (michel no. bl. 156, cat. value 10.000,- €) (S) Bl. 156 (500)
1972, 5 R. Painting by E. Delacroix: rider on horse, souvenir sheet Mi.no. 154 with SILVER overprint
“Safe Departure / Moon-Landing / Calender“ (also in Arabic) and two APOLLO 16 signets, not listed
in the Michel catalogue. 100 copies mint never hinged, slightly curved. Very rare and hardly ever
offered in this quantity. (T) Bl. 154 var (100)

P 2176 9•

**

.

1972, 5 R. Painting by E. Delacroix: rider on horse, souvenir sheet with GOLDEN overprint “Safe
Departure / Moon-Landing / Calender“ (also in Arabic) and two APOLLO 16 signets, not listed in the
Michel catalogue. 100 copies mint never hinged, slightly curved. Very rare and hardly ever offered
in this quantity. (T) Bl. 154 var. (100)

21770•

**

.

W

1972, 6r. Churchill Gold souvenir sheet, apprx. 2.700 pieces MNH. This issue is not listed in Michel.
It apparently relates to the Kennedy issue in identical design. Michel no.: relates to Block 151 which
is catalogued at 15,- € each. Theoretical cat.value would be 40.500,- € accordingly. (S)

**

2.2

W

21771•

1972, 6r. Churchill Silver souvenir sheet, apprx. 700 pieces MNH. This issue is not listed in Michel. It
apparently relates to the Kennedy issue in identical design. Michel no.: relates to Block 150 which is
catalogued at 15,- € each. Theoretical cat.value would be 7.500,- € accordingly. (S)

**

W

21772•

1972, Ancient Egypt, 4r. souvenir sheet, holding of apprx. 5000 MNH souvenir sheets. Michel no.
Block 152, no price given, fairly estimated to 25.000,- €. (S)

**

W
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21773•

1972, De Gaulle/Airplanes, 5dh.-3r. DE LUXE SHEETS, apprx. 350 complete sets MNH. Michel nos.
882/87, de luxe sheets not listed, fairly estimated to apprx. 5.600,- €. (S)

**

200, -

W

21774•

1972, De Gaulle/Paris Buildings, 5dh.-3r. DE LUXE SHEETS, 400 complete sets (75dh. value only 300
pieces), MNH. Michel nos. 875/80, de luxe sheets not listed, fairly estimated to apprx. 6.000,- €. (S)

**

200, -

W

21775•

1972, Star Signs and Flowers: more than 80 miniature sheets with a complete set of twelve values each
badly placed perforation, sometime the perforation is only shifted a bit but with the most sheets
completely displaced. Additionally a pile of normally perforated and imperf. sheets of comparison. An
exceptional offer! (S) 1320/1331

x/ **

200, -

1900/1970, Karton mit über 1600 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945
sehr gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und überwiegend frankiert. Eine bunte
Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten Motiven
wie u.a. Arbeitswelt, Verkehrsmittel, ethnologische Darstellungen und Kultur bietet. Die Karten sind
meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (K)

Ak

700, -

1938, A.O.F. Working Woman 9 color trial essays in different colors including black print, all without
value imprint, all Paris printings, fine, scarce and attractive offer (M) Essays ex Yv. 144-148

(*)

130, -

1972/1980, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: With nice topics: animals, Olympics, soccer, paintings, etc. In total 16.373 complete sets,
2.029 single stamps or part sets and 193 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available.
Michel 93.454 €. (K)

**

3.

1972/1980, lot of 1741 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps and souvenir sheets MNH,
showing various topics like Animals, Olympic Games 1972, Muhammad Ali, Soccer World Cup 1978
and many more. All items are multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail
value. (S)

**

.

SCHARDSCHA - KHOR FAKKAN / SHARJAH - KHOR FAKKAN
see al so 229 20, 23 254, 23 255, 23 256

SENEGAL
P 21776

21777•
W

21778

W

21779

1900/1970, huge box with more then 1600 historical postcards with a minor part of cards dated after
1945. Main part of the cards is unused, some were circulated and very often franked. Very interesting
collection of cards not only showing topographical topics but also a wide range of interesting motifs such
as working environment, different kinds of transportation, ethnology and culture. Exciting collection in
great condition. (K)

SINGAPUR

see al so 21 3 24, 21 3 26, 21 3 3 3 , 21 3 71 , 21 3 9 5, 229 1 6, 229 1 7, 229 1 8, 229 1 9
W

21780•

1855 ca.: Collection of 82 checks of the Royal Bank of Canada used in Singapore and franked by KGVI.
and/or early QEII. adhesives up to $5, good/fine. (M)

b

130, -

W

21781•

1867-1940's ca. - PERFINS: Collection of more than 800 stamps showing perfins of Singapore
companies and institutions, in alphabetical order from “AC“ (A Clourt & Co., Singapore) to “Y S/B“
(Yokohama S. Bank), in (mostly used) stamps from early QV to KGVI. and few later issues, including
multiples, stamps on pieces, high $ values etc., in mixed condition. (M)

g/ *

300, -

P 21782•

1880‘s-1950‘s: About 1500-1600 covers used in Singapore and franked by Straits Settlements
adhesives from early QV issues, with multiple frankings, registered mail, a wide range of Singapore
postmarks, registered and censored mail, good destinations and many more, in mixed condition. (K)

b

21783•

1897 - 1970 (ca.), accumulation of about 120 covers and postcards, with obliteration from small
secondary post offices, various types of Singapore postmarks, nice frankings etc., in mixed condition. (S)

W

.

1897 - 1970 (ca.), Posten von etwa 120 Belegen, dabei Stempel von kleinen Nebenpostämtern,
ungbrauchte Aerogramme usw. (S)

GA/ b

150, -

1900-1970's ca.: Hundreds covers from old to modern with a wide range of frankings and postmarks
including a good quantity of various meter stamps, Singapore sub-offices, early mail, registered/air/
censored mail, few FDCs, etc., in mixed condition. (K)

b

450, -

W

21784•

W

21785•

1900's-20's ca.: About 120 PICTURE POSTCARDS from Singapore (few others like from Borneo or
Malaysian states), almost all different, some used, and including postcard booklets plus some
photographs and small cards. (S)

b

350, -

P 21786•

1930's-2000's: Two big boxes filled up with hundreds and hundreds of picture postcards, with some
older (pre-1960) cards in an album, but mostly modern Singapore, used and unused. (K2)

b

200, -

P 21787•

1940‘s-2000‘s: Accumulation of several hundred stamps and miniature sheets, especially 10 copies
of the good 1995 ‚Orchids‘ m/s with orange background, also 1995 large-size m/s with proofs of
the Orchid stamp on margin, good stamps and sets from 1948 Silver Wedding (unmounted mint),
hundreds of stamps in bags or envelopes, etc. etc. (S)

**/ */ g

21788•

1946-modern: More than 200 covers, postcards, postal stationery items, FDCs and others, starting with
an early air letter franked Straits KGVI. 25c. optd. BMA but used in November 1946, followed by mail to
countries worldwide, with lovely frankings (stamps and miniature sheets), FDCs, specials like two
Taligerams, and many other interesting items more. (S)

b/ GA/
FDC

W
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21789•

1948-71 REVENUES: Collection of 19 complete documents bearing Singapore REVENUE stamps up to
$500, with KGVI., QEII. and Coat of Arms issues, all different, with mixed frankings of Singapore
Revenues and 'Postage & Revenue' stamps, multiples etc., all cancelled by respective red Singapore
seal datestamps, slightly mixed but mostly good to fine condition. (S)

W

21790

1949/2002 ca. 390 covers, postcards and postal stationeries, incl. registered postal stationery
envelopes (incl. oversized items), aerograms (unused and commercially used), nice lot with attactive
starting price, please inspect (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

400, -

21791•

1950's-2000 ca.: More than thousand covers, picture postcards, postal stationery items and miscellenea
like Singapore souvenirs, and few items from other countries. (K)

b/ GA

450, -

21792•

1950's-modern: A big box filled up with hundreds and hundreds of mostly modern picture postcards,
postal stationery items, some FDCs etc. (K)

b/ GA

180, -

21793•

1950's-modern: A big box filled up with much more than thousand modern picture postcards, covers,
postal stationery items etc., mostly from Singapore but also some from Malaysia, Siam and others. (K)

b/ GA

180, -

21794•

1957-70: Eight unfolded Air Letter sheets (Aerogrammes) showing varieties (mostly), including patches
of colour, stamp printed only (without test and 'By Air Mail' logo), of text printed only (w/o stamp), 1970
issue with colour rose missing, or colour rose printed only, and others, partially stained but a good group
of scarce and attractive varieties. (M)

GA

400, -

P 21795•

1960-70‘s (mostly): More than 600 FDC‘s plus few covers, in various quantitees, with a lot of good
sets including se-tenants, almost no miniature sheets (few modern Zodiac), in slightly mixed
condition. (K)

FDC

21796•

1960's-2000's: Two big boxes filled up with hundreds and hundreds of picture postcards, almost all
modern Singapore, used and unused. (K2)

b

100, -

21797•

1960's-modern: More than thousand picture postcards, mostly from Singapore, few from Malaya and
areas around, used or unused. (K3)

b

130, -

21798•

1966/2005, mint never hinged MNH collection in stockbook inc. 1969 150th anniversary (2) and s/s
#1 (Michel cat. 2500.- +) (A)

**

300, -

W

21799•

1970's-90's ca.: Several hundred modern picture postcards, covers, Singapore souvenirs, FDCs and
several presentation folders mostly with Orchids miniature sheets including good 1995 issues. (K)

b/ GA/
**

250, -

W

21800•

1971-2004 Seven presentation folders containg early sets like 1971 'Paitings of Singapore', 1995
Exhibition miniature sheets 'Orchids' including 1994 imperf, 1995 with orange background and the
large-size one with proofs of the Orchid stamp on margin, and others. (S) Bl. 33B, 35AI, 36 a.o.

200, -

21801

**

W

1973, Flowers and Fruits defintives complete set of 13 in a lot with about 50 IMPERFORATE sets
mostly in pairs or strips/3, MNH and a very scarce offer! Mi. 192/204 var. (T) 192/204 var.

21802

**

2.

W

1973/1975, lot of 5224 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps and souvenir sheets MNH,
showing various topics like Sports, Flowers and Fruits, Guppies, UNICEF and many more. All items
are multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

2 .

W

21803•

**

W

21804

1990/1995: Eight folders with 1995 'Orchids' miniature sheets (background in orange) plus 68 1990
booklets, mint never hinged. (Mi. about 2,400 €) (S) Bl. 35AI(8) + booklets
1991/1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE ‚95 (“Orchids“), lot of 100 presentation folders with all
five issues plus the special proof sheet (limited edition of 5.000 copies only), unmounted mint.
Michel nos. 627/28, 646/47, 695/96, 718/19, 761/62 A each as se-tenant strip, souvenir sheets
Block 25, 27, 29, 31, 33 A, 36; cat.value 39.850,- € (K)

**

W

21805

1991/1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), lot of 20 presentation folders with all five
issues plus the special proof sheet (limited edition of 5.000 copies only), unmounted mint. Michel nos.
627/28, 646/47, 695/96, 718/19, 761/62 A each as se-tenant strip, souvenir sheets Block 25, 27,
29, 31, 33 A, 36; cat.value 7.970,- € (S) Proof

**

400, -

W

21806•

1991/1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), lot of 20 presentation folders with all five
issues plus the special sheet (limited edition of 5.000 copies only), unmounted mint. Michel nos.
627/28, 646/47, 695/96, 718/19, 761/62 A each as se-tenant strip, souvenir sheets Block 25, 27,
29, 31, 33 A, 36; cat.value 7.970,- €. (S)

**

450, -

**

W

W

21807

1991/1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE ‚95 (“Orchids“), lot of 88 presentation folders with all
five issues plus the special sheet (limited edition of 5.000 copies only), unmounted mint. Michel nos.
627/28, 646/47, 695/96, 718/19, 761/62 A each as se-tenant strip, souvenir sheets Block 25, 27,
29, 31, 33 A, 36; cat.value 35.000,- €. (K)

W

21808•

1995 Group of 10 'Orchids' miniature sheet in larger size with proofs of the orchid stamp on sheet
margin, each in folder (without the other miniature sheets the folder contains when presented), mint
never hinged, fresh and fine. (Singapore Stamp cat. no. S95-E5K) (Mi. Block 36 cat. value 2800 €) (S)

W

21809•

Bl. 36(10)

1995 Group of 20 'Orchids' miniature sheet in larger size with proofs of the orchid stamp on sheet
margin, each in folder (without the other miniature sheets the folder contains when presented), mint
never hinged, fresh and fine. (Singapore Stamp cat. no. S95-E5K) (Mi. Block 36 cat. value 5600 €) (S)

Bl. 36 (20)
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250, -
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**

250, -

**

500, -
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W

21810•

1995 ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet $2+$2 with background in orange and inscription in gold metallic
foil, complete series of 100 minimature sheets, each in a respective folder, numbered from 15011600 (of 9000 printed), fresh and fine. (Mi. from 16,000 €; Singapore stamp cat. S95-E9K: from SG$
22,000) (S) Bl. 35AI (100)

21811•

**

.

W

1995 ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet $2+$2 with background in orange and inscription in gold metallic
foil, complete series of 300 minimature sheets, each in a respective folder, numbered from 10011300 (of 9000 printed), fresh and fine. (Mi. from 48,000 €; Singapore stamp cat. S95-E9K: from SG$
66,000) (K) Bl. 35AI (300)

21812•

**

2.

1995 ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet $2+$2 with background in orange and inscription in gold metallic
foil, complete series of 600 minimature sheets, each in a respective folder, fresh and fine. (Mi. from
96,000 €; Singapore stamp cat. S95-E9K: from SG$ 132,000) (K) Bl. 35AI (600)

**

.

21813•

1995 'Orchids': The three good miniature sheets (sheet margins showing 'Orangutan' imperf, scene in
orange and progressive proofs (larger size)), 10 each, housed in respective folders mint never hinged,
fresh and fine. (Mi. 5300 €) (K) Bl. 33B, 35AI, 36 (10 each)

**

350, -

21814•

1995 'Orchids': The three good miniature sheets (sheet margins showing 'Orangutan' imperf, scene in
orange and progressive proofs (larger size)), 5 each, housed in respective folders, mint never hinged,
fresh and fine. (Mi. 2650 €) (S) Bl. 33B, 35AI, 36 (5 each)

**

180, -

21815•

1995 Quantity of 30 'Orchids' miniature sheets IMPERF, orangutan etc. on sheet margin, each in
respective folder, mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi. 2700 €) (K) Bl. 33B (30)

**

220, -

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with background in orange, 100 EXAMPLES each in resp.
folder, Serial No. 4001-4100 (of the issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi.
16,000 €) (S) Bl. 35AI (100)

21817•

**

.

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with background in orange, 143 EXAMPLES each in resp.
folder, (issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi. 22,880 €) (S) Bl. 35AI (143)

21818•

**

.2

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with background in orange, 200 EXAMPLES each in resp.
folder, Serial No. 4101-4300 (of the issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi.
32,000 €) (K) Bl. 35AI (200)

P 21819•

**

2.

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with background in orange, 300 EXAMPLES each in resp.
folder, Serial No. 1901-2200 (of the issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi.
48,000 €) (K) Bl. 35AI (300)

21820•

**

3.

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with background in orange, 300 EXAMPLES each in resp.
folder, Serial No. 8001-8300 (of the issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi.
48,000 €) (K) Bl- 35AI (300)

21821•

**

3.

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with background in orange, 800 EXAMPLES each in resp.
folder, of the issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi. 128,000 €) (K) Bl. 35AI

(800)

**

.

P 21822•

1995 Singapore Stamp Exhibition: 11 Exhibition folders containing Orchids stamps and miniature
sheets including first 1995 m/s imperf (5 folders), Sept. 1995 m/s with orange background (5 folders)
and one folder with stamps and miniature sheets incl. the large-size m/s with proofs of Orchid stamp on
margin, plus 5 Papua-New Guinea/Singapore joint issue m/s (orchids), plus 10 Exhibition medals in
bronze (5) and plated silver (5). (S)

**

300, -

W

21823•

1995 Singapore Stamp Exhibition: Three Exhibition folders containg Orchids stamps and miniature
sheets including first 1995 m/s imperf, September m/s with orange background and large-size m/s with
proofs of Orchid stamp on margin, plus Papua-New Guinea/Singapore joint issue m/s (orchids), plus
Exhibition medals in bronze and plated silver. (S) Bl. 36 a.o.

100, -

21824•

**

W

1995 Stock of 160 ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheets, with 100 of the small one with orange background,
and 60 of the larger ‚Proof‘ one showing progressive proofs of the Orchid stamp on margin, each in
special folder. (Singapore stamp cat. S95-E9K and S95-E5K) (Mi. 32,800 €) (K) Bl. 35AI(100) + Bl. 36(60)

**

W

21816 •

.

W

21825•

1995 Ten 'Orchids' miniature sheets, even five of the orange one and the larger size 'Proof' one, mint
never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi. 2200 €) (T) Bl. 35AI(5) + Bl. 36(5)

**

250, -

W

21826•

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces,
unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 9.000,- €. (T)

**

500, -

W

21827•

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces,
unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 9.000,- €. (T)

**

500, -

W

21828

**

450, -

W

21829

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces,
unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 9.000,- €. (S) Bl. 33 B (100)
1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE ‚95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, lot of 190
pieces, unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 17.100,- € (T) Block 33 B

21830

**

.

W

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE ‚95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, lot of 200
pieces, unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 18.000,- € (T) Block 33 B

**

.

W

21831

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, lot of 50 pieces,
unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 4.500,- €. (T) Bl. 33 B (50)

**
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W

21832•

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), souvenir sheet with stage proofs on margin, lot of
47 u/m pieces (within presentation folder, this without the other stamps). Only 5.000 copies were
issued. Michel no. Block 36, cat.value 13.160,- €. (K)

**

900, -

W

21833

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), special souvenir sheet with orange sheet margin
and golden overprint, 100 pieces unmounted mint, serially numbered within presentation folder each.
Michel no. Block 35 A I, cat.value 16.000,- € (S) Block 35 A I

**

900, -

W

21834

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE ‚95 (“Orchids“), special souvenir sheet with orange sheet
margin and golden overprint, 200 pieces unmounted mint, serially numbered within presentation
folder each. Michel no. Block 35 A I, cat.value 32.000,- € (S) Block 35 A I

**

W

21835

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), special souvenir sheet with orange sheet margin
and golden overprint, 64 pieces unmounted mint, serially numbered within presentation folder each.
Michel no. Block 35 A I, cat.value 10.240,- € (S) Block 35 A I

**

1995: 200 ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheets = even 100 of Orangutan m/s IMPERF and September m/s
with background in orange (in resp. folder), all mint never hinged, fresh and fine. Singapore Stamp
Cat. S95-2Mi and S95-E9K. (Mi. 25,000 €) (S) Bl. 33B + 35AI (100 each)

**

P 21836 •

.
500, 2.

W

21837

1995: Singapore '95 Orchids series souvenir sheet with frame in orange (Singapore cat. S95-E9K), 100
unmounted mint examples each in a folder, fresh and very fine. (Mi. 16,000 €). (S) Bl. 35 A I (100)

**

900, -

W

21838

1995: Singapore '95 Orchids series souvenir sheet with frame in orange (Singapore cat. S95-E9K), 50
unmounted mint examples each in a folder, fresh and very fine. (Mi. 8,000 €). (S) Bl. 35 A I (50)

**

400, -

W

21839•

1995-2004: 30 Exhibition folders, with even 10 of 1995 Exhibition Catalogue containing May '95
miniature sheet imperf, folder with Sep. '95 m/s (orange background) and 2004 Exh. folder containing
the five miniature sheets, fresh and fine. (Mi. about 2,600 €) (S) Bl. 33B, 35AI, 107-11 (10 each)

**

300, -

W

21840•

1995-2004: 6 Exhibition folders, with even two of 1995 Exhibition Catalogue containing May '95
miniature sheet imperf, folder with Sep. '95 m/s (orange background) and 2004 Exh. folder containing
the five miniature sheets, fresh and fine. (Mi. about 530 €) (M) Bl. 33B, 35AI, 107-11 (2 each)

**

100, -

P 21841•

1995-2004: 60 Exhibition folders, with even 20 of 1995 Exhibition Catalogue containing May '95
miniature sheet imperf, folder with Sep. '95 m/s (orange background) and 2004 Exh. folder containing
the five miniature sheets, fresh and fine. (Mi. about 5,200 €) (K) Bl. 33B, 35AI, 107-11 (20 each)

**

400, -

21842•

2004 Singapore 'Trade & Industry' - Worls Stamp Championship: 64 folders each containing the five
different miniature sheets (= 320 sheets), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi. about 2,100 €) (K) Bl.

**

100, -

GA

220, -

W

107-11 (64)

SIERRA LEONE
W

21843

1890/1995 (ca.) stock of ca. 900 unused and unfolded aerograms, incl. some older commercially used
postal stationeries (incl. one registered stationery envelope and two doublecards with attached reply
part), mostly in good condition (S)

W

21844

2007/2009. Very interesting collection with imperforate, mint, nh, issues, some of which to our
knowledge have never been offered at an auction before. Altogether there are in the collection
about 241 different mint, nh, imperforate stamps and about 15 souvenir/miniature sheets
imperforate. An object that is offered in this form extremely rare and an enrichment of every large
Sierra Leone collection represents! Also suitable for detailing! (A)
2007/2009. Hochinteressante Sammlung mit ungezähnten Ausgaben, welche teilweise nach unserem
Wissen noch nie bei einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt befinden sich in der Sammlung etwa
241 verschiedene postfrische ungezähnte Marken und etwa 15 Blockausgaben ungezähnt. Ein Objekt,
das in dieser Form äußerst selten angeboten wird und eine Bereicherung jeder großen Sierra Leone
Sammlung darstellt! Auch zur Detaillierung geeignet! (A)
5005/5235

**

2.

SOMALIA
W

21845

1995/1997, nice accumulation of mint never hinged sets and souvenir sheets, in quantities up to 36
per set/souvenir sheet. Beuatiful topics: Chess, cats, music, world war II. Seldom offered. Catalogue
value 1315.- Euro. (M)

**

180, -

**

800, -

SPANISCH-GUINEA
W

21846

1902, King Alfonso XIII. to the right 5c. dark-green in an INVESTMENT or STUDY LOT with approx. 2.500
(!) stamps mostly in larger blocks, mint never hinged and a very unusual offer! Mi. 1, € 37.500,-- ++ for
mint hinged stamps (Edifil 1, € 75.000,-- + for MNH) (T) 1

SPANISCH-MAROKKO
see al so 2569 5

W

21847

1926, Red Cross – Royal Family 10c. green with black opt. 'ZONA PROTECTORADO ESPANOL' in a lot with
approx. 2.300 stamps in blocks/10 to part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 80, € 9.200,-- + for mint
hinged (Edifil 94, € 21.390,-- +) (S) 80

**

400, -

W

21848

1926, Red Cross – Royal Family 20c. blue/black EXPRESS stamp with black opt. 'ZONA PROTECTORADO
ESPANOL' in a lot with approx. 1.800 stamps in blocks/4 to part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 90, €
4.680,-- + for mint hinged (Edifil 103, € 11.160,-- +) (T) 90

**

300, -
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Start
NORTH ZONE: 1956, airmail issue 'Lockheed Constellation' complete set of four in a lot with 300 sets
mostly in complete (folded) sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Nordzone 9/12, € 2.550,-- + (Edifil Zona
Norte 9/12, € 2.100,-- +) (T) Nordzone 9/12

160, -

**

SPANISCH-SAHARA
W

21850

1936, Native with dromedary prepared reprint but NOT ISSUED set of ten without control number
(except the 50c. with blue control number) in a lot with 103 (!) IMPERFORATE sets in four blocks of
25 and additional strips of three, unused without gum and very scarce, unlisted in Michel (see
footnote), Edifil NE 1/10, € 33.990,-- + (T) 3/12 var.

(*)

.

SPANISCH-WESTINDIEN
W

21851

1855/1873, used and mint collection of 90 stamps incl. multiples on album pages, showing a nice
range of various issues, shades etc. (M)

g/ */ (*)

200, -

W

21852

1855/1896, Spanish West Indies/Cuba, used and mit collection/accumulation of apprx. 420 stamps g/ */ **/
incl. some (also larger) multiples, well sorted throughout with many interesting items. (M)
(*)

300, -

W

21853

1857, Queen Isabella without watermark, 2r. red, complete sheet “N 1,186.“ of 170 stamps, unused no
gum, some slight imperfections. Michel 10, 3.060,- €; Scott 14, 2.975,- €; Edifil 9, 3.315,- €. (MS)

(*)

250, -

SPANISCHE BESITZUNGEN IM GOLF VON GUINEA
W

21854

1932, definitive issue 20c. deep violet (native) without control number prepared reprint but NOT ISSUED
in an INVESTMENT LOT with approx. 700 imperforte stamps mostly in larger blocks, unused without gum
and very scarce, unlisted in Michel (Mi. 159 var.), Edifil NE 11C, € 57.400,-- + (T) 159 var.

(*)

800, -

W

21855

1935, definitive issue 2c. chestnut (native) perf. 10¼ without control number in a lot with approx. 1.300
(!) stamps all in larger blocks from margins incl. part imprints and plate numbers, mint never hinged and
scarce! Mi. 197 A, € 15.600,-- + for mint hinged (Edifil 245, € 32.500,-- +) (T) 197 A

**

600, -

GA/ b

350, -

SUDAN

see al so 20084
W

21856

P 21857

1898/1993 (ca.) holding of about 530 unused and unfolded aerograms, incl. about 50 older postal
stationary and covers, these constitute the main value of this lot, mainly in good condition (S)

1900/1990 (ca.), sophisticated balance on stockpages/in glassines/loose material, comprising a nice
range of Camel Horseman issues incl. 21 blocks of four with controls, 17 covers 1940/1941 with
atttractive and interesting frankings, 1980s showing apprx. 60 commercial aimail covers to Germany
etc. (S)
b/ d/ g

600, -

W

21858

1931/1951, mint collection on stockpages, comprising e.g. 1935 General Gordon 9 values, 1941
definitives “Tuti Island“ 15 values, airmails, officials. (M)

**/ *

140, -

W

21859

1935/1952 ca., interesting mint/used collection with more than 350 stamps on exhibition pages,
comprising airmail issues SG ex 52/77 with perforation varieties and multiples, General Gordon used
set (SG 59-67), 1940 5 M provisional stamp with errors, 1941 emergency issue 1 M to 10 M with
interpane gutters and further interesting definitive stamps. In addition a block of ten 1942 Currency
Provisionals '1 Millieme on 3 Pia' printed to relieve a shortage of coins in Darfur Province. Recommended
object for the specialized Sudan collector! (M)

**/ */ g

240, -

W

21860

1948/1951, Posts & Telegraphs Training School, collection of 18 stamps (SG ex 96/137) with ovp
“SCHOOL“ together with 3 postal stationeries for training purposes, all stamps mint, partly with official
punchholes, two envelopes handstamped with violet cachet “P.& T. TRAINING SCHOOL OMDURMAN“. VF
condition (M)

*/ GA

120, -

g

400, -

SÜD-RHODESIEN
see al so 21 674

KAP DER GUTEN HOFFNUNG
21861

1853/1900, collection on albumpage, including 12 triangles with large margins, such as 1 P. on bluish
paper, another signed Engel, 4 P. slate, ivory head, 1 Shill.(3) with different colors including emerald.
Further issues with a few better, such as Scott 22 numeral “4“. (M)
1853/1900, Prachtsammung auf Vordruck mit 12 breitrandigen Kap-Dreiecken, dabei 1 P. auf blauem
Papier, weitere 1 P. gepr. Engel, mehrere 4 P. Marken dabei schieferfarben und weitere auf blauem
Papier mit sog. Elefantenkopf (ivory head), auch 1 Shill. (3) verschied. Farben dabei smaragdgrün,
weiteres mit interess. Stempeln,u.a. Nr. 17 gest.“4“. (M)

21862

1853/1902, used and mint accumulation on stockpages, from apprx. 45 copies triangular stamps,
varied condition, comprehensive section following issues, overprints, high denominations, mint material g/ */ **/
etc. (M)
(*)

350, -

21863

1855/1864 (ca.), Triangulars, lot of 16 single stamps and one pair, slightly varied condition, interesting
lot, to be inspected! (T)

g/ (*)

350, -

P 2186 4

1864/1904, a splendid mint and used collection of apprx. 312 stamps, neatly arranged on album
pages and showing some specialisation, e.g. 1874 1d. on 6d. deep lilac mint, 1876 1d. on 1s. green
mint, 1879/1880 surcharges incl. types, 1882 surcharges and following, 1896 5s. brown-orange
two mint copies, 1903 5s. brown-orange two mint copies etc. Attractive offer! (M)

g/ *

W

W
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KAP DER GUTEN HOFFNUNG - GANZSACHEN
21865

1878/1907, ca. 35 covers and unused and used postal stationeries (postal stationery cards and
registered envelopes, also great sizes, wrappers), incl. preprinted and uprated items, revaluated items,
censored mail, little accumulation in mostly good condition. (S)

120, -

GA/ b

NATAL
W

2186 6

1860/1903, comprehensive mint and used accumulation QV, KEVII and KGV, varied condition,
neatly sorted on stockpages up to high denominations (mainly fiscally used). Stated to a high cat.
value, needs viewing. (M)

g/ */ (*)

.

NEUE REPUBLIK
P 21867

1886/1887, Handstamps on yellow/grey paper, collection of 24 mint and used values up to 10s.6d.,
slightly varied condition. (M)

*/ g

200, -

ORANJEFREISTAAT
see al so 21 874

W

21868

1884/1900 holding of ca. 680 unused postal stationery cards, mainly prefranked and with overprint of
revaluation, mostly in good condition (S)

GA

300, -

W

21869

1892/1913, ca. 70 postal stationery cards, postal stationery envelopes and wrappers incl. used/
unused/specimen/censored, different types, very high retail value (S)

GA

180, -

W

21870

1900/1901, Coat of arms with overprints incl. 'V.R.I.' part set of nine ½d. to 2s.6d., 'E.R.I.' complete set
of five and additional the surcharged issue 'E.R.I. / Half Penny' on 2d. in a lot with about 200 stamps
each in singles or blocks/4 unchecked for varieties, mint never hinged and an unusual lot for the
specialist! SG. 226/34, 238/42, 243, £ 9.560 ++ (S) SG. 226/34, 238/42, 243

**

400, -

GA

50, -

**/ */ g

800, -

1858/1888, Lot mit NATAL Mi. 7 mit Federzugentwerung (Mi. 1700,-), Nr. A11 (*), Oranjefreistaat z.B.
mit selt. Stempel “29“ von Senekal, Aufdruckbesonderheit 1/2 d auf 5 Shill., dazu Betschuanaland mit
u.a. Nr. 7 gest. und Kap der Guten Hoffnung 17 * . (T)

g/ (*)/ *

150, -

21874

1890/1994 (ca.), Soth Africa, Southwestafrika, Zanzibar, Oranje, Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Transkei and
Venda nice lot with more than 700 covers and cards. Many postal staionaries, FDC, special cancellations,
etc. (K)

GA/ b/
Ak/ FDC/
Mk/ e

100, -

W

21875

1890's-1950's: More than 220 covers, postcards, picture postcards and postal stationery items, few
from early States as postal stationery cards from Natal, the Cape, Orange Free States or Orange River
Col. including used double cards, find censored mail, registered covers and p/s envelopes, destinations
like Lithuania, Russia, other European countries, etc. up to pre-/post-WWII covers. (S)

b/ GA

160, -

W

21876

1899/1995 (ca.), comprehensive used accumulation in albums/glassines and especially a nice range
of some hundred covers/cards. Interesting lot, needs careful viewing! (K)

g/ b/ *

150, -

W

21877

1913/1955 (ca.), accumulation with about 130 covers incl. registered and airmails, official and taxed,
a few censors, postmarks incl. some commemorative pmks., se-tenant issues etc., mixed condition but
many useful items included! (S)

b

140, -

P 21878

1916/2005 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 350 covers and unused, CTO-used and commercially used postal
stationeries (postal stationery cards, picture, cards, postal stationery envelopes for registered mail,
airgrams), incl. registered mail, censored mail, postage due on incoming mail, scarce destinations
(Australia, Ireland, USA etc.), nice and useful lot, please inspect (S)

GA/ b

300, -

P 21879•

1940/2000 (ca.) accumulation of more then 900 unused and used/CTO AEROGRAMMES and airletters,
incl. some better items (issue for forces in Korea), incl. (600+) unfolded items, inludes collection of Air
Letter sheets mounted on exhibition sheets with some scarce items, mostly in fine condition. (ex J.
Kasper) (K)

GA

300, -

TRANSVAAL

TRANSVAAL - GANZSACHEN
W

21871

1867 (ca.), two unused postal stationery envelopes, U1 once and U2a in good condition. Offered “as is“!
(T)

SÜDAFRIKA
see al so 21 89 8

P 21872

1850's-1970's: Mint and used collection of the various areas and countries of South Africa, starting with
Cape of Good Hope (incl. few triangles), several Griqualand used (various types of overprints), Natal,
Orange Free State, Transvaal and Zululand, followed by Union of South Africa issues, plus stamps/sets/
part collections of British South Africa Comp. & Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Swaziland and others, mostly fresh and fine. (K)

21873

1858/1888, Lot with some better classic stamps, such as Natal Sc. 5 ink cross, Sc. 14 (*), Orange
Freestate numeral postmark “29“ (Senekal), Cape of Good Hope Sc. 22 *, Bechuanaland on album-part
incl. Sc 8 used. (T)
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21880

1944/97 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 480 covers, postcards and unused (some unfolded airgrams incl.
with surcharge South Wset Africa and Swaziland), CTO-used and used postal stationeries, postal
stationery cards and some picture postal stationery cards, mostly simple material and in good condition.
(S)
GA/ b/ Ak

300, -

21881

1950/2005, accumulation of ca. 430 covers (mostly sent to USA with partly high frankings) and unused
and a few used postal stationeries, incl. unfolded airgrams, picture postal stationery cards (complete
sets in both variants of languages), nice motives, mostly in good condition with attractive starting price.
(S)

GA/ b

150, -

W

21882

1964/1974, accumulation in box with complete sets mostly in very large quantities incl. 1973 Electricity
and Woltemade (1.250 sets each), 1973 Langenhoven (650 sets) and several others incl. nice thematics
as rugby, coins, sugar congress etc., mint never hinged, Mi. € 25.691,-- (detailled list enclosed) (S)

**

500, -

W

21883

1964/1978, u/m accumulation of complete sets (mainly within units), comprising commemoratives
and definitives “Proteas/Succulents“. Michel cat.value apprx. 21.000,- €. (S)

**

600, -

21884•

1964/1994 (ca.), comprehensive accumulation of semi-modern philatelic material, neatly sorted incl.
many f.d.c., some u/m issues, also some Namibia noted. Four boxes full of material! (K4)

FDC/ b/
**

250, -

1913/1985 (ca.), accumulation with about 190 used postal stationeries incl. many registered letters,
envelopes, lettercards, wrappers, aerogrammes and postcards with many modern pictorial issues,
several better items, attractive thematics, uprated items incl. airmails and registered, some nice
postmarks etc., mixed but mainly good condition (S)

GA

250, -

21886

1913/2000 (ca.), accumulation with about 570 postal stationeries incl. registered letters, envelopes,
lettercards, wrappers, aerogrammes and postcards with many modern pictorial issues, several better
items, different types and sizes, attractive thematics etc., unused in mostly fine condition - PLEASE
INSPECT! (S)

GA

200, -

P 21887•

1941/2002 (ca.) Attractive and great lot of AEROGRAMMES, more than 1.000 unused and used/CTO
airmail lettercards, airletters and aerogrammes included 14 WWII Military air letter sheets, also a nice
accumulation with about 46 fine items unused ACTIVE SERVICE LETTERCARDS. We have seen several
better items, different types and sub-types, different frankings and unusual destinations. Difficult to find
in such quantity and a great lot for the specialist! (ex J. Kasper Collection) (K)

GA

200, -

GA

240, -

H&G F1-15

GA

150, -

1945/1995 (ca.), accumulation with about 800 unused airletters, AEROGRAMMES and airmail
lettercards etc. with majority in the early issues incl. many better types and sub-types, shades, surcharged
items incl. varieties, pictorial issues with diff. views, some nice thematic issues etc., mostly in fine
condition - great study lot! (ex J. Kasper Collection) (S)

GA

170, -

SÜDAFRIKA - BOPHUTHATSWANA
see al so 21 874

SÜDAFRIKA - CISKEI
see al so 21 874

SÜDAFRIKA - TRANSKEI
see al so 21 874

SÜDAFRIKA - VENDA
see al so 21 874

SÜDAFRIKA - GANZSACHEN
W

W

21885

W

21888•

1942/2005 (ca.) AEROGRAMMES ca. 680 used/unused/CTO airletters great variety of types and
subtypes many better items with censor, from FPO and to FPO incl. some unused items with surcharge
of Swaziland interesting accumulation mostly in fine condition please have a look (K)

W

21889

1944/52, little collection of the first issues of airgrams, used, CTO-used and commercially used items,
different stamp and paper colours, different types of design, high catalog value, please inspect. (M)

W

21890•

W

21891•

1945/2002 (ca.), accumulation with about 1.100 used/CTO airletters, AEROGRAMMES and airmail
lettercards etc. (a few are fronts only) with majority in the early issues incl. many better types and subtypes, shades, surcharged items incl. varieties, pictorial issues with diff. views, postmarks and special
cancels, FD usages, uprated items, some nice destinations etc., mixed but mostly in good to fine
condition - great study lot! (ex J. Kasper Collection) (S)

GA

130, -

W

21892

1945/70 (ca.) stock of approx. 1,880 unused and unfolded aerograms, partly with revaluation, various
motifs, including two Christmas airletters, some heavy duplication, in good condition (K)

GA

600, -

W

21893•

1947/1971 (ca.), AEROGRAMMES: accumulation with about 1.350 unused and used/CTO airletters and
aerogrammes with several better items, different types, sub-types and values, provisional surcharges
with complete sets, uprated items, a few formular issues, postmarks and usages with some Antarctic
cancels, some unusual destinations etc., great study lot! (K)

GA

140, -

b/ GA

150, -

SÜDAFRIKA - STEMPEL
P 21894

1916/1918 (ca.), more than 40 cards and covers with interesting postmarks including adapted
postmarks from former “Deutsch-Südwestafrika“. Also censor mail, registered and official mail. Some
items with slight patina or traces of use. (T)
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SÜDAFRIKA - BESONDERHEITEN
see al so 2881 0

SÜDARABISCHE FÖDERATION
see al so 22540

SÜDJEMEN
W

21895•

1967 ca. 70 unused and unfolded aerograms, all with overprint John F. Kennedy, there are at least three
types of overprint available (blue, black not in the catalogue and black half-fat print also not in the
catalogue!), throughout good condition (S) H&G F 1a

350, -

GA

SÜDWESTAFRIKA
see al so 21 674, 21 874

21896

Michel Nr. 1-2. Großes Los mit ca. 5.000 ATM und ca. 3.000 FDC/Briefen. Viele verschiedene
echtgelaufene Briefe. MICHEL ca. 28.000,- EUR. (K8) ATM 1 - 2

550, -

21897

1919/93 (ca.) ca. 950 letters, cards, postal stationary (from the first issues), unused and unfolded
aerograms (some numbered items), incl. oversized used registered postal stationary covers, registered
mail, censored mail, airmail, specimen, South Africa used in Southwest Africa, adapted cancellation
etc., mainly until 1960, interesting accumulation with potential, viewing recommended (K)
GA/ b/ Ak

700, -

21898•

1920/2000 (ca.), SWA and South Africa, comprehensive MNH accumulation of mainly modern issues,
predominantly MULTIPLES incl. MANY PLATE BLOCKS. High cat.value! (K)

**

400, -

21899

1923/1928, 15 used registered letter stationary envelopes (Higgins & Gage ex no. 3/11 with subtypes)
mostly with additional franking within S.W.A., one to Leipzig with transit cancellation Hamburg. (T)

GA

120, -

21900

1923/1993, big stock with thousands of stamps, with some middle priced items. In adition 100 covers **/ */ g/
and cards, incl. some from South Africa. (K)
FDC/ b

100, -

W

21901

1925/1975 (ca.), chiefly MNH assortment in a stockbook, comprising a especially a nice range of plate
blocks. Viewing advised! (S)

**/ g/ *

500, -

W

21902

1935/85, accumulation of approx. 560 unused, CTO-used and commercially used postal stationeries,
many picture postal stationery cards (complete sets and some older items with surcharge SWA), some
airgrams (incl. one unfolded), and some covers and cards, mostly in good condition, attractive starting
price, please have a look. (S)

GA/ b

250, -

W

W

SURINAM

see al so 22472
W

21903

1914/1980 (ca.), comprehensive, mainly mint accumulation in two well filled stockbooks, comprising
plenty of interesting material, comprising especially a strong section 1910s/1940s incl. multiples and **/ g/ */
many MNH material! (S)
(*)

400, -

SWAZILAND
see al so 21 674

W

21904

1944/65 (ca.) holding of ca. 600 unused/CTO/used airmail letter sheets, mainly with overprint on
folding letters from South Africa, while revaluations, forms, OHMS etc., all multiple, high catalog value
(S)

GA

200, -

W

21905

1948/61 ca. 900 unused and unfolded aerograms, many with overprint Swaziland on issues from South
Africa, incl. the first aerogram with introduction of the decimal currency and corresponding conversion
(H&G F18), many types and different positions of overprint, excellent study material (S)

GA

220, -

SYRIEN

see al so 20788, 229 24, 229 47, 229 53

P 21906

1900/1960, huge box with more then 1900 historical postcards with only a small part of cards after
1945. Most of them are unused, some were already circulated and only a few of them were franked.
Exciting collection showing in addition to the topographical topics also a wide range of interesting
motifs such as transportation, working environment, Islam, nomads and culture. They have been
already pre-sorted and the larger cities are titled. Fantastic collection in great condition. (K)
1900/1960, Karton mit über 1900 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945
eher gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, beschrieben und vereinzelt auch frankiert.
Eine bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten
Motiven wie u.a. Verkehrsmittel, Arbeitswelt, Islam, Nomaden und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen
bietet. Der Bestand ist bereits vorsortiert und die größeren Städte bereits betitelt. Die Karten sind meist
in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (K)

Ak

.

W

21907•

1919/1924, mint assortment of overprint issues incl. better items, e.g. Maury nos 1, 4/8, 9 (2), 10
(1.000,- €), 48/55N (1.990,- €) etc. High cat.value, needs careful viewing! (S)

*/ **

170, -

W

21908•

1919-1980, Album containing imperf pairs and proofs, early issues with handstamped overprints, few
different, imperf blocks of four with margin, souvenir sheets, Scouts, Children, air mails, France Levant
souvenir / sheets, Alexandrette Yv.1-8, high retail value! (A)

**/ */ g

550, -

W

21909•

1920/1923, Airmails, mint and used lot of 27 stamps, e.g. Maury 2 mint, 3 on piece, 5 on piece, 5a g/ */ **/
mint, 6 mint signed Brun, 14/17 (3) mint etc. Maury cat.value apprx. 3.700,- €. (M)
d

170, -

244
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W

21910•

1920/1924, specialised collection of apprx. 220 overprint stamps arranged on written up album pages,
showing a vast range of varieites/particularities of overprint, like inverted, missing letters/figures,
different spacings and intensities, grossly displaced ovp. etc. Maury cat.value estimated to 3.000,- €. g/ */ d/
(M)
**

W

21911

1920-58, Stock of mint stamps and blocks including 1920, 4m on 10pa purple, surcharge omitted
(Scott 1 6var.), Arabian Government handstamp in black, 1920, 20pa carmine (Scott 38), o.g.,
appears lightly hinged, signed twice, 1922, surcharge varieties (Scott 42a,38var,58a,61a,93vars),
group of 22, 1920, Aleppo Vilayet provisionals (Scott 64//78), group of sixteen, 1924, surcharge
varieties (Scott 125a, 130-132 vars.), specialized group of 22 stamps, comprising 1p on 20¢ two
horizontal pairs issued in 1924, each depicting right stamp with “PIASTRES“ varieties (125a), 192630, surcharge varieties, specialized group (Scott 187//197), Military Airmail Stamps, 1942, Winged
Shields & Cross of Lorraine issues complete, imperforate (Scott MC5-MC6 vars.), vertical pairs,
extremely rare, only one sheet of each printed, each backstamped RB, a very attractive group on
auction cards with high retail value, please inspect carefully. (K)

**/ *

140, -

3.

W

21912•

1920-80, Small collection of errors and varieties, early inverted overprints, shifted colors in blocks of
four, misperfs, part imperf and double prints, a very attractive group with high retail value (M)

**/ *

160, -

W

21913

1922/1926, OVERPRINT VARIETIES, petty MNH collection of 14 stamps showing overprint varieties like
inverted/double/missing letters, also 1926 +1pi. on 3pi. brown “Secours aux Refugies“ (not listed in
Maury!). (M)

**

300, -

P 21914

1923/1926, INVERTED/DOUBLE OVERPRINTS, petty MNH collection of six BLOCKS OF FOUR with
inverted overprint (5) resp. double overprint on 1926 +1pi. on 3pi. brown “Secours aux Refugies“
(not listed in Maury!). (M)

**

21915•

.

W

1930-1975, Mint stock in large album with sheets and blocks, including early air mails, overprinted
issues, Olympics 1924 in mnh blocks of four, Foire de Damas (Mi.405-409) air mails complete set in
blocks of 15, mint never hinged, Mourning issue 1943 in blocks of four with black print on reverse,
high retail value, please inspect carefully! (A)

21916 •

**

.

W

1930-50, Stock of imperf issues in large album including air mails, many imperfs in pairs, most mint,
mourning an monument issues, some modern errors with perf and color varieties, Camels and
thematics, high retail value, please take time to inspect carefully! (A)

**

2.3

W

21917•

1934, 10 Years Republic 50 Pia. sepia imperf proof sheet of 50 without value imprint with margins, very
fine and an important rarity (M) Proof 384

(*)

900, -

W

21918•

**

300, -

W

21919•

1934, 10 Years Republic President Ali Abed imperf proof blocks of 10 without value, margins on three
sides, paper remain on margin, fine and very scarce (M) Proofs 381-383
1938/1955. Astonishing collection of 45 ARTIST‘S DRAWINGS for stamps of the named period,
stored in two albums. There are drawings for the issues: “First flight Marseille-Beirut, Tenth
Anniversary“, “Definitive: Palmyra“, “Proclamation of Independence“, “Independence, First
Anniversary“, “Proclamation of a United Syria“, “President Shukri el Kouatly“, “Resumption of
Constitutional Government“, “Definitives: Wheat, President, “First Arab Archaeological Congress“,
“Third Congress of Arab Engineers“, “Inauguration of Compulsory Military Training“, “Revolution of
March 30, 1949“, “Election of President Husni Zayim“, “New Constitution Adopted“, “Ninth
Anniversary of the Evacuation of British and French Troops from Syria“. Applied to all artworks:
acrylic (also ink if necessary) on paper mounted on card. A few ones with passepartout framing.
Different netto sizes (approx.): 95x55mm, 110x60mm, 120x80mm, 150x90mm landscape (but also
pursuant to portrait). ALL ARTWORKS ARE UNIQUE. A one-time opportunity to get these interesting
items for your collection! (ex Scott #271/365, C88/C193; ex Michel 426/658). (K)

3.

W

21920•

1942/1953, specialised mint collection on album pages, showing blocks of four, plate blocks, souvenir
sheets incl. 1948 Re-election and 1948 Military Conscription, also included are apprx. 95 imperforate
stamps. Very attractive offer! (M)

**/ *

700, -

W

21921•

1942/1957, fly u/m accumulation of nearly 600 IMPERFORATE stamps incl. complete sets, blocks of
four and blocks of six. (A)

**/ */
(*)/ g

450, -

W

21922•

1942-1980 ca.: Mint collection from Independence with most of the stamps issued plus various souvenir
sheets (from 1947 issue onwards) plus several imperforated stamps and some multiples in addition,
obviously fresh and fine. (A)

**/ *

300, -

W

21923•

1946/1958, mint collection on album pages, well collected throughout, also incl. apprx. 90 imperforate
stamps, some blocks of four and souvenir sheets. (M)

**/ *

350, -

21924•

1949/1957, u/m collection of 16 IMPERFORATE issues (=69 stamps): Michel nos. 586/16, 627/40,
645/49, 657/73, 709/10. (T) 586/710 U ex

**

1951/1957, mint assortment of apprx. 90 imperforate stamps resp. imperforate colour proofs. (M)

*/ **

140, 240, -

W

21925•
21926•

1955/1958 (ca.), accumulation of about 170 imperforate SPECIAL MINIATURE SHEETS in album with
several different issues but also heavy duplication, MNH or mint hinged, scarce offer and not priced in
Michel (a few described in footnotes) (A)

**/ *

800, -

W

21927

1958/1973, MNH collection on album pages, apparently complete (according to pages), incl. 1958
souvenir sheet and 1958 Children's Aid. (M)

**

150, -

W
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21928•

Start
Great stock of imperf sheetlets in Lindner Album, many sets of fourties and fifties including air mail
issues in off-set blocks of four and nine, color trial proofs in blocks, double prints and errors, Scouts and
Agriculture thematics, imperf souvenir sheets, few postal stationerys enclosed, overall an investment
stock for specialists with high retail value! (A)

700, -

**/ *

TADSCHIKISTAN
see al so 23 43 6

W

21929

1993, 1000 Jahre Persisches Nationalepos ‚Schah-Name‘ Bestand von 16 UNGEZÄHNTEN und drei
gezähnten Druckbogen mit je 162 Marken sowie ein Bogen mit Teil- und Mehrfachzähnung dabei
unterschiedl. Wertstufen in denselben Bogen mit Zwischenstegen sowie Zusammendrucke für
Markenheftchen, ein toller Anlagebestand mit 3.240 meist ungezähnten Marken! Mi. 27/29 + ZD
(DRO)

**

.

TANNU-TUWA
see al so 201 80

P 21930•

1926-42 Collection of mostly unmounted mint stamps and 6 covers on printed pages, starting with
an interesting introduction explaining many details of Tuva history as ‚Tuva was the first country
prior to World War II to declare war on Germany‘. This good and clean collection starts with first
issue mint, second issue with matt and shiny overprint, following issues including 1932-33
Provisionals etc., 1938 set of five (colours changed), 1942 set of three with ‚Woman‘ and ‚Exhibition
Building‘ used, and 10 stamps (colour shades of printing and paper) of last issue, plus six registered
covers with Kizil/Turan datestamps sent to Italy, Switzerland and the U.S.A. (arrival datestamps), **/ */ g/
and, in addition, a part of 74 modern stamps, two miniature sheets and two covers. (A)
b

P 21931•

1926-43 Mint and used collection from first issues, complete sets mostly plus multiples and duplication,
up to last 1943 issue with singles, two stripes of five and four pairs. In addition two covers to Switzerland **/ */ g/
in 1937. (A)
b

500, -

1943, 22th Anniversary of Republic, lot of six unused stamps: 25kop. greyish black (with full gum),
25kop. slate, 25kop. green (two, white and yellow paper), 50kop. green (two, white and yellow paper).
(T)

100, -

W

21932

.

(*)/ **

TANSANIA

see al so 23 3 66
W

21933•

1980s/1990s, enormous u/m accumulation of 6.300 souvenir sheets and 5.200 complete sets
within sheets (according to vendor), many attractive thematic issues like flowers, cars, animals,
butterflies, boats etc. Rarely offered in that quantity, great opportunity for retailers. (K)

**

W

21934

1985/1987, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: from a few stamps to a few thousand stamps. With nice topics: animals, flowers, personalities,
transport and chess. In total 6.476 complete sets, 1.260 single stamps or part sets and 9.000 souvenir
sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 29.768 €. (K2)

**

650, -

W

21935

1986, Royal Wedding, 12 sets of mini sheets and 39 copies of souvenir sheet (30s./90s.), unmounted
mint. Michel nos. A/D 381 (12), Block G62 (39) - 3.500,- €. Only a few still existing, most of the issue
have been destroyed by a water demage at the main post office! (S) A/D 381 + Block 62

**

100, -

.

THAILAND

see al so 201 28

P 21936•

1882-99 Album page containg 30 mint and used stamps, with Thailand first issue mint, the 1885 1t. on
1so. mint, the 1887 definitives mint, 1889-99 provisionals mint or used, plus set of seven different QV
stamps surcharged “B“ for use in Bangkok, with 2c, 5c and 24c used with Bangkok datestamp, 4c, 6c,
8c and 12c unused without gum, the 24c with Wmk Crown CC, Wmk Crown CA else, with a few minor
faults as a short perf but almost all fresh and fine. (SG about £2800) (M)

g/ (*)/ *

400, -

21937•

1883/2007, collection in stockbook inc. 1907 surcharged fiscals set used, 1926 20 B. used, 1928 2
B./40 B. mounted mint resp. 10 B. 20 B. used, 1967 birds MNH, several better s/s etc. (Michel cat. ca.
3500.-) (A) 1/2623-ex

**/ */ g

550, 220, -

W

21938
P 21939•

1883 - 1943 (ca.), Old stock in the album, partly several times. (A)

e. 1 - 255

g

1890's-2000's: Accumulation of mint and used stamps, miniature sheets, booklets (1990's), maximum
cards, a year collection 1987 incl. King 100b. etc., mostly modern issues, plus several covers and postal **/ */ g/
stationery items. (S)
b/ GA

200, -

W

21940

1899/1948, lot covers (13) mint and mostly used stationery (19), inc. 1894 unissued design, 1911 UPU
card question part commercial usage, two 1932 cards canc. large bilingual “NAGOR RAJASIMA“ (toning)
etc. (M)

GA/ b

500, -

W

21941•

1900-1930 Five Siamese picture postcards, with 'Phrah Chadee-Paknam' ppc franked by 1a. and
cancelled-to-order by native cds, 'Bankok scenes (Wat Chang and others)' ppc used to Belgium in 1902
(stamps missing), 'Bangkok Watt Saket/High Priest/Entrance of Watt Prahkeo' ppc used from Singapore
to England in 1903, 'River Market Bangkok' ppc used to Austria in 1920, and Royal State Railway ppc
showing 'The 'Thai Oo' and 'Musö' People, used from Hongkong to U.S.A. in 1930. (T)

b

60, -

P 21942

1918/85, accumulation of approx. 650 unused, CTO-used and commercially used postal stationeries,
many picture postal stationery cards, many nice motives, some registered covers, mostly after WWII and
in good condition, attractive starting price, please inspect. (S)

GA/ b

300, -
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1926, Three picture postcards (Premier Hotel and Waterfall) to Smyrna Turkey, a scarce destination (T)

W

21943•
21944
21945•

W

1966/1977, nice collection of 59 FDC, incl. the scarce “asian sports games 1966“. Michel 650 € (S)

FDC

100, 90, -

1987 Five year booklets containg the issued stamps, no miniature sheets, each includes the 100b.
'King's Birthday' stamp, fine. (S) 1221A (5) a.o.

**

100, -

21946

1996/1999 (ca.), stock of complete sets, booklets and mainly souvenir sheets MNH covering nice
topics like birds, cats buildings, flowers. Especially in this quantity rarely offered and ideal for retailing!
(S)

**

400, -

P 21947

2009-2013: Group of 11 souvenir sheets IMPERF, with 2009 'King Bhumibol', 2010 'G.P.O. Bangkok',
'Bangkok 2010 Exhibition' and 'Guan Yin', 2012 'Cai Shen' and 'Amulets' (5 different), plus 2013 'Somdet
Phra Nyanasamvara', all mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (T)

**

400, -

GA

150, -

b

500, -

Ak

THAILAND - GANZSACHEN
W

21948

1970/95 (ca.), approx. 480 pieces of postal stationeries, including one aerogramme with short supply,
as well as revalued pieces, mostly unused, aerogrammes mostly unfolded, generally in very good
condition. (S)

THAILAND - STEMPEL
P 21949•

1905-07 “KEDAH“ Siamese c.d.s. used as arrival datestamp on 11 covers from India (9), Singapore and
Penang, ten of the covers from India unfranked and with resp. postage due handstamps, and each with
resp. despatch and transit datestamps. Mixed condition but a good group of scarce covers. (T)

TIMOR

see al so 21 1 9 0, 22607, 2289 2, 23 227

21950

1911/1948, nice lot of the portugues time. Mostly mint hinged or with some gum adhesions, only a few
never hinged, and some without gum. High catalogue value. (T)
**/ */ (*)

160, -

P 21951

1936/1973, beautiful mint never hinged block of four collection of the portugues colonial times. High
catalogue value and retail. (A)

**

200, -

21952

1967, military uniforms, 100 x Michel no. 348/355 each in two mint never hinged full sheets. Catalogue
value 780.- € (M) 348/355 (100)

**

100, -

21953

2002, independence, 77 FDC with first day cancellation and three without cancellation. FDC not listed
in Michel, cv for single stamps 770 € (S) 375/376 (80)

FDC

100, -

**

800, -

W

TOGO

W

21954

1964/1978 (ca), mint never hinged dealer stock of only imperforated stamps and souvenir sheets. With
many nice topics like: Christmas, paintings, Olympics, ships, space, personalities, soccer, UPU, Michel
9.800 € (S) ex 435/1290

21955

1985, Peace and human rights, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Michel
no. 1846/1849 in varying quantities: from 12.650 to 13.450 stamps. Michel 252.110 €. (K)

1846/1849

**

.

TONGA

see al so 23 420
W

21956

1981/1989, collection of 390 stamps, 14 souvenir sheets and two booklets. All with SPECIMEN
overprint and 68 progressive proof labels. Michel catalogue value for normal stamps 1800 €++ (A)

**

300, -

W

21957

1990/1997, collection of 625 stamps and 6 souvenir sheets. All with SPECIMEN overprint and 80
progressive proof labels. Michel catalogue value for normal stamps 1900 €++ (A)

**

300, -

P 21958

1996, 70th birthday of Her Majesty Queen Halaevalu Mata´aho, very special collection of proofs, official
letters, original photos from the queen. Many proofs of not issued stamps, cromaline proofs of issued
stamps, in total 27 pieces. Unique! (M)

**

750, -

W

21959

2002/2009, overprints, nice lot mostly with topic BIRDS. In total 27 stamps. Michel: no price stated.
Rarely offered stamps. (T) 1690+1704+1705+1706+1735

**

450, -

W

21960

2002/2009, overprints, nice lot of gutter pairs and blocks of four, mostly with topic BIRDS. In total 24
stamps. Michel: no price stated. Rarely offered stamps. (T) 1689+1690+1704+1727+1735

**

350, -

W

21961

2010, seven covers with the scarce overprinted stamps, all sent to Germany. With attractive thematics:
birds, traditional dances, development of the earth and landscapes. (T)

b

150, -

W

2196 2

1847-1930, Collection on four album leaves starting Trinidad first issues mint and used, different
perfs and imperfs, rough perfs, 1869-83 5 Sh. shades both mint, Britannia 5 Sh. and 10 Sh. SG 122123, 131, 144, 145, postage due, Trinidad & Tobago SG 155-156, 214-215, 229, war tax and other
good values, most issues mint hinged, a fine to very fine collection with high retail value, please
inspect carefully (M)

TRINIDAD UND TOBAGO
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Start
1851/1900, collection with Sc. 1, 17, more Britannia stamps unsearched for better varieties, also
numeral cancellations “13“ and “18“ (Diego Martin and Savanna Grande), also Postage Due and an
albumpage with 12 stamps Tobago 1879/86 (M)
1851/1900, Sammlung auf Blättern, dabei Nr. 1, 10, danach weitere Britannia, auch Nummernstempel
“13“ und “18“ (Diego Martin und Savanna Grande). Auch 10 Portomarken bis 1 Shill. sowie GAStreifband Eduard gebraucht nach Wiesbaden und sowie Albumblatt Tobago, dabei Aufdruckwerte. (M)

P 21964
W

21965

120, -

g/ (*)/ *

1884/1985 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 1.060 covers (mostly of the 80ies), postcards and unused/CTOused and used postal stationeries (mostly airgrams incl. unfolded items), much material in mostly good
condition, attractive starting price. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

300, -

1900/1970, small set with about 60 historical postcards, with a minor part after 1945. Many of them
are unused, some of them were already circulated and franked. Unfortunately many of the stamps have
been removed from most of the cards. Great mixture showing topographical topics as well as interesting
motifs like transportation, working environment and culture. Very nice collection in exceptional condition.
(S)
1900/1970, kleine Garnitur mit gut 60 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und vereinzelt auch frankiert, bei
etlichen Stücken sind die Marken leider entfernt. Eine bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen
Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten Motiven wie u.a. Verkehrsmittel, Arbeitswelt, Folklore
und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr
guter Erhaltung. (S)

Ak

100, -

W

21966

1950/81 (ca.), approx. 560 pieces of covers and air letter stationeries, including a number showing
different positions of watermarks. (S)

b/ e

200, -

W

21967•

1953/2002, accumulation of ca. 182 unused (unfolded/folded) and used/CTO aerogrammes and
airletters with many very scarce, rare and better items (with surcharge specimen and canceled, with
PERFIN), graet variety of items, values etc. please inspect (ex J. Kasper) (S)

GA/ b

140, -

b

100, -

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
W

W

21968•

2196 9

1930's/40's: Four covers bearing various types of undated “TRISTAN DA CUNHA“ handstamps in violet,
three covers franked GB KEVIII. or KGVI. definitives tied by the handstamps and addressed to England,
one cover stampless to England (1948) with British “1½“ due h/s and respective postage due stamps
tied by Leighton Buzzard arrival dater, and with “PAQUEBOT“ datestamp alongside. (T)
2002/2010. An unusual collection with imperforate mint, nh, issues, some of which to our knowledge
have never been offered at auction before. In total about 152 different mint, nh, imperforate stamps
and additionally about 14 souvenir/miniature sheets imperforate. An unusual object which is not
often offered on the market. Also with good chances with a detailing! (A)
2002/2010. Eine nicht alltägliche Sammlung mit ungezähnten postfrischen Ausgaben, welche teilweise
nach unserem Wissen noch nie bei einer Auktion angeboten wurden. Insgesamt ca. 152 verschiedene
postfrische ungezähnte Marken und zusätzlich etwa 14 Blockausgaben ungezähnt. Ein ungewöhnliches
Objekt, welches nicht oft am Markt angeboten wird. Auch mit guten Chancen bei einer Detaillierung! (A)

764/1060

**

2.

TSCHAD

see al so 23 451 , 23 452
W

21970•

W

21971

W

21972

1968/1972, nice collection of errors, with albino overprints, colour shifts, inverted overprints, misplaced
overprints, proofs and so on, totally 35 miniature or souvenier sheets, all mnh. (A)
1987, Health care, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. In total 4.500
complete sets. Three of the stamps are valued with 50.- Euro each, the other three are stated -.- in
Michel. If we calculate for each stamp 50.- Euro the catalogue value is 1.350.000 €. (K) 1160/1165

(4500)

1987, Liberated Fada, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. In total 25.181
sets. Michel 720.000 €. (S) 1155/1158 (4800)

180, -

**

**

.

**

3 .

TUNESIEN

see al so 229 04, 229 3 6, 23 1 41 , 23 289 , 23 3 71
W

21973

1888/1955, mint and used collection/assortment on large stockcards, comprising definitives,
commemoratives, airmails, overprints, postage dues etc. (M)

**/ g/
*/ d

200, -

W

21974•

1889/1931, lot of specialities: 1889 1c. Coat of Arms imperforate proof block of four, 1906 parcel
stamp “Riding Postman“ single die proof with blank value field, 1931 definitives “Mosquee Halfaouine“
single die proof with blank value field. (S)

(*)

100, -

W

21975

W

21976 •

1890/1990, extensive lot of several thousand covers, postcards, postal stationeries, picture
postcards, etc. from a estate, sorted by locations from Ain el Kabi to Zriba, many good frankings,
interesting usages, foreign post offices, special features, etc., a treasure trove for every collector
and dealer! (K)
b/ GA/ Ak
1890-1975, 132 Epreuve de Luxe including sunk die proofs, two very scarce first issue proofs, good
thematics, arts, air mails, agriculture, an excellent stock with high retail value, please calculate! (A)

Proofs
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.
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21977•

P 21978

Start
1895/1975 (ca.), holding of mint material (mainly blocks of four with coins date) in a stockbook, in **/ */ b/
addition a selection of apprx. 40 covers/cards. (S)
GA

70, -

1900/1950, box with more then 300 historical postcards with a minor part dated after 1945. Great
collection with not only topographical topics but also a wide range of interesting motifs such as Military,
different kinds of transportation, Islam, nomads and other culture. All of them were already franked and
circulated, but still nice and great original shape. (S)
1900/1950, Schachtel mit über 300 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 sehr gering ist. Eine bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze
Reihe an interessanten Motiven wie u.a. Militär, Verkehrsmittel, Islam, Nomaden und noch andere
kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Der Bestand ist komplett frankiert und in meist guter bis sehr guter
Bedarfserhaltung. (S)

Ak

450, -

1900/1970, Karton mit gut 3000 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945
eher gering ist. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht, einige Stücke sind beschrieben und etliche
auch frankiert. Eine bunte Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe
an interessanten Motiven wie u.a. Militär, Verkehrsmittel, Islam, Arbeitswelt, Nomaden und noch andere
kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Der Bestand ist bereits vorsortiert und die größeren Städte bereits
betitelt. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (K)

Ak

750, -

1900-1940, 190 imperf proofs and die proofs, four very scarce early issues proofs 1900-26 with
large margins, unadopted proofs and colors, proofs without value, semi-postal Tchad issue 1928
imperf strips and blocks, unissued colors and color trial proofs, 50c. violet die proof on large
cardboard, an excellent stock with high retail value, highly recommended! (A) Proofs

P 21981

(*)

.

1906/1982, almost exclusively up to 1955 (French period), collection of apprx. 326 EPREUVE
D‘ARTISTE, also incl. parcel stamps and postage dues, comprising epreuves in different colours
resp. in black, many with signature, pieces with blank value field etc. Extremely rarely seen in that
comprehensiveness - excellent opportunity! (K)

(*)

.

W

21982•

1926, Definitives “Tunisian Views“, group of eleven single die proofs of various occurrences (size,
colours, with/without value, hand-made/coated paper/cardboard), mainly design “Mosquee Halfaouine“.
(M)

(*)

550, -

W

21983•

1953/1957, collection of 14 epreuve d'artiste (mainly 1954 definitives “Tourism“) and two epreuve de
luxe. (M)

(*)

160, -

W

21984•

1953/1961, almost exclusively u/m accumulation of apprx. 330 IMPERFORATE stamps, mainly from
1958 onwards and only recess-printed issues, incl. pairs and blocks of four, e.g. 1953 1000fr. airmail
stamp with three albino printings of adjoining stamps. Very interesting lot! (M)

**/ *

280, -

W

21985•

1954/1963, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, collection of apprx. 1.645 imperf. colour proofs,
mainly within units incl. COMPLETE sheets; lovely arranged on written up pages in two binders. Rare
and attractive offer! (A2)

**/ (*)

W

21986•

(*)

W

21987•

1956, Definitves “Tourism“ (Views o Tunisia), 50c. to 75fr., set of 17 epreuve de luxe and eight epreuve
collective (these excl. 15c. typographed). Maury 386/402 (T) 443/59
1957/1963, extraordinary mint collection of apprx. 2.600 IMPERFORATE stamps within large units
(mainly COMPLETE SHEETS), neatly arranged on album pages in three binders. (A3)

**/ *

W

21988

W

21989

P 21979

W

21980•

1900/1970, huge box with almost 3000 historical postcards with a minor part of cards after 1945. They
are mostly unused, some were circulated and also franked. Colorful mixture of cards showing quit a lot
of topographical topics but also a wide range of interesting motifs such as Military, different kinds of
transportation , Islam, nomads and other cultural representations. They are already pre-sorted and the
larger cities are titled. Great condition and a very exceptional collection. (K)

.
140, .

1962/1966, collection of 17 different epreuve de luxe (only complete issues); in addition four
presentation books (incl. 12page book with stamps 1960/1962 and ms. endorsement). (M)

150, -

1970/1991 (ca.), accumulation with more than 5.000 only IMPERFORATE stamps with many in
larger blocks and part sheets incl. complete sets with some heavy duplicated but many attractive
thematic issues as tunisian life, architecture, traffic and many others, mint never hinged and seldom
offered in quantity! (S)
1970-1991 (ca.), Kumulation von mehr als 5.000 geschnittenen Briefmarken mit vielen größeren
Einheiten und Bogenteilen inkl. kompletten Sätzen, teils stark dupliziert, aber vielen attraktiven Themen
wie Tunesisches Leben, Architektur, Verkehr und vielen anderen, postfrisch und selten in Mengen
angeboten! (S)

**

21990

.

W

1970/1991, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: from 100 to 4850 stamps. With nice topics: soccer, aviation, fauna and flora, flowers, etc.
In total 341.578 complete sets, 15.372 single stamps and 759 souvenir sheets. A summary of all
items is available. Michel 604.133 €. (K11)

**

21991

2 .

W

1973/1985, lot of 14.735 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps and souvenir sheets MNH,
showing various topics like Animals, Art, Folk Dancing, Arabic Culture, Mosques and many more.
Most items are multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

2.

W

21992•

1982/1994, u/m collection of apprx. 280 IMPERFORATE stamps, apparently complete issues, many
attractive thematics. (S)

**
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140, -
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21993

Start
1985/1991, lot of 9661 IMPERFORATE (instead of perforate) stamps MNH, showing various topics
like Animals, Art, Costumes, Arabic Culture and History, Flowers and many more. Most items are
multiple or in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

.

TUNESIEN - AUTOMATENMARKEN
W

21994

1992/1994: Very large lot of appr. 3000 FDC / covers, 20000 ATM and about 1800 sets from the 1st
issue (incl paper varieties) and the 2nd issue with overprint. Many nice, circulated covers and high
denominations. (Michel appr. 70,000 EUR) (K15)
1992/1994: Sehr umfangreiches Lot mit ca. 3.000 FDC / Briefen, dabei auch sehr hohe Frankaturen.
Dabei ca. 20.000 ATM und 1.800 ATM-Sätze der ersten Ausgabe (auch in seltenen Papiervarianten) **/ FDC/
und zweiten Ausgabe mit Überdruck. Sehr hoher Michelwert von ca. 70.000 EUR. (K15)
b

450, -

TURKS- UND CAICOS-INSELN
W

21995

1867-1930, Collection on three album leaves all mint, starting first issues (SG1-3), overprinted issues
SG 17, 36, 43, 49, 1887 issue mint, 1900 set mint, 1909 set mint, 1913 set mint, war tax and other
good values, most issues mint hinged, a fine to very fine collection with high retail value, please inspect
carefully (M)

*

900, -

**

450, -

TUVALU
W

21996

1981/1985, Tuvalu + Nanumaga and Vaitupu, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets
and souvenir sheets. Varying quantity: from 140 to 1000 stamps. With nice topics: butterflies and
personalities etc. In total 2.514 complete sets and 140 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is
available. Michel 17.848 €. (K)

UMM AL QAIWAIN

see al so 21 666, 2241 4, 23 058, 261 06
W

21997

1964/1969, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: from a few stamps to a few thousand stamps. With nice topics: animals, Olympics,
paintings, personalities, transport, etc. In total 6.861 complete sets, 5.170 part sets or single
stamps and 30 souvenir sheets. A summary of all items is available. Michel 94.154 €. (K)

**

.
2.

W

21998

1965/1967, lot of 6185 IMPERFORATE stamps and souvenir sheets MNH, showing various topics
like Kennedy, Fish, Space, Plains and many more. All items are multiple or in units. An unusual
investment lot with a very high retail value. (K)

**

W

21999

1965/1969 (ca.), enormous stock of used perforated and imperforated stamps with hundreds to
thousands of copies each. Obviously all in larger units or complete sheets sorted in small boxes or
envelopes. Many nice topics like animals, cars, fishes, sports, movie actors etc. High catalogue value!
(K5)

g

W

22000•

1968/1972, comprehensive u/m and used accumulation in three binders, incl. nice thematic issues,
units/sheets and also a lerge number of de luxe sheets. (A3)
**/ g/ b

130, -

W

22001•

1969/1973, Space issues, assortment of 22 covers (mainly unaddressed envelopes) with attractive
thematic frankings, also souvenir sheets, imperfs and 48 de luxe sheets! (M)

b

130, -

W

22002•

1970/1972 (ca.), collection in stockbook with all different perf. and imperf. stamps/sets and MINIATURE
SHEETS incl. many special issues, many nice thematics etc., MNH with a high cat. value! (A)

**

140, -

W

22003•

1971/1972 (ca.), Umm al Qaiwain/Ajman/Manama, unmounted mint accumulation of apprx. 450 de
luxe sheets, apparently complete sets, mainly “Animals“. (M)

**

90, -

22004•

1972, Dante: The Divine Comedy, at least 600 (probably much more) large-scale sheets, each with 54
stamps and different gutters MNH (some stainspots). Calcualted only one set (35 stamps) per sheet:
Michel 63000,-, cat.no. 887/921. (K)

**

350, -

500, -

URUGUAY
P 22005

1858/1960 (ca.), used and unused collection on album pages with main value in the classic and semiclassic issues, showing a nice range of interesting pieces, shades, postmarks etc. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

300, -

22006

1859/1980, big stock with thousands of stamps in 5 big stock books. Starting with the early issues with
many mint stamps, later than mint never hinged or used. We have seen many middle priced items in
quantities. Very high catalogue value. Please inspect. (K)

**/ g/ *

250, -

22007

1869/1976, interesting lot of approx. 90 covers including some early letters to Europe. Mixed condition,
please view. (S)

b

200, -

P 22008

1875/1985 (ca.), little holding of ca. 60 covers, very early unused formularcards (H&G1/18) and CTOused and unused airgrams, registered mail (picturepostal stationery card to New York), airmail, mostly
in good condition (S)

GA/ b

120, -

W

W

22009•

1880/1950 (ca.), THE POSTMARKS OF URUGUAY, sophisticated and all-embracing collection in
eleven volumes, collected to towns/departements/numerals/instruction marks and comprising
thousands of (mainly semi-classic) stamps and also a lovely range of covers/stationeries. UNIQUE g/ d/ b/
HOLDING - EX PTT ARCHIVE! (K2)
GA

W

22010

1880/1957 (ca.), covers (26) and mostly used stationery (6), to be inspected. (ex Weserland) (T)

250
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b/ GA

.
80, -

L ot

Start

W

22011

1885/1907, 26 covers and cards from different towns in Uruguay mostly sent to Argentina containing
some better cancellations and frankings. (T)

b/ GA

250, -

W

22012

1890/1920, About 200 proofs and essays as single printing on thin paper containing many colour trials.
Please view, unusual offer. (M)

(*)

700, -

W

22013

1892/1992, AVIS DE RECEPTION, assortment of 19 covers/card to foreign destinations, plus two forms
(incl. a list of registered letters for steamer “Pfalz“), nice group of postal history! (M)

b/ GA

300, -

W

22014•

1899/1900, Definitives “Pictorials“, specialised assortment of 42 stamps incl. mainly partly imperf.,
paper fold, bisected stamp, imperf. pairs. Michel nos. 140/47 ex. (T)

(*)/ */ g

W

1900 (ca.), ABN Specimen proofs, Fiscals, assortment of apprx. 100 stamps, all within multiples. (S)

**

1900 (ca.), ABN Specimen proofs, Fiscals, assortment of apprx. 113 stamps, all within multiples. (S)

**

350, 180, 220, -

W

22015
22016
22017

1900 (ca.), ABN Specimen proofs, Fiscals, assortment of apprx. 326 stamps, all within multiples incl.
marginal imprints. (A)

**

500, -

W

22018

1900 (ca.), ABN Specimen proofs, Fiscals, assortment of apprx. 380 stamps, all within multiples incl.
marginal imprints. (A)

**

W

22019
22020

1900 (ca.), ABN Specimen proofs, Fiscals, assortment of apprx. 80 stamps, mainly within multiples. (S)

**

600, 140, -

1939/1944, airmails 'airplane over bullock carriage' complete set of 13 in a lot with 30 sets (+ some
extras), mint never hinged with typical uneven gum, scarce lot! Mi. 591/603, 5.250,-- + (T) 591/603

**

350, -

W

W

URUGUAY - GANZSACHEN
W

W

22021

1875/1980 ca. 240 unused/CTO-used and commercially used postal stationeries, incl. unused postal
forms (22), postal stationery cards (many different paper colours), pictured postal stationery cards,
doublecards, lettercards, postal stationery envelopes and unused aerograms (incl. unfolded items), nice
lot in mostly good condition (S)

GA/ b

300, -

22022

1879/1928 nice collection of ca. 150 unused postal stationeries (postal stationery cards and envelopes,
lettercards and wrappers), incl. some picture postal stationery cards, incl. some airmail letters, mostly
in good condition (S)

GA/ b

180, -

1883/1918, collection of apprx. 72 unused/used cards/reply cards and letter cards, neatly arranged on
written up album pages in a binder, slightly varied condition, 1901 uprated letter card to Sweden and
redirected, 3c. letter card completely misperforated etc. (A)

GA

200, -

g/ d

800, -

22023•

VENEZUELA
P 22024

1859, specialised collection of 36 stamps of the ½r. yellow/orange fine impression, neatly mounted on
written up pages, showing especially an attractive range of different postmarks; rare offer! (M)

P 22025

1859/1860, specialised collection of the 2r. red coarse impression, neatly mounted on written up
pages, comprising 15 unused and 12 used stamps, showing shades and a nice diversity of postmarks.
Interesting and rare offer! (M)

*/ g

600, -

22026

1859/1861, Coat of Arms 1st issue, mint and used collection of 22 stamps, showing fine and coarse
impression, shades, left marginal copy ½r. (13mm) etc. Attractive offer! (M)

(*)/ */
g/ d

200, -

W

P 22027
22028

1859/1861, Coat of Arms 1st issue, specialised collection of 35 stamps on album pages, also incl.
one cover, mainly most attractive pieces with clear and full strikes of c.d.s. (black, blue and red),
some signed Holcombe. A marvellous lot, very rare offer! (M)
d/ b/ g
1859/1989, accumulation starting from the classic issues, mixed condition but some useful items, also
many items after 1920, including a 1944 FDC, registered airmail cover with censor , franked with 5
Bolivares to Kessler New York. (M)
1859/1989, Dublettensammung ab der Klassik, unterschiedlicher Erhaltung mit einigem brauchbaren
Material, einiges auch nach 1920, u.a. FDC-Flugpost-Einschreibbrief mit Zensur, frankiert mit 5 Bol.
1944 nach New York (M)

P 22029

.

**/ */
**/ b

1863/1865, specialised collection of the Eagle issue (Michel nos. 7/11, Scott nos. 10/14), neatly
arranged on written up pages and comprising 119 stamps of all denominations, showing shades,
units up to block of twelve, particularities/flaws etc. Rare and attractive offer! (M)
(*)/ */ **

100, .2

22030

1887/1970 accumulation of ca. 100 covers (incl. registered mail) and unused, CTO-used and used
postal stationeries, incl. unfolded airgrams beinning with the first issue, mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

120, -

22031

1900/12, 12 covers with single franking 50c. violet or orange Bolivar, all sent to one address in Italy,
mostly with vertical fold. (T)

b

100, -

W

22032

1937, Nationalisation of La Guaria Harbour, not issued set with inscription “NACIONALIZACION“ instead
of “ADQUISICION“, complete set of three stamps as sheet of ten stamps, mainly unmounted mint, 1.80b.
misssing upper margins and some toning spots (Michel nos. 211/23, Scott nos. 320, C64/65), each
signed on lower margin. Rare units! (M)

**/ *

400, -

W

22033

**

110, -

W

22034

1973, 500th birthday of Nicolaus Copernicus complete se-tenant set of three in a lot with about 780
strips in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 1914/16, € 2.340,-- + (T) 1914/16
1973/1974, lot of 1510 IMPERFORATE stamps Mi. no. 1941 (1210 copies) and 1999/2000
(Christmas 1974) 300 copies, mostly in units. An unusual investment lot with a very high retail value.
(S)

**

W
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22035

Start
1973/1986, big investment accumulation of full sheets and part sheets. Varying quantity: from 10 to
2250 stamps. With nice topics: flora and fauna, transport, Christmas, Forensic, etc. In total 4.389
complete issues or sets and 10 single stamps. An summary of all items is available. Michel 8.807 €. (K)

**

450, -

VENEZUELA - GANZSACHEN
W

22036

1884/1980 (ca.) lot of ca. 120 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries, incl. postal stationery
cards (one forerunner sent to abroad in 1884, one stamp missing), incl. aerograms (also unfolded
items), mostly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA/ b

180, -

W

22037•

1954/1990 (ca.), AEROGRAMMES: accumulation with nearly 600 unused and used/CTO airletters and
aerogrammes incl. some better types and flight usages, attractive thematic issues, some in larger
quantities with many unfolded issues etc., unusual mixture with some attractive motives. (S)

GA

150, -

b/ GA

100, -

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE
see al so 22540

W

22038•

W

22039•

1973/2002, covers (17), FDC (2, traffic week and youth festival), franked foreign parcel forms (4),
airletters (6 inc. mint x2 cto x1). Total 29 items. (S)

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE - BESONDERHEITEN
1957 (ca.), ESSAYS of the British Postal Agency with QEII stamps 5np. on 1d. blue, 10np. on 1½d.
green, 15np. on 2½d. red and 20np. on 3d. violet (complete set of four) as issued for Bahrain or
Kuwait but with additional opt. AJMAN, FUJAIRAH or UMM AL QAIWAIN in different quantities all in
blocks/60 and additional blocks of 12 (Ajman) or blocks/16 (others), very unusual and scarce offer
with total 896 stamps, mint never hinged! (M)

**

2.

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - VORPHILA / STAMPLESS COVERS
22040

1835/49, accumulation of approx. 90 stampless folded letters, many sent from Boston, a very few items
with different Paid-Cancels, mostly in goodcondition. (S)

b

150, -

22041

1853/54. Very fine group of 5 entire letters from Boston to Spain, all forwarded to London and reexpeded,
different rates and postmarks. Interesting lot. (T)

b

150, -

GA/ b

450, -

1836 - 1985 (ca.), Posten von ca. 240 Belegen, dabei Ganzsachen, Briefe (Einzel-, Mehrfach- und
Mischfrankaturen, Einschreiben und Luftpost), dabei auch Post nach Europa und Deutschland. (S)

GA/ b/
Ak/ FDC

130, -

P 22044

1836-1993, vielseitiger Bestand mit rund 380 Briefen, Belegen, Ganzsachen, FDC und Ansichtskarten,
dabei Einschreiben, Erstflüge, Zusatzfrankaturen, Propaganda, Feldpost, Zensur, Irrläufer und vieles
weitere. (S)

b/ GA/
Ak/ FDC

500, -

22045

1837/1855, 11 letters, one of them franked. All transported by shipmail mostly from Cuba. Some
taxmarks “STEAMSHIP 10“ and “STEAMSHIP 20“. The franked envelope is marked “STEAM BOAT“. (T)

b

150, -

P 22046

1837/2002, holding of apprx. 222 covers/cards/stationeries (incl. some Hawaii/Canal Zone/Cuba),
showing a good range of interesting pieces, commemoratives, airmails etc., apparently mainly
commercial mail. (S)

b/ GA

250, -

22047

from 1839 holding of about 600 letters, cards and various covers, including registered mail, some early
letters from California, air mail from and to America (including Guam - Hawaii), special delivery,
precancels, postage due, interesting cancellation, etc., mostly in good condition, please view (S)

b

250, -

W

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA

see al so 22407, 2271 7, 2283 5, 22841 , 22843 , 22844, 22845, 22846, 22850, 23 1 01 , 23 1 26
W

22042

1834/1900 album with ca. 70 covers (many prefilatelic letters) and unused and used postal stationery
cards and envelopes (War Department), better cancellations (paid and other) and scarce postal
stationery envelopes, throughout in good condition, very interesting offer, please inspect (A)

W

22043

1836 - 1985 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 240 covers, besides, postal stationary, letters (single, multiple
and mixed frankings, registered letter and airmail), besides, also post to Europe and Germany. (S)

W

P 22048

W

W

22049

1840-1980, vielseitige Sammlung in 7 dicken Ordnern auf selbst gestalteten Blätter, dabei
zahlreiche Briefe und Belege ab Vorphila mit Mi.-Nr. 1 auf Brief, Mehrfarbenfrankaturen, Ganzsachen
mit hübschen Werbezudrucken, Marine Schiffspost auch mit U-Booten, Luftpost, Zeppelin, bessere
Marken, im moderneren Bereich auch postfrische Plattenviererblocke, Ansichtskarten, g/ **/
Nebengebiete und vieles mehr. (K)
b/ GA/ Ak
1845-1860's: Nine interesting domestic covers plus one piece, from three stampless covers (incl. one
ornamentic) to specials like patriotic cover, or 1862 cover to the USS Fregate “Richmond“ of the Gulf
Squadron near Vicksburg, MS, in slightly mixed condition. (T)

1847/2000 (ca.), sophisticated accumulation in several albums (plus loose material and many
covers), from some classic stamps (varied condition) like 1847 5c. brown, 1851 3c. blue unused,
quite decent copies of 1869 15c. brown/blue and 24c. green/violet, following issues, more than
150 stamps showing varieties (mainly misperforations), a considerable range of face value etc. etc. g/ **/ */
(K2)
b/ (*)

22051

1847-1996, 5 bändige Vordrucksammlung (Leuchtturm) ab den 30er Jahren über Strecken recht gut
besetzt, keine Spitzen aber sauberer Vordruck, günstig. (K)

Sammlungen / Collections
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P 22052

1847-1999, gemischt angelegte sehr gut besetzte Sammlung in zwei Bänden, dabei auch Marken
mit Attesten und geprüfte Werte, diverse 90 C, Kolumbus und Omaha je vollständig, Blöcke ab Bl. 1,
ab den 30er Jahren zumeist postfrisch auch mit nettem Teil Nominale, back of the book ebenfalls
mit etlichen guten Ausgaben, Duck-Stamps....etc, überwiegend gute Erhaltung, immenser
Katalogwert. (K)

**/ */ g

22053

1850/1914 ca. 70 letters and commercially used postal stationery envelopes all with fancy cancels,
many different places and shapes, incl. better frankings, in this great variety rare offered, please inspect
(S)

GA/ b

500, -

22054

1850/1950 (ca.), holding of more than 200 covers/cards/stationeries, with plenty of interesting pieces,
e.g. (uprated) stationeries, a nice selection of illustrated envelopes (incl. hotels), special delivery, a good
range of postmarks (incl. coloured and machine marks), airmail, also some Hawaii. Lovely lot of postal
history, careful viewing advised! (S)

b/ GA

450, -

22055

1850-1990, umfangreiche Partie mit Teilsammlungen und Dubletten ab Klassik, im modernen Bereich
auch reichlich Nominale, auch der Bill Picket Kleinbogen der 1. Auflage zweimal enthalten, lohnender
Bestand. (K2)

g/ */ **

500, -

1851/1930, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES / SENAT CHAMBERS, a scarce collection of about 196
letters with printed senders addresses “House of Representatives“ or “Senate Chambers“ from 32
different federal states, the most items before 1900 with rich illustrations and postmasters
handstamps or seals, all franked with stamps, often the written content enclosed, in addition a
small lot of ca. 30 modern congress-letters (from ca. 1960/70). An unique offer for the advanced
topic-collector of US-postal history! (S)

b

P 22057

1853-80 Mail to Overseas: Small collection of eight covers and four postal stationery items sent to
France, Germany, Great Britain, Switzerland, Syria and Turkey, with good frankings like 1861-62 5c.,
10c., 15c. and 24c., registered mail, mixed frankings (up to five-colour), etc. in mixed condition. (T)

b/ GA

400, -

W

22058

1855/1940 approx. 390 letters and cards, much airmail (first flights to Alaska, helicopter flights,
Zeppelin flight etc.), early post from the time to 1860, fancy cancels, a picture postcard from veneer, war
ration book one and two, censorship mail, propaganda documents, a very beautiful and comprehensive
accumulation with a good potential, please absolutely look! (S)

b/ Ak

500, -

W

22059

1857/1955 (ca.), holding of ca. 290 letters, cards, picture-postcards and used postal stationery, incl.
registered mail, censorship, zeppelin mail, airmail, a letter from North Haversstraw with postage due to
Württemberg, special delivery, meter stamp, mainly in good condition. (ex Weserland) (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

280, -

W

22060

1860/1966, accumulation of approx. 290 covers and used postal stationery cards and envelopes,
many different cancellations (fancy cancels, handwritten cancellations etc.), a little bit mixed condition,
but interesting lot. (S)

GA/ b

400, -

W

22061

1861/1893, two better stamps: 1861 Jefferson 5c. brown yellow/buff (Sc. 67) and 1893 Columbus
50c. slate blue (Sc. 240), both with faults. To be inspected - as is. (T)

*

200, -

W

W

W

22056 •

P 22062

2.

1861/1960, accumulation of ca. 800 covers, postcards and used postal stationeries, incl. pictured
envelopes, many items showing George Washington on stamps, registered mail, postage due, parcel
post stamp on postcard, precanceled stamps on covers, many different cancels (towns and places,
fancy cancels, one-liner, a box with much material, please inspect carefully. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

500, 700, -

W

22063

1861/1994 (ca.) holding of ca. 590 letters, cards, picture-postcards (incl. better), picture envelopes
from the 1904 World Fair in St. Louis (at the same time the 3rd Olympic Games!) and of some hotels,
better frankings, somewhat different condition, please view and calculate (S)

b/ Ak/
FDC

W

2206 4

1865/1962, AVIS DE RECEPTION, specialised collection of apprx. 85 entires (covers/cards/
stationeries/forms), showing a vast range of combinations, rates, specialities, domestic and foreign
mail etc. Included is e.g. “slient registered“, 1867 letter from San Francisco to Philadelphia bearing
3x10c., 1868 letter von sHamburg 2x10c.+3c., 1879 letter from Sturgeon Point to England etc.
Accompanied by relating literature with detailed information about this sophisticated topic. Great
lot of postal history! (A)

b/ GA

22065

1865-2000, zumeist gestempelter Bestand mit mehreren Teilsammlungen im Vordruck und mehreren
E-Büchern mit Dubletten, bei grober Durchsicht auch einige bessere und mittlere Ausgaben gesichtet,
schöner Grundstock zum Ausbauen. (K2)

g

1869, Defintives “Pictorials“, 1c.-90c., complete set of ten “NATIONAL BANK NOTE“ sunken die
proofs, large size 15,2:23 cm. Rarely seen complete set! (T) 26/35

(*)

P 2206 6

.

.
500, .

W

22067

1870-1970, Partie mit rund 65 Briefen, Ganzsachen und FDC, dabei Zusatzfrankaturen, Zudrucke
Kolumbus-GA, Irrläufer, Erstflüge und weitere Besonderheiten. (S)

b/ GA/
FDC

100, -

W

22068•

1885/1970(ca.), a lot with about 350 cover, postcards and postal stationeries with some interesting
early issues and postmarks, also various multiple frankings on air mail letters. As well some Hawaii
postmarks and some canadian covers. In mixed but mostly good to fine condition. (K)

b/ GA

300, -

W

22069

1885/2005 (ca.) accumulation of ca. 770 letters, cards, picture-postcards, while registered mail,
postage-due, better picture-postcards, versatile holding in somewhat varied condition (K)
GA/ b/ Ak

300, -

W

22070

1890/1981, 12 covers all sent from Hawaii, incl. censored mail, airmail (via China Clipper), registered
mail, Perfin, nice frankings (incl. with surcharges), mostly in good condition, unusual offer. (T)

b

100, -

W

22071

1893 'Columbus': Four postal stationery envelopes plus two covers all franked by Columbus comm.
stamps, from 1c. to 8c., sent to Germany, Switzerland or used inland, incl. registered mail, good/fine. (T)

b/ GA

150, -
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P 22072

1893-1943, gemischt angelegte Sammlung mit Kolumbus, Omaha und Zeppelin gestempelt,
weitere Ausgaben zumeist ungebraucht, überwiegend gute Erhaltung. (M)

g/ */ **

P 22073

1900/1930 (ca.), mint and used assortment on stockpages, comprising some better mint issues like
1901 Buffalo, 1904 Louisiana, 1907 Jamestown, 1903 5c. Lincoln vertical strip of five etc. (M)

*/ g

300, -

22074+

1900/1980 (ca.), state houses and capitols, collection sorted by the different states from Alabama to
Wyoming, with a lot of picture postcards, tax stamps, covers and preprinted items from members,
meters, special cancellations and so on, surely more than 200 items, nice opportunity! (A)

b/ Ak

160, -

W

22075

1918/71, little accumulation of ca. 30 covers and picture covers, 1st flight Fairbanks - Fort Yukon,
shipmail, special delivery, nice frankings (precanceled stamps), unusual lot. (T)

b

100, -

W

22076

1922/50, accumulation of approx. 740 covers collected from the daily mail, many covers are franked by
meter stamps (different postal rates and types), incl. postage due, uprating etc., mostly in good condition,
please inspect. (S)

b

200, -

W

22077

1923/48 approx. 490 letters of internal mail from daily use, single and multiple frankings, combination
of singel franking and meter stamp, precanceled stamps on letter, postage due and returned for postage,
decorative picture letters, large variety of cancellations (duplex cancellations, machine cancellations,
meterstamp, two-lines cancel with and without frame etc.), attractive starting price (S)

b

220, -

W

22078

1923/50, accumulation of approx. 550 covers all franked by meter stamps, many different places and
towns, many different types and postal rates, an unusual offer, please inspect. (S)

b

150, -

W

22079

1925/62 accumulation of ca. 130 covers and postal stationeries with thematic flying, many items with
different cachets of first flight, also cachets of other events (airmail week, national air tour etc.), a nice
choice of a part of postal history, please inspect (S)

GA/ b

300, -

W

22080

1926/50, accumulation of approx. 560 covers all franked by meter stamps, many different places and
towns, many different types and postal rates, different colours of cancellations, an unusual offer, please
inspect. (S)

b

W

22081
22082

1926/73 ca. 800 FDC´s, many different motives, diferent town cancels, different covers etc. (K)

FDC

100, 220, -

1927/1990 (ca.), holding of apprx. 1.900 f.d.c., well sorted throughout, stated to cat.value apprx.
$2700. (K)

FDC

150, -

W

22083

1928/61, little accumulation of approx. 20 covers and commercially used postal stationery envelopes,
all with special delivery, one pse to Manchukuo returned to sender, service suspended (WWII), one item
with certified mail, airmail (via Clipper), scarce lot in mostly good condition. (S)

GA/ b

100, -

W

22084

1928/73, accumulation of approx. 120 covers and used/CTO-used postal stationery envelopes mostly
for airmail, all items with relation to airmail, incl. censored mail, nice franking, nice cachets, one cover
1953 from Korea etc., nice offer, please inspect (S)

GA/ b

200, -

W

22085

1928-35: Eight airmail covers to Austria, Germany, Santo Domingo or used inland, flown by ZEPPELIN or
airplanes incl. Catapult mail, first flights, 1st Round-The-World flight, insuff. franked covers with postage
due, special delivery and other interesting details, in slightly mixed condition. (T)

b

100, -

W

22086•

1929/1945 (focus on 1930s), Lot of 107 FDC often bearing stamps in units (pairs, blocks of four),
mostly different and with nice cover illustrations, some subjects are Boulder Dam, On to Victory for
Liberty, George R. Clark Sesquicentennial, Washington as First President, 150th Anniversary of the
Adoption of the Constitution, Ordinance of 1787, Northwest Territory Sesquicentennial and many more,
dealer's overall retail price amounts to $4,726. (S)

FDC

450, -

W

22087

1932/50 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 500 covers all franked by meter stamps, many different places
and towns, many different types and postal rates, some items with special cancels of act of Congress,
an unusual offer, please inspect. (S)

b

150, -

.

W

22088

1932/72 (ca.) accumulation of ca 500 letters, many attractive pictured covers, mainly with corresponding
beautiful special cancellations in various colors, large variety of motifs (cosmos, president, history of the
U.S., etc.), very decorative lot in good condition (S)

b

300, -

W

22089

1932/72 (ca.) accumulation of ca 500 letters, many attractive pictured covers, mainly with corresponding
beautiful special cancellations in various colors, large variety of motifs (cosmos, president, history of the
U.S., etc.), very decorative lot in good condition (S)

b

300, -

W

22090

1933/1979, comprehensive collection of apprx. 750 marginal blocks of four (also some larger units)
with margin imprints, showing plate numbers, ZIP and “Mail early“, housed in 2 albums, good quality
throughout! (S)

**

300, -

W

22091•

1933/1991 (strong focus on 1930s), Lot of 242 FDC often bearing stamps in units (pairs, blocks of
four), mostly different and with nice cover illustrations, some subjects are Transatlantic Flight, San
Franciso World Fair, California Exposition, Tercentenary Maryland, Virgina Dare in 1587, Puerto
Rico U.S. Postage, Golden Gate Exposition, Virgin Islands, The Victory of Yorktown, Chicago Worlds
Fair, Famous Americans (34 covers), Christmas 1965 luminescent, some Farleys, and many, many
more interesting covers, dealer‘s overall retail price amounts to $11,210. (S)

FDC

W

22092•

1939, NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, Lot of 51 only different FDC concening with this great US exhibition,
nice cover illustrations, dealer's overall retail price amounts to $1,846. (S)

FDC

254
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22093

Start
1943 - 1947, pre-printed envelopes of the House of Representatives (9) and the Senate (9), each
postage free and with signatures of the various politicians. (M)
1943 - 1947, Vordruck-Umschläge des Repräsentanten-Hauses (9) und des Senats (9), jeweils portofrei
und mit Unterschriften der verschiedenen Politiker. (M)

22094

b

220, -

g/ */ **

150, G eb ot

1948/85, thick volume with specialiced collection duplicated with varietes such as se-tenant, sheetlets,
booklet pages, coil stamps, different papers, many of them are MNH. (A)
1948/85, dickes Album mit spezialisierter Slg. der Nachkriegsausgaben mit einer Vielzahl von
Besonderheiten, Teilzähnungen, Rollenmarken, Zusammendrucke und ZD-Bogen, Markenheftchen,
verschiedene Papiersorten, sehr viel in ** Erhaltung. (A)

22095•
22096

1949/1965, approx. 200 in album and on pages. (K)

W

1950/1990 (ca.), estate in a big box with plenty of used but mainly mint never hinged stamps on
stockpages (often in blocks of four or more) and in souvenir folders/mini albums. Also some material of
other countries. High catalogue and face value, that needs carefull calculation. (K)
**/ g/ b

300, -

W

22097

1959/67 collection with about 175 airmail covers (Jet Airmail/ Jet Clipper), many domestic flights
(Alaska, Nevada etc.), some foreign destinations (Panama, Jamaica, Bermuda etc.) as well as two
overseas destinations (London + Berlin), cleanly mounted on sheets (S)

b

160, -

22098

1960/2000 (ca): small lot with curiosities, mostly missplaced perforations or shifted colours. A nice
addition to any collection. (T)

**

200, -

22099

1971/1996, about 40 year sets in folder, the later ones in books. All with mint never hinged stamps +
some extra stamps. Not complete, but many sets two times. Face value about $475.- (K)

**

200, -

P 22100

1976, american revolution bicentennial, 900 x Michel Block 12-15 mint never hinged, Catalogue
value 16.650.- Euro. Face value $3,870 USD. (K) Block 12/15 (900)

**

22101

1976. Lot of 475 sets à 4 sheets “Independence of the United States of America, Bicentenary“. Mint,
NH. Face value of 1 set is $4.30 and for 475 sets there is a face value of $2,042.50. (K) Sc #1686/1689a-

e

22102

**

1978/2011, large mint collections of the United States on preprinted Lindner album leaves incl.
many souvenir-sheets from a stamp subscription. Some stamps are not sorted in yet. Furthermore
stamp yearbooks, a few covers and some used stamps are to be found. Valuable collection with very
high face value. (K)

**

22103

1980-1997, Partie mit über 250 Belegen, alle mit zusätzlicher “Goldmarke“ in dieser Menge und Vielfalt
nicht häufig angeboten. (K)

FDC

P 22104

1997, Benjamin Franklin, Michel no. 2830 in 4372 mini sheets, each with 12 stamps. All originally
sealed by printer. In total 52464 stamps with face value $26.232.- (K) 2830 (52464)

P 22105

**

.

1997, George Washington, in 4800 mini sheets, each with 12 stamps. All originally sealed by printer.
In total 57600 stamps with face value $34.560.- (K) 2831 (57600)

**

.

W

W

W

FDC

.
900, -

.2
100, -

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - DIENSTMARKEN
P 22106

1890/1931, 5 C. stationery envelope with blue “MAUI“ cancellation via Honolulu to San Francisco.
Further three official letters from Samoa, picture postcard from Cuba and 2 stat. card and 1 letter from
Philippines. Interseting lot of US posessions. (T)

b/ GA

100, -

GA/ b

100, -

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - PORTOMARKEN
W

22107

1921/82, little accumulation of approx. 20 covers and commercially used postal stationery envelopes,
all with postage due, interesting postmarks (fee claimed, return to writer, unclaimed from, returned for
2 cents postage), incl. certified, registered and censored mail, airmail, postage on postal stationery
envelopes sent abroad (Netherlands), very useful lot, please inspect. (T)

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - POST IN CHINA
see al so 20423

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - VORAUSENTWERTUNGEN
22108

1920-1980, huge Lot ( 600 Gramm) precancelt unsortet stamps, many differend citys and states, also
coil line pairs and other better items. (S)

22109

855/1970 ca. 430 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, preprinted and revalued
items, official items, some unused/CTO-used and used aerograms, airmail envelopes, many oversized
envelopes, some older envelopes of the first issue, a nice offer please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

22110

1853/1990 accumulation of ca. 380 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes and
airgrams, incl. registered mail, airmail, censored mail, official mail, postage due, fancy cancels, some
scarce destinations (Japan, Sudan, Malaya, Korea, Panama), nice offer in good condition, please inspect
(S)

GA

200, -

22111

1855/1970 ca. 350 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, preprinted and revalued
items, items with censor marks, some unused/CTO-used and used aerograms, airmail envelopes, many
oversized envelopes, some older envelopes of the first issue, a nice offer please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

100, -

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - GANZSACHEN
W

W
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22112

1855/1980 mainly until 1960 ca. 400 unused and used postal stationery envelopes, incl. preprinted
envelopes, envelopes with window, official envelopes (used and unused), different colours of paper
(yellow, blue etc.), oversized envelopes, incl. a few wrappers, some nice fancy cancels, some scarce
destinations (Japan, Portuguese India, Bermuda), please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22113

1855/1983 holding of ca. 400 unused and used postal stationery envelopes and some wrappers, while
many different variants of envelopes regarding size, paper color (buff, blue, manila etc.), dies, while
picture envelopes, envelopes on the occasion of first flights, envelopes of the war department, official
envelopes, many older items before 1900, a nice accumulation that deserves your interest (S)

GA

450, -

W

22114

1860/1980 (ca.) mainly until 1960 a very nice accumulation of ca. 400 unused and used postal
stationery envelopes, incl. preprinted items (scarce advertisement), envelopes with window, one item
Wells Fargo, ooficial envelopes, envelopes with different paper (blue, buff, cream, manila etc.), airmail
(incl. used with first flights from/to Hawaii etc.), taxed mail, registered mail (incl. with return receipt),
insured mail, mail with special delivery, unclaimed mail (insufficient address), many interesting cancels
and cachets (World Fair, flights etc.), envelopes with cartoon (MFox), viewing recommended (S)

GA

400, -

W

22115•

1870/1905 (ca.) accumulation of ca. 409 unused and unfolded postal stationery wrappers and a few
lettercards, different types of perforation and paper (buff, manila etc.), values, printing errors (broken
frame!), some heavy duplication, incl. one sheet of 16! very interesting offer (ex J.Kasper) (S)

GA

240, -

1870/1930 accumulation of ca. 430 unused and used postal stationeries, postal stationery cards,
picture postal stationery cards, postal stationery paid reply cards (incl. unfolded items), postal
stationery envelopes (incl. revalued, misplaced revaluation, misplaced stamp, double revaluation,
revaluation without stamp, shifted revaluation), lettersheets (incl. one unfolded item with perforation
at top), many printing errors (missed colours, revaluation on reverse of question part of postal
stationery with paid reply card, revalued card with block of six etc.), preprinted items, items with
postage due, scarce destinations (Japan, China, India, Turkey, Greece etc.), a very useful
accumulation, must see! (K)

GA

P 22116

.

W

22117

1870/1985 ca. 410 unused/CTO-used and commercially used postal stationery envelopes, incl. very
high spezialised part of envelopes beginning with U543 until U608 (Scott) with many different knifes,
dies, sizes, with/without window etc., incl. envelopes for Nonprofit organisations, incl. different types of
overprint of the revaluation, incl. 7 official covers of war ballots, very nice lot, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22118

1872/81 album with specialized collection of ca. 150 unused and used postal stationery cards, some
preprinted items, many types of printing, die, paper colour, varieties, errors, flaws,etc., highly specialised
collection, incl. some mint UX 1 without preprintsome cards of UX 5, high catalogue value, please inspect
(A)

GA

600, -

W

22119

UX 1-5

GA

900, -

W

22120

1873 an outstanding research holding from famous specialized lifetime collection of ca. 350 unused
and used postal stationery cards, collected and sorted by plates, “Frickes Form“, sets of plates, “May
Forms“, .., late pintings, some cards with various additional prints, different watermark positions (also
inverted), different colour shades, interesting cancellations (blue cancels, fancy cancels), rare and
attractive offer, high catalogue-/retail value, please view (S)

GA

700, -

22121

1873 phantastic plate collection of UX 3 (except big holes), ca. 700 postal stationery cards, mostly in
good condition, rare offer! (S) Scott UX 3

GA

450, -

1873 research from a famous specialized collector of ca. 780 unused and used postal stationery
cards, incl. preprinted items, some varieties and errors, inverted watermark (UX 1+3), big hole (UX
1), nice cancellations (coloured and fancy cancels), not all checked according to plates, possibly a
treasure trove, high catalogue value in the 5 figues (quickly we saw for example 43x UX1 clean mint
each 400$ = 17.200$, 55 x UX1 Preprinted mint each 55.- = 3.850.-$, 62 x UX 3 clean mint =
5.270$, .. without surcharges for proofs, varieties, errors,..), many were bought as single lots in the
nineties, please inspect (K) Scott UX 1-3

GA

1873/1956 (ca.) accumulation from a famous specialized collcetor of ca. 1160 unused and used postal
stationery cards incl. preprinted items, some varieties and errors (broken plate UX 9), some cards with
advertisement, nice and clean cancels, double cards, one reply part sent from Germany back to New
York, UX 7 used in May 1880!, postage due, airmail cards, double usages, adhesives, better cancellations
(f.e. early machine cancels), plate flaws, not checked according to plates, possibly a treasure trove,
please inspect (K)

GA

800, -

P 22124

1873/1985 accumulation of ca. 410 unused and used postal stationery cards, incl. reply parts sent
from abroad back to USA (from Russia, Hongkong, China etc.), some printing errors (inverted revaluation,
double revaluation etc.), a few unfolded postal stationery paid reply cards, some unused lettersheets
with different perforation (incl. preprinted item), a wonderful mixture, mostly in nice condition, please
inspect (S)

GA

500, -

22125

1873/85 spcialized collection of ca. 320 used postal stationery cards cancelled by Leavitt machine
cancels, many different types and places, incl. three booklets about this type of machine, cancels, very
interesting an rare offer, please inspect (A) Scott UX 3-8

GA

600, -

W

22122

W

22123

W

256

1873 album with ca. 70 unused and used postal stationery cards, expertly described, incl. UX 1 light
brown late edition and preprinted UX 1 deep brown both unused, incl. “The Big Hole“, one card was used
twice, inverted and reversed watermarks, proofs of UX 3, collected by different colors of value imprint
and paper, thick and thin wires, very high catalogue value, rare and attractive offer, please view (A) Scott
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W

22126

starting 1873 accumulation from specialized collector of ca. 200 unused and mostly used postal
stationery cards, beginning with UX 1 (var. of Big Hole), continuing with some varieties of UX3 (reversed
watermark, recut Big Hole etc.), picture UX 10 (Niagara Falls) until special delivery, incl. postage due of
New Zealand!, varieties, Plate Flaws, better cancellations, errors, nice offer, please inspect (K)

GA

350, -

W

22127

starting 1873 accumulation of ca. 460 unused postal stationery cards from specialized famous collector,
some varieties and errors, (nail-hole (UX7), reversed watermark (UX 3), partly double printed (UX 7),
missing teeth (UX 7), miscut card (UX 9), full offset of design (UX 14), broken year (UX 18) etc., high
catalogue value, please inspect (K) Scott UX 3 etc.

GA

350, -

Scott UX 3 - 74

GA

350, -

starting 1873 holding of ca. 210 unused and used postal stationery cards from a specialized collector,
incl. preprinted cards, some very interesting items (special delivery, American Base Force, Paquebot
Yokohama - Maru, John Hancock (UX 74) with “Battle Wounds“ etc.), twice revaluation (one inverted),
errors (like miscuts), unusual and better cancellations, interesting and rare offer. (S)

GA

350, -

22128
W

22129

starting 1873 holding from specialized collector of ca. 970 unused postal stationery cards , throughout
in good condition, start with 17 times UX 3 mint no preprint (= 1445.-$), high catalogue value (K) ex

W

22130

starting 1873 research lot from secialized collector of ca. 590 unused and used postal stationery cards
incl. preprinted items, special delivery, postage due, many different types of revaluation, uprating with
meter stamp etc., nice offer in mostly good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

450, -

W

22131

1874/1951 holding of ca. 720 mostly used postal stationery cards from specialized collector, many
preprinted items, double cards, different paper (light and dark), interesting cancels (fancy cancels, blue
cancels, flag cancels), different colours of stamps (light brown and choclate), throughout in good
condition, great lot for cancellations, please inspect (S)

GA

450, -

W

22132

1874/1985 (ca.) mainly before 1960, ca. 400 unused and used postal stationery cards, incl. doublecards
(incl. unused and unfolded items), revaluated cards, airmail cards, precanceled and preprinted cards,
one perforated card (from booklet), one card with cartoon (unknown artist), cards send abroad, cards
with machine cancels, duplex cancels, meter stamp etc., please inspect (S)

GA

200, -

W

22133

1874/60 approx. 450 unused and commercially used postal stationery postcards, many preprinted
cards with different advertisement, message and answer parts of double cards, an used double card to
Argentina and other better items, unfolded double cards, cards with revaluation, large variety of
cancellations, a beautiful accumulation, which deserves your attention (S)

GA

220, -

W

22134

1875 accumulation of ca. 680 used (and a few mint) postal stationery cards, incl. many preprinted
items, sorted by plates, nice cancellations (lat arrival, fancy cancels, blue cancels etc.), mostly in good
condition, please inspect (S) Scott UX 5

GA

350, -

22135

1875 research holding sorted by WATERMARKS of specialized collector with ca. 1.420 used postal
stationery cards, incl. preprinted cards, many different types, nice cancellations, lot for specialists, high
value - please inspect (K) Scott UX 3

GA

700, -

22136

1875/1913 accumulation of ca. 740 unused postal stationery cards incl. many preprinted cards,
throughout in good condition (S)

GA

220, -

W

22137

1875/1914 research holding from a sspezilized collector of ca. 2270 used postal stationery cards, incl.
preprinted items (also with advertisement), many different machine cancels and flag cancels, not
checked according to plates, possibly a treasure trove, please inspect (K) Scott UX 5 etc.

GA

600, -

W

22138

1875/1920 accumulation of ca. 290 used postal stationery cards, incl. preprinted items, cards canceled
by R.P.O.´s and octogonal receiver (also in red!), a few items with late arrival, interesting offer for
cancellation specialists, ex spezialized collector (S)

GA

250, -

W

22139

1875/1926 research holding from a specialized famous collector of ca. 1560 unused postal
stationery cards, different paper colours (light and dark buff), some printing errors (missed teeth,
smeared letters etc.), high catalog value, mostly in good condition, need a careful inspection and
calculation, main part ex UX 5 till UX 37 in perfect pristine mint (no preprinted) - f.e.72x UX 5 not
preprinted perfect mint, 166x UX 7, 207x UX 8, 106x UX 10, 150x UX 16, catalogue value over
60.000.-$ ++ (see enclosed list) (K) Scott UX 5-37

GA

W

22140

1875/2001 ca. 250 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, incl. some unfolded
oversized items, better items (90 cent red on white), unfolded lettercard, two items with postage due,
nice lot in mostly good condition (S)

GA

220, -

22141

1875/2010 research accumulation of ca. 2030 unused and used postal stationery cards (incl. some
booklets of picture postal stationery cards), many different machine cancels, fancy cancels and flag
cancels, not checked according to plates, possibly a treasure trove, main part specialized between 1873
and 1880, please inspect (K)

GA

700, -

22142

1875/91 holding of ca. 470 used postal stationery cards incl. preprinted cards, all tied by DuplexCancels, many different towns, ex spcialized collcetor - please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

22143

1875/94, old box with an accumulation of ca. 850 used postal stationery cards, incl. preprinted cards,
many nice cancellations, throughout in good condition, please inspect. (K)

GA

250, -

22144

1875/98 research holding from a specialized collector of about 310 unused and used postal stationery
cards, many cards with various text printing, also some illustrated cards (mostly advertising), including
interesting cancellations (machine cancels, White House, etc.), some cards sent to Europe, postage due,
a very few viewcards, interesting lot with potential, please view (K) Scott UX 5-16

GA/ Ak

500, -

W

W
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22145

strating 1875 accumulation of ca. 210 unused and used postal stationery cards, incl. preprinted items,
airmail cards, many stationeries from Hawaii (high catalogue value), please inspect (S)

GA

300, -

W

22146

1879/98 album with ca. 80 unused and used postal stationery cards, many different colour shades (UX
8 incl. deep chocolate), sent abroad some scarce destination Guatemala, Nicaragua etc.), twice used
cards, nice collection (ex G.C. Slawson) (A)

GA

180, -

P 22147

1880, interesting lot of 31 1 C. stationery cards, all with imprints on reverse coverig several topics like
icebears, stamp dealers, furniture, Norddeutsche LLoyd. (T)

GA

350, -

W

22148

1880/1973 (ca.) stock of about 420 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, while
different flap cuts, with/without window, different sizes, some preprinted items, possibly repertory,
viewing recommended (S)

GA

220, -

W

22149

issue 1881, research holding from specialized famous collector of ca. 390 postal stationery cards, many
preprinted items but also illustrated copies, many interesting postmarks (fancy cancels, RPO´s, early
machine cancellations, small towns, etc.), rare offer in mainly good condition, please inspect. (S) Scott

UX 7

GA

700, -

W

22150

1884/1930 (ca.), assortment of apprx. 85 used and unused stationeries, comprising cards incl. reply
cards, enevelopes, letter cards and wrappers, also nine unused cards with different “World's Columbian
Exposition“ pictorials. (S)

GA

200, -

W

22151

1884/99 ca. 40 unused postal stationery envelopes all with surcharge specimen, many different types
(woved, laid) and colours (blue, cream, manila etc.) of paper, many different dies and sizes, very useful
lot, please inspect (T)

GA

300, -

22152

1886 accumulation of ca. 1.570 used postal stationery cards, many preprinted items, nice cancellations,
attractive starting price (K) Scott UX 9

GA

350, -

22153

1886 accumulation of ca. 2.300 used postal stationery cards, many preprinted items, nice cancellations,
attractive starting price (K) Scott UX 9

GA

450, -

22154

1886 research holding from specialized collector of ca. 680 unused and mostly used postal stationery
cards, incl. preprinted items, cards with plate error, different paper colours (also dark buff), plate
varieties, interesting offer for specialists (S) Scott UX 9

GA

350, -

22155

1886 research holding with early MACHINE cancellations (f.e. Hey & Dolphin, Leavitts, Amer,..) from
specialized collector of ca. 780 used postal stationery cards, incl. preprinted items, all cancelled by
different types machine cancels, interesting offer for specialists (S)

GA

350, -

22156

1886 reserach holding of ca. 500 used postal stationery cards, incl. preprinted items, cards not checked
by plates, nice cancellations, interesting offer for specialists (S) Scott UX 9

GA

130, -

22157

1886/1916 accumulation of ca. 1140 unused and used postal stationery cards, many preprinted items
(also unused), different machine cancels and duplex cancels, not checked according to plates, possibly
a treasure trove, please inspect (K) Scott UX 9-27

GA

250, -

W

22158

1887/90 (ca.), old box with nice collection of ca. 660 unused and used postal stationery cards (only UX
9), incl. many preprinted items, uprated and twice used cards, cards with dirty plates and early usages,
cards sorted by postmarks and cancels (rec´d, R.P.O.´s, coloured cancels, cancel errors, fancy killers
etc.), forwarded items, postal remarks, different carriers, miscuts, incomplete inking and much more
types, a very interesting lot, please inspect. (K) Scott UX 9

GA

700, -

W

22159

1892 accumulation of ca. 400 used and unused postal stationery envelopes, incl. preprinted, revaluated,
uprated items, envelopes with window and different paper (blue, buff, manila etc.), some scarce
destinations (Belgian Congo, India Portuguesa, Japan etc.), envelopes with special cachets of first flights
(from Hawaii, to Shanghai etc.), please inspect (S)

GA

160, -

W

22160

1892 RESEARCH holding from a specialized famous collector of ca. 170 unused and used mostly
preprinted postal stationery double-cards, some nice cancellations, mostly in good condition, please
inspect (S) Scott UY 1

GA

350, -

W

22161

1892/1980 (ca.) ca. 390 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, many different sizes,
paper colors, knifes and dies, incl. revaluated and preprinted items, air mail envelopes, interesting
destinations (Israel, Japan, Sudan, Portuguese-India, Switzerland, Spain, Gambia etc.), some oversized
items and some aerograms, Army Postal Service, Mail from US-Navy, censored mail, airmail, postage
due, mainly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22162

1892/1980 ca. 400 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, incl. revaluated envelopes,
many different sizes, paper colors knifes and dies, oversized items, airmail (nice cachets of first flights),
registered mail, scarce destinations Belgien, Indien, Japan, Kolumbien, Nikaragua, Russland etc.), nice
lot with attractive starting price (S)

GA

200, -

W

22163

1892/1980 ca. 400 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, incl. revaluated,
preprinted and percanceled envelopes, many different sizes, paper colors, knifes and dies, oversized
items, airmail (nice cachets of first flights), registered mail, items with postage due, incl. some unused
and unfolded wrappers, one envelope Wells Fargo, official envelopes, nice lot with attractive starting
price (S)

GA

220, -

W

22164

1892/1986 mainly until until 1960, ca. 400 unused and used postal stationery envelopes, wrappers,
lettercards and airletters, incl. preprinted items, some items canceled by APS and US-Navy, interesting
censor marks (RAF, Naval censor), items with revaluation, censored mail, missent mail, airmail etc.,
mostly in good condition, viewing recommended (S)

GA

300, -
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22165

1892/1988 research holding from a spezialized collector of ca. 790 unused (also unfolded) and used
paid reply postal stationery cards, incl. preprinted items, revalued items, nice cancellations (flags,
balloon flights, US Marine Corps, philatelic etc.), (K)

GA

450, -

W

22166

1892/98 research lot of ca. 170 unused (also some unfolded) and used postal stationery cards with
reply (type Head of Grant) from specialized collector, two items attached at bottom (UY 1c), many nice
machine cancels, many items with specialised descriptions, varieties, specialities,etc. - please inspect
(S) Scott UY 1 + 3

GA

350, -

22167

starting 1892 accumulation of ca. 770 unused postal stationery paid reply cards, incl. some preprinted
items, many UY 2 UNFOLDED; mostly in nice condition, high catalogue value (K) Scotte UY 1,2 etc.

GA

450, -

22168

1893/1960 (ca.) holding of ca. 550 unused and used postal stationary envelopes with many special
features (size, color, etc.), while revaluations, air mail, and envelopes with various additional printings,
mainly in good condition (S)

GA

160, -

22169

1893/1980, accumulation of approx. 410 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery cards and
envelopes, mostly in good condition. (S)

GA

120, -

22170

mainly 1893 accumulation of ca. 350 unused and used postal stationery paid reply cards, mostly
unused (ca. 70 pieces) and unfolded (ca. 230 pieces), a few items preprinted, Destinations like Panama,
Peru, Brazil, etc., mostly in very good condition - main part are UNFOLDED UY 2 in pristine mint condition,
catalogue about 7.000.- Scott (S) Scott UY 2

GA

600, -

22171

1894 accumulation of ca. 1650 used preprinted postal stationery cards, many different machine
cancels and flag cancels, not checked according to plates, possibly a treasure trove, please inspect (K)

Scott UX 12

GA

450, -

22172

1894 accumulation of ca. 3300 used postal stationery cards, also preprinted items, many different
machine cancels and flag cancels, not checked according to plates, possibly a treasure trove, please
inspect (K) Scott UX 12

GA

600, -

W

22173

1894 holding from a specialized collector of ca. 310 used postal stationery cards (Head of Jefferson),
many different advertising from baking powder via salt to plums, book hunting, various trade marks, very
interesting choice to study the end of the 19th century, please inspect (S) Scott UX 12

GA

450, -

W

22174

1895/1980 (ca.) accumulation of ca. 400 mostly unused postal stationery envelopes, incl. many airmail
covers (some with scarce flight cachets, bomber tornado etc.), cover with window, different paper (buff,
cream etc.), only a few used items, one envelope with special delivery, throughout in good condition (S)

GA

200, -

W

22175•

1895/1995 (ca.), POSTCARDS: accumulation with about 4.200 (!) stat. postcards incl. reply and airmail
postcards mostly unused but also a nice section of CTO (First Day) and commercially used items with
majority in the modern period from 1950's on, different types and sub-types, a bundle of unfolded reply
cards, pictorial and thematic issues, interesting section of REVALUED items, advertisments, a few
varieties incl. double surcharges etc., great study lot with a high cat. value! (K)

GA

130, -

W

22176

1897, “UNIVERSAL POSTAL CONGRESS POSTAL STATIONERIES“ : 34 postal stationeries each with
overprint “UNIVERSAL POSTAL CONGRESS“ including 4 very scarce Postal Card and Paid Reply
Postal Card Specimens, all in original card board box, (Nos. UX12S-Q, UX13S-Q, UY1S-Q and UY2S-Q),
the last two folded reply parts tiny thin but intact, fresh and Very Fine group, 125 sets were
distributed to delegates of the Universal Postal Congress. According to a note from Postmaster
General Gary, “As a gesture to the delegates attending the Universal Postal Congress held in
Washington, D.C., in 1897, the government overprinted the stamps of the current series of envelopes
with the inscription “Universal Postal Congress“. They were originally presented to the delegates,
and others, in a card board box covered with black paper...“, this original box is also very scarce, a
rare group with high retail value for the specialist! (S)

GA

W

22177

1900/1980 (ca.) ca. 410 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, many different sizes,
paper colors, knifes and dies, incl. revaluated and preprinted items, air mail envelopes, oversized
envelopes, some scarce destinations (Denmark, France, Guatemala, Portugal, Norway, Sweden etc.),
mainly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

22178

1902 specialized holding of MACHINE cancellation of ca. 1.000 used postal stationery cards incl.
preprinted items, many different types of cancellations ( pneumatic cancels, flags, stations etc.), mostly
in good condition, please take a look (S) Scott UX 18

GA

350, -

W

22179

1902/06 holding of ca. 780 unused and used postal stationery cards, many times with various
additional printing (also advertising), some variants in print (“Dirty Eagle“, no dot after the 3rd line etc.),
mostly in good condition (S) Scott 18

GA

350, -

W

22180

1902/08 research holding from a famous sezialised collector of ca. 500 used postal stationery cards,
also preprinted items (incl. advertisement), many different machine cancels and flag cancels, postage
due, sent to abroad, scarce destinations (Mexico), some nice hand-drawn items (baseball), varieties
(broken letters etc.), not checked according to plates, possibly a treasure trove, please inspect (K) Scott

UX 18-20

GA

350, -

1902/80, holding of ca. 860 unused and used postal stationery postcards, many with text printing but
also illustrated copies, many interesting postmarks (flag cancels and other machine cancels, RPO´s,
places etc.), mainly in good condition. (K)

GA

250, -

1906/70 ca. 370 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, preprinted and revalued
items, items with censor marks, one envelope with special delivery, many oversized envelopes, a nice
offer please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

W

22181
W

22182
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22183

1907 accumulation of ca. 2.740 used postal stationery cards, many preprinted items, nice cancellations,
attractive starting price (K) Scott UX 19

GA

450, -

22184

1908/16 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes, only a very few unused items, many
different cancels (flag cancels, station cancels etc.), a few items with labels backside, mostly in nice
condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

22185

1908/1960 (ca.) ca. 360 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, many different sizes,
paper colors, knifes and dies, incl. revaluated and preprinted items, air mail envelopes, mainly in good
condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

22186

1908/1960 (ca.) ca. 430 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, many different sizes,
paper colors, knifes and dies, incl. revaluated and preprinted items, air mail envelopes, aerograms,
registered mail, postage due, mainly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

GA

220, -

Scott UX 22 / 24

GA

220, -

1910/15 ca.600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes, only a very few unused items, many
different cancels (flag cancels, station cancels etc.), a few items with labels or Christmas stamps
backside, mostly in nice condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22187

1908/85 ca. 500 commercially used postal stationery envelopes with rounded flap, incl. advertising,
registered mail, special delivery, large variety of cancellations (machine-canceled, railway post etc.),
many different towns and places, a larger number precanceled envelopes, mostly in good condition (S)

W

22188

1910/11 lot of ca. 510 unused and mostly used postal stationery cards from specialized collector, incl.
preprinted items, cards with nice cancellations (flag, stations, machine cancels etc.), incl. a few unused
double cards, many 1915 PANAMA PAIFIC EXPO machine cancels, interesting offer for specialists (S)

22189
W

22190

1910/16 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes, only a very few unused items, many
different cancels (flag cancels, station cancels etc.), a few items with labels or Christmas stamps
backside, mostly in nice condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22191

1910/58 ca. 550 commercially used postal stationery envelopes, some unused items, many different
cancels (flag cancels, station cancels etc.), mostly in nice condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22192

1910/58 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes, only a few unused items, many
different cancels (flag cancels, station cancels etc.), a few items with labels or Christmas stamps
backside, mostly in nice condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22193

1912/16 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes, only a very few unused items, many
different cancels (flag cancels, station cancels etc.), a few items with labels or Christmas stamps
backside, mostly in nice condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22194

1915/1960 (ca.) ca. 360 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, many different sizes,
paper colors, knifes and dies, incl. revaluated and preprinted items, air mail envelopes, interesting
destinations (Finland, Netherlands, Australia, Jamaica, Portuguese-India etc.), mainly in good condition,
please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

22195

1915/1960 (ca.) ca. 380 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, many different sizes,
paper colors, knifes and dies, incl. revaluated and preprinted items, air mail envelopes, interesting
destinations (Israel, Norway, New Zealand etc.), one item uprated with perfin and one envelope with
postage due, mainly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

22196

1917/2008, accumulation of ca. 400 unused postal stationery cards incl. preprinted items and
picturepostal stationery cards in complette booklets, some cards of 1984 Olympic Games with special
cachets of different Olympic Torch stations, throughout in good condition (K)

GA

120, -

W

22197

1917/42 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes with rounded flap, envelopes with
many different stamp imprints (incl. revaluations), sizes, paper colours and windows, large variety of
cancellations (machine-canceled, railway stations etc.), precanceled items, a few unused envelopes and
a few covers, many different towns, places and enterprises, mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

300, -

W

22198

1917/49 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes with rounded flap, envelopes with
many different stamp imprints (incl. revaluations), sizes, paper colours and windows, large variety of
cancellations (machine-canceled, railway stations etc.), a very few unused envelopes and a few covers,
many different towns, places and enterprises, mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

220, -

W

22199

1917/49 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes with rounded flap, envelopes with
many different stamp imprints, sizes and windows, incl. advertising, large variety of cancellations
(machine-canceled, Duplex etc.), many different towns and places, incl. some covers (not stationeries),
mostly in good condition (S)

GA/ b

220, -

22200

1917/49 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes with rounded flap, envelopes with
many different stamp imprints, sizes and windows, large variety of cancellations (machine-canceled,
railway stations etc.), many different towns and places, mostly in good condition (S)

GA

220, -

22201

1918/44 ca. 600 commercially used postal stationery envelopes with rounded flap, envelopes with
many different stamp imprints, sizes, paper colours and windows, large variety of cancellations
(machine-canceled, railway stations etc.), advertisement, many different towns, places and enterprises,
mostly in good condition (S)

GA

220, -

W

W
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22203

Start
1920 holding from specialzed collection of ca. 880 unused and revalued postal stationery cards all
with stamp die II, many different types, highly specialised description of each card (stamp dies
Pittsburg 1920 revaluation,..), all marked by Colby for flaws, dies,..) hardly ever to be compiled a
second time!, all mint without preprint!, cat. for normal cards alone already 11.440.- $++ (K) Scott

.

UX 33

GA

1920 research holding from specialized collector of ca. 750 unused and revalued postal stationery
cards all with stamp die II, many different types, also preprinted cards, varieties, types, sorted by
citytyoes, hardly ever to be compiled a second time! (K) Scott UX 33

GA

350, -

22204

1920/60 accumulation of ca. 240 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes, incl. some
airmail envelopes witzh scarce destinations, great variety of issues, sizes, paper colours, knifes and
dies, mostly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

170, -

W

22205

1920/79 accumulation of ca. 330 postal stationery envelopes, great variety of issues, sizes, paper
colours, knifes and dies, items with revaluation, window and without window, throughout in good
condition, interesting lot for the specialist, please inspect (S)

GA

220, -

W

22206

1920/79 accumulation of ca. 360 unused/CTO-uesd and used postal stationery envelopes, great
variety of issues, sizes, paper colours, knifes and dies, items with revaluation, window and without
window, one item with postage due, one item albino, throughout in good condition, some rare types for
the specialist - please inspect (S)

GA

250, -

W

22207

1920/79 accumulation of ca.300 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery envelopes incl. some
airmail envelopes, great variety of issues, watermarks, sizes, paper colours, knifes and dies, items with
revaluation, mostly in good condition, please view (S)

GA

220, -

22208

1924/2001 accumulation of ca. 2.160 unused postal stationery cards incl. many complete booklets
and blocks of four, incl. some nice motives (baseball, Disney, Christmas etc.), a great offer for resellers,
high face value, attractive starting price, (K)

GA

350, -

22209

1926/65 album with ca. 100 unused and used postal stationery cards, some items with First Day
Cachets, 6x block of four, one experimental card (blank), precanceled cards, revalued cards (up-down,
down-up, inverted, twice), airmail cards, uprated by P.O. meter stamp, printing errors (miscut item), one
used card diplomatic free mail (rare!), nice and highly specialised collection (ex G.C. Slawson) (A) Scott

W

UX 37-53

GA

250, -

P 22210•

1929/1985 (ca). Four albums of mostly unused Airletters with varieties like reverse die cuts, mis-cuts,
pre printing folds, pre cutting folds, different colors, e.g. the UC16 B “chocolate“, different overlay
orientation, missing colours ... high catalogue value. (K)

GA

800, -

P 22211•

1930/1985 (ca): approx 2500 aerogrammes and airletters AND additional approx. 1700 airmail
envelopes, including several hundered unfolded aerogrammes, a few V-MAIL (both filled in and posted
forms as well as print outs of the microfilms delivered at home), a few printing errors, a nice section of
revalued, ... the majority of this lot is unused/CTO/FDC, but also first flights/first service have been seen.
More than 200-300 commercial used aerogramms with common and not so common destinations are
included. An interesting lot also for the topical collector. (K2)

GA

400, -

W

22212•

1930/1990 (ca.), ENVELOPES: accumulation with about 3.800 stat. envelopes mostly unused but also
a nice section of CTO (First Day) and commercially used items with majority in the modern period from
1950's on, different types, sub-types and sizes, pictorial and thematic issues, interesting section of
REVALUED items, a few varieties incl. one with albino stamp impression etc., great study lot with a high
cat. value! (K)

GA

140, -

W

22213

1931/35, 18 preprinted and used postal stationery cards all about mail service in Alaska, scarce and
rare group (T)

GA

120, -

22214

1932/80 ca. 320 mostly unused postal stationery envelopes, incl. a few commercially used items and
some airmail envelopes, different sizes and dies, throughout in good condition (S)

GA

150, -

W

22215

1940/75 mainly before 1960 ca. 400 unused and used postal stationery envelopes incl. envelopes with
window, envelopes for airmail aerograms, incl. censored mail, airmail, military mail, please inspect (S)

GA

200, -

W

22216•

1944/2000 (ca.) holding of ca. 1200 aerograms and airletters, incl. some unfolded items, as well as
some unused picture postal stationery cards, mostly in good condition. Some nice destinations and
some varieties like missing colours included. (Ex J. Kasper coll.) (K)

GA/ b

300, -

W

22217

1945/75 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 330 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationery cards and
envelopes all related to airmail, incl. some nice flight cachets, one airmail card with special delivery,
censored mail, nice offer with attractive starting price. (S)

GA

150, -

W

22218

1947/2005 (ca.) holding of ca. 5.820 unused and unfolded aerograms (only very few are folded and
provided with special postmarks), already at a glance we noticed completely blended copies, further
surprises are quite possible, everything in good quality and many times available (K)

GA

800, -

W

22219

1952/60 approx. 500 commercially used postal stationery postcards, many preprinted cards with
different advertisement, message and answer parts of double cards, cards with revaluation, large
variety of cancellations, a beautiful accumulation, which deserves your attention (S)

GA

220, -

22220

1963/78 accumulation of ca. 2.630 mostly unused postal stationery cards incl. airmail cards and
double cards, some cards with First Day cancel and a few cards commercially used, throughout in good
condition (K)

GA

450, -
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22221
22222
22223

Start
1994/98 accumulation of ca. 1080 unused picture postal stationery cards, interesting topicals (Bugs
Bunny, Olympics, Comics, Monsters etc.), all in unopened complete sets, high face value (K)
Scott UX

191-296

GA

180, -

2002/07 ca. 50 packages of unused picture postal stationery cards rouletted on two sides, nice motives
(Disney, Indian art, lighthouses etc.), a very few packages are incomplete and/or opened, high face
value, mostly in good condition (K)

GA

130, -

2007/08 accumulation of ca. 36 unopened packages with complete sets of cards (lighthouses, Spider
Man, Star Wars, cars), the original price for all was more than 470 $ (K)

GA

180, -

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - STEMPEL
see al so 22407

W

22224•

1857/1951, interesting group with 11 covers/postcards and four postal stationeries all with different
postmarks of US origins with foreign country names incl. NORWAY/Mi. (1857), PITCAIRN/Pa. (1946),
TOGO/Minn. (1930), BRAZIL/Ind. (1895), GRENADA/Miss. (ca. 1870), JAMAICA/Vt. (1914), DENMARK/
NY (1951) and others, unusual and attractive group in good to fine condition (T)
b/ Ak/ GA

150, -

W

22225

1895/1943 ca. 150 letters, cards, picture-postcards and postal stationery envelopes, all with machinecancellation with flag, many different places and stamp forms (from USS Lexington!), not everyday offer,
please inspect (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

300, -

W

22226

1899/1950 ca. 110 letters, cards, picture-postcards and postal stationery envelopes, all with railway
postmarks (R.P.O.) and station cancels, many different places, not everyday offer, please inspect (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

220, -

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - MILITÄRPOST / FELDPOST
W

22227

1938/72 highly interesting accumulation of ca. 300 letters, covers and postal stationaries, incl. courier
post (via air safehand courier) , censored mail, airmail, different field post offices (APO 933 in Shanghai
China), many penalty envelopes, army signals, propaganda (THE U.S. ARMY/A KEY TO PEACE), Navy
department, lettergrams, mailgrams, many different countries (China, Iraq, Canada etc.), please inspect
(S)

GA/ b

400, -

W

22228

1939/46, album with approx. 130 covers and commercially used postal stationeries, mostly sent from
different FPO´s and censored (incl. Navy), incl. postage due, airmail, special delivery, covers from
Philippines Islands, France, to New Zealand, Argentina, Virgin Islands etc., patriotic covers etc., useful
lot, please inspect. (A)

GA/ b

200, -

W

22229

1941/53 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 420 covers and commercially used postal stationery envelopes,
many censored items (Naval censor, Army Examiner, cancels and strips), scarce destinations (British
West Indies, Bermudas, St. Lucia, Korea), a useful lot for the specialist, please inspect. (S)

GA/ b

150, -

W

22230

1942/1960 ca., collection with more than 40 A.P.O. covers, predominantly WWII with mail from US
Forces in North Africa, further mail from operations in New Guinea, Hawaii, Guam, Philippines etc.
together with mail from various post-war missions. Detailed descriptions for most covers are enclosed.
In addition ca.15 franked WWII censor covers from Algeria and Tunisia. F/VF condition (A)

b/ GA

80, -

P 22231

1942/46, accumulation of approx. 440 covers, cards, airgraphs, airgrams and commercially used
postal stationery envelopes, all with Army Postal Service (APO), many censored mail (incl. ship censor
Navy!), postage due, special delivery, V...-Mail, pictured envelopes with propaganda and patriotic
themes, stampless covers (free of postage) etc., nice and useful offer in mostly good condition. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

100, -

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - TRANSATLANTIK-MAIL
see al so 23 864, 283 1 2

W

22232

1840's-1860's ca.: Collection of 15 stampless covers/letters from the U.S.A. to France, including
forwarded and re-directed mail, respective postmarks, datestamps, ship names, instructional notes etc.
(A)

b

220, -

VEREINIGTE STAATEN VON AMERIKA - BESONDERHEITEN
see al so 22756

W

22233

1883/1975, accumulation of approx. 110 pictured envelopes, propaganda, patriotic, persons, events, a
beautiful offer in mostly good condition, please inspect (S)

b

200, -

W

22234

1887/1999 ca. 40 letters and postal stationery envelopes with various side cancels of the post office
concerning inadequate addresses, damage and delay of shipments, misdirections, postage due etc.
very interesting offer, not everyday! (S)

GA/ b

160, -

W

22235

1890 - 1945, collection of ca. 614 official business cards, return receipts, registered covers, registered
package receipts, changes of address, forms of Post Office Department, Treasury Department,
Department of Agriculture, weather reports, a very unusual and scarce collection, mostly before WW II.,
in old black metal box (S)

b

600, -

W

22236

1890/1999 ca. 100 picture envelopes and picture postal stationery envelopes, the main part until
1930, very decorative, many different motives, please inspect (S)

GA/ b

220, -
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22237

Start
1899/1907, lot with 54 historical colored magnificent lithographs, mostly from New York, Boston and
Philadelphia. Great mixture with mostly used cards, unfortunately, the stamps were already removed
from some pieces, some with small defects, otherwise in good condition. (T)
1899/1907, Partie mit 54 historischen kolorierten prachtvollen Lithographien, überwiegend aus New
York, Boston und Philadelphia. Eine bunte Mischung mit überwiegend gebrauchten Karten, bei etlichen
Stücke sind leider die marke entfernt, zum Teil mit kleinen Mängeln, ansonsten in meist guter
Bedarfserhaltung. (T)

W

22238

1900/1920, Schachtel mit über 100 historischen Ansichtskarten Straßenbahnen aus NEW YORK CITY.
Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert, leider sind bei etlichen Karten die
Marke entfernt oder weisen kleinere Mängel auf, überwiegend aber befindet sich der Bestand in guter
Bedarfserhaltung. (S)
W

22239

22243

Ak

80, -

Ak

700, -

Ak

350, -

Ak

300, -

Ak

200, -

1900/1950, huge box with almost 400 historical postcards from MASSACHUSETTS. There are both
unused, as well as mailed postcards with postage stamps. Very exceptional collection with topographical
topics, gastronomy, the world of work and traffic, all of them in very nice original shape, some also in
exceptional condition. (S)
1900/1950, Schachtel mit knapp 400 historischen Ansichtskarten aus MASSACHUSETTS. Das Material
ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit topographischen
Darstellungen, Gastronomie, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr
guter Erhaltung. (S)

W

150, -

1900/1950, box with 190 historical photo cards and photographs. Many of them are unused, some
were circulated and often franked. High valuable collection of cards with topographical topics, events,
different kinds of transportation, military and people in great condition and original shape. (S)
1900/1950, Schachtel mit 190 historischen Echtfotokarten und Fotografien. Das Material ist
ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert. Eine sehenswerte Mischung mit topographischen
Ablichtungen, Ereignissen, Verkehrsmittel, Militär und Personen. Die Material ist in meist guter bis sehr
guter Erhaltung. (S)

P 22242

Ak

1900/1950, album with more then 130 historical postcards as well as several collectible pictures,
press photos, vignettes, photos and other interesting printing products. High-quality collection with cards
of different topics, like politics and history with motifs from the postal system, politics, traffic, art,
advertising and many others. Nice collection in great condition. (A)
1900/1950, Album mit über 130 historischen Ansichtskarten sowie zahlreichen Sammelbilder,
Pressefotos, Vignetten, Fotos und anderen interessanten Druckerzeugnissen. Eine hochwertige
Sammlung aus Politik & Geschichte mit Motiven aus dem Postwesen, Politik, Verkehr, Kunst, Werbung,
patriotischen Glückwunsch und etlichen weiteren Bereichen. Das Material ist überwiegend ungebraucht
und meist in guter bis sehr guter Erhaltung. (A)

P 22241

150, -

1900/1920, small set with 37 historical postcards with pictures of the subways and elevated trains from
NEW YORK CITY. Main part of the cards is unused, some were circulated and often franked, but
unfortunately the stamps were already removed from some cards or have minor defects, but mostly the
stock is in good condition. (T)
1900/1920, kleine Garnitur mit 37 historischen Ansichtskarten U-und Hochbahn aus NEW YORK CITY.
Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert, leider sind bei etlichen Karten die
Marke entfernt oder weisen kleinere Mängel auf, überwiegend aber befindet sich der Bestand in guter
Bedarfserhaltung. (T)

P 22240

Ak

1900/1920, box with more then 100 historical postcards with pictures of the trams of NEW YORK CITY.
Main part of the cards is unused, some were circulated and often franked, but unfortunately the stamps
were already removed from some cards or have minor defects, but mostly the stock is in good condition.
(S)

1900/1970, box with 200 historical postcards “Skyscraper“ from NEW YORK CITY with a minor part of
cards dated after 1945. An exciting selection of the history of New York high-rise architecture. Many of
the cards are unused, some were circulated and often franked, but unfortunately the stamps were
already removed from some cards or have minor defects, but mostly the stock is in good condition. (S)
1900/1970, Schachtel mit 200 historischen Ansichtskarten “Wolkenkratzer“ aus NEW YORK CITY,
wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945 eher gering ist. Eine spannende Auswahl zur Geschichte der
New Yorker Hochhausarchitektur. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert,
leider sind bei etlichen Karten die Marke entfernt oder weisen kleinere Mängel auf, überwiegend aber
befindet sich der Bestand in guter Bedarfserhaltung. (S)
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22244

Start
1900/1970, box with almost 200 historical postcards from the State of NEW YORK without New York
City with a smaller part of cards dated after 1945. An exciting selection with city views, landscapes,
pictures of the gastronomy and traffic system. Most of the cards are unused, some were circulated and
often franked, unfortunately the stamps were already removed from some cards or have minor defects,
but mostly the stock is in good condition. (S)
1900/1970, Schachtel mit knapp 200 historischen Ansichtskarten aus dem Bundesstaat NEW YORK
ohne New York City, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach 1945 eher gering ist. Eine spannende Auswahl mit
Ortsansichten, Landschaften, Gastronomie und Verkehrsmotiven. Das Material ist ungebraucht,
beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert, leider sind bei etlichen Karten die Marke entfernt oder weisen
kleinere Mängel auf, überwiegend aber befindet sich der Bestand in guter Bedarfserhaltung. (S)

W

22245

Ak

200, -

Ak

200, -

Ak

500, -

Ak

600, -

1900/1970, Schachtel mit über 1000 historischen Ansichtskarten aus NEW YORK CITY, wobei der
Anteil der Karten nach 1945 eher gering ist. Eine bunte Mischung mit interessanten Motiven wie u.a.
Architektur, Gastronomie und Verkehrsmittel. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig
auch frankiert, leider sind bei etlichen Karten die Marke entfernt oder weisen kleinere Mängel auf,
überwiegend aber befindet sich der Bestand in guter Bedarfserhaltung. (S)

Ak

450, -

1921/58 12 letters all transported by special delivery, one letter with 2 different stamps of this mode of
transport (unusual!), one letter with bisected stamp, one letter as incoming mail from the Philippines
Islands First Trans-Pacific Flight with special delivery to LA, a very special lot, very scarce and rare offer
(T)

b

160, -

1948 incoming mail from UK ca. 30 letters, that were victims of a fire in Terre Haute/Indiana, all with
three-liners DAMAGED BY FIRE/TERRE HAUTE IND/AUG 6 1948, many to famous movie stars like Errol
Flynn, etc. - amazing archive saved from the fire (T)

b

400, -

**/ FDC

250, -

1900/1970, box with almost 300 historical postcards from COLORADO. They are mainly unused, some
were circulated and often franked. Great collection with topographical topics, gastronomy, working
environment and traffic. Very nice selection in excellent condition. Enclosed are also some old postcardsized photographs. (S)
1900/1970, Schachtel mit knapp 300 historischen Ansichtskarten aus COLORADO. Das Material ist
ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit topographischen
Darstellungen, Gastronomie, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr
guter Erhaltung. Beigefügt sind noch etliche alte Fotografien im Postkartenformat. (S)

P 22246

1900/1970, box with far more then 500 historical postcards from approx. 1900 until the 1970s with a
major part of cards printed before 1945. Great and valuable mixture of cards with different topics such
as Alaska, politics, patriotics, advertising, work, gastronomy, types, Indians and Wild West. There are
both unused, as well as mailed postcards with postage stamps, all in different condition. Also included
is a number of American printing products such as old photos, collectors' pictures and drawings. (S)
1900/ 1970, Schachtel mit weit über 500 historischen Ansichtskarten ab ca. 1900 bis in die 1970er
Jahre, wobei der Anteil der Karten vor 1945 überwiegt. Eine bunte Mischung mit Topographie und
Thematik wie u.a. Alaska, Politik, Patriotika, Werbung, Arbeitswelt, Gastronomie, Typen, Indianer und
Wild West. Die Karten sind ungebraucht, beschrieben und zahlreiche auch postalisch gelaufen, alles in
unterschiedlicher Erhaltung. Beigefügt sind noch etliche US-amerikanische Druckerzeugnisse wie alte
Fotos, Sammelbilder und Zeichnungen. (S)

P 22247

1900/1970, box with more then 1100 historical postcards from CALIFORNIA. They are mainly unused,
some were circulated and often franked. Great mixture of cards with topographical topics, gastronomy,
working environment and traffic in great condition. Very nice and rare collection! (K)
1900/1970, Karton mit über 1100 historischen Ansichtskarten aus KALIFORNIEN. Das Material ist
ungebraucht, beschrieben und häufig auch frankiert. Eine kuriose Mischung mit topographischen
Darstellungen, Gastronomie, Arbeitswelt und Verkehr. Die Karten sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr
guter Erhaltung. (K)

P 22248

W

W

22249

22250

1900/1970, huge box with more then 1000 historical postcards from NEW YORK CITY with a minor part
of cards dated after 1945. Great mixture with interesting pictures of different topics, like for example
architecture, gastronomy and transport. Main part of the cards is unused, some were circulated and
often franked, unfortunately the stamps were already removed from some cards or have minor defects,
but mostly the stock is in good condition. (S)

VEREINTE NATIONEN - ALLE ÄMTER
see al so 263 9 6

W

22251

1951-2000, Sammlung aller 3 UNO-Ämter postfrisch komplett in Vordruckalben, zuzüglich vieler
Kleinbogen, auch auf FDC! Dazu noch kleiner postfrischer Dublettenbestand Bund mit z.T. auch MH
sowie 1 Ordner mit Philartes-Graphiken und ein paar Österreich-Ministergaben (leer) (K2)

22252

1952/95 small collection of the unused and CTO-used postal stationeries of all offices (NY, Geneva,
Vienna), in addition still four pages from a selection booklet with stamps (mint and used) of UNTEA incl.
1-19II mint (total value approx. 1.270 DM), please view (A)
GA/ **/ g

22253

1955/2004 (ca.), umfangreiche Dubletten aller drei Gebiete dabei viele Kleinbögen u.a. Menschenrechte,
Jahr des Kindes, etc., UNO New York Bl. 1 ** und FDC usw., überwiegend postfrisch mit kleinem Anteil
gestempelt, hoher Katalog- und Nominalwert! (S)
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70, 200, -

L ot
W

22254•

W

22255

Start
1960 - 1980 (ca.), Lot of letters, mostly FDC, with some interesting pieces, including Indian peacekeepers
in Congo and Laos, also letters on demand, forerunners etc (M)

GA/ b/
FDC

1967/1991, big investment accumulation of full sheets, part sheets and souvenir sheets. Varying
quantity: from a few stamps to a few thousand stamps. In total 172.670 complete issues and sets
and 12.312 single stamps. A summary of all items is available. Michel 245.126 €. (K4)

**

22256

1969/1993(ca.), MNH, an apparantly complete collection in 13 illustrated albums, some better items
with certificate(like New York Mi.-Nr. 14b) included unused airletters and also UN Genf complete as
blocks of four. (K2)

**/ GA

100, -

22257

1969/2012 (ca.), estate in two boxes with a lot of material in form text and stockbooks, c.t.o. and MNH
stamps and FDC in the packing of the agencies (Vienna and Geneva) incl. many nice topics and heaps
of covers, FDC, stationaries, year sets etc. Ideal for retailing. (K2)

**/ g/
b/ FDC

150, -

1995/2016, UN stock of 166 booklets. Vienna 94, Geneve 39 and New York 33 booklets mint never
hinged. Some are incomplete. High face value. (S)

**

200, -

22258

150, .

VEREINTE NATIONEN - NEW YORK
see al so 22258

P 22259

W

1951/1957, Engraver Seizinger, Design “U.N. Headquarter“ and “Hands“ (1951, main value) and
“WMO“ (1957), specialised assortment of proofs/essays/specialities/signatures etc., also incl. two
metal plates with engraved designs. Apprx. 24 pieces in total+related stamps and covers. UNIQUE!
(S)

.

22260•

United Nations New York Collection, 1951-1979, contains 1951-58 issues in inscription and plate blocks
of four, six and ten, also incl. one mint 1955 Souvenir Sheet, and approximately 400 first day covers
1951-1979 including two of the 1955 Souvenir sheet, and one large shoebox of first day covers, also
incl. set of three Ghana sheets with Abraham Lincoln theme (K)

G eb ot

22261•

1952/85(ca.), accumulation of 1.500 unused/used CTO AEROGRAMMES and air-letters with several
better items(unfolded items, items used by emergency forces...) including ca. 230 Souvenir Cards(from
New York but also from Geneva and Vienna) with great variety of motivs, mostly in fine condition. (K)

2226 2

1953/2000. Amazing collection of IMPERFORATE stamps and progressive stamp proofs in various
units like pairs and gutter pairs, corner blocks of 4 (and higher), cross gutter blocks and others.
Many of them with interestings margin inscriptions like UN emblems, color bars, color indications
etc. Great variety of topics like Sport, Politics, Arts, Animals aso. In all 8.157 stamps and proof
stamps, all mint, NH. - “Mr. Andrew Toh, in an open letter dated February 4, 2003 on behalf of the
United Nations and related to the archives‘ initial public offering, stated: ... ‚The items are genuine
UNPA property ...‘. Typically in the past, archival material has come from printing companies and
very rarely from the government body. This official United Nations release certainly marks a
milestone in the history of United Nations philately, and will greatly benefit future collectors with an
incredible range of fresh material for philatelists around the world.“ (from introduction 2004
Brookman specialized catalogue). The catalogue value 2004 Brookmann adds to about 3,100,000
US-Dollars, in words: three-million-one-hundred-thousand! (ex Scott #14/787) (K)
1953/2000. Erstaunliche Sammlung an UNGEZÄHNTEN Marken und progressiven Druckproben in
verschiedenen Einheiten wie Paare und Zwischenstegpaare, 4er-Eckrand-Blöcke (und höher),
Zwischensteg-Kreuz-Blöcke und andere. Viele von ihnen sind mit interessanten Randinschriften
versehen, wie etwa UN-Embleme, Farbbalken, Farbindexpunkte etc. Große Vielfalt an Themen wie
Sport, Politik, Kunst, Tiere usw. Insgesamt 8.157 Briefmarken und Druckproben, alle postfrisch. - “Herr
Andrew Toh erklärte in einem offenen Brief vom 4. Februar 2003 im Namen der Vereinten Nationen und
im Zusammenhang mit dem Börsengang des Archivs: ‚The items are genuine UNPA property ...‘.
Typischerweise stammt das Archivgut in der Vergangenheit von Druckereien und nur sehr selten von der
Regierung. Diese offizielle Veröffentlichung der Vereinten Nationen markiert zweifellos einen Meilenstein
in der Geschichte der Philatelie der Vereinten Nationen und wird zukünftigen Sammlern mit einer
unglaublichen Auswahl an frischem Material für Philatelisten auf der ganzen Welt zugute kommen.“
(aus der Einleitung 2004 Brookman Fachkatalog). Der Katalogwert nach 2004 Brookmann beträgt
rund 3.100.000 US-Dollar, in Worten: Drei-Millionen-Einhundert-Tausend! (ex Scott #14/787) (K)

ex19/854

P 2226 3
P 22264
W

2226 5

22266

b/ GA/
FDC

**

1954/1955 (ca.), Dutch artist Hubert Levigne, group of seven different largely sized artist drawings
for non-adopted designs (“Human Rigths“, “ICAO“, “FAO“), four with signature (in addition nine
photographic essays deriving from these sketches). UNIQUE! (K)

.
2.

1955, 10 years of United Nations, 25 copies of each Typ I and II mint never hinged but some with
yellowish gum. Michel 7750,- €. (T) Block 1 I + II (25)

**

1959/2000. Rich collection containing about 1300 PROOF stamps (color separations) and
IMPERFORATE stamps in various kinds such as pairs, strips, blocks, gutter pairs for a great range of
UN office New York issues out of the named period (Sc #76/772 inclusive some airmails). There are
a lot of interesting topics inter alia Children, Arts, Human Rights, Food, Science, Medicine, Nature
Protection and many more. All mint, NH. Some imperforate stamps with security fingerprints on the
reverse. Stored in a thick stock book. Very high retail value. (A) Proofs

**

1962/2001, big collection on black pages. Mostly in blocks of four + many in blocks of ten, some full
sheets. Flag series in sheets. Scott cv. $3635. (K)

**/ FDC

Sammlungen / Collections
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160, -
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P 22267•

1970 (ca.), artists essay (180x258 mm) for a 5 C. “International Control of Narcotic Drugs“ mounted on
cardboard, signed by artist Olaf S. Mathiesen, unadopted. (MS)

22268

1986/2003, extensive collection in 3 ringbinder. With a complete mnh collection + moren than 100
mini sheets. In addition one ring binder with a complete collection of all flag stamps, mini sheets and
se-tenant´s in mnh and canceld from 1980/1989. High catalogue value. (K)

100, **/ x

100, -

b

300, -

VEREINTE NATIONEN - STEMPEL
P 22269

1957/63, album with little collection of approx. 60 covers of the United Nations Emergency Forces of the
Indian troops in different countries (Italy, Lebanon etc.), mail in the Diplomatic Pouch, different
handstamps of UNEF etc., very good description of every item and in addition some photos of the Indian
troops, very interesting documentation, scarce and rare, inspection is a must! (S)

VEREINTE NATIONEN - BESONDERHEITEN
see al so 201 07

VIETNAM

see al so 22422
W

22270•
22271

1948/1965 (ca.), mainly mint accumulation on stockpages, comprising South Vietnam more than 80
1954 Bao Long sets, North Vietnam from some early issues and also a nice range of varieties. Interesting
lot with very high cat.value! (M)
**/ (*)/ g

180, -

1951/70, interesting accumulation including 1951 Scott 13 (Bao Dai) NH bloc of 4, North Vietnam
some earlier issues including Vietcong, also 5 imperforated sets “space“ on 4 FDC 1962/63,
aerogramme 1967 Sc. C12/C14. (M)
1951/70, interessante Partie dabei u.a. 4er-Block Höchstwert Nr. 73 ** (Mi. 560,-€), Mi. 90 FDC v.
21.12.52, Nord-Vietnam mit Nr. 12(4), 64/66 (*), 275U-280U, Dienst 10/14 , Belege, dabei FDC
ungezähnter Sätzen Weltraum Nr. 217/219U(2), 240/242U, 258/260U, 265/267U., auch Vietcong.
(M)
g/ (*)/ b

180, -

W

22272

1952/87 ca. 20 covers, letters and cards, incl. prisoner of war card from 1966, two interzone cards, one
letter with “Taxe percue“ and one letter US field post, interesting small accumulation, please inspect (T)

GA/ b

200, -

W

22273

1954/73 ca. 80 unused and CTO-used aerograms + some covers and photos, some aerograms are
canceled for the forces of Hungary, Indonesia, Poland and Canada, nice material, please inspect (S)

GA/ b

200, -

W

22274•

1970's-90's Vietnam: Group of eleven enlarged photographs of the original hand-painted designs of
issued stamps, with topics Fish, Birds (Doves), Orchid, New Year, Folk costumes and others, attractive
and most decorative. (DRO)

(*)

100, -

(*)/ g

100, -

VIETNAM-NORD (1945-1975)
W

22275•

1945/75 (ca.), mint and used collection on pages inc. used s/s, inc. a page of 1945 ovpts. not accounted
and to be inspected, plus one page each of Bao Dai and early Cambodia (Michel cat., excluding 1945
issues, 1167.-). (A)

VIETNAM-SÜD (1951-1975)
22276

1952/65, lot of covers (108) used to West-Germany or inland, also unaddressed FDC (67, duplication)
(ex Weserland) (S)

b/ FDC

80, -

W

22277

1955/1970, collection of 64 different EPREUVE DE LUXE, comprising Michel nos. 100, 174, 178,
192/195, 217/20, 221/22, 255/57, 312/15, 316/18, 324/27, 319/20, 343/46, 360/63, 364/67,
375/77, 399/402, 420/23, 435/38, 439/40, 454, 455/56, 457, 458/59. (M)

(*)/ **

200, -

W

22278

1960s/1970s, Foreign Forces in Vietnam (mainly U.S.)+related, assortment of apprx. 150 covers/cards,
comprising field post and commemorative covers. Some items are priced up to 100,- € each, surely an
interesting lot for the specialist, please inspect carefully! (S)

b

400, -

22279

1965/1970 (ca.), accumulation of some tenthousand used commemoratives in bundles, also a few
Malyasian states included; in addition 1970 coil stamp 1d. “Emperor's tomb in Hue“ 100 u/m copies
(only these stamps Michel cat.value 1.200,- €). (S)

g/ **

500, -

Ak

750, -

VIETNAM - BESONDERHEITEN
P 22280

1900/1970, box with more then 900 historical postcards with a minor part after 1945. Many of them
are unused, some were already circulated and quit a lot of them were franked. Besides the topographical
topics they are also showing some interesting motifs such as Military, different kinds of transportation,
working environment and culture. Great collection and exceptional condition. (S)
1900/1970, Schachtel mit über 900 historischen Ansichtskarten, wobei der Anteil der Karten nach
1945 eher gering ist. Das Material ist ungebraucht, beschrieben und etliche auch frankiert. Eine bunte
Mischung die neben den topographischen Ansichten auch eine ganze Reihe an interessanten Motiven
wie u.a. Militär, Verkehrsmittel, Arbeitswelt und noch andere kulturelle Darstellungen bietet. Die Karten
sind meist in guter, einige auch in sehr guter Erhaltung. (S)
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WALLIS- UND FUTUNA-INSELN
see al so 23 41 8, 23 424, 23 425, 23 426

22281

1957/2004, MNH accumulation in a stockbook with main value in 1970s/1980s, apparently mainly
complete sets (in addition some 1930s material mint hinged). (A)

**

P 22282

1962/1997, collection with 287 different blocks of four = 1148 IMPERFORATED stamps in perfect
mint never hinged quality. With a wide range of good topicals like: animals, ships, space, paintings,
etc. Maury catalogue value 16.250 €. (A)

**

W

22283

1973/1978, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, MNH collection of 33 complete sheets (=480 proofs),
only different sheets (combinations of colours), incl. Yv. PA44/47 (Navigators), PA56 (UPU), PA72/73
(Olympic Games), 192/95 (Sea Snails), PA80/81 (Maps). (A)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**

W

22284

1978/1991, collection with 151 different “Epreuve de Luxe“ or “bloc-feuillet gommé non dentele“ in
perfect mint never hinged quality. With a wide range of good topicals like: fishes, animals, ships, space,
paintings, etc. Maury catalogue value 2470 €. (A)

**

W

22285

1978/1997, special lot with more than 500 épreuves de luxe sorted in five thick albums. This
collection contains many beautifull topics like sports, space, plains, flowers etc. and is not often
offered in this comprehensiveness. Maury-cat.value more than 12.000,-€. (K)

(*)

W

22286

1979/1997, collection with 100 different “Epreuve de Luxe“ or “bloc-feuillet gommé non dentele“ from
the airmail issues in perfect mint never hinged quality. With a wide range of good topicals like: animals,
ships, space, paintings, etc. Maury catalogue value 2470 €. (A)

**

250, -

P 22287

1979/1997, collection with 161 different “Epreuve de Luxe“ or “bloc-feuillet gommé non dentele“ in
perfect mint never hinged quality. With a wide range of good topicals like: fishes, animals, ships, space,
paintings, etc. Maury catalogue value 3800 €. (A)

**

400, -

P 22288

1979/1997, collection with 322 different “Epreuve de Luxe“ or “bloc-feuillet gommé non dentele“ in
perfect mint never hinged quality. With a wide range of good topicals like: animals, ships, space,
paintings, etc. Maury catalogue value 6376 €. (A2)

**

600, -

W

250, .3

2.
250, .3

WEIHNACHTSINSEL
see al so 20200, 21 547

W

22289

1971/1988 (ca.), accumulation with about 850 mostly UNFOLDED AEROGRAMMES with several early
types and sub-types, attractive thematic issues etc., some heavier duplicated incl. the scarce A1 (small
corner creases at bottom - inside when folded), majority unused with a few fine used with FD cancels,
high cat. and retail value! (S)

GA

250, -

W

22290

1972/1992 (ca.), accumulation with about 470 folded AEROGRAMMES with a nice section of early
types, attractive thematic issues etc., majority unused but also a nice part unaddressed with FD cancels
(CTO), high cat. and retail value! (S)

GA

180, -

W

22291

1995, Special lot of Christmas series containing in all 76 imperforated stamps including 8 horizontal
gutter pairs and 4 vertical gutter pairs. (Michel 408/10 U) (T) Sc 370/72 imperf.

**

900, -

ZANZIBAR

see al so 21 874
W

22292•

1868-1922 Collection of 8 postal stationery items, 4 covers and 16 stamps all used on Zanzibar, from
three Indian stamps with different Zanzibar datestamps (incl. 1868 8a. canc. by British P.O. duplex), two
Indian p/s cards used to Germany (1888 via Aden) and England (1893 per French Packet), uprated p/s
registered envelope to Holland in 1899, p/s double card 1+1c. used to Egypt in 1899, a registered cover
to the U.S.A. in 1898 with five-colour franking, and many interesting items more, well written up on six
pages. (M)
b/ GA/ g

350, -

W

22293

1897/1949, stationery cards 1 A. carmine (3) resp. red (2) used to Berlin/Germany. Also 6 C. red tied
“ZANZIBAR“ on three ppc all used 1908/09 via Suez and Port Said to Jaffa/Holy Land, one w. arrival
“JAFFA 10.10.08“ and interesting palace ceremony photograph. Total 9 items. (ex Weserland) (T)
GA/ Ak/ b

80, -

W

22294

1898/1965 (ca.) holding of about 600 unused and used postal stationery including large-sized unused
postal stationery envelopes for registered mail, the greatest are unused and unfolded aerograms with
duplication, also some letters from the daily post but also with better frankings, please view (S)

300, -

GA/ b

ZANZIBAR - GANZSACHEN
see al so 2229 3

ZENTRALAFRIKANISCHE REPUBLIK
W

22295

1959/1990, comprehensive almost exclusively MNH stock in three thick albums with plenty of
material, commemoratives, thematic stamps, airmails, postage dues, Military Mail stamps, gold foil
stamps etc. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (K)

**/ g/ *

W

22296

1974, 100 years of World Postal Union (UPU) 500fr. showing letter and UPU emblem in a lot with about
1.450 stamps mostly in complete folded sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 354, € 10.875,-- + (S) 354

**
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ALLE WELT

see al so 2251 7, 22883 , 229 9 5, 259 50, 261 03 , 29 023
W

22297

1840-1920 ca., “THE BATH PHILATELIC SOCIETY REFERENCE & STUDY COLLECTION“: Comprehensive
collection in eight Rapkin volumes, built up from the thirtys, of all important classic issues worldwide
including genuine stamps, repaired stamps, forgeries, fake cancellations and different types of
forgeries. Specialized and described with rare reproductions and facsimile stamps of Francois
Fournier, Jean de Sperati, Georges Fouré, Peter Winter, Sigmund Friedl and others. Austria with
Merkur issues, Belgium railway overprints, Spain with classic covers, Switzerland cantonal issues,
USA locals, Uruguay suns, Italian states, Japan specialized with over 250 stamps starting first
issues, Mexico Hidalgo issues, German states, British Colonies with die proofs, complete sheets,
varieties and errors, Australia states high specialized with many certificates RPS, St.Vincent SG#32
certificate RPS (repaired), China with large Dragons and Shanghai local issues, Taiwan Formosa
classic issues, France Ceres issues with complete sheets, Romania and Iran classics with a wide
range of different types, India and Malaya states, Straits Settlements, Hong Kong specialized,
Southafrica with triangle sheets. Overall a lifetime collection built up by many experts of classic
stamps worldwide, with high knowledge. Many rare stamps and reprints, unseen specialized studys
of the most difficult issues in classic philately, so close inspection is highly advised, overall a
desirable collection with many elusive stamps (K)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

W

22298

Ab ca. 1900, gigantische Partie mit weit über 50.000 Ansichtskarten, größtenteils vor 1945, mit
u.a. Lithografien, Künstlerkarten, Prägedrucken und Fotokarten, überwiegend sortiert nach Orten/
Städten bzw. Regionen, wobei auch kleine und kleinste Orte und Dörfer enthalten sind. Der
Schwerpunkt der Karten liegt bei Österreich mit den Bundesländern KÄRNTEN, SALZBURG,
STEIERMARK, TIROL und VORALBERG und Deutschland mit BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG, BAYERN,
BERLIN, HAMBURG, HESSEN, NORDRHEIN-WESTFALEN und THÜRINGEN. Aber auch thematische
Karten, darunter zahlreiche Serien, sind mit einem sehr breit gefächerten Spektrum vertreten:
Kunst und Malerei, Politik, Politiker, Propaganda, Emanzipation, Religion, Adel/Monarchie,
Architektur, Druck & Papier, Erotik, Flug, Fotokunst, Glas, Glückwunsch, Heraldik, Judaika,
Stoffkarten, Kinder, Militär/1. Weltkrieg, Monate, Schiffe, Olympiade, Turnen, Schmetterlinge,
Zebras, Vereine und Verbände, Werbung, Zeppelin, Stilleben, Blumen, Wetter, Vulkane und
Jahreszeiten. Die Karten sind gebraucht oder ungebraucht und meist in guter Erhaltung.
UMFANGREICHER FUNDUS, DESSEN DETAILLIERUNG GEWINN VERSPRICHT. (RE2)

22299

32.

W

1880/2000 (ca): aus dem Bestand eines Händlers. Mehrere ZIGTAUSEND Belege, meist einzeln
ausgepreist und beschrieben, dabei Deutschalnd, Europa, Japan, Vereinigte Staaten aber
insbesondere sehr viel für die Thematiksammler aufbereitete Belege und Marken - dabei sind alle
wesentlichen
thematischen
Sammelgebiete
vertreten.
Hoher
sechsstelliger
Einzelauszeichnungspreis. (2 Pal.)

22300

.

W

1974/2006 (ca.): 694 different sorts of miniture sheets, each in quantities of 100, in perfect quality
from various countries with a wide range of thematics. All sheets are listed in Michel and have a
catalogue value of 11.007 Euro, so the cat. val. of the total lot is 1.100.700 €. A detailed listing of
the contained sheets is available. (K12)

W

22301

1850/1950 (ca.), Worldwide accumulation in 13 volumes with strength in classics, e.g. Americas
incl. Canada, Argentinia, Brazil, Mexcio, USA, Venzuela. Europe incl. Italy reprints old stock, Turkey
1st issues. Extensive Spanish colonies incl. Cuba, Puerto Rico 1898/1899 overprint provisionals (ex
Lomas), Specimen-Muestra overprint multiples to 2 pesos. Philippines with massive stock of classic
telegraph pinhole high value usages. Also China and Taiwan. Mixed condition with many better g/ */ (*)/
single items. Huge catalogue value! (K)
**/ d

22302

.

W

1855/1950 (ca.), gehaltvolle und komplett belassene Einlieferung, dabei etliche bessere klassische
Ausgaben Britische Kolonien wie Natal, Kap Woodblock mit Attest, gute Ausgaben Europa, Berlin
Markwerte Schwarzaufdruck und Währungsblock gestempelt (Attest Schlegel BPP), ferner recht g/ **/ */
interessante Indien-Sammlung ab Königin Victoria usw. Besichtigen! (S)
(*)

22303

3.2

Spassender Posten von ca. 350 Belegen mit Schwerpunkt Altfrankreich mit über 30 Belegen der
Bordeauxausgabe, dabei wirklich seltene Farb- und mehrfache Mischfrankturen ins Ausland mit
seltenen Destinationen wie China, Constantinopel oder in französische Gebiete verwendet,
Altdeutschland mit seltenen Probenfrankaturen wie mit ‚Kopf und Wappen‘, Reco, desweiteren
italienische Staaten mit seltenen und gesuchten Frankaturen, Übersee, etc. Besichtigung lohnt! (S)

22304

2.2

Ab ca. 1820 sehr interessanter und vielfältiger Briefposten Alle Welt mit insgesamt ca. 1200
Belegen Europa und Übersee. Schwerpunkt ist der Zeitraum frühes 20. Jahrhundert bzw. Erste
Hälfte 20. Jahrhundert. Europa mit viel Schweiz, Österreich, Polen in separatem Album,
Großbritannien sowie viele andere Gebiete, Übersee mit Album USA, Asien mit Japan, ein Album mit
ca. 250 alten Ansichtskarten afrikanische Staaten/Kolonien aus ca. 1900/1920 mit seltenen
Motiven und tollen Destinationen, aber auch Flug- und Zeppelinpost etc. Tolles Angebot aus altem
Nachlass, Besichtigung empfehlenswert! (K2)

P 22305

EUROPA und ÜBERSEE: 1850/1957 ca., urige Sammlung in drei alten Schaubekschwarten quer
durch die Welt, naturgemäß unterschiedliche Erhaltung, aber dafür sehr gehaltvoll, die Fotos zeigen
etwas die Sammlungsstruktur (K)

W
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W

22306

86 different sheets in various quantities, from various countries and themes. In total this lot
comprises 46.200 sheets, parts of them are not listed in Michel. Because of the large quantity the
price per sheet is less than 0,10 Euro making a total of 4.400,- €. The perfect lot for resellers! (K10)

**

22307•

.

W

1920/1980 (ca.), holding of several hundred covers/cards, e.g. Europe, Asia, strong section Italy/
area, incl. registered, censored and airmail, stationeries etc. Interesting lot of postal history,
realistic retail value $10200. (K)

b/ GA

.3

W

22308•

1850/1970 (ca.), comprehensive holding of covers/cards in three boxes incl. registered and airmail,
stationeries etc. Interesting lot of postal history, realistic retail value $9700. (K3)

22309

b/ GA

.2

W

1900/1990 (ca): 31 Belege, einzeln ausgepreist und beschreiben. Eine vollständige Aufstellung
liegt bei. Dabei Europe, deutschland und Thematik. Hoher Katalog und Handelswert. (S)

b

22310•

.2

1860‘s-2000‘s: Accumulation of thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps worldwide, also
many miniature sheets and sheets, with a wide range of thematics, miniature sheets, souvenir
sheets and stamp sheets in quatities etc. etc., with several interesting items like, for example, a
Barbados postage due 6c. sheet of 10 showing ERROR “St. Edwards Crown“ and others, plus a
number of boxes with metal stamps issued on occ. of the Phil. Exhibition Taipei ‚93. (K2)

**/ */ g

P 22311

.

1872-1995 accumulation of ca. 960 unused, CTO-used and commercially used postal stationeries,
incl. postal stationery cards and envelopes (also pictured items), many better items (tube mail etc.),
revaluations, many different countries ( France, Russia, Siam, German and British colonies,
Australia, India etc.), mostly in good condition (K)

GA

P 22312

.

1878/1980 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 760 covers, cards, viewcards and postal stationeries, mostly
items of the French Colonies, many better used postal stationeries, revalued items, items with
different surcharges, nice cancels, represented Indochina, Cambodge, Martinique, Nigeria, New
Caledonia etc., please inspect carefully. (S)

GA/ b/
Ak/ e

.

W

22313

1849/1960 ca., accumulation of worldwide stamps and covers (some toning) in a stockbook, comprising
valuable items of classic era France, i.a. 3 x 1 Fr Ceres, Napoleon, Bordeaux issue etc., furthermore
Germany, British Colonies, a range of Zeppelin covers, picture postcards from Africa with destination
Brasil and other interesting items. Very high catalog value! (A)

*/ g/ b

950, -

W

22314

1857/1960 album with ca. 170 covers, postal stationeries (mostly used postal stationery cards) and
some maximumcards (Serbia), incl. airmail, registered mail, cartes precurseurs (France), postage due,
censorship, a reply part of a Polish postal stationery card returned from abroad (Lithuania to Poland),
represented are Switzerland, Russia, Norway, India, COGH, Netherlands etc., throughout in good
condition, please inspect (A)

GA/ b/
Mk

800, -

1890/1960 (ca.), holding of several hundred commercial covers/cards Europe and overseas, incl.
registered, censored and airmail, stationeries etc. Interesting lot of postal history, realistic retail value
$5200. (K)

b/ GA

650, -

22316

1913/1980 (ca.), Booklets and booklet panes, collection of booklets and exploded booklets neatly
arranged on apprx. 37 album pages, comprising Belgium, Denmark, Canada, USA etc. (M)

**

650, -

P 22317

1880/1970 (ca.): Fine lot of about 200 covers, cards and stationeries comprising interesting items as
ship and “PAQUEBOT“ marks especially French, German, British. Some nice “travelling cards“ with
frankings of different countries, card British occupation of BATUM and more. Needs to be viewed. (S)

b/ GA

600, -

P 22318

1890/1980 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 1.040 unused, cto-used and used postal stationeries, postal
stationery cards and envelopes, lettercards, postal stationery with paid reply cards, preprinted items,
picture postal stationery cards (Germany III. Reich), airgrams etc. represented Germany (ca. 320 items),
Belgium (ca. 210 items), Portugal and Colonies (ca. 70 items), Argentina (ca. 70 items), Netherlands (ca.
90 items), India (ca. 30 items), Hungary (ca. 30 items), Mexico (ca. 30 items), France (ca. 20 items),
Luxembourg (ca. 20 items), Japan (ca. 20 items, Russia (ca. 20 items), Switzerland (ca. 20 items), a list
of the remaining countries is attached, mostly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

600, -

22319•

1966/1972, ten similar collections of only complete MNH issues in a well filled stockbooks offering perf.
and imperf. sets, souvenir and minature sheets, in total more than 150 different items, of Yemen
(Republic), Kathiri State of Seiyun, Mahra State and Qu´aiti State of Hadhramaut. Also covers many nice
topics like sports, art, Kennedy etc. Very high catalogue and retail value. See the complete scan of one
collection in our online catalogue! (K)

**

600, -

22320

1850-1980, vielseitiger Bestand Übersee ab Klassik bis hin zu Motiven, auch bessere Asien mit China
und weiteren interessanten Ausgaben, Besichtigung wird empfohlen. (K2)

**/ */ g

500, -

1780's-1930's: Various collection of 76 covers and postcards plus some stamps worldwide, with early
pre-philatelic covers from Russia, Germany, the British Commonwealth, Italy and others, franked mail
from Holyland and Palestine, Italy, Egypt, the Levant, Russia, Argentina, the British Commonwealth and
many items more including Arctic mail, military and P.O.W. mail, registered covers, censored mail etc. (S)

b/ GA/
g/ */ **

500, -

P 22321

1880/1960 (ca.), collection of apprx. 1.350 used/unused stationeries Europe/Overseas in six albums,
comprising cards, reply cars, letter cards, envelopes, wrappers. High retail value! (K)

GA

500, -

22322

1880/1964 album with ca. 90 covers and used postal stationeries (incl. some picture postal stationery
cards), registered mail, many better frankings, nice motives, represented are Kuwait, United States,
India, Ceylon, Malayan Federeation etc., throughout in good condition, please inspect (A)

GA/ b

500, -

W

W

W

22315•

P 22320A

W
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P 22323

1880/1970 (ca.), meist Deutschland, aber auch Alle Welt incl. Flugpost, vielseitige Partie von ca. 115
Briefen und Karten, dabei Dt.Reich mit Portofreiheiten sowie Dienst MiNr. I, III.Reich mit interessanten
Belegen, Nachkrieg mit u.a. sowjetischer Zensur und Postkrieg, sehr schöner Teil Flugpost Alle Welt mit
u.a. Iran. Guter Posten aus Bestandsauflösung, der vollkommen unberührt angeboten wird! (S)

b

500, -

P 22324

1930/2000 (ca.), accumulation with stamps in an album, bundle of stocksheets and hundreds of
glassines with mostly THEMATIC ISSUES incl. complete but also incomplete sets, miniature sheets, a few
booklets, varieties, fiscal stamps and others, majority mint never hinged except the fiscal stamps mostly
used, great lot with potential for some nice finds with a few shown in the foto-plate - PLEASE INSPECT!
(K)

**/ */ g

500, -

P 22325•

1930's-1960's ca.: More than 560 maximum cards worldwide, most of them from European countries
but also some from overseas, used postally or cancelled-to-order, mostly fine. (S)

Mk

500, -

P 22326

1939/73, holding of about 340 letters, cards, picture-postcards, wrappers, a telegram and commercially
used postal stationaries, all with various censorship stamps, censorship labels and censorship shutter
strips, incl. registered mail, airmail, express mail, mail from FPO´s, mail of POW´s (French form letters),
a postal stationary card of Switzerland caught in transit during the end of WWII! represented many
different countries (Switzerland, France, Italy, Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Slovakia etc. +
overseas), mute cancels, adapted postmarks, supplementary cancels (“reason enclosed“ etc.), a very
interesting item, please take a look. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

500, -

P 22327

1950s (approx.), Great Britain. Corded folder “Colour Specimens“ by Thomas de la Rue Ltd, London,
contains on 10 pages 103 different colour samples of a fancy stamp “De La Rue Production“ with an
image of a stylized eagle. All colour shades are marked with a numerical code. The folder is in a very
good condition and is certainly not offered very often! (M) Proofs

500, -

P 22328

1952, Great Britain. The brochure “A Century of Stamp Production“ by Waterlow & Sons Ltd, London,
shows a cross-section of the stamps produced by this company from the period 1852 to 1952. Beside
the richly illustrated information text there are printed pictures of stamps in original size and colours as
well as glued in original stamps in this issue. The illustrations or the originals are clearly marked as
reproductions and specimens res. An interesting and very beautifully made booklet, which is certainly
not very frequently offered, and especially not in this impeccable quality! (T)

500, -

22329

AEROGRAMS: Big box filled up with much more than 1000 aerograms worldwide, used or unused,
majority overseas incl. Japan, Singapore, Hongkong etc., also some Europe and others. (K)

GA

500, -

W

22330

1880/1960 (ca.), extraordinary collection of apprx. 135 uprated stationeries “TWINS“ (with matching
stamps - same colour+value), comprising e.g. Albania, German Empire, Bulgaria, Serbia etc. A lovely lot!
(S)

GA

450, -

W

22331

1880/1995 (ca.) holding of ca. 870 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries, incl. postal
stationery cards and envelopes, wrappers and aerograms (incl. unfolded items), great variety of items,
including Asia, Southafrica, Falkland, .. mostly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

450, -

W

22332

1898 - 1967 (ca.), comprehensive accumulation of over 160 covers, while also part NACHPORTO, with
various uses such as registered mail, express, air mail, franking cncl, advertising, etc. (A)
1898 - 1967 (ca.), umfangreicher Posten von über 160 Belegen, dabei auch guter Teil NACHPORTO, mit
verschiedenen Verwendungen wie Einschreiben, Express, Luftpost, dabei Absenderfreistempel,
Werbung usw. (A)
GA/ b/ Ak

450, -

P 22333

1875/1960,Accumulation of about 390 covers and cards including many nice picture cards from
Austria, Rumania, Hungaria and some Russia as well as interesting frankings and cancellations,
especially from Austria (Galizia) housed in five albums. Please view. (K)

b/ GA

400, -

P 22334

1900/2004 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.500 covers and some postal stationeries with a great
mixture through all continents mostly in the modern period incl. many attractive thematic issues and
unusual items, postmarks incl. commemorative pmks., metermarks, airmails and registered, commercial
mail and a few FDC's etc. (K)

b/ GA

400, -

22335

1944/78, accumulation of ca. 200 unused, CTO-used and used postal stationery airgrams, incl. with
meterstamp (Spain), with surcharges (Swaziland, South West Africa), revaluation (Qatar), only a very few
used items, represented Brezil, South Africa, Spain, Sudan, South Rhodesia etc., nice offer in throughout
good condition. (K)

GA

400, -

W

P 22336

W

W

1859/2010, holding of ca. 780 letters, cards, parcel cards, picture-postcards and unused and used
postal stationeries (incl. postal stationery cards, also with advertising and picture postcards, postal
stationery envelopes), incl. registered mail, airmail, meter stamps, represented are Switzerland, Israel,
Germany, Poland, Old German States (Württemberg), Finland etc., mostly in good condition, please view.
(S)
GA/ b/ Ak

350, -

22337

1890 - 1950 (ca.), small collection of 60 covers, while FDC, registered mail, while Switzerland, Romania,
Yugoslavia, Liechtenstein, Saarland, Germany, etc., please visit! (A)

b/ GA/
FDC

350, -

22338

1890/1902, Correspondence to Private Commercial School of Prof. Glasser in Vienna/Austria, lot of
apprx. 40 entires incoming from various states, partly with faults/postal wear/few with adhesives cut
out etc., but comprising some unusual pieces, registered mail, perfin etc. (S)

b

350, -

from 1880 holding of ca. 870 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries, incl. postal stationery
cards and envelopes, wrappers and aerograms (incl. unfolded items), great variety of items, incl.
Falkland, Asia,.., mostly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

350, -

22339
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22340

from 1880 on holding of ca. 870 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries, incl. postal stationery
cards and envelopes, wrappers and aerograms (incl. unfolded items), great variety of items, mostly in
good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

350, -

P 22341

1875/1995 accumulation of ca. 210 unused and used postal stationeries, postal stationery cards and
envelopes, lettercards, picture postcards, reply paid postal cards (one item used twice!), preprinted
items, private postal stationeries (Switzerland), registered mail, postage due, airmail etc. nice offer of
many countries, mostly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

300, -

W

22342

1880/1995 (ca.) holding of ca. 780 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries, incl. postal
stationery cards and envelopes, wrappers and aerograms (incl. unfolded items), great variety of items,
also including Asia, mostly in good condition, please inspect (S)

GA

300, -

W

22343

1887/1994, accumulation of ca. 560 covers, cards and unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries
(postal stationery cards, picture postal stationery cards, postal stationery envelopes, lettercards),
represented Canada, Germany, Great Brittain, USA, Montenegro, Switzerland, Australia etc., mostly in
good condition, please inspect. (K)

W

W

W

1887/1994, Bestand von ca. 560 Belegen, Karten und ungebrauchten/CTO-gebrauchten und
gebrauchten Ganzsachen (Ganzsachenkarten, Bildpostkarten, Ganzsachenumschläge, Kartenbriefe),
vertreten sind Kanada, Deutschland, Grossbritannien, USA, Montenegro, Schweiz, Australien etc., meist
in gutem Zustand, bitte ansehen. (K)
GA/ b/ Ak

300, -

22344

1889/1974 album with ca. 90 covers, cards and used postal stationeries (incl. some nice Polish picture
postal stationery cards, many postage due, censored items, revaluations, represented are Greece,
Bulgaria, Tchecoslovakia, Luxembourg, Russia etc., mostly in nice condition, please inspect (A)

GA/ b

300, -

22345

1891-2000, accumulation of ca. 130 mostly unused and only a few used postal stationeries, many
unused and unfolded postal stationery paid reply cards (United States ca. 30x UY 1 = ca. 1.200 $),
unused and unfolded revalued postal stationery paid reply cards (Canada KGV), high catalogue value,
mostly in good condition (K)

GA

300, -

22346

1914/45 (ca.), album with ca. 140 covers and used postal stationeries (postal stationery cards and
envelopes), many censored items of WWI and WWII (German, British, Indian censormarks incl. currency
control etc.), airmail, registered mail, Perfin, cutouts of stationeries, private postal stationeries,
represented Netherlands, Austria, USA, France, India, Great Britain, please inspect. (A)

GA/ b

300, -

22347

1939/49, 5 albums with approx. 450 letters, cards and commercially used postal stationaries, all with
various censorship stamps, censorship labels and censorship shutter strips, incl. registered mail,
airmail, mail from FPO´s, mail of POW´s, represented many different countries (Germany, USA etc.),
supplementary cancels, an interesting offer, please inspect. (K)

GA/ b

300, -

22348

THEMES: lot of 21 stockbooks with only stamps sorted by themes, f.ex. railways, flowers, dogs and more,
most times cheap material, a good stock is with Red Cross and pathfinder! Fun for long and cold winter
evenings (K)
THEMATIK: Partie von 21 Steckbüchern mit nur thematisch sortierten Briefmarken, wie z.B. Eisenbahn,
Flora&Fauna, besonders gut vertreten Rotes Kreuz und Pfadfinder! (K)
**/ g/ b

300, -

22349

1860/1970, accumulation of ca. 350 unused, cto-used and used postal stationeries, postal stationery
cards (also unfolded doublecards) and envelopes, lettercards, represented Sweden, Germany, Great
Britain, United States etc., mostly in good condition (S)

GA

250, -

P 22350

1877/2013 accumulation of unused and used postal stationeries, mostly issues of Canada, postal
stationery cards and envelopes, airgrams and domestograms, picture postal stationery cards,
precanceled double cards, preprinted items, also presented Bavaria, Switzerland etc., mostly in good
condition (S)

GA/ b

150, -

P 22351

1880/1955, collection of apprx. 110 covers/cards/used stationeries, incl. several interesting pieces,
e.g. 1891 German (stampless) consular mail from Sydney to Germany, uprated stationeries, registered,
censored and airmail etc. (A)

b/ GA

250, -

P 22352

1880/1968 accumulation of ca. 160 covers, cards, parcelcards and postal stationeries, registered mail,
airmail, Express-mail, represented Russia, Bavaria, Saar, Germany, Argentina etc., mostly in good
condition (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

250, -

P 22353

1890/1950 (ca.), assortment of apprx. 60 covers/cards/stationeries, comprising e.g. British colonies
incl. registered stationery envelopes, 1895 registered Papeete cover (some imperfections/one stamp
fallen off but nevertheless rare and attractive), nice range of European covers incl. some Germany,
registered, censored and airmail etc. Interesting group of postal history, viewing advised! (A)

b/ GA

250, -

22354

1894 - 1972 (ca.), accumulation of over 70 covers, while letters, postal stationary, FDC, registered mail,
interesting destinations from South Africa, Hungary, Honduras, Costa Rica, Dominica, Ecuador, Uruguay,
Peru and others. (A)
GA/ b/
FDC

250, -

W

1894 - 1972 (ca.), Posten von über 70 Belegen, dabei Briefe, Ganzsachen, FDC, Einschreiben,
interessante Destinationen aus u.a. Südafrika, Ungarn, Honduras, Costa Rica, Dominica, Equador,
Uruguay, Peru u.a. (A)

W

22355

Nachlässe - Großer Karton mit vielen hundert Briefen, Ansichtskarten, Belegen, Ganzsachen und FDC, b/ FDC/
dazu etwas Marken in E-Büchern und weiteres Material, vielseitiger Posten. (alter Ausruf 350 Euro) (K) Ak/ g/ **

250, -

22356+

1889/1936, lot of 32 covers/cards, comprising e.g. Straits Settlements perfin, nice airmail and main
value SKANDINAVIA, e.g. interesting Iceland; usual postal wear. (T)

240, -
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22357•

Großer Karton mit zahlreichen interessanten Motiven, vielfach vorsortiert auf Steckkarten mit hunderten
Blocks, dabei uach ungezähnte, Automatenmarken in 22-Karat Gold in Spezialalbum mit Zertifikat,
dabei auch Blumen, Musik, Polar, Flugpost, Berge. Desweiteren Alderney in zwei Alben mit Zwischenstegen
auf FDC, dazu alte Briefmarkenpaketkarten mit etlichen Motiven, intersessant auch für Wiederverkäufer! */ **/ g/
(K)
b/ ETB

230, -

22358

1883/1974 album with ca. 190 covers, postal stationeries (mostly used postal stationery cards, incl.
some picture postcards), incl. airmail, registered mail, represented are Romania, India, Yugoslavia etc.,
nice motives UPU and mushrooms, throughout in good condition, please inspect (A)

GA/ b

220, -

22359

1943/80 collection of ca. 160 unused airgrams incl. some unused forms, represented are the countries/
areas beginning with the letter B, from Bahamas(from No 1), Bahrain (with types) to Burma, good
condition (A)

GA/ b

220, -

P 22360

1823-1960, vielseitige Partie mit über 140 Briefen und Belegen ab Vorphila, dabei auch Übersee,
Asien, Europa mit Irrläufern, bessere Frankaturen und einige Besonderheiten. (S)

b

200, -

P 22361•

1836 to modern: More than 100 covers, postcards and postal stationery items worldwide, from a
German stampless cover from Freiburg to Switzerland in 1836, with some old postal stationery cards
and envelopes, several attractive picture postcards and printings (Freemason etc.), Military mail as
cover from the New Zealand troops in Egypt, several unusual destinations, postage due, and many
interesting items more, plus few stamps. (S)

b

200, -

P 22362

1850's onwards: Reference collection of some hundred forged stamps, reprints and imitations, original
stamps with forged cancellations or overprints, also some genuine stamps, stamps and reprints opt.
“SPECIMEN“, and many others worldwide. (K)

(*)/ */
**/ g

200, -

W

22363

1880-1920 (ca.) album with ca. 180 unused and commercially used wrappers, many differentissues,
uprated items, represented Russia, Bechuanaland, Great Britain, Argentina, COGH etc., interesting lot
(A)

GA

200, -

W

22364

1890/1950 (ca.), collection of apprx. 100 covers/cards/used stationeries, e.g. USA, Italy (incl. multiples
and dues used as postage 1943), GB/colonies, perfins etc. (S)

b/ GA

200, -

P 22365

1900-1960, vielseitiger Posten mit über 100 Briefen und Ganzsachen, dabei viele bessere Verwendungen
mit Flugpost, Zeppelin, Zensur und anderen Besonderheiten. (S)

b/ GA

200, -

22366

1900-1995 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 270 unused and used postal stationeries, incl. postal stationery
cards and envelopes (also pictured items), unused and unfolded lettercards, registered envelopes etc.,
represented are United States, Brazil, Australia etc. mostly in good condition (K)

GA

200, -

22367

1930's-80's METER MARKS: Box with more than 1000 covers bearing meter stamps worldwide, with a
lot of covers from overseas incl. Africa, South America et al., plus some Denmark, also topics etc. (K)

b

200, -

22368•

1950-2000's mostly: A big box filled up with hundreds and hundreds of covers, postcards, picture
postcards, FDC's and postal stationery items worldwide, with some older covers and cards pre-1950, but
most of them modern. (K)

b/ GA

200, -

22369

1960/1978 (ca.), holding of apprx. 433 commercial covers in 9 albums addressed to Daimler Benz AG,
Stuttgart, Germany, incoming from 13 countries as Korea, Island, Irland, UK, Pakistan, Bangladesh, div.
Afrika, Irak, Israel, Afganistan, Djibuti....etc. (K)

b

200, -

22370

1870/1980 (ca.), Campione-Guatemala, mint and used stock inc. some covers, mounted on Zumstein
pages in luxury style binder, also 7 rocketmail covers, Danzig but no other Germany, to be inspected. (A)

*/ g/ b

180, -

22371+

1933. Interesting documentation of the 1933 Round-the-world 'goodwill' trip by the Kreuzer Köln. There
are ca 64 original, period photographs of the trip taken by a sailor and include several shots each of
Guam, Japan, Ceylon, Fiji, Australia, etc. and other Asian/Pacific rim destinations. Some of the most
interesting are the Guam natives/buildings and the Fiji natives, particuarly in war dress. Some (but not
all) of the pictures are annotated on the reverse, and many have the imprint of the Wilhelmshaven
(German Navy port city) drugstore where they were developed. A somewhat poetic description of each
port of call was typewritten and photographed to document the collection. Condition is perfect to faulty.
(M)

P 22372

1874/1920 (ca.), mainly Europe, collection of apprx. 120 commercially used stationeries, also printed
to order, private imprints etc. (S)

GA

150, -

22373

1897/2007, insufficiently paid mail, collection of apprx. 90 covers/cards, mainly Europe incl. Germany,
showing a nice range of related instructions marks, postage dues, ms. markings etc. (S)

b/ GA

150, -

P 22374

1939-1980's ca.: 30 “Minister“ booklets and presentation folders from various countries worldwide,
starting with three booklets occ. the XI. UPU Congress in Buenos Aires 1939 (Canada, Cuba, and set of
postal stationery cards from the Netherlands), up to semi modern including folder from China inclusing
1978-early 80's stamps, five yearbooks from Japan, and others, in mixed condition. (K)

**/ */
(*)/ GA

150, -

1948/1990(ca.), AEROGRAMMES: accumulation of more than 1.050 airletters, mostly unused or CTO
from around the world, mainly India, but also Cuba, USA, Italy and Soviet Union, often with relation to
sports/olympic games incl. some postal stationery cards and envelopes and YEMEN 1966/67 with
three better airletter-items: provisional 10 Bog(2*) handstamped with two different type of postmark
“CAMP AL-MANSUR 21-1-66(FDC), one with long text and 10 Bog blue/red with inverted wmk“IMPERIAL
AIR MAIL“ and a further variety: the space for the stamp imprint is misplaced. Mostly in fine condition.
(ex J. Kasper Collection) (K)

GA

150, -

W

W

W

W

W

W

22375•
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W

22376

1950/2007 (ca.), holding of apprx. 290 almost exclusively used aerogrammes/airlettersheets,
comprising various overseas and European countries. (S)

GA

150, -

W

22377

1945/1955 (ca.), accumulation with about 130 covers incl. a few postal stationeries with several nice
frankings, airmails and registered and origins as South America, Asia, Australia but also a few Austria
incl. a folded entire (1850) etc., mixed condition but many useful items - please inspect! (S)

b/ GA

130, -

W

22378•

1899 - 1974 (ca.), Small interesting batch of money orders, international reply coupons and telegrams,
e.g. from India etc., with many other unusual pieces. (T)
g/ d/ b

120, -

22379

1905/74, album with ca. 50 covers from many different countries mostly sent to the Netherlands, incl.
registered mail airmail, valued covers etc. incl. some forms and cutouts of stationeries. (A)

b

120, -

22380

1915-70 ca., Collection of mint issues Greece, Egypt, Jordan, Bangladesh and Iraq, few different,
including S/S and blocks of four, please check (A)

**/ *

120, -

22381

Motive, kleiner Karton mit drei Steckbüchern, einer Tüte und einer Bogenmappe, dabei viele postfrische
Marken, Blöcke und Sätze, Themen wie Fußball, Tiere, Persönlichkeiten ....etc, auch selbstklebende aus
Tonga, Hologrammmarken, Goldfolienmarken und vieles mehr, hoher Katalogwert. (K)

**/ g

120, -

22382

1830's-1930's: 20 covers from various counties including 14 stampless (pre-philatelic) letters from
France, Zeppelin cover from Brazil, 1922 cover from Russia to Germany franked 250r. gutter block of 40,
and others incl. two Swedish parcel cards of the 1960's. (T)

b

100, -

W

W

W

22383

1842/1934 (ca.), Bf. u. meist gelaufene Ganzsachen (30), dabei Vorphilabf Bautzen 1842, Kgf.post
1916/17 D-Japan ins Lager Kurume (2), Raketenflug Thale 1934, einiges an patriotischen AK 1.
Weltkrieg. (T)

GA/ b

100, -

W

22384

1850/1940 (ca.), used and mint lot on two stockcards, varied condition, several better stamps noted,
some signed. Needs personal inspection. (T)

g/ */ (*)

100, -

W

22385

1850/1950 (ca.), used and mint lot on stockcards, e.g. Switzerland Michel nos. 8 II and 9 II used etc.
(T)

g/ *

100, -

22386

1861/1918, small collection of cut-squares with a larger part of Great Britain incl. of cut-squares of
private postal stationeries, incl. old German states, British colonies, Ireland, Japan etc. (M)

GA

100, -

W

22387

1870/1960, (ca.), good collection of over 200 covers and postal stationery, mainly German Reich issues
incl. mixed- and multiple frankings, R-letters, airmail, field post WW II, Telegrams and more. Nice
opportunity with several interesting pieces. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

W

22388

1870-1970, Partie mit ca. 170 Briefen, Ganzsachen, Karten und Belegen, dabei neben Europa auch
etwas Übersee und Asien, einige interessante Stücke mit Zensur, Einschreiben und anderen
Besonderheiten. (S)
b/ Ak/ GA

100, -

W

22389

1880-1920, nette Partie mit rund 200 Ganzsachen und Belegen, dabei Schweiz, viel Schweden, etwas
Russland und interessanter Teil Südamerika, viel bessere Stempel und kleine Besonderheiten, ansehen
lohnt. (S)

GA/ b

100, -

W

22390

1889/1989, accumulation of ca. 550 covers and unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries
(postal stationery cards and envelopes, picture postal stationery cards and envelopes), pictured field
postcards (Finland), private postal stationery cards (France), represented Japan, China, Norway, Ireland,
Greece etc., mostly in good condition. (S)

GA/ b

100, -

W

22391

1890-1960, vielseitiger Posten mit über 200 Briefen, Belegen, Ganzsachen, dabei Zensur, Einschreiben,
Dienstpost, Ansichtskaten...etc, moderater Ansatz. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

W

22392

1893/1945, lot of 38 covers/cards, e.g. Asia, a good range of censored mail (e.g. Holland), insufficiently
paid mail/postage dues, airmail Southwest Africa etc. (T)

b

100, -

W

22393

1900/1960 (ca.), assortment of apprx. 190 covers/cards, a nice selection of commercial and philatelic
mail, attractive overseas frankings, registered and airmail, perfin etc. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

22394•

1900/1990, worldwide lot of souvenir sheet of different topics, small collection Papua New Guinea as
wells as some dealer´s pages of different kind. Interesting lot to break up for internet selling. (S)

**/ g

100, -

W

22395

1902/1943, lot of 8 covers and postal stationary from various countries: Morocco with local post,
Vatican field postcard 1943, Russia POW mail from 1917, Orange Free State card and four different
postcards from Japan with UPU postmark 1902. (T)

b/ GA

100, -

W

22396

1902/30 nice accumulation of 100 viewcards, all franked at frontside, represented Japan, Argentina,
France, Madagaskar, Belgium etc., nice lot in mostly good condition (S)

Ak

100, -

W

22397

1902/30 nice accumulation of 100 viewcards, all franked at frontside, represented Japan, Great
Brittain, Netherlands-India, Indochina, Madagaskar, Belgium etc., nice lot in mostly good condition (S)

Ak

100, -

22398

1938/1980, lot of souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, used or on cover. With many better items like
Argentina 1939 (Michel 300 €), Mongolia two s/s with SPECIMEN ovp., better s/s from Brazil, Portugal
Block 5+12 (195€), Laos Block 35-36 in Folder (90€), etc. please inspect. (S)

**/ g/
*/ b

100, -

22399

1960/1979(ca.), approximately 189 commercial covers in 4 albums, addressed to “Daimler-Benz AG,
Stuttgart, Germany“, incoming from various countries round the world, of these 97 covers from foreign
embassies and consulates. (K)

b

100, -

22400

1860/1943 (ca.), lot of seven entires incl. German states, German East Africa, French Equatorial Africa
“France Libre“ franking on censored cover etc. (T)

b

80, -

W
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22401

Start
1899 - 1940 (approx.), more than 30 letters and cards from all over the world, including postcards of a
foreign legionnaire from Sidi bel Abbès (centre of foreign legionnaires in Algeria), airmail Persia, wine
correspondence from Samos etc. (T)
1899 - 1940 (ca.), mehr als 30 Briefe und Karten aus aller Welt, dabei Ansichtskarten eines
Fremdenlegionärs aus Sidi bel Abbès (Zentrum der Fremdenligionäre in Algerien), Flugpost Persien,
Weinkorrespondenz aus Samos usw. (T)

b/ Ak

80, -

22402•

1941 colorful mixture of about 50 unused, mostly unfolded aerograms, about 80 mostly simple letters,
in addition three letters with censorship from Aden and 7 oversized unused postal stationery envelopes
(incl. registered) of Liberia and Honduras (S)

GA/ b

70, -

22403

1940s, miscellaneous lot with some 1946 Camp Mail stamps (Seedorf and Montgomery), India SG 277
(separated) sheet of 160 stamps (£2880) and a reprint of Muritius 2d. Post Office. (M)

W

22404

1900/14 nice accumulation of ca. 100 viewcards, all franked at frontside, represented Senegal,
Madagaskar, Belgium-Congo, Germany, etc., nice lot in mostly good condition (S)

Ak

G eb ot

W

22405

A philatelic trip around the world offers this lot with stamps on stockcards old to new accompanied with
many stationaries, covers and psotcards including some nice and better pieces. Have a look at some
highlights in our online catalogue, f.e. Virgin Islands Specimen stamps or Grenadines “D. Livingstone“ in
colour proofs. (K)

g/ b/
GA/ **

G eb ot

60, -

ALLE WELT - GANZSACHEN
W

22406

starting 1869 collection ca. 820 unused postal stationery cards beginning with first issues
worldwide (Austria, Hungary), incl. some formular cards, many exotic today no more existing
countries/areas are represented, many colonial issues, everything in good condition, many good
colony issues, better overprints, asia, many seldom seen ones - a really good collection with huge
cat. value and high retail - rare offer in this variety (K)

GA

22407

2.2

W

1882/1919 Postal stationary collection with post-historical background, about 225 postal
stationery postcards incl. a few letters all sent to the U.S., with various U.S. cancellations, starting
with a Tilton machanical handcancel for late incoming mail (very rare!).), cancels for the collection
of postage due for insufficiently franked mailings also with postage due stamps, cancels for
sufficiently franked mailings “PAID ALL“ with many different letters on postal stationery postcards
of various countries, a fantastic collection of postal history of the U.S. and an Eldorado for stamp
collectors, fantastic collection for the specialist - please inspect!, ex. collection B.H. (A)

GA/ b

.

P 22408

1860's-1940's ca.: Hundreds of postal stationery items plus some covers, postcards and picture
postcards worldwide, including a lot of interesting items like India p/s card used Aden, a Straits
Settlements p/s card from Singapore to Quezaltenango, Guatemala (1896) picture postcards from
Spitsbergen or Persia, p/s registered envelopes, many specials and a lot of interesting items more, in
slightly mixed condition. (K)

GA/ b

800, -

P 22409•

Ca. 2000 Aerogrammes (unfolded, used, CTO) and postal stationery from El salvador, Aland, Finnland,
Jesery, Isle of Man, Ceylon, ... El Salvador: 1950/95 (ca.) accumulation of ca. 355 unused/used/CTO
airletters and AEROGRAMMES some heavy duplication but also interesting thematics Aland/Finnland:
1890/2000 (ca.) accumulation of ca. 290 stationeries incl. 210 airletters of Aland Islands mostly
unused only a few CTO incl. some heavy duplication (ex Kasper) Jersey: 1967/97 (ca.) accumulation of
ca. 660 unused/used/CTO airletters and AEROGRAMMES incl. some interesting items of different types
and values, also provisional issues, a few commercially used postforms, nice thematic issues, mostly in
fine condition (ex Kasper) Isle of Man: 1973/89 AEROGRAMMES ca. 590 unused/used/CTO airletters
incl. some interesting items, different types, revalued and provisional issues, different thematic issues
mostly in fine condition (ex Kasper) Milityry Mail: 1942/45, military related air mail in WWII, collection
mounted on pages w. franked items (11), or stampless (11, mostly POW) items. Inc. Italy, US, UK,
Germany. Total 22. Ceylon/Sri Lanka: 1977/2000 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 300 unused and used/CTO
AEROGRAMMES inc. different types,denominations, provisional and surcharged items, uprates,
postmark miscellany and destinations, attractive thematic issues etc., mostly in good to fine condition.
(K)

GA

500, -

22410

1946/95 collection of ca. 230 unused airgrams incl. some unused formulars, represented are the
countries/areas beginning with the letter B, from Canada (good collection), China (inc. the early ones),
Ceylon (nearly complete with the multiple imprints) to Cyprus, good condition (A)

GA

350, -

22411

1948/95 album with ca. 260 almost exclusively unused aerograms of countries with letters H - N, from
Honduras to Norway, nice motives, asia incl. early Japan, Hongkong and Korea, Italy from beginning,
revaluations, good condition, high retail (A)

GA

180, -

22412

1949/95 album with ca. 145 almost exclusively unused and partly unfolded aerograms of countries
with letters P - V, from Pakistan to Vietnam good Vatikan with the rare ones, British Colonies, nice
motives, neat condition (A)

GA

130, -

22413

1870's-1930's ca.: About 100 postal stationery items worldwide, including double cards, also a US reply
card used from Germany bacck to USA in 1893, a good part Scandinavia, p/s registered envelopes,
good upratings etc., in slightly mixed condition. (A)

GA

100, -

W

W
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ÜBERSEE

see al so 22883 , 229 52, 261 47

P 22414•

1969/1972 (ca.), more than 30.000 stamps with plastic coating (3-D-stamps), mostly Umm alQaiwain with only beautiful topics like Olympics, Fish, Trains, Cars etc. Also some Yemen Kingdom
with dogs and also cars. All mint never hinged. See the pictures in our online catalogue for some
examples of the content. Hardly ever offered in this quantity! (K)

**

P 22415

1870/1992 (ca.), accumulation with stamps and miniature sheets throughout the different continents
incl. Cook Islands with Aitutaki, Niue and Penrhyn with several imperforate issues, Papua New Guinea
bird of paradise 5k. stamps, Samoa imperf. sets and miniature sheets, some South America incl. Brazil,
Uruguay and others, Asia incl. a few Iran in larger quantities, a few Caribbean Islands incl. Dominican
Republic, Grenada/Grenadines, small section earlier Mexico and USA etc. and many others with some
IMPERFORATE issues and attractive thematic items etc., majority mint never hinged with a small part
mint hinged or used, very high cat. value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**/ */ g

700, -

22416

1960/2000 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Peru,
Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela, Solomon Islands etc. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

P 22417•

1898/1990(ca.), a lot with more than 700 mostly used covers mainly from various African countries like
South Africa, Egypt, Nigeria and Zanzibar with some better items and additionally some covers from
Caribbean countries in mixed but mostly in good to fine condition. (K)

b/ GA

400, -

W

22418

1855/1915 (ca.), collection in two ancient Schaubek albums (one with loose cover), collected rather
sporadically but showing several interesting sections of classic and semi-classic issues, e.g. Persia,
various British colonies, China, Thailand etc. To be inspected! (K)

g/ */ (*)

300, -

W

22419•

1949/1980, assortment of apprx. 260 entires with commercial and philatelic covers, mainly Arab states
incl. many attractive and interesting pieces. (K)

b/ FDC

280, -

W

22420

1880/85 (ca.) approx. 560 letters, cards, picture-postcards and postal stationary, across the continents,
many different countries, also exotic states, large variety of motifs, including registered mail, air mail,
good frankings etc., attractive starting price (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

250, -

22421

1900/2005 (ca.), more than 1000 covers and cards, only overseas, mostly airmail, some FDC. Many
India, Iran, Argentina, South America, some Hongkong and China and many more. Interesting lot, please
view. (K)

b/ GA/
Ak/ FDC

200, -

22422

1948/2007 (ca.), duplicated mint never hinged collection from Iran, Paraguay, Rwanda, Vietnam, Sao
Tome in stockbooks. Catalogue value more than 2000 €. In addition a position on stockcards (not
counted). Many nice topics. Vietnam starting with no. 1 and furthermore many imperforated stamps. (S)

**

200, -

P 22423

1963/2002 (ca.), mint never hinged stock of more than 350 IMPERFORATED stamps in complete sets
or souvnir sheets, with many nice topics like: flowers, red cross, paintings, space, animals, birds, aviation,
etc. Mostly form former French states, and mostly not listed in Michel. Very high retail. (A)

**

200, -

22424

Lot of 19 stockbooks with much but most times mixed and cheap material of Canada, USA and other
countries, in spite of that have a look! (K)

**/ g

150, -

W

22425

2015/1917 (ca.), MARILYN MONROE, beautiful collection of more than 100 souvenir sheets and sets
mint never hinged, mostly to her 90th birthday, with only a few duplicates. Covers mostly countries like
Mocambique, Guinea, Togo, Greanda etc. but also Austria and Bosnia. Huge retail price. (A)

**

130, -

W

22426•

1966/1972, collection of only complete MNH issues in a well filled stockbook offering perf. and imperf.
sets, souvenir and minature sheets, in total more than 150 different items, of Yemen (Republic), Kathiri
State of Seiyun, Mahra State and Qu´aiti State of Hadhramaut. Also covers many nice topics like sports,
art, Kennedy etc. See the complete scan in our online catalogue! (A)

**

22427

1890/1970 (ca.), Briefstücke bzw. lose gestpl. in Tüten/Schachteln, zusätzlich Türkei/Griechenland. (S)

d/ g/ *

100, G eb ot

W

3.

AFRIKA

see al so 2281 1 , 23 3 44, 23 3 45, 23 3 47, 23 3 67
W

22428

1965/1990 (ca.), holding incl. Ethiopia, Zaire, Senegal, Mauretania, Mali, Lesotho, Liberia, Comores,
Congo, Niger, Gambia, Mocambique and many others in large box with very many IMPERFORATE
single stamps, complete sets, sheetlets and miniature sheets and a nice part PROOFS in different
combinations and some other unusual varieties, attractive THEMATIC ISSUES etc. with many
prepared for individual sale sorted into glassines and priced in US$, mint never hinged and a great
lot for country or thematic collectors or resellers with a very high retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (K)

**

22429

.

W

1875/1920 specialized collection in an ancient album with ca. 290 unused and used postal
stationery cards (incl. used double cards) and envelopes, lettercards and wrappers, incl. French ship
mail, revaluations, represented are Mauritius, Sierra Leone, Seychelles Islands etc., throughout in
good condition (ex coll. Government Councillor Rieger) (A)

GA

.2

22430

1886-1980, Sammlung nahezu sämtlicher afrikanischen Gebiete zumeist ab Unabhängigkeit in 14
Vordruck-Alben, dabei auch einige ältere Ausgaben wie Belgisch-Kongo, schöner Grundstock zum
Einstieg. (K2)

**/ */ g

900, -

22431

1930/1995 (ca.), mainly 1980s/1990s, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of St.Helena, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia,
Tristan da Chuna, Centralafrican Republic, Sudan, Chad, Upper Volta and Zaire. High retail value! (A)

**

700, -

W
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W

22432

1940/2000 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Lesotho,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauretania and Mauritius, also gold and sliver issues, de luxe sheets
etc. High retail value! (A)

**

700, -

W

22433

1965/2004 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Mocambique,
Niger, Upper Volta, Tanzania, KUT, Uganda, Rwanda, Zambia and St.Thome et Prinicipe. High retail value!
(A)

**

700, -

W

22434

Ab 1945, interessante Sammlung von 163 Epreuves zumeist d'artiste signée für Markenausgaben
verschiedener Länder, mit dabei sind Senegal, Algerien, Benin, Kamerun, Marokko, Niger, Tschad, ZAR,
Ruanda, Reunion, Madagaskar und einige mehr, dabei auch komplette Ausgaben, sortiert in Hüllen mit
Mi.-Nr., siehe Internet . (S)

600, -

W

22435

1880/1984 holding of about 390 letters, cards, picture postcards and used postal stationaries (some
better Madagascar, Transvaal used at COGH etc.), incl. registered mail, air mail, censorship, postage
due, revaluations on letter, meter stamps, good frankings (stamps with cancellation in advance) and
destinations (Haiti, Iran), mostly in good condition. (ex Weserland) (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

500, -

P 22436

1895/1990 (ca.), holding of apprx. 177 covers/cards/used stationeries of various states incl. incl. a
good range of British and French colonies/area, registered and airmail, attractive frankings etc. (S)

b/ GA

500, -

P 22437

1900/1980 (ca.), accumulation on stockcards or in glassines in box with stamps through the continent
incl. large part Rwanda mostly imperforate stamps and sets, Algeria, Ethiopia, Congo (french), Morocco,
Portuguese Colonies (Mocambique, Cabo Verde etc.) and others, several IMPERFORATE and attractive
thematic issues etc.with a few heavier duplicated, majority mint never hinged with a high cat. and retail
value - PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**/ *

500, -

22438

1960/2003 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Gabon,
Gambia, Guinea, Cameroun, Comores, Congo and Senegal, also gold issues, overprints etc. High retail
value! (A)

**

500, -

W

W

22439

1960/2012 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Equatorial
Guinea, Angola, Djibouti, Afar et Issas, Ascension, Benin, BIOT, Botswana, Burundi, Dahomey, Ivory
Coast and Gambia, also imperfs, gold issues and some epreuve de luxe. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

W

22440

1968/1969, French Africa, collection of apprx. 175 different epreuve de luxe, comprising Central African
Republic, Cameroun, Congo, Senegal, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Haute-Volta, Mauretania, Dahomey, Niger,
Tchad, Togo, Madagascar. Attractive offer! (A)

(*)

400, -

W

22441

1880/1980 (ca.) holding of about 160 covers from the former colonial areas and successor countries
of southern Africa, while Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Rhodesia, Swaziland, etc., while older used postal
stationaries, letters and cards, mainly in good condition, please view (S)

GA/ b/
FDC

350, -

P 22442

1889/1942, lot of nine covers/cards, e.g. two largely sized covers Portuguese Guinea, used stationeries,
condolence mail 1901 President Kruger etc. (K)
b/ GA/ Ak

250, -

1889/1980 4 albums with ca. 270 unused postal stationery cards, double cards, postal stationery
envelopes, aerograms, SPECIMEN, incl. Oranjefreistaat Nigeria, East African society, Tanganyika, mainly
in good condition (K)

GA

250, -

22444

1960/90 holding of about 900 unused and unfolded aerograms of francophone states of Africa, while
Burundi (about 160), Guinea (about 280), Cameroon (about 350 incl. revaluation), Katanga (about 60),
Togo (about 50), beautiful motifs, all multiple, throughout in good condition (S)

GA

220, -

P 22445

1911-1940's: Group of 20 airmail covers from (many) or to (Few) Africa, British mostly, including many
registered covers, nice frankings as Angola/Begian Congo mixed franking, plate multiples etc., also
special flights like 1911 card from Hungary to Rietfontaine Mines, South Africa with special vignette, etc.
(T)

b

200, -

22446

ca. 1900/30, wenige neuere, Alben mit ca. 130 Karten sowie mehrere Dutzend Sammelbilder,
überwiegend Wappen-AK, Flaggen, Münz-Prägekarten u.ä., wenig andere. Nettes Los mit hübschen
Karten, teilweise leicht unterschiedlich erhalten. (A)

Ak

140, -

22447•

1945/1981(ca.), AEROGRAMMES: accumulation with about 440 unused/used/CTO airletters and
aerogrammes and airmail lettercards from Swasiland, Uganda and Rhodesia with several better items
like a scarce pair airletters used from KAPIRI MPOSHI(13.9.54) and KAFUE(22.9.54) or Mocambique $1
unused air letter card with double printing and a nice variety of different frankings, postmarks and
destinations. Difficult to find and mostly in good to fine condition! (ex J.Kasper Collection) (S)

GA/ b

130, -

W

22448•

1896/1992(ca.), Morocco, Tunisia, Liberia, French and Portuguese colonies: a lot with more than 400
cover and postcards, several early items, POW and military mail and modern air mail. In mixed but
mostly good to fine condition. (K)

b

100, -

W

22449

1910/64 (ca.), Angola-Uganda,ca. 54 Briefe und wenige gelaufenen Ganzsachen meist aus einer
Korrespondenz nach Pforzheim, einiges an Ägypten und Südafrika/SWA. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

W

22450

1956/1993, British East Africa, accumulation of apprx. 190 commercial (mainly airmail) covers/cards
to Germany (ecclesiastical correspondence), bearing attractive commemoratives frankings incl.
thematics, also registered and express mail, comprising Kenya, KUT, Tanzania and Uganda. These
commemoratives are commercially used very difficult to find! (S)

b

100, -

W

W

22443
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22451

1940/2000 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Canada,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Grenada. High retail value! (A)

500, -

**

P 22452

1893/1930, lot of 19 covers/cards, e.g. destination China, redirected mail, maritime markings, used
stationeries, 1930 World Championship machine cancellation etc. (S)
b/ Ak/ GA

400, -

P 22453

1896/2004, holding of apprx. 146 covers/cards/used stationeries of various states incl. USA and
South/Central America, e.g. British colonies/Commonwealth, Brazil, registered and airmail, attractive
frankings etc. (S)

b/ GA

400, -

More than 2000 Aerogrammes (unfolded, used, CTO) and postal stationery from Canada, Belize,
Antigua, Honduras, Trinidad & Tobago, Cayman Island and UNO New York: Belize: 1968/85 (ca.)
accumulation of ca. 134 aerogrammes mostly unused, some CTO canceled and some on postal service/
O.H.M.S. Antigua: 1951/82 ca. 174 used and unused airletters one airletter with mixed franking of
Leeward Islands, airletters with revaluation (ex Kasper) Honduras: 1880/1995 accumulation of ca.
1114 AEROGRAMMES incl. some older unused postal stationery cards and doublecards, some heavy
duplication, but also some interesting thematics, types double prints, printing errors ... etc.
Trinidad&Tobago:1950/1995 (ca.), AEROGRAMMES: accumulation with about 300 unused and used/
CTO airletters and aerogrammes incl. some formular types, uprated items and postmarks, attractive
thematic issues, a bundle of unfolded items with some in larger quantities etc., great study lot Cayman
Islands: 1895/1995 (ca.) AEROGRAMMES accumulation of ca. 876 airletters incl. a few older stationeries
(wrappers with specimen, postal stationery cards) some heavy duplication mostly in fine condition (ex
Kasper) United Nations (New York): 1962/63 four airletters of United Nation´s Emergency Forces sent
from Congo to Norway and Denmark, according to consignor ca. 700 €, rare items in good condition (ex
J.Kasper) (K)

GA

400, -

P 22454•

W

22455

1863/1951, group of 34 covers/cards/stationeries, comprising USA and various South/Central
American states, incl. commercially used stationeries, redirected mail etc. Nice lot, viewing advised! (T)

b/ GA

200, -

W

22456•

1898/1998 (ca.), very big accumulation with approx. 1.400 unused/used AEROGRAMMES, airletters
and lettercards from the Continent, we have seen a big lot of Cuba with pictured airletters, Barbados,
Mexico, Canada, Falkland Islands and including Cayman Islands with five different Air Letters “SPECIMEN“
and perforated through stamp impression 'Cancelled'. In mixed but mostly in good to fine/extra fine
condition. Nice study lot and also attractive for the thematic collectors! (ex J. Kasper Collection) (K)

GA/ b

200, -

W

22457

1890/1964 (ca.), about 80 covers (few fronts) and used stationery, often from two correspondences to
Pforzheim/Germany, all commercial usages. (S)
b/ GA/ d

W

22458•

1900/1950 (ca.), South and Central America, comprehensive holding of covers/cards comprising
apprx. 17 different countries, incl. registered, censored and airmail, stationeries etc. Interesting lot
of postal history, realistic retail value $34,500. (K2)

b/ GA

100, -

MITTEL- UND SÜDAMERIKA
.

W

22459•

1920/1980 (ca.), South and Central America+UN, holding of several hundred covers/cards, incl.
registered, censored and airmail, stationeries etc. Interesting lot of postal history, realistic retail value
$5100. (K)

b

650, -

W

22460

1935/2003 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of St.Vincent,
Trinidad&Tobago, Turks&Caicos, Argentinia, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and Guyana. High retail
value! (A)

**

450, -

W

22461

1937/2004 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Grenada,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Virgins, Caymans, Mexico, Montserrat, Nicaragua, Dutch Antilles,
Panama, El Salvador and St.Pierre et Miquelon. High retail value! (A)

**

450, -

22462

1944-1980, gemischt angelegte, zum Teil recht gut besetzte Sammlungen nahezu sämtlicher Gebiete
in sieben Alben (teils Vordruck) auch viel postfrische Marken, Motiv-Sätze, Blöcke und anderes
interessantes Material gesichtet. (K)

**/ */ g

450, -

P 22463

1850/1940 (ca.), accumulation on stockcards etc. with stamps from many different countries incl. classic
stamps, REPRINTS, airmail stamps, SPECIMEN opts. etc. with some heavier duplicated, mixed unused
(MNH, mint hinged or without gum) and used with a high cat. and retail value - PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**/ */
(*)/ g

300, -

22464•

1890/1990(ca.), Central America and South America, accumulation with about more than 800 cover,
cards and postal stationeries from various countries with several better items, destinations, postmarks
and air mail frankings. In mixed but mostly in good to fine condition. (K)

b/ GA

300, -

22465

1880/1910 (approx.), accumulation of approx. 2,150 cutouts of postal stationeries, represented are
Salvador, Mexico, Nicaragua, Argentina, etc. (S)

GA

150, -

22466

1829/1865, FORWARDED TRANSATLANTIC MAIL: lot with 11 entire letters, sent via various forwarding
agents from Latin America to Europe, comprising entire from Valparaiso with boxed “PENZANCE / SHIP
LETTER“ to the Netherlands, mail from Havanna via forwarder Harnden's to London, entires from La
Guaira and Caracas by forwarder Valentin Salboch to London, forwarded mail from Mexiko, folded letter
sheet from Buenos Ayres mit maritime mail pmk “COWES SHIP LETTER“ to London (ex coll. Ken Rowe)
and further valuable items. (T)

b

100, -

W

W
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1919/1961, GOVERNMENT COVERS, interesting lot with 8 covers, comprising Mexico embossed seal
“Camara de Senadores“ on registered cover, Colombia and Cuba each from “Camara de Representantes,
Peru and Nicaragua each from “Camara del Senado“, two covers Chile from “Camara de Diputados“ and
El Salvodor cover from “Asamblea Nacional“. (T)

70, -

b

KARIBIK

see al so 23 3 68
W

2246 8

1870/1990 (ca.), British Caribbean, mint and used accumulation in nine stockbooks, comprising
Bermudas, Jamaica, Grenada, St.Vincent, St.Lucia, Montserrat, St.Kitts-Nevis, Bahamas, Barbados,
Barbuda, Virgins, Caymans (in addition some Belize and Niue). Included is pletny of attractive
material from some QV and main value in the semi-modern MNH issues. (K)

**/ g/ *

2246 9

.3

W

1970/1990 (ca.), duplicated accumulation incl. Grenada and Grenadines, St. Vincent, Dominica,
Antigua and many others in large box with very many IMPERFORATE single stamps, complete sets,
sheetlets and miniature sheets and a nice part PROOFS in different combinations and some other
unusual varieties, attractive THEMATIC ISSUES etc. with many prepared for individual sale sorted
into glassines and priced in US$, mint never hinged and a great lot for country or thematic collectors
or resellers with a very high retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**

.3

W

22470

1860/1960 (ca.), British Carribean, used and mint collection/accumulation in four stockbooks,
comprising e.g. a nice section of Bermuda KGVI shilling denominations (62 stamps), further a specialised
Jamaica section incl. a good range of postmarks, some Trinidad and also British Guyana. (S)

g/ */ **

500, -

P 22471

1872/1995 (ca.), accumulation of approx. 960 covers, cards, postcards and unused/CTO-used and
used postal stationeries (incl. some forerunner cards, postal stationery cards and envelopes, wrappers,
airgrams (mostly unfolded items) and lettercards, stationery with revaluation, Specimen, incl. censored
mail, registered mail airmail etc., much material, please inspect. (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

400, -

22472

1893/1960 (ca.), covers/stationery (43) of Bahamas/Bermuda/Jamaica/Turks ec. british territories in
the caribbean inc. WWII censorships; also Curacao/Surinam (17) mostly censored WWII to US/Canada.
Total 60 items. (ex Weserland) (T)
GA/ b/ Ak

80, -

W

SÜDAMERIKA
W

22473

1878/1949, holding of ca. 240 used postal stationeries, incl. stationery envelopes and cards (also
pictured postal stationery cards and doublecards), lettercards (also pictured lettercards and lettercards
with reply, used reply part!), wrappers, preprinted items, censored mail, revaluations, represented
Argentina, Bolivia, Brezil, Chile, Colombia, scarce collection in good condition in an album, needs
inspection. (A)

GA

500, -

W

22474

1860/1960 (ca.), used and unused collection of Ecuador, Colombia, Paraguay and Venezuela on album
pages with main value in the classic and semi-classic issues, plenty of interesting material, early stamps,
shades, postmarks, overprints, commemoratives etc. (M)

g/ (*)/ *

400, -

P 22475•

1855/1886: Eight interesting covers including two from Mexico to Bordeaux (1857/1865), one from Rio
de Janeiro to San Francisco (1855), another from Panama to Bordeaux (1857) plus four letters from
Colombia all franked 10c. orange (1884-86). (T)

b

300, -

P 22476•

1887/1985(ca.), Argentina, Brasil, Bolivia and Chile: a lot with more than 500 cover, postcards and
postal stationeries with some better items including 'social philately': three covers addressed to General
Francisco Franco, Spain. In mixed but mostly good to fine condition. (K)

b/ GA

200, -

W

22477

1850/1980 (ca.), used and mint collection/accumulation in two stockbooks, comprising Argentinia,
Brazil, Peru and Venezuela, from classic/semi-classic period up to semin-modern MNH material.
Interesting lot which deserves a look! (A2)

g/ **/ *

180, -

W

22478

1900/1970, nice lot of about 120 picture postcards and some genuine photographs. Included are cards
from Brasil (45), Ecuador (26), British and French Guyana (18), Paraguay (15) and Surinam (16). Besides
images of settlements there are landscapes and some folkloristic motives; the majority of the cards is
unused. (S)

Ak

140, -

22479•

1950/95 (ca.) accumulation of ca. 1.547 unused and used/CTO AEROGRAMMES and airletters, with
several better items, many different countries (Bolivia, British Guyana, Ecuador, Guyana, Uruguay etc.),
many unfolded items in larger quantities, please inspect (ex J.Kasper) (K)

GA/ b

140, -

22480

1880/2015 (ca.), South America, accumulation of apprx. 190 entires, comprising Argentinia, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Uruguay, Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Paraguay, some early used stationeries,
mainly modern commercial mail from correspondence to Germany, many attractive commemorative
frankings (which are commercially used not so easy to find). (S)

b/ GA

110, -

22481

1780/1820. Group of 13 stampless covers (mostly frontsides) from Bolivia, Guatemala and Nicaragua.
Very fine and unusual items. (T)

b/ d

22482+

1905/1910 (ca.), lot of 14 ppc comprising Venezuela, Chile and Brazil. (T)

100, 90, -

W

W
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see al so 22561 , 23 3 50, 23 3 51 , 23 3 59 , 23 870, 26288
W

22483

1960/1972 (ca.), MIDDLE EAST: enormous accumulation in large carton with stamps and miniature
sheets from Ajman, Fujeira, Manama, South Arabia (Qu‘aiti State of Hadhramaut, Kathiri State of
Seiyun), Umm Al Qiwain, Yemen and others incl. many imperforate issues mostly in larger blocks and
part or complete panes with some in larger quantities, several varieties incl. a few proofs or special
printings, many attractive thematic issues etc., majority mint never hinged with a small portion CTO
used - needless to say that a careful inspection is a must! (K)

**/ g

.

W

22484

2006, Ceylon / Sri Lanka. EUROPA STAMPS, 50th Anniversary. Lot of 29 rare, complete PRINTING
SHEETS containing 3248 sets with two values each. Mint, NH. Face value 1,648,800 LKR in all (=
12,731 USD / 10,730 EUR). Catalogue value Scott 38,976 USD; Michel 48,720 EUR. (DRO)
Sc

22485•

**

.

W

1900/1970 (ca.), comprehensive holding of covers/cards, comprising Cambodia, Laos, Iran,
Lebanon, Syria, Bhutan, Yemen, Saudi Arabia etc. incl. registered, censored and airmail, stationeries
etc. Interesting lot of postal history, realistic retail value $8700. (K)

b/ GA

22486

.

W

1970/1990 (ca.), duplicated accumulation incl. Kuwait, Iraq, Maldives, Philippines, Sri Lanka, North
Korea and many others in large box with very many IMPERFORATE single stamps, complete sets,
sheetlets and miniature sheets and a nice part PROOFS in different combinations and some other
unusual varieties, attractive THEMATIC ISSUES etc. with many prepared for individual sale sorted
into glassines and priced in US$, mint never hinged and a great lot for country or thematic collectors
or resellers with a very high retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**

22487

.

1992/1995, The world´s only 6-in-1 tropical paradise! Published in 1992 by the Singapore Philatelic
Bureau. 30 Booklets. Singapore 1995: Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE ‚95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE
souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces, unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 9.000,- €.
Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE ‚95 (“Orchids“), lot of 50 presentation folders with only the special
souvenir proof sheet (limited edition of 5.000 copies only), unmounted mint. (K)

**

.

22488

1960/2000, comprehensive MNH accumulation in four stockbooks, comprising Laos, Philippines, Sri
Lanka, Yemen, Syria, Jordan, Kuweit, Qatar, North Korea, South Korea, Cambodia, Lebanon and Macao,
included are stamps and souvenir sheets, plenty of attractive issues and thematic sets (many items are
included several fold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!). High retail value! (K)

**

#1539/40 sheet (29)

W

P 22489

900, -

1900/1970 (ca.), balance on stockcards, incl. some PRC, Japan 1934 Airmail souvenir sheet mint,
*/ **/
Korea 1955 National Sport Games souvenir sheets unused etc. (S)
(*)/ g/ b

800, -

22490

1945-1980, zum Teil recht gut besetzte Teilsammlungen mit Schwerpunkt arabische Staaten, hier auch
postfrisches Material, komplette Serien, Motive, Blöcke...etc, insgesamt 8 prall gefüllte Ringbinder,
genaue Besichtigung lohnt. (K)

**/ */ g

700, -

W

22491•

1963/1972 (ca.), MIDDLE EAST: enormous accumulation in large carton with ten-thousands of stamps
with many in complete sheets or part sheets incl. some heavy duplicated issues mostly from Sharjah
incl. many opt. issues and State of Oman but also others incl. Ajman, Yemen etc., many nice thematic
issues incl. sport with football, paintings, birds, butterflies, space and others, majority mint never hinged
with a small part CTO used, very high cat. value - please inspect! (K)

**/ g

700, -

W

22492•

1900/2000 (ca.), holding of several hundred covers/cards, comprising China, Vietnam, French
Indochina, Thailand, incl. registered and airmail, stationeries etc. Interesting lot of postal history, realistic
retail value $5300. (K)

b/ GA

650, -

22493

1960/1999: Predominantly mint (hinged) South-East Asia collection on prepreted pages in thick Scott
binder, with Indonesia, Laos, RyuKyu, Vietnam etc ... (A)
1960/1999: Überwiegend ungebrauchte Südostasien Sammlung im dicken Scott-Vordruckalbum,
dabei Indonesien mit besseren Blöcken, Laos, RyuKyu, Vietnam etc ... (A)

*/ g

550, -

P 22494•

1850's-1940's (mostly): More than 300 covers, postcards, postal stationery items, picture postcards
etc. worldwide, most of them from/to Malaysian states and India, from Indian pre-philatelic letter to
Great Britain (1853) to few modern postcards to Thailand with return hand/date stamps, including
printed envelopes (Hotel), nice frankings, scarce postal stationery items (incl. two reg. envelopes from
Burma), specials like 1930 India-to-Malaysia cover with KGV 2a. adhesive tied at Port Swettenham (+
Paquebot h/s), or British four-part Souvenir View Lettercard from Winscombe, and many more, in mixed
condition. (S)

b/ GA

500, -

P 22495

1890/1980 (ca.), accumulation on stockcards or in glassines in box with stamps through the whole
continent incl. Iran with early issues, Arab States incl. Ajman, Fujeira, Manama, Bhutan incl. imperf.
issues, a few Laos and Vietnam sets, many attractive thematic issues and others etc. some heavier
duplicated, majority mint never hinged with a very high cat. and retail value - PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**/ */ g

500, -

P 22496

1890/2000 (ca.), sophisticated balance of apprx. 260 covers/cards with many interesting pieces,
comprising e.g. Japan, Dutch Indies, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Vietnam, Near East etc. Careful viewing
recommended! (S)

b/ GA

500, -

P 22497

1893/1965, Asia incl. some Levant, lot of 35 covers/cards, comprising Aden, Afghanistan, Thailand,
Philippines etc., e.g. airmail, stationeries, seapost etc. Nice lot of postal history! (S)

b/ GA

500, -

22498

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, lot of 100 pieces,
unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 9.000,- €. (S)

**

450, -

W
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P 22499

1894/2009, holding of apprx. 135 covers/cards/used stationeries of various states incl. China, Japan,
Malaysia, Lebanon, Gulf states, India, registered and airmail, attractive frankings etc. (S)

b/ GA

400, -

22500

1920/2000 (ca.), assortment of nearly 150 covers/cards with many interesting and attractive frankings,
registered and airmail, commercially used semi-modern commemoratives (quite difficult to find);
comprising e.g. China, Japan, Vietnam, Korea, Mongolia, Afghanistan, Laos, India etc. Interesting group
of postal history! (S)

b

400, -

W

W

22501

1960/2000 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Afghanistan,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, UAR, Gulf states, Iraq and Iran. High retail value! (A)

**

350, -

W

22502

1960/2000 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Mongolia,
Nepal, Pakistan and Oman. High cat.value! (A)

**

350, -

P 22503•

1886/1980(ca.), India, Ceylon, Nepal, Philippines and Japan: interesting accumulation with more than
800 cover, postcards and postal stationeries with some better items, censored mail, unusual destinations
and interesting postmarks additional official post from Nepal. In mixed but mostly good to fine condition.
(K)

b/ GA

300, -

P 22504•

1893/1985(ca.), accumulation with about more than 700 cover, cards and mostly used postal
stationeries from various countries like Israel, Myanmar, Vietnam, Singapore, Syrian with several
interesting items, special postmarks and registered, express and air mail. In mixed but mostly good to
fine condition. (K)

b/ GA

300, -

P 22505•

1900's-modern: Small box filled up with mint and used stamps, most of them from Malaysia (up to more
modern Singapore mint incl. folder with 1971 Satellite), but also several better stamps from Gibraltar,
India, British Central Africa, more than 20 used singles of Sarawak Revenues $2, 18 used stamps of
Thai 1908 Jubilee issue (1t. to 20t.), also several vignettes, mint multiples, and some more, in mixed
condition. (S)

**/ */ g

300, -

W

22506

1995, Stamp Exhibition SINGAPORE '95 (“Orchids“), IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, lot of 50 pieces,
unmounted mint. Michel no. Block 33 B, cat.value 4.500,- €. (T)

**

250, -

W

22507

1886/2001, letters, cards and postal stationaries in one big, full filled album, Nederlands-Indies starting
from the early postal stationaries and many airmail, Indonesia with nice frankings of the 70s, Phillipines
from 1908 also with many nice frankings from the 70s, totally surely more than 300 letters or cards,
please inspect! (A)

b/ GA

150, -

P 22508•

1890/2000 (ca.), mint, used and covers (inc. Bhutan) in box with mainly SEA inc. Cambodia, Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Burmah, but also India fiscals, Japan 1907 paquebot etc. (S)

b/ **/
*/ g

150, -

22509•

1899/1918, British Asia, group of eight covers/cards, e.g. India to Argentinia, Aden to Brazil, Adenrelated pieces etc. Nice lot of postal history! (S)
b/ GA/ Ak

140, -

P 22510

1875/1930 (ca.), two stockcards with mint/used China, Japan (classics mostly signed Zweiling) and
India states. All genuine. (T)

*/ (*)/ g

100, -

W

22511

1898/1962 (ca.), Aden-Thailand, about 100 covers, mostly from correpondences to Pforzheim/
Germany, commercial usages. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

W

22512

1899/1939, little accumulation of 15 covers, postcards and commercially used postal stationeries,
represented many different countries (China, Hongkong, Burma, India, Indochina etc.), one question
part of a postal stationery card of Hongkong, one wrapper from Switzerland to Singapore, a little bit
different condition, please inspect. (T)
GA/ b/ Ak

100, -

W

22513

1900/2000 (ca.), mainly around 1900, assortment of more than 60 covers/cards, e.g. nice selection of
ppc (Singapore, Japan), incoming mail form Germany etc. (S)

b/ Ak

100, -

22514•

1970/1999, accumulation of MACAU souvenir sheets 1998/1999 in glasines with a quatity from 1 to
about 20. Furthermore some dealer´s pages Ryu Kyus and some highly franked letter fronts from Japan.
(S)

**/ d

100, -

22515

1980/1990ties, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and Thailand. Ca. 100 Presantation folder with mint
never hinged stamps. In addition many FDC and stamp bulletins. (S)

22516

1902/49, mostly French Indochina mint and used inc. cover Hong Kong plus Japan 1935 on piece. (T)

22517•

1956/75 (ca.), mint and used collections of North Korea (DPRK) and North Vietnam mounted on self
created Minkus blanc-pages, also stockpage with ibid. Plus some MNH Grenada associated statehood,
Katanga etc. (M)

W

W

**/ FDC

100, -

*/ g/ b/
Ak

80, -

*/ (*)/ g

G eb ot

AUSTRALIEN + OZEANIEN

W

22518

1963-2014, postfrische nach Vordruck vollständige Sammlungen Vanuatu (1980-2014) und Kokos
Inseln (1963-2014) dabei schöne Motiv-Serien und farbenfrohe Blöcke. (K)

**

500, -

22519

1890/2004 (ca.), accumulation with about 550 postal stationeries and covers incl. Australia and some
States with many modern pre-stamped postcards, New Zealand with a large bundle QV unfolded reply
postcards, Cook Islands with a bundle of early postcards, Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Solomon Islands, a
few NL-Indies and others, Postage Paid and Officials, unfolded aerogrammes, nice thematic issues etc.
- PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

GA/ b

250, -

280
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W

22520

1900/1960 (ca.), Australia/NZ/British Oceania, group of 19 covers/cards incl. attaractive frankings,
vignettes, Tin Can Mail, Victoria stationery cut out used on cover, nice ppc etc. (T)
b/ GA/ Ak

160, -

W

22521

1858/1946, lot of eleven covers/cards comprising Australia/States, NZ and Solomons, e.g. destinations
Peru, Madeira, Algeria, Russia and Guatemala, insufficiently paid mail etc. (S)
b/ Ak/ GA

150, -

W

22522

1904/2004, assortment of apprx. 47 covers/cards, e.g. British and French area, attractive frankings,
registered and airmail etc. (S)

b

150, -

W

22523•

1892/1995(ca.), Australia, New Zealand and South seas, a lot with more than 200 covers, cards and
postal stationeries, mainly used, with letter cards, registered, express and air mail with different
frankings. In mixed but mostly good to fine condition. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

**

900, -

OZEANIEN

see al so 23 3 69
W

22524

1970/1990 (ca.), duplicated accumulation incl. Tonga, Tuvalu, Samoa, New Zealand, Norfolk Island,
Wallis and Futuna and many others in large box with very many IMPERFORATE single stamps, complete
sets, sheetlets and miniature sheets and a nice part PROOFS in different combinations and some other
unusual varieties, SPECIMEN overprints, attractive THEMATIC ISSUES etc. with many prepared for
individual sale sorted into glassines and priced in US$, mint never hinged and a great lot for country or
thematic collectors or resellers with a very high retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

W

22525

1880/2005 (ca.), comprehensive collection on apprx. 175 album pages in a Schaubek album, well
collected with stamps and apprx. 100 covers/cards/stationeries, comprising Gilbert&Ellice, Guam six
values incl. 1899 15c. olive-green mint and 50c. orange used, Hawaii incl. 1883/1886 50c. red mint
and $1 rose-red used, Nauru, New Hebrides, Norfolk Island, Papua, New Guinea, Samoa, Tahiti, Tonga */ **/ g/
incl. 1891 local envelope letter 1d. red unused, Tin Can Mail cover and others. (A)
b/ GA

800, -

W

22526

1970/1985 (ca.), accumulation from COOK ISLANDS, AITUTAKI, NIUE and PENRHYN with approx. 700
IMPERFORATE stamps some in larger blocks, a few sheetlets and about 15 miniature sheets incl.
attractive thematic issues as Diana, ships, birds, Olympics, paintings and others, mint never hinged (T)

**

350, -

W

22527

1940/2000 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.250 covers and postal stationeries with some in larger
quantities (unused or CTO) incl. Christmas and Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Cook Islands, Kiribati, Tuvalu,
Norfolk Island, French Pacific incl. Polynesia, Nauru, Solomon Islands, Micronesia, Papua New Guinea
and others, official mail, airmail and registered, nice thematic issues etc. - PLEASE INSPECT! (K)

b/ GA

250, -

W

22528

1950/1998 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 1.000 mostly UNFOLDED AEROGRAMMES incl. some from
Tonga, Australia and Papua New Guinea but majority are from Fiji (550) and Nauru (400) incl. several
different types and sub-types, attractive thematic issues etc., some heavier duplicated and majority
unused with a few fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail value! (S)

GA

250, -

W

22529

1972/1988 (ca.), accumulation with about 970 mostly UNFOLDED AEROGRAMMES from Samoa (640),
Tonga (190) and Tuvalu (140) with several early types and sub-types, attractive thematic issues etc.,
some heavier duplicated and majority unused with a few fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail
value! (S)

GA

250, -

W

22530

1900/1998 (ca.), accumulation with about 160 covers, postal stationeries and a few FDC's incl. Papua
New Guinea, Samoa, Nauru, Tonga with a bundle of earlier unused Registered Letters (mostly in poor
condition) etc. with some unusual items, many unused aerogrammes, nice thematic issues etc. - PLEASE
INSPECT! (S)

b/ GA/
FDC

180, -

1950/1989 (ca.), accumulation with approx. 450 postal stationeries and some covers but mostly
AEROGRAMMES with several unfolded items incl. Fiji, Solomon Islands, Palau, Christmas Island, Tuvalu,
New Hebrides, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, French Polynesia etc. with many different and attractive
thematic issues etc., majority unused with a few fine used with FD cancels, high cat. and retail value! (S)

GA/ b

100, -

W

22531

NAHER OSTEN

see al so 23 1 62, 23 3 59
W

22532

1967-1983: Large assortment of artworks/drawings + overlays (unique!), final artworks, composite
die proofs, single die proofs and progressive die proofs, stage proofs, colour bars and color tests,
plate proofs and progressive plate proofs of different occurences, with a wide range of thematics
like birds, fishes, mammals, butterflies, flora, paintings and painter, folk art and viewings, Red
Crescent and Red Cross, UPU, Olympic Games, space, music and composers, exhibitions, politician,
eastern and christmas, meteorology, ceramics, minerals, means of transport including cars, ships,
trains and planes, historical events, stamps on stamps, fruits, etc. from the printers archives for
Ajman (ca. 180.000 pieces), Fujeira (ca. 140.000 pieces), Iraq (ca. 450.000 pieces), Kathiri State of
Seiyun (ca. 40.000 pieces), Kuwait (ca. 520.000 pieces), Manama (ca. 4.000 pieces), Qu‘aiti State
in Hadhramaut (ca. 45.000 pieces), Ra‘s al-Chaima (ca. 20.000 pieces), Umm Al Qiwain (ca. 60.000
pieces) and Yemen (ca. 25.000 pieces); the assortment contains many complete issues including
souvenir sheets; in total round about 1,5 million items/proofs with a very huge retail value. (1 Pal.)

W

22533•

1890-1980, 75 covers / cards Near East, French and British Fieldpost, Syria and Lebanon FDC, air mail
complete sets on cover, Jordan occupation Palestine, Turkish post and RevenuesUAR, Aden and Oman,
a scarce offer. (A)
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.
700, -
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W

22534•

1966/1972, ten similar collections of only complete MNH issues in a well filled stockbooks offering perf.
and imperf. sets, souvenir and minature sheets, in total more than 150 different items, of Yemen
(Republic), Kathiri State of Seiyun, Mahra State and Qu´aiti State of Hadhramaut. Also covers many nice
topics like sports, art, Kennedy etc. Very high catalogue and retail value. See the complete scan of one
collection in our online catalogue! (K)

**

600, -

W

22535•

1965/1972, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a box, comprising Ras al Khaima, Ajman, Sharjah,
Yemen, incl. imperfs. gold and silver isuses, souvenir sheets, de luxe sheets, thematic sets etc. Very high
retail value! (K)

**

350, -

W

22536•

1960/1972 (ca.), accumulation in 13 albums mostly issues from the different Emirates as Ajman,
Fujeira etc. and Yemen incl. many complete sets and miniature sheets with better and imperforate
issues, overprints, some PROOFS (mixed condition) and many others, interesting carton which needs a
careful inspection! (K)

**/ */ g

300, -

W

22537•

1965/1974, Gulf states, box with loose MNH material of various states incl. multiples, souvenir sheets,
de luxe sheets, thematic issues and also some covers. (S)

**/ b

280, -

P 22538•

1940's-modern: Collection of 133 air letters and aerograms, all unused, few cancelled-to-order, with 19
from Abu Dhabi, 7 from British P.A. in Eastern Arabia, 22 from Bahrain, 25 from Dubai, 23 from Kuwait,
20 from Oman, 9 from Qatar and 9 from U.A.R., obviously all different, some provionals, one with stamp
missing, several with pictures on back, some sub-types, almost all fresh and fine. (S)

GA

250, -

22539

1960/1970ties, nice stock of more than 100 souvenir sheets and more than 250 sets in four stockbooks.
Many imperforated issues + some gold stamps. With many nice topics like: animals, space, ships,
paintings, flowers, aircrafts, etc. (K)

**

200, -

P 22540

Arabic States mint never hinged stock with many nice and scarce items. Only a few stamps are hinged
or used. Michel catalogue value 2300.- ++ incl. some not listed stamps. (S)

**/ */ g

200, -

22541•

1954/1972 (ca.), substantial accumulation of only MNH material in a box covering many emirates and
Yemen. Many nice topics, obvious complete set in higher quantities and better issues of Yemen on
stockcards, f.e. a pair of Michel no. A9608 (Death of Al-amir Seif) 1969. Huge retail and catalogue value
at a low starting price. (S)

**

150, -

22542•

1930/1969 (ca.), mixed lot in a box, mostlsy with Yemen stamps, mostly MNH loose or on stockcards
including many early and better issues, f.e. Michel no. 21/26U, Sharjah1392/1397x etc. Very low
starting price. (S)

**/ g

100, -

W

22543•

1966/1972, collection of only complete MNH issues in a well filled stockbook offering perf. and imperf.
sets, souvenir and minature sheets, in total more than 150 different items, of Yemen (Republic), Kathiri
State of Seiyun, Mahra State and Qu´aiti State of Hadhramaut. Also covers many nice topics like sports,
art, Kennedy etc. See the complete scan in our online catalogue! (A)

**

100, -

W

22544•

1960's-70's: Eight covers and FDC's from Middle East franked by stamps and miniature sheets (perf and
imperf) depicting Kennedy, Gandhi, Napoleon, Baden-Powell, astronauts Glenn and Shepard and others.
(T)

b/ FDC

90, -

W

22545•

1960's-70's: Nine covers and FDC's from the Middle East with frankings (stamps and miniature sheets)
showing topics Football/Soccer (B. Charlton, F. Beckenbauer), Personalities (Roosevelt, Kennedy,
Shepard & Glenn), Paintings and Animals; many sent registered to Germany or the U.S.A. (T)

b/ FDC

90, -

W

LEVANTE / LEVANT
P 22546

1860/1940 (ca.), Levant/Eastern Mediterranean/Holyland/Lebanon/Syria, sophisticated and
wide-spread collection/holding of apprx. 500 stamps and 35 covers/cards, showing a wide range of
postmarks on various issues, e.g. France, Turkey, Egypt, Austrian and German Levant, Lebanon/ g/ d/ b/
Syria/area etc. (S)
GA

3.

W

22547•

1900 - 1920 (ca.). Collection items over 35 picture-postcards, including architectural monuments,
landscapes, churches, village views, etc., some in slightly different condition. (T)

Ak

100, -

W

22548

1892/1911, Russian/British/French Levant, lot of nine stationeries (five used, four unused) incl. a used
registered envelope British Levant. (M)

GA

70, -

BRITISCHE KOLONIEN

see al so 21 3 00, 22468, 22470, 22509 , 22520
W

22549

1870/1990 (ca.), sophisticated balance in 13 stockbooks with plenty of material, comprising South
Africa, SWA, Tokelau Islands, Malawi, Malaysian states, New Hebrides, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Nigeria,
North Borneo, Pitcairn Islands, Queensland, Mauritius, Straits Settlements, St.Helena, NSW, Iraq,
India, Isle of Man, Turks&Caicos Islands, Zambia, Anguilla, Samoa, Newfoundland and Canada.
Included is a quite nice range of older issues from QV and also many semi-modern MNH material.
Interesting lot which requires a proper look! (K)

**/ g/ *

22550

2.2

W

1880/1935 specialized collection in an ancient album with ca. 300 unused and used postal
stationery cards and envelopes (incl. for registered mail), paid reply postal cards, wrappers,
revaluations, specimen, represented Bechuanaland, Nyasaland, British East Africa, Gambia,
Goldcoast, COGH, Lagos, Natal, very interesting offer (ex coll. Government Councillor Rieger) (A)

GA

22551

2.2

W

1880/1923 specialized collection in an ancient album with ca. 230 unused and used postal
stationery cards and envelopes (incl. for registered mail), paid reply postal cards, wrappers,
revaluations, represented Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, British Guyana, British Honduras etc., very
interesting offer (ex coll. Government Councillor Rieger) (A)

GA

.
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1860/1985 (ca.), interesting but little disorganised accumulation on stockcards with many better
and valuable stamps through all continents incl. nice sections Canada and Provinces, Australia with
Australian States and New Zealand, Africa, Caribbean Islands and others incl. a few SPECIMEN
overprints, a few issues in larger quantities, mixed condition as usual (mint hinged/MNH or without
gum and used incl. several fiscal usages), very high cat. value - PLEASE INSPECT CAREFULLY! (S)

**/ */
(*)/ g

.

W

22553

1877/1970 (ca.), collection of apprx. 470 (mainly unused) stationeries, incl. Cape (incl. pictorial cards),
Zululand, Ireland, Cyprus, Zanzibar, Gibraltar, Heligoland, Mauritius, Egypt, Sierra Leone, Transvaal,
Southwest Africa, Sudan, Rhodesia etc. Deriving from an ancient collection, offered completely
untouched! (K)

GA

900, -

W

22554

1855/1960 (ca.), used and mint balance on album pages, comprising Guyana, Bechuanaland, Southern
Africa incl. Cape, Australian states, Australia from early issues, Pakistan, Aden and Ceylon. Stated to a
high cat.value, viewing advised! (M)

g/ *

800, -

P 22555

1880/1990 (ca.), accumulation of ca. 350 unused/CTO-used and used postal stationeries, incl. postal
stationery cards, double cards, picture postal stationery cards, lettercards and postal stationery
envelopes, incl. Specimen, surcharges and revaluations, represented South Africa, New Zealand, Egypt,
Seychelles Islands etc., nice offer, useful lot. (S)

GA

400, -

W

22556

1870/1960 (ca.), mint and used collection from QV to QEII in a binder on stockpages, various countries g/ */ **/
incl. some covers. (A)
b

450, -

W

22557•

1850/1930 (ca.), used and mint assortment of stockpage incl. some decent early South Australia+Victoria
incl. a strip of three, Malta four copies ½d. buff (two no watermark!, two Crown CC), Cyprus 1928 50th
Anniversary set fine used, some NZ airs and a quite nice selection of used North Borneo. (M)

g/ *

300, -

W

22558•

1870/1980 (ca.) British Southern Hemisphere, sophisticated collection/holding on stocksheets,
comprising a good part BAAT incl. early issues and 1969 £1, Falklands from QV, Tristan da Chuna, South
Georgia, Australai and NZ. (S)

**/ */ g

300, -

P 22559•

1897-1927 British Africa postal stationery: Collection of 66 postal stationery items from South Africa,
Southern Nigeria, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa, Tanganyika, Transvaal, Uganda and Zululand,
with 6 items used/cancelled (cards, wrapper), fine unused else including 7 items optd. “SPECIMEN“,
fine. (A)

GA

300, -

W

22560

1900/1960 (ca.), assortment of 36 covers/cards mainly British Africa, also f.d.c. (1949 UPU issues of
Nyasaland, Basutoland, Northern Rhodesia), Nyasaland 1948 1d. Silver Wedding unusual multiple
franking of twelve values on cover from Limbe to Salisbury, 1953 Malta cover to Damascus and
redirected to Baghdad, nice KUT frankings etc. (S)

b

300, -

W

22561

1890/1960 (ca.), British Asia, group of 24 covers/cards incl. stationeries, comprising Hongkong,
Malaysian states, Aden, Ceylon. Nice lot of postal history! (T)

GA/ b

130, -

W

22562

1863/1963, assortment of 52 covers/cards, incl. nice section India from QV, also Ceylon, NZ, Mauritius
etc. (S)

b/ GA

100, -

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

see al so 22450, 22468, 22505, 22549 , 23 3 68, 23 3 69

P 2256 3

1938/2012, British colonies/Commonwealth, comprehensive collection/accumulation in 15
albums, comprising (parts of) collections and assortments/sets, e.g. BIOT, Tristan da Chuna,
Hongkong, Falklands, BAAT, Virgins and many others. A lovely lot with very high retail value, careful
viewing and calculation is strictly necessary. (K)

**/ *

P 22564

1854-1912: Five good stamps from Western Australia (1854 Black Swan, used), Bermuda (1875 1d. on
3d. used), Bangkok (“B“ on 10c. unused), British Virgin Islands (1888 4D on 1s. mint) and St. Lucia
(1882 4d. mint), plus GB KGV. ½d. plate singles and pairs (7 pairs, 5 singles, No. B.13 to P 20). (T)

**/ */ g

300, -

22565

1880/1975 (ca.), GB and British Europe, mint and used collection/assortment in a binder, comprising
e.g. a nice section British Levant, Malta incl. 1922 overprints and some Cyprus. (A)

**/ g/
*/ b

250, -

P 22566•

1880's-modern: More than 100 covers, postcards, postal stationery items, picture postcards etc. from
various countries and islands of the British Commonwealth, with several attractive picture postcards,
many from Australasia (to Germany or England mostly), several from Fiji, Bermudas or Bahamas, mail
from Canada etc., up to modern, plus a few stamps, in slightly mixed condition. (S)

b/ GA/
FDC

200, -

P 22567•

1900-1920's: More than 120 picture postcards from Australia, Canada, Caribbean Islands, Ceylon,
Great Britain, Malaya, New Zealand, South Africa and other countries. (S)

b

200, -

22568

1926/2006, British Europe, almost exclusively MNH collection of Malta 1926/2006 and Ireland
1981/2002. (K)

**/ *

200, -

22569

1956/1960, group of eleven commercial covers to Pforzheim/Germany, mainly registered mail incl.
stationery envelopes, e.g. Jamaica, British Guyana, Cyprus etc., some postal wear as to be expected. (S)

GA/ b

180, -

22570•

1937/1983 (ca.), lot of more than 80 booklets, comprising South Africa (ex 1937/1951 SG £306), GB,
Guernsey and Gibraltar. (S)

**

80, -

W

W
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FRANZÖSISCHE KOLONIEN
see al so 22448, 229 21 , 23 870

W

22571

1876/1920 specialized old collection in an ancient album with ca. 510 mostly unused postal
stationeries (postal stationery cards and envelopes, lettercards), many surcharges and revaluations,
some cartes précuseurs, throughout in good condition, nice offer (ex coll. Government Councillor
Rieger) (A)

GA

2.2

W

22572

1892/1923 specialized collection in an ancient album with ca. 470 unused and used postal
stationery cards and envelopes, lettercards, wrappers, some unused cartes precuseurs, represented
Marocco, Alexandria, Port Said, Algeria, China, French India, Benin, Indochina etc., very interesting
offer (ex coll. Government Councillor Rieger) (A)

GA

22573

.

W

1905/1930 (ca.), The Châteauroux Collection of Archival Copies, collection of more than 400
stamps from various colonies in Africa, Asia and America, affixed on underlay and each with red
annulment mark. Very rare and attractive offer, deriving from the estate of a deceased high-ranking
official, previously unknown to the philatelic world and most probably unique! (M)

(*)

22574

.

W

1893/1989, France/area, mainly mint lot on stockcards, comprising e.g. Back of Book issues,
specialities, imperfs etc. Cat.value apprx. 40.000,- €. (S)
**/ (*)/ g

W

22575

1850/1950 (ca.), France and mainly colonies/area, collection of apprx. 140 covers/cards/stationeries,
many better pieces noted. Very interesting lot, viewing recommended! (S)

W

22576

1900/1950 (ca.), varioues French area, comprehensive mint and used holding in a thick album,
comprising Alaouittes, Alexandrette, P.O. Alexandria (incl. Yvert 63 apprx. 170 used stamps), Arad,
Cavalle, Dedeagh, Cilicia, P.O. Crete, Diego Suarez and Fezzan (all rather rarely offered countries). A */ g/ **/
great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)
(*)

600, -

P 22577

1937, EXPOSITION INTERNATIONALE PARIS, souvenir sheets, collection of 21 registered covers to
England with arrival mark each. Kouang-Tcheou, Guadeloupe and Inini are missing otherwise complete.
Very rarely seen used on cover! (S)

b

600, -

W

22578

1859/1974, comprehensive mint and used holding in a thick album, comprising a good range of general
issues incl. postage dues, a good stock of Reunion and some 1943/1944 C.F.L.N. issues. A great lot ex
“Périgueux“ estate! (A)

g/ **/ *

500, -

W

22579

1885/1972, French Asia, comprehensive mint and used holding in a thick album, comprising Khmere */ **/ g/
Republic, good part Kouang-Tcheou, Lattaquie, Levant. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)
(*)

500, -

P 22580

1924/2005, French colonies/French area, assortment of apprx. 100 covers/cards with many attractive
and interesting frankings, registered and airmail, a good range of commercailly used semi-modern
commemoratives (quite difficult to find), “France Libre“ overprints of St.Pierre et Miquelon and Somali
Coast etc. etc. A lovely lot of postal history, good opportunity! (S)

b

500, -

P 22581

1890/2005 (ca.), French colonies/French area, holding of apprx. 177 covers/cards/stationeries,
showing a good range of interesting pieces, commemoratives, registered, censored and airmail etc. (S)

b/ GA

400, -

W

22582

1894/1923, Memel, Nossi-Be and Mayotte, mint and used stock in a thick album with plenty of material,
main value Memel (partly stuck together due to moisture). A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

*/ g

400, -

W

22583

1900/1940 (ca.), comprehensive mint and used holding in a thick album, comprising especially a
strong part French India, further Haute Senegal and Inini. A great lot ex “Périgueux“ estate! (A)

**/ */ g

400, -

P 22584•

1908/1938, French Africa, assortment of 15 booklets: Algeria Maury no. 1B, 20 (2); Guinea 1, 2 (3);
Madagascar 2, 6; Mauretania 1, 2; Morocco 3; Senegal 2, 6; Sudan 1. Partly some imperfections. Maury
cat.value 5.700,- € (in addition three modern booklets). (M)

**/ *

400, -

W

22585

1937, EXPOSITION INTERNATIONALE PARIS, mint collection of 22 different souvenir sheets, mainly
never hinged. Guadeloupe and Inini are missing otherwise complete. (M)

**/ *

100, -

W

22586

1882, four unused postal stationery wrappers incl. one item unfolded and one item precanceled St.
Denis/Réunion, scarce (M) S 1, 2 + 4

GA

80, -

.
800, -

GA/ b

FRANZÖSISCHE KOLONIEN / NACHFOLGESTAATEN
W

22587

1965/1990 (ca.), incredible duplicated accumulation of the SPECIAL MINIATURE SHEETS (incl.
Epreuves de luxe etc.) with majority from many different African countries but also some Pacific and
Asian areas etc., a few heavier duplicated nevertheless a great and seldom offered mixture with a
wide variety of attractive THEMATIC ISSUES, a great lot for country or thematic collectors or resellers
with a very high retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

(*)

22588

1880/1980 (ca.), A nice small box full with mint and used stamps and sets including many better values
from classik to modern material with a hight catalogue value. (S)

**/ */
(*)/ g

2.2
300, -

ITALIENISCHE KOLONIEN
W

22589

284

1893/1935, tremendous stock in a thick album with plenty of material, ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY
MINT with a good percentage of UNMOUNTED MINT material, comprising General issues, A.O.I.,
Castelrosso, La Canea, Cyrenaica, Aegean Islands, Eritrea, Libya, Tripolitania, Oltre Giuba, Somalia,
well filled and sorted throughout incl. many complete sets, blocks of four, commemoratives, airmails,
postage dues, parcel stamps, better sets like Manzoni and Garibaldi etc. etc., in addition many loose
stamps, mainly units. A MARVELLOUS AND MOST VALUABLE HOLDING - VERY HIGH CATALOGUE
VALUE - EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY! (S)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de
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22590

1929/1936, mint collection in a stockbook, comprising general issues, Libya/area, Somalia and Eritrea
with many better sets. Michel cat.value stated to apprx. 3.800,- €. (S)

22591

1932, 100 L multicoloured cancelled with postmark “POSTA AERA BENGASI“ in sheet-parts of 50
stamps, photo-certificate Chiavarello (T)
1932, 100 L mehrfarbig entwertet mit Stempel “POSTA AERA BENGASI“ in Bogenteilen von 50 Stück,
Fotoattest Chiavarello (T)
19, Sass. 14 (50)

*/ **

500, -

g

200, -

NIEDERLÄNDISCHE KOLONIEN
W

22592

1873/1940 specialized collection in an ancient album with ca. 420 unused and used postal
stationery cards and envelopes, some forerunners, official mail, registered mail, censored mail,
revaluations, doublecards, paquebot etc., very interesting collection (ex coll. Government Councillor
Rieger) (A)

W

22593

1864/1980 (ca.), Suriname/Antilles/Dutch Indies/Curacao, used and mint balance in four albums with
plenty of interesting material from early issues, also a specialised section of postmarks, commemoratives, g/ */ (*)/
MNH material etc. (K)
**

400, -

W

22594

1864/1980 (ca.), Suriname/Antilles/Dutch Indies, used and mint collection in a Davo album with plenty
of interesting material from early issues, commemoratives, MNH material, UNTEA set etc. (A)

300, -

GA

.

**/ g/ *

PORTUGIESISCHE KOLONIEN
see al so 21 9 51

W

22595

1878/1928 specialized collection in an ancient album with ca. 530 unused and used postal
stationery cards (incl. picture postal stationery cards) and envelopes, paid reply postal cards and
lettercards, lettercards, represented Macau, Madeira, Mocambique and Mocambique Company
(picture postal stationery lettercards), Ponta Delgada, Portuguese Guinea, Tanga, Portuguese India,
Nyassa, St. Tomé and Timor, very interesting offer (ex coll. Government Councillor Rieger) (A)

W

22596

1890/1976 (ca.), comprehensive holding of apprx. 8-10 thousand stamps, neatly sorted in two
volumes, comprising the various colonies in Africa and Asia. Surely an interesting lot for the skilled g/ **/ */
retailer! (A2)
(*)

GA

.
.2

P 22597•

1877/1910, highly specialised collection containing more than 80 stationery cards, envelopes and
letter cards used and unused all precisely described with errors and varieties. (S)

GA

800, -

22598

1882/1950 ca., very comprehensive collection with ca.330 different mint postal stationeries. Included
are items from Angola, Cape Verde, Mocambique and Mosambique Company, Nyassa, Portuguese
Guinea, Portuguese India and Sao Tome with postcards and picture postcards, reply cards, letter-cards,
various “REPUBLICA“ overprints, revalued items etc. Attractive and substantial object in VF condition. (A)

GA

500, -

W

P 22599

1885/1975 (ca.), assortment of 31 covers/cards/stationeries, comprising Angola, Cape Verde,
Portuguese Africa, Funchal, Ponta Delgada, Lourenço Marques, Mocambique, Mocambique Company
and Portuguese India, incl. ppc., registered and airmail, commercially used stationeries, Angola 30r.
stationery card with “PROVA“ surcharge etc. Nice lot of postal history! (T)
GA/ b/ Ak

500, -

22600

1885/1914 old box with an accumulation of ca. 960 mainly unused postal stationeries (postal stationery
cards, picture postcards, lettercards), all issues for the Portuguese Colonies incl. nice rangee MACAU,
many stationeries with pictures, mostly in good condition (K)

GA

450, -

22601

1878/1923 (ca.) Collection of about 300 unused (except one card from Horta) postal stationeries,
including Angra, Azores, Horta, Macau (good collection), Ponta Delgada and Timor with postal stationery
postcards, envelopes and lettercards incl. revaluations and surcharges, ex. coll. B.H. (A)

GA

350, -

P 22602

1946/1969, Angola beautiful mint never hinged block of four collection of the portugues colonial times.
High catalogue value and retail. (A)

**

300, -

W

22603

1951, Holy year, Omnibus issues souvenir sheets Michel no. 1 and 2, four copies each, mint never
hinged, but some with smaller imperfections like greasy gum. Rarely offered. (T) Bl. 1/2 (4)

**

300, -

W

22604

1885/1970 ca. 230 mostly unused postal stationeries of the Portuguese colonies ((Angola, Funchal,
Horta, Cape Verde Islands, Mocambique, Portuguese-India etc.), incl. postal stationery postcards,
double cards, picture postcards, card letters, card letters with reply, envelopes and aerograms, please
inspect (S)

GA

200, -

W

22605

1938/1974, Portugues colonies: India, Guinea, Mocambique, Cabo Verde and Sao Tome beautiful mint
never hinged block of four collection of the portugues colonial times. High catalogue value and retail. (S)

**

200, -

P 22606

1946/1974, Angola beautiful mint never hinged collection of the portugues colonial times. Including the
very scarce birds from 1951. High catalogue value and retail. (A)

**

200, -

**

200, -

W

PORTUGIESISCHE KOLONIEN IN AFRIKA
see al so 22448

P 22607

1938/1975, beautiful mint never hinged collection of the portugues colonial stamps from the countries:
Cabo Verde, Mocambique, Timor, Sao Tome e Principe, Port. Guinea and Port. India. High catalogue
value and retail. (S)
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BALLONPOST

see al so 2271 4, 249 75

22700

ab 1950 (ca). GIGANTISCH: Der gesamte Bestand der PRO JUVENTUTE SALZBURG mit geschätzt
300.000 bis 350.000 Briefen und Belegen in 228 Schachteln auf 4 Paletten. Dabei Ausgaben ab
Anfang (in kleinen Stückzahlen), weiter reguläre Ballonpost, Sonderballonpost, Luftschiffpost und
Weihnachtsballon mit allen etwa 40.000 Belegen, bei einem Stückpreis im einstelligen CentBereich chancenreich für vielfältige Vermarktungsmöglichkeiten. (4 Pal.)

b/ GA

P 22701

1871/1983, collection of apprx. 58 covers/cards, comprising flown ballon mail (incl. 1871 Ballon Monte)
and thematic/commemorative covers, 1925 Przemysl commemorative flight, 1938 Poland Stratosphere
souvenir sheet etc. (S)

b/ GA

W

.
400, -

BRIEFTAUBENPOST
W

22702

1899/1904, NEW ZEALAND “THE GREAT BARRIER ISLAND PIGEON MAIL“, extraordinary and deeply
specialised collection pigeon mail of the Great Barrier Pigeongram Agency which was authorized to
serve remote destinations like copper mines and tiny islands, housed in two volumes with rare
covers and loose stamps incl. rare multiples. Included are 25 FLOWN PIGEONGRAMS (franked/
unfranked) plus several unused/prepared pieces and also a great range of relating documents/
letters/newspaper articles, contemporary photos, Pigeon Flying Competition Awards, ppc,
signatures, receipts, essays etc. etc. In addition a further album with modern commemorative
issues/cinderellas. Most impressive lifetime work and most presumably the best collection of this
topic in existence. The aquisition price adds up to a small fortune, many of the pieces have been
purchased for prices of $3000-$6000. Excellent opportunity! (K)

b/ d/
*/ g

2 .

FLUGPOST DEUTSCHLAND

see al so 1 9 808, 283 9 8, 283 9 9 , 29 566

P 22703

1912/1953, Sammlung von ca. 120 Briefen und Karten, meist Deutschland und etwas Alle Welt, dabei
Erst- und Sonderflüge, Zeppelinpost, (Privat-)Ganzsachen usw. Inhaltsreiche Partie mit hohem
Detailwert, besichtigen! (A)

b/ GA

800, -

P 22704•

1916/1970(ca.), Posten von etwa 160 Flugpost und Zeppelin-Belegen, überwiegend Deutsches Reich
inklusive Feldpost, aber auch etwas “Alle Welt“ mit einigen interessanten Stücken und Stempeln in
meist normaler Bedarfserhaltung. (S)

b

200, -

P 22705

1929/1938, Partie von elf Flugpost-Belegen, dabei sechsmal DOX (und hier einmal mit 4 RM
Südamerikafahrt bzw. Doppelfrankatur Sowjetunion-Dt.Reich 5.9.1933) usw. (T)

b

500, -

22706

1955/1978, Sammlung von ca. 1.500 augenscheinlich nur verschiedenen LUFTHANSA-ERSTFLÜGEN,
alles in guter Vielfalt mit Zuleitungen aus Aller Welt, allem Anschein nach durchgehend ziemlich
vollständig, so wie aus Abo bezogen. (K)

b

400, -

W

FLUGPOST EUROPA

see al so 2271 6, 23 9 40, 24285, 249 72, 25077, 2553 6, 25546, 25548, 26451

P 22707

1929/1976, Schweiz schöne Sammlung von etwa 140 Luftpostbriefen. Mit einigen frühen Belegen wie
z.B. Zeppelin “Südamerikafahrt Weihnachten 1934“ mit Zuleitung aus der Schweiz, Swissair LocaronBarcelona 1940, uvm. (A2)

e

100, -

P 22708

1931/1932, Greece, lot of three Imperial Airways First Flight covers: 4.3.31 Athens-London-6./7.3.
31Assuan-8.3.31 Cairo-England 16.3.31, 28.1.32 Athens-London- 2.2.32 Cape Town, 28.1.32 AthensLondon-1.2.32 Johannesburg-2.2.32 Pietersburg. (T)

b

100, -

22709

1932/1972, lot of apprx. 94 flight covers/cards, incl. first and special flights, helicopter flights, pigeon
mail, balloon mail, nice part Switzerland, also Austria with better pieces, Germany, San Marino,
Liechtenstein etc. (S)

b/ GA

450, -

P 22710

1933/1939, GREAT BRITAIN, collection with 23 flight covers, comprising ffc G.W.R. AIR MAIL from South
Wales-Devon, Birmingham-Newton Abbot etc., Highland Airways ffc Inverness-Orkney, I.A.L. Western Air
Express Croydon-Plymouth, Flying Boat Southampton-New York, cover with first 9-day service to South
Africa, Transatlantic first flights, commercial airmail to Canada and Latin America and many other
interesting items, mostly F/VF condition (T)

b

300, -

1937 - 2003 (ca.), Partie Luftpostbrief, dabei ertsflüge mit seltenen Etappen, Zeppelinpost, auch
Ballon-, Tauben-, Helikopter- und Raketenpost. Auch einige Marken und Blocks auf Steckkarten,
interessantes Angebot! (S)

**/ GA/
b/ FDC

150, -

W

22711•

286
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W

22712

1945/1966, mainly 1940s/1950s, Dutch-related Airmail, collection of 152 covers/cards on album
pages, showing a lovely range of attractive frankings (Netherlands and various other countries+some
meter marks), mainly KLM first and special flights. Attractive lot in good quality throughout! (S)

b

600, -

W

22713

1946/1958, vielseitige Partie von ca. 85 Flugpost-Briefen und -Karten mit nur besseren Stücken, dabei
Erst- und Sonderflüge verschiedener Gesellschaften, interessante Frankatur-Kombinationen und
Destinationen, (Privat-)Ganzsachen, Ballonpost-Zuleitung, dabei u.a. schöner Schwerpunkt Österreich,
aber auch Deutschland, Belgien, Luxemburg, Vatikan, Vatikan, Norwegen, Frankreich und weitere. (S)

b/ GA

700, -

22714

1947/1978, big collection HELICOPTER-Mail, Balloon-Mail and First Flights in 28 albums + hundreds of
covers in boxes. About 80-90 % from Austria, rest from all over the world. (K2)

b/ e/ f

250, -

22715

1950/1958, vielseitige Partie von ca. 93 Flugpost-Briefen und -Karten mit nur besseren Stücken, dabei
Erst- und Sonderflüge verschiedener Gesellschaften, interessante Frankatur-Kombinationen und
Destinationen, (Privat-)Ganzsachen, dabei u.a. schöner Schwerpunkt Österreich, aber auch Deutschland,
Schweden, Liechtenstein, Luxemburg, Vatikan, Niederlande, Frankreich und weitere. (S)

b/ GA

700, -

W

FLUGPOST ÜBERSEE

W

22716 •

see al so 203 3 7, 203 83 , 2061 5
1914/18, the Japanese pioneer aviator and WWI-pilot in France, Baron SHIGENO Kiyotake (18821924) correspondence: 200+ ppc/cards/field post (F.M.) addressed to the pilot: franked from Japan
(ca. 80, some with stamps removed), franked in France (12 inc. two said to be from japanese artist
Fujita ), free military mail in France (F.M./franchise militaire, ca. 70, including a. o. one from Avord
aviation training camp by adjutant ISHIBASHI K., 1893-1923, another japanese in french airforce
1915/18), from foreign (4), unstamped from letters (ca. 36). With many ppc of pioneer aviation in
Japan (inc. pre-WWI foreigners like Art Smith, Katherine Stinson etc.) / early WW-I aviation pics in
France, interesting senders from France or Japan etc. An unique find. Shigeno K. was the 3rd son of
Baron SHIGENO Kiyoharu (d. 1896), a Lt-General in the Imperial Japanese Army. After the death of
his wife, in July 1910 he left Japan for France to study music. In Paris he acquired international pilot
licence No. 744 on 26 January, 1912. The same year he designed a single-seat tractor biplane and
named this aeroplane Wakadori-go (Young Bird, after his late wife, Wakako. The same name was
given to his fighter plane Spad-VII in 1917). First flight on 26 April, 1912. Summoned by his family to
return to Japan and left France in May 1912 with his dismantled aeroplane. Reassembled, it set a
new civil aeroplane record in Japan on 20 April, 1913, reaching 300m (984ft) with a flight of 45min.
After becoming a professor at Japan‘s military aviation school, Shigeno returned to France in April
1914 to buy a new aircraft. When WWI broke out in August, under orders from his superiors, on 20
December 1914 he joined the foreign legion, where he was admitted with the rank of captain.
Obtained military pilot patent No. 834, April 19, 1915 in Avord and was assigned, on May 20 to the
bombing squadron V 24. On August 23, 1915, on an observation mission north of Reims over the
German lines he was copiously fired by enemy DCA, admired by French soldiers who counted 562
Shells fired against him. This lead to an honorary report in the french armies daily “La Croix“ Sept.
30 and having him appointed “Knight of the Legion of Honor Oct. 30“. Absent due to health problems
Sept./Dec., returned to his squadron Dec. 21 1915 to May 22, 1916. By June 1 transferred to the
N.12 fighter squadron, despite aged 34, one of the oldest fighter pilots. Then finally assigned Sept.
19, 1916 to N.26 squadron under command of Georges Guynemer (1891-1917), later known as “the
storks“. His personal symbol, a so-called “Japanese stork“, was adopted by the squadron to become
the collective emblem. Shigeno had two confirmed victories, one in co-work with Guynemer March
17, 1917 and six unconfirmed.
His last combat flight was on August 9, 1917. His health problems forced him to a new hospitalization
on August 13, 1917 which spread over the armistice. In the hospital he met a 22-year-old war widow,
Ms Jeanne Aimard. He and Jeanne married Oct. 18, 1919. Returned to his squadron, SPA 26, on
February 23rd, 1919 and was demobilized March 11, 1919. In January 1920, Shigeno and wife
returned to Japan with their daughter. He had started a career in civil aviation but died in Osaka in
October 1924. His widow could not make a living in Japan and returned to France, with the two
surviving sons. (S)
Ak/ GA/ b

W

22717•

W

22718•

1928/1990 (ca.), holding of several hundred first and special flight covers, almost exclusively USA, high
retail value! (K)
1948/1965, ROYAL EGYPTIAN PILOT‘S FLYING LOG BOOK, flying log book from Flight Lieutenant A.
A. Nagaty with a detailed and meticulous handwritten documentation of his flight times, co-pilots
and flown aircrafts - predominantly dated between 1948 and 1950 and further entries in the 1960s.
This log book records the training session of the former president of Egypt HOSNI MUBARAK (19812011) at the Royal Air Force Academy in November and December 1949. Nagaty, who reached high
ranks and received many medals was his instructor. The listing of co-pilots records also the names
of MUBARAK´S colleagues who achieved to be prominent figures in officially high positions while
he was president and some have become leading pilots in the 1973 war (i.a. Madkour, Elish, Yacout,
Shoukri etc.). AN EXCEPTIONAL AND UNIQUE PIECE OF EGYPT‘S AIR FORCE HISTORY! (S)
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FLUGPOST ALLE WELT

see al so 223 23 , 22742, 22754

P 22719

W

22720

P 22721

1912/1975 (ca.), Airmail/Space, sophisticated holding of apprx. 100 covers/cards (flown entires,
thematic and related), comprising e.g. early ppc. (incl. Zeppelin ppc 31.3.12 with cachet of “Deutsche
Luftschiffahrts-Aktiengesellschaft“), very rare airmail card 8.9.1912 “Westpreußische Flugpost
Marienburg-Dirschau“ (some wrinkling), 1912 Rhein-Main airmail, 1934 Netherland commercial
Zeppelin cover, postwar period showing nice airmail covers, rocket mail commemorative covers, thematic
“Space“ incl. four covers bearing nine Cosmonaut's signatures etc. (S)
b/ Ak/ GA

500, -

1925/1945 ca., comprehensive collection with more than 90 worldwide airmail covers, predominantly
WWII censored mail, comprising mail from Denmark, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain,
Switzerland etc., further Middle East with Saudi Arabia, Jordan Occupation of Palestine, Egypt, Libya,
British Colonies in Africa, Latin America and many other countries. Included are LATI covers, registered
mail, returned mail, scarce rates and destinations, special flight covers and cards, rare censor markings
and many other remarkable items. Recommended and rich source for ambitious collectors! (A2)
b/ GA/ e

800, -

1929/1940, Dutch-related Airmail with special emphasis on Dutch Indies and overseas routes,
collection of 124 covers/cards on album pages, showing a nice range of attractive frankings, first
and special flights, mainly KLM. Attractive lot in good quality throughout! (S)

b/ GA

1930/1931, CROCIERA ATLANTICA ITALIA-BRASILE, two picture cards with corresponding vignette and
cachets. Sass. GP26 (T)

Ak

1955/1992, LUFTHANSA FIRST FLIGHTS, collection of more than 2.000 different first flight covers/
cards, nicely presented in 15 albums and well filled throughout from 1950‘s, apparently several
better pieces included. Each album individually priced, adding up to a cat.value of 18.200,- DM in
total. (K2)

b

.

W

22722

W

22723

W

22724

1968/1978, CONCORDE, collection of apprx. 173 covers/cards in two binders, comprising flown mail
and commemorative covers, nice range of related postmarks/meter marks, cacheted envelopes etc.
(A2)

b

200, -

22725

1983/1988, LUFTHANSA FIRST FLIGHTS, collection of apprx. 1900-2000 cacheted covers bearing
frankings All World, apparently only different items. (K)

b

200, -

140, -

.

AEROGRAMME EUROPA

see al so 22727, 24008, 241 80, 24853

AEROGRAMME ÜBERSEE

see al so 201 9 9 , 2021 4, 20221 , 203 55, 2059 7, 2059 8, 20843 , 21 51 8, 21 549 , 21 550, 21 586, 21 627,
21 725, 21 89 0, 21 89 1 , 21 89 3 , 2203 7, 22289 , 2229 0, 22528, 22529 , 2253 1

22726 •

1946/90 “AEROGRAMME ERRORS, FREAKS & ODDITIES“: Exhibition collection of about 125
aerogrammes, written up on pages, some special ones in comparison with a normal copy, with
artwork errors, plate and colour errors, multiple impressions, printing varieties (set-offs, blank prints
etc.) paper errors, errors of cut, overprint varieties, missed colours etc. 52 items have been added
(ex J.Kasper) (S)

22727

1965/1985 (ca.) big accumulation of more than 600 Aerogramme. Round about 50 % Europe and 50
all over the world, e.g. Cuba, Malysia, China, Nicaragua, Hong Kong, Samoa, Singapore, Korea, Cyprus, x/ e/ GA/
Libya, Oman, Italy, Falkland Isl., Egypt and many more. 40-50 % used and some cto., rest unused. (S)
b/ g

GA

.
180, -

DO-X - FLUGPOST
see al so 22705

P 22728

1930/36, three cards and two covers, all sent by DO-X, Europe North and South America, represented
Germany and Siwtzerland, nice group in mostly good condition. (T)

P 22729

1931/1952, hochinteressantes Konvolut mit Schwerpunkt “Flugkapitän Friedrich Christiansen“,
dabei vier Briefe jeweils mit Originalunterschrift (1934, zweimal 1935 und Vordruck-Schreiben
1952 anläßlich seiner Entllassung aus niederländischer Gefangenschaft), ferner Briefbogen mit
fünf Probeabschlägen der DOX-Flugpoststempel, div. Fotos/Bildkarten, ein ovaler Gepäckaufkleber
und DOX-Getränkekarte. Einmalige Zusammenstellung mit Unikaten! (M)

200, -

b/ Ak

.

RAKETENPOST
see al so 20760

W
W

W

22730
22731

22732

288

b

70, -

1934/1953: 28 Rakettenflugbelege aus den Niederlanden, einzeln ausgepreist und beschrieben.
Vollständige Liste liegt bei. (S)

b

900, -

1934-46 Four covers flown by rocksts including 1935 airmail cover flown by Karl Roberti's rocket “Mars“,
accompanied by a photograph of rocket, and others, plus two First Flight covers Belgium to South Africa
1932 and Bermuda-USA 1937. (T)

b

100, -

1933/1934, Dt.Reich, Partie von vier “Zucker“-Raketenpostbelegen, dabei zwei Kehrdrucke. (T)
1934/1953 Netherlands: 28 covers and cards flown by various Dutch rockets, each described in detail,
mostly fine/very fine. Listing is attached. (S)
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22733

1945-1960 Rocket Mail: Specialized collection of 32 covers of Dutch rocket mail and 142 vignettes (96
from Dutch rocket flights, others from Germany, Italy and the U.S.A.), with almost different covers and
cards bearing various vignettes and cachets from the various rocket flights, with some varieties (several
not listed by Ellington-Zwisler), and unusual and scarce complete sheets of rocket vignettes, some setenants, some conjoined, imperf and perf, including specials like four different labels of 1st night rocket
in Königsbrunn, Germany during the Olympic Games in Rome 1960, or Italian San Remo triangle rocket
vignette in sheet of six with tête-bêche and se-tenant pairs, and many interesting, unusual and scarce
items more. (A)
b/ **/ g

700, -

W

22734

1962, 29 Sep, Andorra Zucker Rocket Flight, holding of apprx. 200 commemorative covers (partly some
slight age wear), each bearing vignette, flight cachets and mostly with signature. (S)

b

140, -

W

22735

1963, 30th Anniversary of Zucker Rocket Flights, holding of more rhan 500 vignettes on gummed paper,
each bearing 1pfg. adhesive and postmarked “HOHEGEISS 31.8.63“, partly some age wear. (S)

g

140, -

W

22736

1963, 31 Aug, 130th Zucker Rocket Flight, holding of nearly 200 flight covers bearing two vignettes (on
front and on reverse), flight cachet and signature. (S)

b

W

1964, 10 Apr, Nebel Rocket Flight, holding of apprx. 300 cards with two cachets and signature each. (S)

b

180, 160, -

W

22737
22738

1964, 7 May, Zucker Rocket Flight (prepared but not conducted), holding of apprx. 295 covers (partly
some slight wrinkling/age wear) bearing vignette and cachets. (S)

b

140, -

W

22739

1964, 70th Birthday of Rudolf Nebel, coloured vignette on gummed paper and with two cachets each,
holding of apprx. 600 pieces. (S)

g

180, -

W

LOS 22740 / AUSRUF: 80.000 €
-

F r i ed r i c h S c h m i ed l w a s b o r n o n 14.05.1902 i n S c h w er t b er g i n

s iu m

-

a n d t h e b u i l d i n g t r a d e s c h o o l i n S a l z b u r g . W h en R u s s i a n s
-

-

o n t h e G i g er w i es e o n t h e M ö n c h s b er g , t h e s t u d en t d et er m i n ed
-

s o t h a t t h e p o w d er w o u l d n o t t o u c h a n y m et a l . O n 03.07.1928

g a n s t u d y i n g c h em i s t r y , n a t u r a l s c i en c es a n d p h i l o s o p h y a t b o t h

-

i s t F r i t z P r eg l s t u d i ed m et a b o l i s m , h o r m o n es a n d en z y m es . I n

r em o t e c o n t r o l .

w i t h r em o t e c o n t r o l a n d g y r o s t a b i l i z er .
-

w a s b u r n ed , t h e s y s t em

w a s o p er a t ed w i t h s m a l l c a m er a s a n d

A t t h e en d o f M a y 1928, S c h m i ed l r a i s ed t h e F S 1 s t r a t o s p h er i c
b a l l o o n f r o m a m ea d o w i n t h e M u r a u en m ea d o w s o f G r a z t o a n
-

s io n f r o m

b en d s i n m et eo r i t e o r b i t s t h a t t h e o u t er a t m o s p h er e

m a i l s t a m p s , w h i c h h e s o l d f o r 10 p en n i es . B ef o r e t h e s t a r t , A u s -
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Schmiedl ein Studium der F cher hemie, Naturwissenscha en
und P hilosophie sow ohl an der T ec hnisc hen H oc hsc hule als auc h
an der Univ ersitä t G raz . Z w ei seiner P rof essoren erhielten den N ob elpreis. Mit dem E ntdec k er der W eltraumstrahlung V ik tor H ess
untersuchte er die nderungen der Erbmasse von P anzen sowohl durc h B estrahlung als auc h durc h B esc hleunigungen b is z ur
6-f ac hen E rdb esc hleunigung. D er C hemik er Fritz P regl erf orsc hte
Stoffwechsel, ormone und Enzyme. 1922 baute Schmiedl einen
Vakuumpr fstand, um ritikern zu zeigen, dass das R cksto prinzip auch im lu leeren Raum funktioniert. Er korrespondierte mit
Albert Einstein, ermann berth, onstantin iolkowski, Willy
L ey, A uguste P ic c ard, G uido v on P irq uet und v ielen anderen. D ie
Versorgung entlegener Berggeh e und Schutzh en mit Post
sah der ö sterreic hisc he R ak etenpionier als ersten, f ü r einen E inzelk mpfer finanzierbaren Schri an. Der Bauingenieur entschied
sic h nac h seinem Studium f ü r ein L eb en als f reier Forsc her und
Erfinder in Graz. Seinen nterhalt verdiente er mit Betonuntersuc hungen.

c a n .
O n 23.07.1932 S c h m i ed l c a r r i ed t h r ee p r ec i s i o n w a t c h es w i t h

-

et s f o r t h e i n t en d ed c r o s s i n g o f t h e E n g l i s h C h a n n el a n d f o r
w i t h w h i c h h e c a r r i ed 6 p o s t c a r d s ea c h o n 08.11.1932.

1 a n d U K 2 o f 29.12.1933. A t U K 1, t h e s l o w u n d er w a t er i n c en d i -

Ende Mai 192 lie Schmiedl von einer Wiese in den Grazer Murauen den Stratosphä renb allon FS 1 in eine H ö he v on 18.800
Meter auf steigen. E r w ar mit Messgerä ten und der ersten Stratosphä renpost b eladen. I n einer H ö he v on 16 k m z ü ndete eine adaptierte Barometerdose eine 15 cm langen Pulverrakete mit einem
Miniaturb rief . Sie w urde nic ht gef unden. D ie G ondel mit den
Umsc hlä gen landete in Ungarn und w urde seinem K onstruk teur
zwei Wochen nach dem Aufstieg zur ckgegeben. Aus nicken in
Meteoritenbahnen ha e Schmiedl den nicht zutreffenden Schlu
gezogen, die u ere Erdatmosph re w rde sich nicht mit der Erde
mitdrehen und daher ein Abdri en des Ballons nach Westen erw artet.

a n d l ed t o a n ea r l y l a n d i n g .

t h e 1s t a n d 2n d c o s m i c s p eed . L a r g e u n i n h a b i t ed a r ea s a l l o w

-

-

b u i l t b y S c h m i ed l , w h i c h c a r r i ed m a i l b et w een 1928 a n d 1935.
- 6 d o c u m en t s w er e c a r r i ed b y t h e 1s t S t r a t o s p h er e M a i l

Friedric h Sc hmiedl w urde am 14.05.1902 in Sc hw ertb erg in
O b erö sterreic h geb oren. Mit f ü nf startete er b ei einem G artenf est
seine ersten R ak eten und w ar seitdem v on R ak eten f asz iniert. E r
ab solv ierte die V olk ssc hule, das k . k . Staatsgymnasium und das
B auf ac h der G ew erb esc hule in Salz b urg. A ls R ussen im 1. W eltk rieg P remysl b elagerten, sc hlug er v ergeb lic h dem k . k . A rmeeob erk ommando den E insatz v on P ostrak eten anstelle v on k leinen
unz uv erlä ssigen B allons v or. I n z ahlreic hen R ak etenstarts auf
der Gigerwiese am M nchsberg ermi elte der Sch ler die g nstigsten Startwinkel. 191 erprobte Schmiedl einen Raketenhubsc hraub er, 1919 auf dem G eierec k am Untersb erg das B ü ndeln
und stuf enw eise Z ü nden v on Feuerw erk srak eten. 1921 b egann
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wanderte Schmiedl mit Raketen, ameras und sonstigen
A usrü stungsgegenstä nden auf den G raz er H ausb erg Sc hö c k l, in
dem er einen idealen R ak etenstartplatz sah. R ak eten, B allone,
mschl ge und viele Vigne en fertigte er selbst. hne ran
k onnte Sc hmiedl R ak eten b is z u einem G ew ic ht v on 20 k g b auen.
Als Treibstoff verwendete er Natriumchlorat und Natriumnitrat
in einem V erhä ltnis z w isc hen 1: 6 und 1: 3. D urc h E inlegen der
Partikel in eine Gummil sung machte er sie unempfindlich gegenü b er D ruc k und H itz e. Seidenpapiersc hnitz el und der E insatz
zweier Pulversorten verhinderten Explosionen. Den Mantel kleidete er mit A sb est aus, damit das P ulv er k ein Metall b erü hrte. A m
03.07.1928 v ermerk te Sc hmiedl auf den mit der V ersuc hsrak ete
V 2 ge ogenen unfrankierten Faltbriefen “Endziel dieser meiner
Raketen ugversuche sind Raketenpost und Weltraum ug”.
A ls E inz ige stü rz te die V ersuc hsrak ete V 6 b rennend ab , als er
mit einer K urz w ellen-Fernsteuerung v ersuc hte, sie z urü c k z ur A b sc hussstelle z u lenk en.
A m 02.02.1931 sc hoss Sc hmiedl V 7 mit Messgerä ten und 102
Umsc hlä gen v om Sc hö c k l nac h R adegund. Sie w ar mit Fernsteuerung und K reiselstab ilisator ausgerü stet.
ngsrillen am Au enmantel verhinderten ein Verdrehen der am
21.04.1931 ab gesc hossenen R egistrierrak ete. N ac h B rennsc hluss
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w urde der mit k leinen K ameras und Spek trographen
z ur UV -Messung ausgerü stete Spitz enteil ab gesprengt, um die
Sonne au erhalb vom Rauchschweif zu erfassen. rspr nglich
sollte sie die 3. Stuf e einer aus 31 erprob ten 20 k g sc hw eren R ak eten zusammengesetzten “Registrier-Raumrakete” werden.
A m 09.09.1931 sc hoss Sc hmiedl R 1 - die erste R ak ete mit P ost v on
I nteressenten - v om H oc htrö tsc h nac h Semriac h. Z ur w enigstens
teilw eisen Finanz ierung seiner Forsc hungen sc huf Sc hmiedl die
ersten Raketenpostmarken, die er um 10 Groschen verkau e. Vor
dem Start b rac hte die P ost Sc hmiedl 84 ausw ä rts auf gegeb ene
B rief e und K arten z ur Mitnahme. I n einer ausgepolsterten D ose
ogen einige fer und Schme erlinge durch die u .
A m 23.07.1932 b ef ö rderte Sc hmiedl mit der V ersuc hsrak ete V 13
drei Pr zisionsuhren eine . blieb am Boden - um die Relativitä tstheorie E insteins symb olisc h z u w iderlegen. D ieser P ostrak ete
sc hic k te Sc hmiedl eine f erngesteuerte R ak ete hinterher, die er
ihres Aussehens wegen “ iegende Tonne” nannte. Damit erprobte
der berzeugte Pazifist die erste Antiraketen-Rakete.
Da Schwerkra und u widerstand in gr erer he abnehmen,
ben tigen Weltraumraketen die gr te Schubkra beim Start.
Deshalb entwickelte Schmiedl f r die beabsichtigte ber uerung
des rmelkanals und f r Weltraum ge Trichter- und egelf rmige Raketen. Von beiden fertigte er 50 cm hohe ugtaugliche
Modelle, mit denen er am 08.11.1932 j e 6 P ostk arten b ef ö rderte.
Z u den rund 10.000 v on Sc hmiedl durc hgef ü hrten R ak etenstarts
z hlen der erste Nach lug einer Rakete mit Selbststeuerung - die
V 8 v om 28.10.1931, und die b eiden ersten Unterw asserrak etenstarts UK 1 und UK 2 v om 29.12.1933. B ei UK 1 b rac hte der lang-

same nterwasser-Brennsatz die Rakete an die ber che des
Murtalstausees. D ie O b erstuf e z ü ndete, hielt ab er nic ht den K urs
und f hrte so zu einer vorzeitigen andung.
D ie W ü sten A f rik as ersc hienen Sc hmiedl b esonders geeignet f ü r
Start und L andung v on W eltraumrak eten. D ie D rehung der E rde
vermindert in der N he des uators den Treibstoffverbrauch f r
das Erreichen der 1. und 2. kosmischen Geschwindigkeit. Gro e
unbesiedelte Gebiete erm glichen gro r umige Absperrungen.
nd der Grundst ckpreis ist u erst niedrig. Mit dem lagerf higen, gegen ber itze und lte unempfindlichen Treibstoff
startete Schmiedl 5 “W stenraketen”. Die wenigen mit ihnen geogenen arten sind an fiktive Bewohner verschiedener asen
adressiert und wurden mit Ers l gen von Sabena und Air Afri ue
b ef ö rdert.
A m 21.12.1935 sc hoss Sc hmiedl z w ei f erngesteuerte Flü ssigkeitsraketen von der anzel nach G sting bei Graz. Treibstoff
waren ssiger Sauerstoff und Ethylalkohol. Im Gegensatz zu N6
war N7 mit drei Feststoffraketen als Starthilfe ausgesta et.
Diese au ergew hnliche Sammlung besteht aus 169 ge ogenen
B elegen:
- 156 B elege w urden mit 44 der 45 v on Sc hmiedl geb auten R ak eten b ef ö rdert, die z w isc hen 1928 und 1935 P ost b ef ö rderten
- 6 B elege w urden mit der 1. Stratosphä renpost H ö henb allon FS-1
b ef ö rdert
- 7 B elege w urden mit dem H ub drac hen D 1 gef ö rdert. D as ist die
erste mit einem D sen ugzeug bef rderte Post.
Find the com lete collection or do nload on
.stam auctions.de

ZEPPELINPOST DEUTSCHLAND
see al so 2853 4, 28578

W

22741+

Collection of over 100 Zeppelin items, around 70 flown covers and 33 Schuette Lanz original
construction photos from the factory archives (rare!). Flights include mostly Bordpost usages from
both the Graf and the Hindenburg, often on airship Echt Foto / RPPCs. All original and in top
condition virtually throughout. (S)

Ak/ b

22742+

2.

W

Collection of over 120 Zeppelin items with dozens of flown covers including Saar, Iceland,
Argentina,Paraguay, and Liechtenstein, as well as many of the better Rhein Main semi-official cards
like the Princes children in Cossack uniform, Frankenstein, Otzberg, etc. Filled out with many
pioneer-era picture postcards, Hindenburg color interiors, etc. All period and original. (S)

Ak/ b

2.2

22743

Zeppelin ppc, collection of nearly 400 modern cards in 4 albums with repros of old motives, backside
diff. explanations and photos of all the cancellations, all numbered and issued by a philatelic bureau in
Friedrichshafen (K)

Ak

G eb ot

P 22744

1909-1937, Partie mit über 30 Zeppelin und Luftpost Belegen, dabei gute Frankaturen, besondere
Verwendungen und Destinationen, Einheiten auf Brief und weitere Besonderheiten, ungewöhnliche
Zusammenstellung. (A)

b/ Ak

500, -

P 22745

1912/1939, Einsteckalbum mit 17 Vorkriegsbelegen, beginnend mit DR SFP 1, weiter Sieger 26A (2),
59A, 59B, 63F, 85A, 119B, 128C mit 1 M. Polarfahrt, 141, 183Ab und nachfolgende. Beigegeben
Marken und Belege der 60er Jahre zum Thema. Katalogwert nach Sieger ca. 1500 € (A)

b

150, -

1912/1945 (ca): Posten mit über 90 teils sehr raren Zeppelin-Belegen, individuell ausgepreist und
beschrieben. Eine vollständige Liste kann zur Verfügung gestellt werden. (S)

b

1912/36, Partie von 9 Zeppelin- bzw Flugpostbelegen, dabei halbamtl Rhein-Main mit Gelber Hund
sowie bei Zeppelin 4 RM - Polarfahrt als sehr saubere Einzelfrankatur und auch Auslandsbelege wie
Österreich oder Niederlande (T)

b

W

22746 +

P 22747
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P 22748

1924/1931, gehaltvolles Konvolut mit 14 Belegen, dabei hochwertige Zeppelin-Frankaturen, u.a.
Südamerikafahrt bis Lakehurst, jeweils mit MeF 4 RM (2 x MiNr.439 X bzw. 2 x MiNr.439 Y), dazu ein
Brief mit MiF 2 x 2 RM und 4 RM, weiterhin Polarfahrt mit EF MiNr.457 (Si 119B), EF MiNr.458 (Si 119
F) sowie ein Brief mit 4 x 1 RM Polarfahrt (MiNr.456, Si 119 H), ebenso enthalten Belege der
Weltrundfahrt 1929, Islandfahrt (Si 113B), Orientfahrt, Fahrten in die Schweiz und Briefe des Luftschiffes
Z.R.3 in die USA. Attraktiver Fundus in guter Erhaltung. (T)

b

500, -

22749

1928/1939, Partie von sieben Flugpost-Belegen, davon sechsmal Zeppelin mit u.a. Sieger Nr. 21 A, 26
A, 44 B, 244 C, 427 Bb. Sieger ca. 690,- €. (T)

b

80, -

P 22750

1928-39, kleine Sammlung von 23 Zeppelinbelegen mit einigen interessanten Stücken im Briefalbum,
Auszug siehe Foto. (A)

b/ GA

250, -

22751

1929/1944, Kleines Lot mit fünf Wareneingangsscheinen der D.Z.R. sowie einer Broschüre als
Sonderabdruck der Solothurner Zeitung “Die Balkan- und Schlesienfahrt mit “Graf Zeppelin“ - Eindrücke
und Erlebnisse. (M)

W

W

60, -

W

22752

1929/33, 125 Briefe adressiert nach Friedrichshafen an das dortige Postamt oder die ZeppelinWerft als Zuleitungen zu den Zeppelinfahrten. Dokumentiert werden 63 unterschiedliche Fahrten
ex Sieger-Nr. 39 bis 238. Teilweise tragen die Briefe vom Absender angebrachte Hinweise zu den
entsprechenden Fahrten sowie interne Bearbeitungsvermerke zu Zuordnung und Stempelung. Die
Zuleitungen wurden bis Ende 1931 fast ausschließlich per Einschreiben versandt; ab 1932 war dies
scheinbar nicht mehr erwünscht. Beigegeben sind noch 4 nicht zuordenbare Briefe, 4 Zuleitungen
aus USA sowie 4 Zuleitungen zu DO-X-Flügen. Hochspannendes Dokumentationsmaterial als
Bereicherung jeder Zeppelin-Sammlung und hervorragend zur Auflösung geeignetes Album mit total
137 Belegen. (A)

b

W

22753

1936, German Reich. OLYMPIA-FAHRT airship HINDENBURG. Small collection with 5 covers and cards
including some specialities: transmitted mail DANZIG 31.7.36, confirming postmarks color variations black, cinnabar red and lilac. Exciting! (M)

b/ GA

.
150, -

ZEPPELINPOST EUROPA
P 22754
W

22755

1927/1935, Dutch-related Airmail, collection of 64 covers/cards on album pages, comprising 32
ZEPPELIN covers/cards (Dutch frankings resp. Trip to Holland) and 32 further aimail covers/cards,
mainly KLM first and special flight. Attractive lot in good quality throughout! (S)

b

2.

b/ GA

180, -

1923/36, Zeppelin mails (9) from the US, mostly to Saxony/Germany. (T)

e

150, -

1932/35, PARAGUAY, lot of five Zeppelin covers (four of them registered) to Germany, all with Zeppelin
stamps and with all airmail confirmation postmarks to be needed, mostly in good condition, included are
Sieg.Nr. 176, 240, 276, 279 and 343 (T) Sieg. 176/343 ex.

b

200, -

b

300, -

1931, Trip to Hungary, lot of four entires: two cards with 1p., cover with 2p. and cover with 1p.+2p. (T)

ZEPPELINPOST ÜBERSEE
see al so 22085

W
W

22756
22757

DISINFECTION MAIL
see al so 2459 4

W

22758+

Austrian and Italian Disinfected cover collection – approximately 24 disinfected covers, along with a
signed proclamation dissolving the sanitary cordon in Tyrol, and a couple of stampless covers from
Italian sanitary commissions. (S)

BODENSEESCHIFFSPOST
W

22759

P 2276 0

292

1757/1910 ca., sehr gehaltvolle und detaillierte Sammlung der Schiffspost auf dem Bodensee mit
ca.190 Belegen in 3 grossen Ringbindern. Dabei reichlich frühe Post ab Vorphilatelie mit Belegen
via “Fußacher Boten“ von Lindau nach Chur, weiterhin Altdeutschland mit Baden, Bayern und
Württemberg bzw. Schweiz mit Schiffspost auf den Strecken Lindau-Rorschach, Lindau-Romanshorn,
Friedrichshafen-Rorschach, Friedrichshafen-Bregenz, Konstanz-Lindau und Konstanz-Meersburg,
u.a. mit etlichen Belegen zum Grenztarif. In der Folge 145 Belege mit den Schiffspost-Stempeln der
Anrainerstaaten. Enthalten sind Ovalstempel des Deutschen Reiches KONSTANZ-BREGENZ, R1
“Bodenseeschiffspost“, bayerische Stempel “LINDAU-ROMANSHORN“ u. “LINDAU-RORSCHACH“,
Landungsstempel in Schreibschrift R1 “Schiffsbrief“, württembergische Stempel “K.W.SCHIFFSPOST
AUF.D.BODENSEE“, L1 “Schiffsbrief“, österreichische Stempel “K.K.OESTERR.SCHIFFSPOST AM
BODENSEE“, K1 KONSTANZ-BREGENZ, schweizer Stempel mit seltenem Einzeiler “See Rorschach“
in kleinen Buchstaben, L1 “SEE-ROMANSHORN“ und L1 “SEE-RORSCHACH“ in großen Buchstaben,
Kreisgitterstempel “ROMANSHORN-FRIEDRICHSHAFEN“ etc. Dazu viele attraktive Besonderheiten
wie Mehrländer-Frankaturen, handschriftlicher Vermerk “See“ auf bayerischer Ganzsache als
Bordpost via Romanshorn nach Plauen, Ansichtskarten der Bodensee-Dampfer und viele weitere
interessante Stücke. Ein empfehlenswertes Qualitätsobjekt! (K)

b/ GA

1900/1967, Sammlung von ca. 88 Briefen und Karten in guter Vielfalt mit den entprechenden
Stempeln und Frankaturen von Bayern, Württemberg, Österreich, Schweiz, Dt.Reich und Bund. (A) b/ GA/ Ak
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SCHIFFSPOST DEUTSCHLAND
see al so 1 89 1 8, 22766

P 22761•

1915/1990(ca.), Grosser Posten von ungefähr 440 Belegen Schiffspost Deutschland und etwas “Alle
Welt“, ab Kaiserreich bis in die Moderne mit einigen besseren Briefen und Karten in überwiegend
normaler Bedarfserhaltung. (K)

b

400, -

P 22762

1917. Lot of 4 DIVING BOAT COVERS (Tauchbootbriefe) each with the obligatory return cancel. Three
covers bearing the destinations: New York, Buenos Aires and (rare) Santiago de Chile (this one from the
first day 15.1.17). The fourth cover is one of the rare accompanying covers, franked with 2 Reichsmark.
(T)

b

700, -

22763

1957-2008, sechsbändige Sammlung mit zumeist zivilen Schiffen, große Stempelvielfalt, über viele
Jahre zusammengetragen, insgesamt rund 600 Belege mit etlichen seltenen Stücken und
Besonderheiten. (K)

b

150, -

b

500, -

GA

800, -

GA/ b/
d/ g

200, -

DEUTSCHE SCHIFFSPOST - MARINE
see al so 29 71 2, 29 73 9

W

22764

1898/1940 (ca.), vielseitige Partie von 26 Schiffspost-Briefen und -Karten, dabei Marine-Schiffspost
und Handelsmarine, einmal Boxeraufstand, Feldpost WK I/II usw. (T)

DEUTSCHE SCHIFFSPOST IM AUSLAND - SEEPOST
see al so 28755

P 22765

1916, Wertkarte 50 Mark lilakarmin mit dreistelliger Kontrollnummer über einen Wertbrief 26 gr. nach
Long Island, New York, Aufgabestempel “BERLIN 15 NOV 1916“, oben und unten etwas Spuren. MiNr. WK
2. (M)

SCHIFFSPOST ALLE WELT

see al so 2083 8, 24041 , 2459 4, 253 47, 25480, 25878, 29 3 09 , 29 404, 29 547

P 22766

W

22767

1880's-1910's ca.- BALTIC SEA SHIP MAIL: Collection of 42 postcards, covers and postal stationery
items plus about 170 stamps with ship mail postmarks as “Fra Tyskland“, “Aus Schweden per Stralsund“,
“Fra Sverige“ or “Trelleborg-Sassnitz“, numeral or “Ship“ handstamps etc., on picture postcards, postal
stationery cards, covers, pieces and single stamps. (A)

1901/1952, 16 interesting covers and cards with French, British and German ship marks as there are
for instance “Mit dem Dampfer von Rendburg eingegangen“,“KIEL-MARINE-AKADEMIE KANALERÖFFNUNG“, French “LIGNE N PAQ, FR No. 6“ and more. Please have a look. (M)
b/ GA/ Ak

P 22768•

1902-08/1930's: Nine covers and postcards with ship/paquebot handstamps, with 1902 card from
Penang with “PAQUEBOT“, p/s reg. env. from Malacca to France by French maritime mail 1903, three
picture postcards from Indochina with French Paq. datestamps (1904-08), and four covers from Netherl.
Indies to Singapore with ship handstamps (1930's). (T)

b/ GA

2276 9

1960s/1980s, Naval Ship Post, giant collection with more than 10.000 covers from all over the
world. Neatly sorted in 18 wooden boxes. Mostly from US, UK and Germany. (1 Pal.)

b

W

60, -

150, 2.2

FISKALMARKEN

see al so 203 57, 2073 9 , 20761 , 209 05, 209 42, 21 3 1 4, 21 3 1 5, 21 3 1 6, 21 3 1 7, 21 3 1 9 , 21 3 20, 21 3 21 ,
21 3 22, 21 3 53 , 21 3 59 , 21 3 9 4, 21 789 , 2401 7, 25677, 2601 1 , 29 751
W

22770

1860's ff.: Collection of several hundred FISCAL stamps, railway stamps, vignettes and others, from
Germany, Europe and Overseas. (A)
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Thematik Sammlungen Los 2 2 . 8 0 0 - 2 3 . 5 1 7
D onnerstag, 27. Feb ruar 2020

Thematics collections Lot 2 2 . 8 0 0 - 2 3 . 5 1 7
T hursday, 27 th Feb ruary 2020

THEMATISCHE PHILATELIE

see al so 20003 , 20056, 20059 , 201 1 9 , 201 55, 201 66, 201 67, 201 82, 20227, 2023 3 , 20247, 20250,
203 01 , 20520, 20561 , 20679 , 20689 , 2069 0, 2069 1 , 2069 2, 2079 0, 2079 1 , 20870, 209 54, 209 60,
21 01 8, 21 023 , 21 1 44, 21 1 75, 21 29 5, 21 429 , 21 43 0, 21 481 , 21 503 , 21 51 5, 21 554, 21 61 0, 21 61 1 ,
21 628, 21 629 , 21 63 0, 21 69 4, 21 71 6, 21 71 7, 21 726, 21 756, 21 844, 21 882, 21 9 69 , 21 9 89 , 221 47,
22274, 223 24, 2241 4, 2241 5, 22428, 2243 7, 22469 , 22483 , 22486, 2249 1 , 2249 5, 22524, 22526,
22545, 22587, 22869 , 229 88, 229 89 , 229 9 0, 229 9 5, 23 09 0, 23 09 1 , 23 09 2, 23 09 3 , 23 09 4, 23 1 70,
23 21 4, 23 244, 23 262, 23 3 78, 23 3 79 , 23 3 80, 23 3 81 , 23 3 82, 23 49 7, 23 783 , 23 784, 23 806, 2403 4,
241 54, 241 56, 241 57, 241 58, 2463 8, 25272, 259 64, 261 06, 29 3 1 3 , 29 3 1 4, 29 61 7
W

22800•

1936/2005, Dominican Republic. Large stock of imperforate proof progressive stamps and as
issued stamps in four files contains amazing 136,000 stamps in all. Inclusive some stamps partially
imperforate, shifted colours, offsets, blanc fields etc. Topics included are: WATERFALLS, CHRISTMAS,
ENERGY CONSERVATION, BIRDS, BOOK FAIR, HUMAN RIGHTS, PAINTING, SOS CHILDRE‘S VILLAGES,
STAMP DAY, CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION, LIGHTHOUSE, NATIONAL BOTANICAL GARDEN, MIDICINAL
PLANTS, YEAR OF THE OCEAN, and many more. All mint, nh. Four very detailed lists of contents
enclosed. (All data according to consignor) (K) Prrofs / as Issued

22801

**

.

W

1989/1999, Guinea/Niger/Senegal, great stock of never hinged sheets (but two items cancelled:
Guinea Greenpeace and Niger WWF), all in original packets of 500 (mostly), 700 or 1000, on the
whole 155,200 sheets with over 1,000,000 stamps, the topics are Lady Di, Picasso, Space Flight,
Leonardo da Vinci, Hares, Birds, Salvatore Dali, Sailing Ships, Movie Stars, Paul Cezanne, Elvis
Presley and Cars by de Tomaso, listing enclosed, the ideal lot for resellers! (Cat. value 1,523,620
Euro) (K10)

**/ g

22802

3.

W

1980s/2010 (approx), All World. Large stock of stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets on thousands
of stock cards. According to information of the consignor about 6,000 pieces, all different by
appearance. All mint, NH and all top quality. There‘s pretty much everything in it in terms of motives
that can only be in it: Animals, sports, space, aviation, comics, traffic, arts, and, and, and. A visit is
recommended. You will be thrilled, also because of the low estimate price! (K4)

**

22803•

3.

1983/1988, Grenadines of St. Vincent. Large stock of imperforate proof progressive stamps and as
issued stamps in one box contains 23,500 stamps in all. Topics included are: BRITISH QUEENS AND
KINGS, LOCOMOTIVES, CRICKETEERS, ANCIENT and SEMICLASSICAL CARS, SPORTS, TOURISM,
ROYALTY, HANDICRAFTS, SOCCER, STATUE OF LIBERTY, MARINE CREATURES , and some more. All
mint, nh. Very detailed list of contents enclosed. (All data according to consignor) (K) Proofs / as Issued

22804

**

3.

1998, Niger, nice stock of never hinged sheets, all in original packets of 500, on the whole 39,000
sheets with 351,000 stamps, the topics are the three PAINTERS Gauguin, Delacroix and Renoir and
further different EVENTS from the years 1900 to 1909 and from the years 1920 to 1929, the ideal
lot for resellers! (Yvert miniature sheets 1256/64, 1274/82, 1293/1301, 1302/10, 1311/19). (K4)

**

22805•

3.2

W

1983/1988, St. Vincent. Large stock of imperforate proof progressive stamps and as issued stamps
in 5 volumes (actually 6 volumes, but volume 4 is missing) contains in all 29,261 imperforate proofs
stamps inclusive 5,149 stamps. Topics included: Ancient and modern CARS, LOCOMOTIVES, SPORTS
and OLYMPICS, BIRDS, PLANTS and FLOWERS, MUSIC, CHRISTMAS, DISCOVERER, ROYALTY, and
some others. All mint, nh. Very detailed list of contents enclosed. (All data according to consignor)
(K) Sc. Ex #687/1115 Proofs

22806 •

**

2.

W

1984/1987, UNION ISLAND. Big stock of imperforate proof progressive stamps and as issued
stamps in one box contains 16,387 stamps in all. Topics included are: BRITISH QUEENS AND KINGS,
LOCOMOTIVES, CRICKETEERS, ANCIENT and SEMICLASSICAL CARS, BIRDS, BUTTERFLIES,
ROYALTY, SOCCER 1986 WORLD CUP, and some others. All mint, nh. Very detailed list of contents
enclosed. (All data according to consignor) (K) Proofs / as Issued

22807•

**

2.

W

1980s (approx). Lot contains imperforate progressive proof stamps of Grenadines of St. Vincent,
Nevis, St. Lucia and Liberia. The topics included are: FLOWERS, FISH, TOURISM, BASKETBALL,
BUTTERFLIES, US PRESIDENTS, CNIDARIANS, SHELLS, OLYMPICS, LOCOMOTIVS and some more. All
mint, nh. In all about 10,000 stamps. (All data according to consignor) (S) Proofs

22808•

**

.

W

1983/1986, St. Lucia. Large stock of imperforate proof progressive stamps and as issued stamps
in two sheet albums contains 10,792 stamps in all. Topics included are: LOCOMOTIVES, BRITISH
QUEENS AND KINGS, ANCIENT and SEMICLASSICAL CARS, OLYMPIC GAMES 1984, CHRISTMAS,
BUTTERFLIES, AIRPLANES, ROYALTY, ROYAL WEDDING ANDREW & SARAH, MUSIK, and some more.
All mint, nh. Two very detailed lists of contents enclosed. (All data according to consignor) (K) Proofs

**

.

W

/ as Issued
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22809•

1985/1986, Montserrat. Big stock of imperforate proof progressive stamps and imperforate as
issued stamps in 1 volume contains 6,400 stamps in all. Mint, nh. The topics presented are:
FLOWERS, PLANTS and FRUIT, BIRDS, ROYALTY, COTTON, SOCCER, SCOUTING, and some others.
AND ANOTHER GREAT SPECIALTY: Scott catalogue gives the information that “A set of 8 stamps for
the 1986 [Soccer] World Cup was printed but not issued. Stamps became available with the
liquidation of the printer“. AND NOW this stock contains a number of imperforate progressive proofs
of the un-issued stamps! WOW! Very detailed bipartite list of contents enclosed. (All data according
to consignor) (K) Proofs / as Issued

22810

**

.2

W

1960s/1980s (approx), Ajman, Manama, Sharjah, Fujeira, but also Romania, Granada et al. Huge
thematic stock of about 150,000 items with souvenir sheets, miniature sheets and batches of
Romania and Granada counter sheets. Except the counter sheets everything in original bundles (of
500 items mostly). Wide range of topics: Animals, Sports, Space, Trafic and Transport, Religion,
Politics, Paintings, and much more. Perforated and/or imperforate. All items cancelled. Very
favorable offer - 1 cent per item only! (K6)

g

.

.

W

22811•

1960s/2000s (approx), Africa. Lot contains imperforate stamps as issued and imperforate
progressive proof stamps of some African countries (in brackets: number in all /incl. as issued):
Burkina Faso (605/87), C.A.R. (1921/349), Congo PR (120/120), Ivory Coast (63/63), Libya
(165/15), Mauritania (100/100), Niger (86/86), and Zaire (160/160). Total number of proofs 3,838
incl. 980 as issued. Scott cat. value about $8,100. Topics included: AVIATION, TRAINS, CONCORDE,
BASKETBALL, OLYMPICS MOSCOW 1980, ROYAL WEDDING, SOCCER and some others. All mint, nh.
Very detailed list of contents enclosed. (All data according to consignor) (A) Proofs / as Issued

**

W

22812

1960s/1980s (approx), some Arab and African countries, Overseas. Big lot containing about ten
thousand items only in complete issues: stamps, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets. Almost all thematic
topics are included. Apparently no duplicates. Perforated and/or imperforate. All items mint, nh, top
quality. Stored on stock cards, in foil pockets and in one sheet file. (K)

**

22813

700, -

HEADGEAR/HATS etc., specialized collection with mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets in three
big stockbooks, plus about 500 covers, showing topics like caps, hats, crowns, helmets, headscarfs,
turbans etc. related to sports, military, aristrocracy and others. A very unusual and fascinating collection.
Kopfbedeckungen, tolle Sammlung mit Kappen, Kronen, Helmen, Kopftüchern, Turban und allen
erdenklichen Arten von Hüten, dabei verschiedene Bereiche wie Tracht, Militär, Sport, Adel und Mode,
belegt auf postfrischen Marken und Blöcken in drei dicken E-Büchern und über 500 Briefen, Ganzsachen **/ g/
und Belegen, ansehen lohnt. (K)
b/ GA/ Ak

600, -

P 22814•

1890's-1980's ca.: Hundreds of progressive proofs related to various topics as famous persons,
buildings (e.g. State of Liberty), celebrations, Royal wedding, music, The Masons (incl. early 1890 and
1911 printings on India/USA p/s card), and others. (M)

**/ (*)/
b

500, -

W

22815•

1970's: Thousands of miniature sheets depicting various topics, mostly se-tenant sheets of eight
cancelled by First Day c.d.s., some mint, in various quantities up to hundreds. (K)

g/ **

450, -

W

22816•

1980s (approx). Lot contains imperforate stamps as issued and imperforate progressive proof stamps
of Bhutan, Haiti, Jordan, Nevis, Union Island, Bequia and Tuvalu. Included topics are: CARS, FLOWERS,
CATS, WATER, MEDICINE, CHILDREN and others. Mint, nh. In all 1,972 stamps. Listing enclosed. (All data
according to consignor) (MS) Proofs / as Issued

**

440, -

W

22817

1992, Guyana. Lot of 100 GOLD souvenir sheets and 100 SILVER souvenir sheets (on border Genoa
historic district) containing the stamps Mi. 3822 BA and Mi. 3823 BA respectively showing “Helicopter“,
“Lighthouse“, “Railroad Gate“, “Speed Cop“, “Fire Truck“ and “German sheep dog“. Mint, NH. In all 200
souvenir sheets with 200 stamps. (Michel 10.000,- Euro) (S) Bl. 183/84 BA (100)

**

350, -

22818

Stampstock with a few hundred A5-stockcards with different motives from airplanes, Red Cross, animals,
birds and many others in two boxes (K)

**/ g

300, -

W

22819•

SPACE, OLYMPICS, SHIPS et al.: Collection of hundreds and hundreds of stamps depicting Space scenes
mostly, some Sports (Olympics) and few others like Gandhi or Dalai Lama, housed in three stockbooks,
with several good stamps, sets and miniature sheets, plus a group of modern German covers bearing
ship postmarks and/or cachets, and a book with adhered collection pictures from the 1936 Olympic **/ */ g/
Games. (K)
b

180, -

W

22820•

1957/1980 (ca.), accumulation in large box loose or with some issues sorted into glassines etc. with
thousands of stamps incl. complete sets, miniature sheets, sheetlets and complete panes, many
thematics incl. paintings, Kennedy, animals incl. birds, space and others, majority MNH with a few
stamps hinged or used, very high cat. value - please inspect! (S)

**

160, -

22821

1969/1989. Interesting accumulation with different kinds of PROOFS (progressive, composite, color
die, plate proofs) in gutter pairs or blocks showing different topics like Music Instruments, Education,
SOS Children's village, Statue of Liberty, Christmas/Religion, Churchill and some others. Various
countries: Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Morocco, Niue, Honduras, Burundi and Ethiopia. All mint, NH. In all
there are 19 lots with 128 stamps. (M) Proofs

**

160, -

22822

1974/1976, Equatorial Guinea 900 mint never hinged + 156 cencelled GOLD souvenir sheets with
topics: Olympics, Ships, UPU, Mount Rushmore and Statue of Liberty. Michel 9920 €. (S)

**/ x

150, -

22823

1992, Guyana. Lot of 100 GOLD stamps and 100 SILVER stamps showing “Helicopter“, “Lighthouse“,
“Railroad Gate“, “Speed Cop“, “Fire Truck“ and “German sheep dog“. Mint, NH. (Michel 3.000,- Euro) (S)

**

100, -

W

W

W

3822/23 BA (100)
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22824

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on various topics like “Red Cross“,
“Evolution of man“, “Personalities“and some others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook.
Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh. Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

22825

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on various topics like “Soccer“,
“Chess“, “Boxing“, “Golf“. “Dynasties in China“, “Birds“ and some others more in a filled to capacity 16page stockbook. Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh. Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

22826

1960's-2000's ca.: Stockbook containing 28 sets of folio (3D) stamps from Bhutan, Middle East etc.,
plus other thematic stamps and sets worldwide. (A)

**/ g

80, -

22827

2000s. Collection with stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets from countries like Guinea Bissau,
Mozambique and others showing many interesting topics such as Paintings, Space, Railways, Animals,
Cars, and others. Complete issues only. No duplicates. All mint, NH. (A)

**

22828

b/ GA/ Ak

70, G eb ot

ALCOHOL, huge american dealer's stock comprising an collection of philatelic and none philatelic items
collected on album pages. Furthermore some loose material and at least 200 bottle labels of different
gin, beer, whisky etc. brands from countries all over the world. (S)
g/ **/ b

100, -

1890/1975, NACHTRÄGLICH ENTWERTET sowie nachverwendete Stempel, jeweils ca 100 Belege. (S)

THEMATIK: ALKOHOL / ALCOHOL
see al so 28481

W

22829

THEMATIK: ALKOHOL-BIER / ALCOHOL-BEER
see al so 22829 , 253 9 9

W

22830

1685/1983, Bier Almanach, umfangreiche Motivsammlung in 7 Ringbindern, dabei Dienstbrief
1685 bzgl. Biersteuer, frankierte Hopfen-Zeitung, seltene Privatganzsachen einschließlich von der
Privatpost, Markenheftchen mit Reklamerand und Werbung auf den Heftchendeckeln,
Paketbegleitbrief 1839 mit Nebenstempel “Carrier from STEVENSON`S INN ....“ lt. Angabe nur 3
Stck. bekannt, Freimarkenstempel, Kartenbriefe, Reklameumschlag mit BLP-Überdruckmarke,
amerikanischer Figurenstempel mit Bierkrugabbildung aus CALW auf Brief mit 3 C Marke
Landesmotive der Serie aus 1869 (dieser Beleg wurde 1998 trotz Randreparatur für 4700,- DM
erworben). Hochprämierte Sammlung, die in den Jahren 1983 bis 1998 in Rang 2 mehrfach Gold
erreichte, teils mit Ehrenpreis sowie in FIP-Rang bis Groß-Vermeil kam, seltene Gelegenheit zum
Erwerb einer so substanzstarken Sammlung, Auszug siehe Katalog sowie weitere Seiten im Internet. */ **/ b/
(K) Die komplette Sammlung finden Sie zum Download unter www.stamp-auctions.de
Ak/ GA

.

THEMATIK: ANTARKTIS / ANTARCTIC
W

22831

1891/1960 (ca.), a fine selection of 19 related vignettes/stamps, e.g. 1891 Tierra del Fuego 10c. red,
several Expedition vignettes, six stamps Norway postmarked “BOUVET OYA“ (Bouvet Island/South
Atlantic), Argentinia 1947 imperforate proofs etc., in addition six coloured “LIEBIG“ pictures
“L'ANTARCTIQUE“. and two ppc. (T)

*/ (*)/ g

200, -

1908/1990s. Mostly mint, nh, collection in 2 ring binders with many different countries, including
Australian Antarctic 1/18, Ross, Victorialand SG A3, used, King Edward VII country SG A1 in block of 4, **/ */ g/
used, etc. Nice! (A2)
b

500, -

22833

1912, R. Amundsen, full PR-label sheet of 12 (4x3) “To the South Pole“,editors PR for “the Conquest of
Antarctica“, published by J. F. Lehmann/Munich (1912). Also 6 single labels from the sheet. (M)

*

440, -

P 22834

1934/2002, Antarctic+related/Southern Hemsiphere, sophisticated holding of apprx. 650 covers/
cards (incl. a few Arctic), comprising frankings of TAAF, Falklands/Dependencies, Tristan da Chuna,
USA, South Africa, Soviet Union, Argentinia, Japan, Brazil, NZ/Ross, AAT, Belgium; many attractive
entires, great diversity of postmarks and cachets, signatures, expeditions, stations etc. Also
included e.g. two 1934 covers USA Byrd expedition, 1953 “JEAN LABORDE“ chacheted cover, 1956
TAAF cover bearing 15fr. overprint stamp “ARCHIEPEL KERGUELEN 19.11.1956“ and cachet
“GALLIENI“ alongside etc. etc. (K)

b

1934/73, accumulation of approx. 60 covers and cards, all with special cachets concerning topic
Antarctica, incl. operation “Deep Freeze“, US-Naval support, flights, different station cancels, Byrd
Expedition etc., very nice offer in good condition, please inspect. (S)

b

P 22836

1947/1954, Australian Antarctic Research “Heard Island“ and “Macquaire Island“, collection of
apprx. 100 covers/cards, bearing related expedition and ship cachets, registered and airmail,
vignettes, signatures, cacheted envelopes, attractive cards etc. (S)

b

P 22837•

1947/1990 (ca.), Antarctic/Southern Hemisphere, holding of several hundred covers/cards, comprising
Falklands, BAAT, AAT and others. (K)

b

400, -

W

22838

1947/2006, Antarctic (mainly) and also a few Arctic, assortment of apprx. 127 covers/cards showing a
nice range of corresponding frankings, postmarks, cachets, signatures, expeditions, stations, e.g. AAT,
Ross Dependency, Belgian research, 1950/1951 Norwegian-British-Swedish Antarctic Expedition,
incoming mail from Germany addressed to research stations etc.; in addition some stockcards with
related stamps. Attractive and interesting lot! (S)

b

250, -

W

22839

1952/2007, sophisticated collection/holding/accumulation of 2000+ thematic covers/cards/f.d.c.
(conservatively estimated but non-committal), housed in twelve albums and in four boxes, comprising
a vast range of attractive and intereresting frankings incl. AAT, NZ/Ross, BAAT, TAAF and others. (K6)

b

P 22832

W

22835
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P 22840

1957/1991, SOVIET ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 144 covers/cards, showing
corresponding frankings, related postmarks, cacheted envelopes, signatures etc. (S)

b/ GA

500, -

P 22841

1957/2002 (ca.), U.S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 400 covers/cards, showing a nice
range of special postmarks and cachets, expeditions, stations, ships, signatures etc. (K)

b

600, -

P 22842

1957/2005 (ca.), JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 280 covers/cards, showing a
nice range of special postmarks and cachets, expeditions, stations, ships, signatures etc. (K)
b/ GA/ Ak

600, -

P 22843

1959/1987 (ca.), U.S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 400 covers/cards, showing a nice
range of special postmarks and cachets, expeditions, stations, ships, signatures etc. (K)

b

600, -

P 22844

1961/1993 (ca.), U.S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 400 covers/cards, showing a nice
range of special postmarks and cachets, expeditions, stations, ships, signatures etc. (K)

b

600, -

W

22845

1962/1994 (ca.), U.S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 440 covers/cards, showing a nice
range of special postmarks and cachets, expeditions, stations, ships, signatures etc. (K)

b

600, -

W

22846

1965/1998 (ca.), U.S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 400 covers/cards, showing a nice
range of special postmarks and cachets, expeditions, stations, ships, signatures etc. (K)

b

600, -

P 22847

W

1969/2005 (ca.), JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 160 covers/cards, showing a
nice range of special postmarks and cachets, expeditions, stations, ships, signatures etc. (S)
b/ GA/ Ak

400, -

22848

1977-2001, Partie mit rund 250 Briefen und Belegen zumeist deutscher Forschungsschiffe und
Stationen, auch mit Stempeln und Marken anderer Gebiete, auch etwas Literatur zum Thema, dazu
Album mit Marine Schiffspost und anderen Bundeswehr Belegen, günstiger Ansatz. (K)

22849

1980/1996 (ca.), JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 200 covers/cards, showing a
nice range of special postmarks and cachets, expeditions, stations, ships, signatures etc. (S)
b/ GA/ Ak

400, -

1992/1991, U.S. RESEARCH, holding of some hundred covers/cards bearing related frankings, great
range of postmarks and cachets, signatures, expeditions, stations etc. Special attention should be given
to the early “BYRD“ section. A marvellous lot for the specialist! (S)

500, -

P 22850•

80, -

b

b

THEMATIK: ARCHITEKTUR / ARCHITECTURE
see al so 21 454, 25261

22851

1900/2005 (ca.), ARCHITECTURE and BUILDINGS, extensive thematic selection in 12 big ring binders,
mainly MNH from all over the world, with many complete sets, furthermore hundreds of souvenir-sheets,
miniature sheets and better issues from old to new, incl. duplicates. Good opportunity. (K2)

450, -

THEMATIK: ARKTIS / ARCTIC
see al so 2563 1

W

22852

1900/1920 (ca.), a fine selection of 13 related ppc, e.g. “Peary“, “Amundsen“, “Airship America - M.
Welmann“, “Expedition Andree au Pole Nord“ etc., in addition six coloured “LIEBIG“ pictures “LA
CONQUETE DU POLE NORD“. (T)

Ak

150, -

P 22853

1902/1927, lot of eleven entires, e.g. two Spidsbergen vignettes, six “POLHAVET/FRAM“ ppc (five
different), 1927 “M.Y.STELLA POLARIS“ cover from Longyearbyen etc. (T)

Ak/ b

500, -

P 22854

1910/1960 (ca.), Nordkap/Arctic/North Pole, a fine selection of 50 related vignettes/local stamps, e.g.
seven vignettes “VOLO TRANSPOLARE 1926“. (T)

*/ **/
(*)/ d

300, -

P 22855

1924/1926, Trans-Polarflight-Expedtions, North Pole Mail card, collection of 15 used pieces,
addressed to USA (mainly), Germany, England, Switzerland and Spain, two with signatures by RiiserLarssen (Navigator), each with local onward postage on reverse. Rarely seen group! (M)

b

P 22856

1938/1987, SOVIET ARCTIC RESEARCH, collection of apprx. 130 covers/cards, showing corresponding
frankings, related postmarks, cacheted envelopes, signatures etc. (S)

b/ GA

600, -

22857

1970/1980 (ca.), CANADA/NORTH WEST TERRITORY, assortment of apprx. 128 covers showing a good
range of postmarks, cachets etc. (S)

b

150, -

W

.2

THEMATIK: ARKTIS & ANTARKTIS / ARCTIC & ANTARCTIC
W

22858

1934/2000 (ca.), mainly Antarctic, comprehensive holding of several hundred related covers/cards
(e.g. BAAT, expeditions etc.) and a MNH stock of AAT and Ross in four thick stockbboks. Very high retail
value! (K)

b/ **

500, -

W

22859

1950/1990 (ca.), assortment of apprx. 100 related covers/cards, incl. cacheted envelopes, postmarks,
signatures etc. (S)

b

150, -

**

150, -

THEMATIK: ASTRONOMIE / ASTRONOMY
see al so 2203 3

W

22860

2002, Portugal: astronomy, complete set of eight in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot of
200 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2583/90, cat. val. 2.400,- €) (M) 2583/90 (200)

THEMATIK: BALLON-LUFTFAHRT / BALLOON-AVIATION
see al so 2271 4, 229 22, 23 078

W

22861

1983, Aitutaki. Lot of 3 complete sets “200 years of aviation“ (4 values) in IMPERFORATE miniature
sheets of 4 showing various hot-air balloons. Here and there small paper wrinkles (but really only very
small). In all 48 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 472/75 (4) Imperf.

W

22862

1984, Rwanda, 50fr. “Balloon Piccard/Kipfer 1931“, accumulation of 8.475 stamps within 339 sheets,
MNH. Michel no. 1272 (8.475), cat.value 13.560,- €. (S)

Sammlungen / Collections
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THEMATIK: BÄUME / TREES
see al so 24700, 25261

W

22863

1986, Ethiopia. TREES. Complete set (4 values) in IMPERFORATE blocks of 12 showing “Millettia
ferruginea“, “Syzygium guineense“, “Cordia africana“ and “Hagenia abyssinica“. In all 48 imperforate
stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 1226/29 (12) Imperf.

**

180, -

**

200, -

**

100, -

b

180, -

THEMATIK: BAUWERKE / BUILDINGS, EDIFICE
see al so 21 257, 21 258, 25261

W

22864

2005, Portugal: historical villages, 500 copies of the se-tenant miniature sheet, mint never hinged (Mi.
no. 2899/2910, cat. val. 4.000,- €) (S) 2899/2910 (500)

THEMATIK: BAUWERKE-BRUNNEN / BUILDINGS-WELLS
see al so 25723

W

22865

2003, Portugal: fountains, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot of
200 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2722/27, cat. val. 2.400,- €) (M) 2722/27 (200)

THEMATIK: BERGSTEIGEN / MOUNTAINEERING
see al so 20742

W

22866

1960/1978, Germany/Austria/Switzerland. Lot with 19 covers and cards concerning various Himalaya
expeditions, often with participant signatures. (T)

THEMATIK: COMICS / COMICS
see al so 22802

W

22867

1943/2005 (ca.), DISNEY/ COMICS, small accumulation of postcards from the 40s (painted) and 60s,
souvenir- and miniature sheets, complete sets etc. from different countries. Mainly Disney but also
french comic characters. Inspection recommended! (S)
Ak/ **/ g

W

2286 8

1980s/2010s (approx). Very large stock of the COMICS topic, mostly DISNEY, but also some other
ones. Many various pieces in different quantities, mostly some 10, some 100, up to wide over 1000
pieces (often in original packing). From different countries such as Antigua, Gambia, Grenada,
Guyana, Maldives, Mali, Palau and others. All mint, NH, and all top quality. An exact list is enclosed
and this shows a total number of 78387 pieces. A visit is very recommended. You will be thrilled,
also because of the very low estimate price! (K6)

**

22869

1990/2010s (approx). Lot with 5 stock books containing stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets from
countries round the world showing the very nice topic COMICS. Complete issues only. By all appearances
all different, no duplicates. All mint, NH. A fancifully offer! (K)

**

500, -

22870

2000, Portugal: 50 years ,,Peanuts“, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment
lot of 600 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2461/66, cat. val. 5.100,- €) (MS) 2461/66 (600)

**

500, -

W

100, -

2 .

THEMATIK: DRUCK-DICHTER / PRINTING-POETS
P 22871

1889/1999, Germany/Europe. As the title already suggests, this collection “Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe im Bilde der Marke“ (J. W. von Goethe in the image of the stamp) mainly contains stamps and
some souvenir sheets to represent the topic, but of course there are also some covers and cards with
them. Among others there are: German Reich ILO Mi. #407/09 (**, twice used), Famous Germans Mi.
#385/86, 393 (**, used, all multiple, and also covers); Soviet occupation zone: Thuringia Mi. #98/99
(**, used, perforated, cut, all multiple, also varieties); Mi. #234/38 (**, used, all multiple, also 4 essays
and very nice maximum cards); Mi. S/S #3A/3B (**, used, twice each); Mi. S/S #6 (**, used (sign.);
Bizone Mi. #108/10 (**, used, all multiple, also nice maximum cards and one cover Postkrieg); French
zone: Mi. #11 (**, all multiple, inclusive complete sheet and several print data); French zone: Baden,
Rhineland-Palatinate, Württemberg with the respective Goethe sets (**, used, all multiple, also some
covers); Berlin Mi. #61/63 on cover. And much more items from GDR, FRG, Notgeld, Banknotes, and
some Europes. All stored in 3 albums. (K)
1889/1999, Deutschland/Europa. Wie der Titel bereits andeutet, enthält diese 3-bändige Sammlung
“Johann Wolfgang von Goethe im Bilde der Marke“ hauptsächlich Briefmarken und einige Blocks zum
Thema, aber natürlich gibt es dazu auch einige Umschläge und Karten. Dabei sind u.a.: Deutsches
Reich IAA Mi. #407/09 (**, 2x gebraucht), Berühmte Deutsche Mi. #385/86, 393 (**, gebraucht, alles
mehrfach, und auch Belege); SBZ: Thüringen Mi. #98/99 (**, gebraucht, gezähnt, geschnitten, alles
mehrfach, auch Varianten); Mi. #234/38 (**, gebraucht, alles mehrfach, auch 4 Essays und sehr
schöne Maximumkarten); Mi. Blocks #3A/3B (**, gebraucht, je 2x); Mi. Block #6 (**, gebraucht (gepr.);
Bizone Mi. #108/10 (**, gebraucht, alles mehrfach, auch schöne Maximumkarten und 1 Beleg
Postkrieg); Französische Zone: Mi. #11 (**, mehrfach, inklusive komplettem Bogen und mehrere
Stücke mit Druckdaten); Französische Zone: Baden, Rheinland-Pfalz, Württemberg mit den jeweiligen
Goethe-Ausgaben (**, gebraucht, alle mehrfach, auch einige Belege); Berlin Mi. #61/63 auf Brief. Und
noch viel mehr Marken und Belege aus DDR, BRD, Notgeld, Banknoten und einigen europäischen
Ländern. (K)
**/ g/ b

298

Sammlungen / Collections

800, -

L ot

Start

THEMATIK: DRUCK-DÜRER / PRINTING-DÜRER
see al so 20654, 24659

W

22872

1920/2000 (ca.), exhibit collection comprising attractive covers, stamps and souvenir sheets incl.
better pieces; in addition two stockbboks with MNH stamps/souvenir sheets/de luxe sheets; plus apprx.
100 loose thematic covers/cards. (K)

b/ GA/
**/ g/ *

350, -

THEMATIK: EISENBAHN / RAILWAY

see al so 20080, 201 3 1 , 201 50, 21 23 8, 22226, 2241 4, 22802, 22803 , 22805, 22806, 22807, 22808,
2281 1 , 2281 7, 22823 , 23 078, 23 9 67, 23 9 68, 2429 1 , 243 84, 25426
W

22873

1900/2010 (ca.), mainly from 1960s, enormous collecion/accumulation of apprx. 3.500 covers/
cards/ppc/stationeries showing an impressive range of frankings, special event postmarks,
cacheted envelopes etc. A lifeteim work, very high acquisition price! (K2)
b/ Ak/ GA

W

22874

1950/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of various states from All World. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

.

W

22875•

1965, Sharjah, souvenir sheet 1r.+1r. “Trains“, 439 MNH pieces. Michel no. Block 13 (439), 3.512,- €.
(S)

**

100, -

W

22876

1980, Zaire. Complete set LOCOMOTIVES (8 values) in IMPERFORATE partial sheets of 20 showing
“Puffing Billy, England“, “Buddicom #33, France“, “L'Eléphant, Belgium“, “Locomotive #601, Zaire“,
“Slieve Gullion 440, Ireland“, “Black Elephant, Germany“, “Type 1a 15, Zaire“ and “Golden State, USA“.
In all 160 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (M) 622/29 (20) Imperf.

**

500, -

W

22877

1980/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and
souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of
various states from All World. High retail value! (A)

**

180, -

W

22878

1992, Yugoslavia. Lot of 1,000 sets STEAMLOCOMOTIVES (6 values) in complete booklet panes. Mint,
NH. (Michel 15,000 Euro) (S) 2548/53 Hbl. (1000)

**

500, -

W

22879

1992, YUGOSLAVIA: Steam Locomotives in a lot with approx. 460 booklet panes, mint never hinged, Mi.
2548/53, € 6.900,-- (S) 2548/53

**

250, -

W

22880

1999/2004 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and mainly
souvenir/mini sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!)
of various overseas countries. High retail value! (A)

**

250, -

THEMATIK: EUROPA / EUROPE
see al so 21 63 9

P 22881

Zwei umfangreiche Ausstellungssammlungen “HILFE FÜR EUROPA-Maßnahmen zur Milderung der
Folgen zweier Weltkriege“ und “BEMÜHUNGEN UM EIN VEREINTES EUROPA“ mit Darstellung der
zahlreichen internationalen Bemühungen humanitärer und politischer Entwicklungen fast nur mit
Belegen dargestellt und sauber auf weit über 200 Ausstellungs-Blättern aufgezogen. Die knappere
Darstellung der Folgen des I.Weltkrieges mit der Arbeit der A.R.A, Kinderhilfe etc. dient lediglich der
Einführung der weit gefächerten Hilfsmaßnahmen im Zuge der katastrophalen Folgen des II.
Weltkrieges. Neben den humanitären Hilfen wie UNRA,CRALOG,CARE,SALM und UNICEF werden die
wirtschaftlichen Maßnahmen im Zuge des ERP schlüssig dargelegt. Hieran anschließend folgen die
zunächst rein wirtschaftlich begründeten Einigungsbemühungen mit OECE/OEEC/OECD, ferner
Werbemaßnahmen wie Europatage und -wochen sowie Europawahlen. Darüberhinaus findet man in
5 weiteren gut gefüllten Umzugskartons viele hundert weitere Belege zum Thema sowie die
entsprechende umfangreiche Literatur in Form von Zeitungsausschnitten, Kopien, Broschüren und b/ GA/
Büchern. Bitte beachten Sie die Fototafel dazu. Eine persönliche Besichtigung und Kalkulation Ak/ g/ */
**
wäre jedoch empfehlenswert. (K6)

.

THEMATIK: FAHRRAD / BICYCLE
W

22882

1898/1953, assortment of 26 thematic covers: two “CONTINENTAL-PNEUMATIC“ advertisement cards
used from Germany to Batavia/Dutch Indies with arrival mark; 50th Anniversary Tour de France, lot of
24 cacheted commemorative covers (French commemorative stamp on f.d.c. with red first day postmark
+ 23 stage covers “1re ETAPE-22° ETAPE“+“ARRIVE A PARIS“). (T)

b

G eb ot

THEMATIK: FILM / FILM
see al so 23 003

W

22883

1951/2014 (ca.), enormous accumulation in a thick stockbook with mostly mint never hinged souvenir
sheets and sets of the topic motion picture, animated film and actors, only modern issues that cover
many European but also oversea countries like Canada, USA, Japan and many more. Additionally ca.
100 F.D.C., covers, postcards and stationaries with some older pieces. A lot that is not offered very often **/ FDC/
in this magnificent composition. (A)
b/ g

350, -

THEMATIK: FILM-KINO / FILM-CINEMA

see al so 22425, 22801 , 22883 , 23 003 , 24645, 24646

22884

1930/1965, große Anzahl Kinoprogramme, meist aus Deutschland, im großen Karton. Altersgemäß
gute Erhaltung. (K)

Sammlungen / Collections

G eb ot

299

L ot
W

22885

Start
1996, Portugal: 100 years cinema, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment
lot of 300 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2134/39, cat. val. 1.950,- €) (S) 2134/39 (300)

150, -

**

THEMATIK: FIRMENLOCHUNG / PERFINS
see al so 20709 , 241 1 9 , 28481 , 28885

W

22886

1890/1940 (ca.), Perfins Deutschland (Bayern und meist Dt.Reich ab Krone/Adler+Germania), enorm
reichhaltiger Bestand von einigen tausend losen Marken in sechs Alben, dabei auch ca. 75 Briefe und
Karten; zusätzlich etwas Literatur. Das Resultat jahrzehntelanger Sammeltätigkeit; in diesem Umfang
kaum einmal angeboten! (K)
g/ d/ b

800, -

W

22887

1900/1960 (ca.), accumulation of 1000++ stamps, mainly Europe and some USA. In addition a nice
range of literature (for France, Netherlands, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia etc.) (K)
g/ d/ b

200, -

W

22888

1900/1980 (ca.), GREAT BRITAIN, comprehensive accumulation of apprx. 1.100 PERFINS from some
QV, main value QEII, also more than 100 security overprints (from KGV, mainly on Wildings/Machins),
very interesting lot for the specialist! (S)

g

250, -

W

22889•

1918/1953(ca.), schöner Posten von ca. 150 Perfins, fast ausschließlich Deutsches Reich in
überwiegend guter Bedarfserhaltung. (S)

b

200, -

THEMATIK: FLAGGEN / FLAGS
see al so 21 629 , 23 3 01

W

22890

1845/1995 (approx). Elaborated collection FLAGS AND BANNERS - AN UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE on
158 pages stored in 2 ring folder and 1 folder. The collection is divided into 4 main sections: 1.
Banners and flags - emergence of significant symbolism, 2. Striped flag - a new type of flag for
people pursuing freedom, 3. Flags and colors of state - signifier for sovereignty global relevance, 4.
The diversity of flags - establishment of new states and unions. German text. Included are a great
variety of good and best pieces, as would be there: several original artist drawings, among them also
special part to the emergence of the flag stamp Iceland 1984 with no less than 19 drawings and
sketches, some essay photos and 35mm slides, many trial prints (partly unique), varieties, many
rare, early cancellations USA with place names, which correspond with the flag topic, nice Fancy
cancellations, flag cancellations German Empire as samples of different stamp machines,
interesting letters and cards, including Vorphila, with great cancellations and uses ... It is not
possible to list everything worth mentioning here, so a detailed inspection is strongly recommended!
1845/1995 (ca.). Aufwändige Sammlung: FAHNEN und FLAGGEN - EINE WELTSPRACHE auf 158 Seiten
in 2 Ring-Ordnern und 1 Mappe. Die Sammlung ist in 4 Hauptabschnitte gegliedert: 1. Banner und
Flaggen - Entstehung einer signifikanten Symbolik, 2. Streifenflaggen - eine neue Art von Flagge für
Menschen, die Freiheit anstreben, 3. Flaggen und Staatsfarben - Kennzeichen für Eigenrecht und
Internationalität und 4. Die Vielfalt der Flaggen - Gründung neuer Staaten und Zusammenschlüsse.
Deutscher Sammlungstext. Enthalten sind eine Vielzahl guter und bester Stücke, als da wären: etliche
Original Künstlerzeichnungen, hierunter auch Sonderteil zur Entstehung der Flaggen-Briefmarke Island
1984 mit sage und schreibe 19 Zeichnungen und Entwürfen sowie Essay-Fotos and Kleinbilddias, viele
Probedrucke diverser Flaggen-Briefmarken (zum Teil einmalig), Abarten und Besonderheiten, viele
seltene, frühe Abstempelungen USA mit Ortsnamen, die mit dem Flaggenthema korrespondieren, nette
Fancy-Stempel, Flaggenstempel Deutsches Reich als Proben verschiedener Stempelmaschinen,
interessante Briefe und Karten, inklusive Vorphila, mit tollen Abstempelungen und Verwendungen. Hier
alles Erwähnswerte aufzuführen ist nicht möglich, daher wird eine eingehende Besichtigung
nachdrücklich empfohlen! (K)

b/ GA/
**/ g

.

THEMATIK: FLORA, BOTANIK / FLORA, BOTANY, BLOOM

see al so 203 1 8, 20626, 21 03 6, 21 052, 21 1 9 3 , 21 21 3 , 21 3 04, 21 681 , 21 685, 21 775, 21 801 , 22285,
22423 , 22800, 22805, 22807, 22809 , 2281 6, 23 3 3 0, 23 3 3 5, 23 43 8, 23 808, 23 809 , 24661 , 24666,
24670, 24674, 25261 , 25285, 2543 2
W

W

22891

1940/2015 (ca.), mint and used collection/accumulation in six stockbooks and one binder, special
emphasis on “ORCHIDS“, incl. many modern issues, nice range of covers/cards and also some
specialitites. (K)
**/ g/ b

22892
22893

1950, blossoms, 35 x Michel no. 283/292 in part sheets. Catalogue value 2030.- € (T)

**

400, 300, -

1950/1970ties (ca.), flowers and plants. Mostly mint never hinged collection with a couple of hunred
sets. With some better, e.g. Belg.Congo Michel no. 295/316 (75 €), Vietnam 206/10+Bl.7 (70€),
Malaysia States Orchids series complete (93 €), etc. (A2)

**/ g

100, -

22894

1950/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely
- don‘t miss them!) of various countries from All World. High retail value! (A2)

**

300

Sammlungen / Collections

283/292 (35)

.

L ot
W

W

22895

22896

Start
1963/2014, CHESS FLOWER (Snake´s head, Fritillaria meleagris), beautiful collection on 80 pages
(inscription in Czech) only on this flower with stamps of 15 countries like Germany, Monaco, Netherlands
and many Eastern European countries always in various versions like units, with marigns, on covers and
cards, maxi cards, F.D.C. etc., also some special cancellations and stationaries showing the snake´s
head and some special issues like Hungary imperf. or a specimen stationary of Austria. (A)
1963/2014, SCHACHBLUME (Fritillaria meleagris), wunderschöne Ausstellungssammlung auf 80
Seiten (Beschreibung auf Tschechisch) dokumentiert die Ausgaben von 15 Ländern nur zu dieser
Blume, dabei Bund und Berlin, Monaco, Niederlande und viele osteuropäische Länder, jede Ausgabe
immer in unzähligen Varianten wie Einheiten, teils mit Rand(varianten), auf Belegen, F.D.C. und
Maximumkarten usw. Enhalten auch eingie Sonderstempelbelege und Ganzsachen sowie **/ FDC/
Besonderheiten wie ungezähnte Marken Ungarn, eine Probeganzsache Österreich usw. So hoch GA/ b/
Mk
spezialisiert sicher nicht nochmal zu finden. (A)

200, -

ab ca. 1970, ALLE WELT, Sammlung mit ca. 350 Stck. zum Thema “Flora“ mit Bäumen (Wald), Palmen,
Rosen, Blumen, Kakteen und einer Vielzahl von Orchideen der verschiedensten Arten. Dabei viele
Probedrucke, Markenbogen 2, 4, 10 und 25 Stück - ungezähnt und gezähnt, Stempel, FDCs, Cachets,
Marken, 1 Zehner Guyana (Orchideen) Probedruckbogen “Fighters for Peace“ zu $ 17.80 mit rotem
Aufdruck von 10 Persönlichkeiten: A. Lincoln, G. Washington, F.D. Roosevelt, M. Luther King, J.F.
KENNEDY (der Wert $ 17.80 rot überdruckt mit einer Werterhöhung auf $ 500 !! - von diesem Bogen
existieren nur 150 Stück), L. Walesa, Napoleon Bonaparte, Sir W. Churchill, R. Follereau und R.
Wallenberg = Hero of the Holocaust. (S)

GA/ b/
**

400, -

W

22897•

1975, MOROCCO: flowers complete set of four incl. 0.10dh. 'Chrysanthemum carinatum', 0.50dh.
'Pelargonium sp.', 0.60dh. 'Citrus aurantium' and 1.00dh. 'Viola x wittrockiana' in a lot with 50
IMPERFORATE sets in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 802/05 var. (M) 802/05 var.

**

240, -

W

22898•

1975, MOROCCO: flowers complete set of four incl. 0.25dh. 'Jasminum grandiflorum', 0.35dh.
'Hemerocallis sp.', 0.70dh. 'Papaver rhoeas' and 0.90dh. 'Danthus caryophyllus' in a lot with 50
IMPERFORATE sets in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 793/96 var. (M) 793/96 var.

240, -

22899

**

W

1975/1990 (ca.), GUYANA: duplicated accumulation in large box with perforated and IMPERFORATE
single stamps incl. complete sets and sheets, sheetlets and miniature sheets with a large part of
overprinted and surcharged issues, several PROOFS and unusual varieties as inverted opts. etc., a
very attractive THEMATIC LOT with many prepared for individual sale sorted into glassines and
priced in US$, mint never hinged and a great lot for country or thematic collectors or resellers with
a very high retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**

W

22900•

1979, MOROCCO: Flowers set of two 0.40dh. 'Centaurea gattefossei' and 1.00dh. 'Leucanthemum
catanache' in a lot with 50 IMPERFORATE sets in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi.
914/15 var. (M) 914/15 var.

**

130, -

W

22901•

1980, MOROCCO: Flowers set of two 0.50dh. 'Senecio antheuphorbium' and 1.00dh. 'Periploca
laevigata' in a lot with 50 IMPERFORATE sets in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi.
943/44 var. (M) 943/44 var.

**

130, -

W

22902

1984, Ethiopia. FLOWERS. Complete set (4 values) in IMPERFORATE blocks of 15 showing “Protea
gaguedi“, “Sedum epidendrum“, “Echinops amplexicaulis“ and “Canarina eminii“. In all 60 imperforate
stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 1175/78 (15) Imperf.

**

220, -

.

W

22903

1984, NIUE: Flowers six different high denominated values from $1.75 Cassia fistula to $8.30 Hibiscus
rosa-sinensis in a lot with 40 stamps each mostly in complete sheets and additional 80 stamps each of
the $5, $6.60 and $8.30, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 564/69, € 4.380,-- + (M) 564/69

**

220, -

W

22904

1987, Tunisia. FLOWERS. Complete set (4 values) in 4 IMPERFORATE blocks of 25 showing “Narcissus
tazetta“, “Gladiolus communis“, “Iris xiphium“ and “Tulipa sylvestris“. In all 100 imperforate stamps.
Mint, nh. (T) 1160/63 (25) Imperf.

**

400, -

W

22905

1989, Rwanda, Medicinal Plants, MNH accumulation of complete sheets: 20fr. “Hygrophila auriculata“
(1.900 stamps within 76 sheets), 40fr. “Datura stramonium“ (1.850 stamps within 74 sheets) and 50fr.
“Pavetta ternifolia“ (1.900 stamps within 76 sheets). Michel nos. 1409 (1.900), 1410 (1.850), 1411
(1.900), cat.value 14.480,- €. (S)

**

100, -

22906

1989, wild flowers, 500 x Michel no. 1802/1805 mint never hinged in full folded sheets. Catalogue
value 3500 Euro. (S) 1802/1805 (500)

**

100, -

W

22907

1990/2000 (ca.), Flowers, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets
and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!)
of various overseas countries. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

W

22908

2000/2002, India. Collection of 2 different complete SPECIMEN miniature sheets for stamps out of the
series “Indian natural heritage“ showing “Amaltaas“ (Mi.#1798), and “Rose“ (Mi.#1914). Each sheet is
mounted in an original “India Security Press“ presentation folder bearing signature and some printer's
notes. Extremely rare! (M) Specimen

W

22909

2002, Portugal Azores: native plants, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment
lot of 400 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 484/89, cat. val. 4.400,- €) (MS) 484/89 (400)

Sammlungen / Collections

300, **

220, -
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L ot

Start

THEMATIK: FLORA-OBST + FRÜCHTE / FLORA-FRUITS
see al so 21 71 3 , 21 801 , 22809 , 24700, 24727, 25261

W

22910

1940/2010 (ca.), PLANTS/FRUITS (mainly) plus some FLOWERS, comprehensive thematic collection in
three stockbooks, main value in the MNH MODERN ISSUES; in addition apprx. 50 covers/cards. (K)

W

22911

1978, Morocco. Complete set FRUITS (3 values; postage due) in IMPERFORATE partial sheets of 25
showing “Bunch of grapes“, “Peaches“ and “Oranges“. Available is the sheet “Peaches“ (Mi. #38) in type
I (halftone gravure) with imprint “September 1977“. In all 75 imperforate stamps. All mint, nh. (M) P

W

22912

1990, subtropical fruits, 1000 x Michel no. 135/138 mint never hinged in folded sheets. Catalogue
value 5500 Euro. (S) 135/138 (1000)

22913

**/ g/
*/ b

300, -

37/39 (25) Imperf.

**

300, -

1986, Morocco. Complete set FRUITS (2 values; postage due) in IMPERFORATE partial sheets of 25
showing “Apples“ and “Strawberries“. Both sheets in type I (halftone gravure) with imprint “September
1986“. In all 50 imperforate stamps. All mint, nh. (T) P 42/43 I (25) Imperf.

**

200, -

**

170, -

THEMATIK: FLORA-ORCHIDEEN / FLORA-ORCHIDS

see al so 21 629 , 21 806, 21 81 9 , 21 826, 21 827, 21 83 7, 21 83 8, 2289 1 , 26451
W

22914

1905/2011 (ca.), Enormously extensive collection of this topic in 33 albums and 5 boxes. In addition
to the mainly mnh issues and souvenir sheets from all around the world also plenty of other material
such as letters, maximum cards, first day covers, postal stationeries, cancellations, airmail-cachets
and others are included. Except of few values all issues of this topic are included, exceptional and
rare offer! (K5)
1905/2011 (ca.), ORCHIDEEN - enorm umfangreiche Sammlung in 33 Alben und mit hunderten
Belegen in 5 Schachteln. Neben den überwiegend postfrischen Ausgaben, Blocks und Kleinbogen aus
aller Welt ist auch noch reichlich anderes Material enthalten wie Briefe, Maximumkarten, FDCs,
Ganzsachen, Freistempler, Sonderstempel, Werbestempel, Telegramme, Flugpost-Cachetstempel usw.,
dabei auch viele seltene Stempel zu diesem Thema. Die Sammlung beinhaltet bis auf wenige Werte alle
erschienen Ausgaben mit Orchideen. Sie ist nach Kontinenten und Ländern gegliedert, und der
Sammler hat schon einige Länder und Gebiete wie Deutschland, Japan, Südkorea, Südamerika und
Europa auf selbstgestalteten Albumblättern aufgezogen. Ein außergewöhnliches und seltenes Angebot,
der Sammler hat das Material in 40-jähriger Sammeltätigkeit mit großem Enthusiasmus und finanziellem
Aufwand zusammengetragen! (K5)

**/ g/
b/ FDC/
Mk

1958 (ab ca.), ALLE WELT, viel Guyana, Sammlung mit ca. 400 Stck zum Thema “Orchideen“, dabei
einige Werte mit Wald und Blumen, viele seltene Orchideen mit verschiedenen Arten. Dabei Probedrucke,
2, 4, 10 und 25er Markenbogen ungezähnt und gezähnt, Stempel, Cachets, Marken, Briefe, FDCs, SST.
1 Luftpostbrief von Togo, 1 GA-Karte Japan. Vier 10er Probedruckbogen “FIGHTER FOR PEACE“ mit
Angabe 10 verschiedener “World Personalities“ 1x zu $ 100, 1x zu $12.80 und 2x zu $ 17,80 - dabei
auf jedem Bogen der $-Wert von J.F. Kennedy auf $ 500 erhöht (S)

GA/ b/
**

500, -

1992-95 “Orchids“ stamps, miniature sheets and se-tenant sheet issued on the occasion of Singapore
'95 Exhibition, including several good items as Singapore 1994 m/s imperf, 1995 m/s with orange
background and the 'Proof' m/s with progressive proofs of Orchid stamp on margin, with the special
presentation folders. (M)

**/ g

200, -

22917•

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with background in orange, 100 EXAMPLES each in resp.
folder, Serial No. 2601-2700 (of the issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi.
16,000 €) (S) Singapur Bl. 35AI (100)

P 22918•

**

.

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with background in orange, 100 EXAMPLES each in resp.
folder, Serial No. 4801-4900 (of the issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi.
16,000 €) (S) Singapur Bl. 35AI (100)

**

.

22919•

1995: 20 'Orchids' miniature sheets = even 10 of Orangutan m/s IMPERF and September m/s with
background in orange, all mint never hinged, fresh and fine. Singapore Stamp Cat. S95-2Mi and S95E9K. (Mi. 2500 €) (T) Bl. 33B + 35AI (10 each)

**

300, -

**

160, -

**/ (*)

150, -

W

W

W

22915

22916•

3.

THEMATIK: FLORA-ROSEN / FLORA-ROSES
W

22920•

1966, Sharjah-Khor Fakkan, Roses, perforated set, MNH holding of at least 1.760 complete sets within
mini sheets. Michel nos. 54/59 A, 7.040,- €++ (S)

THEMATIK: FLUGZEUGE, LUFTFAHRT / AIROPLANES, AVIATION

see al so 20080, 201 50, 20583 , 21 672, 21 773 , 21 849 , 22020, 22079 , 22423 , 2271 4, 2271 6, 2271 8,
22802, 22808, 2281 1 , 229 53 , 23 078, 23 1 3 8, 23 1 45, 23 227, 23 807, 23 808, 23 809 , 23 81 6, 24029 ,
2429 7, 24457, 2463 6, 24653 , 25261 , 2543 0, 25645, 25708, 25709 , 25757
W

22921•

1928/1984, nice assortment of thematic issues, mainly French area specialities with 4 epreuve de luxe
and 21 imperforated stamps/imperforated colour proofs etc. (M)

22922

1930ties/2000 (ca.), aviation collection in album, on pages and on stockcards. Many good items: e.g. 3 **/ */ g/
x France Legion, Liberia proof, Ital Eritrea, San Marino 1944 mini sheet, etc. Mixed condition. (S)
(*)/ b

200, -

22923

1946, SAN MARINO, airmail stamps with overprint philatelic congress, 200 x Sassone 298/300 mint
never hinged. Catalogue value 4400 € (S) Sass. 298/300 (200)

180, -

302
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Start

W

22924

1958, UAR. Gliding Festival. Collective proof sheet of 4 imperforate sets (cue: cross gutter pair) in issued
designs and colours on gummed paper but printed on the GUMMED SIDE of the paper. Most attractive
and extremely rare show piece! (M) V 28/29 (4) Proofs var.

(*)

300, -

W

22925

SUPERSONIC AVIATION, 1969/1999 ca., comprehensive worldwide collection with hundreds of mint
never hinged stamps, souvenir- and miniature sheets in a large stockbook, comprising many interesting
items with focus on 'Concorde', further military aircrafts and other related topics. Also included are some
covers and postal stationeries. VF condition. High aquisition price! (A)

**/ b/
GA

100, -

22926•

1972/1977, Colour Proofs of Airmail/Space issues, lot of four imperforated strips of five with different
colours (uni/multicoloured): 1972 Monaco 0.30 fr. Bleriot, 1972 Dahomey 100 fr. Bleriot, 1973 New
Caledonia 100 fr. Douglas DC-10, 1977 Benin 100 fr. Viking. (M)

**

200, -

22927+

1978, Geschichte der Luftfahrt, postfrische Sammlung aus der ganzen Welt in zwei LindnerVordruckalben mit entsprechenden Erläuterungstexten. (A2)

**

50, -

W

22928

1978, Samoa. Lot containing 10 IMPERFORATE sets “Progress in aviation“ (4 values) showing “Boeing
737 of the Polynesian Aviation Company“, “Biplane Kitty Hawk“, “Kingsford Smith Focker Monoplane“
and “Concorde supersonic airliner“. In all 40 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 366/69 (10) Imperf.

**

160, -

W

22929

1983, Niue. Lot containing 10 IMPERFORATE sets “200 years of aviation“ (6 values) showing
“Montgolfière (1783)“, “Wright Flyer (1903)“, “Airship 'Graf Zeppelin' (1928)“, “Boeing 247 (1933)“,
“Apollo VIII (1968)“ and “Space shuttle“. In all 60 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 511/16 (10) Imperf.

**

220, -

W

22930

1998, Gibraltar: 80 years of Royal Air Force (historical plains), 1100 copies of the souvenir sheet mint
never hinged (Michel block no. 33, cat. value 6600.- €) (S)

**

180, -

W

22931

1999, Portugal: 75 years airforce, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment
lot of 750 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2347/52, cat. val. 5.400,- €) (MS) 2347/52 (750)

**

200, -

W

22932

1999, Portugal: first long-distance fligt Portugal-Macau, complete set of two in sheets with 50 stamps
each, in an investment lot of 750 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2333/34, cat. val. 3.000,- €) (MS)

2333/34 (750)

**

150, -

W

22933

2002, Portugal: 50 years airforce, 500 copies of the souvenir sheet Mi.no. Bl. 177 mint never hinged.
Cat. value 3.250,- €. (S) Bl. 177(500)

**

150, -

W

22934

2002, Portugal: 50 years airforce, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment
lot of 500 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2595/2600, cat. val. 5.500,- €) (MS) 2595/2600 (500)

**

250, -

W

THEMATIK: FREIMAURER / FREE MASONRY
see al so 4572, 4582

W

22935

Kleine dekorative Freimaurer Plakette mit Winkel, Zirkel, Axt, Maßband, Säge und Herz, darunter Gravur
J:D: Becker 1781. 6,5 g. (T)

80, -

THEMATIK: FRIEDEN / PEACE
W

22936

1986, Tunisia. International Year of Peace. Complete issue (1 value) in 2 IMPERFORATE blocks of 25
showing “Doves of peace“. In all 50 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 1132 (50) Imperf.

180, -

**

THEMATIK: GESCHICHTE, KULTUR / HISTORY, CULTURE
see al so 20229 , 22804

P 22937

From 1763 on. An outstanding Exhibition Collection on 128 pages, often decorated with gold and
large vermeil, dealing with an extraordinary topic: AN EVOLVING SOCIETY - From ancient time to the
beginning of the technological revolution (and a bit beyond). The object is divided into five main
chapters: 1) Rural residents produce food and commodities essential for a society to evolve; 2) ...and
they exploit the Earth‘s other natural resources equally essential; 3) Above parameters were
prerequisites for the development of urban communities; 4) ... in which widespread activities
developed and citizens thrive; 5) The technological revolution began to take hold in society. To run
this topic there are, besides a large number of proofs, varieties, artworks, fancy cancellations, a lot
of extremely rare pieces, such as 1834 letter with very rae framed postmark “Shepton-Mallet 5
clause post“, 1839 letter “Return of votes for country Treasurer from the Town of Buckland“, Fancy
cancel depicting a gin cask, 1862 letter with special “Deligencia“ postmark, 1852 cover “To be
forwarded by Everts & Co‘s Express to Orion Valley“, 1854 cover mailed from Elmira N.Y. with their
postmark on “10“ rate, 1851 letter sent to West 22nd Street in New York and carried on the
“Knickerbocker live on Stage“, and many other very good and interesting items. The whole collection
is excellently designed and provided with competent comments throughout - a real pleasure! (K)
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

b/ GA/
**/ */
g/ d

.

W

22938

1969, Lebanon. International Museum Congress. Complete sheet of 25 for the 7.50p value “Ahiram
sarcophagus“, each stamp with DOUBLE GOLD IMPRESSION. Mint, nh. VF and rare! (M) 1085 (25) var.

**

130, -

W

22939

2001, Portugal: Arab cultural heritage, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an
investment lot of 200 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2490/95, cat. val. 2.400,- €) (M) 2490/95 (200)

**

100, -
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THEMATIK: INDUSTRIE, HANDEL / INDUSTRY, TRADING
W

22940

NORM/STANDARDS 1722/1997 (ca.), unparalleled and always surprising exhibition collection in 15
volumes documenting the introduction and harmonisation of legal, ethical, social, technical and
religious norm/conventions, units, distances, weights etc., documented by stamps, entires,
cancellations, documents, telegrams etc. This eclectic collection describes the area of conflict
between simplification/easement and reglulation in multiple fields and considers plenty of
sociocultural, philosophical, historic and procedural characteristics. For full and complete
appreciation an intensive viewing and intellectual penetration of the topic is indispensable. A very
extraordinary collection featuring a challenging topic! (K2)
NORMEN 1722/1997 (ca.), einmalige und immer wieder überraschende Ausstellungssammlung in 15
Bänden über die Einführung und Angleichung von rechtlichen, ethischen, gesellschaftlichen,
technischen und religiösen Normen/Konventionen, Maßeinheiten, Entfernungen, Gewichten etc.,
dokumentiert mit Marken, Briefen, Ganzsachen, Stempeln, Dokumenten, Telegrammen usw. Diese
vielschichtige Sammlung beschreibt das Spannungsfeld zwischen Vereinfachung/Erleichterung und
Reglementierung in den verschiedensten Bereichen und berücksichtigt zahlreiche soziokulturelle,
philosophische, historische und (verfahrens-)technische Besonderheiten. Zur vollumfänglichen
gedanklichen Erfassung ist eine intensive Besichtigung und Beschäftigung mit der Materie
unumgänglich. Ein ganz außergewöhnliches Objekt mit herausfordernder Thematik! (K2)

b/ **/
*/ d

.

THEMATIK: INTERNAT. ORGANISATIONEN-ROTARIER /
INTERNAT. ORGANIZATIONS-ROTARY CLUB
see al so 21 21 9 , 24755

P 22941•

1931 Austria: Rotary Congress three sets, one tied by the special datestamp to plain cover (lightly
stained), a second set tied by the special datestamp to pieces, and one set monted mint (few light
stains). (Mi. from about 1000 €) (T) 518-23 (3)

*/ d/ b

150, -

P 22942

1931/1975, lot of stamps and covers, incl. 1931 Austria 1s. single franking on registered cover to USA,
special event and meter marks, imperf./misperf. stamps etc. (T)

**/ b

150, -

22943•

1950's-70's ca.: About 70 covers, postcards, FDC's etc. worldwide, mostly with ROTARY illustrations
and/or respective postmarks and adhesives, including several souvenir sheets, and specials like 1981
Brazil FDC with a bronze medal. (S)

b/ FDC/
GA

100, -

P 22944•

1950's-80's ca. - ROTARY: Several hundred stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets worldwide, mostly
mint, including essays and proofs, Epreuve de Luxe, stamps imperf and perf with many blocks of four,
se-tenants, gutter pairs etc., also souvenir and minature sheets, perf and imperf, and other items
related to Rotary. (S)

**/ g

500, -

22945

1954/1985, nice collection on Lindner pre printed pages with many mint never hinged stamps, souvnir
sheets, proofs, IMPERFORATED issues. Michel catalogue value 1250 € +++ imperf. and proofs. (S)

**

120, -

P 22946•

1955 Rotary issues: Group of 10 sheets and 12 stamps all IMPERF, plus both issues in perf blocks of
four (4), with four sheets of 10, six miniature sheets showing one or two stamps, and imperf pairs, all
fine mint. (M)

**

600, -

W

W

22947•

1955, Syria, Middle East Rotary Congress and 50th Anniversary of Rotary International, specialised mint
assortment incl. seven imperforate stamps/imperforate colour proofs and six epreuve de luxe/epreuve
collective. (M)
**/ */ (*)

170, -

W

22948•

1955/2007, accumulation of apprx. 400 (mainly commemorative) covers/cards, some with slight
tropical toning, a great diversity of thematic frankings from All World, special event/slogan postmarks,
cacheted envelopes, attractive cards etc. (S)

b/ FDC

150, -

W

22949

1992, Guyana. Lot of 100 GOLD souvenir sheets and 100 SILVER souvenir sheets (on border Genoa
historic district) containing the stamps Mi. 3814 BA and Mi. 3815 BA respectively showing “ROTARY
emblem“, “LIONS emblem“ and “Columbus column“. Mint, NH. In all 200 souvenir sheets with 200
imperforate stamps. (Michel 10.000,- Euro) (S) Bl. 175/76 BA (100)

**

350, -

THEMATIK: JAGD / HUNTING
see al so 21 21 6

W

22950

304

1812/2000 (ca.), vielseitiger Sammlungsposten von ca. 240 Belegen, dabei etliche seltene und
hochwertige Stücke wie Vordruck-Briefbogen 1812 “Königreich Westphalen Der KronGroßjägermeister“, Italien 1844 und 1867 zwei Briefhüllen je mit sehr dekorativen Siegelstempeln
“HIRSCH“ von CERVIA und CODIGORO, neun verschiedene Privat-Ganzsachen Dt.Reich “Jagd“ (u.a.
PP8 B7/03-04, 06-010), weitere Privat-Ganzsachen Österreich/Bayern, div. Altbriefe mit JagdMotiven im Siegel, Württemberg “Einladung zur Jagd“ des Kgl. Hofjagdamtes und zahlreiches
weiteres interessantes Material mit ensprechenden Frankaturen, Stempeln und Vordrucken;
zusätzlich noch div. lose Briefmarken (incl. ungezähnten Marken, Phasendrucken etc. !). In dieser
Form sehr selten angeboten! (K)
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THEMATIK: JUDAIKA / JUDAISM
see al so 2041 6

W

W

22951+

22952

“CHAPTERS IN JEWISH HISTORY“ - THE HISTORY OF ZIONISM - THE ARIE LINDENBAUM COLLECTION,
1854/2015, all-embracing exhibit on apprx. 140 album pages, documenting the way of the
worldwide dispersed Jewish population to the founding of the state of Israel with all its related
aspects. The collection is organised by the chapters “ Birth of a Nation“, “Jews in the Diaspora“,
“Jewish Contribution to the World“, “Political Zionism“, “Anti-Semitism and Holocaust“ and “From
Diaspora to the Promised Land“. Included are stamps and covers from All World with plenty of better
and interesting material. Special referrence should be given to several handdrawn sketches/essays,
“Sarah Bernhardt“ epreuve, Chagall signature, Cyprus camps, Poland local mail and 1897 Breslau
local mail stamp, epreuve de luxe, imperforate stamps, good section airmail covers/cards, Israel
interim period/early issues, nice range of Zionist Congress special event postmarks, good range of
Holyland and concentration camp mail. About the collector: Arie Lindenbaum, born in Poland and
survived the Holocaust, currently resides in Israel. Arie was former chairman of the Judaica
Collectors Association, and a journalist in the daily newspaper “Davar“, responsible for various
hobbies sections. For many years Arie edited and published the “Israeli Stamp Magazine“, and
wrote several books on the stamps subject both in Hebrew and English. Judaica specialist Arie
presented his Holocaust collection in exhibitions around the world and won high appreciation and
medals. (K) Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de

**/ b/
g/ d/ *

.

1892/2013 (ca.), extraordinarly misscellaneous accumulation with hundreds of postcards and mainly
covers and stationaries beginning with postcards written in Hebrew, thematic covers on religious topics
and personalities of Jewish origin, f.e. A. Einstein, A. Frank and m. Chagall, and on the resistance to the
Nazi regime. Also offers many stamps, souvenir and minature sheets, mostly mint never hinged, often
modern issues (Europe andOverseas) with a high retail value. (K)
b/ **/ g

350, -

THEMATIK: KINDER / CHILDREN

see al so 21 1 1 3 , 21 1 1 4, 21 1 1 5, 21 29 2, 21 29 3 , 21 29 4, 22800,
22804, 2281 6, 229 24, 229 86, 229 87, 25077, 25646
W

W

22953
22954

1958, UAR. Gliding Festival. Collective proof sheet of 4 imperforate sets (cue: cross gutter pair) in issued
designs and colours on gummed paper showing “Children with airplane model“. Most attractive and
extremely rare show piece! (M) V 28/29 (4) Proofs

**

220, -

1979, Niue. International Year of the Child: Paintings. Lot with 10 IMPERFORATE souvenir sheets
showing “The nurse with the child (detail)“, “Child of Duque de Druna (detail)“, “Daughter of Robert
Strozzi (detail)“ and “Grape and melon eater (detail)“. Mint, nh. (T) Bl. 15 (10) Imperf.

**

200, -

THEMATIK: KÖNIGTUM, ADEL / ROYALTY, NOBILITY
see al so 21 9 3 5, 22806, 22808, 22809 , 2281 1

W

22955

1880/1900 (ca): ROYAL correspondence of Queen Maria Cristina of Spain with most European royal
houses, approx. 120 letters most with content and/or bearing prints indicating the nobility of the
senders. Rare and amazing collection. (A2)

b

22956

1989, Portugal, 25th anniversary of King Luis death, 1811 x Michel no. 1800/1801 mint never hinged
in full sheets and part sheets. Catalogue value 3984 Euro. (S) 1800/1801 (1811)

**

120, -

22957

2002, extensive collection wedding of “Willem-Alexander & Maxima“ in four special albums with many
mint never hinged stamps and covers or cards from all over the world. (K)

**/ FDC

100, -

22958

1828/1940, gehaltvolle Partie mit 23 Belegen, dabei hauptsächlich Post verschiedener deutscher
Konsulate bzw. Diplomatenpost, u.a. sehr seltener R2 “LEGATION DE PRUSSE“ auf Ortsbrief Paris aus
dem Jahr 1828, früher Transatlantikbrief des Königl.-Württembergischen General-Consulats in
Baltimore nach Backnang, WK I mit Briefen der Dt.Konsulate in Lemberg u. Bern, 1920/30er Jahre mit
Post der dt.Konsulate in Amsterdam, Athen, Kalkutta, Lodz, London u.a. meist via Kurierstelle des
Auswärtigen Amtes in Berlin, weiterhin Post der US-amerikanischen Botschaft in Berlin sowie weitere
interessante Stücke. (S)

b

200, -

**

300, -

**

200, -

**

160, -

2.

THEMATIK: KONSULATSPOST / CONSULAR MAIL
W

THEMATIK: KUNST / ART

see al so 20021 , 20860, 21 03 8, 21 046, 21 629 , 21 63 8, 22802, 22804, 229 68, 229 84, 229 89 , 229 9 0,
229 9 6, 24722, 24756, 25261 , 2543 2, 29 71 9
W

22959

1960/2010
(ca.),
(ANTIQUE)
ART/POTTERY/PORCELAIN/SCULPTURES/FIGURES/MOSAIC,
comprehensive MNH collection of stamps and souvenir sheets from All World incl. ASIA/CHINA, well
sorted in two stockbooks (48 pages + 32 pages). Rare, attractive and unusual offer! (A2)

THEMATIK: KUNSTHANDWERK / ARTS AND CRAFTS
see al so 20021 , 21 43 2, 21 53 1 , 229 3 9 , 229 84

W

W

22960
22961

1978, Morocco. Moroccan metalwork. Complete set (2 values) in 4 IMPERFORATE tete-beche miniature
sheets of 10 (5 tete-beche pairs each sheet) showing “Copper vessel“ and “Standing filigree copper bowl
with cover“. In all 40 imperforate stamps (= 20 tete-beche pairs). Mint, nh. (T) 878/79 (20) Imperf.
1979, Morocco. Red Cresent - Metal work. Complete set (2 values) in 2 IMPERFORATE blocks of 20
showing “Brass Containers“ and “Heated coffee urn“. In all 40 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (M) 902/03

(20) Imperf.
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THEMATIK: LEIPZIGER MESSE / LEIPZIG FAIR

see al so 29 1 89 , 29 1 9 1 , 29 1 9 4, 29 1 9 5, 29 251 , 29 253 , 29 254, 29 285, 29 286, 29 287
W

22962

P 22963

1945/1956, Partie von 66 Briefen und Karten mit entsprechenden Frankaturen All.Besetzung, SBZ
(wohl Hauptwert) und DDR, dabei Bogenrandzudrucke, FDCs, Zehnfach-MiF, Verwendungsformen usw.
(S)

250, -

b

1947/1950, umfassende spezialisierte Sammlung in zwei Ringordnern zusammengetragen, enthalten
sind Ausgaben All.Besetzung, SBZ und DDR, dabei Zähnungsvarianten, vier Signaturen vom Entwerfer
Gruner auf Marken, fünf Hochglanz-Foto-Essays, Briefstücke, Sonderstempel, zahlreiche markierte
Plattenfehler usw. (A2)
**/ d/ b

800, -

THEMATIK: LEUCHTTÜRME / LIGHTHOUSES
see al so 22800, 2281 7, 22823 , 243 83

W

22964

1900/2000 (ca.), mainly 1970's/1990's, thematic collection on apprx. 75 written up album pages,
showing MNH stamps, cutouts and some entires, nice range of various issues, slogan marks, some
better stationeries (Tasmania letter card, Italy 1927 “Volta“ 10c. card and France 1939 70c. card), in
addition some loose material. (K)
**/ d/ b

W

22965

1987, Portugal: CAPEX '87/ lighthouses, complete set of four in a strip or block, in an investment lot of
177 miniature sheets with four sets each, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 1723/26, cat. val. 3.540,- €) (S)

W

22966

300, -

1723/26 (708)

**

150, -

1991, YUGOSLAVIA: Lighthouses at Adriatic Sea and Danube in a lot with approx. 850 (folded) booklet
panes, mint never hinged, Mi. 2490/2501, € 10.200,-- + (S) 2490/2501

**

400, -

THEMATIK: MALEREI, MALER / PAINTING, PAINTERS

see al so 20003 , 2001 2, 2001 3 , 20022, 2003 2, 2003 4, 20052, 20060, 20523 , 20622, 21 03 6, 21 040,
21 1 1 3 , 21 1 1 4, 21 1 1 5, 21 1 3 4, 21 1 3 8, 21 1 49 , 21 547, 21 580, 21 581 , 21 63 8, 21 768, 21 769 , 22423 ,
22801 , 22804, 229 54, 23 1 52, 23 1 89 , 23 1 9 0, 23 220, 23 41 0, 23 428, 24577, 24657, 24658, 24659 ,
24670, 24706, 24708, 2471 9 , 2561 6, 25772, 25773

22967

Hundertwasser, die Sammlung startet mit 5 Silber-Marken, dann die gesuchten postfrischen Ausgaben
von Cabo Verde MiNr. 496 und Block 7-9 (410.- €) zusätlich noch 497/99 auf FDC. Weiterhin viele **/ FDC/
personalisierte Marken aus Österreich, sowie weitere Marken und Belege zum Thema. (S)
b

22968

Paintings: A 18-page stockbook filled with ca. 300 stamps, often in souvenir sheets from many different
countries, all mint NH, Michel ca. 1150,- (M)

P 2296 9

W

**

1840/1980 (ca.), EUROPEAN ART/PAINTERS, extraordinary exhibit on 200 well written up album
pages with plenty of interesting and better material. To be mentioned: GB 1840 2d. Mulready
unsued, further better stationeries, Lichtenstein 1948 10rp. Michelangelo imperforate,
Czechoslovakia Hymn sheet, Italy misperforation used on 1927 cover, Austria Wipa stamp single b/ GA/
and used on card, Belgium “Culture“ souvenir sheets, German occupation Pleskau souvenir sheet **/ g/ */
(*)/ d
etc. etc. (K)

200, G eb ot

.

22970

1937/2006, Hugh collection of mint never hinged stamps and some covers and cards: Paintings and
Art. Michel 12.500.- € ++ (K)

22971

1950/2000 (ca.), comprehensive holding with an exhibit on apprx. 100 album pages showing various
German, Italian and Dutch Painters, in addition six stockbooks full of (mainly MNH) stamps and souvenir
sheets from All Word plus some stockcards. High cat.value! (K)
**/ b/ g

400, -

x

100, -

**

800, -

W

22972•

1967 - Aden - Quaiti State in Hahramaut - PAINTINGS - 5f. to 65f. set of seven values imperforated in
complete sheets of 50 stamps, more than 1000 sets. Michel nos. 108/114B, no price given, 6.000,- €
for perf. used, 16.000,- € for imperf. MNH. (MS) 108/114B (1000)

W

22973•

1967 - Kathiri State of Seiyun - Paintings of VERMEER: 25f. to 500f. set of three values, 5000 sets in
complete sheets of 25 stamps each mint never hinged. Michel nos. 160/162A, cat. value 37.500,- €. (K)

160/162A (5000)

**

400, -

W

22974•

1967 - Qu´aiti State in Hadhramaut - A. RENOIR: 25f. to 500f. set of four values, more than 1345 sets,
mostly in complete sheets of 25 stamps mint never hinged. Michel nos. 142/145A, cat. value more than
9400,- €. (S) 142/145A (1345)

**

150, -

W

22975•

1967 - Qu´aiti State in Hadhramaut - PAINTINGS WITH HORSES: 10f. to 250f. set of seven values, 2400
sets in complete sheets of 24 stamps mint never hinged and some more of these stamps in units, single
sheets etc. Michel nos. 157/163A, cat. value more than 24.000,- €. (K) 157/163A (2400)

**

300, -

W

22976•

1967 - Qu´aiti State of Hadhramaut - L. Cranach senior: 25f. to 150f. - 174 complete sets in pairs
imperf. mint never hinged in units or complete sheets. Michel nos. 147/154A, cat. value 5220,- €. (MS)

**

100, -

147/154A
W

22977•

1967, Arabic Paintings, complete set, seven artworks on cardboard (size 20,8:29 cm). Michel nos.
167/73. (M)

350, -

W

22978•

1967, European Paintings, complete set, seven artworks on cardboard (size 20,8:29 cm). Michel nos.
175/81. (M)

350, -

W

22979•

1970, Yemen Kingdom, 24b. souvenir sheet “St. Martin and beggar“ (El Greco), apprx. 2.500 MNH
pieces. Michel no. Bl. 203, 10.000,- €. (S)
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W

22980•

1971, Adschman/ Ajman- Manama, Nude paintings by Francois Boucher set of eight different imperforate
special miniature sheets in an investment lot with 95 complete sets, mint never hinged, scarce offer! Mi.
496/503, € 3.040,-- (S)

**

110, -

W

22981•

1971, Yemen, lot of thematic souvenir sheets: Michel Bl. 159 B (330), 169 A (30), 169 B (350). Michel
cat.value 12.240,- €. (S)

**

200, -

22982

1971/1972, old master paintings, Michel no. 502/3, 664/69, 768/73 amd 858/59 in mint never
hinged uncutted mini sheets (three of each as se-tenants). Catalogue value 12.500 € (K)

**

150, -

W

22983•

1972, Adschman/ Ajman- Manama, Paintings by Paul GAUGUIN set of eight different imperforate special
miniature sheets in an investment lot with 95 complete sets, mint never hinged, scarce offer! Mi.
875/82, € 3.040,-- (S)

**

110, -

W

22984•

1972, Ajman - ART (Paintings, Church windows, Mosaics etc.): 20 sets of 3 values each in one big setenant-sheet c.t.o., 500 sheets with margins. Michel nos. 2433/2492A, no price given in the catalogue
(35.500,- for MNH) (K) 2433/2492A (500)

x

150, -

W

22985•

1972, Sharjah, Paintings/Olympic Medal Winners, 5dh.-3r. DE LUXE SHEETS, holding of apprx. 250
complete sets, unused no gum (apparently as issued since there is no evidence of removed gum).
Michel nos. 953/62, cat.value 7.500,- €. (S)

(*)

240, -

W

22986

1977, Kuwait. Children's drawings. Complete set (6 values) in IMPERFORATE partial sheets of 15
showing “Folk dance“, “Musicians“, “Fishing boats“, “Maize tamping“, “Kuwait girls“ and “Fraisa dance“.
In all 90 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (M) 750/55 (15) Imperf.

**

350, -

W

22987

1979, Kuwait. Children's drawings. Complete set (6 values) in IMPERFORATE partial sheets of 15
showing “Girl with pigeons“, “Kite flying“, “Children with balloons“, “Tug of war“, “Boys in the meadow“
and “Two girls in front of the house “. In all 90 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (M) 826/31 (15) Imperf.

**

350, -

W

22988

1980/2014 (approx), various countries. Stock book containing the topic “Paintings“ with souvenir and
miniature sheets and som singles. Complete sets only, all different. Mint, NH. (Michel catalogue value
about 1.150,- Euro) (A)

**

70, -

22989

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Art“ like “LaCroix“,
“Liebermann“, “Dali“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook. Diverse and
varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

22990

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Art“ like “van Gogh“,
“Picasso“, “Matisse“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook. Diverse and
varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

THEMATIK: MARKE AUF MARKE / STAMP ON STAMP

see al so 201 50, 23 49 0, 24057, 24578, 24579 , 24667, 24668, 24683

W

22991•

1967 - Aden - Qu´aiti State of Hadhramaut - stock of the issues to STAMPEX, AMPHILEX and EFIMEX
showing classic stamps in various amounts mint never hinged, also many imperf. Very high catalogue
value. (S)

**

100, -

22992•

1967, Aden - Qu´aiti State in Hadhramaut: STAMPEX London - Rare classic stamps - 5f. to 65f. complete
set of seven in complete sheets of 25 stamps each, 2500 sets in the original packing of the printing
company mint never hinged. Michel nos. 98/104A, cat. value 17.500,- €. (K) 98/104A (2500)

**

350, -

THEMATIK: MEDIZIN, GESUNDHEIT / MEDICINE, HEALTH
see al so 1 89 3 9 , 21 052, 22267, 2281 6, 23 222

W

22993

1800/2000 (approx.). Highly interesting exhibition collection “Against tuberculosis - the worldwide
fight against a human scourge“ on 121 pages. The collection is divided into three main sections: 1.
The long road to the discovery of tuberculosis bacteria, 2. Causes and nature of the disease, and 3.
The global fight against the disease. German text. Included are a large number of the best and very
best pieces, such as Generalgouvernement 1943 cpl. proof sheet Copernicus (in his time K. was
more famous as a doctor than today as an astronomer), German Empire 1915 telegram from Robert
Koch, England 1841 One Penny Mulready with advertising, further many rare private entires, proofs,
signed artist proofs, special registered mail, rare stamp booklets, misprints, errors and varieties and
much more. A valuable and informative collection waiting for your detailed inspection. It‘s worth it!
(K) Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de
1800/2000 (approx.). Hochinteressante Ausstellungssammlung “Gegen die Tuberkulose - Die
weltumspannende Bekämpfung einer Menschheitsgeißel“ auf 121 Seiten. Die Sammlung gliedert sich
in die drei übergeordneten Bereiche: 1. Der lange Weg zur Entdeckung der Tuberkelbakterien, 2.
Ursachen und Wesen der Erkrankung, und 3. Die weltumspannende Bekämpfung der Krankheit.
Enthalten sind eine Vielzahl bester und allerbester Stücke, wie etwa Generalgouvernement 1943 kpl.
Probedruckbogen Kopernikus (zu seiner Zeit war K. als Arzt berühmter, als heutzutage als Astronom),
Deutsches Reich 1915 Telegramm von Robert Koch, England 1841 One Penny Mulready mit Werbung,
weiter viele seltene Privat-Ganzsachen, Probedrucke, signierte Künstler-Probedrucke, spezielle
Einschreiben, seltene Markenheftchen, Fehldrucke und Abarten und anderes mehr. Eine werthaltige
und informative Sammlung, die auf ihre eingehende Besichtigung wartet. Es lohnt sich! (K)
Die komplette Sammlung finden Sie zum Download unter www.stamp-auctions.de

Sammlungen / Collections

b/ GA/
**/ g

2 .

307

L ot
W

W

22994

22995•

Start
From 1880 on (approx), All World. Accumulation of about 135 items. Included are covers and postcards,
picture postcards, stamps and souvenir sheets, mint, nh, or used, imperforated stamps and progressive
proofs, Epreuves d'artiste atelier and also d'artiste signee, and some others more. The material covers
various aspects of the topic. Rich in content and inexpensive! The sum of the former retail prices is
about 4,071 Euro. (S)

b/ GA/
**/ g

500, -

1963/1981 (approx). MEDICAL AND RED CROSS ISSUES. Lot of 16 different sets in various quantities.
Catalogue value over $50,000. Mint, complete, NH, F-VF allmost all complete sheets of stamps. ISSUES
INCLUDE: MEXICO 1228, C533, C586, C635. URUGUAY SC C385 (Insulin). AJMAN Mi 710/13 perf.
sheets, imperf. sets (medical paintings), Mi Bl.271A s/s (Schweitzer). FR. GUINEA SC850/51 (Year of the
handicapped), SC852/58 (Bacillus research TB), SC B12/16 (issued for national health propaganda).
BOLIVIA SC 467, C245. LIBYA SC 820. PARAGUAY SC 674/83 (Malaria), YEMEN KINGDOM Mi 53/54
(Red Cross). AFGHANISTAN SC 662/66J Red Cross. (Scott) (K)

**

450, -

**

140, -

**

200, -

THEMATIK: MESSEN-WELTAUSSTELLUNGEN / FAIRS, WORLD EXHIBITIONS
see al so 21 1 59 , 21 1 60

W

22996•

1970, YEMEN: World Exhibition EXPO '70 in Osaka/Japan four different airmail miniature sheets in an
investment lot with about 365 'Japanese colour wood engravings' (300 perf. + 65 imperf.) and 58
'Traditional Bunraku puppetry' (28 perf. + 30 imperf.) miniature sheets, mint never hinged, unusual and
seldom offered in quantity, Mi. Bl. 121/22 + 123 A+B, € 5.646,-- (S)

THEMATIK: MILITÄR / MILITARY

see al so 20051 , 21 1 9 2, 21 51 2, 21 660, 21 705, 21 707, 21 9 52, 229 3 1 , 229 3 3 , 229 3 4, 23 227, 2401 3
W

22997•

1972, Ajman - Military Uniforms: two sets of 19 values each in a se-tenant-sheet per set, much more
than 1000 sheets of each set mint never hinged, some stick together at the margin. Michel nos.
1774/1812A, cat. value more than 22.000,- €. (K) 1774/1812 (1000)

THEMATIK: MINERALIEN / MINERALS
W

22998•

1979, MOROCCO: minerals 0.40dh. Plaster in a lot with about 250 IMPERFORATED stamps mostly in
complete sheet of 25, mint never hinged, Mi. 928 var. (M) 928 var.

**

300, -

W

22999

1981, Morocco. Complete set MINERALS (2 values) in 2 IMPERFORATE partial sheets of 20 showing
“Onyx“ and “Malachite-azurite“. In all 40 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 948/49 (20) Imperf.

**

160, -

THEMATIK: MÜHLEN / MILLS
see al so 25286, 2553 7

W

23000

1850/2000 (ca.), WATER MILLS and WIND MILLS, thematic collection on apprx. 47 written up album
pages, comprising entires, cutouts and loose stamps, lovely range of various issues, slogan marks, b/ Ak/
Bavaria “Mill Wheel“ postmarks, stationeries etc. In addition plenty of loose material/in stockbook/on GA/ d/
g/ **/ (*)
further pages. (K)

300, -

23001

1989, Portugal, Windmills, 750 x Michel no. 1792/1795 mint never hinged in full folded sheets.
Catalogue value 6000.- €. (S) 1792/1795 (750)

200, -

**

THEMATIK: MUSIK / MUSIC
see al so 22801 , 22805, 22808

W

23002

ab 1946, ALLE WELT, Sammlung mit ca. 150 Belegen zum Thema Musik, Komponisten, Instrumente,
Festspiele, Oper. Viele Marken, kleine und große Markenbogen gezähnt und ungezähnt, Ganzsachenbriefe
und Karten gebraucht und ungebraucht, FDCs, Probdrucke in Gold und Silber, Cachets, etc. Ein
reichhaltiger Inhalt. (S)
GA/ b/ g

200, -

W

23003

1990/2007 (ca.), comprehensive accumulation of famous people from the world of MUSIC, FILM,
SPORT and society in a varied mixture of covers, FDC's, souvenir sheets etc.. These include a number of
Cinderella and phantasy stamps and some merchandise of the Woodstock music festival. (K)

**/ b

200, -

W

23004

1990/2008 (ca.), Composers/Singers/Artists/Instruments, comprehensive MNH accumulation in three
thick albums, comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed
very densely - don't miss them!) of various overseas countries. High retail value! (K)

**

700, -

W

23005

1995/2006 (ca.), MNH accumulation of modern thematic issues with mainly souvenir sheets, e.g. “Elvis
Presley“, “The Doors“, “Van Morrison“, “U2“ etc. Attractive and also rare offer! (A)

**

220, -

W

23006

2004/2017 (ca.), enormous accumulation of only modern stamps and souvenir sheets on the topic with
predominatly mint never hinged material that covers many aspects like composers, instruments,
festivals, anthems, singers (Elvis, Beatles, G. Michael etc.) and styles (classical music, rock, pop, jazz)
as well as many European and overseas countries. Additionally many covers and stationaries. It doesn´t
happen to often, that we can offer a lot so widely and versatility composed. (K)

**/ b/
GA/ g

450, -

THEMATIK: MUSIK-KOMPONISTEN / MUSIC-COMPOSERS
see al so 20655, 21 044, 21 71 0, 21 764, 23 006, 24572, 24574

23007

308

1888/2013 (ca.), Richard Wagner, umfangreiche Sammlung in 5 Alben, dazu ca. 30 Bücher. Die
Sammlung startet mit den Festspielen 1936 mit Programmheft und Eintrittskarten. Weiter mit
zahlreichen Ansichtskarten und Liebig-Bildern. Weiter zahlreiche Belege zu den Bayreuther Festspielen.
Dabei auch einige Autogramme von Darstellern, Persönlichkeiten usw. (z.B. Herbert von Karajan). (K2)

Sammlungen / Collections

450, -

L ot

Start

W

23008•

1971, FUJEIRA: 200th birthday of Ludwig van BEETHOVEN gold and silver foil stamps investment lot with
about 160 stamps each of silver perf. and imperf. and gold perf. and imperf., mint never hinged, unusual
and scarce, Mi. 738/39 A+B, € 8.640,-- (S)

**

280, -

W

23009•

1971, FUJEIRA: Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART gold and silver foil stamps investment lot with about 220
stamps incl. silver perf. (60) and imperf. (60) and gold perf. (100), mint never hinged, unusual and
scarce, Mi. 776/77 A + 777 A, € 2.970,-- (T)

**

90, -

1971, Yemen, Birth Bicentenary of Ludwig van Beethoven, perforated issue, at least 2.000 MNH
complete sets within se-tenant sheets. Michel nos. 1414/17 A (2000), 17.000,- € (K)

**

350, -

**

150, -

W

23010•

W

23011

THEMATIK: NAHRUNG-GENUSS / FOOD-DELICACY
2000, Portugal: sweet dishes, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot of
300 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2438/43, cat. val. 3.300,- €) (S) 2438/43 (300)

THEMATIK: NAHRUNG-KAFFEE / FOOD-COFFEE
see al so 209 59 , 209 62

P 23012

1840/2000 (ca.), balance of an exhibition collection on complete or part pages and additional on stocksheets with a wide mixture of material incl. interesting and better items, stamps, some pieces and
covers with coffee stamps or postmarks, metermarks, postal stationeries, varieties and others, stamps **/ */ g/
are mostly MNH, high cat. and retail value - PLEASE INSPECT! (K)
d/ b/ GA

500, -

THEMATIK: NAHRUNG-SCHOKOLADE / FOOD-CHOCOLATE
P 23013
W

23014

From 1895 on (approx). Lot of about 50 private advert postcards German Reich and Stadtpost Stuttgart
on the chocolade topic. Many different and most of them pictured. Used and/or unused. Condition
slightly different. (S)

700, -

GA

From 1898 on. Collection on the CHOCOLATE topic with some “Promotional postcards“ (used / unused)
by various companies like Suchard, Stollwerck, Sarotti, Bensdorp and many more and a lot of “Advertising
vignettes“ concerning chocolate, caco, condensed milk, biscuits and some other tasty things more. (A) b/ **/ *

500, -

THEMATIK: NAHRUNG-TEE / FOOD-TEA
W

23015

1920/2000 (ca.), accumulation on stock-sheets with a wide mixture of stamps incl. interesting and
better items, a few varieties, revenue stamps 'Tea Clearing House' etc., a few proofs and booklets and
others, majority mint never hinged except the fiscal stamps are mostly used, high cat. and retail value PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**/ */ g

200, -

**

700, -

70, -

THEMATIK: NAPOLEON

see al so 21 1 3 6, 21 1 3 7, 24657
W

23016•

1969, NAPOLEON gold foil stamps investment lot with about 2.380 stamps incl. perf. (2.100) and
imperf. (280), mint never hinged, unusual and scarce, Mi. 860 A+B, € 20.650,-- (S)

THEMATIK: OLYMPISCHE SPIELE / OLYMPIC GAMES

see al so 2003 3 , 2003 6, 20525, 21 03 0, 21 03 1 , 21 03 2, 21 03 7, 21 03 8, 21 03 9 , 21 043 , 21 044, 21 045,
21 047, 21 056, 21 071 , 21 072, 21 1 1 1 , 21 1 1 2, 21 1 1 6, 21 1 40, 21 1 41 , 21 1 61 , 21 245, 21 629 , 21 681 ,
221 9 6, 2241 4, 22753 , 2281 1 , 22822, 229 85, 23 258, 23 285, 23 286, 23 3 08, 23 3 1 1 , 23 9 56, 24051 ,
24053 , 24057, 243 85, 24447, 24459 , 24580, 24672, 24673 , 24677, 2471 5, 249 74, 25760, 25787,
2583 3 , 261 1 2, 29 570

23017

1936-1940, Partie von 10 verschiedenen Werbevignetten der Olympischen Spiele 1936 und 1940,
darunter die ovale rote Glocke von 1936 in 4 verschiedenen Sprachen. (T)

**/ *

P 23018

1896/1960(ca.), OLYMPIC GAMES, fine collection of special covers, picture postcards and postal
stationeries starting from Greece 1896 until Rom 1960, including many very good items from the
early games 1896-1932, further various and interesting covers German Reich 1936 with some
special registered letters. Many covers with different usage are to be found, incl. single-, mixed- and
multiple frankings, airmail, zeppelin covers, censorship-letters and special postmarks and much
more. Additional an official collection “Gymnastics“ from the “Stiftung Deutsche Sporthilfe“ in 9
illustrated albums MNH/used/FDC. A detailed inspection is recommended. It‘s an attractive lot for
every collector of the topic Olympic games. (K2)

b/ GA/
**/ */ g

1896/2008, collection starts with the two Greece 1896 and 1906 sets (Michel 1450 €), following some
covers and cards, many poster stamps, stamps up to 1932. Than many loose stamps, covers and cards
up to 2008. E.g. German Reich 1936 two times commemorative sheets with Kiel cancellation, two
tickets for 1984, many mini sheets from CHINA and many more. (K)

**/ */
g/ FDC/
b/ e

W

W

23019

Sammlungen / Collections

.

400, -

309

L ot
P 23020

Start
1896/2014, comprehensive collection OLYMPIC GAMES / OLYMPICS in 11 big boxes, collected
from Greece 1896 until Sochi 2014, incl. good issues like Greece Mi. 96-107, 118-122, German
Reich 11x souvenir-sheets 1936 and many more. Many covers with different usage are to be found,
incl. single-, mixed- and multiple frankings, airmail, zeppelin covers, censorship-letters, postal
stationery, postcards, maximum-cards, special covers and more. Several commemorative stamps,
souvenir-sheets, small sheets and stamp booklets also incl. a good part MNH Nominal value, a
detailed inspection is recommended. Furtheremore stamp-books, special editions and so on. A
Great collection. It‘s an eldorado for every collector of the topic Olympics. (K11)
1896/2014, äußerst umfangreiche Sammlung OLYMPISCHE SPIELE in 11 großen Kartons. Gesammelt
wurde alles zum Thema Olympia geordnet von Griechenland 1896 bis Sochi 2014, darunter zahlreiche
sehr gute Ausgaben mit u.a. Griechenland Mi. 96-107, 118-122 mehrfach, 11x Olympiablock Deutsches
Reich, DR Markenheftchen und viele weitere Besonderheiten. Enthalten sind zudem Belege mit
diversen Verwendungsformen, u.a. Einzel-, Misch- und Mehrfachfrankaturen, Luftpost, Zeppelinbelege,
Zensurpost, Ganzsachen, Postkarten, Maximumkarten, Sonderbelege usw. Neben zahlreichen
Sondermarken, und Blockausgaben findet sich auch ein hoher Anteil an postfrischer NOMINALE, teils
Bogenweise gesammelt, hier ist eine intensive Besichtigung zu empfehlen. Dazu kommen Olympia **/ g/ */
Sonderhefte, Bücher und weiteres Material. Ein wahres Sammler Eldorado mit allem was das Herz b/ GA/
Ak/ Mk/ f
begehrt! (K11)

.

W

23021

1900/80, little accumulation of ca. 40 letters, postcards and used stationeries of many different
countries (USA, Canada, Dominicana, Belgium, France etc.), nice frankings, many organizing countries,
please inspect this interesting offer (S)
GA/ b/ Ak

120, -

W

23022

1906 - 1972, Album mit 84 besseren Belegen zu Olympischen Sommer- und Winterspielen,
Zwischenspielen und Deutschen Kampfspielen. Enthalten sind Anlasskarten, Maschinenstempel,
Sonder-Einschreibzettel, bessere FDC sowie einige Reklamemarken (A)
b/ GA/ Ak

350, -

23023

1906/1992, Olympics Games in 12 albums. Starting with short set Greece 1906, some nice poster
stamps 1912 and 1952, some intersting older covers and cards, some autographs, many covers and
cards, two albums with stamps, rest with covers and cards. 60-70 % is from year 1972. (K)

**/ g/
FDC/ b

180, -

P 23024

1908, Monaco. Sheet (479x321 mm) with a total of 71 Exhibition vignettes in 6 kinds (all in orange
brown).There are 9 pieces BRITISH OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, 40 pieces “Motorboats“ (two different), 9
pieces “Agriculture“, 9 pieces “Parisian fair“, and 4 pieces “Carnival“. Without gum, folded twice, some
tears. (M)

(*)

700, -

23025

1908. Great collection “THE STORY OF THE LONDON OLYMPIAD 1908“. No stamps or special
cancellations were issued for these games. Therefore the story is shown in postcards and with
reference to the cancellations at Shepherd‘s Bush post office and those for the Franco British
Exhibition post office. The collection can be outlined as follows: The Exhibition Stadium, Games
Publicity, The venue: Rome or London, Exhibition cancellations: Shepherds Bush and Ballymaclinton,
The Opening Day, The different Sports, The Closing Day, British Olympic Committee Vignettes,
Competitors at the Games. For the purposes of illustration and loosening up the collection of course
contains philatelic items until our day. All items are mounted on 64 sheets and expert annotated. (S)

b/ GA/
**/ *

1912-1980's: Several stamps, covers and postcards, few specials like painted essay and hundreds of
progressive proofs of various issues worldwide, all showing topics to 1924/1988 Olympic Games. (S)

**/ (*)/
b

W

P 23026•

.
500, -

23027

1920/1988, Olympics Games. Beautiful collection with stamps only from the venue countries. Deusches **/ g/
Reich with set, s/s and se-tenants (catalogue value 770.-€). (A2)
GA/ */ (*)

130, -

W

23028

1920/1992, mainly from 1960s, comprehensive MNH collection/accumulation of stamps and souvenir
sheets of various countries from All World, neatly sorted in five stockbooks, plenty of interesting material
incl. imperfs. (K)

900, -

W

23029

THE WORLD OF SKIING: Olympics 1924 Chamonix. The Founding of FIS on February 2, Gold Medal
Winning Collection beautifully mounted & knowledgeably written up 127 album pages showing the
different sides of skiing and its impact on sport and culture in the snow-covered part of the world.
Skiing, together with skating, were the main sports that established the Olympic Winter Games, and
although there have been strong conflicts between the IOC and the International Federations for the
winter sports, skiing is today the undisputed most popular winter sport in the world, and the Olympic
Winter Games have grown in popularity every fourth year. The World of Skiing covers the various
skiing sports, from cross country to snowboard, and from ski touring to speed skiing. The collection
also shows how skis have been used in war, and how skiing has grown to be a strong activity in
international tourism. A truly wonderful collection, having been recognized at the highest level as one
of the most important collections covering the theme of Skiing ever formed, 2008 Beijing Goldmedal
with 92 points, best exhibit. Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de
THE WORLD OF SKIING: Die Sammlung hat ihre Goldmedaille verdient. Sie ist wundervoll
zusammengestellt und mit viel Liebe und Sachverstand beschrieben. 128 Seiten erzählen von
verschiedenen Aspekten des Skisports und seinen Einflüssen auf Sport und Kultur im schneebedeckten
Teil der Welt. The World of Skiing zeigt die verschiedenen Spielarten der Skisports von Langlauf über
Snowboarden, von Tourenski zu Abfahrtslauf. Die Sammlung zeigt auch, wie Ski im Krieg eingesetzt
wurden und wie Ski fahren zu einem wichtigen Zweig im internationalen Tourismus geworden ist. Eine
wahrhaft wunderbare Sammlung, die auch auf höchster Ebene als eine der wichtigsten Sammlungen
zum Thema Ski fahren, gewürdigt wurde. (A2)
Die komplette Sammlung finden Sie zum Download unter www.stamp-auctions.de

310

Sammlungen / Collections

**

.

L ot

Start

W

23030

1928, Portugal for Amsterdam 1928. Collection around the Portuguese Olympic stamp with singles and
units, mint, unused or used, many specialities like broken lines, missing points, color shades and further
more. And there is a domestic letter with this Olympic-Stamp besides further franking sent on 1928, May **/ */ g/
23 (!) from Torres Vedras to Santarem. (M) 455
b

150, -

W

23031

1936, Album mit 76 besseren Belegen zu den Spielen Berlin und Kiel, dabei Absender-Freistempel, 48
Briefe mit Sonder-Einschreibzetteln, Satz- und Blockfrankaturen, Autograph, Werbekarten und seltene
Maschinenstempel z. B. aus Königsberg und Kolberg; ideal zur Detaillierung (A)
b/ GA/ Ak

450, -

W

23032

1936, German Reich. THE 'OLYMPIA' MOVIE BY LENI RIEFENSTAHL. Collection of various materials on
the movie. Includes the Riefenstahl book “Schönheit im Olympischen Kampf“ (large format, 282 pages,
2nd edition) with numerous photos from the 1936 Olympic Games. Furthermore a copy of “TIME“
Magazine Feb. 17, 1936 with a story about “Hitler's Leni Riefenstahl“, some portrait photocards, two of
them signed by Leni Riefenstahl, and many other interesting items. A non-everyday collection! (K)

120, -

23033+

1936, Karton mit Zeitungen, Sonderheften, Planbild und Sammelbilder-Alben, tolle Ergänzung für die
Sammlung. (K)

100, -

W

23034

1936, Olympische Spiele, ausstellungsmäßig aufgezogene Spezialsammlung mit ausschließlich
Belegen und drei Olympia Blocks mit Sonderstempel. Die Sammlung ist gegliedert in vier Kapitel:
Winterspiele, Österreich und die Olympiade 1936, Sommerspiele und Eintrittskarten. Dabei vielen
interessante Belege, wie z.B. Einschreiben, Zeppelin, Ansichtskarten, viele Zusammendrucke auf
Briefen, 7 Deutsche Reich Gedenkblätter. (A)
**/ g/ b

.

23035

1936, Olympische Spiele, Sammlung von 32 Büchern und 73 Heftchen, dabei auch die seltenen:
“Amtliche Bericht“ mit Widmung Theodor Lewald und Carl Diem (ohne Seite 1-24). Leni Riefenstahl
Schönheit im Olympischen Kampf. 2 Fotoalben mit zahlreichen Fotos. Dabei natürlich auch verschiedene
Zigarettenbilderalben. Weiter 68 Heftchen “Olympia-Heft“. 5 Tagesprogrammen. Das Olympia Buch von
1928. Die Erhaltung ist sehr unterschiedlich, häufig fleckig, teils Wasserschaden. (K2)

23036

1936/1984, comprehensive MNH collection/accumulation in three thick stockbooks with many
interesting issues from 1936 3rd Reich sets, souvenir sheets, imperfs, gold issues etc. (K)

**

450, -

P 23037

1936/2004, lot of covers and stamps, incl. 1936 Berlin five covers and one receipt with special event
postmarks and registration labels, 1956 Cortina two coloured cards with meter (slogan) mark, 1964
Innsbruck imperf. block of four (Monaco), 2004 Athens 13 mini sheets with “0.00€“ denomination. (S)

b/ **

W

180, -

1940, Olympics Helsinki, nice lot with 11 covers and 5 cards. Incl. five illustrade covers. (T)

b

100, G eb ot

W

23038
23039•

1940-88: Collection of about 170 progressive proofs of issues for various Olympic Games of various
countries, fresh, fine and most attractive. (T)

**/ (*)

900, -

W

23040•

1944, Polish Camp Post Woldenberg and Gross-Born, attractive lot of 11 thematic stamps resp.
cancellations. (T)

g/ d/
(*)/ GA

W

23041
23042

1952, Berlin Olympic Games, 150 complete sets. Michel 4500.- ++ (T)

W

P 23043

**

180, 450, -

1952, Olympic Games Helsinki, specialised assortment incl. signatures “J.Barthel“ and “Pino Dordoni“
(Gold Medal Winners), baggage tag of Italian team, three eprevue d'artiste Mali, vignettes, good section
France with two epreuve d'artiste, stamps with signatures of designer/engraver and 88 imperfs/imperf.
colour proofs, San Marino “Saggio“, Monaco 31 imperf. colour proofs. (M)

**/ b/
(*)

900, -

1954/1956, Australia for Melbourne 1956. A highlight of this 54-page collection are the many
different special R-sheets related to the Melbourne Olympics. In addition, the Australian Olympic
stamps are dealt with in detail, various with plate errors or print peculiarities as well as with
beautiful FDC. Also included are publicity labels by Seven Seas Stamps of Dubbo and the Olympex
labels. Also some covers with different official slogan postmarks are not missing, as well as a nice
publicity cachet incorporated by Australia house in its franking stamp. Further special features like
an official invitation card of the Olympic Civic Committee, some photographs and documents round
off this collection in a successful way. (S)

b/ GA/
**

88/90 (150)

.

W

23044

1960/2000 (ca.), OLYMPIA, huge american dealer's stock comprising an interesting accumulatin of
various souvenir- and miniature sheets, covers, phantasy stamps, stamps with plastic coating
(3D-stamps), imperforated stamps, complete sheets, FDC's etc. from countries all over the world.
Inspectation recommended! (K)

b/ Ak/
FDC/ g/
**

500, -

W

23045

1962, MAURETANIA: Summer Olympics Rome definitives with prepared but UNISSUED SMALL opt. 'JEUX
OLYMPIQUES / (olympic rings) / ROME 1960 – TOKYO 1964' and new values complete set of two in a lot
with about 140 sets mostly in larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. I/II I, €
3.360,-- (T) I/II I

**

200, -

W

23046•

1964, Tokyo Summer Games: 1964 set on MC or ppc with commemorative postmarks in several foldes,
plus related material like record “Olympic Song“ 33 rpm plastic record in folder by “Nippon Victor/His
Masters Voice“ (appears mint) inc. musical notes sheet, folders, ppc sets, special 1964 olympics Tokyo
subway map ec. ec., unusual materials, to be inspected. (S)

Mk/ FDC

130, -

W

23047•

1967, Mahra State: Olympic Games 1968 Mexico: 10f. to 500f., set of five values showing different
disciplines in complete sheets of 20 stamps, in total 2000 sets mint never hinged. Michel nos. 25/29A,
cat. value 12.000,- €. (S) 25/29a (2000)

**

200, -

W

23048•

1968, JEMEN, Summer Olympics Mexico miniature sheet 4b. 'Torch bearer' with BLACK country name in
an investment lot of about 800 items, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. Bl. 94 B (black), € 8.000,-- (S)

**

280, -
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23049•

1968, JEMEN, Summer Olympics Mexico miniature sheet 4b. ‚Torch bearer‘ with GOLD country name
in an investment lot of about 2.700 items, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. Bl. 94 B (gold), €
27.000,-- (S)

**

23050

1968/1971, Yemen big lot of more than 2800 mint never hinged sets in full or part sheets. Michel
21.000 € ++. (K)

**

250, -

W

23051•

1968/1972, MNH accumulation: Yemen Kingdom 1968, Summer OLYMPICS Mexico Gold medallists
imperf. 24b. miniature sheet 'Klaus Dibiasi, Italy - diving', lot with about 600 miniature sheets, Michel
Bl. 142 B // Sharjah 1971, Olympic Winter Games, 6r. souvenir sheet, apprx. 310 MNH pieces. Michel
no. Block 86 (310) // Yemen Kingdom 1972, Summer OLYMPICS Munich imperf. miniature sheet with
24b. gold foil stamp (horse show jumping) and olympic flag and flame in margin investment lot with
about 400 miniature sheets, Mi. Bl. 181 B. In total Michel cat.value 11.160,- €. (K)

**

240, -

W

23052

1968/1972, u/m collection with stamps and souvenir sheets in three albums, well collected on apprx.
180 pages and also incl. imperf. and gold issues. (A3)

**

120, -

W

23053•

1968/1984, Sharjah and Yemen, MNH balance of thematic issues: Sharjah Michel nos. Bl. 87 (100), Bl.
92 B (89); 1968 Kingdom of Yemen issues 187 progressive proofs; 1984 Yemen Michel nos. 1807/12
A/B (25); 1972 Yemen Artwork booklet of Rosenbaum printers. Michel cat.value 5.335,- € only for the
listed stamps+proofs+artwork! (K)

**

300, -

W

23054•

1969, JEMEN, Summer Olympics Munich 1972 'Show jumping' perforated gold foil stamps investment
lot with about 1.400 stamps, mint never hinged, unusual and scarce, Mi. 914 A, € 10.500,-- (S)

**

300, -

W

23055•

1969, Yemen - Kingdome: Olympic Games Munic 1972, 1b. to 34b. complete set in a se-tenant-sheets,
1000 sets/sheets mint never hinged in the original packing of the printing company. Michel nos.
902/913A, cat. value 6000,- €. (S) 902/912A (1000)

**

150, -

W

23056•

1971, Fudschaira/Fujeira, Summer Olympics Munich 1972 'Hurdling' gold and silver foil stamps
investment lot with about 520 stamps incl. silver perf. (155) and imperf. (155) and gold perf. (155) and
imperf. (55), mint never hinged, unusual and scarce, Mi. 754 A+B, € 6.240,-- (S)

**

160, -

W

23057•

1971, Fudschaira/Fujeira, Winter Olympics 1972 Sapporo 'Slalom' gold and silver foil stamps investment
lot with about 430 stamps incl. silver perf. (60) and imperf. (160) and gold perf. (55) and imperf. (155),
mint never hinged, unusual and scarce, Mi. 728/29 A+B, € 5.160,-- (S)

**

160, -

W

23058•

1971, Umm al Qiwan, Olympic Games Munich '72, both souvenir sheets, MNH holding of apprx. 1200
pieces. Michel no. Bl. 32/33, 14.400,- €. (S)

**

200, -

W

23059•

1972, Olympic Winter Games 1924 - 1972 (Historical Posters), set of 12 values in a se-tenant minature
sheet MNH, more than 470 sheets. Michel nos. 903/914A, cat. value for sets 4700,-€, no price given
for complete sheets. (S) 903/914A (470)

**

100, -

P 23060

1972, Olympische Spiele München, Sammlung von ca. 210 Belegen mit entsprechenden Frankaturen
bzw. Freistemplern und den Sonderstempeln, dabei auch 28 Sonder-R-Zettel, zusätzlich vier
Eintrittskarten, zwei Parkkarten, die Schmuckblatt-Telegramme “LX 3“ und LX 61“ je ungebraucht und
gebraucht (u.a. “Hurra noch zwei Karten im Schwarzhandel erhalten“). (A3)

b

300, -

W

23061

1972, Olympische Spiele München, vielseitiger Spezial-Sammlungsbestand von ca. 160 Sonderbelegen
in guter Vielfalt mit attraktiven Frankaturen und Schwerpunkt auf den verschiedenen Sonderstempeln,
dabei auch ca. 35 Sonder-R-Zettel je auf Brief sowie ein postfrischer 16er-Streifen des R-Zettels “8
München 2 Olympische Spiele 1972 in München“ mit den Nummern 465-480cl; zusätzlich postfrische
Ausgaben und einige Belege späterer Spiele (Lake Placid, Sarajevo, Seoul). (K)

b/ **

200, -

W

23062•

1972, Sapporo Winter Games: apprx. 130 cto stationery cards/covers with varieties of Olympic Village
datestamps, pictorial commemorative daters of the various sports events, “arrival of olympic fire“ and
the like, plus badge, calenders and magazine. (S)
x/ GA/ b

W

23063•

1972, Sharjah, 6r. Gold souvenir sheet “Olympic Games Munich“, 500 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block
126 (500), 6.000,- €. Of the related issue Block 123/124 only 1650 souvenir sheets were issued; for
this issue no quantity is given, but it is more than likely that it is the same. (S)

**

350, -

W

.

90, -

W

23064•

1972, Sharjah, 6r. Gold souvenir sheet “Olympic Games Sapporo“, 500 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block
124 (500), 6.000,- €. According to Michel only 1650 souvenir sheets were issued. (S)

**

350, -

W

23065•

1972, Sharjah, 6r. Silver souvenir sheet “Olympic Games Munich“, 500 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block
125 (500), 6.000,- €. Of the related issue Block 123/124 only 1650 souvenir sheets were issued; for
this issue no quantity is given, but it is more than likely that it is the same. (S)

**

350, -

W

23066•

1972, Sharjah, 6r. Silver souvenir sheet “Olympic Games Sapporo“, 500 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block
123 (500), 6.000,- €. According to Michel only 1650 souvenir sheets were issued. (S)

**

350, -

W

23067•

1972, Sharjah, Olympic Games Munich, 5dh.-3r. DE LUXE SHEETS, holding of apprx. 250 complete sets,
unused no gum (apparently as issued since there is no evidence of removed gum). Michel nos. 942/51,
no price given for de luxe sheets, fairly estimated to cat.value 7.000,- € (four times the price of a normal
imperf. set). These de luxe sheets were printed in a quantity of 1100 sets only! (S)

(*)

280, -

W

23068

1972. Summer Olympics, Munich '72. Lot containing an imperforate progressive proof (2 phases) as
blue prints for the m/s of the Olympic issue. Additionally there is an imperforate postmarked m/s for this
issue. VF and attractive! (T) 942/51 KB + Proofs

(*)/ g

130, -

23069

1976, Austria for Innsbruck 1976. Collection in 2 ring binders with many special envelopes and FDC
respectively as well as some balloon mail, with the corresponding special or additional cancellations of
the venues. According to the seller in all 140 items on 75 sheets. (A2)

b/ GA

90, -
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23070

1976, Austria. XII Olympic Winter Games, Innsbruck 1976 - A philatelic documentation. Complete,
3-volume collection on Lindner forms with a total of 226 covers and some stamps. Many interesting
cancellations, FDC, also some Olympic balloon mail and some signed maximum cards. Beautiful object.
Cheap estimation! (A3)

b/ GA

50, -

W

23071

1976, Cook Islands. Progressive proofs for the souvenir sheet of the issue 21st OLYMPIC GAMES,
MONTREAL 1976. The s/s contains the 8 values of the set and the subjects are Hurdles, Field hockey,
Fencing, Soccer (two different each). Stamps of equal denomination are pooled in pairs. The lot contains
8 different phases for the s/s. ALL THAT 10 TIMES and therefore there are 80 s/s-sheets (=640 stamps)
in all. Mint, NH. (Mi# Bl. 59) (M) Sc# 454c Proofs

**

900, -

W

23072•

1979, Libya. Pre-Olympics Moscow 1980. Lot of 140 imperforate souvenir sheets “150d Hurdles“ (Sc
#846) and 140 imperforate souvenir sheets “150d Soccer“ (Sc #847). Mint, NH, VF. RARE! (S)

**

350, -

23073

1980, Olympic Games Moscow and Lake Placid in 6 special albums on more than 300 pages, with a
wide range of mint never hinged stamps, covers and cards from all over the world. (K)

**/ b/
FDC

150, -

23074•

1982, JEMEN, Olympic Games Moscow, 25f. to 125f., 25 complete sets of six de luxe sheets each.
Michel nos. 1683/88, cat.value 2.500,- €. (M)

**

110, -

23075+

1984, OLYMPISCHE SPIELE, postfrische Sammlung in drei Alben der Seutschen Sporthilfe. Unter
anderem mit Kleinbogen Mi.-Nr. 5352/5355 der Sowjetunion. (K)

**

150, -

W

23076•

1985, JEMEN, Summer Olympics Los Angeles 1984 (wrestling, boxing, sprint, hurdling, javelin and polevaulting) set of six different imperforate special miniature sheets in an investment lot with 40 complete
sets, mint never hinged, scarce offer! Mi. 1807/12, € 4.000,-- (T)

**

140, -

W

23077

1992, Guyana. Lot containing 50 GOLD souvenir sheets and 50 SILVER souvenir sheets inscripted
“1992 OLYMPIC WINNERS [Olympic Rings]“ on white border with stamp Mi. 3980 B and 3981 B
respectively showing “Fencing“, “Figure Skating“, “Ice Hockey“, “Skiing“, “Baseball“ and “Soccer“. Mint,
NH. In all 100 souvenir sheets with 100 imperforate stamps. (Michel 12.000,- Euro) (S) Bl. 224/25 Winners

(50)

**

450, -

W

23078

1992, Guyana. Lot containing 50 GOLD souvenir sheets and 50 SILVER souvenir sheets inscripted
“ALBERTVILLE - 1992 Winter Olympic Games ... [Olympic and Genova emblems]“ on white border each
with stamp Mi. 3820 B and 3821 B respectively showing “Racing Car“, “Airship“, “Concorde“,
“Montgolfier“, “Apollo 11 Lunar Module“ and “Steam Locomotive“. Mint, NH. In all 100 souvenir sheets
with imperforate 100 stamps. (In this form not listed by Michel, but similar to Blocks 224/227; Michel
12.000,- Euro) (S) not listed

**

450, -

W

23079

1992, Guyana. Lot containing 50 GOLD souvenir sheets and 50 SILVER souvenir sheets inscripted
“ALBERTVILLE 1992 Winter Olympic Games ... [Olympic and Genova Emblems]“ on white border with
stamp Mi. 3980 B and 3981 B respectively showing “Fencing“, “Figure Skating“, “Ice Hockey“, “Skiing“,
“Baseball“ and “Soccer“. Mint, NH. In all 100 souvenir sheets with 100 imperforate stamps. (Michel
12.000,- Euro) (S) Bl. 224/25 Albertville (50)

**

450, -

W

23080

**

160, -

W

23081

1992, LATVIA: National OLYMPIC committee set of three in a lot with about 1.500 complete sets mostly
in part sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 323/25, € 6.750,-- + (S) 323/25
1992, Yugoslavia for Barcelona ‚92. Lot of 1,000 Olympic set (4 values) in complete minature sheets
of 9 stamps and 1 label. Mint, NH. (Michel 35,000 Euro) (K) 2538/41 KB (1000)

**

W

23082

1993, Guyana for Summer Games Atlanta '96. Lot of 100 GOLD miniature sheets of 2 and 100 SILVER
miniature sheets of 2 showing “Baseball“ and “Fencing“. Mint, NH. In all 200 miniature sheets with 400
stamps. (Michel 10.000,- Euro) (S) 4294/95 KB (100)

**

350, -

W

23083

1993, Guyana. Complete set of 5 times 2 GOLD and SILVER souvenir sheets à 50 piece dealing with the
OLYMPIC SUMMER GAMES ATLANTA 1996. The sheets borders are illustrated with the sports “Baseball
and Fencing“, “Cycling and Soccer“, “Judo and Swimming“, “Golf and Tennis“ and “Hockey and Show
Jumping“ (and with the Olympic Rings, of course). Mint, NH. In all 500 souvenir sheets. (Michel 15.000,Euro) (S) Bl. 315/24 (50)

**

600, -

23084

1996, Greece, 100 years of modern Olympic Games, three souvenir sheets MNH in a souvenir folder per
200. Michel 8400 €. (S) Block 13/15 (200)

**

220, -

W

23085

1996, Portugal: Olympic Games Atlanta, complete set of four in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an
investment lot of 500 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2128/31, cat. val. 2.250,- €) (M) 2128/31 (500)

**

120, -

W

23086

2000, Portugal: Olympic Games Sydney, 600 copies of the souvenir sheet Mi.no. Bl. 164 mint never
hinged. Cat. value 2.100,- €. (S) Bl. 164 (600)

**

150, -

W

23087

2000, Portugal: Olympic Games Sydney, complete set of four in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an
investment lot of 1000 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no.2455/58 , cat. val. 4.200 ,- €) (MS) 2455/58 (1000)

**

200, -

W

.2

THEMATIK: PERSÖNLICHKEITEN / PERSONALITIES

see al so 21 028, 21 03 3 , 21 1 07, 21 71 2, 22544, 23 003 , 23 01 6, 23 1 01 , 23 21 9

23088

1950/2005 (ca.), PERSONALITIES, STARS, extensive thematic selection in 12 big ring binders, with
mainly mint stamps from all over the world, with thousands of complete sets, souvenir-sheets, miniature
sheets and better issues from old to new, incl. f.e. Antigua 5S Mi. 34 * and small insular states. (K2)
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23089

ab ca.1959, ALLE WELT, umfangreiche Sammlung (ca. 450 Stck) mit Belegen vieler Persönlichkeiten der
Politik, der Aristokratie (Englisches Königshaus), Politik, Dichter u. Schriftsteller, Komponisten - Musik
und Film. Dabei Ganzsachen, Briefe und Karten, viele Marken und Kleinbogen, FDC's, Probedrucke,
Briefe, Sonderstempel, Cachets, 2 große Komponisten Portraits “Berlioz und Bruckner“- Eine vielseitige
Sammlung (K)
GA/ b/ g

400, -

23090

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Personalities“ like
“Actors“, “Popes“, “Politicians“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook. Diverse
and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23091

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Personalities“ like
“Albert Schweitzer“, “Mao“, “Kennedy“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook.
Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23092

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Personalities“ like
“Lady Di“, “Einstein“, “Statesmen“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook.
Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23093

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Personalities“ like
“Mandela“, “Statesmen“, “Musicians“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook.
Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23094

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Personalities“ like
“Marylin Monroe“, “Mandela“, “Pope Benedict XVI“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page
stockbook. Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

**

180, -

THEMATIK: PERSÖNLICHKEITEN - PRINZESSIN DIANA /
PERSONALITIES - PRINCESS DIANA
see al so 21 71 0, 22801 , 2403 1

W

23095

1998, Gibraltar, 1100 copies of the souvenir sheet mint never hinged (Michel block no. 32, cat. value
6600.- €) (S)

W

23096

GUINEA 1998, 1500 F. Block-Ausgabe zu Diana's Tod und dazu 9 x 200 F. Kleinbogen zum 1. Todestag,
je 500 Stück in Originalverpackung, dazu 9 x 250 F. “VÖGEL“ Kleinbogen, ebenfall 500 Stück, KW Mi.
weit über 10.000.- € (S) Bl. 520, 1732/40, u.a

80, -

THEMATIK: PERSÖNLICHKEITEN - CHURCHILL / PERSONALITIES - CHURCHILL
see al so 2001 2, 20026, 21 076, 21 084, 21 1 07, 21 770, 21 771 , 23 1 1 1

W

23097•

1966, Aden - Kathiri State of Seiyun: “W.S. Churchill and his paintings“, 5f. to 65f., 400 complete sets
mostly in in sheets of 25 stamps per value mint never hinged. Michel nos. 91/98A, cat.value 8000,- €.
(S) 91/98A (400)

**

150, -

W

23098

1966, Fujeira. Progressive proofs set of sheets for the issue WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL. The issue
consists of 8 values showing some different scenes from the life of Churchill. The lot contains 2 different
phases for each value in imperforated sheets of 25 stamps. ALL THAT 2 TIMES, and therefore there are
800 stamps (= 50 complete phase sets) in all. Mint, NH. (M) 60/67 Proofs

**

600, -

W

23099•

1966/1967, Aden - Kathiri State of Seiyun: “W.S. Churchill and his paintings“, 750 sets of eight different
values in complete sheets of 25 stamps each imperforated, cancelled to order (Mi.nos. 91/98B, no
price given for imperf. used, 3750,- € for perf. used, 26.250,- € for imperf. MNH) and “Churchill on a
medal“, 7000 copies in complete sheets of 25 stamps c.t.o. (Mi.no. 123B, no price given, 59.500,- € for
perf. used, 112.000,- € for impfer. MNH) (K) 91/98B (750), 123B (7000)

300, -

23100•

x

W

1970 (ca.), SHARJAH: Prominent Persons ‚Winston CHURCHILL‘ gold and silver foil stamps
investment lot with about 3.000 stamps incl. silver perf. (950) and imperf. (550) and gold perf. (950)
and imperf. (550), mint never hinged, unusual and very scarce, UNLISTED in Michel cat.! (S)

**

.3

THEMATIK: PERSÖNLICHKEITEN - KENNEDY / PERSONALITIES - KENNEDY
see al so 20024, 21 1 06, 21 1 07, 21 1 3 1

23101

1960/1990 (ca.), president JOHN F. KENNEDY, huge american dealer's stock comprising an interesting
accumulatin of various souvenir sheets, covers, postcards, FDC's, gold foil stamps, imperforated stamps
etc. from countries all over the world. Furthermore a small collection of president Franklin D. Roosevelt
collected on album pages. Nice offer! (K)

**/ g/
b/ FDC

23102•

1964, Dubai, Kennedy Mourning issues, MNH assortment of complete imperf. sheets: Michel nos.
54/56 B (900 sets) and overprint Michel no. 144 B (2800 stamps). Michel cat.value 58.200,- €. (A2)

**

W

23103

1964, Yemen. Lot of 4 proofs sheets (à 12 proofs in black) for the overprints of the “John F. Kennedy“
issue (Mi. #316/18 overprinted). No gum. In all 48 proofs. VF and attractive. (M) 332/34 Proofs

(*)

100, -

W

23104•

1964/1969, MNH assortment: 1964, Dubai, 47th Birth Anniversary of J.F.Kennedy, imperforate,
complete set of three values, units of 100 stamps (Michel nos. 113/15 B) // 1969, Ajman, Kennedy
Brothers, MNH assortment of souvenir sheets: Michel no. Bl. 122 A (112), 122 B (97), 123 A (80), 123
B (47), 124 A (40), 124 B (77). In total Michel cat.value 4.681,- €. (K)

**

120, -

W

23105•

**

100, -

W

23106 •

1965, Yemen (Kingdom): 50 compelte sets KENNEDY imperf. in units of 25 mint never hinged. Michel
nos. 139/143B, cat. value 1800,- €. (M) 139/143B (50)
1965, Yemen Kingdom, President J.F.Kennedy, souvenir sheet, apprx. 2200/2500 MNH pieces.
Michel no. Bl. 16, apprx. 60.000,- €. (K)

**

W

314
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W

23107•

1966, Aden-Qu'aiti State in Hadhramaut, definitives with red bilingual opt. 'SOUTH ARABIA' and additional
BLACK opt. '1917-1963 JOHN F. KENNEDY' in an investment lot with 50 complete sets of three in
complete panes with pane and plate numbers and imprint 'Thomas de la Rue & Company. Limited' at
bottom, mint never hinged with Rendon AIEP certificate (1991), Mi. 68/70 var., € 7.500,-- + (M)

**

170, -

W

23108•

1967 - Kathiri State of Seiyun: 500f. Kennedy and Lincoln perf. and imperf. 200 copies each and 10f.
to 250f. Kennedy and Space Exploration 500 sets perf., all mint never hinged in units. Michel nos.
164A/B, 166/172A, cat. value 6850,- € (S) 164A/B, 166/172A

120, -

23109•

**

W

1972, Sharjah, Kennedy Gold souvenir sheet, apprx. 2.700 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block 151
(2700), 40.500,- €. (K)

**

W

23110•

1972, Sharjah, Kennedy Silver souvenir sheet, apprx. 500 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block 150 (500),
7.500,- €. (S)

**

400, -

W

23111

1993, Guyana. Lot of 100 GOLD souvenir sheets and 100 SILVER souvenir sheets (on border Genoa
harbor) with imprint “30th Anniversary of the Death of John F. Kennedy“ containing the imperforate
stamps 3818 B and 3819 B respectively showing “Martin Luther King“, “John F. Kennedy“, “Abraham
Lincoln“, “Franklin D. Roosevelt“ and “Winston Churchill“. Mint, NH. In all 200 souvenir sheets with 200
imperforate stamps. (Michel 15.000,- Euro) (S) Bl. 295/96 (100)

**

600, -

1900/92 accumulation of ca. 560 covers, cards and postal stationeries, many special cachets, First
Day Covers, all on the theme scouts, interesting mixture, incl. better items (cover with content from FPO
of British troops in South Africa), nice offer, please inspect (S)

GA/ b/
Ak/ FDC

480, -

GA/ b/
Ak/ g/
**/ FDC

2.2

THEMATIK: PFADFINDER / BOY SCOUTS

see al so 1 89 69 , 2003 2, 20556, 21 048, 21 686, 22809 , 23 822, 23 823 , 23 824, 23 825
W

23112•

W

23113•

1913/1990 (ca.) exhibition collection on the theme scouts, wonderful and very clean on pages,
many better issues (Mafeking, Siam, Czechoslovakia etc), incl. meter stamps, letters, cards and
postal stationaries, a great object, very difficult to collect again, please view (K)

W

23114

1918/1980 ca., comprehensive worldwide collection with ca.300 covers/cards and hundreds of stamps
and souvenir sheets in 5 albums, comprising better 1930s issues from Romania and Hungary,
imperforated stamps, all kinds of commemorative covers and special cancellations with focus on Austria **/ */ g/
and Germany. Recommended object with high catalog value! VF condition (K)
b

P 23115•

1918/2000 (ca.), sophisticated and comprehensive holding of thematic issues, e.g. imperf. stamps,
gold foil souvenir sheets, colour/stage proofs, epreuve, Dahomey 1973 complete sheet with double
overprint etc. High retail value! (S)
**/ */ (*)

.

550, .

W

23116

1920/2013 (approx.), All World. Huge stock of thousands of SCOUT STAMPS stored in 10 stockbooks.
Mint, perforated, cut, partly used, too. Also souvenir sheets and miniature sheets as well as complete
sheets of stamps and further more specimens and gold and silver stamps, personalized stamps and
vignettes. All the stamps in the stockbooks are sorted by country: Abkhazia to Guyana, Guyana to
Japan, Yemen to Libya, Libya to Micronesia, Mocambique to Austria, Austria to Rwanda, Rwanda to
St. Vincent, St. Vincent to Taiwan, Taiwan to Tunisia and Turkey to Cyprus. Many better values are on
offer, e.g. from SIAM, CSSR, IRAN, HUNGARY. All stamps marked by Michel numbers. A worthwhile
object for the stamp lover! (K)

**/ */ g

23117

2.

W

1925/2011 (approx). Extensive collection of “Scouting“ with covers, entires and stamps in 16 files
and 1 green folder. This green folder contains 21 sheets with special items: three sheets 1944
Warsaw Uprising (Polska/German Reich), three sheets Skauten with proofs and covers
(Czechoslovakia), one sheet Mafeking (Cape of Good Hope), four sheets Vogelenzang (The
Netherlands), four sheets Gödöllö 1933 and Sport 1925 stamps and cards/covers (Hungary), two
sheets Scout Congress and Jamboree 1925 stamps and s/s (Egypt), one sheet Tiger heads stamps
1920 (Siam), two sheets Federal camp 1925 covers (Switzerland), and one sheet Scout camp 1938
stamps overprinted and cover (Lithuania). In the further there are 10 files containing cover, cards
and stamps from countries all over the world (chronologically ordered), 2 files European Community
Edition “100 Years of Scouting“ from 2007 (stamps, m/s, s/s), 3 files “Austrian Scout special
cancels“ (1936/2003), and 1 file “German Scout special cancels“ (1979/2007). A visit absolutely
worth it. (K2)

b/ GA/
**

.

23118•

1935 - 1967 (ca.), small interesting lot, besides, picture postal stationery, letters, different sentences
with emphasis Asia, among other things India Scouts admission ticket for Jamboree area with appropriate
postmark on the back, in addition folder and other unusual objects. (M)

g/ b/
FDC

23119

1940/1980 (ca.), BOY/ GIRL SCOUT, huge american dealer's stock comprising an interesting collection
of at least 500 various philatelic and none philatelic items like souvenir sheets, covers, postcards,
FDC's, pins, patches, badges etc. from different countries. Not often offered in this comprehensiveness!
(K)

P 23120•

1958-80's: About 100 progressive proofs of various Boy Scouts issues plus a Canadian picture postcard
from Girl Scout Ceremony 1958. (T)

**/ (*)/
b

100, -

23121

1960/2005, large accumulation of boy scout stamps and souvenir sheets from all over the world
housed in 12 Stockbooks. Large majority mint never hinged. (K)

**/ g

300, -

23122•

1971, FUJEIRA: World Scout Jamboree in Japan gold and silver foil stamps investment lot with about 340
stamps incl. silver perf. (160) and imperf. (60) and gold perf. (60) and imperf. (60), mint never hinged,
unusual and scarce, Mi. 685/86 A+B, € 4.740,-- (S)

**

140, -

W

W
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23123•

1971, Sharjah, holding of some thousand “Boy Scouts“ souvenir sheets (predominantly design “Lord
Baden-Powell“), partly slight toning spots in margin. Enormous cat.value! (K)

**

200, -

W

23124•

1985, Yemen, MNH assortment of complete sets and souvenir sheets: Michel nos. 1610/16 A (42),
1610/16 B (36), Block 201/02 (35). Michel cat.value 6.848,- €. (S)

**

280, -

THEMATIK: POLITIK / POLITICS

see al so 203 3 3 , 21 073 , 22056, 22074, 22467, 229 40, 23 09 8, 23 1 1 1 , 23 865, 24063
W

23125+

1693/1931, Parliament Mail, lot of 14 covers/cards, e.g. 1694 letter “Senate of Bologna“, 1834
“SENATUM SUPREMUM COLLEGIUM OMNIUM IN BELGIO“ wax seal, Switzerland two 1850 letters of
National Council in Berne, Italy stationery cards “CAMERA DEI DEPUTATI“, 1931 letter “CONGRESSO
PROVINCIAL DA INDIA PORTUGUESA“ etc. (M)

b

160, -

23126+

1875/1980 (ca.), USA, politics, House of Representatives, collection with around 150 items, with
preprinted official mail covers, many with different printed signatures, visitors passes, vignettes, picture
postcards, special tax stamps from 1874 on and so on, nice opportunity! (A)

b

220, -

23127•

1920/80 (ca.) TOPIC coll. PARLIEAMENT/GOUVERMENTS HOUSE part VII Jamaica-Mocambique with
many mint stamps, souvenir sheets, special cancels and many official-letters with senders imprints of **/ */ g/
Parliament/Gouvernment, all in an old album. (A)
GA/ b

90, -

23128•

1920/80 (ca.) TOPIC collection PARLIEAMENT/GOUVERMENTS HOUSE part VIII Nauru-Romania with
many mint stamps, souvenir sheets, varieties, special cancels and official-letters with senders imprints **/ */ g/
of Parliament/Gouvernment House, all in an old album. (A)
GA/ b

90, -

23129•

1920/80 (ca.), TOPIC collection PARLIEAMENT/GOUVERMENTS HOUSE on ca. 38 double-pages
including many mint stamps, souvenir sheets, imperforateed varieties, special cancels and many official- **/ */ g/
letters with senders imprints of Parliament/Gouvernment etc.. (S)
GA/ b

140, -

23130•

1920/80 (ca.), TOPIC collection PARLIEAMENT/GOUVERMENTS HOUSE part II Bahamas-Cyprus with
many mint stamps, souvenir sheets, proofs, varieties, special cancels and official-letters with senders **/ */ g/
imprints of Parliament/Gouvernment, all in an old album. (A)
b

90, -

23131•

1920/80 (ca.), TOPIC collection PARLIEAMENT/GOUVERMENTS HOUSE part IX Samoa-Zambia with
many mint stamps, souvenir sheets, special cancels and ,many official-letters with senders imprints of **/ */ g/
Parliament/Gouvernment, all in an old album. (A)
GA/ b

90, -

23132•

1920/80 (ca.), TOPIC collection PARLIEAMENT/GOUVERMENTS HOUSE part VI Haiti-Italy with many
mint stamps, souvenir sheets, proofs, varieties, special cancels, old picture cards and official-letters **/ */ g/
with senders imprints of Parliament/Gouvernment, all in an old album. (A)
GA/ b

90, -

THEMATIK: PORZELLAN-KERAMIK / PORCELAIN-CERAMICS
see al so 229 59

23133

1990, Portugal, faience - ceramics, 519 x Michel no. 1806/1811 mint never hinged in folded sheets.
Catalogue value 3633 Euro. (S) 1806/1811 (519)

**

130, -

THEMATIK: POSTAUTOMATION / POSTAL MECANIZATION
see al so 241 9 1 , 24274, 2873 4

P 23134•

1889/1981(ca.), Posten von über 400 Belegen Postautomation und Freistempler, überwiegend
Deutsches Reich, etwas Nachkriegsdeutschland und Alle Welt in meist normaler Bedarfserhaltung. (K)

b/ GA

400, -

23135

1963-1990, Partie mit geschätzt 1.000 Briefen und Belegen BRD, dabei auch Ganzsachen viele
Freistempel, auch frühe Versuchscodierungen, etwas Literatur, idealer Posten für Einsteiger. (K)

b

100, -

THEMATIK: RAUMFAHRT / ASTRONAUTICS

see al so 20007, 2001 5, 2001 7, 2003 7, 20045, 20050, 20055, 201 04, 203 1 7, 20556, 20567, 20651 ,
21 041 , 21 069 , 21 070, 21 1 20, 21 1 26, 21 1 27, 21 1 3 1 , 21 1 3 9 , 21 1 43 , 21 1 46, 21 1 47, 21 1 68, 21 666,
21 768, 21 769 , 22001 , 2271 9 , 22802, 229 29 , 23 078, 23 1 08, 24655, 2471 0, 2471 1 , 2471 2, 2471 3

23136

1950s/1990s (ca.), SPACE, big collection in 11 albums with many mint never hinged stamps and some
covers and cards, with a few autographs. Please inspect, some albums a completely filled, some are
almost emptied. (K)
**/ g/ b

200, -

W

23137

1960/1980 (ca.), comprehensive collection/accumulation in two stockbooks with plenty of stamps and
souvenir sheets from All World, main value in the MNH material, some better pieces noted. High cat.
value! (K)

**/ g

350, -

W

23138

1960/1980 (ca.), SPACE/ TRANSPORTATION, huge american dealer's stock comprising an interesting
accumulatin of various souvenir- and miniature sheets, covers, phantasy stamps, stamps with plastic
coating (3D-stamps), imperforated stamps, complete sheets etc. from countries all over the world.
Inspectation recommended! (K)

**/ g

300, -

23139

1960/1980ties, SPACE, dealer stock on stockcards, all items are already priced by Michel catalogue:
ca. 2.750 €. 95 % are mint never hinged, only a few are cancelled. (S)

**/ g

200, -

23140

1960/1991 (ca.), comprehensive collection/assortment of thematic (East Bloc) issues, in addition
some covers bearing apprx. 45 signatures of Soviet cosmonauts. (S)
b/ **/ g

180, -

23141

1965/1989, Space, Apollo big inverstment lot of mint never hinged stamps from: Ajman, Aitutaki,
Burundi, Cook, Fujeira, Guinea, Manama, Penrhyn and Tunisia. Mostly in sheets/sheet parts. Catalogue
value 27800.- € (K)

750, -

W
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23142

1966, space exploration, Ajman 280 x Michel no. 93/102 mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue
value 1960 € (S) 93/102 (280)

**

100, -

W

23143•

1966/1973, Fujeira, assortement of 34 covers (mainly unaddressed envelopes) bearing attractive
thematic frankings incl. souvenir sheets, imperf. issues, se-tenants, overprints and also four silver and
one gold stamp! (S)

b

200, -

W

23144

1966/1978 (ca.), SPACE, enormous stock of used perforated and imperforated stamps with
hundreds to thousands of copies each. Obviously all in larger units or complete sheets sorted in
small boxes or envelopes. Covers countries like Fujeira, Ajman, Burundi, Cook Islands, Haiti etc.
High catalogue value! (K3)

g

W

23145•

1967, Aden - Qu´aiti State in Hadhramaut - Rockets and Planes - set of eight values in pairs, 150 sets
impfer. mint never hinged in sheets and units. Michel nos. 214/221, cat. value 3300,- €. (MS) 214/221

(150)

**

100, -

W

23146•

1967, Aden-Kathiri State of Seiyun, definitives with red bilingual opt. 'SOUTH ARABIA' and additional
BLACK opt. of the different ASTRONAUTS in an investment lot with 50 complete sets of six in complete
or half panes with marginal inscriptions, mint never hinged, Mi. 116/21 var., € 7.500,-- + (M)

**

170, -

W

23147•

1967, Aden-Mahra: Rockets and spaceships: 10f. to 500f., set of nine values showing different
disciplines in complete sheets of 20 stamps, in total more than 2000 sets mint never hinged. Michel
nos. 58/66A, cat. value at least 15.000,- €. (K) 58/66A (2000)

**

300, -

W

23148•

1967, Aden-Qu´aiti State in Hadhramaut: Projects of Discovering the Moon: 10f. to 250 f. complete set
of seven values in complete sheets 25 stamps each, 2500 sets mint never hinged. Michel nos.
115/121A, cat. value 20.000,- €. (K) 115/121A (2500)

**

500, -

.

W

23149•

1967, Qu´aiti State in Hadhramaut - 500f. “killed US astronauts“, imperf., more than 1700 copies of
this stamp in sheets of 20 c.t.o. (Michel no. 141B). Additionally more than 900 copies of Michel no.
138B (EXPO 1967), also in sheets and c.t.o. No price given for cancelled stamps, more than 29.000,- for
MNH. (M)

x

100, -

W

23150

1969, moon landing Apollo 11, Burundi 180 x Michel no. 520/527 B, mint never hinged in imperforated
full sheets of 12 stamps. Catalogue value 3060 €. (S) 520/527 B

**

200, -

P 23151

1969, moon landing, 100 x Sharjah Michel Block 105/107 with red overprint “The Historical Event of
Eagle's Landing on the Moon 20th July 1969“, mint never hinged. Catalgoue value 6000 €. (S) Block

105/107 var.

**

300, -

W

23152

1969, paintings with silver overprint Apollo 8, Burundi 178 x Michel no. 472/479 B, mint never hinged
in imperforated part sheets. Catalogue value 1780 €. (S) 472/479 B (178)

**

120, -

W

23153•

1969, Sharjah, NASA Medal for Distinguished Service, 3r. Gold stamp perforated, holding of 1200
stamps MNH within mini sheets (partly some slight toning spots in margins). Michel no. 941 A (1200),
7.800,- €. (S)

**

400, -

W

23154•

1969, Yemen (Kingdom) - Apollo programme 'Exploration of the moon' sheetlet with 15 different stamps
with SILVER opt. of Apollo 14 emblem in a lot with 60 perforated sheetlets all with opt. VARIETIES incl.
inverted opt., double opt. or double opt. incl. one inverted (20 sheetlets each), mint never hinged and
very scarce, Mi. 1129/43 A var. (M)

**

250, -

W

23155•

1969, Yemen (Kingdom): APOLLO “Mission to the moon“ complete set of 15 stamps in sheetlets with
GOLDEN and SILVER imprint. The Michel catalogue lists only perf./imperf. sets but not the two imprints.
500 sheetlets of each version mint never hinged. (Mi.nos. 726/740) (S) 726/740 (1000)

**

300, -

W

23156•

1969, YEMEN (Kingdom): History of space flight 'Apollo XII' two different GOLD miniature sheets with
'Apollo XII crew and Astronauts on the moon' investment lot with about 850 miniature sheets (crew) and
1.250 miniature sheets (Astronauts on moon), mint never hinged, unusual and seldom offered in
quantity, Mi. Bl. 178/79, € 25.200,-- (S)

**

800, -

W

23157•

1969, Yemen Kingdom, Return of Apollo 13, MNH holding of apprx. 445/450 complete sets of DE
LUXE SHEETS (consecutively numbered=predominantly resulting in “matching number sets“).
Michel nos. 895/902. Very rarely seen in quantities! (S)

**

W

23158•

1969, Yemen, Gold issue “Apollo 12“, imperf. souvenir sheet with 24b. denomination, assortment of 63
pieces showing varieties: 54 pieces with golden imprint (which is partly displaced resp. of smaller size)
but without embossing (astronauts); one piece without golden imprint and without embossing; eight
pieces with golden imprint but with displaced embossing (of various occurrences). Scarce and attractive
group! Michel no. Bl. 178 (M)

**

800, -

W

23159•

1969/1970, Yemen Kingdom, Apollo Programs, MNH assortment of 115 se-tenant sheets: Michel nos.
726/40 perforated (ten sheets), do. imperforate with silver “Apollo 10“ overprint (twelve sheets, not
listed), 935/49 perforated (golden “Apollo 12“ overprint, 93 sheets). (S)

**

170, -

W

23160•

1969/1971, “Space“ issues of Ajman, Umm al Qaiwan, Sharjah and Ras al Khaima incl. de luxe sheets
and gold issues, lot of 38 unaddressed envelopes/f.d.c. Rare and attractive offer! (S)

b/ FDC

240, -

W

23161•

1969/1971, Sharjah, assortment of 27 (mainly cacheted) envelopes bearing attractive “Space“
frankings, incl. imperfs, souvenir sheets and overprints. Rarely seen! (T)

FDC/ b

200, -

W

23162•

1969/1972 (ca.), FUJEIRA, YEMEN, UMM AL-QIWAIN, SHARJAH: accumulation with only MNH stamps on
the topic space, APOLLO programs etc. including many imperf. in units and complete sheets, also many
overprints, in various quantities with a huge cat. value. (S)

**

500, -
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23163•

1969/1972, assortment of thematic items: Yemen Kingdom Artwork “Conquest of the Moon“ on
cardboard with transparent overlay; Sharjah 150 progressive proof stamps. (MS)

W

23164•

1969/1972, FUJEIRA: accumulation with only MNH stamps on the topic spac, APOLLO programs etc.
mostly imperf. in units and overprints, in quantities between 45 and 100 sets per issue. List of content
enclosed. Catalogue value according to that list more than 6000,- € (available in our online catalogue).
Additinally hundreds of sheets with Yemen Kingdom Mi.nos. 726/740 perf. (Discovery of the Moon) and
impfer. MNH with a huge cat. value. (S)

**

500, -

W

23165•

1969/1972, MNH accumulation: Yemen Kingdom 1969, History of Outer Space Exploration, 24b.
souvenir sheet “Apollo XII/Moon surface“, 1000 MNH pieces. Michel no. Bl. 175 // Yemen 1970,
Interplanetary stations two different perf. and imperf. miniature sheets 10b. 'Spaceships in an
investment lot with about 330 (perf.) and 30 (imperf.) miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl.
135/36 // Umm al Qaiwan 1972, APOLLO 11 to 17 seven different imperforate de luxe sheets in
different quantities (total about 1.900) fine used (CTO), ex Mi. 922/29. In total Michel cat.value apprx.
9.400,- €. (K)

**/ g

300, -

W

23166•

1969/1972, RAS AL KHAIMA, collection of thematic GOLD and SILVER issues, 25 unaddressed
envelopes bearing 28 stamps and 14 souvenir sheets/de luxe sheets. (M)

b

170, -

W

23167•

1969/1972, RAS AL KHAIMA, u/m collection of thematic GOLD and SILVER issues exclusively, comprising
52 stamps and 34 souvenir sheets/de luxe sheets. (A)

**

300, -

W

23168•

1969/1972, Yemen (YAR/Kingdom), group of 33 envelopes bearing thematic frankings incl. imperf.
issues, gold stamps and souvenir sheets. Very rare offer! (S)

b

200, -

W

23169•

b

110, -

W

23170

1969/1973, Ajman/Fujeira, group of 18 covers (registered airmail/unaddressed envelopes) bearing
attractive thematic frankings (stamps perf./imperf., souvenir sheets, de luxe sheets) (M)
1969/1973. Lot of about 101 covers/FDC, 20 stamps and 4 souvernir sheets (mint, NH), a lot of
GOLD and SILVER stamps of various countries concerning with space topics like Apollo, Moon flight,
Explorer, American and Russian cosmonauts, Space achievement, Soyouz, Luna, Planet exploration
and some topics more. (K)

b/ FDC/
**

120, -

.

W

23171

(420)

**

150, -

W

23172

1970, Apollo 13, Ajman 350 x Michel no. 561/566 A mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue value
2100 € (S) 561/566 A (350)

**

100, -

W

23173

1970, Apollo 13, Fujeira 504 x Michel no. 456/462 mint never hinged in full sheets of 12 stamps.
Catalogue value 5544 €. (S) 456/462 (504)

**

300, -

W

23174

1970, Apollo space flights, Fujeira 187 x Michel no. 390/398 mint never hinged in full sheets of 12
stamps and some part sheets + many incomplete sets. Catalogue value 2727 €. (S) 390/398 (187)

**

150, -

W

23175•

1970, Sharjah, 4r. Silver souvenir sheet “Moon Landing“, 187 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block A 69 B
(187), no price given, the corresponding Gold souvenir sheet is priced with 12,- €. Cat.value estimated
to 2.244,- €. (T)

**

140, -

W

23176•

1970, Yemen (Kingdom): APOLLO programme 'Exploration of the moon' sheetlet with 15 different
stamps with SILVER overprint of the Apollo 14 emblem. 500 sheetlets cancelled to order. No price given
in the Michel catalogue, nos. 1129/1143A. (S) 1129/1143A (500)

x

100, -

W

23177•

1970, Yemen (kingdom): APOLLO programme 'Exploration of the moon' sheetlet with 15 different stamps
with SILVER overprint of the Apollo 14 emblem. 500 sheetlets mint never hinged. Michel 5500,- €, nos.
1129/1143A. (S) 1129/1143A (500)

**

200, -

23178•

1970/1972, “Space“ issues of Fujeira, Ajman and Sharjah (incl. de luxe sheets/mini sheets), lot of 48
unaddressed envelopes/f.d.c./airmail covers. Rare and attractive offer! (K)

b/ FDC

300, -

23179

1970/2018(ca.), SPACE: interesting lot with more than 600 covers, cards and postal stationeries, with
special postmarks, additionally miniature sheets and FDC's, mostly Soviet Union/Russia but also other
countries like GDR or China. (K)

b/ GA

200, -

W

1970, Apollo 13 flight to the moon, Rwanda 400 x Michel no. 414/421 mint never hinged in folded part
sheets of 20, each part sheet with one printed lablel, scarce. Catalogue value 2000 € ++ (S) 414/421

W

23180

1971, Apollo 14, Ajman 720 x Michel no. 755/760 A mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue value
3600 € (S) 755/760 A (720)

**

180, -

W

23181

1971, Apollo 14, Manama 680 x Michel no. 412/417 mint never hinged in full sheets of 8 stamps and
some part sheets. Catalogue value 3400 €. (S) 412/417 A (680)

**

180, -

W

23182

1971, Apollo 15, Manama 720 x Michel no. 578/583 mint never hinged in full sheets of 8 stamps.
Catalogue value 3240 €. (S) 578/583 A (720)

**

180, -

W

23183

1971, space Apollo, Ajman 360 x Michel no. 982/989 mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue value
1980 € (S) 982/989 A (360)

**

100, -

23184

1971, space Copernicus, Ajman 390 x Michel no. 991/998 mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue
value 1950 € (S) 991/998 (390)

**

100, -

W

23185

1971, space exploration, Ajman 395 x Michel no. 991/998 A mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue
value 1975 € (S) 991/998 A (395)

**

100, -

W

23186

1971, space ships, Ajman 482 x Michel no. 964/969 mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue value
2217 € (S) 964/969 A (482)

**

100, -
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23187

1972, Apollo flights, Cook Isl. 342 x Michel no. 306/313 mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue
value 1710 € (S) 306/313 (342)

**

100, -

W

23188•

1972, Sharjah, APOLLO 11+16, MNH assortment of apprx. 580 progressive proofs within multiples.
Michel nos. 970/72, 985/86. (S)

**

280, -

P 23189•

1972, Sharjah: 5 R. Painting by E. Delacroix: rider on horse, souvenir sheet Mi.no. 154 with GOLDEN
overprint “Safe Departure / Moon-Landing / Calender“ (also in Arabic) and two APOLLO 16 signets,
not listed in the Michel catalogue. 100 copies mint never hinged, slightly curved. Very rare and
hardly ever offered in this quantity. (T) 154 var (100)

P 23190•

**

.

1972, Sharjah: 5 R. Painting by E. Delacroix: rider on horse, souvenir sheet Mi.no. 154 with SILVER
overprint “Safe Departure / Moon-Landing / Calender“ (also in Arabic) and two APOLLO 16 signets,
not listed in the Michel catalogue. 100 copies mint never hinged, slightly curved. Very rare and
hardly ever offered in this quantity. (T) 154 var. (100)

**

.

W

23191

1972, space exploration, Burundi 159 x Michel no. 832/837 B, mint never hinged in imperforated full
sheets and part sheets of 16 stamps. Catalogue value 1590 €. (M) 832/837 B (159)

**

120, -

W

23192

1973, Apollo15, Haiti 3 values with silver overprint mint never hinged in full sheets. 966 x 50 Cents, 968
x 2 G. and 998 x 5 G. Not listed in Michel. (S)

**

250, -

23193

1973, Nicolaus Copernicus, Burundi 120 x Michel no. 931/962 B cto in imperforated mini sheets of 8.
Catalogue value -.- for mnh 6000 €. (S) 931/962 B (120)

x

100, -

P 23194

1973, Nicolaus Copernicus, Burundi 400 x Michel no. 947/962 A (Scott C183/6) airmail stamps, mint
never hinged in mini sheets of 8. Catalogue value approx. 14.600 €. (S) 947/962 A (400)

**

800, -

W

23195

1975, Aitutaki. American-Soviet space flight Apollo-Soyuz. Lot of 10 IMPERFORATE souvenir sheets
showing “American and Soviet flag, Apollo-Soyuz emblem“ and “Icarus, Apollo and Soyuz spaceships
before docking“. Mint, nh. (T) Bl. 5 (10) Imperf.

**

130, -

W

23196

1975, Apollo-Sojus, Burundi 183 x Michel no. 1133/1148 B, mint never hinged in imperforated full
sheets of 8 blocks of four. Catalogue value 3294 €. (S) 1133/1148 B (183)

**

250, -

W

23197

1975, Apollo-Sojus, Burundi 360 x Michel no. 1133/1148 A, mint never hinged in full sheets of 8 blocks
of four. Catalogue value 5.400 €. (S) 1133/1148 A (360)

**

300, -

W

23198

1975, Apollo-Sojus, Cook Isl. 728 x Michel no. 453/458 mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue
value 3640 € (S) 453/458 (728)

**

180, -

W

23199

1976, Apollo-Sojus, Rwanda 396 x Michel no. 835/842 mint never hinged in full sheets and part sheets.
Catalogue value 2772 € (S) 835/842 (396)

**

150, -

W

23200

1977/1980: small lot of 10 covers, written by cosmonauts to the famous Russian collector Irina
Nikolajewna. The adresses are handwritten by the cosmonauts Alexej Leonow, Lew Djomin, Valentin
Lebedew, Sigmund Jähn (Germany), Wladimir Kowaljonok, Schuderdemidyn Gurragdschaa (Mongolia),
Alexander Wolkow, Bertalan Farkas and Bela Mayari (Hungary), Wladimir Ljachow, Oleg Makarow. Rare!.
(T)

b

200, -

W

23201

1979, space first moon landing, Cook Isl. 1000 x Michel no. 624/627 mint never hinged in full sheets.
Catalogue value 4000 € (S) 624/627 (1000)

**

200, -

W

23202

**

300, -

W

23203

1980, first moon landing, Guinea 500 x Michel no. 883/890 A mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue
value 5500 € (S) 883/890 A (500)
1980/2015 (ca.), SIGNATURES of Astronauts/Cosmonauts, assortment of commemorative covers/
cards/photographs, comprising apprx. 79 signatures, some with certificate. (M)

b

W

23204

1985, Montserrat, Halley's Comet, investment lot of full sheets and part sheets, in total 2050 complete
sets + some incomplete sets. Michel 16.167 €. (K) 622/629 (2050)

**

450, -

W

23205

1989, 20 anniversary of first moon landing, 416 x Penrhyn Michel no. 500/504 in 26 mini sheets of
each value, mint never hinged. Catalogue value 4992 € (S) 500/504 (416)

**

250, -

W

23206

1989, space first moon landing, Cook Isl. 300 x Michel no. 1269/1276 mint never hinged in full sheets.
Catalogue value 5400 € (S) 1269/1276 (300)

**

250, -

W

23207

1992, intl. space year, Morocco 1600 x Michel no. 1206 mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue
value 1600 € (S)

**

100, -

W

23208

1994, 20th anniversary of first landing on the moon, in 35 mini sheet sets each with 12 stamps. Michel
654/656 mint never hinged. Catalogue value 5040 € (S) 654/656 (420)

**

1994, Abkhazia, Apollo 11, 100 x silver souvenir sheet mint never hinged. Scarce offer. (S)

**

250, 250, -

1994, Aitutaki, 20th anniversary of first landing on the moon. 250 x Michel Block 73 mint never hinged.
Catalogue value 3750 € (S) Block 73 (250)

**

150, -

P 23209
W 23210

2.

W

23211

1994, WW II and civil war anniversary, Apollo 11, 50 x Guyana one gold and one silver souvnier sheet
Michel Bl. 397/398 mint never hinged. Catalogue value 3000 € (T) Block 397/398 (50)

**

150, -

W

23212

1998, Guinea, 300 mint never hinged mini sheets, each with nine stamps with value 300 GNF, Yvert
4050 € (S)

**

100, -

W

23213

2000, Portugal: 20th century/ space, investment lot with 2500 copies of Mi.no. 2387 in sheets of 50,
mint never hinged. Cat. value 3.750,- €. (MS) 2387 (2500)

**

150, -
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23214

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topics “Space travel“ and
“Traffic/Transport in general“ in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook. Diverse and varied, and
apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh. Top quality. Favorably. (A)

23215

UNIVERS: High-quality mint never hinged (and some CTO/canc.) estate, housed in 40 large
stockbooks, with stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets from all over the world, including
imperforated issues, stamps on gold foil and other specialties, very high catalogue value, an ideal
stock for detailing and retail. (K6)
UNIVERSUM, hochwertiger meist postfrischer (teils auch CTO/gest.) Bestand in 40 dicken E-Büchern,
mit Marken, Blöcken und Kleinbögen aus aller Herren Ländern, dabei auch zahlreiche geschnittene
Ausgaben, Goldfolienmarken und andere Besonderheiten, immenser Katalogwert, ideal zur Aufteilung.
(K6)

P 23216

100, -

**

**

Exhibition collection “MAN´S EXPLORATION AND CONQUEST OF SPACE. Target -the Moon-“ with 80
sheets. There are 5 main chapters :1.Man´s comprehension of space 2.Pioneering space technology
3.Bringing man into space 4.Landing man on the moon and return him 5.Exploring lunar surface, b/ GA/
with covers and stamps informativly and very nicely mounted (A)
d/ g/ **

3.

2.

THEMATIK: RELIGION / RELIGION

see al so 20022, 21 03 4, 21 1 04, 21 1 07, 21 1 1 8, 21 1 28, 21 1 29 , 21 1 3 0, 21 1 3 4, 21 1 67, 21 257, 21 258,
22285, 229 40

P 23217

1900/1985 (ca.), MARTIN LUTHER und seine Zeit incl. Calvin und Melanchton, vielseitige Sammlung
mit ca. 130 Belegen und zahlreichen losen Marken; dabei entsprechende Frankaturen, Stempel,
Ansichtskarten usw. (S)
b/ **/ g

100, -

23218

1939/1990ties, big collection Religion, Jesus, Pope, Church, Vatican, etc. on selfmade pages with many **/ */ g/
mint never hinged stamps and souvenir sheets, many FDC and covers, Gold stamps. (K)
FDC/ b

300, -

W

23219

1960/1995 (ca.), POPE JOHN PAUL II, huge american dealer's stock comprising an interesting
accumulatin of various souvenir sheets, covers, postcards, FDC's, gold foil stamps etc. from countries all
over the world. Nice offer! (K)

b/ FDC/
Mk/ **/
Ak

200, -

W

23220•

1969, Yemen (Kingdom): Life of Christ (paintings), two sheetlets with different 15 stamps each showing
episodes of the life of Jesus Christ in paintings on the occasion of the 5th anniversary of the meeting of
the imam with pope Paul VI. 500 sets of sheetlets mint never hinged. Michel cat. value for the sets
20.000,- € (no price given for complete sheetlets), nos. 678/707. (S) 678/707 (500)

300, -

23221

**

W

Diversive and specialized collection of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets, covers, postcards
etc. showing a wide range of religions and religious circumstances, with churches, religious art,
pilgrims and places of pilgimage, religious leaders etc., but also war, natural disasters, religious
persecution and many other topics. (K)
Vielseitiger Bestand mit unterschiedliches Facetten zum Thema, dabei Abbildungen von Kirchen und
kirchlicher Kunst, Wallfahrtsorte, Religionsführer, aber auch Krieg, Naturkatastrophen, religiöse
Verfolgung...etc, dokumentiert mit postfrischen Marken, Blöcken, Briefen und Belegen ab Vorphila,
tolles Objekt zum weiteren Ausbau. (K)

**/ b/
GA

.3

THEMATIK: ROTES KREUZ / RED CROSS

see al so 201 3 4, 203 3 9 , 20556, 20559 , 20560, 20568, 2089 4, 21 029 , 21 061 , 21 23 9 , 21 41 6, 21 584,
22423 , 23 822, 23 823 , 23 824, 23 825, 23 9 1 5, 23 9 58, 25725, 259 80

23222

1914/1980, Europe/Overseas. Lot of about 75 cards and covers on the Red Cross topic. In some cases
inquiries to the Red Cross in Geneva, but also pieces from the individual societies. Besides 2 stamp
booklets Belgium 1953 and 1 registered letter North Korea 1953. (S)

b/ GA

P 23223•

1918-70 Red Cross & Red Crescent: Group of covers and final artist's drawings including 1918 registered
cover from Vienna to Switzerland, return as recommandation was not allowed during the late WWI,
several used and mint miniatur sheets of 1945 Red Cross Congress in Mulhouse, up to two 1970 final
artist's drawing of Red Crescent stamps. (M)

b/ **/
(*)/ g

1950´s/1970´s, beautiful collection on blanc pages. Incl. Omnibus-issues 1963. (A2)

**/ FDC

W

23224

350, -

200, 130, -

THEMATIK: SCHIFFE / SHIPS

see al so 1 9 51 0, 20080, 201 50, 20642, 20687, 21 043 , 22822, 23 024, 23 807, 23 808, 23 809 , 25261

23225

1890/1990ties (ca.), SHIPS, dealer stock on stockcards, all items are already priced by Michel
catalogue: ca. 3775 €. In addition some covers and poster stamps with net price 125 €. Most items are
mint never hinged, many older ones are cancelled or hinged. Incl. many better items: St. Helena 48 (50 **/ */ g/
€), SPM 467/70 (220 €), Oman 141/52 w (200 €), etc. (S)
b/ Ak

300, -

W

23226

1952, navigator and their ships, 25 x Michel no. 280/289 mint never hinged, incl. one block of four of
each. Catalogue value 1000.- € (T) 280/289 (25)

**

120, -

W

23227

1967, Navy Club - ships and aircrafts, 200 x Michel no. 346/347 in part sheets. Catalogue value 1100.€ (M) 346/347 (200)

**

150, -

23228

1990, Portugal Madeira, traditional ships, 926 x Michel no. 139/142 mint never hinged in folded
sheets. Catalogue value 5556 Euro. (S) 139/142 (926)

**

200, -

P 23229

1997, Portugal: historical Portugese liners, complete set of four in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an
investment lot of 1000 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2168/74, cat. val. 5.000,- €) (MS) 2168/69 (1000)

**

250, -
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23230

Start
Zwei Kartons mit Marken und Briefen, dabei Ausstellungsblätter, unbearbeitetes Material, Dubletten,
beginnend mit dem Einbaum bis hin zum modernen Container Schiff, auch Kriegsschiffe, Segler,
Dampfer sind vertreten. Zum großen Teil Nachkriegsausgaben, schöner Grundstock zum Ausbauen.
(K2)
**/ g/ b

500, -

THEMATIK: SCHIFFE-KRIEGSSCHIFFE / SHIPS-BATTLE SHIPS
see al so 28742

23231

1969/1973, Italy. Two-volume collection “Die italienische Kriegsmarine - Schiffspost und Post von
Marine-Dienststellen“ (German text) contains a large number of naval service letters, arranged and
described according to the various ships. In addition a volume “Die Schiffahrtsgesellschaft 'Italien Line'“
(German text), which dominated Italian shipping on the transatlantic line to America for 50 years. Also
here many interesting covers and cards with various cancellations. (In the appendix still some pages
with Portugal stamps) (K)

b/ GA

450, -

**

200, -

THEMATIK: SCHIFFE-SEGELSCHIFFE / SHIPS-SAILING SHIPS
see al so 21 3 05, 22801 , 23 23 4, 2561 8, 25807, 25808

W

23232

1998, Portugal: sailing ships, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot of
500 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2293/98, cat. val. 5.000,- €) (M) 2293/98 (500)

THEMATIK: SEEFAHRER, ENTDECKER / SAILORS, DISCOVERERS
see al so 201 20, 20587, 2063 4, 2561 8

P 23233

1860/2010 (ca.), “Explorers“ in general and “Christoph Columbus“ in particular, wide-spread
thematic collection in four albums, comprising apprx. 110 covers cards and plently of loose (mainly
MNH) stamps and souvenir sheets from “All World“. Included is especially a good range of CHILE and **/ b/
USA covers/cards, e.g. Colon heads, (uprated) stationeries etc. (K)
GA/ */ (*)

P 23234

1930/2000 (ca.), NAVIGATORS/EXPLORERS/SAILING BOATS, sophisticated collection of apprx. 600
covers/cards with plenty of interesting and attractive material, many of them referring to Cook,
Columbus, Arctic/Antarctic-related, also a good range of TAAF covers with attractive frankings. (K)

b

500, -

23235

1982, Sao Thome and Principe, special collection of various souvenir sheets with the topic famous
sailors including Mi.-no. Bl. 100/105 (200 copies each) and Bl. 99 (200 copies). Total Mi.-cat.value
15.400,- € (S) Bl. 99/105;

**

350, -

W

.

THEMATIK: SPIELE-SCHACH / GAMES-CHESS
see al so 22825, 23 81 6, 243 82

P 23236

1927/2000 (ca.), enormous collection of thematic covers/cards (stated to 3.468 pieces), showing a
great range of corresponding frankings, cacheted envelopes, signatures, meter marks, slogan and
special event marks etc. (K2)

b/ GA

600, -

W

23237

1950/2000 (ca.), collection/accumulation of thematic stamps and souvenir sheets in four binders and
in one stockbook, also incl. imperforate issues, gold issues, four copies of PRC 1979 souvenir sheet (two
MNH and two c.t.o.) etc. Stated to cat.value 8.200,- €. (K)

**/ g

250, -

W

23238

1981, Sao Thome and Principe, special collection of various souvenir sheets with the topic check in the
follwing amounts: Mi.-no. Bl. 67I imperforated with overprinted perforation (200), Bl. 67II imperforated
(200); Bl. 60A (500), Bl. 60B imperforated (500). Total Mi.-cat.value 37.200,- € (S)

**

900, -

W

23239

1981, SAO TOME E PRINCIPE: Chess World Championship winner 'Kasparov and Kortschnoi' set in setenant horiz. pairs perf. and imperf. with variety BLUE or BLACK overprint (instead of red) in an investment
lot with 200 pairs each all in vertical strips of five, mint never hinged (total 800 pairs/sets), Mi. 712/13
var. (blue/black), unpriced in Michel (€ 12.800,-- for the normal perf. issue with red opt.!) (M)

**

900, -

W

23240

1990, Yugoslavia. CHESS OLYMPIAD, Novi Sad. Lot with 1,000 blocks perforated / silver and 1,000
blocks imperforate / gold. Mint, NH. (Michel 18,000 Euro) (K) Bl. 38/39 (1000)

**

700, -

W

23241

1990, YUGOSLAVIA: Chess Olympiad in Novi Sad perf. and imperf. miniature sheets in a lot with about
115 complete sets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 38/39, € 2.070,-- (T) Bl. 38/39

**

160, -

b

650, -

THEMATIK: SPIELZEUG / TOYS
P 23242

1916/1939. The story of the TEDDY BEAR, which is still very popular today, is the story of RICHARD
STEIFF, the nephew of the company's founder Margarete Steiff. He is the father of the teddy bear, so to
speak. Based on sketches Richard made during his frequent visits to the Stuttgart zoo and the bear
enclosure there, he developed the first Steiff Bear PB55. Now this name was not very romantic, but quite
practical for product characterization; it meant P stands for “Plüsch“ (plush), B for “Beweglich“ (movable)
and 55 for the size of 55 cm. After some initial difficulties during the Leipzig Fair were overcome, the
Steiff Bear began its triumphal procession around the world. The actual name Teddy was given to the
bear after Theodore Roosevelt (who was also a passionate hunter), whereby Teddy is the American short
form for Theodore. Finally, due to a special hunting-bear incident, which then became independent
through the press (especially through various caricatures of the bear, which got cuter and cuter), the
readers, who had already sold this bear in the USA, gave this bear the name Teddy. - THIS COLLECTION
CONTAINS in all 61 items (covers, postcards, picture postcard, photograph and a cheque addressed and
related respectively to Richard Steiff, resident of Jackson, (Mich.) USA, and is supplemented by some
(English) texts on the history of the Steiff company. (A)
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THEMATIK: SPORT / SPORT

see al so 2003 6, 201 06, 21 529 , 21 53 0, 22285, 22802, 22807, 23 003 ,
23 043 , 23 047, 23 055, 23 059 , 23 068, 23 081 , 23 087, 23 3 08, 25261 , 2543 2

23243

1896/2000 (ca) - sehr umfangreiche Slg. mit meist Ausgaben zu Olympiaden oder anderen SportVeranstaltungen ab 1896 auf meist selbstgestalt. Blättern. Dabei sehr viel Übersee mit gezähnten
und ungezähnten Marken/Blockausgaben und etliche bessere wie DR Bl.5/6, 10, Sowjetunion
Bl.33 und VR China Tischtennis-Block 61. Saubere Qualität und hoher Kat.-Wert. (K)

23244

1910/2010, Germany/Europe/Overseas. Extensive collection on the subject of SPORT with well over a
thousand covers, cards and entires. In 5 folders and 26 bags, neatly arranged and labelled according to
sport and number of items. Altogether about 20 different sports are contained, thereby much soccer
(various WM, also woman soccer), Golf, Track and Field, Rowing, Fencing, different Ball sports, Olympic
Games and other more. Interesting and favourable. Visit is recommended! (K)
1910/2010, Deutschland/Europa/Übersee. Umfangreicher Bestand zum Themengebiet SPORT mit
weit über tausend Briefen, Karten und Ganzsachen. In 5 Ordnern und 26 Tüten, sauber geordnet und
beschriftet nach Sportart und Anzahl der Belege. Insgesamt sind etwa 20 verschiedene Sportarten
enthalten, dabei viel Fussball (diverse WM, auch Frauen-Fussball), Golf, Leichtathletik, Rudern, Fechten,
verschiedene Ball-Sportarten, Olympische Spiele und anderes mehr. Interessant und günstig.
Besichtigung wird empfohlen! (K)

**/ */ g

b/ GA

.3

500, -

23245•

1911 - 2000 (ca.), Interesting lot stamps, letters, FDC, while football with very rare “performance book“
of 1911 of the football sports club Haslach with corresponding handwritten entries, Olympic Games, */ **/ g/
while cut and serrated miniature sheets, gold stamps and some better destinations. (S)
b/ FDC

150, -

23246

1936/2019, balance of thematic covers/cards and epherema, e.g. a good range of signatures (autopen
and original), tickets for 1972 Munich Games and 1974 Football World Championship, brochures/
leaflets for various Olympic Games etc. etc. (K)

100, -

P 23247

1938/2019, Handball Championships (World and European), comprehensive collection of covers/cards
in ten Lindner binders, comprising a nice range of postmarks incl. early slogan and special event
postmarks, attractive cards, signatures etc. (K)

23248

1939/2010, (ca.), UNIVERSIADE Student and Youth Sports Games, collection with many covers incl.
FDCs, postcards with special cancellations, R-letters, airmail and so on, furtheremore several MNH
issues, souvenir-sheets and miniature sheets (incl. China) with nominal value and more. Nice opportunity,
low start. (K)

W

W

1939/2010, (ca.), UNIVERSIADE Weltsportspiele der Studenten und Jugendspiele, Sammlung mit
zahlreichen Belegen, FDCs, AKs mit Sonderstempeln, darunter auch Einschreiben, Luftpost u. mehr,
des Weiteren zahlreiche Marken unter anderem mit portogültigen Ausgaben, Sonderblättern, mehreren
China Kleinbögen und weiterem Material. Gute Gelegenheit, günstiger Ausruf. (K)

b/ GA/
**/ g

300, -

b/ GA/
Ak/ **

300, -

23249

1940/2005 (ca.), SPORTS, extensive thematic selection in 7 big ring binders, with stamps from all over
the world, with many complete sets, hundreds of souvenir-sheets, miniature sheets and better issues
from old to new, incl. duplicates as well as some letters and FDCs with wet ink signatures. (K2)

P 23250

Europameisterschaften 1945-1960, Ausstellungssammlung auf 72 Blättern über die
Europameisterschaften ab 1947 in den verschiedensten Sportarten mit Marken und sehr vielen Belegen
in 2 Lindner-Alben (A2)

b/ GA/
d/ **

600, -

P 23251

1950/2017, Table Tennis Championships (mainly World and some European), comprehensive collection
in eleven Lindner binders, showing an attractive range of thematic covers/cards, postmarks, cacheted
envelopes etc. (K2)

b/ **/
g/ (*)

300, -

300, -

W

23252

ab ca. 1960, ALLE WELT, umfangreiche Sammlung mit über 400 Stück zum Thema Sport mit vielen
verschiedenen Arten, z. B. Boxen, Motorsport (Schuhmacher), Kampfsport, Tennis, Golf, Wassersport,
Olympische Spiele, etc. Anbei Ganzsachen, viele Probedrucke, Marken und Markensätze gezähnt und
ungezähnt, Proofs in Gold und Silber, FDCs, Cachet-Stpl., große und kleine Bogen. Ein reichhaltiger
Inhalt. (K)
GA/ b/ g

450, -

W

23253

1964/1982, Olympic Games and Football World Championship, u/m collection in a binder (plus some
covers), comprising a nice range of interesting issues, better imperfs, souvenir/mini sheets etc. (A)

**/ b

150, -

W

23254•

1965, Sharjah-Khor Fakkan, Pan-Arab Games, MNH holding of apprx. 744 se-tenant sheets of five sets
each. Michel nos. 33/37 A (3720), 13.020,- €. (S)

**

300, -

23255•

1966, Sharjah, Pan-Arab Games with overprint, MNH holding of apprx. 87 se-tenant sheets of five sets
each. Michel nos. 305/09 (435), 1.740,- €; 1965 Sharjah-Khor Fakkan corresponding issue without
overprint imperforate, 13 se-tenant sheets of five sets each. Michel nos. 33/37 B (65), 975,- €. In total
2.715,- € (plus some further material not counted!) (S)

**

60, -

W

23256•

1966, Sharjah-Khor Fakkan, Pan-Arab Games with overprint, MNH holding of apprx. 355 se-tenant
sheets of five sets each. Michel nos. 97/101 (1775), 5.325,- €. (S)

**

120, -

W

23257

1971, New Caledonia, South Pacific Games, Airmails 25fr. “Pole Vault“ and 100fr. “Archery“, two
imperforate colour proof sheets of 25 stamps each, mint never hinged. Michel nos. 505/06. (M)

**

220, -

W

23258•

1976/1978, French Africa, Olympic Games and Football World Championship, u/m collection of
imperforate issues, de luxe sheets and epreuve de luxe (170 pieces in total) (A)

**

140, -

W

23259

1981, Sao Thome and Principe, 1000 copies of the souvenir sheet Mi.no. Bl. 78, mint never hinged.
Mi.-cat. val. 11.000,- € (S) Bl. 78

**

250, -
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W

23260

2002, Portugal: sport, complete set of eight in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot of 300
sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2603/10, cat. val. 4.050,- €) (M) 2603/10 (300)

**

200, -

W

23261

2004/2017 (ca.), enormous accumulation of only modern stamps and souvenir sheets on the topics
SPORT and DANCING with predominatly mint never hinged material that covers many aspects of these
topics as well as many European and overseas countries. Additionally some covers and stationaries.
Please inspect carefully! (S)

**/ b/
GA

180, -

23262

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the SPORTS topic like “Soccer“,
“Table Tennis“, “Baseball“, “Boxing“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook.
Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23263

SPORTS, nice collection from old to new incl. mainly thematic covers with topic OLYMPIA, FOOTBALL and
more, furthermore several souvenir-sheets and MNH stamps incl. lots of NOMINAL value, in addition
maximum-cards, postal stationery, FDCs and some specialities like autographs and more. Good
Opportunity! (K)

b/ Mk/
**

300, -

W

THEMATIK: SPORT-BASKETBALL / SPORT-BASKETBALL
see al so 2281 1 , 23 260, 25778

P 2326 4+

W

2326 6

1901/2006 (approx), Europe/Overseas. International 5 frame exibit on 80 sheets shown at FIAP
level. Wide range of original artwork, die and other proofs, colour trials, specimens, misplaced and
missing colours, imperf and misplaced perf items, meters, booklets, entires, good usages. No
material not able to be exhibited internationally. - Additionally there is some supplementary material:
4 quality full stockbooks with many mostly mint, nh stamps, including some specimens, trial etc.,
open class material: seals poster, phone cards, signatures of previous players etc., a box with about
600 covers of which about four-fifths are from countries other than the USA, hand-painted proposed
designs (each A4 sized) for 2 Egyptian stamp issues, and 3 reference books, detailed listing of
basketball meters, slogans and cancels plus a pile of Filabasket Review magazines of the Basketball
Philatelic Society. (K)

**/ g/
b/ GA

3.

b/ GA/
Mk/ Ak/
**

.

1940/2010, (ca.), huge BASKETBALL collection “with all for the collectors heart“, incl. hundreds of
covers, FDCs, maximumcards, postcards and postal stationary from all around the world, but also
many MNH stamps incl. several newer ones who are still valid, special issues, souvenir-sheets and
more. Fascinating collection in envelopes. “A must have for collectors of the topic Basketball“.
Thorough inspection recommended. (K)
1940/2010, (ca.), riesige BASKETBALL Sammlung mit allem was das Sammlerherz begehrt, dabei
Hunderte Belege, FDCs, Sonderausgaben, Maxikarten, Postkarten und Ganzsachen aus aller Welt, aber
auch zahlreiche weitestgehend postfrische Marken bis hin zu neueren Ausgaben mit oftmals gültiger
Nominale. Spannender Bestand in Tüten. “Ein Muss für jeden Liebhaber“ der Thematik Basketball.
Eingehende besichtigung empfohlen. (K)

THEMATIK: SPORT-FUSSBALL / SPORT-SOCCER, FOOTBALL

see al so 2001 0, 20054, 201 44, 201 69 , 21 1 48, 21 1 55, 21 1 56, 21 1 57, 21 1 58, 21 53 3 , 22803 , 22806,
22809 , 2281 1 , 22825, 23 023 , 23 071 , 23 077, 23 079 , 23 083 , 23 244, 23 258, 23 260, 23 261 , 23 606,
23 607, 2403 0, 24726, 2583 3

23267•

1966, Aden- Qu´aiti State in Hadhramaut - Football Championship London 1966 - 5f. to 65f. set of eight
values imperf. in complete sheets of 50 stamps each c.t.o. Much more than 1500 sets. Michel nos.
71/78B, no price given, at least 6000,- € for perf. used, 45.000,- forimperf. MNH. (K) 71/78B (1500)

x

200, -

23268•

1966, Sharjah, Football World Championship, u/m holding of apprx. 7.000 souvenir sheets (perforate
and imperforate). Michel nos. Bl. 21/26 A/B (S)

**

700, -

2326 9

1966-2002, WM Ausstellungssammlung in 10 Bänden die ausführliche Dokumentation der
einzelnen Weltmeisterschaften belegt mit Marken, Blöcken, Briefen, Belegen, Sonderstempeln und
weiteren Besonderheiten, in jahrelanger Arbeit zusammengetragen und mit Beschreibungen auf
selbst gestalteten Blättern aufgezogen. (K)
**/ g/ b

W

23270•

1969, Yemen Kingdom GOLD ISSUE “Football World Championship“, 17 complete sets of eight souvenir
sheets with blue design and coloured embossed printing of falous players, unmounted mint (in addition
53 duplicates - no complete sets). Michel nos. Bl. 193/200, cat. value 2.380, - €+ for complete sets plus
927,- € for duplicates. (M)

**

200, -

W

23271•

1970, Ajman-Manama: Soccer World Cups 1950/1970, 6 values in sheets of 15 stamps per value,
3000 sets mint never hinged. Michel nos. 262/267A, cat.value 15.000,- €. (S) 262/267A (3000)

**

200, -

W

23272•

1970, FUJEIRA: Football World Championship Mexico silver foil stamps investment lot with about 300
stamps incl. perf. (200) and imperf. (100), mint never hinged, unusual and scarce, Mi. 600 A+B, €
3.900,-- (S)

**

110, -

W

W

.2

W

23273•

1970, JEMEN, Football World Championship Mexico investment lot of 1.800 imperf. gold foil miniature
sheets in seven different types in very different quantities incl. 'World Champion Brazil' overprints, mint
never hinged but many rolled up (due to gold foil on front), ex Mi. Bl. 193/200+218, mostly UNPRICED
in Michel! (S)

**

700, -

W

23274•

1970, JEMEN, Winners of the Football World Championship Mexico with RED opt. ('PELE World Champion
Brazil') perforated gold foil stamps investment lot with about 1.800 stamps, mint never hinged, unusual
and scarce, Mi. 1149 A (red), € 15.300,-- (S)

**

550, -
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Start
1970, Yemen - Kingdom: Football World Championship 1970 (Famous players) - complete set of eight
values in sheets of 10 stamps each, 5000 sets mint never hinged, showing famous players of different
nations like Charlton, Pelé, Beckenbauer, Riva. Michel nos. 979/986A, cat. value 25.000,- €. (K)

979/986A (5000)

**

500, -

1970, Yemen (Kingdom) - Winner of the Football Championship Mexico 1970 (Pelé) - 12b. minature
sheet, at least 3000 copies, probabaly much more mint never hinged, some a bit curved from storage.
Michel no. bl. 220, cat. value at least 15.000.- €. Additionally 100 de luxe sheets of this block numbered
000800 to 000899 (also curved). (S) bl. 220 (3000) + var.

**

500, -

P 23277•

1970, Yemen (Kingdom): Winner of the Football Championship Mexico 1970 - set of 3 values in a
miniature sheet of four stripes, more than 500 perfor. and 500 imperf. sheets mint never hinged. Michel
no. 1150/1152A/B (2000), cat. value at least 18.000.- €. (S) 1150/1152A/B (2000)

350, -

23278•

**

W

1970, YEMEN (Kingdom): Winners of the Football World Championship Mexico miniature sheet 12b.
‚PELE and Folklore group‘ investment lot with about 7.000 (!) miniature sheets, mint never hinged,
unusual and seldom offered in quantity, Mi. Bl. 220, € 35.000,-- (S)

**

W

23279•

1970, Yemen Kingdom, Football World Championship Mexico, imperf. souvenir sheet 24b. “Stadium/
Trophy“, seven progressive proofs incl. final stage (stapled), holding of 67 booklets (=469 progressive
proofs in total). Michel Bl. 191 (S)

**

160, -

W

23280•

1970, Yemen Kingdom, Football World Championship Mexico, imperf. souvenir sheet 34b. “Goalkeeper“,
seven progressive proofs incl. final stage (stapled), holding of 78 booklets (=546 progressive proofs in
total). Michel Bl. 192 (S)

**

280, -

W

23281•

1970, YEMEN: Football World Championship Mexico two different airmail miniature sheets in an
investment lot with about 750 'PELE' and about 150 'BECKENBAUER' miniature sheets, mint never
hinged, unusual and seldom offered in quantity, Mi. Bl. 124/25, € 13.950,-- (S)

**

350, -

P 23276•

.3

W

23282•

1970, YEMEN: Football World Championship Mexico two different airmail miniature sheets with different
match scenes in an investment lot with about 130 perf. and 350 imperf. miniature sheets, mint never
hinged, unusual and seldom offered in quantity, Mi. Bl. 133/34, € 7.860,-- (S)

**

240, -

W

23283•

1970/1980, MNH accumulation: Yemen Kingdom 1970, Football World Championship, 24b. souvenir
sheet (140) and 34b. souvenir sheet (250), Michel nos. Bl. 191/92 // 1980 Yemen Football World
Championship Michel nos. 1592/99 (32 sets of de luxe sheets) and 1619/26 (30 sets of de luxe
sheets). In total Michel cat.value 8.650,- €. (K)

**

240, -

P 23284•

1970's-90's ca.: Hundreds of progressive proofs of various soccer issues worldwide, perf or imperf, plus
few others as a painted essays, fine and most attractive. (S)

**/ (*)

700, -

W

23285•

1972, Sharjah, 6r. Gold souvenir sheet “Olympic Football“, 500 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block 128
(500), 6.000,- €. Of the related issue Block 123/124 only 1650 souvenir sheets were issued; for this
issue no quantity is given, but it is more than likely that it is the same. (S)

**

350, -

W

23286•

1972, Sharjah, 6r. Silver souvenir sheet “Olympic Football“, 500 pieces MNH. Michel no. Block 127
(500), 6.000,- €. Of the related issue Block 123/124 only 1650 souvenir sheets were issued; for this
issue no quantity is given, but it is more than likely that it is the same. (S)

**

350, -

W

23287•

1972, Sharjah, Football World Championship/Jules Rimet Trophy, 5dh.-3r. DE LUXE SHEETS, apprx. 140
complete sets MNH (some toning, rolled sheets). Michel nos. 1142/51, 4.200,- €. (S)

**

100, -

W

23288

1974, Morokko. Germany soccer world champion 1974. Lot of 8 IMPERFORATE stamps in drawing of the
stamp Mi. #776, but with additional inscription in gold. Mint, nh. (T) 777 (8) Imperf.

**

450, -

W

23289

1977, Tunisia. 1st Youth Soccer World Cup. Complete issue (1 value) in 2 IMPERFORATE blocks of 25
showing “Soccer players“. In all 50 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 910 (50) Imperf.

**

180, -

W

23290•

1979, MOROCCO: Football Cup 'Mohammed V.' 0.40dh. 'Football player, football and cup' in a lot with
about 250 IMPERFORATE stamps mostly in complete sheets of 25, mint never hinged, Mi. 897 var. (M)

897 var.

**

300, -

W

23291

1982, Sao Thome and Principe, 1000 copies of the souvenir sheet World Cup in Spain Mi.no. Bl. 82A,
mint never hinged. Mi.-cat. val. 12.000,-€ (S) Bl. 82A

**

250, -

P 23292

1982, Sao Tome, Football World Championship 1982, 1000 x Michel Block 83-89 mint never hinged.
Catalogue value 80.000 Euro (K) Block 83-89 (1000)

**

23293

1982, Sao Tome, soccer world championship Spain, about 1000 Michel no. 755 as special souvenir
sheet. Most of them with demages from humidity, many are sticking together. Catalogue value 11400 €
(S)

**/ (*)

100, -

W

23294

1994, Portugal: World Cup USA, complete set of two in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot
of 500 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2015/16, cat. val. 1.750,- €) (MS) 2015/16 (500)

**

100, -

W

23295

1996, Portugal: European Football Championship England, complete set of two in sheets with 50
stamps each, in an investment lot of 750 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2124/25, cat. val. 2.250,- €)
(MS) 2124/25 (750)

**

100, -

23296

1998, Gibraltar: Football World Championship 1998 (historical matches), 2100 copies of the souvenir
sheet mint never hinged (Michel block no. 31, cat. value 14.000.- €) (S)

**

350, -

23297

2002, Football World Cup Japan/Korea, 472 “Match Day Covers“ from Liberia each with two stamps of
the teams + cancellation from the day of the game. (K)

b

80, -
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W

23298

2002, Portugal: PHILAKOREA sport, 600 copies of the souvenir sheet Mi.no. Bl. 178 mint never hinged.
Cat. value 3.900,- €. (S) Bl. 178(600)

W

23299

2003, Portugal: European Football Championship 2004, complete set of five in sheets with 50 stamps
each, in an investment lot of 400 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2686/90, cat. val. 2.200,- €) (MS)

W

23300

P 23301

**

200, -

2686/90 (400)

**

100, -

2003, Portugal: European Football Championship 2004, complete set of ten in miniature sheets with
one set each, in an investment lot of 500 sets/ sheets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2747/56, cat. val.
3.750,- €) (S) 2747/56(500)

**

180, -

2004, Portugal: European Football Championship 2004, complete set of 16 in miniature sheets with
one set each, in an investment lot of 500 sets/ sheets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2773/88, cat. val.
6.000,- €) (S) 2773/88 (500)

**

300, -

W

23302

2004, Portugal: European Football Championship 2004, investment lot with 100 copies of the miniature
sheet (Mi.no. 2686/94) enclosed with the official souvenir folder and in the original packaging, mint
never hinged. Cat. value for the sheet only 1.300,- €. (K) 2686/94(100)

**

100, -

W

23303

2005, Portugal: 100 years Portuguese football clubs, complete set of three in miniature sheets with
eight stamps each, in an investment lot of 2000 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 3022/24, cat. val.
4.000,- €) (S) 3022/24 (2000)

**

180, -

THEMATIK: SPORT-HOCKEY / SPORT -HOCKEY
see al so 23 071 , 23 083 , 23 260

23304

1878/2014, Ice Hockey, extensive collection in 15 big albums. 3 albums contians the exhibition
collection. 12 albums with Olympics Games 1924-2014 and Ice Hockey world championship, but
everything with topic ice hoeckey. With many scarce stamps, covers, special prints, errors,
cinderellas, special stamps, postal stationeries, autographs, and many more. Rarely offered in this
quantity. (K2)

P 23305

1913/2017, Ice Hockey World Championships, comprehensive collection in eleven Lindner binders,
showing an attractive range of covers/cards, postmarks, 1913 set of vignettes, early slogan and special
event postmarks, signatures etc. (K2)

W

3.2
b/ **/
g/ *

800, -

**

250, -

**

200, -

b/ GA/
**/ */
d/ g

400, -

THEMATIK: SPORT-LEICHTATHLETIK / SPORTS-ATHLETICS
see al so 21 047, 23 056, 23 071 , 23 076

W

23306

2001, Portugal: World Championships in Athletics, complete set of four in sheets with 50 stamps each,
in an investment lot of 1000 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2477/80, cat. val. 6.000,- €) (MS) 2477/80

(1000)

THEMATIK: SPORT-RADSPORT / SPORT-CYCLING
see al so 23 083

W

23307

2000, Portugal: 100 years Cycling Association, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an
investment lot of 450 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2432/37, cat. val. 5.175,- €) (MS) 2432/37 (450)

THEMATIK: SPORT-RINGEN / SPORT-WRESTLING
see al so 23 076, 23 085

P 23308

1896/1984 (approx), Europe, Overseas. WRESTLING - the oldest sport in the world. Knowledgeably and
competently inscribed (in Italian) on 60 sheets. Contains covers, cards, picture entires, varieties, stamps
and souvenir sheets. Among other things, there are a small-format cover with three-coloured franking
Greece Olympics 1896, announcement card with new emmisions Crete 1904, and other items more.
Nice! (K)

THEMATIK: SPORT-TURNEN / SPORT-GYMNASTICS
see al so 21 042, 23 260

W

23309

1822/2011 (approx). WORLD OF GYMNASTICS. Exhibition collection, often decorated with gold and
large gold, on 128 sheets in 3 folders (30 exhibition documents from the period 1995 to 2017 are
enclosed, in whose sequence the development of the collection can be followed very nice). The
collection is divided into 8 main chapters with various subchapters: 1-Stretching, swinging and
whirling. 2-Meet new ideas. 3-Comrades unite and fight. 4-Combination of strength and suppleness.
5-Combination of strain and charm. 6-Flexibility with left and right. 7-Jumping into the air. 8-Jumping,
turning and climbing. There is a considerable number of high quality items as for instance: Austria
1962 “Sport“ (Mi. #1121) as imperforated single proof in grey-ultramarine (FA Soecknick (2014):
hitherto first known piece), an 1822 military letter sent by Crownmail in Aland provided with a
wonderful white feather, a caricature Mulready from 1840 “Fores‘s Musical Envelope“, a German
Reich Olympic entire card bearing the very rare Olympic cancel “Pressehauptqartier“ (missing ‚u‘ in
‚qartier‘; only used in the morning of the 27th of July 1936). In further there are many different
proofs (also for Bavarian private postcards), artworks, special cancellations, as well as various
interesting things, as for example V-Mails, advertising letter card and ad telegram, Theresienstadt
form announcing that one special ‚admission stamp‘ is enclosed, fancy cancellation ‚bags of
dollars‘, and so on. In addition there are 9 stockbooks with many covers and (picture) entire cards
showing more special cancellations and usages, and a folder with general information about
gymnastics. Conclusion: the collection is worth visiting (and buying, of course). (K)
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**/ g
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Start
1909/2014, Gymnastics Championships (World and European), comprehensive collection of covers/
cards in six Lindner binders, comprising a nice range of postmarks incl. early slogan and special event
postmarks, attractive cards etc. (K)
b/ **/ g

250, -

THEMATIK: SPORT-WASSERSPORT / SPORT-WATER SPORTS
see al so 23 083 , 25627, 25628

W

23311

P 23312

1880/1980 (ca.), SWIMMING/WATER SPORTS, extraordinary high-class thematic collection in ten
binders, comprising apprx. 550 covers/cards plus considerable loose material (stamps, proofs,
essais, sheets, epreuve etc.). This magnificent and all-embracing collection features nearly every
aspect of water sports from ancient period, different types of swimming (e.g. “Butterfly“ postmark
on 1854 Victoria), diving, sailing, equipment, swimming pools/halls, spas, beaches etc. Also
included a very interesting section Olympic Games with many rare pieces like 1936 Telegram with
imprint “OLYMPISCHE SEGELWETTFAHRTEN KIEL“, 1972 essais, Monaco epreuve collective etc.
Specially mentioned should also be several advertising postal stationeries and stamped to order
stationeries incl. very rare items, 1923 cancellation “BERLIN GRUNEWALD DEUTSCHES STADION“
on ppc, imperf. stamps, proofs, essais, epreuves etc. A most impressive collection with very high
acquisition price! (K)

b/ **/
(*)

1926/2011, Swimming Championships (World and European), comprehensive collection in eight
Lindner binders, showing an attractive range of thematic covers/cards, postmarks, cacheted envelopes,
signatures etc. (K)

b/ **/
g/ *

.
300, -

THEMATIK: SPORT-WINTERSPORT / SPORT-WINTER SPORTS
see al so 21 042, 23 029 , 23 057, 23 059 , 23 077, 23 079 , 23 3 05, 24677

P 23313

W

23314•

1930/2017, FIS Alpine World Ski Championships/FIS Nordic World Ski Championships,
comprehensive collection in 17 Lindner binders, featuring various competitions and showing a most
atttractive range of covers/cards, stamps, vignettes, specialities etc. Also incl. are Austria
1933+1936 issues with 1933 set mint and used plus two sets on cover/cards, 1936 set mint,
blocks of four mint and used, 12gr. value imperf. colour proof, three sets on cover, France 1937
b/ g/
epreuve de luxe, also great range of cards, related postmarks etc. (K2)
**/ */ (*)
1968, Yemen Kingdom, Olympic Winter Games Grenoble, 24b. souvenir sheet, apprx. 3800/4000
pieces MNH. Michel no. Bl. 106, 45.000,- €++ (K)

.

**

700, -

b/ GA

240, -

THEMATIK: TABAK / TOBACCO
W

23315

P 23316

Phantastische Partie mit über 250 Briefen, Belegen und Ganzsachen rund um das Thema Tabak,
Rauchen, Zigaretten, Zigarren, Kautabak....etc, auch Anti Raucher Werbung, beginnend mit Vorphila
Fuhrmannsbrief über eine Lieferung Tabak, Werbezudrucke, Privat-GA, verschiedenste Hersteller und
Marken bis hin zu modernen Freistempeln, mit sehr vielen, höchst attraktiven Stücken in großer Vielfalt.
(S)

1840/1990 (ca.), balance of an exhibition collection on complete or part pages with a wide mixture of
material incl. interesting and better items, stamps, some pieces and covers with tobacco stamps or
postmarks, metermarks, postal stationeries, varieties and others, stamps are mostly MNH, high cat. and **/ */ g/
retail value - PLEASE INSPECT! (K)
d/ b/ GA

700, -

THEMATIK: TECHNIK-TELEFON / TECHNIC-TELEPHONE
see al so 21 53 2, 23 746, 241 3 2

W

23317•

1920/80 (ca.), TOPIC collection TELEPHONE more than 50 album-pages, each with mainly 2 better
topic-items, including mint sets, souvenir sheets, special cancels and many letters/envelopes with **/ */ g/
senders imprints etc.. (S)
b/ GA

140, -

23318•

1920/80 (ca.), TOPIC collection TELEPHONE part I Algeria - Denmark with many mint stamps, souvenir **/ */ g/
sheets, special cancels and many topic-letters with senders imprints, all in an old album. (A)
GA/ b

90, -

23319•

1920/80 (ca.), TOPIC collection TELEPHONE part IV Hungary - Nertherlands with many mint stamps, **/ */ g/
souvenir sheets, special cancels and many topic-letters with senders imprints, all in an old album. (A)
b/ GA

90, -

23320•

1920/80 (ca.), TOPIC collection TELEPHONE part V New Zealand -Virgin Islands with many mint stamps, **/ */ g/
souvenir sheets, special cancels and many topic-letters with senders imprints, all in an old album. (A)
b/ GA

90, -

23321

1977, Aitutaki. 100 years of Telephone. Lot with 15 IMPERFORATE souvenir sheets showing “Alexander
Graham Bell (1847-1922), inventor of the telephone; first telephone from 1876“ and “Communications
satellite, Parabolic antenna“. Mint, nh. (Compared to the colours of the stamps in the set, the colours of
the s/s stamps are interchanged, otherwise the design is unchanged) (T) Bl. 13 (15) Imperf.

**

180, -

b

80, -

THEMATIK: TECHNIK-TELEKOMMUNIKATION /
TECHNIQUE-TELECOMMUNICATION

see al so 20007, 201 04, 21 022, 21 053 , 2469 8, 2471 1 , 2471 3 , 259 83 , 28047
W

W

23322+

1880/1980 (ca.), balance of covers/cards referring to “Telegram“ etc., e.g. Denmark slogan marks,
1947 Radiogram “SHANGHAI COAST RADIO STATION“ etc. (S)

23323•

1960/90 (ca.), TOPIC collection Union of International Telegraphy “UIT“ with many mint stamps, **/ */ g/
overprints, souvenir sheets, imperforated varieties, special cancels etc..., all in two albums. (A2)
GA/ b

23324

1970s/1990s, comprehensive holding of surely 8000+ QSL cards from All World. (K2)
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THEMATIK: TIERE- EXOTISCHE TIERE / ANIMALS-EXOTIC ANIMALS
see al so 21 49 6, 22002, 23 3 3 6, 23 421 , 23 482, 25261 , 261 06

W

23325•

1968 - Aden - Qu´aiti State in Hadhramaut: Prehistoric and Present Animals - hundreds of copies of this
set in units c.t.o. Michel nos. 177/190, no price given in the catalogue. (S) 177/190

x

100, -

W

23326

2002, Guinea-Bissau, complete set of four in a strip, in an investment lot of 400 sheets with four sets
each, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2009/2012, cat. val. 4.800,- €) (S) 2009/12 (1600)

**

150, -

THEMATIK: TIERE, FAUNA / ANIMALS, FAUNA

see al so 203 1 8, 21 1 67, 21 450, 21 49 6, 21 629 , 21 681 , 2241 4, 22423 , 22801 , 22802, 22825, 23 41 4,
23 41 5, 23 485, 23 807, 23 808, 23 809
W

23327

1900/2000 (ca.), collection of apprx. 560 covers/cards showing Bison, Wild Boar and African Wildlife,
good range of attractive frankings, postmarks etc., in addition some cutouts and booklets not counted.
(K)
b/ GA/ Ak

400, -

W

23328

1920/2000 (ca.), comprehensive an wide-spread mainly MNH collection in five stockbooks, comprising
a vast range of stamps and souvenir sheets All World and special emphasis on AFRICAN WILDLIFE. Also
included are several progressive proofs, 20 imperf. colour proofs, 16 epreuve de luxe and two epreuve
d'artiste. (K)
**/ */ (*)

800, -

W

23329

1940/2000 (ca.), CHAMOIS/IBEX, collection of apprx. 175 covers/cards/stationeries (plus some
cutouts and booklets not counted), showing attractive frankings, postmarks, cacheted envelopes etc.; in
addition a stockbook with modern MNH issues. Rarely offered! (S)

220, -

23330

b/ GA/
Ak/ **

Topical collection “Europas schöne Natur“ on more than 200 pages. In addition many covers and cards
and some stamps on stockcards. And two boxes with collection “Royal Horticultural Society Flower
Stamps of the World“. (K)

100, -

P 23331

From 1790 on. An exciting Vermeil Exhibition Collection on 128 pages dealing with a not
commonplace topic: NATURE‘S WILDLIFE EXPLOITED BY HUMANS. There are six main chapters: 1)
Gathering and Hunting; 2) With the Weapons the coveted Birdlife came within Reach to be exploited;
3) Man is not exploiting Land living Mammals only; 4) Aquatic Wildlife has been exploited since
Beginning of Mankind; 5) The Term “Hunting“ covers many Form of Exploitation; 6) Today Efforts are
being made to rectify some Damages caused to Nature. This collection contains, besides a very
large number of proofs, varieties, artworks, fancy cancellations, some extremely rare pieces, such
as “Rabbit fancy cancel - used only on the 27th March, 1932“, “Cancel on stamp originally on letter
sent from the Royal Hunting Camp Mangalpur, South Central Nepal - only 2 copies are known. It was
in use for 10 days only, and is the only special native postmark known prior to to 1949“, “A very rare
Japanese cancel used in occupied city of Yushan on Taiwan in 1932 - depicting Ring-necked
Pheasants“, “Swedish feather letter with a mallard feather“, “Very rare letter sent from whaling ship
‚Harpooneer‘ from Bahia to UK“, “Extremely rare cancel on cover cancelled August 4th, 1898,
onboard whaling steamer ‚Valencia‘, belonging to Pacific Steam Whaling Company“, “Cover bearing
violet seal (Engures Basnizas Sihmogs) used by the church in Engure“, “Extremely rare cancellation
‚CAT CAY 8 SEP 1936 BAHAMAS‘, only 2 or 3 copies known“, “A very rare cover of the ‚Division of
Game and Fish‘ in Minnesota“, and of course some more best items! The collection is beautifully
prepared and designed and expertly commented. A very worthwhile object! (K)
b/ GA/
Find the complete collection for download on www.stamp-auctions.de
**/ g/ d

P 23332

.

From 1796 on (approx). An magnificent Exhibition Collection, often decorated with national and
international gold medals, on 128 pages with the topic: ANIMALS SUBJECTED TO MAN. Divided in
seven main sections: 1) Multifarious Species contribute physically to our everyday Life; 2) Husbandry
has enabled Mankind to reach present stage of Civilization; 3) Many species of Mammals are vital
for our Supply of Food; 4) And so are a large number of other wildly different species; 5) Usesing of
many species for entertainment and pastime; 6) And we can use them in sporting events; 7) And for
many other Purposes. Besides a large number of proofs, varieties, artworks, fancy cancellations,
this amazing collection contains a high number of high class items (partly UNIQUE), inter alia there
are: “1887 cover which bears a postmark self-designed by the postmaster of Drakesville, Iowa
(without permission)“, “1870 cover from Riga, sent by stagecoach to Sagnitz“, “Patent Envelope/
Booklet Victoria 1890 (printed to private order)“, “Fancy cancel on cover from Horseshoe (the only
one known)“, “1979 Portugal stamp oversized (only one stamp known; attested)“, “1854 Receipt for
shipment of 4 packages for despatch on Government Bullock Train with Bullock Train post office
marking (the only one; attested)“, “1898 cover bearing Llama postmark used by the Bolovian
Defence Department - only known copy“, “1899 letter Military Mail Service with official seal and
marking (in translation) ‚On Horseback Express‘ - attested“, “A hand-painted Essay by Thomas De La
Rue for 1965 Kuwait Falconry stamp - attested“, and many, many further very best items. IN ALL b/ GA/
ASPECTS A FANTASTIC COLLECTION. (K)
**/ g/ d

.

1815/2000, BOVIDAE, extraordinary exhibit on 101 well written up album pages with apprx. 115
covers/cards/stationeries and numerous stamps and specialities. To be mentioned: USA fancy
cancellations, good selection of better stationeries, Bavaria advertisement letter card, Italy
advertisement letter card with franked 10c. BLP unused, Mauretania booklet, French area various
imperfs/epreuves/colour proofs, Brazil 60r. Bull‘s Eye unused signed A.Diena, worldwide varieties b/ GA/
(misperfs, shifted impression), progressive proofs, artist‘s sketches etc. A lovely, gold medal **/ g/ */
(*)/ d
awarded collection! (K)

.

P 23333
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23334

1900/1980 (ca.), WILHELMA/STUTTGART, Motivsammlung auf ca. 40 Abenblättern, dabei über 70
Belege ab dem Dt.Reich incl. Ansichtskarten und Bild-GA, zusätzlich lose Marken. (A)

b/ GA/
Ak/ **

P 23335

1900/2008 (ca.), ALL WORLD ANIMALS AND FLOWERS, most comprehensive thematic collection in
69 volumes, neatly arranged on album pages, main value in the MINT NEVER HINGED material,
comprising stamps, souvenir sheets and also some covers/epreuve. Included are many better issues
form All World with a lovely emphasis on overseas countries. To be mentioned: PR CHINA,
FALKLANDS, TAAF, TAIWAN, TRISTAN DA CHUNA, SUDAN, TOGO, QATAR, SWAZILAND, AFAR ET
ISSAS, CHILE, INDIA, ANGOLA, CAMEROUN, CUBA, MOCAMBIQUE, BRITISH AND FRENCH AREA IN
GENERAL etc. etc. The cat.value of this most impressive lifetime-work was stated to apprx. 200.000,€ (of which 80% is MINT NEVER HINGED). (K19)

**/ b/
g/ (*)

W

100, -

2 .

W

23336

1920/2007 (ca.), ANIMALS from A to Z, huge accumulation of different species from every corner of the
earth, including souvenir sheets, complete sets, complete sheets, imperforated stamps, phantasy/
Cinderella stamps, FDC's, a few older issues collected on album pages etc. Inspection recommended.
(K)

**/ g

300, -

W

23337

1940/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Ethiopia, Eritrea, Ascension, Cameroun, St.Helena, Rwanda and Upper Volta. High
retail value! (A)

**

450, -

23338

1950/1990ties (ca.), big collection in 11 stockbooks and on pages with mostly mint never hinged
stamps, many better sets, high catalogue value and retail, please inspect. (K)

**/ g

300, -

W

23339

1950/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in two thick stockbooks,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Canada, Palestine, Israel, Bangladesh, Syria, Nepal, Pakistan, India, Algeria, Libya,
Morocco, Tunesia, Spanish colonies, Ivory Coast, Cap Verde, Mauritius, Malawi, BIOT, Mauretania,
Seychelles and Tristan da Chuna. High retail value! (A2)

**

700, -

W

23340

1958/2002 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Mongolia.
On the very last page of the album some Tannu Tuva. High retail value! (A)

**

450, -

W

23341

1960/2000 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Madagascar.
High retail value! (A)

**

220, -

W

23342

1960/2000 (ca.), mainly 1990s, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising
sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss
them!) of various European states. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

W

23343

1960/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a stockbook, comprising
sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss
them!) of Soviet Union and Russia. High retail value! (A)

**

90, -

W

23344

1960/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Benin, Mali and Guinea. High retail value! (A)

**

900, -

W

23345

1960/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Lesotho and Niger. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

W

23346

1960/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely
- don‘t miss them!) of Maldives, Singapore, Solomons, Samoa and Indonesia. High retail value! (A)

**

23347

.

W

1960/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely
- don‘t miss them!) of Somalia, Senegal, Gabon and Centralafrican Republic. High retail value! (A)

**

.3

W

23348

1960/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Zambia, Chad and Togo. High retail value! (A)

**

700, -

W

23349

1960/2005 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Brunei, Afghanistan and St.Vincent/Grenadines. High retail value! (A)

**

450, -

W

23350

1960/2005 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Cambodia, Thailand and Bhutan. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

W

23351

1960/2005 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Vietnam and North Korea. High retail value! (A)

**

700, -

W

23352

1960/2005 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (some items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Baltic states, Ukraine, Moldavia, Croatia, Bosnia, Slovenia, Yugoslavia, Macedonia,
Slovakia, Czechoslovakia, Turkey etc. High retail value! (A)

**

450, -
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W

23353

1960/2006 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Belgium, Great Britain, Andorra, San Marino, Monaco, Luxembourg, Italy, France,
Malta, Greece, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Albania, Germany and Spain. High retail value! (A)

W

23354

ab ca. 1960, ALLE WELT, umfangreiche Sammlung (ca. 700 Stücke) zum Thema Tiere/Fauna, viele
schöne und farbige Belege= SST, Motiv + Cachet-Stpl., Ansichtskarten, viele Marken und Kleinbogen
(gezähnt und ungezähnt), FDCs, Probedrucke (gold+silberfarben), Blockausgaben, etc. Eine reichhaltige
Sammlung! (K)
GA/ b/ g

900, -

120, -

500, -

**

W

23355•

1963, Umm-Al-Qiwan/Fujeira/Ajman, combined proof sheet for a not realised definitve issue, perforated
sheet of 90 stamps and empty fields at top (red frame with rulers's portrait and blue/red centre depicting
various animals; 30 stamps for each country), denominated 10np., 30np. and 50np. This design was
issued for Dubai but not for the mentioned countries // In addition 1968 Umm al Qaiwan “Birds of Prey“
set imperforate in sheets of 25 MNH (Michel nos. 225/32 B) (MS)

W

23356

1965/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a stockbook, comprising
sets and souvenir sheets (some items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss
them!) of South Georgia, Ross Dependency, New Hebrides and Palau. High retail value! (A)

**

250, -

W

23357

1965/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Dominica, St.Pierre&Miquelon and Cuba. High retail value! (A)

**

700, -

W

23358

1965/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Gambia and Mocambique. High retail value! (A)

**

900, -

W

23359

1965/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Laos, Qatar, Lebanon, Dubai, Oman, Yemen, Kuweit, Fujeira, UAE, Bahrain, Iraq,
Iran, Jordan etc. High retail value! (A)

**

700, -

W

23360

1970/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of New Caledonia, French Polynesia, St.Vincent and Grenada. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

W

23361

1970/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Uganda, Angola and Comores. High retail value! (A)

**

900, -

W

23362•

1970/2005, MNH accumulation: Yemen 12b. Cats imperforate 2980 stamps within sheets (Michel no.
1001 B); Umm al Qaiwan “Penguins“ and “Wild Animals“ perf./imperf. 25 complete sets each in sheets
(Michel nos. 478/82 A/B, 630/35 A/B); Jordan 1.5pt. Arabian Oryx 9960 stamps within consecutively
numbered sheets (Michel no. 1858). Michel cat.value estimated to 8.300,- € (the Yemen stamp is not
priced separately and was estimated to 1,50 €). (K)

**

240, -

1970's/80's: More than 100 progressive proofs depicting fishes, dogs, African animals and few others,
fine and attractive. (M)

**/ (*)

200, -

1972, Sharjah, PROGRESSIVE PROOFS of various thematic stamps within complete sheets with 25
proofs each, comprising Monkeys, Birds, Butterflies, Horses, Cats, Dogs. In total 1.900 proof
stamps. Michel nos. 1009/1038 ex. (K)

**

P 23363•
W

2336 4•

.

W

23365

1975/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Grenada. High retail value! (A)

**

500, -

W

23366

1977/2006 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Tanzania. High retail value! (A)

**

900, -

W

23367

1980/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Ghana, Burkina Faso and St.Thome et Principe. High retail value! (A)

**

700, -

W

23368

1980/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely don't miss them!) of Nevis, Anguilla, Virgin Islands, St.Kitts and Montserrat. High retail value! (A)

**

900, -

W

2336 9

1980/2000 (ca.), mainly modern issues, comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook,
comprising sets and souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely
- don‘t miss them!) of various countries British(and a few French) Oceania/Southern Hemisphere.
High retail value! (A)

**

W

23370

1985, Portugal: nature conservation areas, complete set of four in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an
investment lot of 500 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 1668/71, cat. val. 4.500,- €) (MS) 1668/71 (500)

**

200, -

W

23371

**

180, -

W

23372

1989, Tunisia. ANIMALS. Complete set (2 values) in 2 IMPERFORATE blocks of 25 showing “Turtle“ and
“Oryx antelope“. In all 50 imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (M) 1194/95 (25) Imperf.
1990/2000 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and
souvenir sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don‘t miss them!) of
Antigua&Barbuda and Barbuda. High retail value! (A)

**
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W

23373

1990/2000 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Micronesia,
Marshall Islands, Mayotte and Sri Lanka. High retail value! (A)

**

350, -

W

23374

1992, Guyana. Lot of 100 GOLD souvenir sheets and 100 SILVER souvenir sheets containing the stamps
Mi. 3828 BA and 3829 BA respectively and showing the animals “Pinguin“, “Butterfly“, “Owl“ and
“Swordfish“. Mint, NH. In all 200 souvenir sheets with 200 stamps. (Mi. 10.000,- Euro) (S) Bl. 189/90 BA (100)

**

350, -

W

23375

1993/2002 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Post-Soviet
Union/CIS states. High retail value! (A)

**

250, -

W

23376

1999/2001 (ca.), comprehensive MNH accumulation in a thick stockbook, comprising sets and souvenir
sheets (many items are included severalfold and stuffed very densely - don't miss them!) of Liberia. High
retail value! (A)

**

350, -

P 23377

2000, India. Collection of 6 different complete SPECIMEN miniature sheets for stamps out of the series
“Indian natural heritage“ showing “Leopard Cat“ (Mi.#1759), “Tiger“ (Mi.#1760), “Black Buck“
(Mi.#1768), “Nilgiri Tahr“ (Mi.#1769), “Smooth Indian Otter“ (Mi.#1771), and “Butterfly“ (Mi.#1797).
Each sheet is mounted in an original “India Security Press“ presentation folder bearing signature and
some printer's notes. Extremely rare! (M) Specimen

23378

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Animals“ like “Birds“,
“Whales“, “Fishes“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook. Diverse and varied,
and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23379

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Animals“ like “Birds“,
“Wildlife“, “Marine Animals“, “Dogs“ and many others more in a 16-page stockbook. Diverse and varied,
and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23380

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Animals“ like “Dolphins“,
“Birds“, “Butterflies“, “Insects“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook. Diverse
and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23381

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Animals“ like “Insects“,
“Birds“, “Dolphins“, “Dinosaurs“ and some others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook.
Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

23382

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Animals“ like “Monkeys“,
“Predators“, “Birds“, “Wildlife“ and many others more in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook. Diverse
and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

**

170, -

900, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-AFFEN / ANIMALS-MONKEYS
see al so 21 826, 21 827

W

23383•

1972. Sharjah. Progressive proof (6 phases) in complete sheets of 25 for the 2r value of the MONKEYS
series showing “Chimpanzee“. Mint, NH. Tiny pin holes in the wide margin (top or left). In all 150 proof
stamps. (M) 1016 (25) Proofs

THEMATIK: TIERE-DINOSAURIER / ANIMALS-DINOSAUR
see al so 23 3 25, 23 51 1

23384

1982, Sao Thome and Principe, extinct animals, complete set of six in miniature sheets with ten stamps
each and sheets of 40 (folded), in an investment lot of 300 sets and 50 copies of the souvenir sheet,
mint never hinged (Mi.no. 778/783, Bl. 98). Mi.-cat. val. 8.100,-€ (S) 778/783; Bl.98

**

180, -

23385

1992/1994, dinosaurs, Michel no. Block 267/268, 343/346, 429/434 mint never hinged in mixed
quantities form one to six per item. In total 52 souvenier sheets. 40 are listed in Michel with in total
catalogue value 2000 € + 12 not listed (they are perforated instaead of imperforated). Scarce offer. (S)

**

250, -

W

23386

1993, Guyana. Lot of 100 GOLD Dinosaur blocks containing the $600 stamp “Five Dinosaur“ (Mi. 4300
B) and showing two dinosaur on frame. Mint, NH. Michel catalogue value 5.000,- Euro. (S) Bl. 345 (100)

**

180, -

W

23387

1993, Guyana. Set of 4 different souvenir sheets DINOSAURS, each sheet 100 times. There are 2
groups à 2 sheets: the sheets of the first group each bearing 5 different dinosaurs on the border and
show the stamps with “Coelurosaurus“, “Triceratops“, “Tyrannosaurus“, “Pteranodon“ and “Apatosaurus“
in GOLD (Mi. 4300 B) and also in SILVER (Mi. 4301 B) ; the sheets of the second group each bearing 2
different dinosaurs on the border (stamps as above-mentioned). Mint, NH. In all 400 souvenir sheets
with 400 imperforate stamps. (Michel 20.000,- Euro) (S) Bl. 343/46 (100)

**

800, -

W

23388

1993/1994, Guyana, Dinosaurs (Gold+Silver issues), set of ten souvenir sheets, MNH. Michel nos.
Block 343/46, 429/34 (T)

**

130, -

W

THEMATIK: TIERE-EULEN / ANIMALS-OWLS
see al so 23 3 74

W

23389

OWLS: 1935/91, comprehensive thematic collection of stamps, souvenir sheets, postcards, covers etc.
from all over the world, well written up on about 30 pages, with a wide range of different types of owls,
fine. (A)
EULEN: 1935/91, umfassende Motivsammlung mit Marken und Blocks aus Aller Welt, ausstellungsmäßig
aufgezogen, gezeigt werden WALDOHREULE, STEINKAUZ, WÜSTENUHU, UHU, MANDSCHURISCHER
FISCHUHU, AMERIKANISCHER UHU, KUCKUCKS-KAUZ, SCHNEE-EULE, SEYCHELLEN-EULE,
ZWERGOHREULE, FISCHEULE, SCHLEIEREULE und weitere. (A)
**/ */ b
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THEMATIK: TIERE-FISCHE / ANIMALS-FISHES

see al so 20688, 21 21 6, 21 21 7, 21 709 , 21 81 9 , 22285, 2241 4, 23 3 74, 23 41 7, 23 502, 24664, 2469 4

P 23390

1900/1940 (ca.), FISHING, lot of 20 covers/cards incl. attractive pictorial cards/printed to order cards,
e.g. France advertisement lettersheet, Bavaria/German Empire, Portugal, Canada, Belgian Congo etc.,
in addition some loose stamps/proofs incl. 1946 Finland imperforate pair. (S)

GA/ b/
**

500, -

23391

1950/1980ties (ca.), Fishes in 6 albums, incl. better ones like Triest Block 2 (80 €). Condition mint and
used and some covers and cards. (K)

**/ g/ *

150, -

W

23392

1960/2007 (ca.), FISHES/ MARINE CREATURES, small accumulation of souvenir- and miniature sheets,
complete sets, complete sheets, imperforated stamps etc. from countries all over the world. Including
many beautiful modern issues! (K)

**/ g

150, -

W

23393•

1967, Yemen Kingdom, Fishes imperf. issue, MNH accumulation of complete mini sheets of ten stamps
each: 12b. (1990 stamps), 14b. (1990 stamps), 16b. (1990 stamps), 18b. (1990 stamps), 24b. (1400
stamps), 34b. (440 stamps). Michel nos. 397/402 B, cat.value only for complete sets 5.280,- €,
altogether apprx. 18.400,- €. (S)

**

400, -

W

23394

1979, Sao Thome and Principe, complete set of six in complete sheets of fifty (folded) in an investment
lot of 250 sets and 500 copies of the souvenir sheet, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 612/617, Bl. 41). Mi.cat. val. 14.000,-€ (S) 612/617, Bl.41

**

350, -

W

23395

1985, Ethiopia. FRESHWATER FISH. Complete set (4 values) in IMPERFORATE blocks of 20 showing
“Barbus degeni“, “Labeo cylindricus“, “Alestes dentex“ and “Protopterus annectens“. In all 80
imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (M) 1204/07 (20) Imperf.

**

300, -

23396

1989, Portugal - Madeira, fish, 1400 x Michel no. 129/132 mint never hinged in full folded sheets.
Catalogue value 10080 Euro. (S) 129/132 (1400)

**

350, -

23397

1994, Faroe Islands, Mi.no. 256/259, 820 copies of this set in miniature sheets mint never hinged.
Mi.cat.value 6.150,- €. (S)

**

250, -

P 23398•

1995 Singapore ‚Orchids‘ miniature sheet with ‚Fishes‘ on background in orange, 100 EXAMPLES
each in resp. folder, Serial No. 2501-2600 (of the issued quantity of 9000), mint never hinged, fresh
and fine. (Mi. 16,000 €) (S) Singapur Bl. 35AI (100)

**

23399•

2005, Jordan, 0.5pt. “Red Sea Clownfish“ (Amphiprion bicinctus), 9900 stamps within 495 sheets of 20
(consecutively numbered 4505-4999), MNH. Michel no. 1870 (9900), 2.970,- €. (S)

**

23400

Ausstellungssammlung sauber aufgezogen in zwei Alben, dazu ein Band mit unbearbeitetem Material,
keine großen Werte enthalten, dennoch schöner Grundstock zum weiteren Ausbau. (A3)
g/ **/ b

W

W

.
100, 80, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-HUNDE / ANIMALS-DOGS

see al so 2241 4, 2281 6, 2281 7, 22823 , 22870, 23 808, 23 81 6, 24660, 24671 , 24676
W

23401

P 23402

P 23403

From 1806 on (approx.), All World. Here not only one dog barks, no, here thousands of dogs bark, but
of course only in a figurative sense in the form of covers, entires and stamps. Big stock concerning
the DOG topic including a 3-volume exhibition collection (84 pages) THE BOXER DOG (and what you
should know about it contrasts with other dog breeds). This collection contains a quite nice number
of fine items such as “1912 Flug-Post-Karte (Rhein/Main)“ bearing twice “1 M Gelber Hund“, one of
them with variety “1 M Gelber Huna“, unused Mulready 1d entire (type 1a) showing a dog, several
advertising entires showing pictures of dogs, an illustrated commercial cover “Margarete Steiff“
sent to Sweden with a very nice picture of a toy dog, many covers with interestings special
cancellations and meter stamps, and also special usings e.g. “Leipziger Hundepost“, nice frankings,
proofs and much, much more. Further on there is a fourth album with covers and entires (i. a. an
other Mulready 1d, now used) and 6 drawers with thousands of more covers, entires and of course
stamps, souvenir sheets, stamps booklets etc., apparently all mint, and without duplicates. And
sorted by country names. This lot is a really salubrious offer for the dog friend and in this abundance
not so easily, if at all, again procurable! (RE1)

b/ GA/
**/ g

.

From 1819 on, Europe/Overseas. DOGS - THE FINE LARGE GOLD MEDAL EXHIBIT, incl. worldwide
postal stationery, special cancels on card or piece, all featuring the Dog from it‘s genesis from a
wolf onwards, Turkey 1922 Wolf 10 pi. brown imperf. and imperf. between pairs, Italy 1922 ‚BLP‘ 40
c. on advertising card, 1933 Zeppelin card with Wolf cachet, Canada with ‚Riviere du Loup‘ 1857
cover and 1927 Express 20 c. orange imperf. between pair unused, Denmark with superb 1909
Hound vignette used on card, Queensland 1 d. stationery card (sheep & sheep-dog) unused,
Greenland 1945 30 ö. with blue inverted opt. unused, Great Britain 1 d. Mulready fine used and
1911 Booklet with ‚Dog Keeping‘ advert, 1943 Irish Booklet, France with 1922 Pasteur Booklet,
Mexico with 1865 ‚Franco / Chihuahua‘ entire, North German Confed. reg‘d cover at 2 gr. rate with
‚Hundshübel‘ cds, Belgium 1957 sheet and cover, India with 11935 Sikkim Rocket experiment
covers (2), Switzerland 1819 cover with framed “S. Bernard“ handstamp in black, Newfoundland
1932 14 c. black, imperf. between stamp and margin pair unused, Proof block of four imperf. and
used on cover, 1937 14 c. black imperf. Proof etc. A SPLENDID COLLECTION! (K)

b/ GA/
**/ */ g

.

1900/2000 (approx), Europe/Overseas. Thematic collection DOGS in 11 volumes with many
hundred stamps used/unused, miniature sheets and covers depicting all kind of dogs, some sorted
after dog breeds with some better values and seds, including ‚the dog as helper‘, huntig dogs, dog
exhibitions, dog sled race covers as ‚Alaska Dog Team Post‘ and many more. A fine basis for a future
thematic exhibition collection with many hundred items and cancellations on covers. (K)

b/ GA/
**/ g

.
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23404

1960/1995 (ca.), DOGS, small collection of covers, stationeries, FDC's, stamps, also nice cancellations
and a few none philatelic items from all over the world. Perfect offer for a dog lover! (S)

GA/ b/
FDC/ g

P 23405

1960/2007 (ca.), comprehensive thematic collection “DOGS OF THE WORLD“, arranged in 60
binders and almost exclusively MINT NEVER HINGED, attractive emphasis on the modern issues incl.
plenty of souvenir/mini sheets. A life-time work of a dedicated expert! (K6)

**

23406

From 1960 on (approx), All World. Accumulation of about 60 items. Included are covers and postcards,
picture postcards, stamps, sheets and souvenir sheets, mint, nh, or used, imperforated stamps, silver
and gold stamps, and proofs, and some others more. The material covers various aspects of the topic.
Rich in content and inexpensive! The sum of the former retail prices is about 2,325 Euro. (S)

b/ GA/
**/ g

220, -

W

G eb ot
.

W

23407

1981, Sao Thome and Principe, 500 copies of the IMPERFORATED souvenir sheet Mi.no. Bl. 76B, mint
never hinged. Mi.-cat. val. 11.000,-€ (S) Bl. 76B

**

250, -

W

23408

1984, Morocco. Complete set DOGS (2 values) in 2 IMPERFORATE blocks of 20 and 2 IMPERFORATE
blocks of 5 showing “Aidi“ and “Sloughi“. Both blocks of 5 with imprint “September 1984“. In all 50
imperforate stamps. Mint, nh. (T) 1061/62 (25) Imperf.

**

200, -

W

23409

1993, Guyana. Lot of 50 GOLD souvenir sheets and 50 SILVER souvenir sheets (on border Genoa
harbor) with imprint “PETS ARE OUR FRIENDS“ containing the imperforate stamps 3826 B and 3827 B
respectively showing some DOGS and CATS. Mint, NH. In all 100 souvenir sheets with 100 imperforate
stamps. (Michel 7.500,- Euro) (S) Bl. 303/04 B (50)

**

250, -

W

23410

1994, Guyana. Lot with 40 complete sets à 6 souvenir sheets “Stamp Exhibit Hong Kong '94“ each
bearing the stamp THE YEAR OF THE DOG in GOLD or SILVER (Mi. 4512 B / 4513 B). There are 3 groups
of 2 souvenir sheets each time: the first one shows the painting “Company at table“ (on the border), the
second one shows the painting “Owl and Birds“ and the third group shows the painting “Animal's
Shangri-la“. Mint, NH. In all 240 souvenir sheets with 240 stamps. (Michel 12.000,- Euro) (S) Bl. 381/86 (40)

**

450, -

P 23411

2003/2007 (ca.), DOGS (which is apparently the main value) plus some others, comprehensive MNH
accumulation of stamps and souvenir sheets “All World“, a box full of glassines (acquired by subscription
order). Enormous retail value! (S)

**

500, -

23412•

DOGS: Four stamps and four souvenir sheets of Guyana printed on gold or silver folio, even two different
perf and imperf, fine and attractive. (M)

**

100, -

DOGS: Six souvenir sheets from Guyana with stamps on gold or silver folio, all different. (M)

**

W

P 23413•

.

THEMATIK: TIERE-KATZEN / ANIMALS-CATS
see al so 21 1 50, 2281 6, 23 3 77, 23 409 , 23 43 3

W

23414•

1970, Yemen - Kingdom: Siamese Cat - 24b. 1000 copies of the souvenir sheet mint never hinged.
Michel bl. no. 201, cat.value 8.000,- € (S) Bl. 201 (1000)

**

200, -

W

23415•

1970, Yemen - Kingdom: Siamese Cat - 24b. 2000 copies of the souvenir sheet mint never hinged.
Michel bl. no. 201, cat.value 16.000,- € (S) Bl. 201 (2000)

**

350, -

W

23416

1981, Sao Thome and Principe, 500 copies of the IMPERFORATED souvenir sheet Mi.no. Bl. 77B, mint
never hinged. Mi.-cat. val. 11.000,-€ (S) Bl. 77B

**

250, -

1972, Fujeira: Marine animals (coral, fish, crab etc.): complete set of 20 different stamps in a se-tenant
sheet, more than 400 sheets mint never hinged in the original packing. Michel nos. 1019/1038, no
price given for the sheet, at least 4.800,- € for the sets. (S) 262/267A (3000)

**

150, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-MEERESTIERE / ANIMALS-SEA ANIMALS
see al so 22285, 22803 , 22807, 23 3 3 6, 23 3 9 2, 24664, 2543 2

W

23417•

W

23418

1979/1992, Wallis and Futuna, special collection of 40 épreuves de luxe with topic marine life. Scarce
offer! (A)

**

120, -

W

23419

1993, Guyana. Lot of 100 GOLD blocks with $600 stamp SEA ANIMALS showing Sea Turtle, Whale, Seal,
Coral, Fish, Dolphin (Mi. 4123B). On border also illustrations of sea animals. Mint, NH. Michel catalogue
value 5.000,- Euro. (S) Bl. 248 (100)

**

180, -

W

23420

1994/1996, Tonga marine life: whales and sharks in mint never hinged mini sheets of 10 stamps + two
printed labels. In adition three values with turtles, crab and sea snail in blocks of 10, each with five
progressive proofe labels. All are overprinted SPECIMEN! Michel catalogue value for normal single
stamps 960 €++ (M) 1332, 1349, 1420-4 (10)

**

180, -

W

23421

1998, Portugal, complete set of two in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot of 700 sets
mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2252/53, cat. val. 1.400,- €) (S) 2252/53 (700)

**

150, -

W

23422

1998, Portugal: EXPO '98/ oceans, complete set of six in a strip (self-adhesive stamps) in an investment
lot of 400 sets, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2273/78, cat. val. 2.400,- €) (S) 2273/78 (400)

**

120, -

W

23423

1998, Portugal: EXPO '98/ oceans, complete set of six in a strip (self-adhesive stamps) in an investment
lot of 500 sets, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2267/72, cat. val. 2.100,- €) (S) 2267/72 (500)

**

200, -
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THEMATIK: TIERE-MEERESTIERE-MUSCHELN /
ANIMALS-SEA ANIMALS-SHELLS
see al so 22285, 23 3 9 2

W

23424

1984, WALLIS and FUTUNA: Conches ('Meeres-/Fingerschnecken') sets in se-tenant strips of six in an
investment lot with 45 complete IMPERFORATE sheets with four sets each (= 180 sets = 1.080
imperforate stamps) with printing date '21-2-1984' and description of conches in margins, mint never
hinged, scarce offer! Mi. 460/65 (M)

**

600, -

W

23425

1985, WALLIS and FUTUNA: Conches ('Meeresschnecken') sets in se-tenant strips of six in an investment
lot with 78 complete IMPERFORATE sheets with four sets each (= 312 sets = 1.872 imperforate stamps)
with printing date '28-1-1985' and description of conches in margins, mint never hinged, scarce offer!
Mi. 479/84 (M)

**

900, -

W

23426

1985, Wallis et Futuna, sea snails, investment accumulation of full sheets (folded). Michel no. 479/484
in 20 sheets with 25 stamps each. Catalogue value 4.250 €. (M) 479/484 (500)

**

300, -

b/ **

220, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-NAGETIERE / ANIMALS-RODENTS
W

23427

1815/2000 (ca.), BEAVER and other rodents, collection of apprx. 150 covers (plus some stamps),
mounted on written up album pages resp. in two cover albums, comprising attractive frankings, related
postmarks, cacheted envelopes, also incl. some better early pieces like 1867 Canada, USA fancy
cancellation etc.; in addition a stockbook with plenty of modern MNH issues. (K)

THEMATIK: TIERE-PFERDE / ANIMALS-HORSES

see al so 20061 , 21 1 49 , 21 1 51 , 21 1 54, 21 768, 21 769 , 229 75, 229 79 , 23 1 89 , 23 1 9 0
W

23428•

1970, Yemen (Kingdom): Paintings with horses, 3000 sets in minature sheets of six stamps per value
and 3000 coipes of the souvenir sheets, all mint never hinged and in the original packing. Michel nos.
1007/1011A and block 203, cat. value 24.000,- €. (K) 1007/1011A, bl. 203 (3000)

**

300, -

W

23429•

1972, Ajman - Manama: Military Uniforms - Riders and Horses: set of eleven values in a en-tenant
minature sheet mint never hinged, much more than 1000 sets/sheets. Michel nos. 1008/1018, cat.
value 8.500,- € (S) 1088/1018 (1000)

**

150, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-RAUBTIERE / ANIMALS-PREDACIOUS CATS
see al so 20861 , 23 3 77, 23 43 6

23430

1855/2010 (ca.), collection of apprx. 700 covers/cards/ppc/stationeries (plus several cutouts and
some booklets not counted), showing Lion, Panther, Leopard, Marten, Fox, ocelot, Cougar, Badger,
Cheetah and many others. Comprising attractive frankings, great range of postmarks, cacheted
envelopes, pictorial cards etc. (K)
b/ GA/ Ak

800, -

1920/2010 (ca.), comprehensive mainly MNH collection in five stockbooks with stamps and souvenir
sheets from All World and especially a good range of modern issues, comprising strong sections “LION“
and “LEOPARD“ but also Sable, Stoat, Mink, Otter, Badger, Lynx, Cheetah, Marten, Cougar, Ocelot and
many others. Also included are progressive proofs, imperfs, epreuve de luxe and two epreuve d'artiste.
Rarely seen in that comprehensiveness! (K)
**/ */ (*)

600, -

P 23432

1900/2010 (ca.), Predators (mainly) plus others (Birds), comprehensive collection/accumulation in two
stockbooks with plenty of stamps and souvenir sheets from All World, also some epreuve noted, in
addition file folder with some sheets. (K)

**/ */
(*)/ g

500, -

23433

1988, Portugal, lynxes WWF, complete set of four in a strip or block, in an investment lot of 176 miniature
sheets with four sets each, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 1741/44, cat. val. 5.280,- €) (S) 1741/44 (704)

**

250, -

W

W

W

23431

THEMATIK: TIERE-REPTILIEN / ANIMALS-REPTILES
see al so 20682

W

W

23434

23435

1833/2014 (ca.), SNAKES, comprehensive thematic collection/accumulation in three albums plus
plenty of loose material, comprising a lovely range of interesting items like artist‘s drawings,
imperfs, epreuve de luxe/d‘artiste etc. Enclosed is some literature which gives detailed thematic
and philatelic information about every item of the collection (postmarks, stationeries, booklets and
town names referring to snakes). (K)

b/ **/
(*)/ *

1960/2000 (ca.), REPTILES/AMPHIBIAN, comprehensive MNH collection in three stockbooks with
stamps and souvenir sheets from All World, in addition apprx. 70 covers/cards/stationeries. (K)

**/ b

3.
300, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-SÄUGETIERE / ANIMALS-MAMMALS
see al so 21 49 6, 23 3 3 6

W

23436

1993, TADSCHIKISTAN: Gefährdete Säugetiere Bestand von UNGEZÄHNTEN Marken in Druckbögen
bzw. Teilbögen dabei die einzelnen Marken in unterschiedl. Mengen wie 3 R. Braunbär (190), 10 R.
Bucharahirsch (190), 15 R. Schraubenziege (220), 25 R. Stachelschwein (220) sowie 100 R.
Schneeleopard (125) zusammenhängend mit noch anderen ungezähnten Ausgaben Tadschikistans
von 1993 u.a. Olympia-Block (66), Block Persisches Nationalepos (66) sowie Freimarken
‚Unabhängigkeit‘ 5 R. (90), 15 R. (90) und 20 R. (130), dabeiauch unterschiedl. Wertstufen in
denselben Bogen mit Zwischenstegen etc., ein toller Anlagebestand mit ca. 1.400 ungezähnten
Marken bzw. Blocks! Mi. 22/26 sowie 16/18, Bl. 1 und Bl. 2 (DRO)

Sammlungen / Collections

**

.
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L ot
W

23437

Start
1997, Portugal, desmans WWF, complete set of four in a strip or block, in an investment lot of 200
miniature sheets with four sets each, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2174/77, cat. val. 3.200,- €) (S)

2174/77 (800)

**

200, -

**

450, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-SCHILDKRÖTEN / ANIMALS-TURTLES
see al so 23 3 71

W

23438

1993, Mongolia. Set of 100 GOLD miniature sheets and 100 SILVER miniature sheets each containing
4 GOLD 200t stamps and 4 SILVER 200t stamps respectively showing “TURTLE, Mushrooms and
Flowers“. Mint, NH. In all 400 GOLD stamps and 400 SILVER stamps. (Michel 12.000,- Euro) (S) 2477/78

A KB (100)

THEMATIK: TIERE-SCHMETTERLINGE / ANIMALS-BUTTERFLIES

see al so 201 51 , 203 1 9 , 20559 , 20560, 20824, 22806, 22807, 22808, 23 3 74, 23 3 77

P 23439

1870/1990 (ca.), balance of an exhibition collection on complete or part pages with a wide mixture of
material incl. interesting and better items, stamps, some pieces and covers with butterfly stamps or
postmarks, metermarks, postal stationeries, varieties and others, stamps are mostly MNH, high cat. and **/ */ g/
retail value - PLEASE INSPECT! (K)
d/ b/ GA

500, 300, -

W

23440

1979, RWANDA: Butterflies complete set of eight from 20c. to 150fr. in a lot with about 700 sets mostly
in complete unfolded (20c. to 50c. in folded) sheets, mint never hinged and a scarce and very attractive
set! Mi. 974/81, € 8.400,-- + (COB 909/16, € 10.500,-- +) (S) 974/81

23441

**

W

1980/1990 (ca.), GUYANA: duplicated accumulation in large box with perforated and IMPERFORATE
single stamps incl. complete sets and sheets, sheetlets and miniature sheets with a large part of
overprinted and surcharged issues, several PROOFS and unusual varieties as inverted opts.,
SPECIMEN etc., a very attractive THEMATIC LOT with many prepared for individual sale sorted into
glassines and priced in US$, mint never hinged with several covers/FDC‘s and a great lot for country
or thematic collectors or resellers with a very high retail value – PLEASE INSPECT! (S)

**/ b

W

23442

1996, Latvija butterflies, 250 x Michel no. 432/434 mint never hinged. Catalogue value 1000 € (M)

432/434 (250)

**

100, -

P 23443

1998, Portugal Madeira: butterflies, investment lot with 500 copies of Mi.no. 193/96 in complete
sheets with 50 stamps each(folded) and 15 copies of the booklet MH 17 all mint never hinged. Cat.
value 2.620,- €. (S) 193/96(500); MH 17(15)

**

250, -

b/ GA

150, -

b/ GA/
**

350, -

ab 1890(ca.), Partie von ca. 305 Belegen, dabei auch Ganzsachen, Ansichtskarten, nette Frankaturen,
Stempel, Marken etc. Themen: Fasane, Gänse, Hühner, Flamingos, Kranische, Stelzvögel, Pfaue,
Pinguine, Eulen. Realistischer Einzelverkaufspreis ca. 4.904,- Euro. (K)

b/ GA/
**

300, -

.3

THEMATIK: TIERE-VÖGEL / ANIMALS-BIRDS

see al so 203 1 4, 20558, 20627, 21 477, 21 708, 21 9 59 , 21 9 60, 223 27, 22423 , 22800, 22805, 22806,
22809 , 22825, 23 3 74, 23 808, 23 81 6, 25261 , 25265

P 23444•

1870/1999(ca.), an especially lot of 4 rare birds-topics: USA 1870(ca.), illustrated envelope(few
unobstusive imperfections) of “THE HUMANE JOURNAL CHICAGO“ depicting several kinds of BIRDS,
used 1c. blue to Newburgh, N.Y. Very attractive piece. CSSR 1966, PIGEONGRAM stationery 60h with
respective pictorial postmark “BRNO 8.5.66“, also refering delivery envelope imprinted “PIGEONGRAM“
sent registered same day. The pigeongram was folded ten times and has traces of gum as charateristic
sign of real usage. JAMAICA 1973, HUMMINGBIRD approaching COLUMNEA ARGENTEA, unadopted
preliminary drawing for Orchid/Flower set, size 13,5:20,5 cm apprx., pencil sketch on cartridge paper.
The stamp was issued in a diamond-shaped format without the hummingbird. Unique item ex Goaman
archive! HONDURAS 1999, DOMESTIC BIRDS, imperforate proof sheet of 20stamps, missing black
colour, size 21,5:28 cm apprx., uncut with wide margins incl. printer's marks. Very rare and attractive,
stated to three sheets which do exist. (M)

23445

1890s/2000s (ca.), lot of ca. 359 covers, inclusive postal stationery, picture-postcards, nice frankings,
postmarks etc. Various species, such as eagles, woodpeckers, birds of prey, sandpipers, swallows and
other more. Realistic retail price approx. 5,630 Euro. (K)

W

1890s/2000s (ca.), Partie von ca. 359 Belegen, dabei auch Ganzsachen, Ansichtskarten, nette
Frankaturen, Stempel etc. Diverse Spezies, wie etwa Adler, Spechte, Raubvögel, Strandläufer, Schwalben
und andere mehr. Realistischer Einzelverkaufspreis ca. 5.630,- Euro. (K)
W

23446

from 1890 (approx.), lot of ca. 305 items, with covers, postal stationery, picture-postcards, nice
frankings, postmarks, stamps etc. Topics: Pheasants, geese, chickens, flamingos, cranes, waders,
peacocks, penguins, owls. Realistic retail price approx. 4,904 Euro. (K)

W

23447

1900/2010 (ca.), most comprehensive and sophisticated collection of apprx. 2.900 thematic covers/
cards/stationeries, comprising a lovely range of corresponding frankings and postmarks, like special
event/meter/slogan marks, cacheted envelopes, pictorial stationeries etc. (K2)

b

900, -

W

23448

1956/89, collection only USSR ca. 167 pictured postal stationery envelopes and 13 pictured postcards,
7 envelopes from Russia and 8 envelopes from Ukraine are added (195), ex collection Dr. Krehan (S)

GA

140, -

P 23449•

1960's-80's ca.: Hundreds of progressive proofs of various “Birds“ issues worldwide, plus two handpainted essays, fine. (M)

**/ (*)

600, -

334
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23450

Start
1970/2000 (ca.), BIRDS from A to Z, huge accumulation of different species from every corner of the
earth, including souvenir and miniature sheets, complete sheets, self-adhesive and imperforated
stamps, phantasy/ Cinderella stamps, FDC's, booklets etc. Also larger quantities up to at least 200
copies. High catalogue value. Inspection recommended. (K)

**/ g/
FDC

500, -

W

23451

1971, TCHAD: airmail definitive 1.000fr. 'Casmerodius albus' in a lot with about 500 stamps mostly in
larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 399, € 37.500,-- + (T) 399

**

600, -

W

23452

1971, TCHAD: airmail definitive 1.000fr. 'Casmerodius albus' in a lot with about 500 stamps mostly in
larger blocks/part sheets, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 399, € 37.500,-- + (T) 399

**

600, -

P 23453

1983, Sao Tome, birds, 1500 x Michel no. 879-900 mint never hinged in full sheets. Catalogue value
82.500 Euro. (K) 879-900 (1500)

**

23454

1984, PAPUA NEW GUINEA: Bird of paradise definitive 5k. 'Paradisaea raggiana' in a lot with approx. 850
stamps mostly in larger blocks, mint never hinged, Mi. 478, € 12.750,-- (T) 478

**

400, -

P 23455

1991, Portugal Madeira, pigeons WWF, complete set of four in a strip or block, in an investment lot of
160 miniature sheets with four sets each, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 143/46, cat. val. 4.480,- €) (S)

W

2.

143/46 (640)

**

200, -

23456

1993, Portugal, birds, 400 x Michel no. 1988/91 mint never hinged in full sheets and singles. Catalogue
value 3600 Euro. (MS) 1988/1991 (400)

**

200, -

23457

2000, Portugal, investment lot with the birds definitives Mi.no. 2388/92 (300) in complete sheets
(folded) and booklets with Mi.no. 2393 and 2394 (10 copies each) all mint never hinged. Face value
886,- €. Cat. value 2.920,- €. (M)

**

300, -

P 23458

2000/2001, India. Collection of 3 different complete SPECIMEN miniature sheets for stamps out of the
series “Indian natural heritage“ showing “Saras Crane“ (Mi.#1770), “Paradise Flycatcher“ (Mi.#1793),
and “Painted Stork“ (Mi.#1851). Each sheet is mounted in an original “India Security Press“ presentation
folder bearing signature and some printer's notes. Extremely rare! (M) Specimen

W

23459

2000/2003, Portugal, investment lot with various complete sets of the birds definitives in the following
amounts: Mi.no. 2388/92 (200); 2487/89 (100); 2567/72 (200); 2573/75 (100); 2642/46 (100) in
complete sheets (folded and unfolded), all mint never hinged. Face value 1.498,- €. Cat. val. 4.330,- €.
(MS)

**

450, -

W

23460

2001, Portugal, investment lot with 500 copies of the birds definitives Mi.no. 2482/86 in complete
sheets with 100 stamps each (folded) all mint never hinged. Cat. value 3.000,- €. (M) 2482/86 (500)

**

300, -

W

23461

2002, Portugal, investment lot with 400 copies of the birds definitives Mi.no. 2567/72 and 2573/75 in
complete sheets (unfolded) all mint never hinged. Face value 1.528,- €. Cat. value 4.600,- €. (MS)

2567/75 (400)

**

500, -

W

23462

2002, Portugal, investment lot with complete sets of the birds definitives and booklets in the following
amounts: Mi.no. 2567/72 (200); 2573/2575 (200); MH 2573 (10) and MH 2575 (10) in complete
sheets (folded and unfolded), all mint never hinged. Face value 846,- €. Cat. value 2.520,- €. (MS)

**

250, -

W

23463

2008, Papua New Guinea. Lot of 500 souvenir sheets BIRDS OF PARADISE each containing the stamps
(a) “85t Astrapia stephaniae“, (b) “3k Cnemophilus macgregorii“, (c) “3.35k Pteridophora alberti“ and
(d) “5.35k Astrapia mayeri“. Mint, NH. Postage in all 6,275 KINA equals about 2,510 USD / 1,884 EUR.
Michel catalogue value 5,500 EUR. (Mi. #Bl. 67) (S) Sc #1331a-d (500)

**

W

2010, Guyana personalized stamp BIRDS, 22 mint never hinged mini sheets, very scarce. (T)

220, 150, -

W

23464
23465

W

2346 6

Comprehensive collection BIRDS, sorted by habitates and well written up on pages and housed in
several binders, plus additional material in stockbooks, with a lot of unmounted mint stamps, perf
and imperf, miniature sheets, covers, postcards etc. A recommendable collection with a wide range
of BIRD related items. (K4)

W

8064

450, -

**

ZweiTeilsammlungen Vögel und Zoologische Gärten sauber auf über 40 Ausstellungsblättern aufgezogen b/ GA/
mit Marken und Belegen schwerpunktmäßig nach 1960 in 2 Lindner-Alben (A2)
d/ **/ g

Umfassende Sammlung aller “gefiederter Freunde“ in mehreren Bänden ausstellungsmäßig nach
Lebensräumen aufgezogen, dazu E-Bücher mit noch nicht eingearbeitetem Material bereit nach
Gattungen sortiert, unzählige postfirsche Ausgaben, Blöcke, ungezähnte Werte, Briefe und Belege,
Sonderstempel....etc, immenser Katalogwert. (K4)

100, -

**/ b/
GA

3.2

2.

THEMATIK: TIERE-MEERESSÄUGER (U.A. WALE) /
ANIMALS-AQUATIC MAMMALS

see al so 20641 , 21 629 , 22285, 23 3 9 2, 23 420, 2403 3 , 24721 , 24728
W

2346 7

1850/2010 (ca.), WHALES AND DOLPHINS, exhibit on apprx. 75 album pages showing the various
species, habitat, whale hunting/whale protection, whales as suppliers of raw material etc. Included
are several interesting pieces like progressive proofs, TAAF artist‘s proof with signature,
Antigua&Barbuda large sized artist‘s sketch, St.Pierre&Miquelon/TAAF imperfs/imperf. colour
proofs (25 pieces), three German Empire advertisement stationeries plus one Italy “B.L.P.“ etc. (A3)

**/ b

W

23468

1850/2000 (ca.), WHALES AND DOLPHINS, collection of more than 300 covers/cards/stationeries,
showing many attractive frankings, postmarks, cacheted covers, early mail from Whaling Towns, whalerelated industries/raw materials etc. (K)

b/ GA

Sammlungen / Collections

300, -

335
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Start

P 23469•

1979, TAAF 4fr. “Antarctic fur seal“, group of specialities: large recess-printed design in brown with
attached postmarked stamp and signature of designer/engraver Claude Andreotto (numbered
828/950); sheetlet with impression of design in brown and scientific article of Prof.J.Prevost about
Atlantic fur seal (1050 issued); announcement sheet with attached postmarked original stamp; finally
the stamp in complete sheet of ten MNH. (M)

(*)/ **

100, -

23470

1980/2012 (ca.), WHALES AND DOLPHINS, comprehensive MNH collection of modern stamps and
souvenir sheets in two stockbooks with plenty of material, also some progressive proofs and two epreuve
de luxe. (A2)

**

450, -

W

P 23471

1993, Portugal Madeira: seals, complete set of four in a strip or block, in an investment lot of 300
miniature sheets with four sets each, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 164/67, cat. val. 7.200,- €) (S) 164/67

(1200)

**

300, -

23472

1998, Gibraltar: Whales and Dolphines, 1100 copies of the souvenir sheet mint never hinged (Michel
block no. 34, cat. value 6600.- €) (S)

**

180, -

23473

1998, Gibraltar: Whales and Dolphines, 2300 copies of the souvenir sheet mint never hinged (Michel
block no. 34, cat. value 13.800.- €) (K)

**

350, -

W

23474

2003, ENDANGERED DOLPHINS. Lot of 500 sheets of 50 (= 25,000 stamps) showing 1.50k “Bottlenose
dolphin“. Mint, NH. Postage 37,500 KINA equals about 15,000 USD / 11,300 EUR. Michel catalogue
value 25,000 EUR. (Mi. 1027) (S) Sc #1094

800, -

23475

**

W

2003, ENDANGERED DOLPHINS. Lot of 500 sheets of 50 (= 25,000 stamps) showing 4k “Humpback
dolphin and fishermen“. Mint, NH. Postage 62,500 KINA equals about 25,000 USD / 18,800 EUR.
Michel catalogue value 45,000 EUR. (Mi. 1029) (S) Sc #1096

**

.2

2003, ENDANGERED DOLPHINS. Lot of 500 sheets of 50 (= 25,000 stamps) showing 4k “Irrawaddy
dolphin and diver“. Mint, NH. Postage 100,000 KINA equals about 40,000 USD / 30,000 EUR.
Michel catalogue value 75,000 EUR. (Mi. 1030) (S) Sc #1097

**

.

W

W

23476

THEMATIK: TIERE-WASSERTIERE / ANIMALS-AQUATIC ANIMALS
W

23477

1997, Portugal: EXPO '98/ plankton, complete set of four in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an
investment lot of 550 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2218/21, cat. val. 2.200,- €) (MS) 2218/21(550)

**

100, -

W

23478

1998, Portugal: EXPO '98/ plankton, complete set of four in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an
investment lot of 500 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 2243/46, cat. val. 2.250,- €) (S) 2243/46 (500)

**

100, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-WASSERVÖGEL / ANIMALS-WATER BIRDS
see al so 22285, 23 450, 24643

P 23479

Hübsche Rang 3 Ausstellungssammlung “PINGUINE-Vögel in Frack und Weste“ auf 48 Blätter sauber
aufgezogen mit vielen Marken und Belegen (A)

b/ GA/
**/ */ g

800, -

W

23480

1996/1997, Australian Nature Conservation Agency, 44 IMPERFORATED souvenir sheet of four $15
stamps with topic ducks. Scarce items, but quality is mixed, from very good to bended. (T)

**

100, -

W

23481

1996/1997, Australian Nature Conservation Agency, 80 IMPERFORATED $15 stamps in four full sheets.
In two different colours, with topic ducks. Scarce items, two sheets very good, and in two sheets are
some stamps bended. (M)

**

200, -

(500)

**

300, -

2001, Portugal, complete set of six in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot of 500 sets mint
never hinged (Mi.no. 2520/25, face val. 2.260,- €, cat. value 5.250,- €) (S) 2520/25 (500)

**

500, -

**

110, -

**

450, -

b

200, -

THEMATIK: TIERE-ZOOTIERE / ANIMALS-ZOO ANIMALS
see al so 23 3 3 6

P 23482
P 23483

1984, Portugal, 100 years Lisbon zoo, complete set of four in a strip in an investment lot of 500 sets
allmost all in folded miniature sheets, mint never hinged (Mi.no. 1617/20, cat. val. 4.000,- €) (S) 1617/20

THEMATIK: TOURISMUS / TOURISM
see al so 21 21 5

W

23484

1974, COMORES: Sights on Mayotte Island complete set of three (Moya beach, Chiconi and Mamoudzou
harbour) in a lot with about 450 sets mostly in larger blocks, mint never hinged, Mi. 176/78, € 3.060,-- +
(S) 176/78

THEMATIK: UMWELTSCHUTZ / ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
see al so 23 3 70, 2469 4, 25641

W

23485

1993, Guyana. Lot of 100 complete sets à 6 GOLD/SILVER stamps NATURE PROTECTION showing inter
alia “Butterfly“, “Hare“, “Dolphin“, “Whale“, “Sea Turtle“, “Owl“, “Pterosaurian“, “Insect“. Mint, NH. In all
600 stamps. (Michel 13.000,- Euro) (S) 4121/26 BA (100)

THEMATIK: UPU / UNITED POSTAL UNION

see al so 209 64, 209 65, 209 66, 209 67, 209 68, 21 249 , 21 285, 21 3 82, 21 557,
21 659 , 21 707, 2229 6, 22822, 241 3 4, 24570, 25462, 2553 5, 259 05, 29 1 9 0
W

23486

336

1928, “Commission preparatoire du Congres de l' U.P.U. 1928“, five unaddressed envelopes bearing
slogan meter marks with values 25c., 30c., 1.10fr., 1.50fr. and 3fr., each with corresponding sender's
imprint and violet circular cachet 13 Nov 1928. (T)

Sammlungen / Collections

L ot

Start

W

23487

1949, 75 Jahre UPU, saubere Sammlung mit ungebrauchten Ausgaben und Belegen auf 29
Albenblättern, dabei insbesondere Österreich mit Adresszettel auf gelbem und auf grauem Papier
ungebraucht und auf Brief sowie weitere vier Ganzsachen. (A)
b/ GA/ *

200, -

W

23488•

1950, YEMEN: 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) complete set of eight different
values in IMPERFORATE sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels) in an investment lot with ten complete
sheetlet sets (= 1.280 stamps), mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 114/21 B KB (10), € 5.600,-- ++ (M)

**

240, -

W

23489•

1950, YEMEN: 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) complete set of eight different
values in PERFORATE sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels) in an investment lot with ten complete
sheetlet sets (= 1.280 stamps), mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. 114/21 A KB, UNPRICED IN MICHEL!
(cat. value of the imperf. issue € 5.600,-- ++) (M)

**

240, -

W

23490•

1970, YEMEN: Inauguration of the new UPU Headquarters in Bern two different airmail miniature sheets
in an investment lot with about 25 'Liechtenstein CEPT' and about 800 'Luxemburg CEPT' miniature
sheets, mint never hinged, unusual and seldom offered in quantity, Mi. Bl. 126/27, € 14.775,-- (S)

**

350, -

23491

1974, “100 years UPU 1874/1974“, nice thematic collection in 4 Borek albums with a lot of material of
the whole world incl. PR China, all MNH (K)

**

200, -

23492

1974, Samoa. 100 Years Universal Postal Union (UPU). Lot with 10 complete sets (4 values) in
IMPERFORATE stamps showing “Airfield Faleoto Airplane, Postbus“, “Port of Apia, Cargo ship, Postbus“,
“German post office Apia 1909“ and “William Willis and his raft 'Age Unlimited', Route Australia-Peru“.
In all 40 imperforate stampe. Mint, nh. (T) 302/05 (10) Imperf.

**

160, -

23493

1974, UPU collection on pre printed pages with mostly IMPERFORATED mint never hinged stamps.
Michel 3400.- €++ (some iin Michel not listed stamps). (S)

**

200, -

W

THEMATIK: VERKEHR / TRAFFIC

see al so 22802, 23 1 3 8, 23 21 4, 2401 7, 2469 8
W

23494

ab 1935, ALLE Welt, Sammlung mit über 700 Belegen und Besonderheiten zum Thema “VERKEHRTRANSPORT“ mit vielen Möglichkeiten zum Befördern von Personen und Liefern bzw. Weiterleiten von
Waren und - Frachten, z.B. mit der Eisenbahn, per Auto-Lastwagen, per Schiff, Ballon und Flugzeuge +
Helikopter. Anbei Marken, Briefe, FDCs, viele farbige Probedrucke, Sonder- und Motivstempel, viele
kleine und große Markenbogen ungezähnt und gezähnt, Cachet-Stempel, etc. Ein sehr vielseitiger
Inhalt! (K)
GA/ b/ g

600, -

W

23495

ab 1961, ALLE WELT, Sammlung mit ca. 700 Belegen und Besonderheiten zum Thema “VERKEHR TRANSPORT“ mit vielen Verkehrsmitteln zum Befördern von Personen und Liefern bzw. Weiterleiten von
Waren und Frachten, z.B. mit der Eisenbahn, per Auto-Lastwagen, per Schiff, Ballon und Flugzeuge und
Helikopter. Anbei Marken, viele farbige Probedrucke, viele kleine und große Markenbogen ungezähnt
und gezähnt, Briefe, FDCs, Cachetstempel, Sonder- und Motivstempel, etc. Ein reichhaltiger Inhalt! (K) GA/ b/ g

500, -

W

23496

1989, Portugal: transportation, complete set of four in sheets with 50 stamps each, in an investment lot
of 500 sets mint never hinged (Mi.no. 1787/90, cat. val. 4.250,- €) (MS) 1787/90(500)

**

200, -

23497

2010/2016 (approx), Africa. Souvenir sheets and miniature sheets on the topic “Traffic and Transport“
like “Airplans“, “Railways“, “Automobiles“ and “Motorcycles“ in a filled to capacity 16-page stockbook.
Diverse and varied, and apparently no duplicates. Mint, nh, Top quality. Favorably. (A)

**

100, -

THEMATIK: VERKEHR-AUTO / TRAFFIC-CAR

see al so 20080, 21 3 05, 22801 , 22802, 22803 , 22806, 2281 6, 23 1 3 8, 24740, 29 53 3
W

23498

1961/1975, Monaco. Lot of 9 Epreuves d'artiste signée (8 times black-and-white, 1 time lilac carmine)
showing different cars: Le Mans racer, Alfa Romeo 1950, Lamborghini Countach 1974, Ferrari 1955,
early Ford car, Peugeot 1898, Alfa Romeo 1932, Isotta Fraschini 1928 and Grand Prix automobil Bugatti.
Nice collection! (M)

350, -

W

23499

Lot über 50 Fotoabzüge und 8 Liska Zeichnungen (Nachdruck) aus dem Mercedes-Benz Medianarchiv
überwiegend mit Motiven um 1910- 1940 von Autos, Personen oder Werksgeländen. (S)

G eb ot

THEMATIK: VERKEHR-STRASSENBAHN / TRAFFIC-TRAMWAY
see al so 23 49 6

23500

1989, Portugal, transport in Lisboa (tram, bus, elevator), 750 x Michel no. 1792/1795 mint never
hinged in full folded sheets. Catalogue value 6375.- €. (S) 1787/1790 (750)

**

200, -

**

110, -

**

120, -

THEMATIK: VULKANE / VOLCANOES
W

23501

1973, COMORES: Eruption of Karthala Volcano 120fr. in a lot with 400 stamps mostly in complete
(folded) sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. 159, € 2.600,-- (T) 159

THEMATIK: WASSER / WATER
see al so 22800, 2281 6, 2421 7

W

23502

2001, Portugal/ Acores/ Madeira: water, small lot with 500 copies of the Europa issues Mi.no. 212;
478; 2503 in complete sheets of fifty all mint never hinged. Cat. value 3.100,- €. (MS)

THEMATIK: WEIHNACHTEN / CHRISTMAS

see al so 20523 , 21 1 3 4, 21 23 4, 21 242, 21 548, 21 581 , 22800,
22805, 22808, 23 21 8, 25623 , 25804, 25805, 26451
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L ot
P 23503

Start
1890/2006 (approx), All World. Very extensive collection in 39 albums and stockbooks. Contains
1-volume exhibition collection “Polish Christmas in the change of times“, 10-volume subscription
collection “Christmas stamps“, and a gigantic number of stamps, souvenir- and miniature sheets in
other 28 volumes. Plus a box with several hundred covers and cards. An enormously substantial
object at a reasonable price. Christmas 2021 can come! (K4)

b/ GA/
**/ g

2.

W

23504•

1969, Yemen Kingdom, souvenir sheet 24b. “Sura about Mary“, 1000 MNH pieces. Michel no. Bl. 185
II, 6.500,- €. (S)

**

70, -

W

23505

1976, Aitutaki. Lot with 6 complete IMPERFORATE sets “Christmas“ (8 values / 4 se-tenant pairs)
showing “Annunciation of the Virgin Mary“, “Christmas message to the shepherds“, “Holy Family“ and
“The Three Kings“. In all 48 imperforate stamps (24 se-tenant pairs). Mint, nh. (T) 215/22 (6) Imperf.

**

180, -

W

23506

1993, Guyana. Lot of 100 GOLD Christmas blocks containing the $600 stamp “Christmas tree and
gifts“ (Mi. 4302 B). Mint, NH. Michel catalogue value 5.000,- Euro. (S) Bl. 351 (100)

**

180, -

W

23507

1993, Guyana. Set of 8 different souvenir sheets CHRISTMAS, each sheet 40 times. There are 2 groups
à 4 sheets: the sheets of the first group each bearing the illustration “Kris Kringle with reindeer sled“ on
the border and show the stamps “Christmas tree and toys“ in GOLD (Mi. 4302 B) and also in SILVER (Mi.
4303 B) and “Children building up a snowman“ in GOLD (Mi. 4304 B) and also in SILVER (Mi. 4305 B);
the sheets of the second group each bearing the illustration “Christmas room“ on the border (stamps as
above-mentioned). Mint, NH. In all 320 souvenir sheets with 320 imperforate stamps. (Michel 16.000,Euro) (S) Bl. 347/54 (40)

**

600, -

THEMATIK: WWF

see al so 23 43 3 , 23 43 7, 23 455

P 23508

1983, WWF Jaguar, full sheet with 45 IMPERFORATED sets. Very seldom offered in full sheets. (M)

P 23509

1983, WWF Jaguar, set of four IMPERFORATED proofs on normal paper without gum. One single set, one
set in horizontal pairs, one in horizontal pairs with upper margin and one as gutter pairs. In addition 10c
and $1 as gutter blocks. In total 32 stamps. (T) 719/722

P 23510
23511

1983, WWF Jaguar, set of four in three different IMPERFORATED gutter blocks. (T)

719/722

719/722

1990ties, Soviet Union overprinted stamps, with animals and WWF logo, mint never hinged in 5
stockbooks. Not official, but very nice extention to animal or Soviet collections. In addition one stockbook
with many overprints with ships, space, animals, etc. (K)

**

.

**

200, 200, -

**

100, -

**

THEMATIK: ZEPPELIN / ZEPPELIN

see al so 1 9 09 7, 1 9 09 8, 1 9 09 9 , 1 9 1 00, 1 9 1 01 , 22728, 22741 , 22742, 229 22, 23 078
W

23512+

1910/1945 (ca): Posten mit dutzenden Zeppelin Photos, dazu einige Postkarten und andere
Andenken. Meist individuell ausgepreist und beschrieben. Eine vollständige Liste kann zur Verfügung
gestellt werden. (K)

23513+

.

W

1913 (ca). Rare, perhaps unique, collection of 22 original photographs and cover (i.e. postaly used
rppc) of the Siemens-Schuckert airship the Schuette Lanz, an early German Zeppelin competitor and
important WWI weapon. All the photos relate to trial flights of the Schuette Lanz, which sustained
severe damage; all the photos show either the injured airship in its entirety, or portions in a crash,
or closeups of the various damage. This museum-quality group is impossible to duplicate. The photos
range in size from a few centimeters to 16x12cm. A few are private, original Real Photo Postcard
(RPPC‘s) -- one is canceled at Schneidemuehl July 16, 1913. (T)

.

23514+

1914/1918 (ca). German Luftschiffer Abteilung 27 - Ballonzug 71 / Airship Detachment, Balloon Platoon
71 estate lot with a 100M Wertbrief / money letter sent Feldpost(!) to the airman, along with a collection
of 20 original unit photographs of the crew moving, inflating, raising, flying, etc the airship. (Photo size
ca 17.5x12.5 cm) A rare opportunity. (M)

23515+

1916/1938 (ca). Collection of a couple hundred original PRIVATE Zeppelin photos of mostly the LZ127.
(S)

350, -

1916/1938 (ca). Sammlung von mehreren Hundert Photos von Zeppelinen. (Häufig Privateaufnahmen).
Viele vom LZ 127. (S)

500, -

W

23516

1981, SAO TOME E PRINCIPE: International Stamp Exhibition BRASILIANA'83 and 200 years of aviation
miniature sheet 'Graf Zeppelin' with variety SILVER overprint (instead of black) in an investment lot with
38 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 126 var. (silver), unpriced in Michel (€ 2.280,-- for the
normal issue with black opt.!) (T)

**

160, -

W

23517

1981, SAO TOME E PRINCIPE: International Stamp Exhibition BRASILIANA'83 and 200 years of aviation
miniature sheet 'Graf Zeppelin' with variety VIOLET overprint (instead of black) in an investment lot with
38 miniature sheets, mint never hinged, Mi. Bl. 126 var. (violet), unpriced in Michel (€ 2.280,-- for the
normal issue with black opt.!) (T)

**

160, -
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Nam e

BESICHTIGUNGSFORMULAR – VIEWING FORM

nam e ___________________________________________________________________________

. Auktion FEB R UAR 2020

unden Nr. c ustom er No. ___________________________________

Tele on Fa

hone a

S traß e

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

L

street

Ort / L and

e mail

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

post c od e / c ity / c ountry

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

BEGINN DER BESICHTIGUNG:
START OF VIEWING:

ENDE DER BESICHTIGUNG:
END OF VIEWING:

Ich rde erne ol ende Lose esichti en. Ich in damit ein erstanden dass ährend dieser eit Videoau nahmen erstellt erden.
I d like to see the ollo in lots. I a ree that ideo recordin s ma e made durin this time.

WICHTIG

IMPORTANT

Bi e tra en Sie den Buchsta en ein der hinter der
L osbesc hreibung im Katal og in Kl am m ern steht.

lease ll in the le er that ou see at the end o the
lot descri tion in the catalo ue in rackets.

P 32144

P 32144

P 32145

P 32145

Los-Nr. Lot No.

32144

M

32145

S

Los-Nr. Lot No.

D atum

AB W

– D ate:

AB W

_________________

Aufbewahrung (ABW):

A = Album
K = Karton
M = Mappe
S = Schachtel
T = Tasche

Los-Nr. Lot No.

Unterschri – S ig nature:

Los-Nr. Lot No.

AB W

32144

M

32145

S

AB W

Los-Nr. Lot No.

Storage (ABW):

A = binder
K = big box
M = folder
S = box
T = envelope

AB W

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Los-Nr. Lot No.

AB W

Los-Nr. Lot No.

AB W

Los-Nr. Lot No.

AB W

CG
Nam e

AUKTIONSAUFTRAG – BID FORM

. Auktion 2 . 2 . FEB R UAR 2020

nam e ___________________________________________________________________________

unden Nr. c ustom er No. ___________________________________

Tele on Fa

hone a

S traß e

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

L

street

Ort / L and

e mail

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

post c od e / c ity / c ountry

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

, f a l l s S i e i n u n s er er K a r t ei n i c h t a n d er s r eg i s t r i er t s i n d .

Ich e ren e die Summe meiner uschlä e ( ohne P rov ision und Spesen) au
I limit the sum o m

ids ( w ithout c ommission and f ees) to:

Wenn not endi erh hen Sie meine Ge ote ie ol t – I necessar

1 0%

20 %

3 0%

_ _ _ _ _

Minimum 3

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

lease increase m

%

EUR

Toleran

ids as ollo in

Gebotslose unter 20,- € werden nicht eingegeben – Minimum bid for lots named as „Gebot“ is 20,- €
Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

Ic h hol e d ie L ose persö nl ic h ab – I w il l pic k up the l ots personal l y

D atum

– D ate ______________

R ef erenz en – R ef erenc es:

Unterschri – S ig nature

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bitte belasten Sie meine Kreditkarte / Please debit the total invoice amount to my credit card
(zzgl. 3 % Kreditkartengebühr /additional 3 % credit card charge)

Karten-Nr./Card No.
Ablaufdatum/expiry date: ______________________________

Kartenprüfnummer (CVC)* :

(* Die Kartenprüfnummer (KPN) wird auch CVC (Card Validation Code) genannt, ist dreistellig und auf die Rückseite Ihrer Kreditkarte gedruckt)

Unterschrift für Kreditkartenzahlung – Signature for credit card payment : _________________________________________________________

Ich m chte tele onisch ieten. Bi e kontaktieren Sie mich recht eiti . ( Mindestgeb ot f ü r T elef onb ieter b eträ gt 300, - € )
I c h b in unter f olgenden T elef onnummern z u erreic hen
I ish to id

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

/_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

oder

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

/_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

tele hone. lease contact me in time. ( Minimum b id f or telephone b idders is 300, - € )

I am av ailab le at the f ollow ing telephone numb ers
Für d iese L ose: / For these l ots:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

/_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

/_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

D atum

– D ate:

______________

R ef erenz en – R ef erenc es:

__________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

unden Nr. c ustom er No.

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Unterschri – S ig nature:

_____________________________

Gebiet – country

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

Gebot € – bid €

WICHTIGER HINWEIS FÜR UNSERE EU-PRIVATKUNDEN:
Nach uschla eines Loses erden ir Sie r die Versand ormalitäten anschrei en. Dies ist au Grund der eset lichen
EU Versandhandelsre elun not endi .
IMPORTANT NOTE FOR OUR EU-CUSTOMERS:
A er knockin do n and acce tance o our id e ill contact ou or the s ecial shi
ecause o EU le al re ulations or distance sales.

in

ormalities. This is necessar

NOTE IMPORTANTE POUR NOS CLIENTS PRIVÉS EUROPÉENS:
A r s l a ri ution d un lot nous ous crirons our les ormalit s d e dition. Ceci est n cessaire en raison de dis ositions
l ales communautaires sur la ente ar corres ondance.

© 2020 Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG

Versteigerungsfolge – Auction Schedule

MITTWOCH

5. Februar 2020 /

WEDNESDAY

5 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am BANKNOTEN
BANKNOTES WORLDWIDE single lots
DONNERSTAG

6. Februar 2020 /

THURSDAY

1 - 1.761

6 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am BANKNOTEN ALLE WELT Sammlungen
BANKNOTES
BANKNOTEN DEUTSCHLAND | BANKNOTES GERMANY
FREITAG

7. Februar 2020 /

FRIDAY

24. Februar 2020 /

MONDAY

25. Februar 2020 /

TUESDAY

6.200 - 7.562

12.00 Uhr | 12.00 am THEMATIK | THEMATICS
-

MITTWOCH

26. Februar 2020 /

7.600 - 9.063

ÜBERSEE | OVERSEAS: A - Z

9.100 - 10.549

-

| AIRMAIL

EUROPA | EUROPE: A - Z

16.00 Uhr | 4.00 pm

WEDNESDAY

26 th February 2020
13.500 - 14.007

10.30 Uhr | 10.30 am DEUTSCHES REICH

14.008 - 15.249

13.00 Uhr | 1.00 pm DT. AUSLANDSPOSTÄMTER | KOLONIEN - SUDETENLAND
15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm DEUTSCHLAND nach 9

-

LAGERPOST

27. Februar 2020 /

1945 - GDR

SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm
FREITAG

28. Februar 2020 /

SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

18.000 - 19.899

27 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ÜBERSEE | OVERSEAS: A - Z
-

14.00 Uhr | 2.00 pm

20.000 - 22.607
| AIRMAIL

22.700 - 22.770

THEMATIK | THEMATICS

22.800 - 23.517

EUROPA | EUROPE: A - Z

23.600 - 26.026

FRIDAY

28 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am NACHLÄSSE, WUNDERKARTONS

26.100 - 26.453

13.00 Uhr | 1.00 pm DEUTSCHLAND vor 1945 | GERMANY before 1945
15.30 Uhr | 3.30 pm

16.800 - 17.211
17.212 - 17.896

ANSICHTSKARTEN | PICTURE POSTCARDS
THURSDAY

15.250 - 16.218
16.219 - 16.685

| GERMANY

-

DONNERSTAG

10.600 - 10.791
11.000 - 13.488

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ALTDEUTSCHLAND | GERMAN STATES

17.00 Uhr | 5.00 pm

5.000 - 6.118

25 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ASIEN | ASIA
13.00 Uhr | 1.00 pm

3.000 - 4.600

24 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am CHINA SONDERAUKTION – inklusive LIBERATED AREAS
CHINA SPECIAL AUCTION – including LIBERATED AREAS
DIENSTAG

2.000 - 2.654

7 th February 2020

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am NUMISMATIK � MÜNZEN | NUMISMATICS � COINS
MONTAG

1.800 - 1.866

DEUTSCHLAND nach 1945 | GERMANY
LITERATUR| VARIA

9

28.000 - 29.031
29.100 - 29.622
29.700 - 29.751

U1: ex. lot 21.349 | U3: ex. lot 23.332| U4: ex. lot 20.402

Asien
Einzellose
Thematik / Übersee
Einzellose
Europa
Einzellose
Deutschland
Einzellose
Thematik / Übersee
Sammlungen

4.I
4.II
5
6
7
R

Europa
Sammlungen
Nachlässe / Deutschland
Sammlungen

17. - 21. Februar 2020
17 - 21 February 2020

9.00 - 18.00 Uhr
9.00 am - 6.00 pm

Samstag / Sonntag
Saturday / Sunday

22. - 23. Februar 2020
22 - 23 February 2020

9.00 - 16.00 Uhr
9.00 am - 4.00 pm

Montag - Freitag
Monday - Friday

24. - 28. Februar 2020
24 - 28 February 2020

8.00 - 20.00 Uhr
8.00 am - 8.00 pm

27. Februar 2020

Internationale Numismatik / Münzen
Einzellose & Sammlungen
Banknoten – Alle Welt / Deutschland
Einzellose & Sammlungen
International Rarities Vol. 32
Einzellose & Sammlungen

Termine außerhalb der angegebenen Zeiten sind nach vorheriger Absprache möglich.
Private Viewing by appointment.
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